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PREFACE TO THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION. 

Both in Santiniketan, where I held the visiting professor
ship at Visvahharati University in 192i-23, and elsewhere 
in India, I often heard expressions of regret that my c History 
of Indian Literature,' written in German, was not accessible 
to the majority of Indian students. I talked about this to 
some of my Indian friends, and one day Professor Tarapore
wala suggested that an English translation might be publish
ed by the University of Calcutta. He spoke about it to the 
late Sir Asutosh Mookerjee, the great champion and inspirer 
of Oriental Studies in Calcutta University, who at once 
showed great interest in the work, and at his suggestion the 
Syndicate of the U viversity agreed to undertake .the publica· 
tion. It was not difficult to find a translator. When I came 
to Poona in November 1922, to visit the Bhand.arkar Oriental 
Research Institute, I was introduced to Dr. S. V. Ketkar, the 
learned Editor of the Marathi Encyclopmdia, and to my great 
surprise he showed me two big volumes, containing a type
written English translation of the first two volumes of my 
" History of Indian Literature." The translation, I under
stood, was the work of Mrs. Ketkar, who had made it for the 
use of her husband, not for publication. Mrs. Ketkar, being 
German by her mother tongue, English by education, and 
Indian by marriage, seemed to me as if predestined for the 
work, and she agreed to revise and rewrite her translation 
for the purpose of publication. 

But not only the translator had to revise her work, I 
myself had to revise mine. The first part of the German 
original, dealing with Vedic literature, had been published in 
1905, the second part, treating the Epic and Puranic literature, 

( ix) 



X PREFACE TO THE ~NGLtSH TRANSLATION 

in 1908. It was, therefore, necessary to revise the whole work 
for the English translation, in order to bring it up to date. 
Many chapters had to be rewritten entirely, smaller changes, 
corrections and additions, had to be made almost on every 
page, and the more important publications of the last twenty 
years had to be added to the references in the Notes. Thus 
this English translation is at the same time a second, revised 
and, I hope, improved edition of the original work. 

ItJs not for me to say how far the translator has succeed
ed in her task. But I know that she has spared no pains to 
make her translation as accurate and as readable as possible. 
And for this it is my pleasant duty to thank her. I have also 
to thallk my pupil Wilhelm Gam pert for preparing the Index. 

Prague, Sept. 5th, 1926. M. WINTERNITZ. 



PREFACE TO THE GERMAN EDiTION. 

The publishers of this work have announced in a notice 
that the series in which the present volume, dedicated to the 
oldest period of Indian literature, appears, is intended, " not 
for learned circles, but for the educated people of the _nation." 
With this idea in mind, the class of reader which I have kept 
constantly in view in the course of my work is the reader 
who as yet knows nothing of Indian literature, and possesses 
no special Indological knowledge of any kind :-and yet not 
that reader who merely desires a desultory acquaintance with 
Indian literature in a leisure hour, but him who wants to 
make himself as thoroughly acquainted with it as it is at all 
possible without a knowledge of the Indian languages. An 
English, German or French literary history need only be a 
bare presentation of the course of development of a literature 
which presumably is already familiar. A history of Indian 
literature, however, in all cases in which there are no German
translations-and this is unfortunately so in the majority of 
cases-must also instruct the German reader as far as possible 
in the contents of the literary productions, by means of 
quotations and summaries of the contents. In other words: 
A history of the literature must be at the same time a descrip
tion of the literature. Thus of the national epics and the 
Pura:Q.as, with which the second half of the present volume 
deals, only few portions have so far become known in German 
translations. Without extensive descriptive summaries and 
quotations it is impossible for the reader to gain any concep
tion at all of the works treated. 

( ~i ) 
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PREFACE TO THE GERMAN EDITION 

In this way, indeed, the volume assumed larger propor· 
tions than it was originally anticipated. A second considera
tion also accounts for this increase in the size of the work. 
It is precisely the oldest Indian literature, treated in this 
volume, which, with reference to chronology, is to a certain 
extent" hovering in the air." Not a single one of the numer
ous and extensive works which belong to the Vedas, to the 
national Epics, or to the Pura:r;tas, can be ascribed with 
certainty even to. this or that century. It is simply imposs
ibll:', in one sentence or in a few lines, to give information 
on the age of the Vedas, of the Mahabharata, of the Ram[yai).a 
and even of the Pural).aS. Even for the general reader it is 
not sufficient to tell him that we do not know anything defi
nite about the date of these works. It is necessary to mark 
off the boundaries within which our ignorance moves, and to 
state the grounds on which an approximate, even though 
only conjectural, date of these works is supported. Therefore 
considerable sections had to be devoted to the enquiry con
cerning the age of the Vedas, the Epics and the Pura:r;tas. I 
emphasize expressly that t}lese chapters, too, are not indeed 
written only for the specialist, but in the first place for the 
layman as characterised above, whom I had in view as my 
reader. If, notwithstanding, they contain something new for 
the specialist also,-and probably also some points which 
might challenge contradiction,-then it is because questions 
are here dealt with, which, just in recent years, have been the 
subject of new investigations, new discoveries, and manifold 
controversies. 

The references given in the Notes are partly intended for 
the specialist, in whose eyes they are to justify the editor's 
!'tandpoint in the most important debatable questions. For 
it is a matter of course, that a book which is addressed to the 
"educated people of the nation," must also stand before the 
judgment of the specialist, and submit entirely to the same. 
Qn the other hand~ in the Notes intended for the non-specialist, 
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i: have also made a point of referring to all German translations 
which are accessible by any means-and where these are 
wanting, to the English and l!.,rench ones. I have utilised 
these translations only in a few cases, in which they appeared 
to me to reproduce the original in a particularly admirable 
manner. Where no translator is mentioned, the translations 
are my own. 

After what has been said, it will not be surprising that 
the originally intended size of one volume proved to be too 
narrow for this Indian Literary History. I am ~incerely 

thankful to the Publisher for raising no opposition to the 
reasons which were given for the widening of the originally 
planned size, and for giving his consent for a second volume. 
This widening also thoroughly corresponds with the extent 
and the significance of lndian literature,-for which I refer 
to the Introduction (p. l :ff.). As the present volume deals in 
a certain sense with the " prehistoric " period of Indian 
literature,-at least in their beginnings, both the Vedas and 
the national epics reach back to far-off epochs which cannot 
be fixed by means of any dates-so the second volume shall 
begin with the Buddhist literature, and introduce the reader 
to the literature of the actually historical period of India. 

Regarding the works upon which I have drawn and to 
which I am indebted, the Notes to the separate sections give 
information. What I owe to the " Akademische Vorles
ungen iiber Indische Liter~turgeschichte " b;v Albrecht 
Weber (2nd edition, Berlin 1876) which paved the way for 
Indian literary historiography, and to those stimulating and 
valuable lectures on "Indiens Literatur und Cultur in histo
rischer Entwicklung" by Leopold v. Schroeder (Leipzig 1887) 
could naturally not be recorded in every single case. I also 
owe much, without always haTing specially mentioned it, to 
the valuable "Bulletins des Religions de l'Inde" by A. Barth 
in the Revue de l'Histoire des Religions, Tomes I, III, V, XI, 
XIV, XXVIIIf, XLif, and XLV (1880-1902). The ingenious 
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essays of H. Oldenberg, "Die Literatur des alten Indien" 
(Stuttgart and Berlin 1903) deal more with an aesthetic view 
and appreciation of Indian literature, which was somewhat 
outside the scope of my plans. 'l'be works of A. Baumg~.rtner 
(Geschichte der 'Veltliteratur II. Die Literaturen Indiens 
und Ostasiens, 3. und 4. Aufl., Freiburg i. B. 1902), A. A. 
Macdonell (A History of Sanskrit Literature, London 1900) 
and V. Henry (Les Litteratures de l'Inde, Paris I 904), though 
quite useful for their own purposes,. hardly offered me any
thing new. The outlines of Indian literature by Richard 
Pischel "in Part I, Section VII ("Die Orientalischen Litera
turen "), of the series "Die Kultur der Gegenwart" (Berlin 
and Leipzig 1906), exceedingly short, but a masterpiece in 
their brevity, appeared only when my MS. was already 
finished and partly printed. I would not wish to leave un
mentioned the services rendered to me by the "Orientalische 
Bibliographie" by Lucian SchErman, which is !i!O indispensable 
to every Orientalist. Finally, I expre!ils my sincere gratitude 
to all those who have written friendly reviews or offered 
expert criticism on the first half volume which appeared two 
years a«so. 

Prag, Kgl. Weinberge, 
· 15th October, 1907. 

:M. WINTERNITZ. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR. PRONUNCIATION OF INDIAN (SANSKRI1', 

PRAKRIT, PA.LI) NAMES AND WORDS, WRITTEN IN 

ROMAN CHARACTERS. 

Pronounce: 

. {a ~ as a "neutrlJ vowel " like English '' short u" in but. 
~ r <:;fl as a vowel, like er in Scots English baker. 
~ e ~ 1 as long e (in English they) and o (in English stone), 
> o ~ 5 without diphthongal character. 

Palatals. { 
c ~ like ch in English child. 
j ~ like j in English just. 

(t ?:l 
~ Ilk~ 
..g i rJ, ;g }-like English ", dentals ", while the Sanskrit dentals 
~ 1 rf,k G I (t ff, th ?:l, d ~' dh '1:1', n if) are pronounced like 

0 L~ ~J dentals in Italian and French. 
v " 

{ 
8 (or s, s) 1J (palatal)} 

Sibila.nts. ( b l) like sh in English ship. 
11 lil cere ra 

Nasals. f 
n ~ (guttural) like ng in English sing 
n 01 (palatal) , gn in French montagne 
1p, (Anusvara) , n in }.,rench Jean. 
lJ, (Visarga) "a surd breathing, a final h-sound (in 

the European sense of h) uttered in 
the articulating position of the 
preceding vowel" (Whitney). 



INTRODUCTION. 

EXTENT AND SIGNIFICANCE OF INDIAN LITERATURE, 

The history . of Indian literature 'is the history of the' 
mental activity of at least 3,000 years, as· expressed in speech 
and writing. rrhe home of thi~ mental activity which has 
been almost uninterruptedly continuous thro_ugh thousands o_f 
years, is a land which reaches from the Hindu-kush to Cape 
Comorin and covers an area of one and a half millions of 
square miles, equalling in extent the whole of Europe with 
the exception of Russia,-a land which stretches from 8° 
to 35° N. Lat., that is, from the hottest regions of the Equator 
to well within the temp~rate zone. But the influence which 
this literature, already in ancient times, exerted· over. the 
mental life of other nations, reaches far beyond the boundaries 
of India to Further India, to Tibet, as far as China, Japan and 
Korea, and in the South over Ceylon and the Malay Peninsula 
far away over the islands of the Indian and the Pacific Oceans1 

while to the West the tracks of Indian mental life may be 
traced far into Central Asia to Eastern Turkestan, where, bur~ed 
in the sands of the desert, Indian manuscripts have been 
found. 

As regards its contents, Indian. literature embraces , 
everything which the word "literature " comprises in its 
widest sense : . religious and secular, epic, ·lyric, dra~atic 

and didactic poetry, as well as narrative and scientific prose. 
In the foreground stands the religious literature. Not 

only the Brahmans in their Vedas and the Buddhists in 
their Tipitaka, but also many others of the numerous religious 
sects, ·which have sprung up in India, can produce an 
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enormous number of literary works-hymns, sacrificial songs, 
incantations, myths and legends, sermons, theological treatises, 
polemical writings, manuals of instruction on ritual and 
religious discipline. In this literature there is an accumu
lation of absolutely priceless material, which no investigator 
of religion can afford to pass by. Besides this activity in 
the sphere of religious literature, which reaches back through 
thousands of years, and is still being continued at the present 
day, there have been in India since the oldest times also 
heroic songs, which in the course of centuries have become 
condensed into two great national epics-the Mahabharata v 
and the· RamayaJ}.a. 'The poets of the Indian Middle Ages 
during centuries.drew upon the legends of these two epics, 
and epic poems arose, which in contraq.istinction to these 
popular epics, are designated as-ornat-6 epics. But, while 
these poems, on account of their exaggerated artificiality, 
which often exceeds all bounds, do not by any means always 
suit our Western taste, Indian poets have bequeathed to 
us lyrical and dramatic works, which bear comparison for 
delicacy ·and intensity of feeling, and partly also for dramatic. 
creative power, with the most beautiful productions of modern 
European literature. In one department of literature, that 
of the aphorism (gnomic poetry), the Indians have attained 
a mastery which has never been gained by any other nation. 
India is also the land of the fairy-tale and fable. The 
Indian collections of fairy-tales, fables and prose narratives 
have played no insignificant part in . the history of world
literature. Indeed, fairy-tale research-that most attractive 
study of fairy-tales and fairy-tale motives and of their wan
derings from people to people-has only become an indepen
dent branch of knowledge through Benfey's fundamental work 
on the famous Indian book of fables, ~he Paficatantra. 

But one of the peculiarities of the Indian mind is that 
it has never drawn a distinct line between purely artistic 
production and scientific work, so that a division between 
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"belles lettres " and didactic literature is not really possible 
in India. What appears to us a collection of fairy tales and 
fables is regarded by the Indians as a manual of politicall 
and moral instruction. On the other hand, his tory and 
biography have m India never been treated other than bylv 
poets and as a branch of epic poetry. Neither does a di visi<?n · 
between the forms of poetry and prose really exist in India.\ 
Every subject cah be treated equally well in verses as in the· 
prose form. We find novels which differ from the ornate· 
epics in hardly anything except that the metrical form is 
wanting. Since the oldest times we find a special predilection 
for the mixture of prose and verse. For that which .we call · 
scientifio literature, the prose form has been em'ployed in · 
India only for .a small part, whereas verse has been used to 
a far greater extent. This is t~e case in works on philosophy 
and law, as also in those on medicine, astronomy, architecture, 
etc. Indeed, . even grammars and dictionaries have been 
written by the Indians in metrical.form. There is perhaps . 
nothing more characteristic than that there exists a great · 
classical epic in 22 Cantos, which pursues the definitely- stated 
aim of illustrating and impressing the rules of grammar. : 
Philosophy was very early a subject of literary activity iri · 
India, first in connection with the religious literature, but · 
later also independently of the latter. Similarly, already ·· 
in very ·early times, law and custom were,-also first in· 
connection with religion,-made into subjects of a special · 
law literature, written partly in verse and partly in prose: 
The importance of this law literature for the comparative' 
study of law and social science is to-day appreciated to the 
full by prominent jurists and sociologists. Centuries before 
the birth of Christ, grammar was already studied in India._, 
a science in which the Indians excel all the nations of 
antiquity. Lexicography, too, attains to a high age. The 
Indian court poets (Kavi) of later periods · did not give 
utterance to that which ·a god revealed to them, but they 
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studied the rules of grammar, and searched in dictionaries 
for rare and poetic expressions; they versified according to 
the · teachings and rules which were laid down in scientific 
works on prosody and poetics. Since the earliest times the 
Indian mind had a particular. predilection for detailed analysis 
and for the pedantic scientific treatment of all possible 
subjects. Therefore we find in India not only an abundant, 
and partly ancient, literature on politics and economics,\/ 
medicine, astrology and astronomy, arithmetic and 
_geometry; but also music, singing, dancing and\.. 
dramatic art, magic and divination, and even erotics, 
are arranged in scientific systems and treated in special 
manuals of-instruction. 

But in each single one of the above enumerated branches 
of literature there has accumulated, during the course of the 
centuries, a mass of literary productions which it is almost 
impossible to survey, ·largely through the fact that in nearly 
all departments of religious literature, as well as of poetry 
and sciepce, the commentators developed a very eager 
activity. Thus especially some of the most important and\... 
most extensive works on grammar, philosophy and law are 
only commentaries on older works. Very.frequently other 
commentaries were again written on these commentaries. 
Indeed, it is not a rare thing for an author in India to have 
added a commentary to his own work. 'l'hus, it is no matter 
for wonder, that the sum total of Indian literature is almost 
overwhelming. And in spite of the fact that the catalogues 
of Indian MSS. which can be found in Indian and European 
libraries contain many thousands of book-titles and names of · 
authors, innumerable works of Indian literature have been lost, 
and many names of older writers are known only through 
quotations by later writers, or have even completely dis
appeared. · 

All these facts-the high age, the wide geographi?al./ 
distribution, the extent, and the wealth, the _aesthetic val¥ 
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and still moro tha value from the point of view of the history 
of culture, of Indian literature-would fully suffice to justify 
our interest in this great, original, and ancient literature. 
Butt here is so~ething else in addition to th~s, which gives, 
just to Indian literature, a quite particular interest. The 
Indo-Aryan languages, together with the Iranian, form th~ 
most easterly branch of that great family of languages, to 
which also our language and indeed most of the languages of 
Europe belong, and which is called Indo-European. It was 
indeed this very literature of India, the investigation of which 
led to the discovery of this affinity of languages, a discovery 
which was so truly epoch-making, because it threw such an 
astonishing new light upon the pre-historic relations between v 
the peoples. For, from the affinity of languages, one was 
forced to conclude that there was a former unity of languages,./ 
and this again presupposed a closer tie between the peoples 
speaking these Indo-European languages. There certainly are 
widespread and considerable errors concerning this relation
ship of the Indo-European peoples prevailiDg even to-day. 
People speak of an Indo-European "race," which does ~ot 
exist at ail, and never has existed. One also hears at times 
that Indians, Persians, Greeks, Romans, Germanic peoples 
and Slavs are of the same blood, descendants of one and the 
same Indo-European" primitiv~ stock." These were far too 
hasty conclusions. But though it is even more than doubtful 
whether the peoples which speak Indo-European languages 
are all descended from a common origin, still it must not be 
doubted that a common language, this most important instru
ment of all mental activity, implies a relationship of mind 
and a common culture. Though the indians are not flesh of 
our flesh, or bone of our bone, we may yet discover mind of 
our mind in the world of Indian thought. In order, however, 
to attain to a knowledge of the "Indo-European mind," i.e. 
of that which may be called the--Indo-European peculiarity in 
thought, reflection and poetry of these peoples, it is absolutely 
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essential for the one-sided knowledge of the Indo-European 
charact~r, which we have acquired by the study of 
European literatut·es, to be completed by an acquaintance 
with the Indo-European mind as evidenced in the distant 
East. It is for this reason that Indian literature, more 
especially, forms a necessary complement to the classical 
literature of Ancient Greece and Rome for all who would 
guard themselves against a one-sided view of the Indo
European character. Indian literature cannot, indeed, be 
compared with Greek literature in regard to artistic merit. 
The world of Indian thought has not, it is true, exercised by 
any means such an influence over modern European ideas as 
did Greek and Roman culture. But if we wish to learn to 
understa:nd the beginnings of our own culture, if we wish to 
understand the oldest Indo-European culture, we must go to 
India, where the oldest literature of an Indo-European people 
is preserved. For whatever view we may adopt on the 
problem of the antiquity of Indian literature, we can safely 
say that the oldest monument of the literature of the Indians 
is at the S'lme time the oldest monument of Indo-European 

·literature which we possess. 
Moreover, the immediate influence which the literature 

of India has exercised over our own literature, too, should not 
be under-estimated. We shall see that the narrative litera
ture of Europe is dependent on the Indian fable literature 
in no small degree. It is more especially German literature 
and German philosophy which, since the beginning of the 
19th century, have been greatly influenced by Indian ideas, and 
it is quite probable that this influence is still on the increase, 
and that it will be augmented still further in the cou.rse of 
the present century. 

For that affinity of mind which.is revealed to us in the 
unity of the Indo-European languages, is still clearly recogni
sable to-day, and nowhere so markedly as between Indians 
and Germans. The striking points of agreement between th€ 
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German and Indian mind have often been pointed out.1> "The 
Indians," says Leopold von Schroeder, "are the nation of 
romanticists of antiquity: the Germans are the romanticists 
of modern times." G. Brandes has already referred to the· 
tendency towards contemplation and abstract speculation as 
well as to the inclination towards pantheism in the case of 
both Germans and Indians. Moreover, the German and the 
Indian character meet in ~any other respects, in a striking 
manner. It is not only Ger~an poets ·who have sung of 
" '\V eltschmerz " (world-sorrow). " Weltschmel'Z " is also the 
basic idea upon which the doctrine of Buddha is built up_; and 
more than one Indian poet has lamented the suffering and woe 

. of the world, the transitoriness and the vanity of al1 earthly 
things in words which remind us forcibly of our great. poet of 
"W eltschmerz," Nikolaus Lenau. And when Heine· says : 

" Sweet is sleep, but death is better, 
B.est of all is it never to be born," 

he expresses the same idea as those Indian philosophers, who 
aspire to nothing more ardently than to that death after 
which there is no further re-birth. Again, sentimel!tality and 
feeling for Nature are the common property of German and 
Indian poetry, whilst they are foreign, say, to Hebrew or 
Greek poetry. Germans and Indians love descriptions of 
Nature; and both Indian and German poets delight in 
connecting the joys and sorrows of man with the Nature 
whkh surrounds him. There is yet another, quite different 
province, in which we encounter the similarity . between 
Germans and Indians. Mention h9.s already been made of 
the tendency of the Indians to work out scientific systems ; 
and we are justified in saying that the Indians- were the 

1
) Thus especially by G. Bra'lldes, " Bauptstrllmungen der Literatur des neunzehnten 

Jahrhundel'ts," Berlin 1872, I, p. 270, and by Leopold vtm Schroeder, "Jndiens Literatur 
und Cultur," Leipzig 1887, p. 6 f, 
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nation of scholars of antiquity, just as the Germans are the 
nation of scholars of to-day. In the earliest ages the Indians 
already analysed their ancient sacred writings with a view to 
philology, classified the linguistic phenomena as a scientific 
system, and developed their grammar so highly that even 
to-day modern philology cim use their attainments as a 
foundation ; likewise Germans of to-day are the undisputed 
leaders in all fields of ·philology and linguistic science. 

In the field of Indian philology and in the research of· 
Indian literature, too, the Germans have been the leaders and 
pioneers. Much as we are indebted to the English, whu, as 
the rulers of India, took up the study of Indian language and 
literature as a result of practical needs, much as some promi-. 
nent French, Italian, Dutch, Danish, American, Russian, 
and,-whicli should not be forgotten-native Indian scholars, 
have ·done for the investigation of Indian literature and 
culture,-the Germans have undoubtedly taken the lion's 
share in publishing critical editions of texts, explaining and 
investigating them, and in compiling dictionaries and gram
mars. A brief s~rvey of the history of Indological studies will 
show us this. 

THE BEGINNINGS OF THE STUDY OF INDIAN JJITI<:RA.TURE 

IN EUROPE.l) 

The enormous mass of Indian literary works, which 
to-day can hardly be surveyed by one investigator, has been 
made accessible for research only in the course of little more 
than a century. 

Certainly already in the seventeenth, and still more in 
the eighteenth century, isolated travellers and missionaries 
acquired a certain knowle~ge of Indian languages, and made 

') For this chapter see E. Windisch, "Goschichte ?er Sanskrit-Philologie nnd indischen 

Altertnmskunds," I, II (Grundrissi, 1, 1917 and 1920). · 
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themselves acquainted with one or another of the works of 
Indian literature. But their efforts did not fall on fr11itful 
soil. Thus in the year 1651 the Dutchman Abraham Roger 
who had lived as a preacher in Paliacatta. (Puliat) to the 
north of Madras, reported in his work "Open Door to the 
Hidden Heathendom " 1

) on the ancient Brahmanicalliterature 
of the Indians, and p11blished some of the Proverbs of 
Bhart:rhari, which had been translated into Port11guese for 
him by a Brahman, and which were drawn upon by Herder 
in later years for his " Stimmen der Volker in Liedern." In 
the year 1699 the Jesuit Father Johann Ernst Hanxleden 
went to India and worked there for over thirty years in the 
Ma.labar Mission. He was himself conversant with Indian 
languages, and his '' Grammatica Granthamia seu Samscrdu
mica " was the first Sanskrit Grammar written by a European. 
It was never printed, b11t was used by Fra Paolino de St. 
Bartholomeo. This Fra Paolino-an Austrian Carmelite, 
whose real name was J. Ph. Wessdin-is undeniably the most 
important of the missionaries who worked at the earliest 
opening-up of Indian literature. He was a missionary on the 
coast of Malabar from 1776 till1789 and died in Rome in the 
year 1805. He wrote two Sanskrit Grammars and several 
learned treatises and books. His " Systema Brahmanicum " 
(Rome, 1792) and his "Reise nach Ostindien" (German by J. 
R. Forster, Berlin, 1798) show a great knowledge of India and 
the Brahmanical literature, as well as a deep study of Indian 
lan~uages and especially of Indian religious thought. ·But 
yet his work too has left only faint traces behind. 

At the same time, however, the English too had begun 
to concern themselves about the language and literature of the 
Indians. It was no . less a person than Warren Hastings, 
the actual founder of British rule in India, from whom 

') The book appeared in Dntch in 1051 (" Open-Deure tot het verborgen Beydendom," 
in 1915 newly edited by W. Calan.d), and in a German translation in Niirnberg iD 1663. 

2 
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emanated the first fruitful stimulus for the study of Indian 
literature, which has never since been interrupted. He had 
recognised, what the English since then have never forgotten, 
that the sovereignty of England in India would be secure 
only if the rulers understood· how to treat the social and 
religious prejudices of the natives with all possible consi
deration. At his instigation therefore a resolution was 
incorporated in the law which was to regulate the Govern
ment of India, to the effect that native scholars should attend 
the legal proceedings in order to make it possible for the 
English judges in India to consider the statutes of Indian 
law-books at the formulation of the verdicts. And when, in 
the year 1773, · Warren Hastings was nominated as the 
Governor-General of Bengal and entrusted with the highest 
powers over the whole of the English possessions in India, 
he had a work compiled by a number of Brahmans, versed 
in the law, out of the ancient Indian law books, under 
the title of "Vivadar.t;tavasetu" ("Bridge over the Ocean of 
Disputes ") containing everything important about the Indian 
law of inheritance, family law, and such like. When the 
work was finished, no one could be found who was capable 
of translating it directly from Sanskrit into English. It 
therefore had to be translated from Sanskrit into Persian, 
from which it was translated into English by Nathaniel 
Brassey Halhed. This translation was printed at the expense 
of the East India Company in the year 1776 under the title 
"A Code of Gentoo 1> Law." • J 

The first Englishman w;y acquired a knowledge of 
Sanskrit was Charles Wilkins, who had been urged by 
Warren Hastings to take instruction from the Pandits in 
Benares, tha chief seat of Indian learning. As the first-fruits 
of his Sanskrit studies he published in the year 1785 an English 

•) A German translation appeared in Hamburg in 1778. "Gentoo" is the Anglo
Indian form of the Portngnese "gentio," "heathen," and is nsed to designate the Indian 
''heathens," i.e. the Hindne, in contradistinction to tile Mohammedanil, 
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translation of the philosophical poem "Bhagavadg Ita~ 
which was the first time a Sanskrit book had been translated 
directly into a European language. Two years later there 
followed a translation of the book of fables, "Hitopa.d esa," 
and in 1795 a translation of the Sakuntala. episode from the 
:Mahabharata. For his Sanskrit Grammar, which appeared 
in 1808, Sanskrit type was used for the first time in Europe, 
a type which he himself had carved and cast. He was also 
the first who occupied himself with Indian inscriptions and 
translated some of them into English. 

However, still more important for the opening-up of 
large departments of Indian literature was the work of the 
famous English orientalist William Jones tf (born 174(3, dieV 
1794), who went to India in the year 1783 in order to take 
up the post of Chief Justice at Fort William. J one~ had 
already in his youth occupied himself with oriental poetry, 
and translated Arabic and Persian poems into English. No 
wonder that, when he arrived in India, he transferred his 
enthusiasm to the study of Sanskrit and Indian l~terature. 
Already a year after his arrival in India he became the founder 
of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, which soon displayed an 
extraordinarily useful activity in the publication of periodicals, 
and especially in the printing of numerous editions of Indian 
texts. In the year 1789 he published his English translation 
of the celebrated drama "Sakuntala." by Kalidasa. This 
English translation was translated into German in the year 
179L by Georg Forster, and awakened in the highest degree 
the enthusiasm of men like Herder and Goethe. Another 
work of the same poet Kalidasa, the lyric poem" ~tusarphara," 
was published in the original text by Jones in Calcutta in the 
year 1792, and this was the first Sanskrit text which appeared 

1 ) William Jones was not only a. learned and enthusiastic Orienta.list, but also the first 
Anglo-Indian poet. He composed suggestive hymns to Brahman, Nilriya.IJ&, La.qmi. etc, 1 

.s. E. F. Oaten," A Sketch of Anglo-Indian Literature," London 1908, p. 19 fl. 
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translated into English the most famous and most reputed 
work ofindian legal literature, the law book of Manu. This 
translation appeared in Calcutta in 1794 under the title 
"Institutes of Hindu Law, or the Ordinance of Manu." A 
German translation of this book appeared in 1797 in 
Weimar. Finally Jones was also the first who affirmed the 
certain genealogical connection of Sanskrit with Greek 
and Latin and it~ hypothetical connection with German, 
Celtic and Persian. He had already also pointed out the 
similarities between the ancient Indian and the Graeco·Roman 
mythology. 

While the enthusiastic W. Jone~, through the enthusiasm 
with which he brought to light Indian literary treasures, was 
primarily stimulating, the sober Henry Thomas Colebrooke, 
who continued the work of W. Jones, became the real founder 
of Indian philology and archaeology. Colebrooke had entered 
on his official ·career in Calcutta in 1782 as a youth of 
seventeen years, without troubling himself during the first 
eleven years of his sojourn in India about Sanskrit and 
Sanskrit literature. But when W. Jones died in 1794 
Colebrooke had just learnt Sanskrit and had undertaken 
to translate from the Sanskrit into English, under Jones' 
guidance, a composition, prepared by native scholars, on the 
law of succession and contract, from the Indian law books. 
This translation appeared in 1797 and 17 98 under the title 

· " A Digest of Hindu Law on Contracts and Successions" 
in four folio volumes. From that time he devoted himself 

· with untiring zeal to the investigation of Indian literature. 
His interest, contrary to that of Jones, lay not so much in 
the poetic as in the scientifi.e literature. Therefore we are 
indebted to him not only for further works on Indian law, but 
also for pioneer essays on philosophy and religious life, on 
grammar, astronomy and the arithmetic of the Indians. 
Moreover it was he who, in the year 1805, in the now famous 
essay "On the Vedas," was the first to give definite and 
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relhble information about the ancient sacred books of the 
Indians. 1> He was also the editor of the Amarakosa and other 
Indian dictionaries, of the famous grammar of PM..ini, of the 
"Hitopadesa," and of the epic poem "Kiratarjuniya." Further 
he is the author of a Sanskrit grammar, and edited and trans
lated a num~er of inscriptions. Finally he amassed an 
exceedingly diversified collection of Indian manuscripts, which 
are supposed to have cost him about £10,000, and which, after 
his return to England, he presented to the East India Company. 
This collection of manuscripts is to-day one of the most 
valuable treasures of the library of the India Office in London. 

Among the Englishmen who, like Jones and Colebrooke, 
learned Sanskrit at about the close of the eighteenth century, 
was Alexand~r Hamilton. The latter returned to Europe in 
1802, travelling through France, and stayed for a short time -. 
in Paris. An event then happened, which, though unpleasant 
for himself, was extraordinarily favourable for Sanskrit 
learning. Just at that time the hostilities between France 
and England, which had been interrupted only for a short 
time by the Peace of Amiens, broke out anew and Napoleon 
issued a command that all English people who were in France 
when war brok~ out should be prevented froin returning to 
their homes, and be detained in Paris. Alexander Hamilton 
was among these Englishmen. But, in the year 1802 the 
German poet Friedrich Schlegel 2> had also just come to Paris to 

1 ) The alleged translation of the Yajurveda which appeared in the year 1778 in French 
under the title" Ezour-vedam" and in 1779 also in German, is a falsification, a pious 
fraud, which used to be ascribed to the miBBionary Roberto de 'Nobill.' But W. Calatui, 
Tb. Zachariz (GGA 1921, p. 157), and others deny, that he was the author of the fraud. 
Voltaire received this alleged translation from the hands of an official returning from 
Pondicherry and presented it to the Royal Library in Paris, in 1761. Yoltnire regarded the 
book as an old commentary on the Veda, which had been translated by a Yenerable 
centenarian Brahman into French, a11d he frequently refers to the "E•onr-Veda" aa 
an authority for Indian antiquities. Already in the year 1782 Bonnerat declared the book 
to be a falsification. (A. W. Schlegel, Indiscbe Bibliothek, II, p. 50 ff.) 

•) Of. ·'·F. J. &m11, ·• The lnlluenoe of India and Persia on the Poetry of Germany,' 
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stay there, except for a few intervals, till the year 1807, just 
during the time of A. Hamilton's involuntary sojourn. In 
Germany attention had for a long time already been drawn 
to the efforts of English scholars. Especially the above
mentioned translation of "Sakuntala" by W. Jones had 
attracted much attention, and h11.d been immediately (1791) 
translated into German. In the years 1795-97 W. Jones's 
treatises had already appeared in a Get·man transl<ttion. Also 
Jones's translation of Manu's Law Book had been rendered 
into German already in the year 1797. The books of Fra 
Paolino de St. Bartholomeo too did certainly not remain un
noticed in Germany. Above all, however, it was the Romantic 
School, headed by the brothers Schlegel, for which Indian 
literature had a special· attraction. It was indeed the time 
when people began to become enthusiastic about foreign 
literatures. Herder had already frequently directed the 
attention of the Germans to the Orient by means of his 
" Stimmen der Volker in Liedern " ( 1778) and his "Ideen zur 
Geschichte der M:enschheit" ( 1784-91). It was the Romanti
cists, however, who threw themselves with the greatest en
thusiasm into everything strange and distant, and who felt 
themselves most especially attracted by India. From India 
one expected, as Friedrich Schlegel said, nothing less than 
"the unfolding of the history of the primeval world which up 
till now is shrouded in darkness ; and lovers of poetry hoped, 
especially since_ the appearance of the Sokuntola to glean 
thence many similar beautiful creations of the Asiatic spirit, 
animated, as in this case, by grace and love." No wonder, 
therefore, that, when he made the acquaintance of Alexander 
Hamilton in Paris, Friedrich Schlegel at once saized the 
opportunity of learning Sanskrit from him. In the years 1803 
and 1804 he had the advantage of his instruction and the 

New York, 1901, and P. Th. Hoffmann," Der indische nnd der dentsche Geist von Herder 

bis znr Romantik" Diss., Tfibingen, 1915. 
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remaining years of his stay in Paris he employed in study in 
the Paris Library, which already at that time contained about 
two hundred Indian manuscripts.1> As the result of these 
studies there appeared in the year 1808 that book through 
which Friedrich Schlegel became the founder of Indian philo
logy in Germany, namely, ''Ueber die Sprache und Weisheit 
der Indier. Ein Beitrag zur Begriindung der Altertums
kunde." This book was written with enthusiasm and was 
suitable for awakening enthusiasm. It contained also trans-

• lations of some passages from the Ramaya:Q.a, from Manu's 
Law Book, from the Bhagavadgita, and from the Sakuntala
episode of tbe Mahabharata. These were the first direct 
translations from Sanskrit into German; for what had 
pt·eTiously been known of Indian literature in Germany, had 
been translated from the English. 

While Friedrich Schlegel's work was chiefly stimulating, 
it was his brother August Wilhelm von Schlegel who was the 
first in Germany to develop an extensive activity as a Sanskrit 
scholar by means of editions of texts, translations, and other 
philological works. He was also the first Professor of 
Sanskrit in Germany, in which capacity he was called to the 
newly-founded University Q.f Bonn in the year 1818. Like 
his brother, he too had begun his Sanskrit studies in Paris,· 
namely, in the year· 1814. His teacher was a Frenchman, 
A. L. Chezy, the first }1rench scholar to learn and teach 
Sanskrit; he was also the first Sanskrit Professor at the 
College de France, and has rendered valuable services as an 
editor and translator of Indian works. In the year 1823 
appeared the first volume of the periodical "Indische 
Bibliothek," founded and almost entirely written by August 
Wilhelm von Schlegel, containing numerous essays on· 
Indian philology. In the same year he published also a 

1 ) A catalogue of these was published by Ale.11ander Hamilton in Paris, 1807 (in OOQ• 

junction with L. Langles, who translated Hamilto11o's notes into French). 
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' good edition of the Bhagavadgita with a Latin translation, 
while in the year 1829 appeared the first part of Schlegel's 
most important work, his unfinished edition of the Ramaya:r;ta. 

A contemporary of August Wilhelm von Schlegel was 
Franz Bopp, who was born in 1791, went to Paris in 1812, in 
order to devote himself to the study of Oriental languages, 
and there learned Sanskrit from Chezy, together with Schlegel. 
But while the brothers Schlegel, as romantic poets, were 
enthusiastic over India, and took up their work in Indian 
literature as a kind of ad venture, 1> 13opp joined these studies a~t 
a thoroughly sober investigator, and it was he who became the 
founder of a new science, Comparative Philology, which was 
destined to so great a future,-and this by means of his book, 
published in 1816, " Ueber das Conjugations-system der 
Sanskritsprache in Vergleichung mit jenem der griechischen, 
lateinischen, persischen und germanischen Sprache." In the 
investigation of Indian literature, too, Bopp has rendered 
invaluable services. Already in his "Conjugations-system" 
he -gav.e as an appendix some episodes from the Ramaya:r;ta and 
Mahabharata in metrical translations from the original text, 
be!llides some extracts from the Vedas after Colebrooke's 
English translation. With rare skill he then singled out of 
the great epic Mahabharata the wonderful story of King N ala 
and his faithful wife Damayanti, and made it universally 
accessible by means of a good nritical edition with a Latin tran
slation.2> It is just this one, out of the countless episodes of the 

1 ) Thusli'riedrich Schlegel writes in a letter to Goethe that he has set himself the 
task "of bringing to light that which has been forgotten and unappreciated," and there. 
fore had turned from Dante to Shake~peare, to Petrarch and Calderon, to the old German 
heroic songs," In this mllDD9r I had to a certain extent exhausted the European literature, 
and turned t.o Asia in order to seek a new adventure." (A. Hitlebrandt, "Alt-ludien" 
Breslau, 1899, p. 37.) Au]. W1lh. VM Schlegel also writes (lndische Bibliothek, p. 8) that 
he desires, by means of his esMys, to point the way to a certain extent for those of his 
compatriots" who wish to taste the adventure (for an adventure it remains after all)." 

') Nalus, Carmen Sanskritum e Mahabharato, edidit, I ,tine vertit et adnotationibus 
il111stravit Franciscus Bopp. London, 1819. 
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Mahabharata, which most completely forms a separate whole, 
and not only is one of the most beautiful portions of the great 
epic, but also, as one of the most charming creations of Indian 
poetic art, is most peculiarly suitable for awakening enthusiasm 
for Indian literature, and love for the study of Sanskrit. It 
has, in fact, become almost traditional at all Western Univer
sities where Sanskrit is taught, to select the Nala-episode as 
the first reading for the students, for which purpose it is espec
ially suitable also on account of the simplicity of the language. 
A number of other episodes from the Mahabharata, too, were 
published for the first time and translated into German by 
Bopp. His Sanskrit Grammars (1827, 1832 and 1 834) and his 
" Glossarium Sanscritum" (Berlin 1830) have done _very much 
to further the study of Sanskrit in Germany. 

It was fortunate for the young science of comparative 
philology and for the study of Sanskrit, which was then still 
far a long time connected with it, that the ingenio'.IS, versat.ile 
and influential Wilhelm von Humboldt showed enthusiasm for 
these studies. In the year 1821 he began to learn Sanskrit 
because, as he once wrote in a letter to Aug. Wilh. von 
Schlegel/> he had perceived "that without ~s thorough as 
possible a study of Sanskrit,_ very little can be accomplished 
either in philology or in that kind of history which is connected 
with it." And when Schlegel, in the year 1828, took a 
retrospect of Indian studies, he emphasized as particularly. 
fortunate for the new science the fact that it "had found a 
warm friend and patron in Herrn Wilhelm von Humboldt." 
Schlegel's edition of the Bhagavadgita had directed Humboldt's 
attention to this theosophical poem. He devoted special 
treatises to it, and at the time he wrote to Fr. von Gentz (1827) : 
"It is perhaps the deepest and loftiest thing the world has to 
show." Later, in 1828, when he sent to his friend his work 
on the Bhagavadgita, which had in the meantime been 

1 ) Indische Bibliothek, 1, p. 433. 

3 
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criticized by Hegel, he wrote that, however indifferent he 
might be to Hegel's judgment, he greatly valued the Indian 
philosophical poem. "I read the Indian poem," he writes, 
"for the first time in the country in Silesia, and my constant 
feeling while doing so was gratitude to Fate for having 
permitted me to live long enough to become acquainted with 
this book." 1> 

Yet another great hero of German literature remains to 
be mentioned, who fortunately for our science, had enthusiasm 
for Indian poetry. This is the German poet Friedrich Ruckert, 
the incomparable master of the art of translation. Of the 
loveliest gems of Indian epics and lyrics there is indeed much 
which 

" Rustled thousands of years ago 
In the tops of Indian palms," 

and which, through him, has become the common property 
of the German people.'> 

Till the year 1830 it was almost entirely the so-called 
classical Sanskrit literature which occupied the attention of 
European students. The drama "Sakuntala," the philosophic 
poem "Bbagavadgita," the Law-Book of Manu, the proverbs 
of Bhartrhari, the fable-book "Hitopadesa," and selected 
portions of the great epics : these were practically the chief 
works with which research was occupied, and which were 
regarded as the original stock of Indian literature. . The great 
and all-important province of Indian literature, the Veda, 
was almost entirely unknown, and of the whole of the 
great Buddhist literature nothing at all was known 
as yet. The little that was known of the Vedas up till the 
year 1830 was limited to meagre and incomplete information 

') Schriften von Friedrich von Gentz. Herausgegeben von Gustav Schlesier, Mannheim, 

1840, Vol. V, pp. 291 and 300. 
•) RUckert'• translations from Indian classical poetry have been re-edited by H. von 

Glasenapp, lndische Liebeslyrik, Miinchen, 1921. 
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from the · older writers on India. The first reliable 
information was given by Colebrooke in his abovementioned v 
treatise on the Vedas in 1805.11 Comparatively more ·was 
known about the Upani~ads, the philosophic treatises belong
ing to the Vedas. These Upani~ads had been translated 
in the 17th century into Persian by the brother of Aurangzeb, 
the unfortunate Prince Mohammed-Dara Shakoh,2

' the son 
of the Great Mogul Shah Jehan. From the Persian they 
were translated into Latin at the beginning of the 19th 
century by the French scholar Anquetil du Perron3

> under 
the title "Oupnek'hat." 41 Imperfect and full of misinter
pretations as the Latin translation was, it has become of 
importance for the history of learning, through the fact that 
the German philosophers Schelling, and especially Schopen
hauer, became enthusiastic for Indian philosophy by· means 
of this book. It was not the Upani~ads as we know and 
explain them now with all the material of Indian philology 
now accessible to us and our more definite knowledge of the 
whole philosophy of the Indians, but the "Oupnek'hat," that 

') Miscellaneous Essays, Madras, 1872, pp. 9 If. A German translation was published in 
1847. For the beginnings of Vedic research, see W. Caland, "De Ontdekkingsgeschiedenis 
van den Ved~," Amsterdam 1918, and Th. Zacha1·iae, GGA., 1921, 148 If. (English in the 
Journ&l of Indian History, May, 1923.} 

•) The fate of this prince forms the subject of a beautiful, unfortunately too little 
known tragedy by L. von Schroeder, " Dara oder Schah Dschehan nnd seine Siihne" 

(Mitau 1891}. 
•) .Anquetil du Perron, too, was among those who were inspired by the Upanit~ads, and 

was himsell a kind of Indian ascetic. See E. Windisch, " Die altindischen Religionsurkun
den und die christliche Mission," Leipzig, 1897, p. 15, and" Geschichte der Sanskrit-Philo

logie," pp. 48 If. 
•) The complete tille is: "Oupnek'hat i.e. secretum tegendum, opus ipsa in India 

ra.rissimnm, continens antiquam et arca.nam s. theol.:>gicam, et philosophicam doctrinam 
e quatuor sacris Indorum libris, Rak Beid, Djedir Beid, Sam Beid, Athrban Beid excerptam : 
ad verbum e persico idiomate, Sanscreticis vocabulis intermixto in latinum conversum ... 
studio et opera .Anquetil du Perron ... Parisiis 1801-1802, 4, 2 Vol." 

Partly translated into German, Niirnberg, 1808. "Oupnek'hat" is a corruption of 
"Upani~ad" and" Rak Beid" etc. are corruptions of "~g-veda," "Yajnr-'\"eda," "Siima· 

veda" and " Atharva-veda." 
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absolutely imperfect Perso-Latin translation of Anquetil du 
Perron, which Schopenhauer declared to be " the production of 
the highest human wisdom." At tbe same time as Schopenhauer 
in Germany was putting. more of his own philosophical ideas 
into the Upani§ads of the Indians than he gleaned from them, 
there lived in India one of the wisest and noblest men that 
this land has produced, Rammohun Roy, the founder of the 
" Brahmo Samaj" (a new religious community which sought 
to unite the best of the Em·opean religions with the faith of 
the Hindus), an Indian who, out of the same Upani"ads, 
gleaned the purest faith in God, and out of them tried to prove 
to his countrymen that, although ·the idolatry of the present 
Indian religions is objectionable, yet the Indians therefore 
need not embrace Christianity, but could find a pure religion 
in their own sacred writings, in the old Vedas, if they only 
understood them. With the object of revealing this new 
teaching, new though already contained in the ancient scrip
tures, and causing it to be propagated by means of the 
religious community founded by him, the Brahmo Samaj, 
or the" Church of God," and also with the purpose of proving 
to the Christian theologians and missionaries whom he 
esteemed highly, that the best of that which thP.y taught was 
already contained in the U pani"ads,-he translated in the 
years 1816-1819, a considerable number of Upani"ads into 
English, and published a few of these in the original.1> 

J The actual philological investigation of the Vedas, 
-~wever, began only in the year 1838, with the edition, 

published in London, of the first eighth of the :J;tgveda, by 
Friedrich Rosen, who was only prevented by his premature 
death from completing· his edition. But above all it was the 
great French orientalist Eugene Burnouf, who taught at the 

•) Smaller !ragments of the Upani~ads appeared also in Othmar Frank's" Chresto· 
mathia Sanscrita" (1821).1821) and in his" Vyiisa, iiber Philosophie, Mythologie, Literatur 

und Sprache der Hindu. (18~6-1830). 
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College de France in the early forties of the nineteenth 
century, and who, by gathering around him a circle of pupils 
who afterwards became prominent Vedic scholars, laid tlie 
foundation of the study of the Vedas in Europe. One of 
these pupils was Rudolph Roth, who originated the study of 
the Vedas in Germany by his book "Zur Litteratur und 
Geschichte des Weda " (On the literature and history of the 
Veda) published in 1846. Roth himself and a goodly number 
of his pupils devoted themselves in the following years and 
decades with a burning zeal to the investigation of the various 
branches of this, India's oldest literature. Another celebrated 
pupil of :Burnouf was F. Max Muller, who had been initiated 
into the study of the Vedas by Burnouf at the same time as 
Roth. Stimulated by Burnouf, Max Miiller formed the project 
of publishing the hymns of the ~gveda with the great commen
tary of Sayal).a. This edition, essential for all further research, 
appeared in the years 1849-1875.1

> Before this was yet 
completed, Th. Aufrecht had rendered invaluable services to 
these investigations, by his handy edition of the complete text 
of the hymns of the ~gveda (1861-1863).2> 

The same Eugene Burnouf who had stood by the cradle 
of Veda study, had also, by the" Essai sur le Pali" published 
in 1826 in conjunction with Lassen, and by his "Introduction 
a l'histoire du Bouddhisme Indien " laid the foundation of the 
study of Pali, and the investigation of Buddhist literature. 

With the conquest of this great department of Veda 
literature, and with the opening-up of the literature of 
Buddhism, the history of the infancy of Indology has reached 
its end. It has grown into a great department of learning, in 
which the number of collaborators increases year by year. 
Now rapidly, one after the other, appear critical editions of 

1 ) A second improved edition was published in 1890-1892. 
•) A second edition of .Aufrecht's text of the hymns of the ~g-veda was published in 

Bonn,l877. 
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the most important texts, and scholars of all countries strive 
in noble emulation to interpret them.1> ·what has been done 
in the last decades in the different provinces of Indian litera
ture, will have to be mentioned for the most part in the 
separate chapters of this history of literature. Here only the 
principal stages on the path of Indology, the most impor
tant events in its history can be briefly mentioned. 

Above all, mention must be made of a pupil of A. Wilh. 
v. Schlegel, Christian Lassen, who tried to gather together the 
whole of the contemporary knowledge about India, in his 
" Indische Alterthumskunde " which, planned on a large 
scale, began to appear in the year 1843 and comprised four 
thick volumes, the last of which appeared in 1S62. The fact 
that this book is obsolete already to-day is not the fault of the 
author, but a brilliant proof of the colossal progress which 
our science has made in the second half of the nineteenth 
century. 

The most powerful lever, however, for this progress, and 
perhaps the chief event in the history of Sanskrit research 
was the appearance of the " Sanskrit-Worterbuch" (Sanskrit 
Dictionary) compiled by Otto Bohtli!lgk and Rudolph Roth, 
published by the Academy of Arts and Sciences in St. Peters
burg. The first part of this appeared in the year 1852, and 
in the year 1875 the work was complete in seven folio volumes 
-a brilliant monument to German industry. 

In the same year 1852, in which the great St. Petersburg 
Dictionary began to appear, Albrecht Weber made an attempt 
for the first time to write a complete history of Indian liter
ature. The work appeared under the title "Akademische 
Vorlesungen iiber indische Literaturgeschichte." A second 

•) As early as 1823 A. W. v. Schlegel said very pertinently: "Will the English perhaps 

claim a monopoly of Indian literature? It would be too late. Cinnamon and cloves they 

may keep; but these mental treasures are the common property of the educuted world." 

(Ind. Bib I. I, 15.) 
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edition appeared in 1876,1) and it indicates not only a 
milestone in the history of Indology, but it has remained, in 
spite of its defects in style, which make it unpalatable for the 
general reader, for decades the most reliable and most 
complete handbook of Indian LiteraturE:'. 

However, if one desires to get an idea of the truly aston
ishing progress which the investigation of Indian · literature 
has made in the comparatively short duration of its existence, 
then one should read A. Wilh. v. Schlegel's essay, written in 
the year 1819, "Ueber den gPgenwartigen Zustand der 
lndischen Philologie " (On the present condition of Indian 
Jlhilology), in which not many more than a dozen Sanskrit 
books are enumerated ·as having been made known through 
editions or translations. Next one should glance at Friedrich 
Adelung's book, which appeared in the year 1830 in St. 
Petersburg, "Versuch einer Literatur der Sanskrit-Sprache" 
(A Study on the literature of the Sanskrit language 2>) in 
"hich already the titles of over 350 Sanskrit books are 
mentioned. One should then compare with it Weber's 
"Indische Literaturgeschichte" which in the year 1852 
(according to an approximate estimate), discusses close on 
500 works of Indian literature. Then one should look at the 
." Catalogus Catalogorum·" published by Theodor Aufrecht 
in the years 1891, 1896 and H03, which contains an alpha
betical list of all Sanskrit works and authors, based on the 
investigation of an the available catalogues of manuscripts. 
In this monumental work, at which Aufrecht worked for over 
forty years, all the cata-logues of Sanskrit manuscripts of all 

. the important libraries of India and Europe are incorporated, 

1 ) An English translation of Weber's " History of Indian Literature" appeared in 
Trllbner's Oriental Series. 

•) This is rather a bibliography than a history of literature. About 230 edited texts 
are mentioned by J. Gildemeister, Bibliothecae Sanskritae sive reeensus librorum Sa.nskri· 
torum,. ..... Specimen Bonnae ad Rh. 1847. 
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and the number of available Sanskrit books in this "Catalogus 
Catalogorum " runs into many thousands. Yet this catalogue 
does not include the whole of the Buddhist literature, and all 
the literary works which were written in other Indian lan
guages and not in Sanskrit. And how many new works have 
been discovered since 1903 ! 

The investigation of Buddhist literature has been greatly 
furthered by the" Pali Text Society" founded in the year"-... 
1882 by T. W. Rhys Davids. Albrecht Weber, again, with 
his great treatise "Ueber die heiligen Schriften der Jaina" ll 
(1883-1885) (on the sacred writings of the J ains) has opened 
up for science another great branch of literature, the writings 
of the J a ins, a sect equal in antiquity to Buddhism. 

So much indeed has the amount of Indian Literature, 
which has become known, gradually increased, that now-a-days 
it is hardly possible any more for one scholar to master all 
the provinces of the same, and that the necessity arose for 
giving in one work an encyclopaedic view of everything which 
has, up till now, been done in the separate branches of 
Indology. For this work which has been appearing since the 
year 1897 2

> under the title" Grundriss der indo-a rischen 
l'hil.ologie und Altertumskunde" (Encyclopaedia of 
Indo-aryan Philology and Archaeology) the plan was drawn 
up by Georg Buhler, the greatest and most versatile Sanskrit 
scholar of the last decades. Thirty scholars from Germany, 
Austria, England, Holland, India and America banded 
themselves together, in order to compile the separate parts of 
this work, first under the editorship of Buhler-afterwards 
under that of Franz Kielhorn and now under that of 
H. Luders and J. Wackernagel. The publication of this, 
" Grundriss" is at one and the same time the latest and 

•) "Indische Btudien," Vola. 16 and 17. 
•) Published by Karl J. Triibner in Strassburg, now Vereinignng wissenschaftlicher 

Verleger Walter de Grnyter & Co., Berlin and Leipzig. 
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most welcome, as well as most important, event in the history 
of the development of Indology .. If we wish to compare the 
knowledge of India and its literature as laid down in the 
volumes of this "Grundriss" which have appeared up till now, 
with that which Lassen was able to record in his "Indische 
A ltertumskunde " only a few decades before, then we can 
look with just pride at the progress which science has made 
in a comparatively short period of time. 

THE CHRONOLOGy OF INDIAN LI'l'ER.ATURE. 

Much as has been done with regard to the opening-up of 
Indian literature, yet its actual history is still to a great 
extent wrapped in darknt:ss and unexplored. Above all, the 
chronology of the history of Indian literature is shrouded in 
truly terrifying darkness, and most of the riddles still remain 
to be solved by research. It would be so pleasant, so conveni
ent, and, espeuially for a handbook, so desirable if one could 
divide Indian literature into three or four periods, separated 
by definite dates, and place the different literary. productions 
in one or the other of these periods. But every attempt of 
such a kind is bound to fail in the present state of knowledge, 
and the use of hypothetical dates would only be a delusion, 
which would do more harm than good. It is much better to 
recognise clearly the fact that for the oldest period of Indian 
literary history we can give no certain dates, and for the later 
periods only a few. Years ago the celebrated American Sans
krit scholar W. D. Whitney 1> gave utterance to these words 
which since then have often been repeated: "All dates given 
in Indian literary history are pins set up to. be bowled down 
again." For the most part this is still the case to-day. Even 
to-day the vie'Ys of the most 'important investigators with 

1 ) In the Introduction to his "Sanskrit Grammar," Leipzig, 1879 (second edition, 
1889). 

4 
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regard to the age of the most important Indian literary works, 
differ, not indeed by years and decades, but by whole centuries, 
if not even by one or two thousands of years. What can be 
determined with some certainty, is at most only a kind of 
relative chronology. We can often say : this or that book, 
this or that class of literature is older than a certain other ; 
however, with regard to its real age it is only possible to offer 
hypotheses. The surest mark of differentiation for this relative 
chronology still lies in the la.nguage. Less reliable are pecu
liarities of style; for it has often happened in India that later 
works have imitated theo style of an older class of literature, 
in order to assume an appearance of antiquity. Often, indeed, 
also the relative chronology is spoiled, because many works of 
Indian literature, and just those which were the most popular, 
and therefore are the most important for us, have suffered 
manifold revisions, and have come to us in various modifica
tions. If we find, for example, the Rama.yal,la or the Maha
bharata quoted in a book, the date of which can even only 
approximately be fixed, then the question always arises first, 
whether this quotation refers to the epics as we have them at 
present, or 'to the older versions of the same. Still greater 
does the uncertainty become through the fact that, of the 
majority of the works of the older literature, the authors' 
names are as good as unknown to us. They are handed down 
to us as the works of families, of schools, or monastic commun
ities, or a mythical seer of primitive times is named as the 
author. When at last, we come to a time where we have to 
deal with the works of quite definite individual writers, then 
these are, as a rule, only mentioned by their family names 
with which . the literary historian of India knows as little 
what to do, as probably a German literary historian with 
the names 1\t.eier, Schultze or Muller, when these are given 
without a first name. If, for example, a book under 
the name of Kalidasa, or the name of Kafidasa is · men
tioned anywhere, then it is by no means certain that the great 
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poet of this name is meant, it can equally well be another 
Kalidasa.1

> 

In this ocean of uncertainty there are only a few fixed 
points, which, in order not to frighten the reader too much, 
I would like to mention here. 

There is above all the evidence of language, which proves 
that the hymns and songs, prayers and magic formulas of the 
Veda, are indisputably the ,oldest which we possess of Indian 
literature. Further, it is certain that Buddhism arose in India 
about 500 years before Christ, and that it presupposes the whole 
Vedic literature, as represented by its chief works, as practi
cally finished, so that one can assert: The Vedic literature 
apart from its latest excrescences is on the whole pre-Buddhist, 
i.e. it was concluded before 500 B.C. ·Also, the chronology of 
the Buddhist and Jain literature is fortunately not quite so 
uncertain as that of the Brahmanical literature. The tradi
tions of the Buddhists and the J ains with regard to the 
formation, or rather the collection, of their canonical works, 
have proved themselves fairly- trustworthy, and inscriptions 
on the preserved ruins of tern pies and ~opes of these religious 
sects give us appreciable indications of the history of their 
literature. 

However, the safest dates of Indian history are those 
which we do not get from the Indians themselves. Thus, the 
invasion of Alexander the Great in India, in the year 326 
B. C., is a certain date, which is of importance for Indian 
literary history, also, especially when it is the question whether, 
in any literary work or class of literature, Greek influence 
should be assumed. :From the Greeks we also know that, 

•) The history of Indian literature encounters an additional difficulty in the frequent 
occurrence of"the same name in different forms, and in the circumstance that one and the 
same author often has two or several different names, as name synonyms and abbreviations 

of names are very general in India; s. R. 0. F'ran~•e, " Indische Genuslehren," P_~:-~-~- ff. __ a~~_. 
GGA, 1892, pp. 482 ft' 
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about 315 B.C. Candragupta, the Sandrakottos of the Greek 
writers, conducted successfully the revolt against the prefects 
of Alexander, took possession of the throne, and became the 
founder of the Maurya dynasty in Pataliputra (the Palibothra 
of the Greeks, the present Patna). It was at about the same 
time, or a few years later, that the Greek l\I egasthenes was 
sent by Seleukos as ambassador to the court of Candragupta. 
The fragments which have been .preserved of the description 
of India, written by him, give us a picture of the state of 
Indian culture at that time, and enable us to draw conclusions 
as to the dates of several Indian literary works. A grandson 
of Candragupta is the celebrated King Asoka, who was 
crowned about 264 B.C.,t> and from whom originate the 
oldest dateable Indian inscriptions which have been found 
up to the present. These inscriptions, partly on rocks, partly 
on pillars, are the oldest evidences of Indian script which w;
possess. 'fhey show us this powerful king as a patron and a 
protector of Buddhism, who made use of his sovereignty, 
which extended from the extreme north to the extreme south 
of India, for the purpose of spreading abroad everywhere the 
teaching of Buddha, and who, unlike other rulers, in his rock 
and pillar edicts, did not narrate his own conquests and 
glorious deeds, but exhorted the people to virtuous conduct,/ 
warned them a~ainst sin, and preached love and tolerance. 
These singular edicts of the King Asoka are themselves 
precious literary monuments hewn in stone, but they are 
also of importance for the history of literature on account of 
their script and their language, as well as for evidences of 
religious history. In the year 178 B.C., 137 years after the 
coronation· of Candragupta, the last scion of the Maurya 
dynasty was hurled from the throne by a king Pu~yamitra. 
The mention of this King Pu~yamitra, for instance, in a drama I 
of Kalidasa, is an important evidence for the determinatio~ 

•) See Fleet, JRAS 1912, 239. 
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of the date of several works of Indian literature. The 
same is true of the Grreco-Hactrian King Menander, who 
reigned about l44 B.C. He appears under the name MilindaV 
in the famous Buddhist book "Milindapanha." 

Next to the Greeks it is the Chinese to whom we are 
indebted for some of the most important date-determinations 
of Indian literary history. Since the first century after 
Christ we hear of Buddhist missionaries who go to China and 
translate Buddhist works into Chinese, of Indian embassies 
in China and of Chinese pilgrims, who make pilgrimages to 
India in order to visit the holy places of Buddhism. Works 
of Indian literature are translated into Chinese, and the 
Chinese. give us e~act dates at which these translations were 
made. There are especially three Chinese pilgrims Fa-hien,v 
who went to India in the year 339, Hsiian-Tsang, who made 
great journeys in India from 630 to 645, and I-tsing, who 
sojourned in India from 671 to 695, whose descriptions of 
their travels are preserved. These accounts give us many a 
valuable datum on Indian antiquity and works of literature. 
The chronological data of the Chinese are, contrary to those 
of the Indians, wonderfully ex:act and reliable.· It is only too 
true of the Indians, what the Arabian trav:eller AI beruni, who \1 
in the year 1030 wrote a book on India, which is very important 
for us, said of them: "Unfortunately the Hindus do not pay 
much attention to the historical order of things, they are very 
careless in relating the chronological succession of their kings, 
and when they are pressed for information and are at a loss, 
not knowing what to say, they invariably take to romancing., t) 

Nevertheless, one must not believe, as it has so often' 
been asserted, that the historical sense is entirely lacking in 
the Indians. In India, too, there has been historical writing ; 
and in any case we find in India numerous accurately dated 
inscriptions, which could hardly be the case if the Indians 

1 ) See E. C. Sachau, Alberuni's India., English Ed., II, pp, 10 
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had had no sense of history at all. It is only true that the 
Indians, in their writing of history, never knew how to keep 
fact and fiction strictly apart, that to them the facts them
selves were always more important than their chronological 
order, and that they attached no importance at all, especially 
in literary matters, to the question of what was earlier or 
later. Whatever seems good, true and right, to the Indian, 
that he raises to the greatest possible age ; and if he wants 
to impart a special sanctity to any doctrine, or if he wishes 
that his work shall be as widespread as possible, and gain 
respect, then he veils his name in a modest incognito, and 
mentions some ancient sage as the author of the book. . This 
still happens at the present day, and in past centuries it was 
no different. It is for this reason that so many quite modern 
works pass under the time-honoured name of "Upani~ads" 
or "PuraQ.as," new, sour wine put into old bottles. The 
intention to deceive, however, is as a rule out of the question 
in these cases. It is only that extreme indifference reigns. 
with regard to the right of literary ownership and the desire 
of asserting it. Only in the later centuries does it happen 
that authors give their own names with full details, together 
with the names of _their parents, grandparents, teachers, 
patrons, and scanty biographical notes about themselves. 
The authors of astronomical books generally also give the 
exact date of the day on which they completed their work. 
Since the fifth century after Christ, inscriptions too begin 
to give us information about the dates of many writers. In 
the deciphering of inscriptions great progress has been made 
during the last decades. Witness thereof are the " Corpus 
Inscriptionum lndicarum," and the periodical " Epigraphia 
Indica." And it is the inscriptions to which we are not only 
indebted for the surest dates of Indian literary history, 
settled up to now, but from which we also hope to get the 
O'reater number of solution!! of the chronological problems 
0 

still unsolved at present. 
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The inscriptions are of such great significance for us 
because they also give us information on the question which 
is certainly not unimportant for Indian literary history, 
namely, the question regarding the age of the art of writing 
in India. As we shall soon see, the history of Indian literature 
does not by any means begin with the written literaturP, and 
it is not actual writings, but only orally transmitted texts~ 
which belong to the oldest periods of Indian literary history. 
Nevertheless it is clear that the question as to the time since 
when literary productions have been written down and thus 
transmitted, cannot by any means be an indifferent one for 
the history of the literature. Now the oldest dateable Indian 
inscriptions which have been found up till now, are the above;} 
mentioned Edicts of King Asoka of the third century before 
Christ. However, it would be quite wrong, if one were to 
form the conclusion-as Max Miiller has done-that the use 
, of wr!titfg in India does not date back to an earlier age. 
~ographic facts prove undeniably that writing cannot 
have been a new invention as late as the time of Asoka, but 
must already have had a long history ~ind it. The oldest 
Indian script, from which the ?agari..§m:ipj;, the best known 
in Europe, and all the numerous alphabets used in Indian 
manuscripts are derived, is called " Brahma script," because it is 
supposed to have been invented, a;co;(Irng to the Indian myth, 
by the Creator, the god Brahman himself. According to G. 
Biihl~ comprehensive researches,t> this script goes back to 
~titic origin, namely, to the oldest North Semitic characters, 

as they are found in Phrenician inscriptions, and on the stone 

•) "lndische Palaeographie" in the "Grnndriss" I, 2, and "On the Origin of the 
Indian Brabma Alphabet," 2nd ed., Strasaburg, 1898. · 
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of d about 890 B. C. Probably it was by merchants
perhaps already about 800 B. C.-that writing was introduced 
into India. For a long time, probalJly, it must have been 
used entirely for commercial purposes, records, correspondence,'-./ 
calculations, and so on. When afterwards writing began to be 
used also for the minutes of embassies, proclamations, records 
and so on in the Royal Chanceries, the kings must also have 
employed learned grammarians, Brahmans, who adapted the 
foreign alphabet more and more to the needs of Indian 
phonetics, and out of the 22 Semitic characters, elaborated a 
complete alphabet of 44 letters, as the oldest inscriptions 
already show it. However, since when writing has also been 
used in India for the recording of literary productions is a 
much debated question, which is hard to answer. Certain 
proofs of the existence of manuscripts, or even only authentic 
reports on the writing-down of texts do not exist from olden 
ti,es. In the whole of Vedic literature it has not, up till. 

1~,' been possible to find any proof of the knowledge of 
..... . writing. In the Buddhist canon, which was probably com

pleted about 2:t0 B. C., there is no mention of manuscripts, 
although in it there are numerous proofs of an acquaintance 
with the art of writing, and its extensive use at that time. 
Writing is there spoken of as a distinguished branch of learn
ing, it was expressly permitted to the Buddhist nuns to occupy 
themselves with the art of writing ; we hear of monks, who 
through written praise of religious suicide, cause the death of 
others; it is said that "a registered thief" (i.e. a thief whose 
name is written down in the King's palace) may not be 
admitted into the order as a monk ; a game of letters 1> is 
mentioned; and it is said that parents should have their 
children instructed in writing and arithmetic. Yet in the 
sacred books of Buddhism there is not to be found the least 
indication of the fact that the books themselves were copied 

•) This" consists of the guessing of letters drawn in the air or on a playmate's back. 
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or read. This is all the more striking because in the sacred 
texts of Buddhism we are informed of all possible, even most 
insignificant, details in the lives of the monks. "From morn
ing till evening we can follow the monks in their daily life, 
on their wanderings, during their rest, in their solitude, and 
in their intercourse with other monks or laymen ; we know the 
furniture of the rooms inhabited by them, their utensils, the 
contents of their store-rooms; but nowhere do we hear that 
they read or copied their sacred texts, nowhere that such 
things as writing materials or manuscripts were owned by 
any body in the monasteries. The memory of the brethren 
"rich in hearing "-what we now call well-read was at that 
time called rich in hearing-took the place of monastic 
libraries; and if, in a community, the knowledge of an 
indispensable text, for instance, the confession formula which 
had to be recited in the assembly of brethren at every full-moon 
or new-moon threatened to disappear, then they followed the 
instructions prescribed in an old Buddhist rule for the com
munity : "From amongst those monks one monk shall without 
delay be sent off to the neighbouring community. To him 
shall be said : Go brother, and when you have memorized 
the confession formula, the full one or the abridged one, then 
return to us." Il Wherever the preservation of the teachings 
of the Master and of the sacred texts is spoken of, there is 
nowhere a mention of writing and reading, but always only of 
hearing and memorizing. 

From such facts one would conclude that at the time, 
that is, in the fifth century B. C. the idea of the possibility 
of writing books had not as yet occurred at all. Such a 
conclusion, however, would be too hasty, for it is a strange 
phenomenon that in India, from the oldest times, up till the 
present day, the spoken word, and not writing, has been the 
basis of the whole of the literary and scientific activity. 

1 ) H. Oldenberg, "A us Indien und lrtm," Berlin, 1889, pp. 22. f, 
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Even to-rlay, when the Indians have known the art of writing 
since centuries, when there are innumerable manuscripts, and 
when even a certain sanctity and reverence is accorded to these · 
manuscripts, when the most important texts are accessible 
also in India in cheap printed editions, even to-day, the whole 
oi the literary and scientific intercourse in India is based upon 
the spoken word. Not out of manuscripts or boob does one 
learn the texts, but from the mouth of the teacher, to-day as 
thousands of years ago. The written text can at most be used 
as an aid to learning, as a support to the memory, but no 
authority is attributed to it. Authority is possessed, only by 
the spoken word of the teacher. If to-day all the manuscripts 
and prints were to be lost, that would by no means cause the 
disappearance of Indian literature from the face of the earth, 
for a great portion of it could be recalled out of the memory 
of the scholars and reciters. The works of the poets, too, were 
in India never intended for readers, but always for hearers. 
Even modern poets do not desire to be read, but their wish is 
that their poetry may become "an adornment for the throats 
of the experts." 1> 

Therefore the fact, that in the older literary works there 
is no mention of manuscripts, is not absolutely a proof of the 
non-existence of the lattru-. Perhaps they are not mentioned 
only for the reason that the writing and reading of them was 
of no importance, all teaching and learning being done by word 
of mouth. Therefore it is yet possible that already in very 
ancient times also books were copied and used the same as now, 
as aids to instruction. That is the opinion of some scholars.2> 

Yet it seems to me worthy of notice that in the later litera
ture-in the later PuraQas, in Buddhist Uahayana texts, and 

•) G. Buhler, "lndiscbe Palaeographie" ( Grundriss J, 2), pp. 3 f. 

•) On the age ofthe art of writing in India, s. also Ba•·tl!, RHR 41, 1900,184 ff.= Oenvres 
II, 317 ff. The arguments brought forward by Shyamaji Krishf]at'armd, OC VI, Leyden 

1883, pp. 305 ff. for the knowledge ancl use of writing, even at the Vedic period, are well 

'ji'Orthy of notice, 
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in modern additions to the old epic-the copying of books and 
the presentation of the same is praised as a religious act, while 
in the whole of the older literature no trace of it is to be 
found. It is also significant that the old works on phonetics 
and grammar, even the " Mahabha~ya " of Patafijali in the 
second century B.C., take no notice whatsoever of writing, 
that they always tre3.t of spoken sounds and never of written 
characters, and that the whole grammatical terminology always 
has only the spoken word, and never the written text in view. 
From all this it is after all probable, that in ancient times 
there were no written books in India. 

For this strange phenomenon, namely that the art of 
writing had been known for centuries, without having been 
used for literary purposes, there are several possible reasons. 
First of all there was probably a want of suitable writing 
material; but this would have been found, if there had been 
a strong need of it. Such a need however, was not only not 
present, but it was to the interest of the priests, who were the 
bearers of the oldest literature, that the sacred texts which 
they taught in their schools, should not be committed to 
writing. By this means they kept a very lucrative monopoly 
firmly in their hands. He who wished to learn something, had 
to come to them and reward them richly; and they had it in 
their power to withhold their texts from those circles whom 
they wished to exclude from sacred knowledge. How 
important was the latter to them we are taught by the 
Brahmanicallaw-books, which repeatedly emphasize the law 
that. the members of the lowest castes (the Sudras and the 
Cai).cJ.alas) may not learn the sacred texts; for impure as a 
corpse, as a burial place, is the Sudra, therefore the Veda may 
not be recited in his vicinity. In the old law~book of Gautama 1> 

it is said : " If a Sudra hears the Veda, his ears shall be stopped 
with molten tin or lac, if he repeats the sacred texts, his 

• 

1 ) XII, 4-6. 
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tongue shall be cut out, if he stores them in his memory his 
body shall be struck in two." Then how could they have 
written down their texts and thus exposed themselves to the 
danger that they might be read by the unauthorized ? More
over the transmission of the texts through the mouth of the 
teacher was an old-established method for their preservation,
why should they replace it by writing, this new-fashioned 
invention? And the chief reason tl for the fact that writing was 
for so long not used for literary purposes, is probably to be 
found in the fact that the Indians only became acquainted 
with the art of writing at a period when they had ah-eacly 
since a long time possessed a rich literature that was only 
orally transmitted. 

Certain it is, that the whole of the most ancient literature 
of the Indians, Brahmanical as well as Buddhist, arose without 
the art of writing, and continued to be transmitted without it 
for centuries.2> Whoever wished to become acquainted with 
a text had to go to a teacher in order to hear it from him. 
Therefore we repeatedly read in the older literature, that a 
warrior or a Brahman, who wished to acquire a certain know
ledge, travels to a famous teacher, and undertakes unspeakable 
troubles and sacrifices in order to participate in the teaching, 
which cannot be attained in any other manner. Therefore 
to a teacher, as the bearer and preserver of the sacred 
knowledge, the highest veneration is due, according to 
ancient Indian law ;-as the spiritual father he is l"'enerated, 
now as an equal, now as a superior, of the physical father, he 
is looked upon as an image of the god Bt·ahman, and to him 
who serves the teacher faithfully and humbly, Brahman's 
heaven is assured. Therefore also the introduction of the 
pupil to the teacher who is to teach him the sacred texts is 

• 
1) Compare especially T. W. Rhys Davids, " Buddhist India," London, 1903. pp. 112 f. 
•) I-tsing (Trnsl. Takaknsu, pp. 182 f.) mentions that in his time {7th century A.D.) 

the Vedas were still only handed down orally. 
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one of the most sacred ceremonies from which no Hindu 
could withdraw himself without risking to lose his caste. A 
book existed only when and only so long as there were 
teachers and pupils, who taught and learned it. What we call 
various branches of literature, different theological and philo
sophical systems, different editions or recensions of a work, were 
in ancient India in reality different schools, in which certain 
texts continued to be taught, heard and learned from genera
tion to generation. Only if we keep this in view can we under
stand the whole development of the oldest Indian literature. 

It also must be considered, that the method of handing
down was quite different in the case of the religious texts 
from that of the secular. The religious texts were held 
sacred, and accuracy in learning was in their case a strict 
requirement of religion. Word for word, with careful 
avoidance of every error in pronunciation, in accent, in the 
manner of recitation, the pupil had to repeat them after the 
teacher and impress them on his memory. There can be no 
doubt that this kind of oral transmission gives a greater 
guarantee for the preservation of the original text than the 
copying and re-copying of manuscripts. Indeed, we have-as 
we shall see later-direct proofs that, for example, the songs 
of the ~gveda, as we read them to-day in our printed editions, 
have remained almost unaltered, word for word, syllable for 
syllable, accent for accent, since the fifth century B.C. It 
was otherwise, no doubt, with secular works, especially with 
the epic poems. There the texts were certainly exposed to 
numerous disfigurements, there every teacher, every reciter, 
considered himself entitled to alter and to improve, to omit 
and to add, ad libitum-and criticism here faces a difficult, 
often impossible, task when it desires to restore such texts to 
their oldest and most original form. Nevertheless oral trans
mission, where it is still possible to resort to it-and this is 
so in the case of the oldest Veda text with the help of the old 
phonetic manuals of instruction (Pratisakbyas) and in other 
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cases often with the help of commenhries-is the most valuable 
aid to the reconstruction of our texts. For the manuscripts, 
from which we obtain most of our texts, reach but seldom to 
a O'reat age. 'fhe oldest writing-materials on which the 

_inaians wrote are palm-leaves and strips of birch bark; and 
it is significant of the conservative mind of the Indians that 
even to-day, in spite of their acquaintance with the much 
more convenient paper, and in spite of the general use of 
print, manuscripts are still written on palm leaves. Both 
materials are very fragile, and in the Indian climate quickly 
perishable. 1'hus it happens that the vast majority of 
manuscripts which we possess, and from which practically all 
our text editions are made, only date from the last few 

1:nturies. Manuscript!~~ from the fourteenth century already 
e amongst the greatest rarities. Only a few manuscripts 
und in India proper date back to the eleventh and twelfth 

century.1> However, the oldest Indian manuscripts were found 
in Nepal, Japan and Eastern Turkestan. The manuscripts 
found in Nepal date back as far as the tenth century, and in 
Japan manuscripts on palm leaves have been discovered 
which date from the first half of the sixth century. Since 
the year 1889 there have been finds of manuscripts in Kashgar 
and its environs which take us back to the fifth century, and 
. M. A. Stein, in the year 1900, dug up out of the sand in the 

E.
ert of Taklamakan near Khotan, five hundred small 
lets of wood covered with writing, which reach back to the 

urth century and are perhaps older still. Also by means 
of the Prussian Turfan Expedition and the more recent 
discoveries of M. A. Stein, fragments of manuscripts from 
the earliest centuries after Christ have been brought to light.2) 

1) Kielhorn discovered the oldest manuscripts of Western India, of tbe lith century. 
(Repol·~ on the Search for Sanskrit MSS. in the Bombay Presidency daring the year 1880-81, 

Bombay, 1881.) 
•) See Lilder6, "Ueber die literarischeu FnHde von Osttu1·kestan," SBA, 1&14, pp. 90 ff. 
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'-'"od as a writing material is already mentioned in the 
Buddhist writings, and the use of it must be very old. The 
use of palm leaves also can be t.raced back to the first century 
after Christ. Rarely in India were cotton stuff, leather, 
metal and stones used as writing materials. The Buddhists 
mention here and there the writing, not only of documents, 
but also of verses and maxims, on gold plates. A gold plate 
with a votive inscription has also been preserved to us. 
Records and even small manuscripts, on silver plates, have 
often been found in India. Very frequently, however, copper 
plates were used for the writing of documents, especially 
deeds of gift, and such have been preserved in great numbers. 
The Chinese pilgrim Hsiian-Tsang reports that the King 
Kani~ka had the sacred writings of the Buddhists engraved 
on copper tablets. Whether this is based on truth, we do 
not know, but it certainly is credible, for even literary 
works also have been found on copper tablets. It would 
hardly be credible that in India literary works were also 
hewn into stone, if, a few years ago, inscriptions on 
stone slabs had not been found in Ajmere, which contained 
entire dramatic writings, albeit, dramas of a king and his 
court poet. 

The great majority, however, of the Indian manuscripts 
on which our texts rest, are written on paper. But paper Was./ 

first introduced into India only by the 1\fohammedans, and 
the oldest paper manuscript is supposed to have been written 
in the year 1223-4 after Christ. 

In spite of the above-mentioned predilection of the 
Indians for oral teaching and learning, yet already many 
centuries ago they began to collect manuscripts, and to pre
~~7e them in libraries. Such libraries-" treasure-houses of 

j~, Goddess of Speech" (sarasvatibhaQQ.agara) as the Indians 
call them-existed and even now exist in numbers in monas-
teries and temples, in the palaces of princes, and even in the 
:private houses of the wealthy. It is reported of the poet 
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BaQa (about 620 after Christ) that he kept his own reader, so 
he must have possessed a considerable private library. In 
the eleventh century King Bhoja of Dhar had a famous 
library. In the course of centuries these libraries became 
exceedingly well stocked. Thus Bil.hler found in two Jain 
libraries in Khambay over 30,000 manuscripts, and in the 
Palace library of Tanjore in Southern India over 12,000 
manuscripts. The systematic investigation of these Indian 
Ubraries, and the thorough search for manuscripts, extending 

--·over the whole of India, began in the year 1868, though Cole
brooke and other Englishmen had, already before that, brought 
fairly large collections of manuscripts to Europe. However, 
in the year 1868 Whitley Stokes, well-known as a Keltic 
scholar and at that time Secretary of the Indian Council at 
Simla, started a complete cataloguing of all Sanskrit manu
scripts, and since then the Indian Government has for years, 
in the Indian annual budget granted a large sum (24,000 
Rupees) for the purpose of the "Search of Sanskrit manu
scripts.'' Thus it is through the munificence of the Anglo
Indian Government and through the untiring industry of 
English, German and Indian scholars, that we now possess, to 
a considerable degree, a survey of the whole, enormous mass 
of Indian literature, so far as it is accessible in manuscripts. 

INDIAN LANGUAGES IN 'l'HEIR RELATION TO LI'l'ERA'l'URE.1
) 

The whole of this vast literature which has thus been 
handed down to us, is for the most part composed in Sanskrit. 
Yet the terms " Indian literature " and " Sanskrit literature " 
are by no means identical. The history of Indian literature 
in the most comprehensive sense of the word is the history of 

') SeeR. G. Bhanda;-kar, JBRAB 16,245 ff.; 17, Iff., and G. Grierson, BSOS I, 3, 1920 

pp. 51 ff. 
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a literature which not only stretches across great periods of 
time and l'.n enormous area, but also one which is composed 
in many languages. Those languages.of India which belong 
to the Indo-European family of languages, have passed 
through three great phases of development, partly consecutive 
in time, but partly also parallel. 

These are: 
I. Ancient Indian, 

II. The Middle Indian languages and dialects, 
III. The Modern Indian languages and dialects. 

I. Ancient Indian. 

The language of the oldest Indian literary monuments, 
of the songs, prayers and magic formulas of the Vedas, is 
sometimes called "Ancient Indian" in the narrower sense, 
sometimes also "Vedic" (inappropriately also "Vedic 
Sanskrit"). "Ancient High Indian" 1> is perhaps the best 
name for this language, which, while based on a spoken 
dialect, is yet . no longer ·an actual popular language, but a 
literary language transmitted in the circle of priestly singers 
from generation to generation, and intentionally preserved in 
its archaic form. The dialect on which the Ancient High 
Indian is based, the dialect as ·it was spoken by the Aryan im
migrants in the North-west of India, was closely related to the 
Ancient Persian and Avestic, and not very far removed from 
the primitive Indo-Innian language.2

> Indeed, the difference 
between the language of the Vedas and this primitive Indo
Iranian language seems to be less, perhaps, than that between 
the Indian languages Sanskrit and Pali. The Vedic language 

1 ) It is called thus by Rhys Davids, "Buddhist India," p. 153, 
') This is the common original language to be inferred from a.comparison of the 

language of the Veda with the Old Persian of the cuneiform inscriptions and t.he language of 

the Avesta. 

6 
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hardly differs at all from Sanskrit in its phonetics, but only 
through a much greater antiquity, and especially through a 
greater wealth of grammatical forms. . Thus for instance, 
Ancient High India~ has a subjunctive which is missing in 
Sanskrit; it has a dozen different infinitive-endings, of which 
but one single one remains in Sanskrit. '!'he aorists, very 
largely represented in the Vedic language, disappear in the 
Sanskrit more aod more. Also the case and personal endings 
are still much more perfect in the oldest language than in 
the later Sanskrit. 

A later phase of Ancient High Indian appears already 
in the hymns of the tenth book of the :(tgveda and in some 
parts of the Atharvaveda, and the collections of the Yajur
vedaw On the other hand, the language of the Vedic prose 
writings, of the BrahmaQ.as, AraQ.yakas and U pani!i!ads. has 

...Preserved only a few relics of Ancient High Indian, on the 
/whole the language of these works is already what is called 

"Sanskrit/' whilethelanguageof theSutras belongingto the 
Vedangas only in quite exceptional cases shows Vedic forms, 
but is essentially pure Sanskrit. Only the numerous Maptras, 
taken from the ancient Vedic hymns, i.e. verses, prayers, 
spells, and magic formulas, which we find quoted in the Vedic 
prose writings and the Sutras, belong, as regards their language, 
to Ancient High Indian. 

The Sanskrit of this most ancient prose-literature-of the 
~ahmaQ.as, Ara:Qyakas, U pani!i!ads and of the Sutras-differs 

,Aittle from the Sanskrit which is taught in the celebrated 
grammar of Pa:Qini (probably about fifth century B. C.). 
The best designation is perhaps "Ancient Sanskrit." It is the 
language which was spoken in PaQini's time, and probably earlier 
too, by the educated, principally by the priests and scholars. It 
is the Sanskrit of which Patafija.li, a gt·ammarian of the second 
century B. C., still says that in order to learn it correctly one 
must hear it from the "Si!?tas," that is, from the learned Brah
mans who ·were well versed in literature. But that the sphere 
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of people speaking Sanskrit extended much further-to all 
"educated people "-we learn from the same Pata:fijali, who 
tells us an anecdote, in which a grammarian converses in 
Sanskrit with a charioteer and the two have a discussion on 
etymologies. When in Indian dramas, the languages are so 
distributed that the king, the Brahmans, and nobles speak 
Sanskrit, while the women and all the common people use the 
vulgar tongues, only with the noteworthy exception that a few 
educated women (nuns and courtesans) occasionally spAak 
Sanskrit, whereas uneducated Brahmans are introduced speak
ing popular dialects, then most probably the use of the 
languages in real life is reflected therein-and not only o£" the 
period after Christ, when these dramas were composed, but also 
of much earlier centuries. · Sanskrit was certainly not a 
popular language, but the language spoken in wide circles 
of educated people, and understood in still wider circles. For, 
as in the drama dialogues occur between Sanskrit-sp~aking 

and Prakrit-speaking persons, so too in real life Sanskrit must 
have been understood by those who did not speak it them
selves.1> Also the bards, who recited the. popular epics in the 
palaces of kings and in the houses of the rich and nobles, 
must have been understood. The language of the epics is 

1
) The linguistic conditions of ancient India, of which the dramas give us such a good 

idea, have altered very little up to the present day. It still happens that in a rich house 
with a large staff of servants who come from different districts, a dozen different languages 
and dialects are spoken and generally understood. G . .A. Grierson describes a case known 
to himself, where in one house in Bengal, no less than thirteen languages and dialects are 

spoken. The master of the house speaks to Europeans in the refined Bengali language, 
while· in ordinary life he uses the Bengali of every-day intercourse, which differs widely 
from the literary language. His wife comes from a place· at n distance of one 
hundred miles, and speaks the peculiar women's dialect of that district. His secondary 
wife, whose ordinary colloquial language is the Ut·du ·of Lucknow, lapses into a jargon 
when she is angry. The manager of his business speaks Dhllki, while among the servanh 
some speak Uriyii, others Bhojpriri, Awadhi, Maithili, Ahiri, and Chatgaiyi. They all 
understand each other perfectly, although each one sp~11ks his own dialect. It very 
rarely happens !.hat one of thAm nRes the ilialect of the person whr.m he is· addressing, 

(Ind. Ant., 30, 1901, p. 51\6.) 
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likewise Sanskrit. We call it ''Epic ~rit," and it differs 
but little from the "Classical Sanskrit," partly in tha.t it has 
preserved some archaisms, but more in that it keeps less 
strictly to the rules of grammar and approaches more nearly to 
the language of the people, so that one may call it a more 
popular form of Sanskrit. But there would never h!J.ve been 
popular epics written in Sanskrit,t> if Sanskrit had not once 
been a language that was widely understood-similarly as 
to-day in Germany Modern High German is universally under
stood, although it differs essentially from all spoken dialects. 

That Sanskrit is a "high language" or "class language" 
or "literary- language "-whatever we may call it in contrast 
to the actual language of the people-the Indians themselves 
express through the name "Sanskrit." For Sanskrit
Sa:rp.skrta, as much as "made ready, ordered, preparetl,......
perfect, pure, sacred "-signifies the noble or sacred language, 
in contradistinction to "Prakrit !'-prakrta, as much as 

\ ~ginal, natural, ordinary, common "-which signifies the 
·· "common language of the people." 

Yet Sanskrit should never be spoken of as a "dead'' lan
guage, rather as a " fettered" language, inasmuch as its natural 
development was checked, in that, throu~h the rules of the 
grammarians, it was arrested at a certain stage. For through 
the Grammar of Pa:Qini, in about the fifth century B. C., a 
fixed stancJard was created, which remained a criterion for 
the Sanskrit language for all future timE-s. What we call 
"Classical Sanskrit" means Pa:Qini's Sanskrit, that is, the 
Sanskrit which according to the rules of Pat}.ini's Grammar, is 
alone· correct.2> lu the "fetters "of this Grammar, however, the 

1) It has been suggested that the popular epics were originally composed in clialect 
and were later translated into Sanskrit, This supposition, however, lacks all evidence 

from facts, as H. Jacobi (ZDMG., 48, 407 ff.) has shown. 
•) Only this literary langnal!e as determined by the Indian grammarians is called 

Sanskrit by the Indians, If,· as it is often done, people speak of " Vedic l:lanskrit " the 

term "Sanskrit " is extended to Ancient Indian. 
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language still continued to live. The great mass of poetic and 
scientific literature, throughout a thousand years, was produced 
in this language, the "Classical Sanskrit." Moreover Sanskrit 
is not a "dead" language even to-day. There are still at the 
present day a number of Sanskrit periodicals in India, and 
topics Of the day are discussed in Sanskrit pamphlets. Also 
the Mahabharata is still to-day read aloud publicly, which 
pre-supposes at least a partial understanding. I have myself 
observed with pleasure and surprise, that scenes from such 
ornate Sanskrit dramas as Mudrarak~asa and Uttararama
carita, performed on a primitive stage at Santiniketan, were 
understood and greatly appreciated by a large audience of 
students, both men and women. To this very day poetry is 
still composed and works are still written in Sanskrit, and it 
is the language in which Indian scholars even now converse 
upon scientific questions. Sanskrit at the least_ plays the 
same part in India still as Latin in the Middle Ages in Europe, 
or as Hebrew with the Jews.1> 

1 ) There are epigraphical grounds for assuming that Sanakrit is a modification of a 
Northern Indian dialect, which was developed by schools of grammar, and which in histori
cal times spread slowly throughout India among the educated classes; see Buhler, Ep. Ind., 
I, p. 5. Sanskrit is called a sacred language (brilhmi vile) in the MahAbhirata I. 78, 13, 
and it probably always was the language of a certain class of society. Of. Windisch, 

Ueber den sprachlichen Charakter des Pali (00., XIV, Paris, 1906), pp: 14 If.; Thomas 

JRAS., 1904, 747 f.; W. Petersen, JAOS., 32, 1912, 414 If.; T. Michelson, JAOS 33 
1913, 145 If. About the wide nee of Sanskrit in the India of to-day Panl Deusstn 

(" Erinnernngen an Indien," Kiel, 1904, pp. 2 f.) says: "Not only the professional 
scholars, as especially the native Sanskrit Professors of the Indian Universities, speak 
Sanskrit with great elegance, not only their hearers are able to handle it as well 
&.A onr students of dassical philology can handle Latin, bnt the numerous private 
scholars, saints, ascetics, and even 'Wider circles can speak. and write Sanskrit with 
facility: I have repeatedly conversed in it for honrs with the Maharaja of Benares: 
manufacturers, industrials, merchants, partly speak it or undentand what is spoken: in 
every little village my fir~t enquiry was for one who speaks Sanskrit, whereupon imme• 
diately one or another came forward, who w;,ually became my guide, indeed often my 
friend." When be gave Jectnres in English, he was often invited to repeat in Sanskrit 
wl:at he had said. "After this bad been done, a discussion followed in which some spoke 
Engliish, others Sanskrit, yet others Hindi, which therefore was also understood, to a 
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Summing up, I would, therefore, divide Ancient Indian 
in its relation to literature as follows :-

1. Andent High Indian: _ 
(a) Language of the oldest hymns and mantras, especially 

of those of_ the I;tgveda. 
(b) Language of the later hymns and mantras, especially 

those of the other Vedas, besides of the mantras occurring only 
in the BrahmaQ.as and Sutras. · 

2. Sanskrit. 
(a) Ancient Sanskrit, the language of the Vedic prose 

works (with the exception of the Mantras) and of PaQ.ini. 
(b) Epic Sanskrit, the language of the popular epics. 
(a) Classical Sanskrit, the language of the Classical Sans· 

krit literature after PaQ.ini. 

II. The Middle Indian Languages and Dialects. 

Simultaneously and parallel with the development of 
Sanskrit proceeded the more natural further development of 
the popular dialects spoken by the Aryan Indians. The lan
guages and dialects which we distinguish as "Middle Indian" 
are not indeed derived directly from the Sanskrit, but rather 
from the Indo-Aryan popular languages which underlie 
the Ancient High Indian and the Sanskrit, or are related to 
the two latter. Considering the size of India, it is not to be 
wondered at that, with the gradual spreading of the Aryan 

certain extent, because pure Hindi differs from Sanskrit in little more than by the loss of 

inflectional endings. Hence every Hindu understands as much of Sanskrit as an Italian 
of Latin, especially as, in the real Hindostan, the script has remained the same: and a 
smattering of Sanskri~ can be traced down to the circles of servants and the lower classes 
wherefore a letter to Benares with only a Sanskrit address will without difficulty reach its 

destination, through every postal messenger." As to Sanskrit as a" living" language, see 
also S. K•·i,hf}at•armli in 00 V, Berlin, 1881, II b, p. 222; R. G. Bhandarkar, JBRAS., 16, 
1885, 268 ff., 327 ff.; Windisch, OC XIV, Paris, 1897, I. 257, 2(36; He.-tel, Tantriikhyayika, 

Trans!. I., pp. 8 ff., and HOS., Vol. XII, pp. 80 ff. 
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immigrants from the West to the East and the South, a large 
number of varying dialects were formed. Of the diversity of 
these dialects we get an idea from the oldest Indian inscrip
tions, which are all written in Middle Indian and not in 
Sanskrit. Quite a number of such popular languages, more
over, have been raised to the rank of literary languages. Only 
these shall be briefly enumerated here ~ 

1. The most important of the Middle Indian literary 
\_...Wnguages is Pali, the ecclesiastical language of the Buddhists. 

of Ceylon, Burma and Siam, the language in which the oldest 
preserved collection of sacred writings of Buddhism is wr~tten. 
The Buddhists themselves tell us that the Buddha did not, 
like the Brahmans, preach in the learned Sanskrit, but talked 
to the people in the language of the people. As Buddha. first 
preached in the land of Magadha (Southern Bihar), and there 
displayed his best activity~ therefore the Buddhists tell us. 
that Pali is the same as Magadhi, the language of the province 
of Magadha. However, that cannot be right, as the dialect o~ 
Magadha which is otherwise kn,Jwn to us do~s not agree, with 
Pali. It is, however, probable that Pali is a mixed language 
the foundation of which was Magadhi.1

> The word Pali really 
signifies "row," then "order, regulation, rule," hence also 
" sacred text" and finally the language of the sanred texts, 
in contradistinction to the Ancient Sinhalese, the language 
in which the commentaries to these texts were composed. 

2. Besides ~he Pali literature there exists also a Buddhist\... 
Sanskrit literature. Now in these Buddhist works there" is 
frequently only the prose in Sanskrit, while the interspersed 
metrical pieces, the so-called " Gathas " (i.e. "songs " or 
"verses") are composed in a Middle Indian dialect, which 

1 ) This is the -view of E. Windisch, "Ueber den sprachlichen Charakter des Pali" 
(OC., XIV., Paris, 1906} and of G. A. Gn:erson, Bhandarkar Com. Vol., 117 ff. 1.'he latter 
agrees with Sten Konow (ZDMG 64, 1910, 114 ff.}, that Plili is similar to Paitiilci-Prakrit. 
The latter was pre;bably the local dialect of Eastern Gandhilrn and the district of T!lxila, 
a famous seat of learning at the time of Bnddha. 
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has therefore been called "Gathii dialect." But this term is 
not quite appropriate, as the same dialect is found also in 
prose portions, and even whole prose works are written in it. 
It is an old Indian dialect, which through the insertion of 
Sanskrit terminations and other Sanskritisms in a rather crude 
manner, tries to approach the Sanskrit, wherefore Senart 
suggested for it the desigoation "mixed Sanskrit." 1> 

3. Like the Buddhists, the J ains too did not use Sanskrit 
for their sacred writings, but Middle Indian dialects, indeed 
two different Prakrits : 2> 

(o.) The Jaina p..{a'krit (also called Ardhamagadhi 
or Ar~a), the language of the older werks of the Jaina 
Canon. _ /. 

(b) The Jaina-Mahara~ the language in which the 
commentaries to the Jaina Canon and the non-religious poeti
cal works of the Jainas are written.3> '!'his dialect is closely 
related to that Prakrit, which has been used most frequently 
as a literary language for secular writing, namely·-

4. The Mahara~tri, the language of Mahara~tra, the land 
of the Marathas. This is universally considered the best Prakrit, 
and when the Indians speak simply of Prakrit then they mean 
MaharMtri. It was used principally for lyric poetry, especially 
also for the lyric parts in the dramas. However, there are 
also epic poems in 1\:Iaharaijltri. Other important Prakrit 
dialects which are used in the drama are : 

5. The Saurase\li, ~chin the prose o~ the dramas is 
chiefly spoken by higlr-born women. Its foundation is the 
dialect of Surasena, the capital of which is Mathura. 

') SeeS. Ltfmann. ZDMG, 212 ff.: and E. Senm·t, Ind. Ant., 21, 1892, 243 ff. 
') The Hindus do not designate popular languages generally by the term "Priik.rit" 

bot only those popular langoag¥ which are used in literature. For the whole of this 
chapter see R. Pi8chel, "Grammatik der Pntkrit-Sprachen" (in Grundriss I, 8 Einleitung) 

and H. Jacobi in A Bay. AXXIX, 4, 1918, pp. 81 • ff. 
') See H. Jacobi, Ueber das Priikrit in der Erzlihlungs-litteratur der Jainas, in RSO, 

II, 1909, pp. 231 ff, 
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. ' .. ~ 
6. Persons or" the lower . classes speak ~lagadhr in tt.... 

dramas, the dialect of Magadha, and 
1. \Pa!jaci is spoken in the drama by the members of 

the loweSt-grades of society. The word probably originally 
designated the dialect of a. branch of the Pisacas, although the 
Indians declared it to be the language of the demons called 
Pisacas. A famous book of narrative literature, Gu:Q.adhya,s 
Brhatkatha was also composed in this Paisact dialect. 

8. Lastly the Apabhramsa which is used in popular 
poetry, in J aina. romances and o~onally in the drama, stands 
mid way be ~ween the Prakrit and the modern Indian verna
culars: for "Apabhrarp8a" is a. general term for literary idioms 
which, though based on the Prakrit, are more closely adapted 
to certain popular dialects.1> 

III. The Modern Indian Languages and Dialects.•) 

By about the year 1000 A.D. the modern Indo-Aryan 
vernaculars had developed out of the ~Iiddle Indian dialects, 
and from the .l2th century onwards these languages can show 

.literatlll'es of their own, which are partly independent and 
partly dependent on the Sanskrit literature. The most im .. 
portant of these vernaculars is Hindi, the language of the 
ancient Madhy adesa or midland, i.e. of the. greater portion of 
the Gangetic Doab and of the adjacen_t plain to the Himalaya 
in the North, to the valley of the Nerbudda in the South, 
beyond Delhi in the West and nearly as far as Cawnpore in 
the East. Of the numerous Hindi dialects, Kana uj i and 

1 ) On the Apabhral!lsaa S. H. Jacobi in A Bnr A XXIX, 4, 1918, pp. 53 • If.; XXXI, 2, 
1921, pp. :niii ff., 1 ff. and in Festschrift fiir Wackernagel, pp. 124 ff. JacC'bi ia of opinien, 

tha~ the Apabhraipaa was firs& used by the poet• of ~he !bhiru and Gurjllraa. 

') I follow the es:oellent slll'vey of the Indo-Aryan Vemaeulan given by Sir George 
GrieTBCm in BSOS I ., 1, 1918, pp. 47 ff. Compare aleo E. J, Rapscm, Cambridge Histo'7 I, 
37 ff. • 
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'Bundeli, and especially Braj Bhakha (the language of the 
district of M:athura), have produced literature worthy of the 
name. Hindostani or Urdu, a dialect with a strong admix
ture of Perso-Arabic elements/> is a form of the Hindi langu
age. It originated in the twelfth century in the neighbourhood 
of Delhi, then the centre of the Mohammedan rule, in the 
camps (urdu) of the soldiers, hence also called. "Urdu," i.e. 
"camp language." In the 16th century it also began to pro
duce literature. Now-a-days it is the lingua franca of the 
whole of Northern India. High Hindi is a return to the 
vernacular of the Upper Doab, which is not as yet influenced 
by Persian, The following languages, belonging to the adja
cent regions, are closely related to the language of the midland : 
Panjabi in the North-West, Rajasthani and Gujarati in 
the West, Eastern Pahari or Naipali (the language of 
Nepal), Central Pahari and Western Pahari in the East . 

. Rajasthani and Gujarati are closely related. :Marwari, a 
dialect of Rajasthan!, can scarcely be distinguished from Guja
rati. Eastern Hindi, the language in which Tulsi Das wrote, 
is more closely related to the " Outer " languages. Among the 
latter are: Lahnda (the language of Western Panjab) and 
Sindhi in the North-West, Marathi in the South, Bihari, 
Oriya, Bengali and Assamese in the East. Maithili is a 
dialect of Bihari. Since the beginning of the 19th century 
literary Bengali has diverged considerably from the verna
cular by reason of the absorption of so many Sanskrit words. 
The High Hindi of Be nares shows a similar tendency. Now
a-days, however, good authors, both in Bengali and in Hindi, 
are aiming at keeping their language free from borrowed 
Sanskrit words. 

The "Dardic " or modern Pisaca languages, among which 
Kasmiri (the language of Kashmir) possesses a considerable 
literature, form a separate group. 

•) It is also written in Persian-Arabic characters, 
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Finally, Singhalese, the language of Ceylon, is an Indo
Germanic dialect descended from the Middle Indian. ThrouO'h 

0 

the introduction of Buddhism and the Buddhistic literature 
into Ceylon, an early literary activity began here, which was 
at first limited to the elucidation of the religious texts. In 
the later centuries we fir~d, in addition, a secular literature in
fluenced by Sanskrit poetry.1> 

All the Indian languages mentioned up to now belong to 
the Indo-Germanic group of languages. Besides these there 
are in India a number of non-Indo-Germanic languages, namely 
the Munda languages (scattered dialects in the Mahadeo 
Hills of the Central Provinces, in the Santal Parganas and 
Chota Nagpur), the Tibeto-Burmese languages (on the North
ern and North-Eastern borders of India proper) and above all 
the Dravidian languages of Southern India. The latter must at 
one time have been common in the North as wen,s> for the Indo
Aryan languages show strong Dravidian infiuence.3> The most 
important Dravidian languages are Malayalam (on the coast 
of Malabar), Kanarese, Telugu and Tamil .. Although 
these languages are not Indo-Germanic, numerous Sanskritisms 
have penetrated into them : moreover, the not unimportant 
literature. of these languages is greatly· dependent on the 
Sanskrit literature. 

In this book we shall have to limit ourselves mainly to 
the Sanskrit, Pali and Prakrit literature. At most it will only 
be possible to touch on modern Indian literature in an 
Appendix. 

) See Wilhelm Geiger, Literatur und Sprache der Singha.lesen, in "Grundriss" I, 10 
•) Sporadic Dravidian dialects are found alsojn the Ganges valley u.nd even in Balu-

chistan (Brahiii). 
•) See Grierson, BSOS., I, 3, 1920, pp. 71 f. 



SECTION I. 

THE VEDA OR THE VEDIC LI1'ERATURE. 

WHAT IS THE VEDA r 

/ As the oldest Indian, and, at the same time, the oldest 
J.?do-European literary monument, a prominent place in the 

history of world literature is due to the Veda. This is the 
case too when we remember that throughout at least 3,000 
years millio~ of Hindus have looked on the word of the Veda 
as the wor'a' of God, and that the Veda has given them their 
standard oi1Iiougnt and feeling. As the Veda, because of its 
antiquity, stands at the head of Indian literature, no one who 
has not ga~ine~n insight into the Vedic literature can under
stand the ~itual life and the culture of the Indians. Also 
Buddhism, whose birth-place is India, will remain for ever 
incomprehensible to him 'Yho does not know the Veda. For 
the teaching of Buddha is in the same relation to the Veda, 
-fi.s the New Testament is to the Old Testament. No one can 

J understand the new belief without having become acquainted 
with the old one taught by the Veda. 

What then, is the Veda. ? J 
The word "Veda" means "knowledge," then ''the 

knowledge par excellence," i.e. "the sacred, the religious 
knowledge." It does not mean one single literary work, as 
for instance the word " Koran," nor a complete collection of a 
certain number of books, compiled at some particular time, as 
the word " Bible " (the " book par excellence "), or as the 
word'' Tipitaka," the_" Bible" of the Buddhists, but a whole 
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great literature, which arose in the course of many 
centuries, and through centuries has been handed down from 
generation to generation by verbal transmission, till finally it 
was declared by a younger generation-· but even then at some 
prehistoric period-to be " sacred knowledge," "divine revela
tion," as much on account of its great age, as on account of 
its contents. It is here not a matter of a "Canon" which 
might have been fixed at some council; the belief in the 
"sacredness" of this literature arose, as it were, spontaneously, 
and was seldom seriously disputed. 

However, what is now called "Veda" or "Vedic litera
ture'' consists of three different classes of literary works; and 
to each of these three classes belongs a greater or a smaller _ 
number of separate works, of which some have been preserved, 
but also many lost. 

I. Sarphitas, i.e. "Collections," namely collections ofj · 
hymns, prayers, incantations, benedictions, sacrificial formulas\/' 
and litanies .. 

II. Br a.hmal}.as, voluminous ptose texts, which contain 
~logical matter, especially observations on sacrifice and the 

practical or mystical significance of the separate sacrificial 
rites and ceremonies. 

III. .A.ral}.yakas ("forest texts") and U pani~ads 
("secret doctrines") which are partly included in the Bra.hmaiJ.as 
themselves, or attached to them, but partly are also. reckoned 
as independent works. They contain the meditations of forest.v 
hermits and ascetics on God, the world, and mankind, and 
there is contained in them a good deal of the oldest IndianJ 
philosophy. 

There must once have existed a fairly large number of 
Sarp.hita.s, which originated in different schools of priests and 
singers, and which continued to be handen down in the same. 
However, many of these "collections" were nothing but 
slightly diverging recensions-Sakhas, "branches," as the 
Indians say-of one and the same Sa:rphiia.. Four Sa:rphitas, 
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however, are in existence, which differ clearly from each other, 
and which have been preserved in one or more recensions. 
These are :- / · 

1. Th~ veda-Sa rp hit a, the collection of the ~gveda. 
~' ~gveda" is "the Veda or the knowledge of the songs of 
praise " (rc, plur. yeas). 
. 2. The ~arvaveda-Sarphita, the collection of the 
Atharva-veda, i.e. "of the knowledge of the magic formulas" 
(atharvan). 

3. The~ veda-Sa rp hit a, the collection of the Sam a
veda, i.e. "of thA knowledge of the melodies" (saman). 

4. The ~furveda-Sarphita, the collection of the 
Yajurveda, i.e. 'of the knowledge of the sacrificial formulas" 
(yajus, plur. yajurp~i) of which there are two rather strongly 
diverging texts, namely :-

(a) The Sarphita of the Black Yajurveda, which has been 
preserved in several recensions, of which the most important 
are the Taittiriya- Sarphita and the :Mai trayai;ti- Sarph ita; 
and 

(b) the Sarphita of the White Yajur-veda, which has 
been preserved in the Vajasaneyi-Sarphita. 

On account of these four different Sarphitas the Indians 
distinguish between four diiierent Vedas-and therefore one 
often speaks of the "Vedas" in the plural-namely, ~gveda, 
Atharvaveda, Samaveda, and (Black and White) Yajur
veda. Every work that belongs to the class of the Brahma:r;Las, 
of the .A.rai;tyakas, or of the Upani~ads, is joined to one of the\ 
enumerated Sarphitas, and "belongs," as we say, to one of the 
four Vedas. 'l'here are, therefore, not only Sarphitas, but also 
Brahma:r;Las, Arai;tyakas and U pani~ads of the ~gveda, as 
well as of the Atharvaveda, of the Samaveda, and of the/ 
Yajurveda. Thus, for examp~, the Aitareya-BrahmaQ.¥ 
belongs to the ~gveda, the Satapatha-BrahmaQ.a"-./(o the 
White Yajurveda, and the Chandogya·Upani~adJo the 

Samaveda, and so on. 
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Every work which belongs to one of the three above
mentioned classes, and to one of the four Vedas, must be 
designated as "Vedic," and the whole Vedic literature is thus 
presented to us as a long success1on of works of religious 
content-_ collections of songs, prayer-books, theological and 
£lleosophical treatises .., which belong to different successive 
periods of time, but which represent a unity, in so far as they 
all together form the foundatiqn for the Brahmanical religious 
system, and have the same significance for Brahmanism. 
as the Old Testament bas for Judaism or the New Testament 
for Christianity. As Jews and Christians look on their 
"Holy Scripture," so the Brahmanic Indians look on their 
Veda, in its whole extent, as divine revelation. But it is 
significant that to the· expression "Holy Scripture" there 
corresponds in the case of the Indians the expression "Sruti, 'Y 
"bearing," because the revealed texts were not written and 
read, but only spoken and heard. '!'be whole history of 
Indian philosophy bea!"s witness that not only the ancient 
hymns of the ~gveda were looked upon as "breathed out" 
by the God Brahman, and only "visioned " by the ancient 
seers, but that also every word in the Upani~ads, the latest 
productions of the Vedic literature, was looked upon as 
indisputable wisdom emanating from the God Brahmaq,.... 
himself. However much the different systems of Indian 
philosophy may vary, yet they are nearly all agreed in 
considering the Veda as revealed, and in appealing to the 
Veda, especially the U pani~ads-although great freedom 
and arbitrariness prevail in regard "to the explanation of these 
texts, ~nd every philosopher gleans from them just what 
be wishes to. Most significant it is, that even the Buddhists, 
who deny the authority of the Veda, yet coi10ede that it was 
originally given or "created" by God Brahman: only, they 
add, it has been falsified by the Brahmans, and therefore 
contains so many errors. 

The expression " Veda " is j ustifi.ed only for this litera turf> 
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which is regarded as revealed. However, there is another 
class of works, which has the closest connection with the 
Vedic literature, but yet cannot be said to belong to the 
Veda. These are the so-called Kalpasutras (sometimes also 

~ 

called briefly u Sutras ") or manuals on ritual, which are 
composed in a peculiar, aphoristic prose style. These 
include: 

1. The Srautasutras"' wl;lich contain the rules for the 
performance of the great sacrifices, which often lasted many. 
days, at which many sacred fires had to burn and a great 
number of priests had to be employed. 

2. The G r h y as u t r as, which contain directions for the 
simple ceremonies and sacrificial acts of daily life (at birth, 
marriage, death, and so on). 

3. The :f?har~~..§!H.!:J!..s, books of instruction on spiritual 
and secular law-the oldest law-books of the Indians. 

Like Brahmal}.as, AraiJ.yakas and Upani~ads, these works, 
too, are connected with one of the four Vedas; and 'there 
are Srauta, Grhya, and Dharmasutras which belong to the 
].tgveda, others which belong to the Samaveda, to the 
Yajurveda, or the Atharvaveda. As a matter of fact, they 
originated in certain Vedic schools which set th.emselves the 
taRk of the study of a certain Veda. Yet~rrese books of 
instruction are regarded as human work, and no longer as 
divine revelation ; they do not belong to the Veda, but to 
the "Vedaii.gas," the "limbs,_: i.e. " .. the auxiliary scien~es _ 
of the Veda." 

These Vedangas include, besides the works on ritual, also 
a number of works on phonetics, grammar, etymology, metric~ 
and astronomy. We shall have to speak of these too at the 
end of the section. 

After this general survey of the Vedic literature and the 
literature connected with it, we turn to the discussion of 
the most important works belonging to the Veda, above all, 
of the Samhitas, 

' 
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THE ~GVEDA-SAMHI1'A. 

Indisputably the oldest and most important of all the 
.works of Vedic literature, is the }.tgveda-Sa:rp.hita, usually 
called simply the " J;tgveda." Of the different recensions of 
:this Sa:rp.hita, which once existed, only a single one has come 
down to us. In the text handed down to us, this Il consisted 
of a collection of 1,028 hymns (Suktas), which are divided 
into ten books (Ma:r;t(!.alas, " circles ").2> 

· That this collection of hymns is the oldest, or at least 
contains the oldest Indian literature which we possess, is 
proved indisputably by the language of the hymns.s> Bub 
the language proves also that the collection is not a single 
work, but consists of older and later elements. As in the 
Hebrew Book of Psalms, so here also, songs which· had 
been composed at widely separated periods of time, were 
united at some time in a collection, and ascribed to famous 
personages of prehistoric times, preferably to the earliest 
ancestors of those families in which the songs in question 
were handed down. The majority of the oldest hymns 
are to be found io. Books II to VII, which are usually 
called the "Family Books," because ·each is ascribed by 
tradition to a particular family of singers. The names 
of the singers or ]/,~is (i.e. "seers, prophets") who, as 
the Indians say, visioned these hymns, are mentioned, 
partly in th.e Brahmat;tas, partly in separate li!lts of authors 

I 
(Anukrama:r;tis) conn~~ct:d _wit~ th.e Vedanga lit~rature. 'J.lh~y 
are: Grtsamada, VIs vam1tra, Vamadeva, A tr1, Bharad vaJa 

1
) It is the recension of the Sa kalak a-School. ltegarding editions of the text, see 

above, pp. 20f. 
•) Besides this there is also a purely external divi•ion, which takes into consi<.leration 

only the size, namely into eight A~!akas or " eighth•," each of which is divided into eight 
Adhyiiyas or " readings" which in their turn are again divided into smaller vargas or 
" sections," usually of five verses each. 

3 ) See J. Wackernagel, "Altindische Grammatik" I, pp. xiii ff. on the language of 

the ~gveda. 

8 
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and Vasi~tha. These and their descendants were regarded by 
the Indians as E~is or "seers "-we should say "authors "-of 
the hy flJIIS of :Mal}.t~alas II to v n. Book vIII contain!!\ 
hymns, which are ascribed to the singer race of the Ka"Q.va~ 
and that of the Angiras. But the AnukramaQ.iS give us also 
the names of the ~~is or " authors " of every single hymn 
~f the remaining books (I, IX, X), and it is noteworthy that 
there are aiso women's names to be found amongst them. 
Unfortunately all these lists of names have pt·actically no 
value at all, and in reality the authors of the Vedic hymns 
are quite unknown to us. For, as it has long since been 
proved,Il the tradition which mentions Grtsamada, Vi;vamitra, 
and so on, and certa:in of their descendants, as the J;t~is of the 
hymns, disagrees with the statements of the hymns them
selves. ·In the latter, only descendants of those ancient J;t~is 

are mentioned as authors of the hymns; the ].l~is, however, 
G:rtsamada, Vlsvamitra, Vasi~tha, ·and whatever they . may 
all be called-their names are well-known in the whole of 
J;ndian literature as the heroes of countless myths and legends 
-are already in the hymns of the J;tgveda the seers of a 
long-past prehistoric time, and are only called the fathers 
of the singer families in which the ·songs were banded down. 
Book IX gains a character of unity through the fact that 
it contains exclusively hymns which glorify the drink of 
Soma, and are dedicated to the god Soma. Soma is the name 
of a plant, out of which an intoxicating juice was pressed, 
which already in the Indo-Iranian time was regarded as a 
drink pleasing to the gods; and therefore plays a prominent 
part at the sacrifices of the Indians as well as of the ancient 
Iranians, who called it ~a6ma. In ancient Indian mythology, 
however, the Soma drink is iuentified with the drink of 
immortality of the gods, and the seat of this divine drink is 

.) Oldenberg, "Ueber die Liedverfas~er des ~gveda" io ZDMG, Vol, 42, PI'· 199 ff. 
Already previously A. Lud1cig, " Der ~gveda, " Vol. III, pp. xiii and 100 ff. 
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the moon, the golden-gleaming "drop " 1> in the sky. 

!
Therefore in Book IX of the ~gveda-Sarphita Soma is 
celebrated not only as the sacrificial drink dear to the gods, 
but also as the moon, the king of the sky. As the Soma-cult 
extends back in to the Indo-Iranian period, we can also 
assume a fairly high age for the songs of Book IX, 
which are very closely connected with Soma sacrifice. The 
latest parts of o~• collection of hymns, however, are to be 
found in Books I to X, which are composed of very diversified 
elements.2> Yet that does not mean that there are not some 
very old hymns which have been preserved in these books, 
while, on the other hand, some later hymns are also scattered 
in the "Family Books." Altogether, the question as to 
which hymns are "earlier " and which " later " is not easy 
to decide : for the language on which this decision chiefly 
rests, not only varies according to the age of the hymns, but 
also according to their origin and purpose, according to 
whether they arose more in connection with the priestly cult 
or with the popular religion. · 

An incantation, for example, can differ by its language 
from a song in praise of Soma or Indra, but it need not oD: 
that account be later.3

> 

The so-called Khilas, which are found in a few m~nu
scripts, represent, on the whole, a later stratum of ~gvedic 
hymn poetry. The word Khila means "supplement," and 
this name in itself indicates that they are texts which 

') Sanskrit ~" Indu " means "drop " and "moon. " It is to the credit of A. 
Hillebrandt to have shown in his" Vedische llythologie" {Breslau 1891 ft.) ~hat already in 
the ~gveda, Soma did not mean only the plant, but also the moon. In the -whole of the 

later literature Soma is the moon. 
•) See A. Bergaigne, J. A. 1886·7, on the arrangement of the hymns in Books II· VII, 

and A. Barth, RRR 19, 1889, 134 ft.=Oeuvreall, 8 ft. on those in Books I, VIII.X. See 
also B~oomfield, JAOS, 31, 19l0, pp. 49ft., for criteria for distinguishing between earlier and 

later hymns in the J;tgveda. 
•) See M. Bloomfield, •• On the Relative Chron?logy _of the Vedic Hymns" (JAOS, 21 

1900, pp . .j,·~ -4) ). 
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were collected and added to the Sarphita only after the latter 
had already been concluded. This .does not exclude the 
possibility that some of these Khilas are of no less antiquity 
than the hymns of the ij,gveda-Sarphita, hut for some reason 
unknown to us were not included in the collection. The 
·eleven Valakhilya hymns, which in all manuscripts are found 
at the end of Book VIII, without being included in it, are 
probably of this kind. Of comparatively high antiquity are 
probably also the eleven SuparQa hymns, as well as the 
Prai~asUktani and the prose Nividas, small collections of 
sacrificial lit anies.l) 

However, the question as to what we are to understand 
by "earlier" or by "later" hymns, can only be treated by 
us at the end of this section, where we shall have to discuss 
the question of the age of the Veda in general. It must 
here suffice that the general view of the gre!J,t antiquity of the 
J;tgv:_eda, even of the "later" parts of it, is fully justified 
by the fact t~at, as Alfred I.~ud wig says : 2> " The J;tgveda 
pre-supposes nothing of that which we know in Indian litera
ture, while, on the other hand, the whole of Indian literature 
and the whole of Indian life pre-suppose the Veda." 

Next to the language, however, the great age of the 
Vedic hymns is proved chiefly by the metres .. For on the one 
hand, the Vedic metres are separated from those of classical 
Sanskrit poetry by a gulf, as in Vedic poetry there are 
numerous metres_ of which there is no trace to be found in the 

1
) The Khilas have been published by I. ScheftBlowitz," Die Apokryphen des J;tgveda" 

(Indische Fors&hungen, I), Breslan'J906, See also Scheftelowitz, ZDMG 73,1919, 30ff.; 74., 
l!l20, 192 ff. : 75,1921, 37 ff.: ZTT, I, 1922, 50 ff.; 58 ff. Oldenberg, "Die Hymnen des J;tgveda," 

I, Berlin, 1888, 504 ff., and GGA, 1907, 210 ff.; A. B. Keith, JRAS, 1907, 224 ff. The Khila . 
Sivassrpkalpa (edited, tran~lated and explained by Scheftelowitz, ZDMG, 75, 1921, 201 ff.), is 
a regular Upani~ad, the first part of wljich (1-13) is old, the rest late sectarian. 

') Der Rigreda, III, p. 183. Cf. also ibid, p. 3. "The claim to the highest age is proved 
not only internally by the contents aa well as the linguistic form, but externally by the fact 

that the Veda formed the basi~ ~f Jiteratura, of the spiritu•\l and religious life, and in the 

Veda. again the pfl~tical pieces 'l.l'e thg bn.,i;; of the •·est, but are not ba.~ecl on anything themsqlt·es." 
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later poetry, while on the other ~and numerous metres in 
classical Sanskrit poetry have no prototype in the Veda. 
A gain, some metres of the. Vedi~ poetry do indeed re-appear 
in the later poetry, but with a much more strongly marked 
rhythm than in the J;tgveda. 

In the oldest Ind~an mbtre only the number of syllables 
is fixed, while the quantity of syllables is only partially 
determined. The Vedic verses are composed of lines of 8, 
11 or 12, more rarely of 5 syllables. These lines, · called 
Padas,l) are the units in ancient Indian metrics, and only the 
four (or five) last syllables are fixed wit!l regard to the 
rhythm, the last syllable, however, being again a. syllaba 
anceps. The regular form of the Pada of eight syllables is 
thus: 

oooo---~ 

Three such lines form the Gaya~ri and four such lines 
form the verse called the Anu~tubh. In the older poetry the 
Anu~tubh stands far behind the Gayatri in popularity. -~ter 
it is the reverse: the Anu~tubh becomes the usual verse, and 
out of it is developed the sloka, the proper metre of. epic 
poetry. Metres of rarer occurrence are the Palik ti, consisting 
of five lines of eight syllables, and the Maha palikti, consist
ing of six such Padas. 

The line of eleven syllables has a caesura after the fourth . 
or fifth syllable, and its regular form is as follows 

or 
oooonooo---·~ 

ooooolloo---~ 

Four such Padas form the verse called Tristubh. 

1 ) "Piida" means "foot" but also "fourth part." The latter meaning is to be supposed 
here, because as a rule four Pidas make one line. The word "p&ila" has nothing to do 
with the " foot" of Greek prosody. A breaking-up into such small units as the Grsek 
" feet " is impossihlc in th\l ancient ladian metre. 
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The line of twelve syllables differs from that of eleven 
only in so far as it has one more syllable, for the rest the two 
metres are formed exactly alike. The regular form of the 
Pada of twelve syllables is thus : 

or 
oooollooo --~~ 
o o o o o II o o - ~ ·- - ::::::::::: 

Four such Padas of twelve syllables give s verse which is 
called 'Jagati. 

The regular fot•m of the line of five syllables, four or 
eight of which together give the verse called Dvipada-Viraj 
is thus : 

---~ 
~ 

By combinations of different kinds of Padas into one 
verse, a number of more elaborate metres are formed, as the 
Ut!rJ,ih and BrhfJti verses, composed of lines of eight or twelve 
syllables. 

How much, in old Indian metres, everything depends on · 
the number of syllables, ll is proved by the oft-recurring 
speculations, in the Brahmai).as and U pani~ads, on the mys
tical significance of the metres, where the mysticism of 
numbers comes into play, when, for example, it is said, with 
strange logic : "The words bhumi (earth), antarik~a (atmos
phere), and dyu (sky) form eight syllables. A Gayatri-Pada 
consists of eight syllables. Therefore he who knows the 
Gayatri gains the three worlds." 2

> But that the metres play 
such a highly important part in the mysticism of ritual, 
that considered as divine beings, they even receive sacrifices,8> 

that mythology concern itself with them, especially with the 

') See Weber, Ind. Stud. 8, 178 f., and H. Weller ZTT, I, 1922, 115 ff. 
') Brhadarat}yaka-Upanil}ad V, 15. Dyu is to be pronounced as" diu." 

•) Viisi~~ha-Dhru:masiitra, XII I, 3 and elsewhere. 
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Gayatri, which in the form of a bird fetches the Soma from 
heaven, that they are m·eated like other beings by Prajapati,Il 
-. all this indicates the great age of these metres which were 
thought to have originated in times immemorial. Thus the 
age of the metres is also a proof of the age of the hymns 
themselves.2> 

The best idea, however, of the great age of these hymns 
is vouchsafed us by a glance at the geographical and cultural 
conditions of the time ot which they tell us. There we see 
above all, that the Aryan Indians, at the time when the 
hymns of the ~gveda arose, had not nearly as yet spread <!ver 
the whole of India. We find them still domiciled in the river
land of the Indus (Sindhu;, the present Punjab.8; From the 
West, over the passes of the Hindukush, Aryan tribes had 
penetrated into "the land of the five rivers,'' and in the songs 
of the ~gveda we still hear of the battles whicp the Aryans •> 
had to fight with the Dasyu, or the ~' black skin", as the 
swarthy aboriginal inhabitants were called. Only slowly 
amidst continuous fighting against the hated "non-Aryans" 
(anarya)-the Dasyus or Dasas, who know no gods, no laws, 
and no sacrifices-do they press forward towards the East up 

I) See for instance, Satapatha-Brlibmal}a Vlli, 1, 1-2. How great a role the metres 

play in the symbolism and mysticism of the ritnal, may be seen from numerous passages in 
the liturgical Saiphitlis and in the Brlibmal}as : See A. Weber, Ind. Stud, 8, pp. 8 ff., 28 ff. 

•) See E. V. Arnold, " Vedic Metre," Cambr!dge 1905, and A. B. Keith and Arnold, 
JRAS, 1906, 484 ff., 716 ff., 997 ff., on the metre of the ~gveda as a cdterion of its age. 

•) According to E. W. Bopkins (the Punjab and the ~gveda, JAOS., 19, 1898, 19-28) 
the habitations of the Aryan Indians at the time when the majority of the hymns 
were composed, should be sought in the neighbourhood of Amballa, between the rivers 
Sarasouti and Ghuggar. 'l'be rivers of the Punjab are praited in the famous " Praise of 
t.be Rivers" (nadistnti), Rv. X, 75. Of. A. Stei11, JRAS. 1917, 91 ff. Bertel has not yet 

convinced me that the oldest parts of the ~gveda were composed in Iran and not in 
India (Indo-german. ForschungeTI, 41, 1923, p. 188). 

•) Ssk. &rya=Avestic airya=Old Pers. oriya, "the faithful ones," "the people of the 
same race." Herodotus (VII, 62) says that the Medea called themselves Ap101, Thus 
" Aryan" is the common designation of Indians and !Iranians. On the olose relationship 
petween the language of the Veda with the old Iranian, see 11-bove, y. 4t. 
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to the Ganges. It is significant that this river, without which 
we can hardly imagine the India of all later periods, and 
which up to the present day plays such a prominent part in 
the poetry as well as in the popular religion of the Indians, 
is hardly mentioned in the I;tgveda. Heine's lyric :-

" There are sweet smells and lights by the Ganges, 
And giant trees stand there, 
And beautiful silent figures 
Are kneeling by lotus flowers," 

so suggestive of people and scenes from the period of 
Kalidasa, does not in the least fit into the times of the 
J;tgveda. Even the lotus-flower, which in a manner belongs 
to the essentials of later Indian poetry, is not yet a subject 
for metaphors . among the Vedic singers. Altogether tha 
animal and plant worlds in the J.;tgveda are essentially 
different from thos~ of later periods. The Indian fig-tree 
(Nyagrodha, Ficus indica) is missing in the J;tgveda. The 
most dreaded beast of prey of the India of to-day, the tiger, 
is not yet mentioned in the hymns-his home is Bengal, into 
which the Aryan Indians at that time had not yet penetrated. 
Rice-later the chief product of agriculture and the staple 
food of the Indians-is. still quite unknown to the J;tgveda. 
Only barley is planted, and at the time of the hymns agri
culture as yet played only a small part. The chief source. of 
income was cattle-rearing, and the chief cattle was the 
bullock. The horse also was greatly valued and, harnessed 
before the chariot, bore the warrior to the field, and, at the 
popular chariot-races, gained praise and glory for the victor. 
Again and again in the songs and invocations to the gods, 
the prayer for cattle and horses occurs. AlEo the strife 
amongst the hostile aboriginal inhabitants turns on the posses
sion of cattle. Therefore, too, the old word for " war " or 
,, battle" is originally "desire for cattle" (gavi~ti). In the 
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most extravagant expressions cows and bullocks •> are praised 
as the most pre ious possessions. The lowing of cows hasten
ing to the calves ·is looked on by the ancient Indian as the 
sweetest music. "The singers are shouting to the god Indra," 
says a poet, "as mother cows low to the calf." Gods are 

\readily compared with bu1locks, goddesses with cows: The 
milk of the cow was not only one of the chief articles of food, 
but milk and butter formed an essential part of the sacrifices 
to the gods. The milk was by preference consumed warm as 
it came from the cow, and Vedic poets marvel at the miracle 
that the "raw'' cow gives cooked milk. As the German 
nursery rhyme has it:-

·• How can it be, 0 tell me now, 
The milk is white, but red the cow," 

so a Vedic singer praises the god lndra on account of the 
miracle that he has put the shining white milk into the red 
or black cows. However, the high esteem in which cattle 
were held proved no obstacle to the slaughtering of cows, and 
especially of bullocks, at the sacrifices, and to the eating of 
their flesh. An absolute prohibition of cow-killing did not 
exist in the oldest times, although the word "aghnya," "she 
who is not to be killed" for "cow" indicates that cows were 
killed only under exceptional circumstances.2> .Also the 
skin of the oxen was used. Thb tanner worked it up into 
leather bottles, strings of bows and straps. There were also 
already different kinds of industries. There was above all 

!the wood worker-at once carpenter, carriage-builder, and 
\cabinet-maker-who made especially the chariot. There were 
metal-workers,· smiths, who used a bird's wings as bellows. 
Shipping was still in its first beginnings. A canoe provided 

1 ) It is quite similar among the Dinkas and Kaffirs in Africa, whose prt>sent form of. 

economics most be fairiy in agreement with that of the Vedi" Aryans. 

•) See A. A. llacd<Jnell and A. B. Keith, "Vedic Index of Names and Subjects," 

London 1912, II, 145 fl'. 

9 
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with oars, probably consisting only of a hollowed-out tree· 
trunk, served for the navigation of the rivers. Although the 
sea was kllown to the Vedic Indians, it is, to say the least, 
highly doubtful 1

> whether ·there was yet an extensive 
maritime trade. However, it is certain that there were 
traders, and that an extensive trade was carried on, in which 
oxen and gold ornaments took the place of money. Besides 
oxen and horses, the Vedic singers implore the gods chiefly 
for gold, which they hope to receive as gifts from the rich 
sacrificers. 

But while we hear in the ~gveda of cattle-rearing and 
agriculture, of trade and industry, as well as of deeds of war 
and of sacrifices, there is not yet to be found in the hymns 
that caste-division, which imparts a peculiar stamp to the 
whole of the social life of the Indians of later times, and 
which, up to the present day, has remained the curse of India. 
Only in one single hymn, evidently late, are the four castes
Brahma:Q.a, K~atriya, Vaisya and Sudra-mentioned. Certainly 
there were warriors and priests, but of an exclusive warrior
caste there is in the ~gveda as little mention as of one or 
several lower castes of farmers, cattle-traders, merchants, arti
sans, and labourers. As in later times, so indeed already in 
the "J;tgveda, it was the custom that, at the king's side there 
stood a house-priest (Purohita) who offered the sacrifices for 
him. But we still hear often enough-even in the later Vedic 
period-of sacrifices and ceremonies, which the pater-familias 
performs alone without priestly aid. The wife takes part 
in these sacrifices ; indeed, it is reckoned as absolutely 
essential, that the husband and wife together perform the 
sacred ceremonies. 'l'his participation of the wife in the 
sacrifices proves at all events that the position of woman in 

1) Tt is certainly not a mere accident, that in th" ~ongs of the ~gveda countl..,ss 

similes and metaphors are drawn from cattle->'eflnng, while only seldom a simile refers to 

h
. · Contrast with this Homer's wealth of fignres <Jf speech which refer to shippin;:. 

~ tppmg. 
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the oldest period of the ~gveda was not yet so low as later, 
when the law-books absolutely forbid women to sacrifice, and 
to repeat sacred texts. In the ~gveda (VIII, 31) we read 
of the married couple (dam pati-" householder and house
wife") who " with minds in harmony press the Soma, rinse 
and mix it with milk'' and offer adoration to the gods. Manu, 
however, declares in his law-book, that it is displeasing to the 
gods when women sacrifice (IV, 206)~ and that women who 
offer the fire-sacrifice (Agnihotra) sink into hell CXI, 37). 
When we still hear in the U pani~ads, that women also took an 
active share in the disputatious of the philosophers, we must 
not wonder that in the hymns of the ~gveda women could 
without restriction-at feasts, dances, and such like-show 
themselves publicly. It is by no means necessary, as some 
scholars do, to think of courtesans, when it is said that 
beautiful women flock to the festival gathering. It is 
not to be denied, however, that already at the time of the 
E.gveda, many solitary, unprotected women-" brotherless 
maidens" as a poet ealls them-gave themselves up_ to prosti
tution; but Pischel and Geldner,t> in spite of all the trouble 
which they have taken to prove it, have not succeeded in 
proving that 11t that time already there existed a "·grand 
system of courtesans " as in the time of Buddha in Vesali, or 
at the time of Perikles in Athens. 

However, we must not form too exalted an idea of the 
moral conditions in ancient India, and not picture these to 
ourselves in such an idyllic manner, as certainly Max Muller 
has at times done. We hear in the hymns of the ~gveda of 
incest, seduction, conjugal unfaithfulness, the procuring of 
abortion, as also of deception, theft and robbery. All this, 
however, proves nothing against the antiquity of the ~gveda. 
Modern ethnology knows nothing of "unspoiled children of 
nature" any more than it regards all primitive peoples as 

1) Vediscbe Studien, I, p, xxv· 
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rough savages or cannibal monsters. The ethnologist knows 
that a step-ladder of endless gradations of the most) widely 
differing cultural conditions leads frum the primitive peoples 
to the half-civilised peoples, and right up to the civilised 
nations. We need not, therefore, imagine the people of the 
:ij,gveda either as an innocent shepherd people, or as a 
horde of rough savages, nor, on the other hand as a people of 
ultra-refined culture. The picture of culture which is un
folded in these songs, and which Heinrich Zimmer in his still 
valuable book "Altindisches Leben" 1> has drawn for us in 
so masterly a manner, shows us the Aryan Indians as an 
active, joyful and warlike people, of simple, and still partly 
savage habits. The Vedic singers implore the gods for help 
against the enemy, for victory in battle, for glory and rich 
booty; they pray for wealth, heaps of gold and countless 
herds of cattle, for rain for their fields, for the blessing of 
children, and long life. As yet we do not find in the songs 
of the ,Ltgveda that effeminate, ascetic and pessimistic trai~ of 
the Indian character with which we shall meet again and 
again in later Indian literature. 

Now there have been scholars, who considered the hymns 
of the J;tgveda to be so enormously~that they thought to 
see in them not so much Indian as Aryan or Indo-European 

· mental life; they held, that the epoch of these hymns was 
still so near to the Indo-European "pre-historic time," that in 
them we are still dealing rather with "Aryans" than with 
actual Indians. On the other hand, other scholars have shown 
that the J;tgveda is above all a production of the Indian mind, 
and that for its explanation no other principles must be 
followed than for any other text of Indian literature. 'l'his 
is one of the many points on which the interpreters of the 
J;tgveda diverge rather- widely.2

> 

') Berlin 1879. 
•) See Barth, Oeuvres II, 237 ff.; H. Oldenberg, Vedaforschunl!, Stuttgart, 1905; 

Winte-rnitz, WZKM', 19, 1905, 419 ff. . • ' 
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We must here remember the important fact that the 
J.l,gveda is as yet by no means fully explained. There are, 
indeed, a large number of hymns, the explanation of which 
is as certain as that of any other ·Indian text. But. on the 
other hand, there are many hymns and very many verses and 
isolated passages of the ~gveda whose right meaning is still 
in the highest degree doubtful. This is also of great 
importance for the just appreciation of these old writings. 
The outsider who takes a translation of the ].l,gveda in his hand 
often wonders that so much in these hymns is unpoetical, 
indeed unintelligible and senseless. But the reason is 
frequently only that the translators do not content themselves 
with translating that which is intelligible, but that they think 
they must translate everything, even that which has up till 
now not been rightly interpreted. 

However it is not entirely our fault, that we as yet do 
not rightly understand the ].l.gveda, and that a complete 
translation of it mu,st of necessity contain much that is in
correct. The reason lies in the great age of these hymns 
which to the Indian.s themselves, already in very early times, 
had become unintelligible. Within the Vedic literature we 
find already some verses of the ~gveda misunderstood and 

· wrongly interpreted. Already in earJy times Indian scholars 
busied themselves with the interpretation of the J.l,gveda. 
So-called Nigh a 1J t us or " Glossaries," collections of rare and 
obscure words· which occur in the hymns, were prepared. 
The first commentator of the (.tgvedfl, whose work is preE>erved 
to us, was Yaska, who on the basis of the NighaTJtus, explains 
a. great number o~ Vedic verses in his work Nirukta (i.e. 
"Etymology"). This Yaska, who doubtless is older than 
PaQ.ini/> already quotes no less than seventeen predece'3sors, 

') The great age of the Nirnkta is proved} by:lits langnag~>, which is more archaic 
than that of the remaining non. Vedic Sanskrit literature. s. Bhanda•·lcar. JBRAS 16, 1885. 
265 f. Lakshman Sarup, "The Nighat;~tq:nnd the Nirukta the oldest Indian Treatise on 
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whose opmwns frequently contradict each other. Indeed, 
one of the scholars quoted by Yaska declares outright that 
the whole Veda-exegesis is worth nothing, as the hymns are 
obscure, senseless, and contradictory to each other-to which 
Yaska, however, observes that it is not the fault of the beam 
if the blind man does not see it. Yaska himself, in the 
explanation of difficult words, often relies on the etymology 
(which of course does not fulfil the scientific requirements 
of modArn philology) and frequently gives two or more 
different interpretations of one and the same word. It follows 
from this, that already in Yaska's time the sense of many 
words and passages of the ~gveda was no longer established by 
an uninterrupted tradition. Of the work of the many successors 
whom Yaska has had, tbP,re is nothing preserved to us, any more 
than of that of his predecessors. Only from the 14th century 
after the birth of Christ do we possess a comprehensive com
mentary, which explains the J;tgveda word by word. This is the 
famous commentary of Saya:r;ta. Some of the older European 
interpreters of the ~gveda-thus the English scholar H. H. 
Wilson, who has published a complete English translation of 
the ~gveda, which entirely follows the Indian commentary
depended entirely upon Saya:r;ta's commentary, taking it -for 
granted that the latter rested on reliable tradition. On the 

· other hand, other Veda investigators did not trouble them· 
selves at all about the native interpretation. The' denied 

Etymology, Philosophy and Semantics," Introduction, Oxford 1920, p. 54, merely reflects 
the universal opinion (without offering any new proofs) that Yiiska lived between 700 and 
500 B.C. YAska. was acquainted with all the Vedic Sarphitiis _and the most important 

Br•\nmal}a.s, including the latest Gopatha-Brahma<:Ja, the Prati~<ikbyas and a. few of the 
Upani~ads; s. Santp, loc. cit., pp. 54 f., and P.O. Gu11e, in Bhandarkar Com. Vol, PI'· 43 ff. 
Yiiska already considered the Veda as revealed; but even in his time there were men who 
doubted the sanctity of the Veda. (s. Sarup, loc, cit., pp. 71 ff.). Satya.vrata Sama;ramin in 

an appendilt to his edition of the Nirnkta has a.n interesting treatise in Sanskrit on the age 
of Ylska. (about 1900 B.C. !) and the purpose of the NiruHa s. Barth, RHR. 27, 1893, 184 ff., 
=Oeuvres II, 94 ff. On Ylska, s. also Liebich, "Znr Einfiihrun~ in die indischu 

einheim. ~prachwiss, II, 22 ff. 
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that a commentator, who lived more than two thousand years 
after tbe composition of the book explained by him, could 
know anything which we }~uropeans, with our philological 
criticism and with the modern resources of linguistic science, 
could not fathom a.nd understand better. Among these 
imestigators especially Rudolf Roth is conspicuous. One of 
his pupils and followers was H. Grassmann, who published in 
two volumes d. complete metrical translation of the hymns 
of the ~gveda.ll 'Most of the investigators to-day take up 
an intermediary position. While admitting that we must 
not blindly follow the native interpreters, they yet believe 
that the latter did partly at least, draw upon an uninterrupted 
tradition and therefore should not be disregarded, and that 
simply because they are Indillns and moreover better ac
quainted with the Indian atmosphere, as it were, th!.tn we 
Westerners, they often hit the right meaning. Among these 
interpreters is Alfred Ludwig, who, in his complete German 
translation of the ~gveda, to which is adied a comprehensive, 
most valuable comm~ntary,2> for the first time thoroughly 
utilized the exphnations of SayaQ.a, without rejecting other 
aids to interpretation. He is a forerunner of R. Pischel and 
K. F. Geldner, who, in their "Vedische Studien" s> have 

') Leipzig, 1876 and 1877. The selection " Siebenzig Lieder des J;tgveda libersetzt 
,-00 Karl Geldmw und Adolf Kaegi. Mit Beitriigen von R. Roth.." Tiibingen 1875, which 

also proceeded from Roth's school, is much preferable to Grassmann's translation. 
•) Prag 1876-1888, in six volumes. Though ilifficult to understand, Ludtvig's 

translation is yet more reliable than the smooth versE's in the translation of Grassman11, 

A good English translation is that of R.T.H. Griffith, Benares, 1889~1892. Selections from 

the J;tgveda are translated into English by Max Miil/111· and Olde?tberg in SBE., Vols, 32 and 
46; into German by K. F. Geldne•·, in A. Bertholet, "Religionsgeschichtliches Lesebuch" 
(Tabiugen, 1908) p. 71 ff: A. Hillebra·ndt, "Lieder des ~gveda," Gottingeu 1913: into 
English A. A. Macdonell, "Hymns from the '-3gveda" (Heritage of India Series); 
and E. J. Thomas "Vedic Hymns" (Wisdom of the East Series), London 1923. 

The first part of a new and complete translation of the J;tgveda by K.F. Geld·net· 

hns been published in the •e•·ies " Qoellen der Religions;;e·~chichte," Gotting-en, 1923. 
•) Stuttgart, 1889-1901, 3 vols. Other important contributions to the interpretation 

of the J;tgyeda are: Oldenberg, "J;tgveda, 'fextkritische und ext>getische Noten ", AGGW 
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rendered invaluable services to the clearing-up of many 
obscure passages of the I.tgveda. They have also clung most 
firmly-certainly not without exaggeration-to the principle 
that the }.tgveda must, above all, be interpreted 1\S a produc
tion of the Indian mind, to the right understanding of which 
the Indian literature of later periods provides the best key. 

Added to all this is yet another much-debated question, 
which is of no little importance for the interpretation of the 
Vedic hymns, namely the question whether these hymns arose 
independently of all sacrificial ritual as the naive expressions 
of a pious faith in the gods, as the outpouring of the hearts 
of divinely inspired singers, or whether they were, in a 
workmanlike manner, composed by priests, merely with the 
intention of using them for certain S!].crifi.ces and ceremonies. 

But how differently these songs may be judged according 
to the line of interpretatbn taken by a scholar may be shown 
by contrasting the opinions of two eminent scholars. In 
his beautiful book, which is still worth reading, "Der }.tgveda, 
die alteste Litteratur der Inder," 1> Ad. Kaegi says of the 
hymns of the J.tgveda: "The great majority of the songs 
are invocations and glorifications of the deities addressed 
at the time; their key-note is throughout a simple outpour
ing of the heart, a prayer to the Eternal Ones, an invita
tion to accept favourably the piously dedicated gift ...... 
To that which a god placed in his soul and caused him to feel: 
to the impulse of his heart the singer wishes to give eloquent 
expression." He admits that also portions of inferior quality 
are to be found in the collection, "but there is in them all a 
fresh breath of vigorous primeval poetry. Whoever takes the 
trouble to transfer himself to the religious and moral thought 

__ N.F, Vol. XI, No.5, and Vol. XIII, No. 3, 1909 and 1912 : Geltlnu, "Der l,tgveda in 
Auswahl" I. Glossar, II Kommentar, Stuttgart 1907-1909, and ZDMG 71, 1917, 315 ff. 
M. Bloomfield, JAOS 27, 1906, 72 ff.: E. W. Fay, ibid, 403 ff.: A.B. Keith, JRAS 1910, 921 ff. 

1 ) Second edition, Leipzig, 1S81. An English translation (The Rig-Veda, the 

OldE>~t Literature of the Indiana) with additions, by R. An·owdtnith, appeared 1886. 
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and action, the poetry and the working of a people and age, 
in which the first spiritual development of our own race is 
placed before our eyes at its best, will feel himself attracted 
in . various ways by many of these songs, here through the 
childlike simplicity, there through the freshness or delicacy of 
feeling and in other parts by the boldness of metaphor, by the 
flight of the imagination." Now· let us hear what H. 
Olden berg, the ingenious and judicious expert on Indian litera· 
ture, says about these songs in his "Religion des Veda." l) 

He sees already in this "oldest document of Indian literature 
and religion " " the clear trace of an ever-increasing intel· 
lect~!_~~tion." He speaks of the "s~crificial songs and 
litanies, with whiGh the priests of the Vedic Aryans on a 
temple-less place of sacrifice, at the sacrificial fires strewn 
around with grass, invoked their gods-barbarian priests-the 
barbarian gods, who with horses and chariots came driving 
through the sky and air in order to feast on the sacrificial cake, 
butter, and meat, and to imbibe, with the intoxicating soma 
JUICe, courage and divine strength. The singers of the 
J;tgveda, in a manner inherited of old, composing for the 
great and pompous .... Soma-sacrifice, do not want to tell of 
the god whom they are honouring, but they want to praise 
this god .... So they heap upon him all the glorifying epithets 
which are at the disposal of the grossly flattering garrulous
ness of an imagination which loves the bright and the garish." 
"Such poetry," Oldenberg thinks, "could have arisen only in 
the exclusive circles of the priestly sacrificial experts." 

To me both these opinions seem exaggerated, and the 
truth, in my opinion, here as in all the debateable questions 
regarding the interpretation of the l;tgveda, lies midway. 
Let us remember that the hymn-collection of the J;tgveda is 
composed of earlier and later portions. Just as there are 
hymns in the Sa~phita, which belong to different periods of 

1 ) Berlin 1894, p. 3. 

lO 
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time, so also in contents the hymns are of greatly varying 
value and of different origin. There is no doubt that a great 
number of these hymns arose independently of all sacrificial 
ritual, and that . in them the breath of genuine primeval 
,religious poetry is felt.1

> Even if many of these hymns were 
used later on for sacrificial purposes, that does not in the 
least prove that they were originally written for this purpose. 
On the other hand it is equally certain that very many 
portions of the ~gveda-Sa~phita. were from the first intended 
for nothing but sacrificial songs and litanies, and were glued 
together in a rather workmanlike fashion by priestly singers. 
It is also certainly exaggerated when W. D. Whitney 2> once 
said: "The Vedas appear rather like an Indo-European than 
an Indian record." But just as certainly is it an exaggeration 
when Pischel and Geldner (with H. H. Wilson) state that 
the Indians at the time of the ~gveda, had already attained 
a degree of culture, which was little different from that which 
Alexander the Great found in existence at the time of his 
invasion of India.3> 

Although the gulf which divides the hymns of the 
~gveda from the rest of Indian literature may perhaps not 
be so wide as many older investigators have supposed, a 
gulf still exists.4> This is proved by the language, by the 
cultural conditions indicated above, and most particularly by 
the stage of religious development, which we meet with 
in the hymns. So much is certain, that, whatever the 

1 ) Enthosiasm should not, however, be allowed to obscure calm criticism, as is the 
case with B. Bru;nnhofer, who (in his essay" Ueber den Geist der indischen Lyrik," 
Leipzig 1882) makes the author of one of the later philosophical hymns of the ~ssveda "A 

prince of poets towering up out of the mists of primitive times " (p. 15) and is carried 
away into saying that" the Veda is like the lark's morning trill, of humanity awakening 
to the conscioumess of its greatness" ( p. 41 ). That the Veda certainly is not ! 

•) Language and its Study, London 1876, p. 227. 
•) Vediache Studien, I, pp. xxii, xxvi. 
•) See also A. Hillebrandt, "Vedische Mythologie," II, 8, 
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poetical value of the songs of the :B-gveda may be, there 
exists no more important source for the investigation' of the" 
earliest stages in the development of Indian religion, no mora : 
important literary source for the investigation of the mytho-· 
logy of the Indo-European peoples, indeed, of peoples in 
general, than these songs of the ~gveda. • 

To say it in a word: what renders these hymns so 
valuable for us is that we see before us in them a mythology 
in the making.1

) We see gods, as it were, arising beforeour 
eyes. Many of the hymns are not addressed to a sun-god, 
nor to a moon-god, nor to a fire-god, nor to a god of· the 
heavens, nor to storm-gods and water-deities, nor to ·a goddess_ 
of the dawn and an earth-goddess, but the shining sun itself, 
the gleaming moon in the nocturnal sky, the fire blazing on 
the hearth or on the altar or even the lightning shooting 
forth from the cloud, the bright sky of day, or· the starry 
sky of night, the roaring storms, the flowing waters of clouds· 
and of rivers, the glowing dawn and the spread-out fruitful 
earth-all these natural phenomena are, as such, glorified,· 
worshipped, and invoked. Only gradually is accomplished in 
the songs of the J;tgveda itself, the transformation of these 
natural phenomena into mythological figures, into gods and 

-goddesses such as Surya (Sun), Soma (Moon), Agni (Fire), 
Dyaus (Sky), Maruts (Storms), Vayu (Wind), Apas (Waters), 
U§as (Dawn), and Prthivi (Earth), whose names still indubi
tably indicate what they originally were. So the songs of 
the J;tgveda prove indisputably that the most prominent 
figures of mythology have proceeded from personifications 
of the most striking natural phenomena. Mythological 
investigation has succeeded, also in the cases of the deities 

') L. de la ·ValUe Poussin, (" Le Vedisme," Paris 1909, pp. 61 ff., 68) contests this 
view that the Verla presents "a mythology in the making" and A. B. Keith, JRAS., 1919, p, 
469, agrees with him, But I did not mean to say that all mythology first arose at the time 
of the J;tgveda-Saiphittt. The beginnings of the Vedic- system of mythology and religion 
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whose names are no longer so transparent, in proving that 
they originally were nothing but just natural phenomena 
similar to sun, moon, and so on. Among such mythological 
figures, whose original nature is soon partly forgotten in the 
hymns, and who are honoured more as mighty, lofty beings, 
distinguished thr~ugh all kinds of miraculous deeds, are Indra, 
Varul}.a, Mitra, Aditi, Vi~QU, Pu~an, the two Asvins, Rudra 
and Parjanya. These gods' names, too, originally indicated 
natural phenomena, and natural beings. Epithets, which 
at first emphasized a particularly important side of a natural 
being, became gods' names and new gods. Thus Savitar, 
the "inspirer," "the life-giver," and Vivasvat, "the shining," 
were at first epithets, then names· of the sun, and finally they 
became independent sun-gods beside Surya. Also the gods of 
differe.nt tribes and different periods are in many ways 
represented in the polytheism of the Vedic lndians.1

) Hence 
it is that Mitra, Vi~QU and Pu~an also appear in the ~gveda 
as sun-gods. Pu~an was probahly the sun-god of a small 
shepherd-tribe, before he was received into the Vedic pantheon 
as the "Lord of the ways," the protector of travellers, the god 
who knows all the paths and also brings back to the right path 
the cattle which have strayed. .Mitra, who is identical with 
the Mithra of the Avesta, is through this fact already dis
tinguishable as an ancient Aryan sun-god, who still hails from 
the time when Indians and Iranians formed one people. It 
is not so easy with all gods to discover to which natural 
phenomenon they owe their origin. Still the opinions of 
investigators differ widely in the explanation of gods like 
Indra, Varul}.a, Rudra, Aditi, and the Asvins-to mention 

doubtless belong to a far earlier period than the compilation of the Sal!lhit&. Those hymns, 
however, in which the natural phenomena and the deities embodied in them are &If 

yet scarcely distinguished from one another, hark back to the time of the beginnings of 
Vedic mythology. This, of course, does not assn me that the same thing is trne of the 
whole Sal!lhita, or of the whole of Vedic religion. 

•) See A. Hillebrandt, "Ve<liache Mythologie, "II, 14 ff. 
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only the most important ones. Thus, to one, Indra is the god 
of the storm, to the other an old sun-god. Varm,ta is to some 
a god of the heavens, while others see in him a moon-god • 

. Rudra, who is usually held to be a storm-god, because he is 
the father of the storm-gods (the Maruts), would be, accord
ing to Oldenberg, a mountain and forest god, according to 
Hille brandt "a god of the horrors of the tropical climate." 1> 

Aditi is, according to one view, the expanse of the sky, accord
ing to another the endless, widespreading earth. The two 
Asvins, a pair of gods who are doubtless related to the Greek 
Dioskuri, and also reappear in Germanic and Lettie mytho
logy, were already before Yaska a p~zile to the ancient 
Indiah commentators. Some held them to be heaven and 
earth, others day and night, and still to-day some scholars see 
in them the two twilights, others sun and moon, yet others 
the morning and evening star, and again others the constella
tion of Gemini.2

> But what is the. most important is that· 
most mythologists to-day agree that by far the greatest 
majority of the Vedic gods has proceeded from natural pheno
mena or natural beings.3

> There were, indeed, some deities 

1
) See now the learned dissertation by E . .Arbman, Rudra Untersuchungen zum altin· 

dischen Glauben und Kultnl!, Uppsala, 1922. He sees in Rudra a primitive populu deity, 
the prototype of~Siva. 

•) This is not the place to express au opinion on all the controversial questions 
which concern Vedic Mythology. The best representation of the/acts of Vedio Mythology 
is given by A. A. Macdonell, "Vedio Mythology" (in the " Grnndriss" III, I, A.). 
Whoever desires information with reference to the ewplanation of the myths and religions 
belief of the ancient Indians, must at all events consult both H. Oldenberg's "Religion des 
}eda." (Berlin 1894) and also A. Hillebrandt's "Vedische Mythologie" (3 vols., Breslau 
1891-1902). Different as are the results arrived at by the two investigators, both have 
greatly contributed to the extension and deepening of our knowledge of the Vedio religion. 
Even the outsider, however, must be quite clear that, in these . questions, absolute truth 
can never be attained, in fact can always only be approached more or less closely. Great 
services have Lean rendered to the investigation of Vedic religion and still more to the 
explanation of the hymns of the ~gveda, by the French scholar Abel Bllf'gaigne, ("La 
religion vedique d'apres lea hymnes du J;tg-veda," 3 vola., Paris, 1878-1883). 

•) Sten Konow, The Aryan Gods of the Mitani People, Krietiania, 1921, p. 5, has not 
convinced me, "that the conception of Vedic religion as a. worship of nature and 
natm·al phenomena is fundamentally wrong." 
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that have become divine beings out of abstractions, but they 
nearly all appear only in the latest hymns of tha tenth book; 
thus Visvakarman ="tho world master-builder," Prajapati= 
"the lol'd of creatures," or Sraddha="faith," Manyu="anger," 
and some similar personifications. More important are certain 
gods of the so-called " lower" mythology, who also appear in 
the J;tgveda : the l;tbhus, who correspond with the elves, the 
Apsaras, who correspond with the nymphs, and the Gandharvas, 
who are a kind of forest and field spirits. Numerous demons 
and evil spirits too appear in the hymns as enemies of the 
gods, who are hated and fought against by the Devas or gods. 
The name Asura, however, by which in the later Vedic works 
these enemies of the gods are designated, appears in the 
J;tgveda still with the old meaning " possessed of wonderful 
power " or '' god," Il which the corresponding word "Ahura " · 
has in the A vesta, and only in a few places also with the mean· 
ing of demons. In the J;tgveda Dasa or Dasyu-thus the non
Aryan aboriginal inhabitants also are called-is the usual name 
for the evil demons, besides also Rak~as or Rak~asa~, by which, 
in the J;tgveda, as well as in the whole of the later Indian 
literature, all kinds of mischievous, ghostly beings are desig
nated. Also the Pitaras, the " fathers " or ancestral spirits, v 
already in the J;tgveda received divine worship. The king of 
these ancestral spirits, who rules in the kingdom of the deceased, 
high up in the highest heaven, is Yama, a god who belongs 
already to the Indo-Iranian prehistoric period; for he is iden
tical with Yima who, in the Avesta, is the first human being, 
the primeval ancestor of the human race. As the first depart
ed one-perhaps originally the daily setting sun or the monthly 
dying moon-he became the king in the realm of the dead. 
This kingdom of the dead is in the heavens, and the dying .. 
man is comforted by the belief that after death he will abide 
with King Yama in the highest heaven. Of the dismal belief 

') Cf. Oldenberg, Religion des Veda, pp. 162 fi.; V. K. Raju·ade, Proo. IOC., II, pp. 1 fi, 
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in the transmigration of the soul and eternal rebirth-the 
belief which controls the whole philosophical thought of 
Indians in later centuries-there i$., in the ~gveda, as yet no 
trace to be · found. So we see here too, that in theRe hymns 
there breathes an entirely different spirit from that which 
pervades the whole of the later Indian: literature. 

Just these important differences between the relig!ous 
views which appear in the songs of the ~gveda and those of 
the succeeding period prove also tha~ these songs do as a 
matter of fact reflect the popular belief of the old Aryan 
Indians. Though it is true that the songs of the ~gveda 
cannot really be called "popular poetry," that-for the most 
part at least-they arose in certain singer-families, in· narrow 
priestly circles, ~ et we must not think that these priests and 
singers created a mythology and a system of religion without 
any consideration of the popular belief. Certainly there may 
be some things that are told of the gods, which rest only on 
" momentary fancies of the individual poet," but on the whole 
we must take for granted that these priests and singers started 
from popular tradition, that they, as Hillebrandt aptly says, 
"stood above, but not outside, the people." t> 

'rhus, then, these songs are of incalculable value to us 
as evidence of the oldest religious faith of the Aryan Indians. 
As works of poetic art, too, they deserve a prominent place 
in the world literature. It is true, the authors of these hymns 
rise but extremely seldom to the exalted flights and the deep 
fervour of, say, the religious poetry of the Hebrews. The Vedic 

. singer does not look up to the god whom he honours in song, 
with that shuddering awe and that faith, firm as a rock, with 
which the Psalmist looks up to Jehovah. The prayers of the 
priestly singers of ancient India uo not, as with the former, rise 
from the inmost soul to the heavenly ones. These poets stand 

1 ) .See Oldenberg, "A us lndien nnd Iran," p. 19 1 "lteli~ion des Veda," p. 13; 
Jlillepranflt," Vedische Mythologie," IJ, 4, 
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on a more familiar footing with the gods whom they honour in 
song. When they sing a song of praise to a god, then they 
expect him to present them with wealth in cows and hero
sons, and they are not afraid to tell him this. "JJo, ut des," 
is the standpoint which they hold. Thus a Vedic poet says 
to the god Indra: (],tv. VIII, 14. 1, 2): 

"If I, 0 Indra, were like thee, 
Lord of all the goods that be, 
My worshipper should never lack 
For herds to call his own. 

Gifts would I bestow on him, 
On that wise singer blessing.;; shower, 
If I, as thou, 0 lord of power, 
The Master of the cattle were." 

And another poet addresses the god Agni with the follow
ing words (],tv. VIII, 19. 25, 26) : 

"If thou wert mortal, Agni, and I the immortal one, 
Thou son of strength, like Mitra, to whom we sacrifice, 
Thee would I not expose to curse, good God I 
My worshipper should not suffer poverty, neglect, or harm." 

Yet the character of the hymns-and I am now speaking 
of those which contain invocations or songs of praise to the 
gods, without being composed for definite sacrificial purposes
is very different, according to the deities to which they are 
dedicated. Amongst the loftiest and most inspired poems are 
indisputably the songs to Varu:r;ta. There are indeed not 
many of them. Varu:r;ta, however, is the only one amongst. 
the Vedic gods, who stands nobl~!~_t-~~~bove mortals, 
whom the poet ventures to approach only with trembling and 
fear, and in humble reverence. Varu:r;ta it is, too,· who co~
cerns himself more than any other god of the Vedic pantheon 
. with the moral ways of men and punishes the sinners. Con
tritely~ therefore, the poet approaches him and pleads for for
siveness of his sins. Thus the hymns addressed to VarUI}-a 
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are the only ones which lend themselves, to a certain extent, 
to comparison with the poetry of the Psalms. As a specimen 
I give the hymn :(tv. V, 85 in the translation of R. T. H. 
Griffith:-

"Sing forth a hymn sublime and solemn, grateful to glorious 
Varul}a, imperial Ruler, 

Who hath struck out, like one who slays the victim, earth as a 
skin to spread in front of Surya. 

In the tree-tops the air he hath extended, put milk in kine and 
vigorous speed in horses, 

Set intellect in hearts, fire in the waters, 1 > Surya in heaven and 
Soma on the mountain. 

Varu!].a lets the big cask, opening downward, flow •through the 
heaven and earth and air's mid-region. 

Therewith the urpverse's Sovran waters earth as the shower of 
rain bedews the barley. 

When Varul}a is fain for milk he moistens the sky, the land, aad 
earth to her foundation. 

Then straight the mountains clothe them in the rain-cloud: the 
Heroes, putting forth their vigour, loose them.') 

I will declare this mighty deed of magic, of glorious -Varul}a the 
Lord Immortal, 

Who standing in the firmament hath meted the earth out with 
the Sun as with a measure. 

None, verily, hath ever let or hindered this the most wise God's 
mighty deed of magic, 

Whereby with all their flood, the lucid nvers fill not one sea 
wherein they pour their waters, 

II we have sinned against the man who loves us, have ever wronged 
a brother, friend, comrade, 

The neighbour ever w-ith us, or a stranger, 0 Varol}a, remove 
from us the trespass. 

1 ) :Samely, the lightning in the cloud. 
•) The milk is the water of the clouds which are compared with cows. The "strong 

men" are the storm-god (llarnts) who, in the storm, cause the "milk" of the clouds 
to tlow. 

11 
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If we, as gamesters cheat at play, have cheated, done wrong 
unwittingly or sinned of purpose, 

Cast all these sins away like loosened fetters, and, V arur:a, let us 
be thine own beloved." 

Varu'Q.a, too, already in the ]J,gveda, is, as he is in the later 
mythology, the god of the sea, a god of the waters, and therefore 
he punishes people who have sinned, particularly with dropsy. 
A simple prayer by one who i~ suffering from dropsy is ~v. 
VII, 89. I give it in the translation of R. T. H. Griffith:-

11 Let me not yet, King Varur:a, enter into the house of clay 1): 

Have mercy, spare me, Mighty Lord. 

When, 'fhunderer I I move along tremulous like a wind-blown skin, 
Have mercy, spare me, Mighty Lord. 

0 Bright and Powerful God, through want of strength I erred 
and went astray: 

Have mercy, spare me, Mighty Lord. 

Thirst found thy worshipper though he stood in the midst of 
water-floods : 

Have mercy, spare me, Mighty Lord. 

0 Varuqa, whatever the offence may be which we as men commit 
against the heavenly host, 

When through our want of strength we violate thy laws, punish 
us not, 0 God, for that iniquity." 

Quite a different note is struck in the songs to the god 
lndra. Indra can be designated as the actual national god 
of the Vedic Indians. As, however, the Indians at the time 
of the ~gveda, were still a fighting and struggling nation, 
so Indra is a thoroughly warlike god. His enormous strength 
and combativeness are described again and again, and fondly 
the Vedic singers dwell on the battles of Indra with the 
demons, whom he destroys with his thunderbolt. Especially 

') The grave, or the earthen urn in which the ashes of the cremated corpse are 
preserved, may be meant. On the methods of bnrial of the ancient Indians, see below pp. 951!, 
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the battle of Indra with Vrtra is celebrated by songs in 
numerous hymns. Again and again the splendid victory is 
spoken of, which the god achieved over the demon; countless 
times Indra is praised exultingly, because he slew Vrtra with 
his thunderbolt. Vrtra (probably "the Obstructor") is a 
demon in the form of a serpent or a dragon, who keeps the 
waters enclosed or imprisoned in a mountain. Indra wants 
to release the waters. With Soma he imbibes courage, has
tens to the battle, and slays the monster-now the released 
waters flow in a rapid stream over the corpse of Vrtra. This 
great deed of Indra is graphically described in the song ~v. 
I, 32, which begins with the verses ll :-

" I will proclaim the manly deeds of Indra., 
The first that he performed, the lightning-wielder. 
He slew the serpent, then discharged the waters, 
And cleft the caverns of the lofty mountains. 

He slew the serpent lying on the mountain : . 
Fot· him the whizzing bolt has Tval}~ar fashioned. 
Like lowing cows, with rapid current :flowing, 
The waters to the ocean down have glided." 

The songs leave· no doubt that the myth of Indra's 
dragon-fight refers to some powerful natural phenomenon. 
Heaven and earth tremble when Indra slays Vrtra. He does 
not destroy the dragon once only, but repeatedly, and he is 
invited also in the future always to kill Vrtra, and to release 
the waters. Already the old Indian Veda-interpreters tell us 
that Indra is a god of the thunder-storm, and that by the 
mountains in which the waters are enclosed, we are to under
stand the clouds, in which Vrtra~the demon of drought
keeps the waters imprisoned. Most of the European mytho
logists agreed with this opinion and saw in Indra, armed with 
a thunderbolt, a counterpart of the Teutonic Thunar, who 
swings the thunder-hammer Mjol~lir, a thunder-god reaching 

1) Translated by A. A, Mmcdonell, llymns from the Rigveda, p. 47. 
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back into the Indo-European prehistoric period, and in the 
dragon-fight a mythological representation of the thunder
storm. Hillebrandt, however, has tried to prove that Vrtra 
is not a cloud-demon and not a demon of drought, but 
a winter-giant whose power is broken by the sun-god 
Indra; the "rivers" which are imprisoned by Vrtra 
and set free by Indra, are, according to him, not the torrents 
of rain, but the rivers of the North-West of India which 
dry up in winter and are re-filled only when the sun causes 
the masses of snow of the Himalaya mountains to melt. 

However that may be, it is certain that the Vedic singers 
themselve~ had no clear conscious-ness of the original meaning 
of Indra and V rtra as nature-gods. For them Indra was a 
powerful champio?, a giant of enormous strength, but Vrtra 
the most dreaded of the demons, which were believed to be 
embodied in the black aborigines of the land. For Indra 
does not fight only with Vrtra, but with numerous other 
demons. His demon-fights are only a copy of the b~ttles 
which the Aryan immigrants had to fight. Therefore, too, 
Indra is above all a god of warriors. Of none of the gods 
of the Vedic pantheon are so many individual traits given 
us, none is portrayed so " true to life "-if one may use the 
expression with reference to a deity-as this warlike god in 
the 250 hymns :which are dedicated to him. Big and strong 
are his arms. With beautiful lips he quaffs the Soma-drink, 
and when he has drunk, he moves his jawbones with pleasure, 
and shakes his fair beard. Fair as gold is his hair, and his 
whole appearance. He is a giant in stature,-heaven and 
earth would not be large enough to serve him as a girdle. In 
strength and vigour no heavenly nor earthly being approaches 
him. When he grasped the two endless worlds, they were 
for him only a handful. He is called by preference a bull. 
Boundless as his strength, is also his power of drinking, which 
is described, often not without humour, in the songs. Before 
he slew Vrtra, he drank three ponds of soma; and once it is 
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even said that he drank, in one gulp, thirty ponds of soma 
JUICe. Scarcely was he born-and his birth was no ordinary 
one, for still in his mother's womb he said : "I do not want 
to go out here, that is a bad way ; across, through the side, 
I will go out " (~v. IV, 18, 2)-when he already drank 
goblets of soma. Sometimes, too, he did too much of a good 
thing. In the song ~v. X, 119, a poet brings before us the 
intoxicated Indra, uttering a monologue and considering what 
he is to do-" Thus I will do it, no, thus," "I will place 
the earth here, no, I will place it there," and so on-where 
each verse ends with the significant refrain " Have I, then, 
drunk of the Soma ? " 

This warlike national god is much more suitable than 
any other to be the chief of gods. Although in the ~gveda 
almost every god is at some time or another praised as the 
first and highest of all gods-this is a sort of flattery, by 
means of which one wants to incline the god in one's favour, 
similarly to the way in which later court poets have cele
brated many a petty prince as the ruler of the wor1d-yet 
Indra is, in the earliest times, undoubtedly a king among the 
gods, like Zeus of the Greek Olympus. 

As chief of gods he is celebrated in the song ~v. II, 12, 
which as a specimen of an Indra song, may here be given 
in the translation of A. A. Macdonell: 1

> 

" He who just born as chief god full of spirit 
Went far beyond the other gods in wisdom : 
Before whose majesty and mighty manhood 
The two worlds trembled: he, 0 men, is Indra. 

Wbo made the widespread earth when quaking steadfast 
Who set at rest the agitated mountains, 
Who measured out air's middle space more widely, 
Who gave the sky support: he, men, is Indra.. 

') Hymns from the Rigveda, pp. 48 ff. 
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Who slew the serpent, freed the seven rivers, 
Who drove the cattle out from Vala's cavern, 1) 

Who fire between two rocks has generated, 
A conqueror in fights: be, men, is Indra. 

He who bas made all earthly things unstable, 
Who humbled and dispersed the Dasa colour, 
Who, as the player's stake the winning gambler, 
The foeman's fortune gains : he, men, is lndra. 

Of whom, tlie terrible, they ask, "Where is he? " 
Of him, indeed, they also say, "he is not." 
The foeman's wealth, like player's stakes, he lessens. 
Believe in him : for he, 0 men, is Indra. 

He furthers worshippers, both rich and needy, 
And priests that supplicate his aid and praise him. 
Who, fair-lipped, helps the man that presses Soma, 
That sets the stones at work : he, men, is Indra. 

In whose control are horses and all chariots, 
In whose control are villages and cattle ; 
He who has generated sun and morning, 
Who leads the waters : he, 0 men, is Indra. 

Whom two contending armies vie in calling, 
On both sides foes, the farther and the nearer; 
Two fighters mounted on the self-same chariot 1 ) 

Invoke him variously : he, men, _is Indra, 

Without whose aid men conquer not in battle, 
Whom fighting ever they invoke for succour, 
Who shows himself a match for every foeman, 

·Who moves what is unmoved: he, men, is Indra. 

') Next to the Vrtra-killing this deliverance of the cows is the greatest heroic deed 
of Indra. It has been compared-I think, rightly-with the deed of Hercules, who kills 
the three-headed Geryoneua and leads away the herds of oxen stolen by him. In the same 
way Hercules and Caous. Cf. 0/.denberg, " Rel des Veda," p. 143. f. Hillebrandt, "Ved. 
Myth," III, 260 fl. 

•) Namely, the warrior and the charioteer. 
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Who with his arrow slays the unexpecting 
Unnumbered crew of gravely guilty sinners; 
Who yields not to the boasting foe in boldness, 
Who slays the demons : he, 0 men, is lndra. 

He who detected in the fortieth autumn 
Sambara 1 > dwelJing far among the mountains; 
Who slew the serpent that put forth his vigour, 
The demon as he Jay : he, men, is lndra. 

Who with his seven rays, the bull, the mighty, ~ > 

Let loose the seven streams to flow in torrents; 
Who, bolt in arm, spurned Rauhi[]a, the demon, 
On scaling heaven bent: he, men, is lndra. 

Both Heaven and Earth, themselves, bow down before him; 
Before his might the very mountains tremble, 
Who, famed as Soma-drinker, armed with lightning, 
Is wielder of the bolt : he, men, is Indra. 

Who with his aid helps him that presses Soma, 
That bakes and lauds and ever sacrifices ; 8 > 

Whom swelling prayer, whom Soma pressings strengthen, 
And now this offering : he, 0 men, is Indra. 

Who, fierce, on him that bakes and him that presses 
Bestowest booty: thou, indeed, art trusted, 
May we, for ever dear to thee, 0 Indra, 
Endowed with hero sons address the ,Synod." 

1 ) Name of a demon. 
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•) Indra ~as a chariot provided with seven reins (\lv. II, 18, I; VI, 44, 24), i.e., many 
horses-" seven " in the J;tgveda often means "many "-are harnessed to his chariot, 

1 ) These are the four sacrificial priests of the older period. 
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While the hymns Clf VaruJ}.a and Indra show us that the 
Vedic poets are not lacking in pathos, vigour and raciness the 
songs to Agni, the fire or the fire-god, show us that these 
poets also often succeeded in touching the simple, warm, 
heart-felt tone. Agni, as the sacrificial fire and as the fire 
which blazes on the hearth, is esteemed as the friend of 
mortals ; he is the mediator between them and the gods, and 
to him the poet speaks as to a dear friend. He prays to him, 
that he may bless him "as the father his son," and he takes 
for granted that the god is pleased with his song and will 
fulfil the wish of the singer. While Indra is the god of the 
warrior, Agni is the god of the householder, who protects his 
wife and children for him, and makes his homestead prosper. 
He himself is often called " master of the house " (grhapati). 
He is the "guest" of every house, "the first of all guests." 
As an immortal being he has taken up his abode amongst 
mortals; and in his hand lies the prosperity of the family. 
Since primitive times, the bride, when she came to her new 
home, was led around the sacred fire, and therefore Agni is 
also called "the lover of maidens, the husband of women " 
(~v. I, 66, 8), and in a marriage benediction it is said that 
Agni is the husband of the maidens, and that the bridegroom 
receives the bride from Agni. Simple prayers are also 
addressed to him at the wedding, at the birth of children, 
and similar family events. During the marriage-sacrifice 
the prayer was offered on behalf of the bride : " l\Iay 
Agni, the lord of the house, protect her ! :M:ay he lead her 
offspring on to a high age; may her womb be blessed, may 
she be the mother of living children. May she behold the 
joy of her sons ! " As the sacrificial fire, Agni is " the 
messenger " between gods and mortals; and sometimes it is 
said that, as such, he bears the sacrificial food up to the gods, 
sometimes also that he brings the gods down to the sacrifice. 
Therefore he is also called the priest, the wise One, the 
Brahman, the Purohita (family prie.st) and by preference the 
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title Hotar-the name of the chief priest at the great sacrifice 
-is given to him. Beginnings of mythology and poetic art! 
can hardly be separated, especially in the songs to Agni. \ 
By means of abundant pourings of ghee the sacrificial fire 
was maintained in a state of radiant flame, and the poet says: 
Agni's countenance shines, or his back shines, his hair drips 
with ghee. When he is described as flame-haired, or red
haired, red-bearded, with sharp jawbones and golden gleaming 
teeth, when the flames of the fire are spoken of as Agni's 
tongues, when the poet, thinking of the bright fire radiating 
in all directions, calls Agni four-eyed or thousand-eyed, then 
all this may be called poetry just as well as mythology. 
Thus also the rattling and rustling of the fire is compared 
with the bellowing of a bull, 1>-and Agni is called a bull. 
The pointed, rising flames are imagined as horns, and a singer 
calls Agni "provided with a thousand horns," while another 
one says that he sharpens his horns and shakes them in 
anger. Just as frequently, however, Agni is also compared 
with a merrily neighing horsEk a " fiery runner " ; and in 
mythology as well as in religious worship, Agni stands in 
close connection with the horse. But, when Agni is also 
called the bird, the eagle of heaven, hastening along in rapid -flight between heaven and earth, then we must think of the 
flame of the lightning which descends from the sky. Again, 
another appearance of fire is in the mind of the poet when 
he says (~v. I, 143, 5): "Agni, with his sharp jaws, devours 
the forests ; he masticates them, he lays them low as the 
warrior his foes." Similarly another poet (~v. I, 65, 8): 
" When fanned by the wind, he has spread through the forests, 
Agni. cuts off the hair of the earth." (i.e. grass and herbs). 

Even the actual Agni-myths have only originated in the 
metaphorical and enigmatic language of the poets. Agni 

1 ) In English, too, we speak of the " roaring fire," 

12 
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has three births or three birthplaces : in the sky he glows 
as the fire of the sun, on the earth he is brought forth by 
mortals out of the two pieces of tinder wood, and as the 
lightning he is born in the water. As he is brought forth 
with the help of two pieces of tinder wood (AraQ.is), it is said 
that he has two mothers,-and "scarc~ly is the child born, 
when he devours the two mothers."· (J;tv. X, 79, 4.) An 
older poet, however, says: "Ten indefatigable virgins have 
brought forth this child of Tva!i!tar (i.e. Agni)" (J;tv. I, 95, 2), 
by which are meant the ten fingers, which had to be employed 
in the twirling ; and as it was only possible through great 
exertion of strength to bring the fire out of the pieces of wood 
by friction, Agni in the whole of the J;tgveda is called "the 
son of strength." 

With the extensive part which the fire-cult played among 
the ancient Indians, it is not to be wondered at, that the 
majority of the numerous songs in the J;tgveda which are 
dedicated to Agni-there are about two hundred of them-have 
been used as songs of sacrifice, many of them having only 
been composed for sacrificial purposes. Yet we find among 
these songs many plain, simple prayers, which, perhaps are 
the work of priests, but certainly are the work of poets. As 
an example I give the first hymn of our J;tgveda-Saq1hita in 
the translation of .A.. A. Macdonell : 1> 

" Agni I praise, the household priest, 
God, minister of sacrifice, 

') Hymns 

Invoker, best bestowing wealth. 

Agni is worthy to be praised, 
By present as by seers of old : 
May he to us conduct the gods. 

Through Agni may we riches gain, 
And day by day prosperity 
Replete with fame and manly sons. 

the Rigveda., pp. 72 f. 
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The worship and the sacrifice, 
Guarded by thee on every side, 
Go straight, 0 Agni, to the gods. 

May Agni, the inv~ker, wise 
And true, of most resplendent fame, 
The god, come hither with the gods. 

Whatever good thou wilt bestow, 
0 Agni, on the pious man, 
That gift comes true, 0 Angiras. 

To thee, 0 Agni, day by day, 
0 thou illuminer of gloom, 
With thought we, bearing homage, come: 

To thee the lord of sacrifice, 
The radiant guardian of the Law, 
That growest in thine own abode. 

So, like a father to his son, 
Be easy of approach to us; 
Agni, for weal abide with us." 
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Some pearls of lyric poetry, which appeal to us as much 
through their fine comprehension of the beauties of Nature, 

. as through their flowery language, are to be found among the 
songs to Siir..IlU_the Sun), to Parjan;y~ (the Rain-god), to the 
Maruts (the Storm-gods) and above all to Jl.§_l!_~_(the Dawn). 
In the hymns addressed to the latter the singers vie with each 
other in magnificent metaphors which are intended to depict 
the splendour of the rising dawn. Gleaming she approaches 
like a maiden decked by her mother, who is proud of her body. 
She puts on splendid garments, like a dancer, and reveals her 
bosom to the mortal. Clothed in light the maiden appears in 
the East and unveils her charms. She opens the gates of 
heaven and, radiant, steps forth out of them. Again and 
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again her charms are compared with those of a woman invit
ing love. Thus we read (~v. V, 80, 5.6)1>: 

"As conscious that her limbs are bright with bathing, she stands, 
as 'twere, erect that we may see her. 

Driving away malignity and darkness, Dawn, child of Heaven, 
hath come to us with lustre. 

'l'he Daughter of the Sky, like some chaste woman, bends, 

opposite to men, her forehead down. 
The Maid, disclosing boons to him who worships, hath brought 

again the daylight as aforetime," 

The following hymn to Dawn (].lv. VI, 64) I also give in 
the translation of Griffith : 

"The radiant Dawns have risen up for glory, in their white 
· splendour like the waves of waters. 

~he maketh paths all easy, fair to travel, arid, rich, hath 
shown herself benign and friendly . 

. We see that thou art good : far shines thy lustre; thy beams, 
thy splendours have flown up to heaven. 

Decking thyself, thou makest bare thy bosom, shining in majesty, 
thou Goddess Morning. 

Red are the kine and luminous that bear her the Blessed One 
who spreadeth through the distance. 

The foes she chaseth like a valiant archer, like a swift warrior 
she repe1leth darkness. 

Thy ways are easy on the hiJJs : thou passest Invincible I 
Self-luminous ! through waters. 

So lofty Goddess with thine ample pathway, Daughter of Heaven, 
bring wealth to give us comfort. 

Dawn, bring me wealth: untroubled, with thine oxen thou bearest 
riches at thy will and pleasure; 

Thou who, a Goddess, Child of Heaven, hast shown thee lovely 
through bounty when we called thee early. 

') Translated by Griffith. 
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As the birds fly forth from their resting-places, so men with 
store of food rise at thy dawning. 

Yea, to the liberal mortal who remaineth at home, 0 Goddess 
. Dawn, much good thou bringest.'' 

To Vata, the Wind, as the leader of the Maruts, the 
storm-gods, the following hymn (J;tv. X, 168) is addressed, 
which I quote in the translation of Macdonell.1> 

"Of Vata's car I now will praise the greatness: 
Rending it speeds along; its noise is thund~r. 
Touching the sky it flies, c~eating lightnings; 
Scattering dust it traverses earth's ridges . 

. The hosts of Vata onward speed together: 
They haste to him as women to a concourse. 
The god with them upon the same car mounted, 
The king of all this universe speeds onward. 

In air, along his pathways speeding onward, 
Never on any day he tarries resting. 
The first-born, order-loving friend of waters : 
Where was he born, and whence has he arisen ? 

Of gods the breath, and of the world the offspring, 
This god according to his liking wanders, 
His sound is heard, his form is never looked on : 
That Vata let us worship with oblation." 

Beside these songs, which are worthy of being valued 
as works of poetic art, there is indeed a second class of 
hymns in the J;tgveda, which are composed only as sacri: 
ficial songs and litanies, for quite definite ritual purposes. 
A strict line of demarcation is here, however, not possible. 
Whether we wish to accept a song as the spontaneou~ expres
sion of pious faith, as the work of a divinely inspired poet, 
or as sacrificial prayer put together in a workmanlike fashion, 

') Hymns from the Rigveda, p. 62. 
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is often only a matter of taste. The extraordinary monotony 
of these prayers and sacrificial chants is certainly one of 
their characteristics. It is always with the same turns of 
expression that one god, like another, is praised as great 
and mighty: always the same formulas, with which the 
sacrificial priest beseeches the gods for wealth of c~ttle and 
riches. Many of these sacrificial songs are already dis
tinguishable through the fact that in one and the same 
hymn several gods, sometimes even all the gods of the 
Vedic pantheon, are invoked one after another. For, at 
the great Soma sacrifice every god must receive his share, 
and every sacrificial offering must be accompanied by a 
verse. Compare, for instance, with the above-quoted songs 
to Varul}.a, Indra and Agni, a sacrificial litany like the 
following (~v. VII, 35) : 

" May Indra and Agni grant us happiness by their mercy, so also 
Indra and Varui}a, to whom sacrifice is offered; may Indra and Soma 
grant us happiness, welfare and blessing ! May Indra and Pusan grant 
u~ happiness at the capture of booty . 

.May Bhaga grant us happiness ; our hymns of praise, Purandhi, 
our wealth, may they bring us happiness ................. . 

May Dhatar, Dhartar and the far-extending (Earth) freely grant us 
happiness; may the two great realms of space 1 ), may the mountain, 
may the auspicious invocations to the gods grant us happiness. 

May Agni of shining countenance, may Mitra and Varui}a, may the 
two A~vins grant us happiness; may the good works of the pious grant 
us happiness ! May the mighty Wind-god blow to us happiness" I 

Thus it goes on through fifteen long verses. 
To these sacrificial songs belong among others also the 

so-called Aprisuktas, "propitiatory hymns" (i.e. hymns 
for the propitiation or reconciliation of certain deities, demons, 
and certain personified objects connected with the sacrifice). 
These hymns, of which there are ten in the ~gveda-Sarphita, 

•) Heaven and Earth. 
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ha1e a quite definite use at the animal sacrifice. 'l'hey 
all consist of eleven or twelve verses, and Agni is invoked 
in them under various names, that he may bring the gods · 
to the sacrifice. In the fourth or fifth verse the priests are 
invited to strew about the sacred grass, on which the gods 
are to sit down in order to receive the sacrificial gifts. Also • • 

certain goddesses are regularly invoked in the hymns, and 
the penultimate verse generally contains an invocation 
to the stake which serves in the binding of the sacrificial 
animal, e.g. '' 0 divine tree, let the sacrificial meal go 
to the gods." 

1 The hymns of Book IX which have already been 
\referred to above, are throughout sacrificial songs, which 
are all addressed to Soma and are used in the. great Soma
sacrifice. In sheer endless monotony the same procedure 
recurs, the pressing of the soma, the mixing and refining 
of the same, the pouring into the vats, and so on; again 
and again lndra is called to the drinking of the soma, 
Soma and Indra united ·are praised, and implored for riches, 
or fur rain, of which the soma-juice trickling down through 
the sieve is a symbol. But rarely in these monotonous 
litanies do we come across a pretty metaphor, as for instance, 
when it is said of Soma (l;tv. IX, 16, 6). 

" Clarified by the sieve of sheep's wool 
Soma rises to his fullest splendour, 
There he stands, as after battle 
Stands the hero by the stolen cows." 

The fact that verses may be composed for ritual purposes 
and yet be of great poetic beauty, is proved.by the funeral . 
son g s of which a few are preserved in Book X of the :t;tgveda. 
In Ancient India corpses were usually burnt, yet in the 
oldest thnes burial was probably the custom with the Jndians, 
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as with other Indo-European peoples. The following beauti
ful verses (~v. X, 18, 10-13) refer to a burial : 1> 

"Approach the bosom o£ the earth, the mother, 
This earth, the far-extending, most propitious ; 
Young, soft as wool to bounteous givers, may she 
Preserve thee from the lap of dissolution . 

• 
Wide open, earth, 0 press not heavily on him ; 
Be easy o£ ar•proach to him, a refuge safe ; 
As with a robe a mother hides 
Her son, so shroud this man, 0 earth. 

Now opening wide may here the earth stand steadfast, 
May here a thousand columns rise to prop her ; 
May here those mansions ever drip with butter, 
And here be always shelter to protect him. 

For thee I now prop up the e~t.rth around thee here ; 
In lowering this clod may I receive no harm. 
May the Fathers hold up £or thee this column, 
And Yama. here provide for thee fit mansions." 

It would indeed be possible also to fit in these verses, 
as Oldenberg 2i thinks, into the ritual of cremation. As we 
learn in the books of ritual, in ancient India the bones were 
collected after the cremation and placed in an urn, and this 
was buried. Accordingly these verses could have been 
uttered at the burial of this urn of bones. However I do not 
consider this probable. The words "wide open, Earth, 0 press 
not heavily on him" and so on, seem to me, only to be relevant 
at the erection of a mound over the actual corpse. The custom 
of burying the bones I consider to be a remnant of an oldeT 
custom of the burial of the corpses, to which our verses refer.3

> 

') Translated by A. A. Macdonell, Hymns from the Rigveda, p. 88. 
') "Religion des Veda," p. 571. 
•) At the time when cremation was already a general cnstom, children and ascetics 

were still buried. But in the above verse nothing indicates that it is a case of the burial of 
a child or of an ascetic. W. Caland, " Die altindischen Toten-und Bestattun~r~l(ebrltoche," 
Amsterdam, 1896, pp. 163 ff, as againat R. Roth (ZDMG 8, 1854, 467 ff.), has 
proved that the hymn J;tgveda X, 18 is not one uniform production. Only the verses 10 to 
13 form a separate poem. S. also W. D. Whitney, "Oriental and Linguistic Studies," 
New York, 1873, 51 ff., and L. v. Bchroede,., WZKM 9, 1895, 112 f. 
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On the other hand, the hymn };tv. X, 16, 1-6, probably 
belonging to a later period, is intended for the ceremony of 
cremation. When the funeral pile is erected, the corpse is 
laid upon it, and the fire lighted. And when the flames 
unite above it, the priests pray : 

"Burn him not up, nor quite consume him, A gni : let not his body or 
his skin be scattered. 

0 J!tavedas, 1 when thou hast matured him, then send him on his way 
unto the Fathers. 

When thou hast made him ready, Jll.tavedas, then do thou give him 

over to the Fathers. 
When he attains unto the life that waits him, he shall become the 

Deities' controller. 

The Sun receive thine eye, the Wind thy spirit ; go, as thy merit is, 
to earth or heaven. 

Go, i£ it be thy lot, unto the waters ; go, make thine home in plants 
with all thy members. 

Thy portion is the goat : with heat consume him ; let thy fierce flame, 
thy glowing splendour, burn him. 

With thine auspicious forms, 0 Jalavedas, bear this man to the 
region o£ the pious. 

Here we already find philosophical theories on life after · 
death and on the destiny of the soul mixed up with the 
mythological ideas about Agni and the fathers. These are 
not the only allusions to philosophical ideas, but there are 
about a dozen hymns in the I;tgveda which we can designate 
as philosophical hymns, in which, along with speculations 
on the universe and the creation, that great pantheistic idea of 
the Universal Soul which is one with the universe, appears 
for the first time-an idea, which since that time has domi
nated the whole of Indian philosophy. 

Quite early there arose, among the Indians, 
to the power, even as to the existence of the gods. 

1
) A name of the god Agni. 

13 

doubts as 
Already 
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in the hymn J;tv. II, 12, translated above, which praises so 
confidently the might and the feats of strength of Indra, and 
the separate verses of which end in the refrain, which is flung 
out in such full faith : " He, 0 men, is Indra,''-even 
there we hear that there were people who did not believe 
in Indra: "Of whom they ask 'Where is he?' Of him 
indeed, they also say 'He is not' ...... Believe in him: for he, 0 
men, is Indra." Similar doubts occur in the remarkable 
hymn J;tv. VIII, 100, 3 f., whE-re the priests are invited to offer 
a song of praise to Indra, "a true one, if in truth, he is : for 
many say: 'There is no Indra, who has ever seen him ? To 
whom are we to direct the song of praise ? ' '' Whereupon 
Indra personally appears, in order to give assurance of his 
existence and his greatness: "There I am, singer, look at 
me here, in greatness I tower above all beings " and so on. 

But when people had once begun to doubt Indra himself, 
who was the highest and mightiest of all the gods, so much the 
more arose scruples concerning the plurality of the gods in 
general, and doubts began to arise whether indeed there was 
any merit in sacrificing to the gods. Thus in the hymn J;tv. X, 
121, in which Prajipl.ti is praised as the creator and preserver 
of the world and as the one god, and in which, in the refrain 
recurring in verse after verse : "Which god shall we honour 
by means of sacrifice ? " there lies hidden the thought, that in 
reality there is nothing in all the plurality of the gods, and 
that alone the one and only god, the Creator Prajapati, de
serves honour. Finally, this scepticism finds its most powerful 
expression in the profound poem of the Creation (l;tv. X, 129).1> 

It begins with a description of the time before the creation: 

"Nor aught existed then, nor naught existed, 
There was no air, nor heaven beyond. 
What covered all ? Wherein ? In whose shelte1· was it? 
Was it the water, deep and fathomless? 

') Translation by R. T. H. Grilfi.th, 
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No death was then, nor was there life immortal. 
Of day and night there was then no distinction. 
That One alone breathed windless by itself. 
Than that, forsooth, no other thing existed." 
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Only very timidly does the poet venture on a reply to the 
question regarding the origin of the world. He imagines the 
state before the creation as "darkness shrouded in darkness," 
far and wide nothing but an impenetrable flood, until through 
the power of the Tap as ,t> " the One " arose. This '' One " 
was already an intellectual being ; and as the first product of 
his mind-" the mind's first fruit," as the poet says-came 
forth Kama, i.e. "sexual desire, love,2> " and in this Kama 
"the wise searching in t.heir hearts, have by meditation dis
covered the connection between the existing and the non
existing." But only gentle hints does the poet venture to 
give, soon doubts again begin to arise, and he concludes with 
the anxious questions: 

" Who knoweth it forsooth, who can declare it here, 
Whence this creation has arisen, whence it came? 
The gods came hither by this world's creation only :00 > 

Who knoweth then, whence this creation has arisen? 

Whence this creation has arisen, whether 
It has been made or not : He who surveys 
This world in highest heaven, he may be knoweth,
Or, it may be, he knoweth not." •> 

•) Tapa~ may here have its original meaning of "heat" (some "creative heat" 

analogous to the heat by which the brood-hen produces life from the egg} or it may mean 
the 'fervour' of austerity ; or, as Deussen thinks, both meanings may be implied in the 

word. 
•) Not the "will" of Schopenha.uer, as Deusse~& and others assume. As sexual 

desire leads to the procreation and birth of beings, so these ancient thinkers considered 
sexual desire as the primal source of all existence. 

•) That is the gods themselves were created only with the rest of creation, therefore 

they cannot tell ns whence the world originated. 
•) Translated into English by the author. This famous hymn has been often 

translated aud discussed, thus by H. T. Oolebrooke, Miscellaneous Essays (2nd Ed., Madras, 
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In most of the philosophical hymns of the I,tgveda the 
idea certainly comes to the foreground of a creator who is 
named now Prajapati, now BrahmaQaspati, or Brhaspati, or 
again Vi~vakarman, but who is still always thought of as 
a personal god. But already· in the above-quoted verse it 
appears doubtful to the poet whether the creation was 
"made" or whether it came into being by some other means, 
and the creative principle receives no name in this poem, but 
is called "the One." Thus already in the hymns the great 
idea of Universal Unity is foreshadowed, the idea that 
everything which we see in Nature and which the popular 
belief designates as "gods," in reality is only the emanation 
of the One and Only One, that all plurality _is only imagi
nary-an idea which is really already expressed clearly and 
distinctly in the verse I,tv. I, 164, 46 : 

" They call him lndra, Mitra, V aru I} a, 
And Agni; he is the heavenly bird Garutmat: 
To what is one, the poets give many a name, 
They call it Agni, Yama, Matari;van." 

While these philosophical hymns form, as it were, a 
bridge to the philosophical speculations of the Upani~ads, 
there exist also a number of poems in the I,tgveda-Sa:q1hita
there might be about twenty of them-which form a con
necting link with the epic and dramatic poetry. These are 
fragments of narratives in the form of dialogues (Sa:q1vadas),_ 
and may therefore be fitly called Sam vada or dialogue 
hymns. H. Oldenbe~ 1> called them" Akhyana hymns," 

1872), I, pp. 33 f. ; Max Muller History of Ancient Ranskrit Literature, 2nd Ed., London 1860. 

p. 564; J. Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts, V, p. 356: H. W. Wallis, Cosmology of the 

J;tigveda, London, 1887, pp. 89 ff.; W. D. Whitney, JAOS, XT, p. cix; P. Deussen, Allgemeine 

Geschichte der Philosophie I {where all the philosophical hymns of the J;l.gveda are dis

cussed); L. Scherman, Philosophische Hymuen aus der ~ig-nnd Atharvaveda-Sanhita, 

Strassburg, 1887, pp. 1 ti. It has alRo been translated by Macdonell, E. J. Thomas, etc. 

') "Das altindieche A.khyana" in ZDMG 3i (1883) 54 ti. and A.khyll.nahymnen im 

J;tgveda" in ZD MG 39 (1885) 52 ti. Akhy&na means·" narrative." 
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and started a theory, in order to explain their fragmentary . 
and enigmatic character. The oldest form of epic poetry 
in India, he said, was a mixture of prose and verse) the 
speeches of the persons only being in ·verses, while the 
events connected with the speeches were n_arrated in prose. 
Original1y only the verses used to b~ committed to memory 
and handed down, while the prose story . was left to b~ 
narrated by every reciter in his own words. , Now in the 
dialogue hymns of the ~gveda only the verse portions, · 
containing conversations, have been preserved, while th~ 

prose portions of the narrative are lost to us. Only· some 
of these narratives can partly be restored with the help of· the 
BrahmaQ.as or the epic literature, or even of commentaries. 
Where these aids fail, nothing remains for us but to try to 
guess the story from the conversations. This theory seemed to 
be supported by the fact that not only in Indian, but .also in 
other literatures, the mixture of prose and verse is an early 
form of epic poetry. It is found, for instance, in Old Irish 
and in Scandinavian poetry.1

> In India we .find it in some 
narrative portions of the BrahmaQ.as and U pani~ads, in some of 
the old parts of the Mahabharata, in Buddhist literature, in 
the literature of fables and tales, in the drama, and again in 
the campil. It is true that, in all these cases the prose has 
been handed down together with the verses, but as the 
J;tgveda is professedly the . Veda of the verses, . it wa~ not 
possible to include any prose in the Sa~phita of the J;tgveda. 
And if an Akhyana, consisting of prose and .verse, was to 
find a place in the ~gveda-Sa~phita, the prose portion would 
have to be omitted. This is the theory of Oldenberg, which 
for a long time was almost generally accepted by scholars. 

1 ) Already in the year 1878 in a lecture delivered u.t the 33rd meeting of German 
philologists and pedagogues at Gera., Ernst Windisch had pointed out the significance of 
quite similar phenomena. in the old Iri~h legend-poetry, and on this ccoa.sion had .also 

already drawn attention to the related phenomena. in Indian literature, 
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Of late, however, the theory has also met with a great 
deal of opposition. Many years back Max M iiller and 
Sylvain Levi ll had already suggested that the dialogue poems 
of the l;tgveda might be a kind of dramas. This idea has been 
taken up by Joh. HerteP1 and L. von Schroeder,3l who tried 
to prove that these Sarpvada hymns are really speeches belong
ing to some dramatic performances connected with the 
religious cult. We have only, they say, to supply dramatic 
action, and the difficulties which these hymns offer to 
interpretation will disappear. What kind of action has to be 
supplied can of course only be guessed from the dialogues 
themselves. 

The fact is, that poems like the dialogue hymns of the 
J;tgveda are of frequent occurrence in Indian literature. We 
shall find similar semi-epic and semi-dramatic poems, consist
ing chiefly or entirely of dialogues or conversations, in the 
Mahabharata, in the PuraQ.as, and especially in Buddhist 
literature. All these poems are nothing else but ancient ballads 
of the same kind as are found also in the literatures of 
many other peoples.4> This ancient ballad poetry is the 

') Le Theatre Indian, Paris, 1890, pp. 301 ff. 

') WZKM 18, 1904, 59 ff., 137 ff.; 23, 1909, 278 ff.; Indische Mirchen, Jena, 1921, 

pp. 344, 367 f. 

•) Mysterium ~nd Mimus im R1gveda, Leipzig, 1908. 

') A. Barth (RHR 19, 1889, 130 f .... Oeuvres, 11, 5 f.) has already compared the 
AkhyAna of Puriiravas and l;rva~l in the Satapatha-Bri\hmar_Ja with the ballad of King Rasllii 

in Temple's" Legends of the Panjab." On the whole question see Pischel, GGA 1891, 355 
ff.; Oldenburg, GGA 1909, 66ff.; NGGW 1911, 459 ff.; Bloomjiela, American Jouroal of Philo
logy, 30, 1909, 78 ff.; A. B. Keith, JRAS, 1909, 200 ff.; 1911, 979 ff.; 1912, 429 ff.; ZDMG 
64, 1910, 534 ff.; J. Charpentier, WZKM 23, 1909, 151 f.; 25, 1911, 307 ff.; Die Snparr_Jasage, 

Uppsala 1920, p. 13 ff. W. Calaml, AR 14, 1911, 499 ff.; Hillebrandt, Lieder des ~gveda, 
passim; K. F. Geldner, Die indische Balladendichtung, Festschrift der Universitit Marburg, 
1913, pp. 93 ff.; E. Windisch, Geschichte der Sanskrit Philologie, pp. 404 ff. ; M. Winternita, 

WZKM 23, 1909, 102 ff.; Oesterreichiscbe Monatsscbrift flir den Orient 41, 1915, 173 ff., 
and the Lecture on" Ancient Indian Ballad Poetry" in the Calcutta Review, December, 1923. 
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. source both of the epic and of the drama, for these ballads 
consist of a narrative and of a dramatic element. 'l'he epic 
developed from the narrative, the drama arose from the 
dramatic elements of the ancient ballad. · These ancient 
Akhyanas or ballads were not always composed entirely in 
verse, but sometimes an introductory or a concluding story 
was told in prose, and occasionally the verses were linked 
together by short explanations in prose. Thus it may be 
that in some cases there might have been a connect~ng prose 
story (as Oldenberg assumed), which, if we knew it, would 
make the conversations of the hymns clear. But most of 
these hymns are simply ballads of the half-epic, half-liramatic 
type, though not real dramas, as some scholars have thought 
them to be. 

The most famous of these Vedic ballads or Sa~pvada 

hymns is J;tv. X. 95. This is a poem of lR stanzas, consisting of 
a dialogue between Pururavas and Urvasi. Pururavas is a 
mortal, Urvasi a nymph (Apsaras). During fou~ years the 
divine beauty lived on earth as the wife of Pururavas, until 
by him she became pregnant, when she vanished, "like the 
first of the dawns." He went out to seek her. At last he 
found her, playing with other water-nymphs, in a lake. That 
is about all we can glean from the obscure, often quite 
unintelligible verses, from the dialogues between the deserted 
one and the goddess who is romping about in the pond with 
her playmates. Fortunately this ancient myth of the love 
of a mortal king for a divine maiden is also preserved in 
other portions of Indian literature, and thus we can, to a 
certain extent, complete the poem of the J;tgveda. The legend 
of Pururavas and Urvasi is already told us in a Brahma~a,t> 

and the verses of the J;tgveda are woven into the narrative. 
· We are there told that the nymph, when she consented to 

become the wife of Pururavas, stipulated three conditions, one 

1 ) Satapatha.-Briihmnr}a XI, 51 1, 
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of which was that she might never see him naked. The 
Gandharvas-demi-gods of the same kingdom to which the 
Apsaras belong-wanted to get Urvasi back. Therefore, in 
the ·night, they stole two little lambs which she loved like 
children, and which were tied to her bed. As Urvasi com
plained bitterly that she was robbed as though no man were 
near, Pururavas jumped up-"naked as he was, for it seemed 
to'him that the putting on of a garment would take too long" 
-to pursue the thieves. But at the same instant the Gan
dharvas caused a flash of lightning to appear, so that it 
became as light as day, and Urvasi perceived the king naked. 
She then vanished ; and when Pururavas returned, she was 
gone. Mad with grief, the king wandered about-the country, 
until one day he came to a pond, in which nymphs in the 
form ~f swans, were swimming about. This gives rise to the 
dialogue which we find in the ~gveda. and which is re
produced with . explanatory additions in the BrahmaQa. t) 
Yet all the pleadings of Pururavas that she might return to 
him are in vain. Even when, in despair, he talked of 
self-destruction-he wanted to throw himself from the rocks 
as a prey to the fierce wolves-she only replied : 

"Nay, do not die, Puriiravas, nor perish : 
let not the evil-omened wolves devour thee. 

"With women there can be no lasting friendship, 
hearts of hyenas are the hearts of women.'' 2 ) 

Whether and how Pururavas is reunited with his beloved 
is not quite clear either in the ~gveda or in the Satapatha
Brahma'Qa. It seems that he becomes transformed into a 
Gandharva and attains heaven, where at last the joy of re
union is his. The story of Pururavas and Urvasi has often 
been retold in India : it is briefly hinted at in the Kathaka 

•) The Satapatha-Brahmal}a has only fifteen of the eighteen verses of the ~gveda. 

') Translated by R.T.H. Griffith, 
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belonging to the black Yajurveda, it is retold in exegeti~ 
works attached to the Veda,1> in the Harivatpsa, an appendix 
to the Mahabharata, in the Vif;!J;l.U Pural;l.a and in the book of 
tales Kathasaritsagara, and no less a poet than Kalidasa has 
founded one of his "immortal dramas on it. From the circum
stance that, in spite of all efforts to bring the verses of the 
],lgveda into unison with the later narratives and to utilize the 
latter in the elucidation of the J;tgvedic poem, 2> there is still 
so much that is obscure and unexplained in these verseN, we 
see how very much earlier the J;tgveda is than any other 
known work of Indian literature. 

We have another valuable fragment of the art of narra
tion in ancient times, in the dialogue of Yam a and Yami 
(J;tv. X, 10). An old myth of the origin of the human race 
from a first pair of twins underlies the conversation.3> Yaml 
tries to tempt her brother Yama to incest, in order that th~ 

human race may not die out. In passionate words, glowing 
with desire, the sister draws the brother on to love. In gentle, 
deliberate speech, pointing to the eternal laws of the gods, 
which forbid the union of blood-relations, Yama repulses her. 
These speeches, in which unfortun~ttely there is still much 
obscurity, are full of dramatic strength. Yami first says: 

"My friend I would draw near to me in friendship, 
Should he have gone e'en to the farthest ocean, 
That he beget 11. grandson to his sire 
On earth, remembering wisely future days." [I] 

1 ) Baudhiiyana-Srautaeiitra (s. CaZand, in the Album Kern, pp. 67 A'.) Bfhaddevatll, 
SaQguru8i!lya's commentary on the Sarviinukramal}i of the J.tgveda.. · 

1 ) See especially Geldner in the " Vedi~che Studien" I, 243-295. Also OZdenbi'Tg, 

ZDMG 39, 72 ff. and " Die Literatnr des alten lndien," pp. 63 ff. The Puriiravas-Urvaii 

dialogue has also been translated by Hertel, Indogerm. Forschungen 81, 1912, 143 •·• and 
Hillebrandt , Lieder des J.tgveda, pp. 142 ff. 

') See A. Weber, BBA. 1895, 822 ff. Yama. means" twin," and Yaml ia !lo feminine 
form of Yama. A. Winter has attempted a mythological interpretation of the myth in 
the essay: "Mein B1·uder freit um mich" (ZVV. VII, 1&97, pp. 172 ff.), where !l!t CO~Jllar~ 

l~ 
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Thereupon Yama replies: 

u Thy friend loves not the friendship which considers her who is near 
in kindred as a stranger. · 

Sons of the mighty Asura, the Heroes, supporters of the heavens, 
see far around them." [2] 

Yamr, however, tries to persuade her brother that the 
g6ds themselves desire that he shall unite himself with her in 
order to propagate his race. As he will not listen, she 
becomes more and more persistent, more and more passionate : 

· " I, Y ami, am possessed by love of Yam a, that I may rest on the same 
couch beside him. 

I as a wife would yield me to my husband. Like car-wheels let us 
speed to meet each other." (7] 

But Yama again refuses with the words : 

" They stand not still, they never close their eyelids, those sentinels 
of God who wander round us. 

Not me-go quickly, wanton, with another, and hasten like a chariot-
wheel to meet him." [8] 

More and more tempestuous, however, does the sister grow, 
ever more ardently does she desire the embrace of Yama, 
until-on his repeated refusal-she bursts forth into the 
words: 

"Alas I thou art indeed a weakling, Yama; we find in thee no trace 
of heart or spirit. 

As round the tree the woodbine clings, another will cling about thee 
girt as with a girdle." [13] 

Bv. X, 10. with a Lettie popular song, in which a brother attempts to seduce his sister to 

incest. Schroeder (Mysterium und Mimns, pp. 275 ft".). explains the hymn as a drama 
connected with some rite of fertility. This is certainly wrong. See Winternitz, WZKM 

:!3. 1909
1 

118 f, and Charpentier, Die Snpar!Jasage, p. 99. 
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Whereupon Yam a concludes the dialogue with the words:_ 

"Embrace another, Yami; let another, even as the woodbine rings 
the tree, enfold thee. 

Win thou his heart and let him win thy fancy, and he shall form 
with thee a blest alliance." l) [14] 

How the story of Yama and Yami ended, we do not 
know; moreover no later source gives us any information 
upon i.t. Thus the poem of the ~gveda is unfortunately 
only a torso, but a torso which indicates: a splendid work 
of art. 

The Suryasuk ta,- ~v. X, 85,2> may also be included in 
the J;tgvedic ballad poetry. This particular hymn describes the 
marriage of Surya (the sun-daughter, as the dawn is here 
called) with Soma (the moon), at which the two Asvins were 
the match-makers. This hymn consists of 47 verses, which 
nre somewhat loosely connected. The verses nearly all refer 
to the marriage ritual, and most of them, as we know from 
the G:rhyasutras, the manuals of domestic ritual, were u~ed 
also at the marriage of ordinary mortals. Yet I do not think 
that these verses were merely compiled from the ritual (as 
is the case with some of the funeral hymns) so that they 
would have to be regarded as a kind of compilation of all 
the benedictions used in the marriage-rites, like a chapter 
in a prayer-book. It is much more probable that it is an 
ancient ballad describing the marriage of Surya partly in 
narrative stanzas, partly in addresses to the Asvins and 
Su.rya, and partly by the insertion of the mantras (benedic
tions, incantations) recited at the various stages of the 
marriage ceremony. But among the benedictions which 
we find in this Suryasukta, there are many which, with their 

1 ) Verses 2, 7, 8, 13, 14 translated by R. T. H. Griffith, the first verse by the author. 
2 ) Translated into German by A. Weber, Ind. Stud. 5, 177ft' •. See also J. Ehni, ZDMG, 

23, 1879, 166 ti.; Pischel, Vedische Studien, I, 14 ti.; Oldenberg, GGA., 1889, p. 7. 
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simple, warm, hearty tone, remind us of the funeral hymns 
discussed above. Thus the bridal pair is addressed in the 
beautiful words : 

cc Happy be thou and prosper with thy children here: be vigilant to 
rule thy household in this home. 

Closely unite thy body with this man, thy lord. So shall ye, full 
of years, addre~;s your company." [27] 

The spectators past whom the marriage procession goes, 
are thus accosted : 

"Signs of good fortune mark the bride: Come all of you and 
look at her. 

Wish her prosperity, and then return unto your homes again." [33] 

When the bridegroom, according to ancient Indo· 
European marriage-custom, clasps the hand of the bride, 
he recites this verse : 

"I take thy hand in mine for happy fortune that thou mayst 
reach old age with me thy husband. 

Gods, Aryaman, BhagaJ Savitar, Purandhi, have given thee to be 
my household's mistress." [36] 

When at last the bridal pair enter the new home, they 
are received with the following words: 

" Be ye not parted; dwell ye here; reach the full time of human 
life. 

With sons and grandsons sport ·and play, rejoicing in your 
own abode." [ 42] 

And upon the bride the blessing is invoked : 

cc 0 Bounteous Indra, make this bride blest in her sons and fortunate. 
Vouchsafe to her ten sons, and make he•· husband the eleventh 

man!" [45] I) 

•) The be verees translated by R. T. H. Griffith. 
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But some of the marriage benedictions have more of 
the character of magic formulas. Among them we find 
charms against the evil eye and other pernicious magic, by 
means of which the bride could injure her future husband, 
as well as exorcisms by means of which demons, which lie 
in wait for the bride, are to be scared away. These. magic 
formulas by no means stand alone, for there are, besides, 
about thirty magic songs in the J;tgveda. Some of these 
are benedictions and formulas for the healing of various 
diseases,.,. for the protection of the embryo, for warding off 
the effects of bad dreams and unfavourable omens, while 
others are incantations for th~ scaring away of witches, for 
the destruction of enemies and malevolent wizards, or magic 
formulas against poison and vermin, verses for the supplant
ing of a rival ; we also find a blessing on the field, a charm 
for the prosperity of cattle, a battle charm, a charm for 
inducing sleep, and so on. Of this kind is also the very 
remarkable "Frog song," ttv. VII, 103. Here the frogs 
are compared with Brahmans. In the dry season they lie 
there like Brahmans who have taken the vow of silence. 
Then when the rain comes, they greet each other with merry 
croaking "as a son his father." And the one repeats the 
croaking of the other, as the pupils repeat the words .of the 
teacher when studying the Veda in a Brahman· school. 
They modulate their voices in many ·ways. As priests at 
the Soma-sacrifice sit singing around the filled tub, so the 
frogs celebrate the commencement of the rainy season with 
their song. At the end follows a prayer for wealth : 

" Both Lowing Cow and Bleating Goat have given, 
Spotty and Tawny, too, have given us riches. 
The frogs give kine by hundreds ; they for pressings 
Of Soma thousandfold, prolong existence." l) 

') Translated by A. A. Macdonell, Hymns from the ~gveda, p. 96. A free poetical 
translation of the hymn is to be found in J. Muir, Metrical Translations from Sanskrit 

writers, pp. 194 f. 
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All this s.ounds immensely funny, and almost generally the 
song was looked upon by scholars as a parody on the sacrificial 
songs and malicious satire against the Brahmans.1> However, 
Bloomfield has proved conclusively 2> that this is a magic incan
tation, which was used as a rain-spell, and that the frogs, 
which, according to ancient Indian popular belief, can bring 
forth water, are praised and invoked as rain-bringers. The 
comparison with the Brahmans is not intended as a satire on the 
latter, but only as a flattery-a captatio benevolentiae-to the 
frogs. The frog-song was probably never a satire. It is 
only we who see something comic in it, and not the ancient 
Indians, who actually regarded frogs as great wizards. It 
appears, however, that incantations sometimes arose from 
secular poems. Thus, the song ::t;tv. VI, 75, may originally 
have been a war song, which has been changed into a battle 
charm. While some verses of this song are distinguished by 
great poetic beauty and especially by bold images, other verses 
show only the dry, inartistic language of incantations. The 
first three verses sound more like a war-song than like an 
incantation : 

"The warrior's look is like a thunderous rain-cloud's when, armed with 
mail, he seeks the lap of battle. 

Be thou victorious with unwounded body : so let the thickness of thy 
mail protect thee. 

With bow let us win kine, with bow the battle, with bow the victors 
in our hot encounters. 

') Cf. for instance, Deussen, Ag Ph 1, 1, pp. 100 ff. 
•) JAOS 17, 1896, pp. 173 ff. Already before this M. Haug (Brahma und die 

Brahmanen, Miinchen, 1871, p. 12} had explained the song in the same way, and 
attached to it the following interesting information. " The song is used in connection 
with the foregoing, addressed to the rain-god (Parjanya ), even to-day in time of gr~at 
drought, when the ardently desired rain refuses to come. Twenty to thirty Brahmans go to 
a river and recite these two hymns, in order to canse the rain to descend." -- -- - - --

See also L. v. Schroeder Mysterium und Mimus im 'ttgveda, pp. 396 ff., and J. W. 
HaueT, Die Anf&nge der Yogapraxis, Berlin 1922, pp. 68 ff. 
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The bow brings grief and sorrow to the foeman : armed with the bow 
may we subdue all regions. 

Close to his ear, as fain to speak, she presses, holding her well.Joved 
friend in her embraces. 

Strained on the bow, she whispers like a woman-this bow-string that 
preserves us in the combat!' 1 > 

On the whole, however, the magic songs of the ~veda 
differ in no wise from those of the Atharva-Veda, with which 
we shall deal later. .But it is very significant that, besides 
the hymns to the great gods and the sacrificial songs, also 
incantations like these have been included in the ~veda 
Sa~phita-and that by no means only in the t-enth book of the 
latter. 

It is still more significant that also some apparently quite 
secular poems have got mixed amongst the sacred songs and 
sacrificial chants of the ~gveda. Thus, we find, for example, 
~v. IX, 112, in the midst of the Soma songs a satirical 
poem, which derides the manifold desires of mankind. It is 
probably an old popular song of the" labour song" type. It 
could be sung as an accompaniment to any kind of work, and 
here the refraiu "Flow, lndu,ll> :flow, for Indra's sake " 3> 

indicates that it was adapted for the work of pressing Soma!> 

1 ) Translated by R. T. H. Griffith. 

') Indn=Soma. 

•) There is no justification for omitting this refrain, as some translators have done, 

for instance .Muir, Metrical Translations from Sanskrit Writers, p. 190; .1Cacd0t1ell,Hymus 

from the J;'tgveda, p. 90. But see Pil'Chel, Vedische Stndien, I, 107. 

•) Some of the Soma hymns (e. g. ~v. I, 28; IX, 2; 6; 8 etc.) are 'labour songs' 
in which the whole proceBB of preparing the Soma juice is described. See K. Bii.cher, 

Arbeit ond Rhythmus, 5. Anfl., Leipzig 1919, pp. 412 f. L. v. Schroeder ('Mysterinm ond 
Mimus im Rigveda, pp. 408 ff.) has with bold imagination tried to show that the hymn 'WfaB 

used at a popular proceBBion during a Soma festival. But there are no facts on which 
this hypothesis could be founded. Oldenberg (GGA. 1909, 80 f.) thinks that the hymn 
was intended as a prayer at some Soma sacrifice offered for attaining special wishes. So 

also Charpentier, Die Snparl}asage, pp. 80 f. 
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I give the remarkable poem in the translation of R. T. H. 
Griffith: 

"We all have various thoughts and plana, and diverse are the ways of 
men. 

The Brahman seeks the worshipper, wright seeks the cracked, and 
leech the maimed. Flow, Indu, flow for Indra's sake. 

The smith with ripe and seasoned plants, with feathers of the birds 
of air, 

With stones, and with enkindled flames, seeks him who hath a store of 
gold. Flow, Indu, flow for lndra's sake. 

A bard am I, my dad's a leech, mammy lays corn upon the stones. 
Striving for wealth, with varied plans, we follow our desires like kine. 
Flow, lndu, flow for Indra's sake. , 

The horse would draw an easy car, gay hosts attract the laugh and jest. 
The male desires his mate's approach, t > the frog is eager for the flocd. 

Flow, lndu, flow for ludra's sake." 

The most beautiful amongst the non-religious poems of 
the ~gveda collection is the song of the gambler, ~v. X, 341. 
It is the soliloquy of a penitent sinner, who by means of 
his irresistible attraction to dice-playing has destroyed the 
happiness of his life. In pathetic verses the gambler describes 
how the dice have caused him to lose his domestic happiness: 

"She wrangle!! not with me, nor is she angry: 
To me and comrades she was ever kindly. 
For dice that only luckless throws effected 
I've driven away from home a wife devoted. (2] 
Her mother hates me, she herself rejects me: 
For one in such distress there is no pity. 
I find a gambling man is no more useful 
Than is an aged horse that's in the market. (3] 
Others embrace the wife of him whose chattels 
The eager dice have striven hard to capture; 
And father, mother, brothers say about him : 
We know him not ; lead him away a captive!' ( 4] 

•) Expressed much more coarsel;r in the ori,llinal. 
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The uncanny power· of the dice, too, is described in 
forceful terms : 

"When to myself I think, I'll not go with them, 
I'll stay behind my frie_nds that go to gamble, 
And those brown nuts, thrown down, have raised their voices, 
I go, like wench, straight to the place of meeting." [5] 

And of the dice it is said : 

"The dice attract the gambler, but deceive and wound, 
Both paining men at play and causing them to pain. 
Like boys they offer first and then take back their gifts : 
With honey sweet to gamblers by their magic charm. [7] 

Downward they roll, then swiftly springing upward, 
They overcome the man with hands, though handless. 
Cast on the board like magic bits of charcoal, 
Though cold themselves, they burn the heart to ashes." [9] 

And however much he bewails his fate, yet he always falls 
again into the power of the dice. 

" Grieved is the gambler's wife by him abandoned, 
Grieved, too, his mother as he aimless wanders. 
Indebted, fearing, he desiring money 
At night approaches other people's houses. [1 OJ 

It pains the gambler when he sees a woman 
Another's wife, and their well-ordered household. 
He yokes those brown steeds early in the morning, 1 ) 

And when the fire is low sinks down a beggar." 2 ) [11] 

1 ) i.e. he begins to play with the brown dice. 

•) Translated by A. A. Macdonell, Hymns from the Rigveda, pp. 88 ff. The hymn has 
also been translated by J. Muir, Metrical Translations from Sanskrit Writers, pp. 190 ff. 
L. v. Schroeder (Mysterium und Mimus im Rigveda, pp. 377 ff.) explains the poem as a 
drama in form of a monologue. Charpentier (Die Suparl}asage, pp. 83 ff.) thinks that it 
was composed for "didactic purposes." It seems to me more probable that this soliloquy 
of a gambler is part of a ballad, in which some epic story was told like that of Yudbi~~hira 

or NaJa. 
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But finally he resolves to turn over a new leaf. He 
implores the dice to set him free, as, according to the command 
of Savitar, he desires to give up gambling, in order to look 
after his field and live for his family. 

Lastly, a kind of intermediate position between religious 
and secular poetry is occupied by those hymns which are 
connected with so-called D a n a s t u t i s, " Songs of praise to 
Generosity " (namely, that of the princes and patrons of the 
sacrifice, for whom the songs were composed.) There are 
about forty such hymns.1> Some of them are songs of 
victory, in which the god Indra is praised, because he has 
helped some king to achieve a victory over his enemies. 
With the praise of the god is united the 'glorification of the 
victorious king. Finally, however, the singer praises his 
patron, who has presented him with oxen, horses, and beauti
ful slaves out of the booty of war, while incidentally with a 
few coarse, obscene jokes, the pleasure which the slaves give 
to the singer is recalled. Others are very long sacrificial 
songE~,2> also mostly addressed to Indra, which evidently were 
composed for quite definite occasions at the request of a 
prince or a wealthy man, and were recited at the sacrifice; 
and they also are followed by verses in which the patron of 
the sacrifice is praised, because he gave the singer a liberal 
prie~tly fee. These Danastutis always mention the full name 
of the pious donor, and indubitably refer to historic events, or 
actual happenings. Hence they are not unimportant. As 
poems they are, of course, quite worthless; they are com posed 
to order by artisan-like verse-writers, or accomplished with 
an eye to the expected payment. Even when they are not 
connected with any Danastuti, some of the hymns of the 

') Only one hymn (};tv. I, 126) is entirely a Diinastnti. Otherwise it is usually only 

three to five verses at the concluaiou of the hymns which contain the DAnastnti. 
•) We get the impression that the honorarium was the greater, according to the 

length of the :poem. 
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~gveda certainly were " hammered together " for good 
payment in an equally artisan-like manner. Sometimes even 
the Vedic singers themselves compare their work with that of 
the carpenter.l) Nevertheless it is remarkable that among 
those hymns which excel Bt all as works of poetic art, there 
is not a single one which ends in a. Danastuti. When, 
therefore, H. Oldenberg 2l says about I;tgvedic poetry in 
general : " This poetry does not rank in the service of 
beauty, as this religion does not serve the aim of enlightening 
and uplifting the soul; but both rank in the service of class
interest, of personal interest, of fees,"-he evidently forgets 
that among the 1,028 hymns of the I;tgveda. there are only 
about 40 which end in Danastutis. I think that among the 
composers of Vedic hymns there were certainly artisans, but 

, equally certainly there were also poets. 
There is one hymn in the I;tgved~ which is, in the higher 

sense, a Danastuti, a "Praise of Generosity." It is the hymn 
J;tv. X, 117, which is worthy of mention also because it 
strikes a moralizing note which is otherwise quite foreign to 
the J;tgveda.. The J;tgveda is everything but a text-book of 
·morals. And the hymn, which I give here in the translation 
of A. A. Macdonell,Sl is quite isolated in the J;tgveda:-

" The gods inflict not. hunger as a means to kill: 
Death frequently befalls even satiated men. 4 l 

The charitable giver's wealth melts not away; 
The niggard never finds a man to pity him. 

') J;l.v. I, 130, 6: "This speech has been built for thee by men desiring possessions, 
like a chariot by a clever master." J;l.v. I, 61, 4: "To him (to Indra.) I send this song of 
praise, as a coach builder" sends a chariot to him who bas ordered it." 

•) Die Litera.tur des alten Indian, p. 20. 
•) Hymns from the Rigveda, pp. 92 f. Freely translated by J. Muir, Metrical 

Translations from Sa:cskrit Writers, pp. 193 f. See also Deuss~m, AGPh., I, I, pp. 93 f. 
•) This is very well explained by A. Ludwig (Der Rigveda V, 561): "We do not 

interfere with the rule of the gods by giving nourishment to one who is nearly dying of 
starvation ; this is said with bitter irony against the hypocrites who sought to justify 
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Who, of abundant food possessed, makes hard his heart 
Towards a needy and decrepit suppliant 
Whom once he courted, come to pray to him for bread : 
A man like this as well finds none to pity him. 

He is the liberal man who helps the beggar 
That, craving food, emaciated wanders, 
And coming to his aid, when asked to succour, 
Immediately makes him a friend hereafter. 

He is no friend who gives not of his substance 
To his devoted, intimate companion: 
This friend should turn from him-here is no haven
And seek a stranger elsewhere as a helper. 

I 

The wealthier man should give unto the needy, 
Considering the course of life hereafter; 
For riches are like chariot wheels revolving! 
Now to one man they come, now to another. 

The foolish man from food has no advantage ; 
In truth I say : it is but his undoing ; 
No friend he ever fostet·s, no com pan ion: 
He eats alone, and he alone is guilty. 

The plough that cleaves the soil produces nurture; 
He that bestirs his feet completes his journey. 
The speaking Brahmin earns more than the silent ; 
A friend who gives is better than the niggard. 

The one-foot strides more swiftly than the biped; 
The biped goes beyond him who has three feet. 
The quadruped comes at the call of bipeds, 
And watches near where groups of five are gathered.•) 

their hardness of heart by saying that the fate o£ the needy ones was determined by 
the gods. The irony or sarcasm becomes nDqnestionable through what follows; the 
poet concludes further that, if the poor were predestined by the gods to death by starva. 

tion, then the wealthy who had plenty of food, must live for ever." 
') The translation is hardly questionable, so much the more, then, the sense. [t 

has been conjectured that by the "one-foot," the "one-footed ram," a storm-god, is meant, 

or, by others, the ann, and that the " three-footed" is the old man supported on a stick, 

a~d the "quadruped" the dog. This is by no means certain. 
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Two hands though equal make not what is equal ; 
No sister cows yield milk in equal measut·e; 
Unequal is the strength even of twin children; 
The gifts of even kinsmen are unequal." tl 

The last verse but one is an example of ~he riddl..,-poetry, 
very popular with ancient Indians as with other ancient 
nations. The hymn ~v. I, 164, contains a large number of 
such riddles, most of which, unfortunately, we cannot under
stand. For instance : 

"Seven harness a one-wheeled cart; it is drawn by one horse with 
seven names; three naves has the immortal, never-stopping wheel, on 
which all these beings stand." 

This may mean : The seven priests of the sacrifice 
harness (by means of the sacrifice) the sun-chariot, which i~ 

drawn by seven horses or one horse with seven forms: this 
immortal sun-wheel has three naves, namely, the three seasons 
(summer, rainy season and winter), in which the life of all 
mankind is passed. However, other solutions of the riddle 
are possible. 

The meaning of the following riddles, too, is by no means 
clear: 

" Bearing three mothers and three fathers the One stands erect, and they 
do not tire him; the1e on the back of the sky they consult with the all
knowing, but not all-embracing Vac (Goddess of Speech). 

He who made him knows nothing of him; he who has seen him, 
from him he is bidden; he lies enwrapped in the womb of the mother ; 
he has many children, and Jet he has gone to Nirrti. 2 > 

The sky is my father anJ my progenitor, there is the navel; my own 
mother is this great earth. Between the two spread-out Soma vessels 
is the womb; into it the Father placed the seed in the daughter." 

1 ) Cf.,Iieussen, AGPh I, 1, pp. 93 f. 
•) Nirrti is the goddess of death aud destruction, "To go to Nirrti" means: to be 

completely ruined, to sink into nothingness. 
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On the other hand it is clear that the sun is meant when 
it is said: 

".A. shepherd I saw, who does not fall down, who wanders up and 
down on his paths: clothing himself in those which run together and those 
which disperse 1 > he circles about in the worlds." 

Equally clear is the meaning of the riddle : 

"Twelve tyres, one wheel, three naves : who knows that? In it there 
are altogether about three hundred and sixty movable pegs." 

The year is meant, with the twelve months, three seasons, 
and roughly three hundred and sixty days.2> 

Such riddle-questions and riddle-games were among the 
most popular diversions in ancient India ; at some sacrifices 
they even formed a part of the ritual. We come across such 
riddles again in the Atharvaveda as well as in the Yajurveda. 

If we now cast a glance over the varied contents of the 
J;tgveda-Saq1hita, of which I have here tried to give an idea, 
the conviction forces itself upon us that in this col1ection 
we have the fragments of the very oldest Indian poetry, that 
the songs, hymns and poems of the ~gveda which have come 
down to us are only a fragmentary portion of a much more 
extensive poetic literature, both religious and secular, of 
which probably the greater part is irretrievably lost. But as 
the great majority of these hymns are either sacrificial chants, 
or were used, or could have been used, as prayers and sacri
ficial songs, we may assume that these very hymns gave the 
actual stimulus for collecting and uniting them in one 
"book." Yet the collectors, who probably had a purely 

1 ) Tlae rays are meant. 
•) The riddles of J;tv. I, 164, have been treated in detail by Martin Hau.g, Vedisoh& 

Bli.tselfragen and Riitselspriiche {SBay A 1875) and by D•u•sen, AGPh, I, 1, pp. 105-119. 
See also R.Roth., ZDMG 46, 1892,759 f.; E. lT"i11d•sch, ZDMG 48, 1894,353 f.; B. Stumme, 

ZDMG 64, 1910, 4S5 f. and V. Henry, Revue critique, 1905, p. 403. 
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literary interest, as well as ·a religious· interest in the collec
tion, did not scruple to include in it also profane poems, which 
by language and metre, had proved themselves to be equally 
ancient and venerable as those sacrificial chants. Only 
through being included in a "book "-that is, a school-text 
intended for memorization-could they be saved from oblivion. 
Certainly there was · much also which they considered too 
profane to be included in the ~gveda-Sarphita. Of this a 
certain amount has been saved through the fact that it was 
later included in another collection-the Atharvaveda-Sarphita. 

THE ATHARVA VEDA-SAMHITA. ll 

"Atharva-veda " means "the Veda of the Atharvan " or 
"the knowledge of Magic Formulas." Originally, however, 
the word .Atharvan meant a fire-priest, and it is probably the 
oldest Indian IJame for " priest" in general, for the word 
dates back to the Indo-Iranian period. For the Athravans or l 
"fire-people" of the A vesta correspond to the Indian f 
Atharvans.2> The fire-cult played no less a part in the daily 
life of the ancient Indians than in that of the ancient 
Persians, so often designated as " fire-worshippers ; " the 

') There are two complete English translations of the Atharvaveda, one by R.T.R. 
Griffith . (Benares 1895-6), and another by W.D. Whitney, revised and brought nearer. to 
completion and edited by C.R. Lanman (HOS, vols. 7 nnd 8, Cambridge Mass. 1905), a 
selection of hymns in excellent English translation by M Bloomfield (SBE, vol. 42, 1897). 
A great number of hymns have been translated into German by A. Ludwig in the 3rd 
volume of his "Rigveda" (Prague 1878), pp. 428-551.. A selection of hymns into German 
verse by J. Grill (Hundert Lieder des Atharva-Veda, 2. Auf!., Stuttgart 1888). German 
translations of books I-V and XIV by A. Weber (Ind. Stud., vola. 4, 5, 13, 17, 18), of book 
XVIII by the same (SBA 1895 and 1896), of book XV by Th . .tl.uj1·echt (Ind. Stud., vol. 
1) and of VI, 1-50 by C.A. Flomu (Diss., Gottingen 1887). A F.rench translation of books 
VII-XIII by V. Henry (Paris 1891-96). Bloomfield has treated of the Atharvaveda in detail 
in the "Grundriss" (II, I, B), and I am particularly indebted to this work for this chapter. 
For the contents and interpretation of the Atharvaveda, see also V. Henry, La magie dans 
l'Inde antique, Paris 1904; Oldenbe1·g, AR 7, 1904, 217 ff.; F. Edgerton, American Journal 

of Philology, 35, 1914, 435 ff. 
•) In Ancient Rome, too, the Flamines, who had to perform the burnt-sacrifice, belong 

to the oldest priests. (Th. Mommsen, Romische Geschichte, 4 .. Auf!. I :P· 170 f.) 
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priests of this very ancient fire-cult, however, were still, like 
the Shamans of Northern Asia and the Medicine-men of the 
American Indians, "priests of magic," that is, priest and 
wizard combined in one person, as in the word ":Ma(J'i "-as 

- 0 

the Athravans in :Medea were called-the ideas of wizard and 
priest are merged together. Thus we can understand that 
the name Atharvan designated also the "incantations of the 
Atharvan or the wizard-priest," that is, the spells and magic 
formulas themselves. The oldest name, however, by which 
this Veda is known in Indian literature is Atharvaligirasal;t, 
that is, "the Atharvans and the Angiras." 'rhe Aligiras, 
similarly, are a class of prehistoric fire-priests, and the word 

j also, like the word atharvan, attained the meaning of "magic 

I 
formulas and spells." The two expressions atharvan and 
angiras, however, designate two different species of magic 

l 
formulas : atharvan is "holy magic, bringing happiness," 
while angiras means "hostile m~gic, black magic." Among 
the Atharvans, for example, are the formulae for the healing 
of diseases, while among the Aligiras are the curses against 
enemies, rivals, evil magicians, and such like. 'rhe old name 
Atharvangirasal;t thus means these two kinds of magic for
mulae, which form the chief contents of the Atharvaveda. 
The later name Atharvaveda is merely an abbreviation of 

· "Veda of the Atharvans and Angiras." 1> 

Now the Atharvaveda-Sa~pbita, usually called simply 
"the Atharvaveda," is a collection of seven hundred and thirty
one hymns, which contain about six thousand verses1 in the 
recension which is best preserved.2

' It is divided into twent,y 

') In later literature we meet also with the terms bhrgvabgirasal}. and bhrguvistara 
(Culika-Upani~ad 11} for the Atharvaveda. The Bhrgus also were ancient firepriesta, 

•) It is the Sannaka recension of the Salphiti text belonging to the Saunaka school. 

The Paippaliida recension is known only in one single inaccurate manuscript. The text of 
the Saunaka recension is published by R. Roth and W.D. Whit .. ey. Berlin 1856. The 
Atharvaveda-Salphitil, with the commentary of Sayal}a, has been published by Shankar 

:r. Pandit, 4 vole., Bombay 1895·1898. The manuscript of the Paippalada recension ht¥t 
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books. 1> The twentieth book was added quite late, and 
the nineteenth hook, too, did not originally belong to the 
Sarphita.. 'fhe twentieth book is almost entirely composed of 
hymns which have been taken literally from the ~gveda
Sarphita. Besides this, about one-seventh of the Atharvaveda
Saiphita is taken from the ~gveda ; moreover, more than half 
of the verses which the Atharvaveda has in common with 
the J;tgveda, are to be found in the tenth book, most of the 
remaining verses in the first and the eighth book of the 
~gveda. The arrangement of the hymns in the eighteen 
genuine books is according to a definite plan, and shows 
fairly careful editorial activity. The first seven books consist 
of numerous short hymns, the hymns in Book I having, as a 
rule, four verses, in Book II five, in Book III six, in Book IV 
seven. The hymns of Book V have a minimum of eight and 
a maximum of eighteen verses. Book VI consists of one 
hundred and forty-two hymns mostly of three verses each, 
and the seventh Book consists of one hundred and eighteen 
hymns, most of which contain only one or two verses. Books 
VIII-XIV, XVII and XVIII consist throughout of very long 
hymns, the shortest hymn (twenty-one verses) being at the 
beginning of this series (VIII, 1) and the longest (eighty-nine 
verses) at the end (XVIII, 4). Book XV and the greater 
part of Book XVI, which interrupt the series, are composed 
in prose, and are similar in style and language to the Brah
mar.ms. · Although in this arrangement something quite 
external-the number of verses-has been considered first, yet 
some consideration is also given to the contents. Two, three, 

been published in facsimile by M.Bloomfield and R. Garbe (The Kashmirian Atharva-Veda, 

Stuttgart 190I). Books T, II, IV-X of the KaRhmirian recension have been published with 
critical notes on the text by Le Roy Oarr Barret and F. Edgerton in JAOS, vole. 26, 30, 32, 

34, 35, 37, 40-43, 1906-1923. 
1 ) We can distinguish three main divisions of the Sal!lhita, cf, Lanman, B OS, vol. 7, pp. 

CXXVII ff.) I. Books 1-VI. an appendix to which is contained in Book VII; 2. Books 
VIII-XII and 3. Books XIII-XVIII, an appendix to which is contained in Book XI~. 

l9 
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four, and even more hymns, which deal with the same subject 
frequently stand side by side. Occasionally the first hymn 
of a book is placed at the beginning on account of its contents; 
thus Books II, IV, V and VII, begin with theosophical hymns, 
which, no doubt, is intentional. On the whole we can say 
thus : 1> the first section of the Sarphita (Books I to VII) 
contains the short hymns of miscellaneous contents, the 
second section (Books VIII to XII) the long hymns of mis
cellaneous contents, while Books XIII to XVIII are almost 
entirely uniform as to their contents. 'l'hus Book XIV con
tains only marriage prayers and Book XVIII only funeral 
hymns. 

The language and metre · of the hymns of the Atharva
veda are in essentials the same as those of the I_tg
veda-Sarphita.. Yet in the language of the Atharvaveda we 
find some decidedly later forms and some more popular 
forms : also the metre is not nearly so strictly handled as 
in the I.tgveda. Apart from Book XV, which is wholly 
composed in prose, and Book XVI, the greater part of 
which is in prose, we occasionally find also other prose 
pieces among the verses ; and frequently it is not easy to 
distinguish whether a piece is composed in lofty prose or 
in badly-constructed verses. It also happens that an 
originally correct metre is spoiled through an interpolation 
or corruption of the text.2> In certain cases, indeed, the 
facts of language and metre indicate that we are dealing 
with later pieces. In general, however, no conclusions can 
be drawn from the language and the metre with regard to 
the date of the com position of the hymns, still less with 

•) On the divisions of the .Atharvaveda-SalJlhitl see Whitney and Lanman, IIOS, vol 

7, pp. cxxvii ff. 
•) On the metre of the Atharvaveda see Wh•tney, HOS, vol. 7, pp. cxni f. Irregu. 

larities of metre are equally peculiar to the Atharvaveda as to all metrical Ve:iic texts 

other than the ~gveda. To correct the metre everywhere, would mean changing th!l te:J!t 

!'f'bitrarilr. 
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regard to the date of the compilation of our Sa1phita. For 
it always remains an open question, whether the peculiarities 
of language and the freedom of ~etre, by which the magic 
incantations of the Atharvaveda are distinguished from 
the hymn--poetry of the ~gveda, are based upon a difference 
in the period of origin or on the difference between popular 
and priestly composition. (Of. above, pp. 53 f.) 

On the other _ hand there are other facts which prove 
indisputably that our text of the Atharvaveda-Saiphita is 
later than that of the }Jgveda-Sarphita. Firstly, the 
geographical and cultural conditions show us a later period 
than that reflected in the :(t~veda. 'fhe Vedic Aryans have 
now penetrated further to the South-east and are already 
settled in the Ganges country. The tiger, native to the 
marshy forests of Bengal, and therefore still unknown in the 
~gveda, appears in the Atharvaveda already as the might
iest and most feared of all beasts of prey, and the king, at 
his consecration, steps upon a tiger-skin, the symbol of 
kingly power. 'l'he Atharvaveda knows not only• the four' 
castes-BrahmaQas, K~atriyas, Vaisyas and Sudras,- but 
in a number- of hymns, the highest privileges are already 
claim£:d (as later happens more and more frequently) by 
the priestly caste, and the Brahmans are already often called 
the "gods" 1> of this earth. The songs of -magic in tile 
Atharvaveda, which, according to their main contents, are 
certainly popular and very ancient, have no longer even 
their ori(J'inal form in the Samhita, but are ln·ahmanised. 0 • 

These old charms and formulas, whose authors are equally 
unknown as the authors of the magic incantations and 
formulas of other peoples, and which originally were just as 
much " popular poetry " as the poetry of magic everywhere 
is, have already in the Atharvaveda-Sa~phita partly lost 

') The expression "gods" for "priests" oconrs ones also in the ~gveda (~v. I, 128,- 8). 

Cf. Zimmln", Altindisches Leben, pp. 205 f. 
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their popular character. We see at every step, that the 
collection was made by priests, and that many of the hymns 
were also composed by priests. This priestly outlook of the 
compilers and partly also of the authors of the hymns of 
the Atharvaveda, reveals itself in occasional comparisons 
and epithets, as for instance, when, in a charm against 
field-vermin, it is said that the insects are to leave the 
corn untouched "as the Brahman does not touch un
finished sacrificial food." A whole class of hymns of the 
Atharvaveda, with which we shall deal below, is concerned 
only with the interests of the Brahmans, the feeding of 
priests, the fees for the sacrifice, and such like, and they 
are, of course, the work of priests. 

And just as the brahmanizing of the ancient magic poetry 
indicates a later period of the collection, so the part which the 
Vedic gods play in the Atharvaveda points to a later origin for 
the SaJphita. We hore meet the same gods as in the l}gv~da: 
Agni, Indra and so on; but their character had quite faded, 
they hardly differ from each other, their original signification 
as natural beings is, for the greater part, forgotten, and as the 
magic songs deal mostly with the banishment and destruction 
of demons-the gods being invoked only for this purpose-

. they have all b.ecome demon-killers. Finally, also those 
hymns of the Atharvaveda which contain theosoE.hi_<::_~_!l~
cosmogonic speculations indicate a later period. V\.,.e already 
find in these hymns a fairly developed philosophical termino
logy, and a development of pantheism standing on a level 
with the philosophy of the Upani§ads. The fact that 
even these philosophical hymns themselves are used for 
magic purposes, that, for instance, a philosophical conception 
such as Asat, "the non-existent," is employed as a means of 
destroying enemies, demons, and magicians, 11 shews that here 

•) Ath. IV, 19, 6.' 
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already we have before us an artificial and very modern 
development of ancient witchcraft. 

It is no sign of a later date that the sacredness of the 
Atharvaveda was not recognised by the Indians themselves 
for a long time, and even to-day is frequently disputed. The 
reason for this is to be found in the character of this Veda. 
The purpose of the Atharvaveda is, as the Indians say, "to 
appease, to bless and to curse.''Ji'i"" Those numerous magic 
formulas, however, which contain curses and exorcisms, belong 
to the province of" unholy magic," which the priesthood and 
the priestly religion endeavoured more and more to renounce. 
On the whole there i!! no essential difference between cult and 
magic; by means of both man seeks to influence the transcen
dental world. Moreover, priests and magicians are originally 
one and the same. But in the history of all peoples there 
begins a time when the cult of the gods and witchcraft strive 
to separate (never quite succeeding), when the priest, who 
is friendly with the gods, renounces the magician, who is in 
league with the uncanny demon-world, and looks down on 
him. This contrast between magician and priest developed 
also in India. Not only the Buddhist and Jain monks are 
forbidden to devote themselves to the exorcisms of the Athar
vaveda and to magic, . but also the brahmanical law-books 
declare sorcery to be a sin, place the magician on a level with 
im pastors and rogues, and invite the king to proceed against 
them with pm;lishment~.2> Certainly in other places in the 
law-books of the Brahmans permission to make use of the 
exorcisms of the Atharvaveda against enemies is expressly 
given,Sl and the ritual texts, which describe the great sacri
fices, contain numerous exorcism-formulas and descriptions of 

') i.e. to appease the demons, to bless friends and to curse enemies. 
•) SBE X, II, p. 176. XLV, pp. 105, 133, 363. Manu IX, 258, 290; XI, 64. Vi~':,IU• 

Smrti 54, 25. 
•) See Manu XI, 83. 
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magic riLes by means of which the priest can annihilate-so 
runs the formula-" him who hates us, and him whom we 
bate." Yet a certain aversion to the Veda of the ma(J'ic 

0 

formulas arose in priestly circles; it was not considered 
sufficiently orthodox and was frequently excluded from the 
canon of sacred texts. From the beginning it held a peculiar 
position in the sacred literature. Wherever, in old works, 
there is talk of sacred knowledge, there the trayl vidya, 
"the three-fold knowledge," that is, ].tgveda, Yajurveda, and 
Samaveda, is always mentioned first; the Atharvaveda 
always follows ajte1• the trayi vidyii, and sometimes is even 
entirely passed over. It even happens that the VedaQgas 
and the epic narratives (itihasapuraQa) are represented as 
sacred texts, while the Atharvaveda remains unmentioned. 
Thus in a Grhyasutra ll a ceremony is described, by which 
the Vedas are to be "laid into " the new-born child. 
This takes place by means of a formula, which says: 
"I lay the :(tgveda into thee, I lay the Yajurveda 
into thee, I lay t.he SitmavP.da into thee, I lay the 
discourses (vakoval\:ya) into thee, the tales and legends 
(itihasapuraQa) I lay into thee, all the Vedas I lay into thee." 
Here, then, the Atharvaveda is intentionally passed over. 
Even in old Buddhist· texts it is said of learned Brahmans 

·that they are versed in the three Vedas.2
> The fact however 

that already in one Sarphita of the Black Yajurveda 3l and also 
occa!'ionally in old Brahmai}.as and U pani~ad~ the Atharva
veda is mentioned by the side of the three other Vedas shows 

•) Sankhiiyana-Grhyasiitra I, 24, 8. 

•) Snttanip>ita, Selasntta is especially remarkable, where it is said of the Brahman 
Sela that he is conversant with the three vedas, the Vedllngas and the Itih!lsa as fifth (ed. 
Fausboll, p. 101). Also in Snttaniplta 1019 it is said of Bhiivari that he has mastered th 
three Vedas. (SBE, vol. X, II, pp. 98 and 189). 

•) Taittiriya-SaJ:!Ihitii, VII, 5, 11, 2, where the plural of Ailgiras etauds in the sense 
of " Atharvaveda." See above, pp 120 f. 
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that this non-mention of the Atharvaveda is no proof of the 
late origin of the SaJ11hita. 

But even though it is certain that our version of the 
Atbarvaveda-Sa??l-hita is later than that of the ~gveda

Sa'f!lhifa, yet it by no means follows from this that the ltymns 

themselves are later than the ~gveda hymns. It only follows! 
that the latest hymns of the Atharvaveda are later than the 
latest hymns of the ]Jgveda. However, certain as it is that 
among the hymns of the Atbarvaveda there are many which 
are la.ter than the great majority of ~gveda hymns, it is 
equally certain that the magic poetry of the Atbarvaveda is 
in itself at least as old as, if not older than, the sacrificial 
poetry of the ~gveda, that numerous pieces of the Atliarva
veda date lJack into the same dim prehistoric times as the 
oldest songs of the ~gveda. It will not do at all to speak of 
a" period of the Atharvaveda." Like the lJgveda-Sarphita, 
so too the collection of the Atharvaveda contains pieces which 
are separated from each. other by centuries. Only of the 
later parts of the Atharvaveda-Sarphita. it can be said that 
many of them were only composed after the pattern of the 
~gveda-hymns. I consider as erroneous the opinion of 
Olden berg,t> that the oldest form of magic formulas in India 
was the prose form, and that the whole literature of magic 
verses and magic songs was only created after the "pattern of 
its elder sister, the poetry of the sacrificial hymns." r::. After all it is quite a different spirit that breathes from 
the magic songs of the Atharvaveda than from the hymns of 
the ~gveda. Here we move in quite a different world. On 
the one hand the great gods of the sky, who embody the 
mighty phenomena of Nature, whom the singer glorifies and 
praises, to whom he Sl:lcrifices, and to whom be prays, strong, 
helpful, some of them lofty beings, most of them friendly 
gods of life-on the other band the dark, demoniacal powers, 

') Litere.tur des e.lten Indien, P• 41, 
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which bring disease and misfortune upon mankind, ghostly 
beings, against whom the wizard hurls his wild curses, or 
whom he tries to soothe and banish by flattering speeches. 
Indeed, many of these magic songs, like the magic rites 
pertaining to them, belong to a sphere of conceptions which, 
spread over the whole earth, ever recur with the most 
surprising similarity in the most varying peoples of all 
countries. Among the Indians of North America, among the 
Negro races of Africa, among the Malays and Mongol!!!, among 
the ancient Greeks and Romans, and frequently still among 
the peasantry of present-day Europe, we find a.gain exactly 
the same views, exactly the same strange leaps of thought 
in the magic songs and magic rites, as have come down to us 
in the Atharvaveda of the ancient Indians. There are, then, 
numerous verses in the Atharvaveda, which, according to 
their character and often also their contents, differ just as 
little from the magic formulas of the American-Indian 
medicine-men and Tartar shamans, as from the 1\Ierse burg 
magic maxims, which belong to the sparse remains of the 
oldest German poetry. Thus we read, for example, in one of 
the .1\Ierseburg magic incantations that "Wodan, who well 
understood it," charmed the sprained leg of Balder's foal with 
the formula: 

" Bone to bone, 
Blood to blood, 
Limb to limbs, 
As if they were glued." 

And quite similarly it is said in A tharvaveda IV, 12, in a 
spell against the breaking of a leg: 

u With marrow be the marrow joined, thy limb united with the limb. 
Let what hath fallen of thy flesh, and the bone also grow again. [:3] 
Let marrow close with marrow, let skin grow united with the skin, 
Let blood and bone grow strong iQ thee, flesh grow together with the 

flesh. [4] 
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Join thou together hair with hair,1J join thou together skin with skin, 
Let blood and bone grow strong in thee. Unite the broken part, 0 

Plant." s) [5] 

The great importance of the Atharv~veda-Sa~phita. lies 
in the very fact that it is an invaluable source of knowledge 
of the real popular belief as yet uninfluenced by the priestly 
religion, of the faith in numberless spirits, imps, ghosts, and 
demons of every kind, and of the witchcraft, so eminently 
important for ethnology and for the history of religion. How 
very importa~ the Atharvaveda is for the ethnologist, may 
be shown by the following glance at the various classes of 
hymns which the collection contains. 

One of the chief constituent parts of the Atharvaved~
Sarphita. consists of Songs and Spells for the Healing of 
Diseases, which belong to the magic rites of healing (bhaifi!a
jyani). They are either addressed to the diseases themselves 
imagined as personal beings, as demons,3> or to whole classes 
of demons who are considered to be the creators of diseases. 
And in Inrlia, as among other peoples, it is believed that 
these demons either oppress and torment the patient from 
outside, or that the patient is possessed by them. Some of 
these spells are also invocations and praises of the curative 
herb, which is to serve as the cure of the disease; others 
again, are prayers to the water to which special healing power 
is ascribed, or to the fire which is looked on by the Indians 
as the mightiest soarer of demons. These songs of magic, 
together with the magic rites attached to them, of which we 
learn in the Kausikasutra which will be mentioned later, form 
the oldest system of Indian medical scienc9. The symptoms 

1 ) The healing herb is addressed. 

•) Translated by R. T. H. Griffith. 
•} The name of the disease is at the same time the name of the demon. It is 

exactly the same, for instance, with the Malays: they have as many names of disease· 
spirits as of diseases known to them. 

17 
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of the various diseases are often described with great clear
ness in the songs, and therefore they are not uninteresting for 
the history of medicine. This is true particularly of the 
spells against fever. In the later text-books of medicine the 
fever is still called "the king of diseases," on account of its 
frequency and violence. Numerous charms are addressed to 
Takman 1>-tbis is the name of the fever imagined as a demon 
in the Atharvav:eda. Thus, for instance, hymn Ath. V. 22, 
from which a few verses may here be quoted: 

"And thou thyself who makest all men yellow, consuming them with 
burning heat like Agni, 

Thou, Fever I then be weak and ineffective. Pass hence into the realms 
below or vanish. [2] 

Endowed with universal power I send Fever downward, far away, 
The spotty, like red-coloured dust, sprung from a spotty ancestor. [8] 
Go, Fever, to the Mujavans, or, farther, to the Bahlikas, 2 > 

Seek a lascivious ~udra girl and seem to shake her through and through. [7] 
Since thou now cold, now burning hot, with cough besides, bast made us 

shake, 
Terrible, Fever, are thy darts; forbear to injure us with these. [10] 
Go, Fever, with Consumption, thy brother, and with thy sister, Cough, 
And with thy nephew Herpes, go away unto that alien _folk. s) [12] 

This pious wish, that the diseases may go to other people, 
· may visit other lands, returns frequently in the songs of the 

Atharvaveda. In a similar manner the cough is sent away 
from the patient into the far distance with the spell Ath. VI, 
105: 

"As the soul with the soul's desires swiftly to a distance flies, thus do 
thou, 0 cough, fly forth along the soul's course of flight I (I) 

As a well-sharpened arrow swiftly to a distance flee, thus do thou, 
0 cough, fly forth along the expanse of the earth I (2) 

•) On the hymn to T.kman, see J. V, Grohmann, Ind. Stud. 9, 1865, 881 ff. 
•) Names of tribes. 
•) Translated by R. T. H. Griffith, 
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As the rays of the sun swiftly to a distance fly, thus do thou, 0 cough, 
fly forth along the flood of the sea" 11 > (S) 

On account of their picturesque, sublime language, some 
of these magic song3 deserve to be valued as examples of 
lyrical poetry. Certainly we must not expect too much in 
this poetry; we must be content to be surprised here and 
there by a pretty simile, as when, in a spell against ble€ding, 
the magician addresses the veins as red-robed maidens (Ath. 
I, 17): 

"Those maidens there, the veins, who run their course in robes of ruddy hue, 
.1\fust now stand quiet, reft of power, like sisters who are brotherless. [l] 
Stay stil1, thou upper vein, stay stil1, thou lower, stay, thou midmost one, 
The smallest one of all stand still : let the great vessel e'en be still. [2] 
Among a. thousand vessel.;~ charged with blood, among a. thousand veins, 
Even these the middlemost stand still and their extremities have rt>st. [:3] 
A mighty rampart built of sand hath circled and encompassed you. 
Be still, and quietly take rest." tl 

However, these sayings are not always so poetical. Very 
often they are most monotonous, and in many of them, in 
common with the poetical compositions of primitive peoples, 
it is chiefly that monotonous repetition of the same words and 
sentences of which their poetical form consists.8> onen, too, 
as is the case with the magic incantations of all peoples, their 
meaning is intentionally problematic and obscure. Such a 
monotonous and, at the same time, obscure verse is, for m
stance, that against scrofulous swellings (Ath. VI, 25): 

"The five and fifty (sores) that gather together upon the nape of the 
neck, from here they all shall pass away, as the pustules of the (disease 
called) apakit! (l) 

1 ) Translated by M. Bloomfield, SBE, 42, p. 8. 
•) Translated by R. T. H. Griffith. 
•) On repetition as the crudest rudimentary form of poetry, cf. H. Bchurtz, Urges· 

chichte der Kultur, Leipr;ig and Vienna, 1900, pp. 523 ff. 
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Th~ seven and seventy (sores) that gather together upon the neck, 
from here they all shall pass away, as the pustules of the (disease called) 
apakit I (2) 

The nine and ninety (sores) that gather together upon the shoulders 
from here they all shall pass away, as the pustules of the (disease called) 
apakit I" > (3) 

There is here again a remarkable agreement between 
Indian and German magic incantations. Similarly as 55, 
77, or 99 diseases are mentioned in the Atharvaveda, so in 
German incantations too, 77 or 9:1 diseases are often spoken 
of. For example in this German spell against fever : 

" This water and the blood of Christ is good for the 
seventy-seven kinds of fever." 

A conception which the ancient Indians have in common 
not only with the Germans but also with many other peoples, 
is that many diseases are caused by worms. There are there
fore a series of magic songs, which are intended to serve the 
purpose of exorcism and driving away all kinds of worms. 
Thus we read Ath. II, 31 : 

"The worm which is in the entrails, that which 1s in the head, and 
that which is ia the ribs ...... these worms we crush with this spell. [4] 

'l'he worms which have settle1 down in the hills, in the woods, in the 
plants, in the cattle, in the waters, and those which have settled down in 
our bodies, this whole breed of worms I crush." [5] 

These worms are regarded as demoniacal beings, their 
king and governor are mentioned, also male and female ones, 
worms of many colours and fantastical forms, and so on : for 
instance, in the spell against worms in children (Ath. V. 23) : 

Slay the worms in this boy. 0 lndra, lord of treasures ! Slain are 
all the evil powers by my fierce imprecation I (:l) 

') Tranela.ted by M. BloomJield, SBE., 42, p. 19, 
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Him that moves about in the eyes, that moves about in the nose, 
that gets to the middle of the teeth, that worm do we crush. (8) 

The two of like colour, the two of different colour ; the two black ones, 
and the two red ones ; the brown one; and the brown-eared one; the (one 
like a) vulture, and the (one like a) cuckoo, are slain. (4) 

The worms with white shoulders, the black ones with white arms, and 
all those that are variegated, these worms do we crush. (5) 

Slain is the king of the worms and their viceroy also is slain. Slain 
is the worm, with him his mother slain, his brother slain, his sister 

slain. 
Slain are they who are inmates with him, slain are 

moreover all the quite tiny worms are slain. 

(11) 
his neighbours ; 

(12) 
Of all the male worms, and of all the female worms do 

heads with the stone, I burn their faces with fire.'' 1 > 

I split the 
(18) 

Similarly, German spells are directed against "he-worm 
and she-worm" and worms of various colours are mentioned 
in the German spell against toothache : 

"Pear-tree, I complain to thee, 
Three worms are pricking me. 
The one is grey, 
The other is blue, 
The third is red, 
I wish they were all three dead."2) 

Very numerous, too, are the incantations which are 
directed against whole classes of demons, which are looked 
upon as the originators of diseases, especially against the 
Pisacas (goblins) and Rak~asas (devils). The object of these 
spells is the scattering or exorcising of these demoniacal 
beings. An example is found in the song Ath. IV, 36 against 

1 ) Translated by M. Bloomfield, SBE., 42, p. 24. 
•) The belief that toothache is caused by worms, is not_ only prevalent in India, 

Germany, England and France. In Madagascar, too, it is said of one who has toothache: 
"He is ill through the worm." And the Cherokees have a spell against toothache which 
says: "The intruder in the tooth has spoken, and it is only a worm." (James Mooney in 
the 7th Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1885-86, Washington, ·1891, PP• 367 f.). 
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the Pisacas, from which the following verses, here reproduced 
in prose, are taken, which indicated a boundless self-assertion 
on the part of the wizard. 

" I am a pest to the Pisacas, as the tiger to the owners of oxen. Like 
dogs, when they have perceived the lion, they find no loophole. [6] 

I cannot bear with the Pisacas, nor with thieves and prowlers in the 
forests. From the village which I enter, the Pi§acas vanish. [7] 

From the village which my violent strength encounters, the Pisacas 
vanish ; they have no more evil intentions." [8] 

Along with this belief in devilish beings which bring 
diseases upon mankind, we find in India also the world-wide 
belief in male and female demons (Incubi and Succubi), which 
visit mortal women and men by night. These are the .Apsaras 
and Gandharvas of the ancient Indian popular belief, which 
correspond in every respect and in an amazing manner with 
the sprites and elves and fairies of the German popular 
belief. They are originally spirits of nature, river and forest 
deities. Rivers and trees are their dwelling places, which 
they leave only to entice mortals and to injure them by 
unnatural co-habitation. In order to drive away these spirits, 
the ancient Indian magicians made use of a pleasant-smelling 
plant, called Ajaspigi (Odina pinnata), and recited the song 
Ath. IV, 37, from which I quote the following verses: 

"With thee do we scatter the Apsaras s.nd Gandharvas. 0 
(Odina pinnata), goad (aga) the Rakshas, drive them all away 
r.melll 

ajasringt 
with thy 

(2) 

The Apsaras, Guggulu, Pil~, Naladi, Aukshagandhi, and Pramandani 
(by name), shall go to the river, to the ford of the waters, as if blown 
away I Thither do ye, 0 Apsat·as, pass away, (since) ye have been re
coO'nised I t) (3) 

0 

•) According to the magic lore of the Indians, ag of other peoples, spirits and ghosts 
become powerless when recognized and called by name. Gaggulii, and 10 on, are names of 

certain Apsaras. 
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Where grow the asvattha (Fiwa relt$ifJsa) and the banyan-trees, the 
great trees with crowns, thither do ye, 0 Apsaras pass away, (since) ye 
have been recognised I (4) 

Of the crested Gandharva, the husband of the Apsaras, who comes 
dancing hither, I crush the two mushkas and cut off the sepas. (7) 

One is like a dog-, one like an ape. As a youth with luxuriant locks, 
pleasant to look upon, the Gandharva hangs about the woman. Him do 
we drive out from here with our powerful charm. ( 11) 

The Apsaras you know, are your wives; ye, the Gandharvas 
are their husbands. Speed away, ye immortals, do not go after 

mortals I " t> (12) 

Just as in this song in the Atharvaveda, the elf in the 
German incantations is exhorted to leave the houses of 
mortals, and to depart to the rivers and trees. Just like the 
Apsaras and the Gandharvas, too, the Germanic water-fairies 
and elves love music and dancing, with which they lure 
mortal men and women. Just as in the ancient Indian magic 
song the Gandharva appears now as a dog, now as an ape, 
now as a youth with beautiful curls, the elf of the German 
legends makes his appearance in all kinds of transformations. 
Again, just as the Apsaras of the Indians have their swings 
in the branches of the banana and fig trees, the water-fairies 
of German popular belief swing in the branches and on the 
tree-tops. As here in the Atharvaveda a sweet-smelling plant 
serves to scare away the demons, so too sweet-smelling herbs 
(like thyme) were thought by the Germans to be an excellent 
means of driving away elves and other spirits. These points 
of agreement can scarcely be mere coincidences : and we may 
well agree with Adalbert Kuhn, who compared Indian and 
German incantations as long as sixty years ago,2> in assuming 
that not only certain phenomena of magic lore, but also 
quite definitely developed forms of magic songs and magic 

') Translated by M. Bloomfield, BBE., Vol. 42, pp. 83 f. 
1 ) In Vol. XIII of Zeitscbriftfiirver~leichende Sprachwissenschaft (1864), pP· 49 ff.", 

ll3 ff. . 
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formulas may be traced back to the Indo-European period, 
and that the German and Indian magic songs thus give us a 
clue to a kind of prehistoric poetry of the Indo-Europeans. 

The prayers for health and long life, called by the 
Indians ayu~yaQ.i suktani, i.e. "hymns achieving long life," 
which form the second class of the hymns of the Atharvaveda, 
are but little different from the magic spells for healing. These 
are prayers, as they were used chiefly at family festivals, such 
as the first hair-cutting of the boy, the first shaving of the 
youth, and the initiation (upanayana ). The prayer for a 
great age, for a life of "a· hundred autumns" or "a hundred 
winters," for deliverance from the 100 or 101 kinds of death, 
and for protection against all sorts of diseases, here recurs 
again and again in a rather monotonous manner. Book XVII, 
consisting of a single hymn of thirty stanzas, belongs to this 
class of hymns. As in the spells of healing, the healing herb 
which the magic-doctor uses is often invoked, so some of these 
prayers for long life are addressed to amulets which are to 
ensure health and long life to the wearer. 

In the closest connection with these prayers are the 
extremely numerous benedictions (pau~tikani), by means of 
which the farmer, the shepherd, the mercb ant hope to gain 
happiness and success in their undertakings. Here we find a 

· prayer which is used at the building of a house, benedictions 
for ploughing, for sowing, for the growth of the corn, and 
exorcisms against field-vermin, spells against the danger of fire, 
prayers for rain used in rain-magic, numerous benedictions for 
the prosperity of the herds of cattle, exorcisms of a herdsman 
against wild animals and robbers, prayers of a merchant for 
good business and good fortune on his journey, of a gamester 
for good luck with the dice, proscriptions and exorcisms 
against snakes, and so on. On1y a few of these songs and \f 
spells are of any worth as poetry. It frequently happens, 
however, that in a very mediocre poem of considerable length, 
we find single verses of great beauty. The most beautiful is 
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perhaps the rain-song Ath. IV, 15. Here we read: Driven by 
the wind may the clouds pass by, and "while the great, 
cloud-enwrapped bull roars,Il may the rushing waters refresh 
the earth.'' Parjanya himself is invoked with the words : 

" Roar, thunder, set the sea in agitation, bedew the 
ground with thy sweet rain, Parjanya I 

Send plenteous showers on him who seeketh shelter, 
and let the owner of lean kine go homeward." ») 

'l:he least amount of poetry is found in those benedictions 
which contain only quite general prayers for happiness and 
blessing or for protection against danger and evil. Among 
the latter are the so-called "mrgarasuktani" (Ath. IV, 23-29), 
a litany consisting of seven hymns of seven verses each. They 
are addressed respectively to Agni (1 ), Indra (2), Vayu and 
Savitar (3), heaven and earth (4), the Maruts (5), Bhava and 
Sarva s) (6), Mitra and VaruQ.a (7), and every verse concludes 
with the refrain-likA prayer for deliverance from affliction. 

The word " arphas," however, which we here translate by 
"affliction," com hines in itself the meanings " distress, afflic
tion" on one side, and " guilt, sin " on the other. Therefore 
the above-mentioned_ litany can be reckoned among that class 
of Atharvaveda hymns which is connected with expiatory 
ceremonies (prayascittani). These expiatory formul~ and 
spells for cleansil'l:g from guilt and sin are less different 
from the spells of healing than one might think. For, to Indian 
ideas, an expiation, a prayascitta, is necessary not only for 
"sins" in our sense, i.e. offences against the moral rule, or 

1 ) The rain-god Parjo.nya. 
•) Ath. IV. 15, 6, translated by R. T. H. Griffith. In time of drought the cows have 

become lean on account of scanty food. ~ow the herdsman must flee before the rain, and 
better times will come for the cattle (Weber, Ind. Stud., Vol. 18, p. 62). 

•) Names or forms of Rudra; a god who plays a prominent part in witchcraft and in 
the magic songs of the Atharvaveda, while be occupies a more subordinate position in the 

hymns of the ltgveda. 

18 
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transgressions Rgainsi. religion, but by the side of propitiatory 
formu]ae for imperfectly performed sacrifices and ceremonies, 
for crimes consciously and unconsciously committed, for sins of 
thought, for non-payment of debts, especially gambling debts, 
for the marriage prohibited by the law, of a younger brother 
before the elder, and beside general· prayers for liberation 
from guilt and sin and their consequences, we find also 
propitiatory formulas, and, in connection with atonement 
ceremonies, songs and spells by which mental and physical 
infirmities, unpropitious omens (e.g. by the flight of birds or 
the birth of twins or the birth of a child under an unlucky 
star), bad dreams and sudden accidents are " expiated," i.e. 
warded off or weakened in their effects. The conception 
"guilt" "sin " "evil" " misfortune" are continually mer(J'ed 

' ' ' 0 
one into the other. The fact is that everything evil-disease 
and misfortune, just the same as guilt and sin-is looked on 
as caused by evil spirits. Like the invalid or the madman, 
so is the evil-doer, too, the sinner, possessed by a wicked 
demon. The same fiends which bring disease, also send the 
unfavourable omens and the accidents themselves. Thus, for 
example, Ath. X, 3, an amulet, which is tied on the person, 
is praised extravagantly in twenty-five verses and glorified as 
a mighty protection against dangers and evils of every kind, 

. against evil magic, against bad dreams and unfavourable 
omens, against" the sin which my mother, which my father, 
which my brothers and which my sister and which we our
selves have committed," and at the same time as a universal 
remedy for all diseases. 

Family discord, too, arises through the influence of evil 
demons or malicious wizards. Therefore we find in the 
Atharvaveda also a number of spells for the restoration of 
harm On_Y, which stand midway betwee-n-tfiee"ipfafory.formulas 
and the benedictions. For to this class . belong not only the 
spells by which peace and harmony are to be restored in the 
family, but also formulas by which one can appease the wrath· 
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of a great master, or by which one desires to gain influence 
in an assembly, the art of persuasion in a court of law, and so 
on. One of the most pleasing of this kind of songs is. .A th. 
III, 30, which begins with the words: 

" Of one heart and of one mind, 
Free from hatred do I make you, 
Take delight in one another, 
As the cow does in her baby calf. 

Loya 1 to his sire the son be, 
Of one mind, too, with his mother; 
Sweet and kindly language ever 
Let the wife speak to her husband. 

Brother shall not bate the brother, 
And the sister not the sister. 
Of one mind and of one intent, 
~-peak ye words of kindness.only." 1.) 

Of course some of these reconciliation-spells could also be 
employed in the restoration of unity between husband and wife. 
But the m agio songs referrin$ to marriag_~_a_!l.!!.).o_ye 

form a large ~eparate class of hymns of the Atharvaveda; and 
in the Kausika~utra we become acquainted with the manifold 
kinds of love-magic and all the magic rites, which are called 
"strikarmaQ.i" or "women's rites," and for which these songs 
and spells were employed. There are, however, two sorts of 
spells belonging to this class. Those of the one kind have a 
sociable and peaceful character and refer to marriage and the 
begetting of children. They are pious spells connected with 
harmless magical rites by which a maiden tries to obtain a 
bridegroom, or a young man a bride, benedictions upon the 
bridal pair and the newly-married, magic songs and spells 

1 ) This is an almost literal translation. The translation by J. Mu.ir, Metrical 

Translations from Sanskrit Writers, p. 139, is rather free. 
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through which conception shall be accelerated and the birth 
of a male child effected, prayers for protection of the pregnant 
woman, also of the unborn and the new-born child, and so on. 
Of this kind is the whole of Book XIV, which contains a. 
collection of marriage-verses and is, nn the whole, a second, 
gre;:ttly enlarged edition of the marriage verses of the J;tg
veda.1> More numerous is the second kind of these spells, 
consisting of wild exorcisms and curses, which refer to love
intrigues and disturbances of the married life. Still fairly 
harmless are the spells through which a wife wishes to pacify 
her husband's jealousy, or the verses which are to bring the 
unfaithful wife back to her husband, or the charm for inducing 
sleep (Ath. IV, 5), in which the following verse proves 
that the song is used by a lover who steals to his sweetheart: 
"J\Iay the mother sleep, may the father sleep, may the dog 
sleep, may the eldest in the house sleep, may her relations 
sleep, may all the people round about sleep." 2> Less harm
less and partly of primeval savageness are the spells by which 
a person is to be forced to love against his or her will. The 
belief, existing all over the world, that by means of" the picture 
of a person one can harm or obtain power over that person, is 
also found in ancient India. If a man wished to gain the 
love of a woman, he made a picture out of clay, took a. bow 
with a string of hemp, an arrow the barb of which WitS a thorn, 
the feather of which came from an owl, the shaft of which 
was made of black wood, and began to. pierce the heart of the 
picture through and through with the arrow-a symbolical 
piercing of the heart of the beloved with the arrow of the 
love-god Kama-while he recited the verses of the magic 
song, At h. III, 25 : 

1 ) Bee above, pp. 107 f. The marriage prayers as also the love-charms of the 
Atharvaveda have been translated and explained by A. Weber, Ind. Stud., Vol. V. 

•) Bloomfie~d (SBE., Vol 42, p. 105) calls the hymn a "charm at an assignation," 
Whitney {HOS., Vol. 7, p. 151} "an incantation to put to sleep." See also Th. Aufrecht, 

Ind. Stud. 4, 337 ff., on the two sleeping-spells, ltv. VII, 55 and A th. IV, 5. 
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"May (Jove) the disquieter, disquiet thee; do not hold out upon thy 
bed: with the terrible arrow of KAma. (love) do I pierce thee in the 

heart. 
The arrow, winged with longing, barbed with love, whose shaft is 

undeviating desire, with that, well-aimed, KAma shall pierce thee in the 

heart I 
With that well-aimed arrow of KA.ma which parches the spleen, whose 

plume flies forward, which burns up, do I pierce thee in the heart. 
Consumed by burning ardour, with parched mouth, do thou (woman) 

come to me, pliant (thy) pride laid aside, mire alone, speaking sweetly and 
and to me devoted I 

I drive thee with a goad from thy mother and thy father, so that thou 
shalt be in my power, shalt come up to my wish. 

All her thought do ye, 0 Mitra and Varui}a, drive out of her I 
Then, having deprived her of her will, put her into my power alone I" •) 

A woman acts in a similar manner if she wants to compel 
the love of a man. She makes an effigy of the man, places 
it before herself, and hurls heated arrow-heads at it, while 
she recites the song, Ath. VI, 130 and 138 with the refrain: 
" Send forth Desire, ye Deities I Let him consume with love 
of me 1 '' Thus she says : 

" Madden him, Maruts, madden him. Madden him, madden him, 0 Air. 
Madden him, Agni, madden him. Let him consume with Jove of me. 

(130, 4.) 

Down upon thee, from head to foot, I draw the pangs of longing love. 
Send forth Desire, ye Deities I Let him consume with Jove of me. 

(131, 1.) 

If thou shouldst run three leagues away, five leagues, a horse's 
daily stage, 

Thence thou shalt come to me again and be the father of our sons." 11 > 

(131, 3.) 

1 ) Translated by M. BtoomfieZd, SBE., Vol. 42, p. 102. 
•) Translated by R. T. H. Griffith. In the refrain (131, 1) I have corrected "send 

forth the charm" into "send forth Desire."-The author, 
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The wildest incantations, actually bristling with hatred, 
are those which women use in the attempt to oust their rivals. 
One example is Ath. I, 14 :. 

"I have taken unto myself her fortune and bet• glory, 1\S a wr~ath of 
a tree. Like a mountain with broad foundation may she sit a long time 
with her parents I -

This woman shall be subjected to thee as thy wife, 0 King Yam a I) 
(till then) let her be fixed to the bouse of her mother, or her brother, or her 
father I 

This woman shall be the keeper of thy house, 0 king (Yama), and her 
do we make over to thee I May she long sit with her relatives, until 
(her hair) drops from het· head I 

With the incantation of Asita, of Kasyapa, and of Gaya~) do I cover 
up thy fortune, as women cover (something) within a chest." 8.) 

Language of unbridled wildness, of unmistakeable mean~ 

ing is also found in the songs which are intended to make a 
woman barren (Ath. VII, 35) or to rob a man of his genera• 
tive power (Ath. VI, 138; VI I, 90). 

These love-incantations really belong already to that class 
of hymns which are designated by the old name "Angiras,"'> 
to the class of the curses and exorcisms against demons, 
wizards and enemies (iibhicarikaQ.i). Some of the charms 
of healing, too, can just as well be included in this class inas
much as they contain exorcisms against the demons of disease. 
Of this kind is among other things, also the second half of 
Book XVI, which contains an exorcism against nightmare in 
which this demon is told to visit the enemies. In these exor
cisms no difference is made between demons and malicious 

•) The god of death. 
•) Probably names of famous wiz&rds. 
•) Trausl~ted by Y. Bloomfield. (SBE., Vol. 42, p. 107) who was the first to give a 

correct interpretation of this difficult charm {ob. pp. 252 ff.) Whitney (HOS., Vol. 7, p. 15) 

describes it as an "imprecation of spinsterhood on a woman." 

•) See above, pp. 120 f. 
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wizards and witches, and against them, Agni especially, the 
fire as a demon-destroyer, is called to the rescue. Numerous 
popular names of demons, otherwise quite unknown, are found 
in these hymns, in which indeed we continually meet with 
ideas more genuinely popular than usual. Thus we here 
come across the view, deeply-rooted in the popular belief
and that, of all peoples-that disease and misfortune can be 
caused not only by demons, but also by malicious people who 
are endowed with magic power. The· magic by means of which 
these bad people work evil, is often personified in the songs, 
and a magic antidote-a healing herb, an amulet, a talisman-
is confronted with it. The spells and songs connected with 
this hostile magic and its magic antidotes are often distin
guished by a raciness and ferocity which are not without a 
certain beauty. In any case, in some of these curses and 
exorcisms of the Atharvaveda, there. is more good popular 
poetry than in most of the sacrificial songs and prayers of the 
l;tgveda. An example of this is the song for averting· evil 
magic, Ath. V, 14, of which a few verses may here be 
quoted: 

"An eagle found thee: with his snout a wild boar dug thee 
from the earth. 

Harm thou, 0 Plant, the _mischievous, and drive the sorcerer 
away. [1] 

Beat thou the Yatudbanas back, drive thou away the sorcerer i 

And chase afar, 0 Plant, the man who fain would do us injury. [2] 
As 'twere a strip cut round from skin of a white-footed antelopa, 
Bind, like a golden chain, 0 God, his witchcraft on the sorc~rer. [3] 
Take thou his sorcery by the band, and to the sorcerer lead it back. 
Lay it before him, face to face, that it ~ay kill the sorcerer. [4] 
Bae:k on the wizard fall his craft, upon the curser light his 

curse. 
Let witchcraft, like a well-naved car, roll back upon the sorcerer. (5] 
Whoso, for other's harm bath dealt-woman or man-in 

· magic arts, 
'fo him we lead the sorcery back, even as a courser with a rope. (6) 
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Go as a son goes to his sire : bite as a trampled viper bites, 
As one who flies from bonds, go back, 0 Witchcraft to the 

sorcerer." U (10] 

In a similar manner in the song At h. VI, 37, the curse is 
personified and returned to the cursing one in the following 
vigorous verses : 

" Hithet·ward, having yoked his steeds, came 
Imprecation, thousand-eyed, 
Seeking my curser, as a wolf the home of one who owneth sheep. [l] 
A void us, Imprecation I as consuming fire avoids the lake. 
Smite thou the man who curses us, as the sky's lightning strikes 

the tree. [2] 
Who curses us, himself uncursed, or, cursed, who curses us 

again, 
Him cast I as a sop to Death, as to a dog one throws a bone." 2 l [3] 

Here we may mention the magnificent hymn to VaruJ.la 
(Ath. IV, 16), the first half of which celebrates the almighty 
power and omniscience of God in language which is familiar 
to us from the Psalms, but which is extremely rarely heard 
in India, while the second half is nothing but a vigorous 
exorcism-formula against liars and libellers, such as are not 
infrequent in the Atharvaveda. I give the first five 
verses of this remarkable poem in the beautiful poetical 
translation of Muir,3> and verses 6-9 in the prose translation 
of M. Bloomfield.4

' 

" The mighty lord on high our deeds, as if at hand, espies; 
The gods know all men do, though men would fain their acts 

disguise , [ 1] 
Whoever stands, whoever moves, or steals from place to place, 
Or hides him in his secret cell,-the gods his movements trace. 

1) Translated by R. T. H. (}riffith. 

•) Translated by R. T. H. Griffith. 
•) Metrical Translations from Sanskrit Writers, p. 163. 

•) SBE., Vol. 42, pp. 88 f. 
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Wherever two together plot, and deem they are alot;~e, 
King Varui)a is there, a third, and al.l their scheme~ are known. (2] 

This earth is his, to him belong those vast and boundless skies; 
Both seas within him rest, and yet in that small pool he lies. [3] 

Whoever far beyond the sky should think his way to wing. 
He could not there elude the grasp of Varul}a the king. 
His spies, descending from the skies, glide all this ~orld around; 
Their thousand eyes all-scanning sw~ep to earth's remotast bound. [ 4] 

Whate'er exists in heaven and ea.rth, wh.atever beyond the skies, 
Before the eyes of Varu!}a, the king, unfolded lies. 
The ceaseless winkings all he counts of every mortal's eyes, 
He wields this universal frame as gamester throws his dice. [5] 

May all thy fateful toils which, seven by seven, threefold, lie spread 
out, ensnare him that speaks falsehood : him that speaks the truth they 
shall let go I (6] 

With a hundred snares, 0 Varurta, surround him, let the liar not go 
free from thee, 0 thou that observest men I The rogue shall sit his belly 
hanging loose, like a cask without hoops, bursting all abont I [7] 

With (the snare of) Varul}a which is fasten~d lengthwise, and that 
which (is fastened) broadwise, with the indigenous and the foreign; with 
the divine and the human,- · [8] 

With all these snares do I fetter thee, 0 N. N., descended from N .. N., 
the son of the woman N. N. : all these do I design for thee." [9] 

Roth IJ says with regard to this hymn : " There is no 
other song in the whole of Vedic literature, which expresses 
the divine omniscience in such impressive words, and yet 
this beautiful work of art has been degraded into· the· exor
dium of an exorcism. Still, here as with many other portions 
of this Veda, we may surmise that available frag~ents of 
older hymns were used for the purpose of re-furb~shing 

1 ) Abhandlung iiber den Ath11rvaveda., Tiibingen 1856, pp. 29 f. where the hymn is 
translated into el:erma.n. For other translations of the hymn see Whitne!l, HOS,. Vol. 7, 
p.l76. 

19 
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magic formulre. As a fragment of this kind the first five 
or even six verses of our hymn may be considered." I 
fully agree to these words. The supposition of Bloom
field/> that the whole poem, just as it is, was composed 
from the first for magic purposes, does not seem to me at all 
probable. 

There exists a rather large class of magic songs, 
which are in tended for the needs of the kings, partly 
exorcism formulas against enemies and partly benedic
tions. Every king was compelled, in India, from the earliest 
times, to have his Purohita or family priest, and this family 
priest had to be familiar with the magic rites which 
refer to the life of a king (' rajakarmih;d,' ' kings' rites') and 
also with the songs and charms belonging to these rites. The 
Atharvaveda therefore is closely connected with the warrior 
caste. Thus we here find the songs which refer to the conse
cration of a king, when the king is sprinkled with the 
holy water and steps upon the tiger-skin ; we find spells 
which are intended to ensure for the king mastery 
over other princes, and power and fame in general, prayers 
for the king when he girds on his armour, when he 
ascends his war-chariot, and so on. There is an interest
ing prayer (Ath. III, 4) at the election of a king, in which 
the heavenly King Varu:r;1a appears as the one who chooses 
the king, the name of the god being brought into etymologi
cal connection with the verb var, " to choose." A remark
able magic formula is that for the restoration of a banished 
king, in Ath. III, 3. Among the most beautiful hymns of 
this class are the battle-chants and magic songs of war, in 
particular the two songs to the drum, which is to call the 
fighters to the battle and to victory (Ath. V., 20 and 21). A 
few verses of V, 20, follow as an example : 

1 ) SBE, Vol. 42, p. 389. 
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Formed out of wood, compact with straps of leather, loud is the 
War-drum as he plays the hero. 

Whetting thy voice and vanquishing opponents, roar at them like 
a lion fain to conquer I [1] 

Like. a bull marked l:y strength among the cattle, roar seeking 
kine and gathering up the booty. 

Pierce through our adversaries' heart with sorrow, and let our 
routed foes desert their hamlets. [3] 

Hearing the Drum's far-reaching voice resounding, let the foe's 
dame, waked by the roar, afllicted, 

Grasping her son, run forward in her terror amid the conflict of 
the deadly weapons.l) [5] 

The Brahmans, however, were from the beginning much 
too practical a people to have used the magic charms always 
only in the interest of kings or other people, and not also for 
themselves. Among the magic incantations belonging to the 
" kings' rites " we already find a few which are concerned 
more with the Purohita, the indispensable family priest of the 
king, than with the latter himself. And although attacks on 
witchcraft and exorcisms are not lacking 2> in brahmanical 
literature, yet the law-book of Manu (XI, 33) says clearly 
and distinctly: " Without hesitation the Brahman shall make 
use of the sacred texts of the Atharvaveda; the word, indeed, 
is the weapon of the Brahman ; therewith may he kill his 
enemies." Thus also in the Atharvaveda we find a whole series 
of magic incantations and exorcisms in the interest 
of the Brahm·a ns. In these hymns the inviolability of the 

. Brahmans and their possessions is repeatedly emphasized in 
the strongest manner, and the heaviest curses are pronounced 

1 ) Translated hy R. T. H. Griffith. In Southern India, even in much later times, 
the Battle Drum was an object of worship, and " was regarded with the same veneration 
that regiments used to bestow upon the• regimental flag in the armies of Europe." H. A. 

Popley, The Musio of India, London, 1921, p. 11. 
•) See above, pp. 125 f. 
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against those who assail the property and lives of the Brah
mans. Besides this, the mystical meaning of the Dak:;;il}.a, i.e. 
the sacrificial fee, is emphasized in the most extravagant 
expressions. The heaviest of all sins is to oppress Brahmans ; 
the highest summit of piety is to give them liberal fees for 
sacrifice; these are the fundamental ideas running through 
all these songs, which are among the most unedifying of the 
whole Atharvaveda. Only a few of the better of these hymns 
contain prayers for enlightenment, wisdom, fame and theolo
gical knowledge. All songs belonging to this class might 
unhesitatingly be included amongst the latest parts of the 
Atharvaveda collection. 

Among the later parts of the Sa1phita are also the songs 
and charms composed for sacrificial purposes, which 
probably were inCluded-rD.-the Atharvaveda only in order that 
the latter, like the othe:r three Vedas, might be brought into 
connection with the sacrifice and be recognised as a real 
"Veda." Thus, for example, we find two Apri 1

> hymns and 
other songs corresponding to the sacrificial chants of the 
~gveda. Prose formulre, too, which correspond to those of 
the Yajurveda, are to be found, for example, in Book XVI, 
the entire first half of which consists of formulre in which 
water is glorified, and which refer to some purification-ritual 
or other. Book XVIII, which contains the prayers pertaining 
to the death ritual and to ancestor-worship, should be included 
among this class of hymns. The funeral songs of Book X of 
the ~gveda,2> recur here literally, though they are in
creased by many additions. Also Book XX, which was added 
quite late, and the hymns of which, with few exceptions, are 
all borrowed from the ~gveda, is related to the soma-sacrifice. 
The only new hymns in this book are the very curious 

1 ) See above, pp. 94 f. 
•) See above, pp. 95ft'. 
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"Kuntapa hymns," Il Ath., XX, 127-136. They, too, form 
part of the sacrificial ritual as liturgies, while in content they 
coincide partly with the Danastutis of the ~gveda,2> by 
praising the liberality of certain princes ; partly they are 
riddles and their solutions,3> but partly also obscene songs 
and coarse jokes. At certain sacrifices, which lasted for many 
days, hymns of this kind constituted the pre~cribed conversa
tion of the priests. 4> 

The last class of hymns of the Atharvaveda which have 
still to be mentioned, are the hymns of theosophical and 
cosmo~onic contents, which doubtlessly belong to the latest 
parts of the Atharvaveda. Nothing, indeed, seems further 
from magic than philosophy, and one might well wonder at 
the fact that the Atharvaveda-Sarphita. contains, besides 
magic incantations, spells and benedictions, ·also hymns of 
philosophical content. However, if we look more closely at 
these hymns, we shall soon find that they, like the magic 
songs, mostly serve only practical purposes. 5> It is not the 
yearning and searching for truth, for the solution of dark 
riddles of the universe, which inspires the authors of these 

~hymns, but they, too, are only conjurers who pose as philo
sophers, by misusing the well known philosophical expressions 
in an ingenious, or rather artificial, web of foolish and non
sensical plays of fancy, in order to create an impression of 
the mystical, the mysterious. What at the first glance 

1 ) What the name " KuntApa " signifies is not known. 
•) See above, pp. 114 f, 
3 } Like those of the ~g~eda. See above, pp. 117 f. 
') A detailed account of the Knntiipa hjm.ns has been given by M. Bloomfield. The 

Atharvaveda (Grundriss, II, 1 B), pp. 96 ff. They were probably part of the·jollification on 
the occasion of the bestowal of the dak~ina, which " in many instances must have led to 

gormandizing and drunkenness, ...... followed ...... by shallow witticisms, by obscene talk, 

and worse" ( l.c., p. 100). 
5 ) Cf. F. Edgert<m, The Philosophical Materials of the Atharva Veda (Studies in 

Honor of .Maurice Bloomfield, New Haven, l!J20, pp. 117 ff.), 
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appears to us as profundity, is often in reality nothing but 
empty mystery-mongering, behind which there is more 
nonsense than profound sense ; and indeed, mystery-mongering 
and the concealment of reality under a mystical veil, are 
part of the magician's trade. Yet these philosophical hymns 
presuppose a fairly high development of metaphysical thought. 
'l'he chief ideas of the U pani~ads, the conception of a highest 
god a~ creator and preserver of the world (Prajapati), and 
even the ideas of an impersonal creative principle, besides a 
number of philosophical terms, such as brahman, tapas, asat, 
praQ.a, manas, must, at the time when these hymns originated, 
already have been the common property of large circles. 
Therefore, too, we must not look upon the theosophical and 
cosmogonic hymns of the Atharvaveda as representing a step 
in the development of Indian philosophy. The productive 
thoughts of the truly philosophical hymns of the :ij,gveda have 
attained their further development only in the U pani~ads, and 
the philosophical hymns of the Atharvaveda can in no way 
be regarded as a transition-step from the oldest philosophy 
to that of the Upani~ads. "They stand," as Deussen says, 
"not so much inside the great course of development, as, 
rather, by its side." 1

> 

Many a deep and truly philosophical idea occasionally 
flashes forth in these hymns out of the mystical haze, but 
in most cases, it may be said that the Atharvan poet is not 
the originator of these ideas, that he has only utilized for 
his own purposes the ingeniousness of others. Thus it is 
certainly an idea worthy of a philosopher, that Kala, Time, 
is the first cause of all existence. Yet, it is the language of the 
mystic and not of the philosopher, when we read in Ath. 
XIX, 53 :2

> 

1 ) Deussen, AGPh. I, 1. p. 209. 
') On this hymn see F. 0. Schrader uber den Stand der iodischen Philosophie zor 

Zeit Mahll.viras und Baddhas, 1902, pp. 20 f. 
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"Time, the steed, runs with seven reins (rays), thousand-eyed, 
ageless, rich in seed. The seers, thinking holy thoughts, mount him, 
all the beings (worlds) are his wheels. 

With seven wheels does this Time ride, seven naves has he, immorta
lity is his axle. He carries hither all these beings (worlds). Time, the 
first god, now hastens onward. 

A full jar has been placed upon Time; him, verily, we see existing 
in many form~. He carries away all these beings (worlds) ; they call 
him Time in the highest heaven." and so on. 

Certainly, the idea that Kala, Time, has brought forth 
everything, finds worthy expression in the two verses 5 and 6: 

"Time begot yonder heaven, Time also (begot) these earths. 
That which was, and that which shall be, urged forth by Time, spreads 
out. 

Time created the earth, in Time the sun burns. In Time are all beings, 
in Time the eye looks abroad." 1 > 

But immediately in the following verses and in the 
following hymn (Ath. XIX, 54) all kinds of things are 
enumerated in a quite mechanical manner as originating in 
Time, and especially the various names of the Divine, as they 
were known at that time, are enumerated as being created 
by Kala, thus Prajapati, thus Brahman, thus Tapas (asceti
cism), pra:Qa (breath of life), and so on. 

More mystery-mongering than true philosophy is to 
be found also in the long Rohita hymns, of which Book XIII 
of the Atharvaveda consists, in which, moreover, all kinds of 
disconnected matter appears to be thrown together in motley 
confusion. Thus, for instance, in the first hymn, Rohita, 
"the red one," i.e. the sun or a genius of the sun, is ex
tolled as creative principle-'' he created. the heaven and 
the earth," ''with strength he secured the earth and 
heaven"-; at the same time, however, an earthly king is 

') Translated by moomfield, SBE., Vol. 42, p. 224. 
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glorified, and the heavenly king Rohita brought into con
nection with the earthly king in an intentionally confused 
manner. In the middle of it, however, we find also impre
cations against enemies and rivals and against those who 
strike a cow with their feet, or make water against the sun.1l 

Again in hymn XIII, 3, in a few verses whose pathos recalls 
the above-quoted Varu:r;ta hymn, Rohita is extolled as the 
highest being, but a refrain is attached, in which the same 
Rohita is told to crush, in his anger, him who torments a 
Brahman. For example : 

"He who engendered these, the earth and heaven, 
who made the worlds the mantle that he weareth, 

In whom abide the six wide-spreading regions 
through which the bird's keen vision penetrateth, 

This God is wroth offended by the sinner who wrongs 
the Brahman who hath gained this knowledge. 

Agitate him, 0 Rohita; destroy him : entangle in thy 
snares the Brahman's tyrant. [l] 

He from whom winds blow pure in ordered season, 
from whom the seas flow forth in all directions, 

This God, etc. [2] 
He who takes life away, he who bestows it; from 

whom comes breath to every living creature, 
This God, etc. [3] 
Who with the breath be draws sates earth and 

heaven, with expiration fills the ocean's belly, 
This God, etc." 2) 

By the side of such sublime glorifications of Rohita, 
however, there are to be found instances of the mystical play 
of ideas, as when it is said that the two sacrificial melodies 

1 ) Bloomfield compares this with Hesiod. 

p:1J8'ayt7JEAWV T£TSUJLJLEVO<;; bCTl!o<;; bp.L'"fELV ( EPf'a X at 7JJLEpat 725 ). 
Cf. Protagoras (Diog. Laert, VIII, 1, 19) : 

7rp0<; 7JNOV TETpap.p.EVOV JL7J OLLL'"fEW. 

•) Translated by R. T. H. Griffith, 
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Brhat and Rathantara have brought forth Rohita., or· when 
the metre Gayatrl is designated as "the lap of immortality.,. 
It would be vain to attE-mpt to lighten the mystical 
semi-darkness which surrounds such and similar verses. 
I do not think, therefore, that we have to look for 
great philo~ophical truths in a hymn like Ath. ·I~; 11, 
where the Ox is extolled as the creator and preserver 
of the world : 

" The Ox hears the earth and the sky. 
The Ox ~ars the wide a.tmos,,here. 
The Ox ~a.rs the six wid" spheres of heaven, 
The Ox penetrates the wbolt~ universe!' 

Ngr are we tnuch impressed by the fact that this ox is 
identified with lndra and others of the hi~ht>st gods, still Ie~s 

by the fact that he yield!i4 milk, h hi!l miik is tlw satlrifice, the 
priestly fee is his milking/' and we willingly believe that "he 
who knows the sev ... n int>~hRustible ruilkings of the ox, gains 
offspring and heaven," This ox is of no more importance 
than the bull th>tt is extolled exttltvagA.ntly in Ath. IX, 4--
he bears all fortns in his sidesf he was in the beginning an 
itnage of the primeval water, and so on1-· and that is. finally 
disc~vered to be only an Ol'dinary sacrificial hull which is to 
be slaughtered. The fact; however; that this p~eudo·philo· 

Sophy and mystery-mongering at ~ottom pursues a very 
practical purpose; is proved by such a hymn as Ath. X; 10. 
Here the great mystery of the cow is announced : heaven and 
earth and the waters are protected by the cow. A hundred 
pails, a hm1dred milkers, a Lundred cow-herds are on her 
back. The gods who breathe in the cow, they kiiO\V the cow. 
The cow i8 the mother of the warrior, sacrifice is the weapon 
of the ClJW, thought originated in her. In this manner it 
procreds till this SPcret doctrine reAches its climax in the 
words : "The cow alone is called Immortality; the cow alone 
is worshipped as death ; the cow became this universe, ~ods, 

20 
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people, asuras, manes and seers (they all are the cow)." But 
·now follows the practical use : Only he who knows this 
great secret may accept a cow as a gift, and he who gives a 
cow to the Brahmans, gains all worlds, for in the cow is 
enclosed all the highest-~ta (the order of the universe), 

_Brahman (the world-soul) and Tapas (asceticism)-and: 

" The gods live by the cow, and also man lives by the cow ; 
The cow is this whole world, as far as the sun looks down." 

Just as the Rohita, the Ox, and the Cow are praised as the 
Highest Being, so there is one hymn (XI, 5) in which 
the Brahmacarin, the Vedic student, is celebrated in a similar 
way. And again in the still more mysterious cycle of hymns 
forming Book XV of the Sarphita, the Highest Brahman 
is conceived and exalted as the Vratya,-both as the heavenly 
Vratya, identified with the Great God (mahadeva), the Lord 
(Isana) Rudra, and as his prototype, the earthly Vratya. 

(The Vratyas were certain, probably Eastern, tribes, whether 
Aryan or non-Aryan, but certainly living outside the pale 
of Brahmanism, roving about in bands-on rough waggons 
covered with boards in a rather war-like fashion, owners of 
cattle, having their own peculiar customs and religious cults, 
whose members however could be received into brahmanical 
society by means of certain sacrificial rites and ceremonies. 
Such a Vratya who ha~ already been converted to Brahmanism, 
seems to be glorified in the Vratya-book of the Atharva
veda.1> 

1 ) See A. Weber and Th. Aufrecht in Ind. Stud, I, 1850 ; A. Hillebrandt, Ritual. 

Litteratur (Grundriss III, 2}, pp. 139 f.; M. Bloomfield, The Atharvaveda (Grundriss, H, 1 
B) pp. 96 ff.; Chr.s. Lanman, HOS., Vol. 8, pp. 769 ff. Macdonell and Keith, Vedic Index, 

IT, pp. 341 ff. R4jArAm R&mkrishna Bhiigavat, JBRAS., 19, 1696, 35i ff. considers 
the Vriltyas to be non-Aryans. J. Charpentie-r (WZKM. 2'3, 151 ff.; 25, 355 ff.) considers 

the Vr&tyas to be early worshippers of Rudra Siva, see Keith, JRAS. 1913, 155 ff. 
According to J, W. Hauer, Die Anfin~e der Yogapraxis, Berlin 1922, pp. 11 ff. 172 ff. they 

were ecstatics of the K§atriya class and fore-runners of the Yogins. · (j. Winternit~ 

in Fe,tschrift _flir L. Scherman. 
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Deussen Il has taken endless trouble to discover ·sens-e 
and meaning in the "philosophical" hymns of the Atharva
veda, and to establish certain coherent ideas in them. He 
finds, for instance, in Ath. X, 2, and XI, 8, the idea that deals 
with the "realisation of Brahman in man," and this in X, 2, 
"more from the physical teleological aspect," and XI, 85 

"more from the psychical aspect." 2> I cannot discover 
so much philosophy in these _hymns; I believe, rather,· 
that here too we have only pseudo-philosophers, who did not 
announce a new doctrine of the world-soul in man, but· who. 
found this doctrine already existing in entirety and proclaimed 
it in mystically confused disconnectedness. While in a celebra
ted hymn of the J;tgveda (X, 121) a deep thinker and a true poet 
refers in bold words to the splendour of the cosmos and 
sceptically asks about the creator, in Atharvaveda., X, 2, a 
verse-maker enumerates, one after the other, all the limbs of 
man, and asked who has created them : 

"By whom are the heels of man created ? By whom the flesh, by 
whom the ankles, by whom the well-formed fingers ? By whom ·the 
openings ? ... Why have they made the ankles of man below and the knee 
caps above ? Why have the legs been placed apart from each other, and 
where are the joints of the knees ? Who has thought that out f " etc. 

Thus it proceflds throughout eight verses. Then follow 
nine verses, in which all kinds of things that belong to the 
human organism, and indeed to human life in general, are. 
enquired about : " Whence come likes and dislikes, whence 
sleep, fear, fatigue, whence all joys and pleasures of mankind r 
Whence poverty and misery ? " etc. In the same tone, all 
sorts of miscellaneous questions are asked, such as, who has 

') AG Ph., I, 1, pp. 209 ff. 
Of. also Lucian Scherman, Philosophische Hymnen aus der Rig.und Atbarva-Veda·Sa.m. 

hitii., v.erglichen mit den Philosophemen der alteren Upanishads, Strassburg, 1887, 
•) Deussen; loc, ci~·., ·PP· 264 ff. · 
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placed water into the body, blood into the veins, whence man 
bas obtained stature, height and name, who ha~ endowed him 
with g~t:t, intelligence, hreath, trur h and ur.truth, immortality 
and death, clothing, Jon~ life, strength and speed, and so on. 
Then further is asked whence man obtains his mastery over 
nature, and all these questions are answered with the reply 
that man as Brahman (world-soul) has become what he is, 
and.atta.ined all his power. So far the hymn is not exactly 
beautiful, but at least fairly clear. But now follows the 
usual mystical humbug in the closing verses 26-33, where, 
for instance, it is said : 

"Having sewn his heart and his head together, the Atharvan being 
above the brain as a purifier stimnlat.ed (him) from above the head. [2n] 

To the Atha•·van fo•·~'ooth this head belon!!s, a. firmly-lock£:d box of 
the gods, and this head is protected by the breath, by food and by the 
mind.'' [27] 

I think one would be honourin~ this kind of verses too 
much by seeking dePp wisdom in them. Therefore, I cannot 
find such deep sense in the hymn Ath. XI, 13, as DeussHn does, 
who tells us that it describes "the origin of man throu~h 

the contact of psychic and physic"l factors which themselve9 
are altogether dependent upon Brahman." Just as the liar 
must sometimes speak truth, in order that one may believe his 
lies, so the psP.udo-philosopher, too, must introduce here and 
there into his fabrications a real, philosophical idea which he 
has "picked up" somewhere or other, in order that one may 
take· his nonsense for the height of wisdom. Thus, the idea 
of Brahman as the first cause of all existence and of the one
ness of man with the world-soul, is certainly at the basis of the 
hymn XI, 8. However, I do not think that the author had any 
idea in his mind while composing the words: 

"Whence was lndra, whence Soma, wheoce Agni born 7 Whence 
originated Tva"~ar ("the Fashioner")? Wb.ence was Dhatar (•' the 
Creator ") born ? 
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From Indra was Indra born, Soma from Soma, and Agni from Agni. 
Tva!Jta.r came of Tva.~ta.r, and Dhitar is born of Dhita.r. •• 

Immeasurably higher than this verse-making, which is 
neither philosophy nor poetry, stands one hymn of the Atharva
veda., which, on account of a few verses which relate to the 
origin of the earth, is usually included among the cosmogenic 
hymns, but which is free from any and every kind of mysticism 
and really contains very little philosophy, but sa much 
the more true poetry. It is the magnificent hymn to Earth, 
Ath. XII, 1. In sixty-three verses the Mother Earth is here 
eJtolled as the supporter and presPrver of everything earthly, 
and entreated for happiness and blessing and protection 
from all evil. Just a few verses in R. T. H. Griffith's 
translation must suffice to give an idea of Qne of the 
most beautiful productions of the religiou~ poetry of Ancient 
India: 

• 

"Truth, high and potent Law, the Consecrating Rite, 
Fervour, Bra.hma, and Sacrifice uphold the Earth. 
May she• the Queen of all that is and is tQ be, may 
P~tbivi make ample space and room for uil. (1] 

She who at first was water in the ocean, whom with their wondr!)UIJ 
powers the sages followed, 

May she whose heart is in the highest heaven, eompassed about with 
truth, and everlasting, 

May she, this Earth, bestow upon us lustre, ~md g~t us pt>wer in 
loftibst dominion. (8] 

She whom the A8v~s measured out, o'er whom the foot of Vi~9u 

strode, . 
Whom Indra., · Lord of Power and Might, freed from all foemen 

for himself, 
May Earth pour out her milk for us, a mother unto me her son. [10] 
0 frithivJ1 auspicious be thy woodlands, auspiqious be thy hi.lls and 

snow-clad mQug~ins. 
Unslain, unwounded, unsubdued, I have set foot upon the Earth, 

On Earth, brown, black, ruddy and every-coloured, on tbe firm earth that 
Indra. guards from danger. [11] 
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Produced from thee, on thee move mortal creatures : thou bearest them , 
both quadruped and biped. 

Thine, Ppthivl, are these Five human Races, for whom, though 
mortal, · Siirya as he rises spreads with his rays the light that is im-
m01·tal. [15] 

On earth they offer sacrifice and dressed oblation to the gods, men, 
mortals, live upon the earth by food in their accustomed way. 

May that Earth grant us breath and vital power, 
Prithivi give me life of long duration I [ ~ 2] 
Let what I dig from thee, 0 Earth, rapidly spring and grow again, 
0 Purifier, let me not pierce through thy vitals or thy heart. (35] 
May she, the Earth, whereon men sing and dance with varied shout 

and noise, 
Whereon men meet in battle, and the war-cry and the drum resound, 
May she drive off our foemen, may Prithivt rid me of my foes. [41] 
Supporting both the foolish and the weighty she bears the death 

both of the good and evil. 
In friendly concord with the boar, Earth opens herself for the wild 

swine that roams the forest. [48] 
0 E!l.rth, my Mother, set thou me happily in a plaee secure, 
Of one accord with Heaven,· 0 Sage, set me in glory and in 

wealth." [63] 

This hymn, which might just as well be found in the 
~gveda-Sarphita, proves that in the Sarphita of the Atharva
veda, too, there are scattered manifold fragments of ancient 
poetry, although the latter Sarphita, more than the ~gveda, 
pursues one definite purpose. In this collection, too, as in 
that of the J;tgveda, by the side of much that is of little value 
or absolutely worthless, there are rare gems of the oldest 
Indian poetic art. Only both works tocether give us a real 
idea of the oldest poetry of the Aryan Indians. 

THE ANCIENT INDIAN SACRIFICE AND THE VEDIC SAMHITAS. 

The two Sarphitas which have so far been discussed have 
in common the fact that they were not compiled for special 
liturgical purposes. Although most of the hymns of the 
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].tgv~da could be, and actually were used· for sacrificial 
purposes, and although the songs and spells of the Atharva
veda were almost throughout employed for ritualistic and 
magic purposes, yet the collection and arrang~ment of the 
hymns in these Sa:rphitas have nothing to do with the various 
liturgical and ritualistic purposes. The hymns were collected 
for their own sake and arranged and placed, in both these 
collections, with regard to their supposed authors or the 
singer-schools to which they belonged, partly also according 
to their contents and still more their external form-number 
of verses and such like. They are as we may say, collections 
of songs which pursue a literary object .. 

. It is quite. different with the Sa:rphitas of the two other 
Vedas, the Samaveda and the Yajurveda .. In these collec
tions we find the songs, verses, and benedictions arranged 
according to their practical purposes, in exactly the order in 
which they were used at the sacrifice. These are, in fact, 
nothing more than prayer-books and song-books for the 
practical use of certain sacrificial priests-not indeed written 
books, but texts, which existed only in the heads of teachers 
and priests and were preserved hy means of oral teaching and 
learning in the priests' schools.1> Now, in order to explain 
the origin of these Sa1p.hitas, it is necessary to insert here a 
few words about the cult of the Aryan Indians. This is the 
more advisable as a. complete understanding of the Vedic 
literature in general is altogether impossible without a certain 
insight into the ancient Indian sacrificial cult. 

So far back as we can trace the Vedic-Brahmanic reli
gion there have always been two varieties of the cui.~. We 
have seen 2> .that certain hymns of the ~gveda and a large 
numberof songs and charms of the Atharvaveda were used 
as benedictions and prayers at birth and marriage and other 

1 ) Cf. above, p. 36. 

') Of, above, pp. 95 ff., 107 ff.1 135 f, 
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occasions of daily life; at funerals and ancestor-worship, as 
well a~ at the various ceremonies which had to be performed 
by the herdsman for the prosperity of the cattle and by the 
farmer for the growth of the fruits of the field. 1.,he Indians 
call these ceremonies, mostly also connected with sacrifices, 
"grhgakarmatfi," i.e. "domestic ceremonies.u Concerning 
these the Grhyasutras, which will be mentioned la.ter, give us 
detailed information. At the sacrifices which this domestic 
cult required, the householder himself, who was assisted at 
most by one Bingle priest, the "Brahman;'' occupied the 
position of the sacrificial priest.1> So tar as these sacrifices 
were burnt offerings, the one fire of the domestic hearth 
served as the altar . for their presentation. Beside these 
sacrifices, which every pious Aryan, whether poor or rich, 
whether aristocratic or humble, pPrformed according to a.ncient 
usage, there were a.lso great sacrificial feasts-esp.,cially in 
connection with the Soma-cult relating to Indra, the god of 
the warriors,--which could only be celebrated by the aristo
cratic and wealthy, more especially by the kings. On an 
extensive saorificial place set up according to 6.rtn1y estab
lished rules, altars were erected for the three Baared fires, 
which were necessary at every sactifice of this kind, and a 
multitude of priests, headed by .fot6r ahief priests, were 
occupied with the performance of the Innumerable, extremely 
intricate rites and ceremonies required for such a sacrifice. 
The Yajamana or "sacrificer," the prince or great man, who 
offered the sacrifice, had very little to do ; his chief duty lay 

-fn giving the priests a liberal payment for the sacrifice 
(dak~iiJ.a). No wonder that the Brahmans selected these 
sacrifice-ceremonies, by which they gained the most, as the 

•) !svallyana-Grbyasiitra I, 3, 6: The appointment of a Brahman is optional 
at domestic sacrifices. GoohiJa.Grhyasiitra I, 9, 8 f. The Brahman ie the only priest 
at the Pikayajiias (i.e.:the "simple sacrifices" of the domestic cult); the sacrificer 

himself ie the Rotar (the priest who recites the veraes). 
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subject of enthusiastic study, that they developed a regular 
science of sacrifice, which is set forth in those texts with 
which we shall become acquainted as BrahmaQas, and which 
form an e~sential part of the ,qruti, the "Revelation," i.e. of 
that literature to which, in the course of time, divine origin has 
been ascribed. These sacrifices, therefore, were called 8rauta• 
karmarpi," "ceremonies based upon Sruti," in contrast to 
the domestic (grhya) ceremonies, which are based only upon 
Sr]lrti, "memory," i.e. tradition, and possess no divine 
authority. 

Now the four chief priests who were occupied with the 
Srauta sacrifices are : (1) The Hotar or "caller," who 
recites the verses (rcatl) of the hymns in order to praise the 
gods and invite them to the sacrifice; (2) the Udgatar or 
"singer," who accompanies the preparation and presentation 
of the sacrifices, especially of the Soma libations, with chants 
(saman); (3) the Adhvaryu or "executor of the sacrifice," 
who performs all the sacrificial acts, at the same time mut
tering the prose prayers and sacrifice formulae (yajus), and (4!) 
th~ Br.thman or high priest, whose office it is to protect the 
sacrifice from harm. Fl)r every sacred act, therefore, every 
sacrifice too is, according to the Indian view, exposed to a 
certain amount of danger ; if an act is not performed exactly 
in accordance with the ritualistic prescription, if a spell or 
a prayer formula is not spoken correctly, or if a melody is 
sung incorrectly, then the sacred act may bring destruction 
upon the originator of the sacrifice. Therefore the Brahman 
sits in the south of the place of sacrifice, in order to 
protect the sacrifice : the south being the haunt of the god 
of death, and the haunt from which the demons hostile to the 
sacrifice, threaten the people. He follows the course of the 
whole sacrifice mentally, and as soon as he notices the least 
mistake in a sacrificial act, in a recitation or in a chant, he 
must, by pronouncing sacred words, make good the harm. 
Therefore the Brahman is called in an old text " the best 

21 
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physician among the sacrificial priests." 1> But in order to 
be able to fulfil this office the Brahman must be " full of the 
veda " ; he fulfils his office as sacrificial priest " with the 
threefold knowledge," i.e. by means of his knowledge of the 
three Vedas, which puts him in the position of being able 
instantly to detect every error.s> 

On the other hand, the three other priests need only 
" know one Veda each. The verses with which the Hotar calls 

the gods to the sacrifice, the so-called " verses of invitation" 
(anuvakyas), and the verses with which he accompanies the 
gifts, the so-called " verses of sacrifice " (yajyas ), the Hotar 
takes from the ~gveda. He must also know the ]J.gveda
Sarphita, i.e. he must have memorized it, in order to compile 
out of it the so-called Sastras or "songs of praise " which 
he had to recite at the Soma sacrifice. Thus the ]J.gveda 
Sarphita stands in a certain relationship to the hotar, although 
itis in no wise collected or arranged for the ·purposes of 
this priest. 

However, to the Soma-sacrifice belong not only the songs 
of praise recited by the hotar, but also so-called stotras or 
" songs of praise," which are sung by the udgatar and his 
assistants.3> Such stotras consist of song-stanzas, i.e. stanzas 
(rcah) which had been made the bearers of certain melodies 
(saman). These melodies, as well as the song-verses with 
which they were connected, were learnt by the udgatar-priests 

1 ) Satapatha-BrAhmal}a-XIV, 2, 2, 19. Of. ChAndogya-Upani,ad IV, 17,8 f. 
•) Aitareya-Aral}yaka, HI, 2, 3, 6. Satapatha-BrAhma!}a XI, 5, 8, 7. Only at a later 

period was the Brahman brought into relationship with the Atharv .. veda, so that the 

Atbarvaveda was sometimes actually called " Brahmaveda" or " the Veda of the 

Brahman " and the adherents of the Atharvaveda declared that the Brahman must be 
a knower of the Atharvaveda-Samhitii, In reality the office of the Brahman at the Srauta
sacrifice has nothing to do with the A tharvaveda. However, we can underatand thRt 

the two were connected with each other. For, if the Brahman, as remarked abov•, 
officiated as the only priest at Grhya-sacrifices, he certainly had to be familiar with the 

benedictions which occur, for the most part, in the Atharva.veda. 
•) In fact the chants (stotras) come first, and then the recitations (Sastras). 
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in the schools of the Samaveda, and the Samaveda-Sa~p.hitas 

are nothing but collections of texts which have· been collected 
for the uses of the udgatars, not for their own sake, but 
because of the melodies the bearers of which they were. 

Finally, the Adhvaryu-priest, at his innumerable sacrificial 
rites, has to utter, in low voice, partly short prose formulae, 
partly longer prayers in prose and verse-the prose formulae. 
and prayers are called yajus (plur. yaju~p.si), the verses rc' 
(plur. rcah).1> In the Sa~p.hitas of the Yajurveda all these 
prose formulae and prayers, mostly accompanied by rules 
aml discussions on the sacrificial acts at which they are to 
be uttered, are collected for the purposes of the Adhvaryu
priest, in the order in which they were used at the sacrifices. · 

We now turn to the discussion of the liturgical Sa~p.hitas, 
as, according to what has just been stated, we may call the 
Sa~p.hitas of the Samaveda and the Yajurveda, in contrast to 
these of the ~gveda and the Atharvaveda. 

THE SlMVEDA-SAMHITA. 

Of the many Sarphitas of the Samaveda which· are ·said 
to have existed once-the Pura:Q.as even speak of a thousand 
Sa:rphitas-,2> only three have come down to us.3> The best 
known of these, the Samaveda-Sa~p.hita of the Kauthumas, '} 

') The Hotar recites the hymns, i.e. he repeats them aloud in a kind of sing-song, 

the udgiitar sings the songs of prai~e to certain melodies, the adhvaryu muttef's the pray~:rs. · 
Only the "Nigadas," a variation of the Yajus-formulae, which serve the purpose ·of. 
summoning the other priests to their various occupations, naturally had to be uttered 

loudly by the adhvaryu. 
•) Later authors also speak of a thousand schools of the Simaveda. Of. R. Simon;· 

Beitrllg£> zur Kenntnis der vedischen Schulen (Kiel 1889), pp. 27, 30 f. 
1 ) The Sarphitii of the Riil}ayaniyas has been edited and translated by J~ Stevenson, 

London, 1842; that of the Kauthumas by Th. Benfey, Leipzig, 1848, and by Satya
vrata Siimairamin, Bibl. Ind., 1871 ff. The Jaiminiya-Sarphitll has been edited by W 

Caland (Indische Forschungen, 2, Breslau 1907). 
•) About this and the other two Sarphitis see Caland, l.o., In,roduction. · See also 

OLdenberg, GGA, 1908, 7U ff. 
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consists of two parts, the Arc ika or the "verse-collection" 
and the Uttariircika, the" second verse-collection." Both 
parts consist of verses, which nearly all recur in the ~gveda. 
Of the 1810-or, if we subtract the repetitions, 1549-verses, 
which are contained in the two parts together, all but 75 are 
also found in the ~gveda-Sarphitii and, mostly in Books VIII 
and IX of the latter. Most of these verses are composed 
in Gayatrl metre or in Pragatha stanzas which are made up 
of Giiyatri and J agaU lines, and doubtless the stanzas and songs 
composed in these metres were from the beginning intended 
for singing,1> The seventy-five verses which do not occur 
in the ~gveda, are partly found in other Sarphitas, partly 
in various works on ritual; some may be taken from a recen
sion unknown to us, but some are only pieced together out of 
sundry verses of the :I;tgveda without any proper meaning. 
Some of the verses of the :I;tgveda met with in the Samaveda 
offer divergent readings, and it has been believed that a more 
ancient text might be recognized in them. But Theodor 
Aufrecht,2> has already shown that the divergent readings of 
the Samaveda are due only to arbitrary, intentional or acci
dental alterations-alterations such as also occur elsewhere 
where words are prepared for music. For in the Sam a veda, in 
the .A.rcika as well as in the Uttararcika,the text is only a means 
. to an end. The essential element is always the melody, and 
the purpose of both parts is that of teaching the melodies. 
The scholar, who wished to be trained as an udgatar-priest in 
the schools of the Samaveda, had first to learn the melodies : 
this was done with the aid of the Arcika ; then only could he 

') This is proved by the very names" Giiya.tri" and "Pragatba," which are deri...ed 
from the verb "gi" (resp. pragl) "to sing." See H. Oldenberg, ZDMG, 38, 1884, 439 ff., 

464 ff. 
•) bi the preface to his edition of the hymns of the ~gveda (2nd ed., Bonn 1877) 

IJ, pp. n:niii ff. See also J. Bru.ne, Znr Textkritik der dem Samaveda mit dem achtel} 

.frl~Qa.la. des ~gveda gemeinsamen Stellen, Diss, Kiel, 1909, who comes to the same con

clnaion as Aufrecht, I.e., and Oldenberg, Hymnen des Rigveda I, pp. 289 f. 
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memorize the stotras as they were sung at the sacrifice, for 
which purpose the Uttararcika served. 

The first part of our Samaveda-Saiphita, the Arcika, con
sists of five hundred and eighty-five single stanzas (rcJ 
to which the various melodies (saman) belong, which· 
were used at tht:1 sacrifice. The word saman, although 
frequently used for the designation of the text which had 
been either made or destined for singing, means originally 

only "tune" or "melody." As we say that a verse is sung 
"to a certain tune," thus the Indians say the reverse: This 
or that melody (saman) is· "sung upon a particular stanza." 
The Vedic theologians, however, conceive the relationship of 
.melody and stanza in ~uch a way that they say, the melody 
has originated out of the stanza. The stanza (rc) is therefore 
c·1.lled the Yoni, i.e. "the womb," out of which the melody 
came forth. And although naturally a stanza can be sung 
to various melodies, and one melody can be used for different 
stanzas, yet there are certain stanzas, which as a rule, may 
be considered as the texts-the " yonis," as the Indian 
technical term goes-for ce_rtain melodies. The Arcika, 
then, is nothing but a collection of five hundred and eighty
five "yonis " or single stanzas, which are sung to about 
double the number of different tunes.1> It may be compared 
to a song-book, in which only the text of the first stanza of 
each song is given as an aid to the recollection of the tune. 

The Uttararcika, the second part of the Samaveda-Sam
hita, consists of four hundred chants, mostly of three stanzas 
each,2

) out of which the stotras which are sung at the chief 
sacrifices are formed. While in the Arcika the stanzas are 
arranged partly according to the metre, partly according to 

') See Oldenberg, GGA, 1908, 712 A. 
•) 287 songs consist of 3 verSI\8 each, 66 of 2 each, 13 of one verse, 10 of 6 each, 

9 of fonr each, 4 of 5 each, 3 of 9 each, the same number of 10 each, 2 of 7 each, and 

the same number of 12 each, and one song consists of 8 verses. 
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the gods to which they are addressed (in the sequence : Agni, 
lndra, Soma), the chants in the Uttararcika are arranged 
according to the order of the principal sacrifices.1> A stotra 
then, consists of several, usually three stanzas, which are 
all sung to the same tune, namely to one of the tunes which 
the Arcika teaches. We may compare the Uttararcika to a 
song-book in which the complete text of the songs is given, 
while it is presumed that the melodies are already known. It 
is usually assumed that the U ttararcika is of later origin 
than the Arcika.~> In favour of this assumption is the fact 
that the Arcika contains many "yonis/' therefore also many 
melodies, which do not occur at all in the chants of the 
Uttararcika, and that the Uttararcika also contains some songs 
for which the Arcika teaches no melody. On the other 
hand, however, the Uttararcika is an essential completion 
of the Arcika : the latter is as it were, the first, the former 
the second course in the instruction of the udgatar. 

Both parts of the Samhita give us only the texts as they are 
spoken. The melodies themselves, in any case in the earliest 
times, were taught by oral, and probably also instrumental 
rendering. Of later origin are the so-called Ganas or " song
books" proper (from ga " to sing"), which designate the 
melodies by means of musical notes, and in which the texts 
are drawn up in the form which they take in singing, 
i.e. with all the extensions of syllables, repetitions and 
interpolations of syllables and even of whole words
the so-called "stobhas," as hoyi, huva, hoi, and so on, 
which are partly not unlike our huzzas and other shouts of 

. 
1 ) On the stotras of the Sltmaveda and their nso at the sacrifice, see A. Hillebrandt, 

Rituallitteratur, "Grundriss," III, 2, pp. 99 ff. 
•) Caland (De wording van den Slimaveda, Amsterdam (Akad.), 1907; Die Jaimi

niya-Samhita, pp. 4 f. and WZKM, 22,1908, 436 ff,) endeavours to prove that the Uttarlrcika 
is older. Olde-nberg, GGA, 1908, 713, 722, disputes this on good grounds. For the 

question of the origin of the Simaveda, see Caland, Eene nnhekende Recencie van den 

&ma-reda, Amsterdam (Akad.), 1905. 
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joy. The oldest notation is probably that by means of sylla
bles, as ta, co, 1;1a, etc. More frequent, however, is the desig
nation of the seven notes by means of the figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5, 6 and 7, with which the F, E, D, 0, B, A, G, of our scale 
correspond. When singing, the priests emphasize these 
various notes by means of movements _of the hands and the 
finger~.1 > There are, attached to the Arcika, a Gramageya
gana ("book of songs to be sung in the village'' and an 
Ara:r;tyagana (" book of forest songs"). In the latter those 
melodies were collected, which were considered as dan
gerous (taboo), and therefore had · to be learnt in the 
forest, not in the village.2> There are also two other 
books of songs, the Uhagana and the Uhyagana. These 
were composed for the purpose of giving the Samans in the 
order in which they were employed at the ritual, the Uhagana 
being connected with the Gramageyagana, the Uh,yagana with 
the Aranyagana.3> 

The number of known melodies must have been a very 
large one,4> and already at a very early period every melody 
had a special name. Not only are they often mentioned by 
these names in the ritual-books, but various symbolical mean
ings are also ascribed to them, and they play no insignificant 
part . in the sym holism and mysticism of the BrahmaJ].as, 
Ara:r;tyakas and U pani§ads, especially a few of them, such 
as the two melodies " B:rhat " and " Rathantara," which 
already appear in the :B,gveda. 'J.1he priests and theologians 
certainly did not invent all these melodies themselves. The 
oldest of them were presumably popular melodies, to which 
in very early times semi-religious songs were sung at solstice 

1 ) More details about this the most anoient mnsio of the Indians can be found in 
A, C. Burnell, The Arsheya Brahmar_u1. ...... of the Sarna Veda (11angalore 1876), Introd., 

pp. xxviii, xli-xlviii. 
•) See W. Caland, Die Jaiminiya-Samhit4, p. 10; H. Oldenbet·g, GGA, 1908, PP• 722 f. 
8 ) See Caland, Die Jaiminiya-Samhitii, pp. 2 ff 
•) A later author gives the number of Siimana as 8,000 I (R. Simon, Zoe. cit., P· 81.) 
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celebrations and other national festivals, and yet others may 
date back as far as that noisy music with which pre-brahma
nical wizard-priests not unlike the magicians, shamans and 
medicine-men of the primitive peoples-accompanied their 
wild songs and rites.1> Traces of this popular origin of the 
saman-melodies are seen already in the above-mentioned 
stobhas or shouts of joy, and especially in the fact that the 

\melodies of the Samaveda were looked upon as possessing magic 
power even as late as in brahmanical times.2> There is a 
ritual-book belonging to the Samaveda, called Samavidhana
BrahmaQ.a, the second part of which is a regular handbook 
of magic, in which the employment of various Samans for 
magic purposes is taught. We may also see a survival of the 
connection of the Saman-melodies with the pre-brahmanical 
popular belief and magic, in the fact that the brahmanical 
law-books teach that the recitation of the ~gveda and the 
Y ajurveda must be interrupted as soon as the sound of a 
saman is heard. Especially distinct is the rule in Apastamba's 
law book,S> where the barking of dogs, the braying of 
donkeys, the howling of wolves and jackals, the hooting of 
the owl, the sound of musical instruments, weeping, and 
the tone of samans are enumerated as sounds at which the 
Veda-study must be interrupted. . 

Thus, then, the Samaveda-Sa~phita. is not without value 

1 ) See A. Hillebrandt, Die Sonnwendfeste in Alt-Indien (Sep. aus der Festschrift 
fiir Konrad Hofmann), Erlangen 1889, pp. 22 ff. 34 ff., M. Bloomfield, The god Indra and the 

S4ma-veda, in WZKM, 17, 1903, pp. 156 ff. 
•) The primary meaning of Baman is probably "propitiatory song," "a means for 

appeasing gods and demons." The word silman also occurs in the sense of "mildness, 

soothing words." In the older literature, when the Samaveda is quoted, it is usually with 
the words; "The Chandogas say." Chandoga means '' lJhandas-singer," and chandas 

combines in itself the meanings "magic song," "sacred texL" and "metre.'' The fonda. 
mental meaning of the word must be somethingJike "rhythmical speech"; it might be 

connected with the root chand "to please, to satisfy, or to cause to please," (cf. chanda, 

"pleasing, alluring, inviting"). 
1 ) I, S, 10, 1g. 
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for the history of Indian sacrifice and magic, and the ganas 
attached to it are certainly very important for the history of 
Indian music,I> even though as yet in no way exploited for 
this purpose. As a literary production, however, this Sarphita. 
is practically worthless for us. 

THE SAMHITAS OF THE YAJURVEDA. 

Just as the Samaveda-Sal!lhita is the song-book of the 
udgatar, so the Yajurverla-Sal!lhitas are the prayer-books for 
the Adhvaryu priest. The grammarian Pataii.jali 8> spe~ks of 
"101 schools of the Veda of the Adhvaryus," and it is con
ceivable that many schools of just this Veda existed; for with 
reference to the separate sacrificial acts, such as the Adhvaryu 
had to execute and accompany with his prayers, differencPs 
of opinion and sectarian divisions could easily arise, which 
led to the formation of special manuals and prayer-books. 
The least deviation in the ceremonial or in the liturgy was 
sufficient cause for the formation of a new Vedic school. Up 
to the present we know the following five Sarphitas and 
schools of the Yajurveda: 

1. The Kathaka, the Yajurveda-Sarp.hita in the recen· 
sion of the Ka tha-schooJ.S> 

') Oldenberg concludes his investigations of the Sltmaveda (GGA, 1908, 734} with 

the remark that these lfterary investigations "after all only touch upon the problems 

lying on the surface of the Sltmaveda" ; for, in order to penetrate to greater depths, 
the philologist would have to be a student of the history of music as well. Since then 
we have gained an idea of the present-day mode of reciting the Slmans in E. Felber 

(Die indische Musik der vedischen und der klassischen Zeit, mit Texten und Uebersetzun
gen von B. Geiger, SW A, 1912}, based on the records of ~he Phonogramm-Archiv of the 
Vienna Academy." It is still doubtful, howe.ver, whether this necessarily teaches ns how 

the ancient Udgatars Sllng 3,000 years ago. See"also R. Simon, Die Notationen der vedis

chen Lieder-biicher (WZKM, 27, 1913, 305 ff.}. 
•) In the Introduction to his MahAbhii~ya. 
1 ) Edited by L. v. Schroeder, Leipzig, 1900-1910, Index Verborum by R. Simon, 

1912. For the contents of the KA~haka see A. Weber, Ind. Stnd. 3,451 ff. ; for the text 
and its interpretation a. Keith, JRAS, 1910, 617 :ff.; 1912, 1095 :If.; Oaland, ZDMG, 72, 

191tl, 12 ff. 

22 
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2. · The Ka.phtli.ala-Katha-Saq1hita,. which is pre• 
. served only in a few fragments of manuscript.1> 

3. The ~Iaitraya:Q.i-Saqlhita, i.e. the Yajurveda
Saq1hita in the recension of the MaitrayaQ.iya school.2> 

4. The Taittil'iya-Saq1hita, i.e. the Yajurveda
Saq1hita in the recension of the Taittiriya school, also called 
"Apastamba-Saqlhita" after the Apastamba-school, one of the 
chief schools in which this text was taught.3> 

These four recensions are closely inter·related, and are 
designated as belonging to the " Black Y a j u r veda/' Differ
ing from them is 

· 5. The Vajasaneyi-Saq1hita or the Saq1hita of the 
"White Yaj urveda," which takes its name from Yaj:iia
valkya Vajasaneya, the chief teacher of this Veda. Of this 
Vajasaneyi-Saq1hita there are two recensions, that of ·the 

-Ka:Q.Va and that ofthe Madhyandina-school, which however, 
· differ very little from each other.'> 

The chief difference between the Saq1hitas of the "black " 
and · the "white" Yajurveda lies in the fact that the 
Vajasaneyi-Saq1hita contains only the :Mantras, i.e. the 
prayers ari(fsacrlficial formuire -;b.i~h-the -p~iest-ii~s to utter, 
while the Sarphitas of the Black Yajurveda, besides the Man
tras, contain a presentation of the sacrificial rites belonging 

·to them, as well as discussions on the same. That is to say, 
in the Saq1hitas of the Black Yajurveda.there is that which 'V 

1 ) See L. v. .Srhroeder, WZKM; 12, 362 f. 
•) Edited by L. v. Schroeder, Leipzig, 1881-1886. Sumerous passages from this 

Sarpbita have been translated into German by L. v, Schroeder, lndieus Littoratur und 

Knltnr, Leipz•g 1887, pp. 110-162. See also Schroeder, ZD:IIG, 33, 1879, 177 ff.; 

_ Calnnd, ZDMG, 72, 1918,6 ff. 
•) Edited by A. Weber in Ind. Stud. Vols. 11 autl 12, 1871-72; with Slya•:a's 

commentary in Bib!. Ind., 1860-1899, and in An SS Nr. 42; to-an slated into E~glish by 

A. B. Keith, HOS, Vols. 18, 19, 1914. 
•) Ed. by A. Weber (The White Yajurveda, Part I, The Viljasaneyi-Sa'!'hita ...... 

with the Commentary of Mahldhara., Berlin-London 1852). To·anslated into English by 

~- 'l'. H. G-riffith (The Texts of the White Yajurveda), Benares, 1899. 
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is ealled "Brahma:r;ta " or "theological discussion,'~ and which 
forms the contents of the Brahma:r;tas to be discussed in tbe 
next chapter, mixed with the Mantras. Now it is easily con
ceivable that in the prayer-books intended for the use of the 
Adhvaryus, the sacrificial rites themselves too were discussed, 
for these priests had above all to perform the separate sacri
ficial acts, and the muttering of prayers and formulas in the 
closest connection with these acts formed only a small part 
of their duties. It can therefore hardly be doubted that the 
Sarphita.~ of the Black Yajurveda are older than the Vaja
saneyi-Sarphita. Only later systematizers among the Yajur
veda-theologians probably felt the necessity of having a 
Sarphita consisting only of Mantras analogous to the other 
Vedas, as well as a Brahma:r;ta separate from it.1> 

- Significant, however, though the differences between the 
single Sarphit.as of the Yajurveda may have been for the 
priests and theologians of ancient India, yet for us they are 
quite inessential ; and also as to time the various Sarphitas of 
the Black and White Yajurveda are probably not very dis
tant from each other. If, therefore, in the following lines 
I give a short description of the contents of the Va.jasaneyi
Sarphi ta, then this is quite sufficient to give the reader an 
idea of the contents and character of the SaiPhitas of the 
Yajurveda in general. · 

1 ) It is usually assumed that the nama "White" Yajurvada means" clear, well· 
arranged" Yajurveda, and that it indicates the clear distinction between sacrificial 
utterances and explanations of ritual in the same, while "black" Yajorveda means 
"unarranged" Yajorveda. This explanation, emanating from Indian commentators, 
l!eeiDS very improbable to me. But already in Satap. Br. XIV, 9," 33 (cf. IV, 4, 6, 
19) the "white sacrificial utterances" (Sukllini yajii1p~) are called iidityiini, "revealed 
by the sun"; and the Purlii}U, too, relata that Ylijiiavalkya received new sacrificial 
utterances from the""' (Vi,l}u-Puril}a, III, 6). I belieTe that the " white Yajurveda" 
owes its name to this connection with the sun. In contrast to thie the older Yajurveda 
WBII then called the " black" one. It is most improbable \' that the Sa!phitii of the 
white Yajurveda is most closely related to the original form of the Veda of the AdhYJU"yn," 
as Pischel thinks, KG, 172. Of. Keith, HOB, Vol. 18,. pp. l:nxv ff, on the mutual 

relationship of the Satphitis of the Yajurnda. 
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The Vajasaneyi-Sarphita consists of 40 sections, of which, 
however;--t.he-last 15 (pe-rhaps even the last 22) are of 
later date. 'fhe first 25 sections contain the prayers for the 
most important great sacrifices. The first two sections 
give the prayers for the New and Full Moon sacrifices 
(DarsapilrQ.amasa) with the oblation to the Fathers 
(PiQ.c).apitryajiia) belonging to them. In the third section 
follow the prayers for the daily fire-cult, the laying of the 
fire, and the fire-sacrifices which have to be offered every 
morning and evening (Agnihotra), and the Sacrifices of the 
Seasons (Caturmasya) which take place every four months. 
The prayers for the Soma-sacrifice in general, tl including 
the animal-sacrifice belonging to it, are to be found in 
sections IV to VIII. Among the Soma-sacrifices there are such 
as last one day, and such as last several days. To the one-day 
sacrifices belongs the Vajapeya or "Drink of Strength," a 
sacrifice offered originally probably only by warriors and 
kings, which was connected with a chariot-race, aud at which, 
besides Soma, brandy (sura) also was offered, a drink other
wise proscribed according to brahman ical ]a w. 2> Intended 
exclusively for kings is the " King's inauguration sacrifice " or 
Raj asilya, a sacrificial feast connected with many a popular 
usage: a symbolical military expedition, a play at dice, and all 
sorts of magic rites. The prayers for these two kinds of Soma
sacrifices are contained in sections IX and X. Then in 
sections XI to XVIH follow the numerous prayers and 
sacrificial formulre for the AJtni~_yan~ or the "Building of 

') The sacrifices of the Ancient Indians fall into two great sub-divisions : food 

sacrifices (in which principally milk, butter, cake, pulp and grain were offered) and Soma 

sacrifices (whose chief component part is tbe soma-libations). The separate sacrifices 
may be classed under these two chief groups. The animal sacrifice is connected with 
sacrifices of the fir.t division, as well as those of the second. In connection with every 
kind of sacrifice is the fire.cult, which is, to a certain extent, the preliminary of every 

kind of worship of the gods. 
•) According to the law books, the drinking of brandy is as great a sin as the 

mnrder of a Brahman. 
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the Fire Altar," a ceremony which axtends over a whole year, 
and to which a deep mystical·symbolical meaning is ascribed 
in the BrahmaQ.as. The fire-altar is named no otht>r · ·than 
" Agni" and is looked upon throughout as identical with 
the fire-god. It is built of 10,800 bricks, in the form of a iarge 
bird with outspread wings. In the lowest stratum of the 
altar the heads of five sacrificial animals are immured, and 
the bodies of the animals are thrown into the water out of 
which the clay for the manufacture of the bricks and the fire
pan is taken. The modelling and baking of the fire-pan and 
the separate bricks, many of which have special names '-and a 
symbolical significance of their own, is executed with·: much 
ceremoniousness accompanied by the continuous recitation of 
spells and prayer-formulre. The following sections XIX to 
XXI give the prayers for the SautramaQ..i celebration, a 
remarkable sacrificial ceremony at which again, instead of the 
drink of soma, brandy is used and sacrificed to the.:. ... <\.svins, 
to the goddess Sarasvati and to Indra. The ceremony is re
commended for one who has drunk too much Sonia ~or with 
whom the Soma does not agree-anrl that may have been 
its original purpose-but also for a Brahman who desires 
success for himself, for a banished king who desires to regain 
his throne, for a warrior who desires victory, and for"a Vaisya 
who wishes to attain great riches. Many of the prayers 
belonging to this sacrifice refer to the legend of Indra, who 
was indisposed through intoxication from excessive enjoy
ment of Soma and had to be cured by the Asvins and by 
Sarasvati.1> Finally, sections XXII to XXV, with ·'.Vhich 
the old part of the Vajasaneyi-Sarphita ends, contain the 
prayers for the great Horse sacrifice (Asvamedha), which 
only a powerful king, a mighty conqueror or "world-ruler," 
might offer. Old leg~nds and epic poems tell of primeval 
kings, who performed this sacrifice, and it is looked upon as 

1 ) Of. above, p. 85. 
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the highest glory of a ruler, if it can be said of him : "He 
offered the Horse-sacrifice." The purpose of this great 
sacrifice is expressed very beautifully in the prayer Vaj.
Sarph., XXII, 22 : 

"0 Brahman I May in this kingdom the Brahmin be born who 
shines through sacred knowledge I May the warrior who is a hero, a 
skilful shot, a good marksman, and a powerful chariot-fighter, be born 
here f Also the cow which yields good milk, the ox whioh draws well, the 
swift horse, the good housewife I May to this sacrificer a hero-son be 
born who is victorious, a mighty chariot-fightet· and eloquent in the 
assembly I May Parjanya send us rain according to our desire I May 
our fruit-bearing plants ripen I May happiness and prosperity fall to our 
shat·e I" 

That the last fifteen sections are of later origin is not to 
be doubted. Sections XXVI to XXXV are designated even 
by Indian tradition itself as Khilas, i.e. "appendices," 
·"supplements." Actually XXVI to XXIX contain only 
appendices to the prayers of the preceding sections. Section 
XXX is shown to be an addition even through the fact that 
it contains no prayers, but only an enumeration of the people 
who are to be sacrificed at the Puru!j!amedha or "Human 
sacrifice" to the most divArse divine beings or to beings and 
powers for the moment elevated to divinity. No less than one 

· hundred and eighty-four persons are to be slaughtered at this 
Puru!j!am~«!.hl!, there being offered, to give only a few examples, 
"to Priestly Dignity a Brahmin, to Royal Dignity a warrior, 
to the Maruts a Vaisya, to Asceticism a Sudra, to Darkness a 
thief, to Hell a murderer, to Evil a eunuch ........ : ... to Lust 
a harlot, to Noise a singer, to Dancing a bard, to Singing an 
actor ......... to Death a hunter ......... to the Dice a gambler 
......... to Sleep a blind man, to Injustice a deaf man ......... to 
Lustre a fire-lighter ......... to Sacrifice a washerwoman, to 
Desire a female dyer ...... to Yam a a barren woman ...... to the 
Joy of Festival a lute-player, to Cry a flute-player .... to 
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Earth a cripple .. ~ ._ .. to Heaven a bald-headed man," and so on. 
Surely it is hardly conceivable that all these classes of people 
should have been brought together and killed. We have 
to deal here probably only with a symbolical rite reJlresenting 
a kind of " human sacrifice" by which even the great horse
sacrifice was to be outdone, but which probably existed only 
as part of sacrificial mysticism and theory, and in reality hardly 
occurred.1> With this agrees also the fact that section XXXI 
contains a version of the Purusasiikta, known to us from . . 
the ~gveda-i.e. of the hymn ~v. X, 90, in which the origin 
of the world through the sacrificing of the Puru~a and the 
identification of the world with the Puru~a are taught, Puru~a, 
".Ma~,'' being conceived as the Highest Being,-and ·that 
this section, which the .Brahman is to recite at the Puru~a

_medha, ·is also called an U pani~ad,. i.e. a secret doctrine. 
Section XXXII, too, is in form and contents nothing but an 
U pani~ad. 'fhe Creator Prajapati is here identified with 
the Purul?a aud the Brahman. 'fhe first six verses of section 
XXXIV are similarly counted amongst the Upani~a.ds, with 
the title Sivasaq~kalpa-U pani~ad. 2> The prayers of sections 
XXXII to XXXIV are to be employed at the so-called 
Sarvamedha or "All- sacrifice." 'fhis is the highest sacrifice 
which exhts at all, and which ends with the sacrificer's 
presenting the whole of his possessions to the priests as sacri
ficial fee and then retiring as a hermit into the forest there 

1 ) So also mdenberg, Religion des Veda, 2nd Ed., pp. 362 f. and Keith, HOS., Vol. 18, 
pp. cxxxviii, who says : " There can be no doubt that the ritual ia a. mere priestly 
invention to fill up the apparent gap in the sacrificial system which provided no place 
for man." Hillebrnndt (Ritnallitteratnr, Grundriss III, 2, pp.J53), however, considers the 
Pur~amedha to be a real human sacrifice. There can be no doubt that humsn sacrifices 
occurred in ancient India, though not in the Brahmanical cult-only survivals of it.oan be 
traced in the rite of building the brick-altar for the fire, and in the Suua~Se}oa legend·-, 
just as cruel human sacrifices occurred even in modern times among certain sects. But 
this du"es not prove that the Pnru~amedha. was such a sacrifice. 

') Viij. Saiph. 34, 1-6, is found as an Upa.ni~ad in the Oupnekhat of D~perron, and 
~fallslated b;v Deuu.en! Sechzi~ Upanishads des Veda1 p. 837, See above pp. l9 f, 
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to spend the rest of his days. Section XXXV contains a 
few funeral verses, which are mostly taken from the J;tgveda. 
Sections XXXVI to XXXIX contain the prayers for the 
ceremony called Pravargya, at which a cauldron is made 
red-hot on the sacrificial fire, to represent symbolically the 
sun; in this cauldron milk is then boiled and offered to the 
Asvins. 'l'he whole celebration is regarded as a great mystery. 
At the end of it the sacrificial utensils are so arranged that 
they represent a man: the milk-pots are the head, on which 
a tuft of sacred grass represents the hair; two milking-pails 
represent the ears, two little gold leaves the eyes, two cups 
the heels, the flour sprinkled over the whole the marrow, 
a mixture of milk and honey the blood, and so on. The 
prayers and formulae naturally correspond with t.he mysterious 
ceremonies.1> The XL and last section of the Vajasaneyi
Sa~.phita again contains an Upani~ad, the very important 
Isa-U pani:;;ad, occurring in all U pani!jlad-collections, to which 
we shall have to refer in the chapter on the Upanitmds. 

If it is already clear from the contents of the last sections 
that they are of a later date, it is confirmed still more by 
the fact that the prayers contained in the Sarphitas of the 
Black YaJurveda only correspond to those of the first half 
of the Vajasaneyi-Sarphita.2> 

Now as regards the prayers and sacrificial formulae them
selves, which form the principal contents of the Yajurveda
Sarphitas, they consist partly of verses (rr.), partly of prose 
sentences. It is the latter which are called "Yajus," and 
from which the Yajurveda takes its name. The prose of 
these prayers is occasionally rhythmical and here and there 

1 ) For details about all these sacrifices and festivals see Hillebrandt, "Rituallit
teratur (Grnndriss, III, 2), pp. 97-166; H. Oldenberg, Religion des Veda, 2nd Ed., 
pp. 437-474; E. Hardy, Die vedisch-brahmanische periode der Religion des ill ten Indians, 

Miinster i. W., 1893, pp. 154 ff. and Keith, HOS., Vol. 18, pp. ciii ff. 

·•) Only the first 18 Adhyiyas of the Vlljasaneyi-Saiphita are completely given, 
word for word, and explained, in the Satapatha·Bl'!lhmal}a of th White Yajurvecla. 
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even rises to poetical :flight.1> The verses which· occur are 
mostly found also in the ~gveda-Sa~phita.. 'fhe various 
readings, however, which the Yajurveda often presents, are 
not indeed more ancient than the text found in the ~gveda, 

but they are mostly intentional alterations which were made 
in the verses, in order to bring them more into line with 
the sacrificial acts. Only rarely were whole hymns of the 
J.tgveda included in the Yajurveda-Sar.phitas; mostly they 
are only single verses, torn from their context, which just 
appeared suitable to some sa"rificial ceremony or other, and 
were therefore included in the Veda of prayers. Therefore 
these verses are of less interest to us. The characteristic 
element of the Yajurveda is the prose formulae and prayers.8

> 

The simplest prayer that we can imagine is the dedica
tion of a sacrificial gift with the mere utterance of the name 
of the deity to which it is offered. Formulae of this kind 
are very numerous in the Yajurveda. "1'hee for Agni," 
"thee for Indra," or " this for Agni," or also "for Agni 
Hail ! " " for Indra Hail ! " etc.-with such words the gift 
is· laid down or thrown into the sacred fire. A shorter and 
simpler song of praise to a god can hardly be imagined than 
the words with which every morning and every evening 
the fire-sacrifice consisting of milk ( Agnihotra) is offered : 
" Agni is Light, Light is A gni, Hail ! " (in the evening), and 
"Surya is Light, Li!:;·ht is Surya, Hail ! " (in the morning). 
In equally brief words the purpose of a sacred act is often 
indicated; when, for instance, the sacrificial priest cuts off 
the branch with which the calves are driven from the cows, 
and says at the same time : "Thee for juice, thee for 

1 ) See Keith, HOS., Vol. lS, pp. cxlli., and H. Olden berg, Znr Gesohichte der 

altindischen Pros& (AGGW. N.F., Bd. 16, Berlin, 1917), pp. 2 li. On the langunge of the 
Yajos. 

•) We also take no account here of the ik~hmnl}&·like theologioaf explanations 
which the Smphitas of the Black Yajurveda contain be~ides the prayers and formulm. 

What is said in the following chapter about the Brilbmal,laS is applicable to these too. 

23 
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strength I" or the utensil which served for a sacred act is 
briefly named and a wish attached to it, when, for instance, 
the piece of wood with which the sacrificial fire is to be 
kindled, is dedicated with the words: "Thi~, A gni, is thy 

~ . 
igniter; through it mayst Thou grow and thrive . .May we also 
grow and thrive I " If one apprehends evil or bad magic 
from an object used at the sacrifice, a short spell serves to 
avert it. The halter with which the sacrificial animal is 
bound to the stake, is addressed thus: "Become no snake, 
become no viper I" The razor with which the sacrificer, when 
he is consecrated for the sacrifice, has his beard shaved, is thus 
addressed by the priest: "0 Knife, do not injure him I" At 
the consecration of a king, the king looks down upon the 
ground and prays : "Mother Earth, mayest Thou not injure 
me, nor I Thee I " IJ 

The deities are not always invoked or praised in these 
sacrifice-formulre, but in the most diverse ways sacrificial 
utensils and sacrificial acts are brought into relation to 
deities. Thus, for example, the priest binds with a rope the 
sacrificer's wife who takes part in the sacrifice, saying: "A 
girdle thou art for Aditi." At the consecration for the Soma
sacrifice the sacri:fi.cer binds himself with a girdle of hemp 
and reed-grass with the words: "Thou art the strength of 
the Angiras,2> soft as wool; lend me strength I " Then he 
makes a knot in his under-garment and says: " The knot 
of the Soma art thou." Hereupon he enwraps his head in 
his turban (or in his upper garment) muttering: "Thou art 
Vi~t;m's protection, the protection of the sacrificer." To the 
horn of a black antelope, which he wraps up in the hem of 
his garment he says: "Thou art Indra's womb." The priest 
takt>s the sacrificial food from the car with the words: "Thou 
art the body of Agni, thee for Vi~QU. Thou art the body of 

•) Vl\j. IV, I. VI, 12. II, 14. r, I. Jll, 9. X, 23. 

•) The ancient fi~e a.nd magic-priests, conceived as semi-divine beings. 
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the Soma, thee for Vi~?Q.U." When the priest takes any sacrifi
cial utensil into his hand, he does it with the oft-recurring 
formula : "At the god Savitar's · instigation I take thee 
with the arms of the Asvins, with the hands of Pu~an." 1 ' 

1'he sacred sacrificial fire must be twirled in the ancient 
manner with the fire-drill ; 2

' and the producing of the fire 
is already in the ~gveda compared with the process of 
procreation, the lower small board being regarded as the 
mother, and the upper friction-stick as the father of the child 
Agni (the fire).3

> Thus are explained the formulre with 
which the fire-twirling is performed at the Soma-sacrifice, in 
which the two friction-sticks are addressed as the pair of 
lovers, Pururavas and Urvasi,4' already known to· us, who 
bring forth Ayu. The priPst takes the lower friction-stick 
with the words : " Thou art the birth-place of Agni," lays 
two blades of sacred grass upon it, and says: "You are the 
two testicles." Then he lays the small board down with the 
words: "Thou art Urvasi," touches the frying pan with the 
twirling-stick, saying : "Thou art Ayu," and with the words : 
"Thou art Purfit•avas" places the twirling-stick into the 
lower friction-stick. 1'hereupon he twirls with the formula: 
"I twirl thee with the Gayatri metre, I twirl thee 
with the Tri~tubh metre, I twirl thee with the Jagati 
metre." 5 > 

1 ) VAj. I, 30. IV, 10. V, I. VI, 30. 
•) This consists of the tw<> "Ara.Qis " or friction-sticks, of which the one is & 

small board, the other a. pointed stick which is tnrned round in the small board nntil 

a flame results. This iM the fire-producing implement still used at the present da.1 by 
many primitive peoples, e.g. the Eskimos,--doubtless one of the most primitive utensils 

of mankind. 

•) The Malays of IndonesiA. )!till to-day call the small wooden board in which the 
fire drill is turned, "mother" or" woman," while the twirling-stick itself is called" man." 

The ancient Arab~, too, had two sticks for producing fire by friction, one of which was 

conceived as female, and the other aa male. 
•) See above, pp. 103 f. 
5 ) VAj., V. 2. Satapa~ha-Rr, III, 4, 1, 20 II. Of. Sata.pa~ha. Br., VIII, 5, 2, l1 

Weber, Ind. Stud., 8, 1863, pp. 8 II., 28 II., and above, pp. 61 f. 
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Formula-like turns of this kind, which often convey 
little or no meaning, are extremely numerous in the Yajur
veda. Comparatively rarely do we come across long prose 
prayers, in which the sa('rifi.cer expresses his desires to the 
deity in simple words, as in the above-quoted beautiful prayer, 
which was spoken at the horse-sacrifice. More frequent are 
the formula-like prayers, which, however, still convey a 
reasonable meaning, as the following: 

" Thou, Agni, · art the protector o£ bodies; protect roy body I Thou, 
Agni, art the giver o£ life; give me life ! Thou, A~ni, art the giver of 

"Strength, give me strength I · Thou, Agni, make complete that which is 
incoinplete in my body.'' (Yaj , III, l7 .j 

"May ·life prosper through the sacrifice ! May breath P' ospe1· through 
the sacrifice ! May the eye prospe1· through the sacrifice! May the ear 
prosper through the sacrifice! May the back prosper through the sacrifice! 
May the sacrifice prosper through the sacrifice! " {Vii.j, IX, 21.) 

But still more frequently we find endless formu]re, the 
_meaning of which is very doubtful, for example: 

. ' . 
"Agni has gained breath with the mono-syllable ; may I gain it I The 

-.Asvins have gained the two-footed people with the two-eyllabic, may I gain 
them I Vi~l)u has· g:tined the three worlds with the three-syllabic, may I 
gain them I Soma has gained the four-footed cattle with the £our-syllabic; 

. may I gain them! Pii~an has gained the five regions o£ the world with the 
five-syllabic; may I gain them! Sa vi tar has gained the six seasons with the 
six-syllabic; may I gain them I The Maruts have gained the seven tamed 
animals with the seven-syllabic; may I gain them! Brhaspati has gained 
the Gayatri with the eight-syllabic; may I gain it!.. ... Aditi has gained 
the sixteen-fold Stoma with the sixteen-syllabic; may I gain it I Prajii.pati 
has gained the seventeen-fold Stoma with the seventeen-syllabic; may I 
gain it I" (Vaj., IX, 31-H.) 

However, one of the chief causes of the fact that these 
prayers and sacrifice-formulre often appear to us to be nothing 
but senseless conglomerations of words, is the identification 
'and 'combination of things which have nothing at all to do with 
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each other, so very popular in the Yajurveda. · For instance, a 
cooking-pot is placed on the fire with the words: 

"Thou art. the sky, thou art the earth, thou art the cauldron of 
l\Iatarisvan." 1 > (Vaj., I, 2.) 

Or the cow with which the Soma is bought, is addressed 
by the priest in the words : 

"Thou art thought, thou art mind, ·thou art intelligence, thou art the 
priestly fee, thou art suitable for mastery, thou art suitable for the sacri
fice, thou art the double-headed Aditi.'' (Vaj., IV. 19.) 

To the fire which is carried about in the pan at the build
ing of the fire-altar the following prayer is addressed : 

"Thou art the beautiful-winged bird, the song. of praise Trivrt is thy 
head, the Gayatra melody thine eye, the two melodies Brhat and Ratliari
tara are thy wings, the song of praise is thy soul, the metres are thy limbs, 
the Yajus-formulre thy name, 1 he Vamadevya-Melody thy body, the 
Yajfiayajfiiya-melody thy tail, the fire-hearths are thy hoofs; fhou art the 
beautiful-winged bird, go to heaven, fly to the light!" (Vaj., XII, 4.) 

Then the priest takes three steps with the fire-pan, and 
says: 

"Thoa art the rival-slayiug stride of Vi~(}u, mount ~he Gayatrl metre, 
stride along the earth! Thou art the foe-shying stride of Vi~l}u; mount 
the 'f~i~~nbh metre, stride along the air ! 'r110u art the hater-slaying stride 
of Vi!}l)U; mount the Jagat.I Metre, stride along the sky ! 'l'hou art the 
hostile-slaying stride of Vi~I}U; mount the Anu!}~ubh metre, stride along. 
the regions of the world ! " {Vaj., Xll, 5.) 

With reference to this kind of prayer Leopold von · 
Sch1·oeder says: "We may indeed often doubt whether these 
are the productions of intelligent people, and in this connec· 
tion it is very interesting to observe that these bare and 

1 ) Matarisvan is here the wind. god, hence "the ·cauldron of 1\1," meaning "atmos

phere." 
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monotonous variations of one and the same idea are parti
cularly characteristic of the writings of persons in the stage 
of imbecility." He then gives a few examples of notes written 
down by insane persons which have been prPserved by psychi
aters, and these do indeed show a striking similarity with many 
of the prayers of the Yajurv~da.1 > We must not forget that 
here we are not dealing with very ancient popular spells, as 
we find them in the Atharvaveda and in some cases even 
still in the Yajurveda, but with the fabrications of priests 
who had to furnish the countless sacrificial rites subtilised by 
themselves with equally countless spells and formulre. 

Some prayer-formulre of the Yajurveda are indeed noth
ing but magic spells in prose. Even exorcisms and curses, 
quite similar to those with which we have become acquainted 
in the Atharvaveda,' confront us also among the prayers of the 
Yajurveda. For there exist also sacrificial acts by which one 
can InJUre an enemy. Thus the priest says to the yoke of the 
car on which the sacrificial utensils are kept : " A yoke thou 
art, injure t.he injurer, injure him who injures us, injure him 

h · · " (v- · I s ) 2> w om we IDJUre. aJ., , . 
The following examples of such sacrificial prayers are 

given by L. von Schroeder,3
> from the MaitrayaQ.i-Sarphita.: 

" Him who is hostile to us, and him who hates us, him who reviles us 
and him who wishes to injure us, all those shalt thou grind to dust! " 

" 0 Agni, with thy heat, glow out against him who hates us and 
whom we hate ! 0 Agni, with thy flame, burn against him who hates us 
and whom we hate! 0 Agni, with thy ray, radiate against him who 
hates us and whom we hate. 0 Agni, with thy powerful strength, seize 
him who hates us and whom we hate ! " 

"Death, Destruction, shall seize the rivals I " 

') L. v. Srhroeder, ILC., pp. 113 f. 
•) At the same time an example of the play of words, which is very popular in the 

Yajns-formnlre. The text reads: dbiir asi, dhiirva dhiirvantam, dhiirva taiJl yo'sman 

dhfirvati, taiJl dhiirva yaiJl dhiirvamai), 

•) ILC., p. 122. 
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Just as these exorcism-formulre havP a primitive and 
popular air, so we find among the riddlesJ whit•h have come 
down to us in the Yajurveda, besides genuinely tht>ological 
riddles which well deserve the technical name "Brahmodya," 
as they presuppose an acquaintance with Brahman or sacred 
knowledge, also a few old popular riddles.1> We have already 
become acquainted with this certainly very ancient literary 
type in the J;tgveda and in the Atharvaveda. In the Yajur
veda we also learn of the occasions at which the riddle-games 
were customary, indeed, even formed a part of the cult. 
Thus we find in the Vajasaneyi-Samhita in st>ction XXIII,2

> a 
number of riddles with which the prie~ts amused themselves 
at the renowned ancient horse sacrifice. A few of these re
mind us of our juvenile riddles, while others refer to the 
sacrificial mysticism of the Brahma:Q.as and the philosophy of 
the Upani~ads. As examples the riddles of Vaj. XXIII, 
45-48, 51, may be quoted: 

The Hotar: "Who wanders lonely on his way? 
Who is constantly born auew 7 
What is the remedy for cold 7 
What is the great corn-vessel called?" 

The Adhvaryu : "The sun wanders lon·ely on its way, 
The moon is constantly born anew, 
Fire is the remedy for cold, 
The earth is the great corn-vessel." 

The Adh' 11.ryu: " What is the sun-like light,? 

What is the ocean-like flood ? 

1
) On the Brahmodyas see Ludwig, Der Rigveda. Koegel, Ill, 390 ff. Rod Kcegel, 

Geachichte der deutschen Litteratur, I. I, 1894, pp. 5, 64 ff includes the Brahmodya.s, with 

which he comp1u·es the Old Germanic riddle poetry, in the poetic heritage of the Indo· 
European period. 

') Similarly al.o in Tait.tiriya-Sarpbitil, VII, 4, ]8. 
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And what is greater than the earl h ? 
What is that of which no measure is known ? " 

The Hotar: " Brahman 1 l is the sun-like light, 
1 he sky is the ocean-like flood, 

And greater than the earth is God I ndra, 
But il is the cow, of which no measure is known." 

The Udgiitar: " Into what things has the Pum~a penetrated? 

An:l what things are contained in the Purusa? 
This riddle, Urahman, I give thee to solve ; 
What answer hast thou now to make?" 

The Brah.nan : " The five, it is, into which the Puru~a has penetrated, 
And these are they which at·e contained in the 

Puru~a. 2 l 

That is the answer I have thought out for thee; 
In the magic strength of knowledge thou art 

not above me." 

These riddle games form an equally important part of 
the worship of the· gods as the prayers and sacrificial formulre. 
Hcwever, the term " worship " of the gods expresses but 
inadequately the purpose of the prayers and formulre, indeed, 
of the sacrifices themselves. 1.'he majority of the sacrificial 
ceremonies, as also the Yajus formulre do not aim at "wor
shipping " the gods, but· at influenc.ing them; at compelling 
them to fulfil the wishes of the sacrificer. The gods too, love 
"panem et circenses," they, too, wish to be not only fed, but 
entertained as well : the Vedic texts very frequently assure 
us that the gods take a particular pleasure in the mysterious, 
the enigmatic, the barely hinted-at.8

> 

1 ) This ambiguous word here probably means "the priE'st-hood,'' perhaps "the 

aacred know ledge." 

') Purn!}a means" human being," ''person" and a1so ''spirit,'' "universal spirit." 

"The five" are the five senseA, which are contained in the Puru~a, i.e. in the" human 

being" and are permeated by the Pnru~a, i.e. the" nniversnl spirit." 

•) "The gods love that which is hinted at, the mysterious," is a sent .. nce often 

recurring in the Brt\htnal}as, e.g., gatapatba-Brahmal}a, VI, 1, 1, 2 ; 11 ; 2, 3; 7, 1, 23, VII, 4. 
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In the Yajurveda we find besides, already a mode of 
influencing the· gods which prevailed very largely at later 
periods, and which consists of enumerating as many names and 
epithets as possible pertaining to a certain god and of wor
shipping him under all these names, in order to obtain some
thing from him. Thus, in the later literature we find texts 
which enumerate a thousand names of VisQ.U or a thousand 
names of S_iva, the recital of whic~ is regarded as a particularly 
effective and meritorious work of devotion. The· first 
beginnings of this kind of prayers we find in the Satarudriya., ' 
the enumeration of the hundred names of the god Rudra, in 
Section XVI of the Vajasaneyi-Samhita and in. the Taittiriya-. . . 
Sa:rphita, IV, 5. 

Finally, there is yet another kind of "prayers," as we 
cannot help calling them, with which we meet already in the 
Yajurveda, and with which also, a~ later periods, much mis
chief was done. They are single syllables or words, which 
convey no meaning at all, or whose meaning has been lost, 
which are pronounced in the most solemn manner at certain 
places in the act of sacrifice, and are regarded as immensely 
sacred. There is, first of all, the sacrificial cry svaha, which 
we usually translate by "hail," with which every gift for the 
gods is thrown into the fire, while the cry svadha is employed 
in the case of sacrificial gifts to the fathers. Other quite un
intelligible ejaculations of the kind are va~at, vet, vat, but 
above all the most sacred syllable om . . This syllable, origin
ally nothing but an expression of assent,t> was regarded by 
the Indians for thousands of years, and still to the present 

1, 10, etc. Brhadara!}yaka.Upani~ad, IV, 2. 2. "The gods love that which is hinted at 
darkly, and hate that which is uttered dir~ctly." . 

1 ) According to Aitareya-Briihmal}a, VII, 18, om means, in the language used for 

the gods, that which is expressed among human beings by tathii, "so be it," "yes." In the 
same way Ch!lndogya-Upani~ad I, 1, 8: "This syllable om expresses assent, for when a 
person agrees to something, he says : 'om' ! It is probably purely a coincidence that the 

syllable om partly agrees with the Hebrew" amen" in meaning as well as in sound, 

24 
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day is regarded, as inordinately sacred and full of mystical 
significance. In the U pani~ads it is identified with Brahman, 
the world-soul, and recommended to the wise man. as the 
highest subject of meditation. The Katha-Upani~ad (II, 16) 
says of it: "This syllable is indeed Brahman, this syllable is 
the Highest; for he who knows this syllable will have all his 
wishes, whatever they may be, fulfilled." To this syllable 
"bm.'' are added the three "great words," namely bhur, 
bhuval}, svar (explained by the Indians as "earth, air; sky/' 
which, however, is doubtful) of which it is said in an old 
text : 1> " This is indeed Brahman, this Truth, this ~ight; 

for without these there is no sacrifice." . -

Centuries later, in the Tantras, the religious books of 
more recent Indian sects, the use of such mystical syllables 
and words has become prevalent to such an extent that we 
frequently find nothing for pages, but inarticulated sounds 
such as mp, aq1, hrirp, U~p, Ehp, kro~p, phat, a\1, and so on. 
It is significant too, that the word mantra, which originally 
desig.nated the verses and prayers (rc and yajus) of the Vedi'J 
Sarphitas, later on had only the meaning of "magic formula." 
Already iii the Yajurveda we can trace quite clearly the transi· 
tion from prayer to magic formula-the two had, in fact, never 
been very strictly separated. 

However bare and tedious, unedifying the Yajurveda
sarphitas are if we want to read them as literary works, 
so supremely important, indeed, interesting are they for the 
student of religion, who studies them as sources not only for 
the Indian, but also for the general science of religion. Who
ever wishes to investigate the origin, the development, and 
the significance of prayer in the history of religion-and this 
is one of the most interesting chapters of the history of 
religion-should in no case neglect to become acquainted with 
the prayers of the Yajurveda. 

•) Maitriyat;ti-Samllit4, I, 8, fi. 
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For the understanding of the whole of the later religious 
and philosophical literature of the Indians, too, these Sa~phitas 
are indispensable. Without the Yajurveda we cannot under
stand the Brahma1;1as, and without these we cannot under
stand the U paniljlads. 

THE BRlij:MA~AS. l) 

Of the BrahmaJ).as; the second great class of works belong
ing to the Veda, M a x M ii 11 e r once said : " However il1ter
esting the BrahmaJJ.as may be to students of Indian literature, 
they are of small ~nterest to the general reader. The· greater 
portion of them is simply twaddle, and what is worse, theolo
gical twaddle. No person who is not acquainted beforehand. 
with the place which the BrahmaJJ.aS fill in the history of the 
Indian mind, could read. more than ten pages without being 
disgusted." 2l · 

Indeed, it is even truer of these works than of the Yajur
veda, that they are unpalatable as reading, but indispensable to 
the understanding of the whole of the later religious and 
philosophical literature of the Indians, and highly interesting 
for the general science of religion. The BrahmaQ.as are as 
invaluable authorities to the student of religion, for the his
tory ()f s a c r i f i c e a~c!__-~!_.E._~~-~~ o d, as the S~~phitas 
of the Yajurveda are for the history of prayer. 

The word Brahm a J.1. a s> (neut.) means first a single 

') Of, L. von Schroeder, I.L.C., pp. 127-16'1, 179-190. Sylvain Levi, La doctrine du 
sacrifice dans lea Brllhmal}as (Bibliotbeqne de l'ecole des hantes etudes), Paris, 1898. 
H. Oldenberg, Vorwiasenschafbliche Wissenschaft, die Weltanschauung der Br,hmal}a-Texte, 
Gllttingen, 1919, endeavours to do fustice to the thoughts contained in the Brllhmal}aS. 
What Oldenberg calls "pre-scientific knowledge," should, however, be more c~rrect~y 
called ,~·priestly pseudo-science." For the prose of the Brllhmal}as,. s . . Oldenberg, Znr 
Geschichte der altindiscben Prosa, pp. 13 ff., 20 .ff. 

•) Max Miiller, Chips from a German Workshop, Vol. I. 
•) The derivation of the word is doubtf11l. It can be derived either from brilhman • 
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"explanation or utterance of a learned priest, of a doctor of the 
science of sacrifice, upon any point of the ritual." Used col
lectively, the word means, secondly, a collection of such 
utterances and discussions of the priests upon the science of 
sacrifice. For although the BrahmaQ.as fortunately contain 
much that has only a distant reference to the sacrificial cult, 
for instance, cosmogonic myths, ancient legends and narratives, 
yet the . sacrifice is the one and only theme from which all 
the discussions start, on which everything hinges. For the 
BrahmaQ.as deal consecutively with the great sacrifices, with 
which we have become acquainted above in the contents of 
the Vajasaneyi-Sarphita,I> anQ. give instructions on the 
separate rites and ceremonies, attaching to them observations 
upon the relations of the separate sacrificial acts to each 
other and to the spells and prayers, partly quoted literally and 
partly quoted in abbreviated form.2> To these are added 
symbolical interpretations and speculative reasons for 
the ceremonies and their connection with the prayer formulm. 
Where, as is often the case, the views of the learned men 
differ ou certain points of ritual, the one view is defended and 
the other rejected. Also t_here is sometimes talk of differences 
of the ceremonies in different districts, also of modifications of 
certain sacrificial rites in particular circumstances. The men
tion of what exactly constitutes the priests' payment, the dak~iQ.a, 
at every sacrificial act, is never omitted. In the same way 
it is explained to the sacrificer what. ad vantages, whether in 
this life or in the life beyond, he can gain by means of the 

(neut.) in the sense of "sacred speech, prayer, sacred knowledge," or from brahmin 

(ma.sc.) "priest" in general ~r "Brahman priest," or also from brlhmal}a (maso.) "the 
Brahman, the member of the priestly caste, the theologian." 

1 ) Pp. 172-176. 

•) In several places in the Satapatha-Brllhmal}a, the word band h n , " connection, 

relationship," i:e. " explanation of the deeper connection, the actual significance," occnra, 
whereas in later passages the word b r I h m a I} a is used 'in the same sense. Of. 

Webe1", HIL., p. 11; Ind. Stud., 5, 60; 9,351; Oldenberg, Vorwissenschaftl. Wissena

chaft, p. 4. 
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various sacrificial rites. In short, if the use of the word 
"science" may be permitted with .reference to theological 
knowledge then we can best designate the Brahmanas as 
~which ,2~ with the·" sci,tmce of sacrifice." 

Very many such texts must have existed. Of this we are 
as~ured by the Indians themselves, and it is also confirmed by 
the many quotations from los~ Bra1J.maiJ.as,. which we find in 
our texts. However the number of even those Brabma'Q.as 
which are still preserved is by no means small, and moreover, 
all of them should be classed among the more extensive works 
of Indian literature. According to the four Vedic Sa~phitas 
with which we have become acquainted, the four Vedas, as 
we know, were distinguished, and to each of the latter several 
BrahmaiJ.as usually belong, which issued from various schools 
( sakhas). We have• seen that the Samhitas of the Black 
Yajurveda already contained, besides the mantras or prayers, 
also declarations of opinions and discussions on the purpose 
and meaning of the sacrifice. In these Brahmal}.a-like parts 
of the Yajurveda-Sa~phitas we shall seethe beginning of the 
BrahmaQ.a-literature. It . was · these very directions for the 
performance of the sacrificial ceren;10nies and the discussions 
on the meaning of the ritual, which in the Sa~phitas of the 
Black Yajurveda were directly connected with the Mantras 
themselves, it was just these which one Vedic school after 
another made the subject of individual works. Soon it was 
regarded as a rule that every Vedic school must possess a 
Bra~~· 'l'hi& explains on the one hand tme large number 
of Brahmal)as, and on the other hand the circumstance that 
some works were designated as BrahmaQ.as, which deserve this 
name neither for their contents nor for their extent, and 
which belong to the latest productions of Vedic literature. 
Of this type are many so-called ·' Br~hmaQ.as' of the 
Samaveda, which are nothing but Vedangas,I> also the 

') See Chapter on the Vedllilgas. 
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G_~:pa~_!!a-Brah~;na"Q.a of the .Atharvaveda. The latter is one 
of the latest works of the whole of Vedic literature. There 
was obviously no Brahma1.1a at all belonging ,to tl,te Atb:uvaveda 
in early times. I.t was not until a later period, when a Veda 
without .Q. ;Brahma1,1a :eould not be imagined, tha,t an ttttempt 
was made to fill this gap.1> 

The most important of the old Brahmal'}.as may here be 
~numerated. 

To the R,gveda belongs the Aitareya .. B~~hmal}.a. lt 
consists of torty Adhyayas or "lessons/' which are divided into 
eigh.t J,>aii.cakas .or .~' fitths." ~radition names .M.ahidasa 
,A.itareya as .the author of the work. In reality he was pro b .. 
ably only _the .compiler or editor of it. This l3rahmal'}.a deal~ 

chiefly with the Soma-sacrifice, besides which witl;l only the .fire
sacri6.ce {Agnihotra) and the feast of the consecration ,of :a 
king (Raja.suya). It is supposed that the last te;n .section~ 
are of later origin. 2> 

In the .closest re]at,ionsbip with this l3rahmal'}.a .is the 
Kau~itaki or S.ankhay aila-Brahmal'}.a, .also belonging to 
the R,g-ved~, and .consisting of thirty Adhyayas or "lessons.~' 

l'he :first six Adhyay~ .deal with the food-sacrifice (fire,. 
laying, fi.re .... sa.crifice, new and full moon sacrifices and :the 
sacrifices of the seasons), while .Adbyayas VII to XXX dea,l 
with the So:r:na~sacrifice faj,rly agreeing with the Aitareya.-

1 ) For detailed treatment of the Gopatha- Briihmal}a see M. Bloomfield, The Atba.rva. 
veda (" Grnndriss," II. i B.), pp. 101-124. The Gopatba.-BrAhmal}a has been edited by D. 
Gaastra, Leyden, 1919. Whilst Bloomfield considers the Gopatha-BrAhmal}a later .than 
t.he VaitAnasiit£a (Der Atharvaveda, 101 ff., GGA. 1912, No. 1), Oaland (WZK~ 18, 
1904, 191 ff.) and Keith (JRA.S, 1910, 934 ff,) consider it earlier. 

•) Edited and translated into· English by Martin Hattg, Bombay, 1863. A much 
better edition with .extracts from S4ya.l}a's commentary by Tb. .Aufrecht, Bonn, 1879. 
Edited with Baya.l}a.'s commentllry in AnSS No. 32. Translated into English by A. B. 
Keith, HOS, Vol. 25, 1920. According to Keith (1. c., pp. 44 ff.) the Aitareya-Br!lhmal}a 
is probably older than the Br!lbmal}a parts of the Taittiriya-Sa1J1hiti, 1\nd certainly older 
than the Ja.iminiya-and S.,tap'\tha-Br!lhm'!.l}"\. On the lnnguage of the Ait-Br. see 
Lie'bich, Pauhi, pp. 23 ff. On M \hidha Aitareya s. Keith, Aitareya A.r~yaka, Introd., 

pp.16 f. 
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Brahman!i.1) The Kaus'ltaki-Brahtrtttna- is later than the . . . 
Aitareya-BrahmaQ.a. However, while the latter is not the 

· work of one h!j,nd and of one period~, the Kau~~taki-BtahtnaQ.a 
is a uniform work. 

To the Samaveda belongs the Tal).4ya .. Mah!·Brah
mal}.a,2' also called Pa:iicavhpsa, i.e. '"' Brahma:Q.a consisting at 
twenty•ftve books." This is one of the oldest Brahtnal}.~s and 
contains some important old legends. Of special interest are 
the V ratyastomas, and the description of sacrificial cere-' 
monies by means of which tha V ratyas were received 
into the community' of the Brahmans.8> 'I'he SaQ. Vi:qlsa
Brahin&J).a~ i.e. "the twenty·sixth Brahtnal}.a:''> is only a 
completion of the TaQ.qya which Mnsists ol twenty-five 
books. The last part of the ea<lvhp~a is the so-called IC Adbhuta .. 
Brahmal).a," a.. VedaQ.ga•text on iniracle8 and omens.''l The 
Jaiminiya-Brahma:Q.a of the Samaveda is even older than 
the Tal).{jya:..Maha-BrahmaQa. This work is of special interest 
for the history both of religion and legend, but unfortunate• 
l;y the manuscript material- is so fragmentary that it 

•) The Kan~itaki-BrAhmar;~a is edited by :B. Lindner, Jena, 1887, also In AuBS No. 65, 
translated into English by A. B. Keith, HOS, vol. 25, 1920; chapter ·X translated into 
German by R. Lobbecke, Ueber daa Ver~llltnis von Briihmar;~aa·nnd Sra.ntasiitren, Leipzig, 
1908. Apastamba mentions the Kanvitakins, but his quotations from a "Bahvrca
Brilhmar;~a/; that is "a Brllhmal}a of the {tgvedina" do not ecour either in the Aitareya 
or in the Kau~itaicl.Brlihm&Qa; they must therefore refer to another {tgveda.Brlihmar;~a 
which has not come down to us {Keith, 1. c., p. 48). For critical and exegetical notes on 

Ait. Br. a.nd Kan~. Br. see W. Oala'lla, ZDMG 72, 1918, 23 ff. 
i) Edited in nibl. Ind. i870·18'14. .An analysis of it has been given by E. W, 

Hopkins, "Gods and :Saints of the great Brnhma\).&" (Transactions of the Connecticd 

· Academy of Arts and Sciences, vol. 15, 1909, pp. 20.69). Critical notes Oil it by C4lami1 

ZDMG '12, 1918, 19 it. 
8 ) 'see above p. 154, and Weber, HIL, pp. 6'1 f. 

•) Edited by H. :F. Eelsingh, Leyden, 1908, and the first Prapithaka by Kurt; 
Klemm, with extracts from Sllyal}a's commentary, and a· German translation ( GiiteMIOI!,· 
1894). Liebich {Indogermanische Forschnngen, .Anzeiger, 1895, pp • .SO f.) baa .shew. that 

the language of the ~a.Qvirp5a is pre.p4Qinean. 
. '•) Edited and translated into German by A.. Weber,. "Zwei vedis~ TeD~ u•_ 

Ollllna nnd Portenta," AB4 1858, 
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cannot be edited. Hitherto only portions of it have been made 
known.IJ 

The Taittiriya-Brahmal}.a of the Black Yajurveda is 
nothing but a continuation of the Taittiriya-Saq1hita, 2> for 
the Brahmal}.as were already included in the Saq1hitas of 
the Black Yajurveda. The Taittiriya-Brahmal}.a, therefore, 
contains only later -additions to the Samhita. We find here 
only a description of the Purufi!amedha, the symbolical 
"human sacrifice;" s) and the fact that the sacrifice is miss
ing in the Samhita is one of the many proofs that it is only 
a rather late production of the science of sacrifice. 

To the white Yajurveda belongs the Satapatha-Brah-
. mal}. a, "the BrahmaQa of the Hundred Paths," so called because 
it consists of one hundred Adhyayas or "lessons." This is 
the best known, the most extensive, and doubtless, also on 
account of its contents the most important of all the 
Brahmal}.as.'> As in the case of the Vajasaneyi-Samhita, 
there are two recensions of this Brahmal}a, that of the Kal}.vas 
and that of the Madhyandinas. In the latter the hundred 

'Adhyayas are distributed among 14 books (KaQQ.as). The 
first nine books a1e simply a continuous commentary on the 
first eighteen sections of the Vajasaneyi-Samhita. They 

1 ) A selection from the Jaiminiya-Br4hmal}a, texts with German translations, has 
been edited by W. Caland (Verhandeligen der kon. Akad. van Wetenschappen te Amster. 

dam, Afd. Lett. Deel I, N. R. D. XIX, No.4) 1919. Legends from the Jaim. Br. have 
been made known before by A. C. Burnell and W. D. Whitney, Ind. A.nt. 13, 1884, 16 ff., 
21 ff., and by H. Oertel in JAOS, vols. 14, 15, 18, 19, 23, 26, 28, in OC XI, Paris 1897, I, 
225 ff. and in Transactions of the Connecticut Academy of A.rts and Sciences, vol. 15, 
1909. See also Calancl, WZKM 28, 1914, 61 ff. and "Over en nit bet Ja.iminiya-BrAhmal}a" 
(Verslagen en Mededeclingen der kon. Akademie van Wetcnsch., Afd-Lett., 5, 1) Amster
dam, 1914. The Sa~ylyana-Brahmal}a of the S90mav:eda is only known by quotations 
(especially in Siiyal}a'sltgvedabhA~ya), see H. Oertel, JAOS 18, 1897, pp. 15 ff. 

•) Editions in Bibl. Ind. 1855-1890, and AnSS No. 37, For the contents of the 
Taitt. Br., see Keith, HOS, voL 18, pp. lxxvi ff.; 

1 ) See above, pp. 174 f. 
•) The text was published by A. Weber (The White Yajarveda, Part II. The c;Jata

patha-Brihmal}a. Berlin and London, 1855). There is an el!:cellent English translation 
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are decidedly older· than ·the last five books. · Probably: 
also Books I to V are more closely connected. In them 
Yaj:iiavalkya, who at the end of Book XIV is called the 
author of the whole Satapatha-Brahmal}.a, is often mentioned 
as the teacher whose authority is conclusive. On the· 
other band, in Books VI to IX, which deal _with· the fire
altar building (Agnicayana), Yaj:iiavalkya ·is not mentioned 
at all. Instead of him another teacher, Sat;~.!lilya, is 
quoted as an authority ; and the same .Sfu}.!lilya. is also 
regarded as the proclaimer of the Agnirahasya, i.e. of thA 
"fire-altar mystery," which forms the content~ of Book X.· 
Books XI to XIV, besides appendices to the preceding books; 
also contain a few interesting sections on subjects· which are 
otherwise not dealt with in the BrabmaQ.as, thus upon the Upa-: 
nayana, the initiation of a pupil or the takirig of the pupil 
to the teacher who is to instruct him in the sacred texts (XI, 
5, 4), upon the daily Veda study (svadhyaya),1

> whichis look:
ed upon as a sacrifice to the god 'Br"'hman (XI; . 5, 6-8), and 
upon the death-ceremonies and the raising of a burial mound 
(XIII, 8). The horse-sacrifice (~.\svamedha), the " human 
sacrifice (Puru~amedha) and the "sacrifice of all" (Sarva
medha) are dealt with in Book XIII, and the Pravargya 
ceremony in Book XIV. At t~e close of this extensive work 

with important introductions and notes, by Julina Eggeling in five volumes. (SBE, Vola. 

12, 26, 41, 43 and 44). The Satapatha-BrihmarJa is generally considered as one of the 

latest Brihmal}as; see Keith, HOS, Vol. J8, pp. cii f. According to P. Oltramars 

"L' histoire des idees theosophiques dans l'lnde," I, p. 96, many passsges in the SatapathH· 

Br. show the trace of the influence of the doctrines of the Upan~ads. Wuckernagel, Altind. 

Grammatik I, p. X'<X declares that as to language, the Satapatha-Br. and the Aitareya

Br. too is "comparatively modern," whilst he considers the Paiicavil!lSa-Br. and the 

TaitHriya-Br. as the most ancient Br4hmal}as. (For tho opposite view, see Keith, HOS; 
Vol. 25, pp. 46 f.). Olden berg, "Znr Geschichte der altindis.-hen Prosa," pp. 20 ff., gives the 

examples illustrating the "enrlier" Brlihmal}a period from the Taittiriya-Sal!lhit'i, and 

those for the "later" period from the Satapatha-BrihmarJa. 
') The" looming" or reciting of the Veda by the Indiana as a religioUB duty has an 

exact parallel in the Thorn-reading or "learning" of the Jews. 

25 
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is the old and important BrhadaraQ.yaka-U pani~ad with which 
we shall become acquainted in the next chapter. 

The difference between the BrahmaQ.as which belong to 
the separate Vedas lies chiefly in the fact that the BrahmaQ.as 
of the l;tgveda, in the presentation of the ritual, emphasize 
that which is of importance to the Hotar-priest, who has to 
recite the verses and hymns of the J;tgveda, while the Brah· 
maQ.as of the Samaveda are chiefly concerned with the duties 
of the Udgatar, and those of the Yajurveda with the sacri
ficial acts to be performed by the Adhvaryu. In the essen
tials of their. contents the BrahmaQ.as all agree fairly well with 
one another: In the main the same subjects are always dealt 
with; and all these works bear the same stamp. This is the 
more noticeable, as we are compelled to assume a period of 
several centuries for the origin and propagation of this litera
ture. If we could believe the tradition which, in the so-called 
Varpsa ll or- " Genealogies," specifies genealogical trees of 
teachers with ·fifty to sixty names, then not even a tholl:_sand 
years would suflice to locate all the generations of teachers 
whose names are mentioned. These genealogies have indeed 
the object of tracing back the origin of the sacrifice theory to 
some deity or other-Brahman, Prajapati or the Sun-but. 
they also contain so many nam.es which have certainly the 

. appearance of being genuine family-names, that it is difficult 

') Connected with the Sima veda, there is a special so.called "BrAhmal}a," the 
VatpSa..Brihmat;~a (edited and explained by A. Weber, Ind. Stnd. 4, 371 1!'.) which 
contains only a list of 53 teachers, the last of whom, Ka~yapa, is said to 
have received the tradition from god Agni. There are fonr different Vatpsas in 
the Satapatha Br&hmal}a. The one given at the conclnsion of the work begins 
with the words: "We have this from the son of Bhirsdv&jo, the son of Bharadv&ji 
from the son of V&tslm&Q~avi," etc. Then follow 40 teachers, all only mention. 
ed by their maternal names. Only as the 45th in the list does Yijiiavalkya appear. 
Ud~alaka, who is known to us from the Upani~ads, being mentioned as his teacher. The 
last (55th) human teacher is Kasyapa Naidhruvi, to whom the Br&hmaQ& is said to have 
been revealed by Vic (the goddess of speech). She is said to have received it from 
AmbhJI}i (the voice of thunder) and the latter from Aditya (the ann). 
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to look upon them as pure fiction. However, even quite 
apart from these lists of teachers, there still remain the 
numerous names of teachers who, in the Brahma:Q.as them
selves, are quoted as authorities, and the fact remains that the 
collectors and compilers of the BrahmaQ.aS shift the beginnings 
of the science of sacrifice as laid down in them, back to a far
distant past. This sacrifice-science itself, however, requires 
centuries for its development. 

If we ask in which period we are to locate these centuries 
of the development of the BrahmaQ.a literature, there can be 
as little question of any definite dates as there is in determin
ing the period of the Sal!lhitas. The only ce~ainty is, that 
the Sal!lhita of the ~gveda was already concluded and that 
the hymn-poetry already belonged to a far-distant past, when 
prayers and sacrifices were first made the subject of a 
special "science." It is probably certain, too, that the great 
majority of magic incantations, spells and formulae of the , 
Atharvaveda and of the Yajurveda, as well as the melodies of 
the Samaveda, are much older than· the speculations of the 
BrahmaQ.as. On the other hand it is likely that the final 
compilation of the Sal!lhitas of the Atharvaveda and of the 
liturgical Sarphitas was about contemporaneous with the 
beginnings of the BrahmaQ.a literature, so that the latest 
portions of these Sal!lhitas might be of the same date as the 
earliest portions of the BrahmaQ.as. At least the geo_grap~!91:1.l 
and cultural conditions indicate this, as they are represented to 
us on the one hand in the Sal!lhitas of the Atharvaveda and 
Yajurveda, and on the other hand in the BrahmaQas, inl 
coml?arison with those of the ~gveda. We have seen how, in 
the period of the Atharvaveda-Sal!lhita, the Aryan tribes of the 
Indus land, the home of the ~gveda, had already spread 
themselves further east into the region of the Ganges and the 
J amna. The region which is indicated by the SaJ!lhitas of 
the Yajurveda as well as by all the BrahmaQ.as, is· the land 
of the Kurus and Paiiaalas, those two tribes whose mighty 
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battles form . the nucleus of the great Indian epic, the 
Mahahharata. Kurzekt~elra, "the land of the Kurus," in 
particular, is r~>garded as a holy land, in which, as it is 
frequently put, the gods themselves celebrated their sacrificial 
feasts. This · land Kuruk~etra lay between the two small 
rivers Sarasvati and Drt"advati in the plain to the west of the 
Ganges and Jamna: and the neighbouring region of the 
Pa:iicalas stretched from the north-west to the south-east 
between the Ganges and Jamna. This part of India, the Do:1b 
between Ganges and Jamna from the neighbourhood of Delhi 
to as far as Mathura, is still in a later period, regarded as the 
actual "Brahman land" (Brahmavarta), whose customs 
according to the brahmanical law-books should be adopted 
for the whole of .India. This region is not only the land of 
the origin of the S"Iphitas of the Yajurveda and of the 
Brahmat;~.as, but also the home of the whole of brahmanical 
culture, which first spread from here over the whole of India 

The religious a~<!__so~~l conditions have ch:wged very much 
sint!e the time of the ~gveda. 'fhe old gods of the ~gveda 
still appear in the Yajurveda-Saiphitas and in the ~rahma:r;tas, 

just as in the Atharvaveda. But their sigJ?.ificance has wholly 
faded, and they ow~ all the power they posses!'l to the sacrifice 
alone. Furthermore, some gods who still play a subordinate 

. part in the ~gveda, step into far greatPr prominence in the 
liturgical Sarpt.itas and in the_ Brahmat;~.as, as Vit~iJU, and 
especially Rudra or Siva. . Paramount importance now . also 
att~c~es to P1·ajapati, " the lord of creatures," who is regarded 
as_ the father of the gods ( dev~s) as well as of the demons 
(asaras). The word Llsura,t> which, corresponding to the 
A vestic Ahura, in the ~gveda still has the meaning of 
" endowed with miraculous powers" or "God," and appears. 
especially often as an epithet of the god V arut;~.a, henceforth. 
ha.s .exclusively the meaning of "demon" which it always has 

. •) See above, p. '18. 
\ .. -- - . 
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in later Sanskrit, and again and again menticn is made in the 
Brahma:Qas of the battles between Devas and Asuras. Yet 
there is nothin!? titanic about these battles,_ as, for instance, 
the battle between Indra and V:rtra in the ~gveda, but the 
gods and Asuras exert themselves to surpass each other by 
~eans of sacrifices. For in these Brahma:Qas the gods 
actually have to make sacrifices if they wish to accomplish 
anything. Nothing is more significant for the Brahma:Qas 
than the tremendous importance which is ascribed to the 
sacrifice. The sacrifice is here no longer the means to an end, 
but it is an aim in itself, indeed, the highest aim of existence; 
The sacrifice is also a power which overwhelms all, indeed,· a 
creative force of Nature. Therefore the sacrifice is identical 
with Praj~pati, the creator. "Prajapati is the sacrifice" is 
an oft-repeated sentence in the Brahma:Qas. " The soul of all 
beings, of all god~ is this, the sacrifice." "Truly, he who 
consecrates himself for the . sacrifice, he consecrates himself 
for the All, for only after the sacrifice follows· the All; in 
making the preparations for the sacrifice, for which . he 
consecrates himself, he ~reates the All out of himself.ll, 
Equally endowed with magic power and equally significant is 
everything which is connected with the sacrifice, the sacrificial 
utensils no less than the prayers. and formulae, the verses and 
their metres, the chants, and their .melodies. Every single . . . 
sacrificial act is treated with the greatest circumsta~tiality :. 
enormous importance is attached to the most trivial circum
stances, to the least details. Whether an action is . to .. -be-
performed to the left or to the right, whether a pot is to be put 
in this or in that spot on the place of sacrifice, whether a blade· 
of grass is to .be laid down with the point to the north or to. 
the north-east, whether the priest steps in fro~t of the fire or~ 

behind it, in which direction he must have his face· turned,· 
into . how many parts the sacrificial cake is to be divided, 

•) Sat., XIV, 3, 2, 1. Ill, 6, 3, 1. 
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whether the ghee is to be poured into the northern or the 
southern half or into the centre of the fire, at which instant 
the repetition of a Ct:lrtain spell, the singing of a certain song 
has to take place, 1)-these are questions upon which genera
tions of masters of the art of sacrifice have meditated, and which 
are treated in the most searching manner in the Brahman.as. 
upon the correct knowledge of all these details does the 
weai and woe of the sacrificer depend. "Such, indeed,. are 
the wilds and ravines of sacrifice, and they (take) hundreds 
upon hundreds of days' carriage-drives; and if any venture 
into them "'ithout knowledge, then hunger .or thirst, evil
doers and fiends harass them, even as fiends would harass 
foolish men wandering in a wild forest; but if those who 
know this do so, they pass from one deity to anothel', as from 
one. stream into another, and from one safe place to another, 
and obtain well-being, the world of heaven." 2

) 

But "those who know," the guides through the wilder
ness of sacrificial art, are the priests, and it is no wonder 
that the claims of the priestly caste-for of such a caste we 
must now speak, as the caste system is already fully deve-

- -- '-~--~--- -~ -~--·------ -- ------....~ - ---·--~"- ,_, 

~oped:_j_n,_th.~_H.riJ.Jlm~n.~L{as already in some parts of the 
Atharvaveda) exceed all bounds. Now the Brahmans are 
frequently declared to be gods. " Yes, they are the very 
gods, the Brahmans.'' s) . One Brahman.a states plainly 
enough: 

1 ) Eggeling (SBE., Vol. 12, p. X) recalls the fact that among the Ancient Romans, 

too, the Pontifices gained their power and influence through being the only people who 

understood all the details of the sacrificial ceremonial, which details, thongh small, had 
yet been declared tremendonsly important. It happened in Ancient Rome, that a sacrifice 
had to be repeated thirty times, because some little mistake had been made at one of the 
ceremonies; and in Ancient Rome, too, a ceremony '!'las regarded as nnll and void, if a 
word was mispronounced or an act was not performed qnite correctly, or if the mnsio did 
not cease playing at the right roomi!mt. Of. Marquardt and Mommsen, Handbuch der 
romisohen Altertiimer, VI, pp.l72, 174, 213. 

') Sat. XII, 2, 3, 12. Translated by J. Eggeling, BBE., Vol. 44, p. 160. 

•) Taittiriya-Sal!lhitii, I, 7, 3, 1. 
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" Two kinds of gods there are, indeed, namely the gods are the 
gods, and the lea.med and studying 1 > Brahmans are the human gods. 
Bttween these two is the sacrifice divided : the sacrificial gifts are for 
the gods, the presents (Dak~ii;Jas) for the human gods, the learned· and 
studying Brahmans: by means of sacrificial gifts he pleases the gods, by 
presents he pleases t.he human gods, the learned studying Brahmans: 
these two kinds of gods transfer him, when they are satisfied, into the 
blessedness of heaven." tl 

Four duties has the -Brahman : Brahmanic descent, 
corresponding conduct, fame (attained through erudition) 
and " ripening of the people " (i.e. offering of sacrifice-s, by 
means of which people are made ripe for the Beyond). 
But the "ripened" people also have four duties towards the 
Brahmans: They must show them honour, give them presents, 
may not oppress and not kill them. 'l'he property of a 
Brahman may under no circumstances be touched by the 
king; and if a king gives his whole country with all tltat 
is in it, to the priests as a sacrificial fee ( dak~iQa), then it 
is always understood that the property of Brahmans is 
excepted. A king can certainly oppress a Brahman, but 
if he does so, evil will befall him. At the consecration of 
a king the priest says " this man, ye peoph•, is yout king; 
Soma is the king of us Brahmans," to which the Satapatha
BrahmaQ.a observes : "By this formula he makes the whole 
nation as food for the king; 3> the Brahman alone he excepts; 
therefore the Brahman must not be utilised as food ; for he 
has Soma as his king." 4> Only the murder of a Brahman 
is real murder. In a quarrel between a Brahman and a 
non-Brahman the judge must always decide in favour of 
the Brahman, for the Brahman may not be contradicted.5

> 

1 ) Literally:-" who have heard and who repeat (recite what they have heard)." 

•) Sat. II, 2, 2, 6; IV, 3, 4, 4. 
3 ) i.e. the king lives. by the people, who have to pay him taxes. 
•) Sat. XI, 5, 7, 1; XIII, 5, 4, 24; XIII, I, 5, 4; V, 4, 2, 3. 
•) Sat. XIII, 3, ?, 3; Taittiriya-Satphit&1 II, 5, 11, 9. 
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Everything which for some reason or another is taboo -which 
- - ' 

one may not touch, and cannot use otherwise, as, for 
example, the stone and earthenware vessels of a deceased 
person or a cow (intended for the Agnihotra. milk) which 
:becomes stubborn or ill, must be given to the Brahman, 
especially the remains of sacrifices and food which are taboo 
for others, for "nothing injures the stomach of a 
Urahman." tl 

Thus, at last, the conclusion is arrived at, that the Brahman 
is no longer a "human god" by the side of the heavenly gods, 
but that he raises himself above the gods. Already in the 
Satapatha-Brahmana 2> it is said : " The Brahman descended 
from a J;t~i indeed is all deities," i.e. in hinr all deities are 
incorporated. This presumption on the part of the priests, 
the beginnings of which we meet with in the Brahma:g.as, is 
not only of the greatest interest for the history of culture as 
an example of priestly arrogance, but it is also the precursor 
of a phenomenon which we can trace through the whole of 
Indian antiquity, and which, I think, is deeply rooted in the 
life of the Indo-European mind. While, for instance, the 
Hebrew poet says : " What is man, that Thou art mindful 
of him, and the son of man that Thou visitest him ? " and 
adds " Man is like unto nothingness," a Greek poet uttP-red 
the great saying,: "There is much that is powerful, but the 
most powerful is man." And a German poet-the same 
who created- the super-man 3> Faust, who knocks violently 

1 ) Taittiriya So.rphiti II, 6, 8, 7. Of. Goetb@, Faust: 

"The Church bas a good digestion, 
Has eaten up whole lands 
And yet never over-eaten herself." 

•) XII, 4, 4, 6. Later it is said in the law-book of Mann: "A Brahman, be he learned 
or unlearned, is a great deity," and immediately afterwards, " The. Brahman is the highest 

deity." Manu, IX, 317, 319. 

•) "What awful horror seizes thee, 0 Super-man!" 
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at the gates ·of the spirit-world-_ has sung the song of- Pronie.~-~ 
the us, who calls to the gods : 

" I know nothing poorer 
Under the sun, than ye, 0 gods I" 

And in India we see how, already in the Brahmai;tas, t4e 
priest exalts himself over the gods through the saori.fioe ; irt 
the epics we read countless stories of ascetics who, through 
asoetiaism attain to such ascendancy that the gods treml?l~. · 
upon their thrones. In Buddhism, however, the divine beings, . 
with_Indra the prince of gods, have fully dwin~led -~p.to quite 
insignificant beings, who differ from ordinary mortals only 
in that they are somewhat better situated, a.nd even that only_
so long as they remain devout Buddhists ; and infinitely. higlj ' 
abovethese god11 stands not only the Buddha himself, but.· 
every man who, through love for all beings and through renun.:, 
ciation of the world, has become an Arhat or saint.1> • · 

Thus already in the Brahmai;tas the way is prepared for · 
that great movement to which Buddhism owes its origin: 'for·_ 
it cannot be questioned that the old and genuine ·BrahmaQas 
belong to the Pre-Buddhist period. While in the Brahi 
ma'r;las not the least trace is shown of any acquaintance· 
with Buddhism,2l the Buddhist texts pre-suppose- the existtlnce 
of a BrahmaQ.a literature. We can therefore say upon gnod 
grounds that the centuries in which the Liturgical Sarphitas · 
and· the Brahma:r;tas originated, must fall into the · period I 
after the conclusion of the hymn-composition and the I_tg~eda~ · 
Sarphita and before the appearance of Buddhis_m. 

As regards the actual contents· of these works; a few 
examples will suffice to give the reader an idea. The 

1 ) See A. lVebe1·, SBA.. 1897, 1, 594, ff. • 
•) It is significant that, in the list of human sacrifices in the V•1jnsaneyi.StuphitA, 

XXX (rf. above, pp. 147 f.) there is no mention of either monks or nuns, or of Bn«1dhlsts at 

!ill. And yet this list 'is probably later thap ·the oldest Brihmayas, · 

26 
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Indian-s themselves' usually arrange the contents of'the-Brah
maQas in two principal categories, which· they, call' VidM· 
and Arthavada. Vidhi means "rule, precept," Arthavada 
"explanation of meaning." For the BrahmaQas first give rules 
for the performance of the single ceremonies, and to these 
the interpretations . and explanations of the purpose. and. 
mec:ining of the ~acrificial acts and prayers are afterwards 
attached; . 'fhus, ,for example, the Satapatha-Brahmana begins, 
w_itb the. precepts upon the vow of abstinence, which. the. 
sacrifi.cer has to make on the day before the new-moon and 
fnlr~moon: sacrific~. There we read : 

" H~ who is about tQ enter on the vow~ touchts water, whils4 stand-. 
ing~, bet_weeQ the Aha.vanJya aud. Garhapatya fire-, wj_th · his face, 

tur:ned. toward~;~ east. The re. son wby he touches. water is, , that ~~~ is, 
(sacrificially) impure on account of his speaking untruth; and because by. 

that· act an internal f'Urification (is e:ffected),-for water is indeed 

(sacrificially) · pure. 'After becoming sacrificially pure, I will enter 
on the vow,' thus- (he. thinks) ; for water is indeed · purifying .. 

'Having become purified through the purifying one, I will enter on the 
V&'f!ll'/ t_hus (he thinks. and) thisis the reason why he touches .water.·''- 0, 

. To· such simple explanations _there are often attached~ 
discussions of the views of various teachers upon some question 
of ·ritual; 'Jhus here the controversy is raised whether, at the 
mak'ing of the vow in question, one should fast· or not, and· 
it ·is said': 

"Now then of the eating (or) fasting. And on this pojnt Ash&.;b~ 

Sivayasa, on the one hand, was of opinion that the vow consisted in 
fasting. For assuredly (be argued), the gods see through the mind of mao;,. 
they know that, when he enters on this vow he means to sacrifice to them 
ne.it morning. Therefore all the gods betake themselves .to his house, and 

abide.bv (him or the fires, upa-vas) in his house: whence this (day) is 

called l'pa-vasatha. [7J 
Now., as it would even be unbecoming for him to take food, before 

•) Sat. I, 1, 1, 1. TranslAted by J. Eggtlling, RB~. ITo!. l!;pp. ~ f, 



tnen (who are staying with him as his guests) r) have eaten ; . bow 
much more would it be so, if he were to take food before the gods (who 
are staying with· him) have eaten : let him therefore take no food 

~~ 00 
· Yajiiavalkya, on the other hand, said : "1£ be'does not e<lt.; he theteby 

becomes a sacrificer . tQ the Father;;; 2 > and ·if be does eat,: be 'eats 
before the gods have eaten : let him therefore eat ·what, ''When eat~n, 

counts as not eaten." . For that of which no offering is made; eveli though 
it is eaten, is considered as not eaten. When be therefore ·.eats, • he 

·does not become a sacrificer to the Fathers; and by eating of that of which 
no offering is made, he does not eat before the gods have eaten. '[9] 

Let him therefore eat only what gt·ows in the forest., ·be 'it forest 
plants or the fruit of tr~es."S) 

Etymologies, such as that of U pavasatlla in the above· 
,quoted place, are exceedingly frequent in the llrahtna.1;1as. 
Moreover, it is regarded a8 a s.pecial ad vantage .if an ety
·mology is not quite accux ate, for " the gods love :that ·Wl}ich 
is hidden." Thus. for instance, the name of the god!Ind1·a 
is derived from indh, "to kindle," and it is said:· he·· is, 

· therefore, actually named lhdha, and · he is called "Indra" 
only because the gods love what is concealed .. -Or ·the word 
"ttlukhala," which means "mortar," is derived from uru 
ka1 at, •' it shall make wide," and "ulukhala" is declared to 
be a mystical designation for "urukara." •> Like the ety
mologizing, identifyiug -and symbolizing play an even greater 

•- part in the BrahmaQ.as than in the Y ajurveda-Sarphitas: 6>. the 
most dissimiiar things being put together ·and associated 

1) The sentences in brackets have been completed from the conteJ:t. It i1 
. impossible to render the ori!!inal accnrntely in En~tlish without snch completions. The 

Brahmai}RB are not written for readers, bot spoken to hearers, hence much is omitted whiola 

the speaker can express by means of empha~izing certain. words, manual . gestul'811, 
and eo on. 

') Because fasting is ordained for sacrifices to the fathers. 
•) Sat. I, 1, I, I, 7-10. Translated by J. Eggeling, SBE., Vol. 12, pp. 4 f, 
•) Sat. VI, 1, I, 2; Vll, 5, I, 22, cf. above, p. 184. 

· 
0

) See abo\'e, p. 181. On identifications in the BrAhmal}aB see · OldenbBt"g,' Vorwil• 
eenschaftliche Wissenschaft, pp. 110 ff. 
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··with· one anotb'er. On every page of the Brahmal}.as we 
· find explanations like the following : 

"He now strews sacrificial grass all round (the fires), and fetches 
the utensils, taking two at a time, viz. the winnowing basket and the 
Agnihotra ladle, the wooden sword and the potsherds, the wedge and the 
black a~telope skin, the mortar and the pestle, the large and the small 
mill-stones. These are ten in numher; for of ten syllables consists the 
VirAj (metre), and radiant (viraj) also is the sacrifice; so that he thereby 
makes the sacrifice resemble the Viraj. 'fhe reason why he takes two 

._at a time is, because a pair means strength; for when two undertake 
anything,. there is strength in it. M o~eover, a pair represents a produc
t-ive copulation, so that a produc~ive copulation (of those respective 
objects) is thereby effected." 1 l 

. · "Now "the sacrifice is the man. The sacrifice is the man for the 
reason that the man spreads (performs) it; and that in being spread 
it is made of exactly the same extent as the man:~ l this is the reason 
why the sacrifice is the man. [l] 

The juhii s) (spoon) further belongs to. that. (man-shaped sacrifice 
and so_ does the upabhrt 8 >; and the dhruva 8 >; rep•·esents its trunk. 
Now it is from the trunk that all these limbs proceed, and for this reason 
the entire sacrifice proceeds from the dhruva. [2] 

The dipping-spoon 4 > (sruva, masc.) is no other than the breath. 
This breath passes tbrough (or, goes to) all the limbs, and for that reason 
the dipping-spoon goes to all the offering-spoons (sruc, fern.). [3] 

That jubii further is to him 5 l no other than yonder sky, and the 
· upa.bhrt this atmosphere, and the dhruvii this same (earth). Now it is 
from. this (earth) that all the worlds originate: and from the dhruvii, 
therefore, the whole sacrifice proceeds. L4J 

1 ) Sat. I, 1, 1, 22, Translated Ly J. Eggeling, SBE., Vol. 12, pp. 10 f. 
•) Because, in measul'ing the sacrificial place, such measurements as "man's 

length," "arm's length," "span" and so on, are employed, 
•) Names of different sacrificial spoons. 
•) With this spoon (Sruva) the ghee is taken out of the ghee-pot and poqred into 

the sacrificial spoons with which it is served. 
1 ) "He·" means Puru~a, ·• man." But Purn§a also means " spirit" and designates 

the "Great Spirit" too, which is one with Prajapati, the l'reatorof the universe. Hence 
the saorifice is not .only identified with man (the sacrificer) hut also with the Universal 
Spirit and Praj4pati. Of. above, p. 184, note 2. 



The dipping-spoon then is no other than that blowing one (the wind); 
it is this that s~eeps across all these worlds: and for that reasol}_ the 
sruva. goes to all the offering-spoons.'' 1 > [5] 

In countless places in the Brahmat;~as · the sam·~tiae is 
identified with the ·god Vi~1JU and· equally frequently with 
the creator Prajapati. But the year, too, is identified with 
Prajap.ati countless ti~es, while on the other band · Agni, 
as the fire-altar, is also regarded as the year~ because the 

, building of the fire-altar takes a, whole year. Thus we read: 
"Agni is the year, and the year is these worlds," .and imme
diately afterwards : '' Agni is Prajap.tti, and Prajapati is 
the year-.' Or, "Prajapati, indeed, is the sacrifice and the 
year, the new moon night.is its gate, and the , moon is the 
bolt of the gate." 21 . A _prom:inent part is. here· played by 
the symbolism of figures. Thus we read; for ex~mple: 

"With four (verses) he takes (some of the ashes); he thereby supplies 
him (A.gni) with four-footed animals; and anim.als being food, it is with 
food he .thus supplies him. With three (verses) he takes_ (the ashes) 
down (to the\ water),-that makes seven, for of seven layers consists the 
fire-altar, s~ven seasons are a year, and the year. is A gni: as great as 
Agni is, as great as his measure, so great does this become." 8 > 

Here and there these barren explanations gain ~ little 
interest through the fact. that tP,ey throw some light upon 

• the moral views and social conditions of the period to which 
the BrahmaQ.as belong. Thus, for example, at the svma
sacrifice one of the 'soma-libations is dedicated to Agni 
Patn'ivat, i.e. "Agni accompanied by his wives.'14·> ·This 
libation · differs in certain details from other soma-gifts, and 
these deviations in the offering of the same are . explained by 

I) Sat. I, 8, 2, i-5. Translated by J. Egge!ing, SBE. Vol. 12, p. 78 r. 
'') Sat. VIII, 2, 1, 17-18; XI, 1, 1, 1. 
•) Sat. VI, 8, 2, 7. Translated by J. Eggeling, SBE., Yo!, 41, p. 296, 
•) OJ, above, p. 88. 
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· reference to the weakness and helplessness of the · female 
sex: 

"With the remains of ghea left over in the sacrificial spoon he mixes 
. (the soma.). Other som<~.-libations he makes strong, by mixing them, but 
he we:tkens this one; for ghee is indeed a thunderbolt, and ··with .the 
thunderbol{, the ghee, did the gods beat and weaken their wives; and thus 
beate1.1 and weakened they had no right whatever either to their own bodies 
or· to an het·itage. And likewise he now beats and weakens the·. wives 
with the thunderbolt, the ghee, and thus beaten and wea.kened, the wives 

· have no 'l'ight whatever either to their own bodies or to an· heritage." 

(Sat. IV, 4, 2, 13.) 

This, then, would be a ritual ·argument for the. bondage 
of womari.1> In another place the relationship of' the wife 
to the husband appears in a. slightly pleasanter light. 'Namely, 
-at the Vajapeya-sacrifice, the following ceremony occurs. 'A 
ladder is leaned against the sacrificial stake, and the sacrificer, 
with his wife, ascends it: 

"When he is abrnit to ascend, he addresses his wife in the following 
words: 'Wife, let us ascend to heaven,' and the wife answers: 'Yes, let us 
ascend.' The reason why he addresses his wife thus is this': S,he the ·wife, . 
is indeed his own half; therefore as long as he has no wife, so long he· does 

not propagate his species, so long he is no complete individual;' but when 
he has a. wife, then he propagates his species, then be is complete. 'As a 
complete individual will I go this wa.y (to heaven),' he thinks; therefore he 
addresses his wife in this manner.'' (gat. V. 2, I, 10.) 

The place of sacrifice or the altar (Vedi, fern.) is re
presented in the symbolism of the Brahma:r;tas as a woman. 
The following rule for the erection of the altar gives ·us in
formation upon the ancient ideal of fe~i~in~J>eal!t!: 

1 ) We also read in the Brahmal)as snl'h s"'tences as: "Verily, the sacrifice is right 
and truth, woman is something wrong" ( \(aitr>iyal}iya- :arphiti, l, !0, 11), "Nirrti (i.e. 
Evil personified) is. woman." (1\laitr. I, 10, 16), "Woman, the Siidra, the dog", and the 
blackbird (the crow) are something wrong." (Sat, 14, I, 1, 31), etc. See Levi, La 

doctrine dn sacrifice dans Jes BrAhmal)as, pp. 156 ff. ; Oldenberg, · Vorwissenschaftliohe 
Wissenschaft, pp. 4i f.; an<t Winter nit~, Die Frau in den indischen Religionen, J, pp. 4 f., 

10 ff., 43. 
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"It <(th& a!.tar) should be. broader on the. west side, contracted i iu the i 
middle,•alld broaq :again on the e~~t. side;,; fur· tht~s , s~aped they: praise .. a, 
w&Ql~!l: 'brqi(Lq aboJtt ;the ,hips,.som~what narrower .bet:w.een .. tba. eboulde!,'S,~-. 
and ,:lQnt.rtlcted.in the middle (or, about the waist) .. ' 1'bereby, he makes it 
(the altar) pleasing.,to the gods.''tl 

.A,,glaringJight is thrown. upon. the se~ual moralitv of·: 
tha.G.period.by,,a brutal sacrificial custom wliich occurs at one 
of .th~ sacrifi.Ges of the seasons, and is described .as follows: 

" Thereupon the Pratir rastha• r 9 > returns (to where the sacrificer's. 
wife is seated). When he is about to lead tl:.e wife away, 8 > he.a.sks.her, 
'With whom boldest thou intt:lrcourse ? ' Now. when a worrian who belongs 
to.one (man) carries on intet•com·se with another, she undoubtedly commits 
a (sin)· against Varul}a .. He therefore thus asks her, lest she should 
~acrifice with a ~ecret pang in het• mind ; for when confessed the siri 

b~IQ~ lestz" ~~nee it, becomes truth;. this is why he . thus a~ks her. And 

whatever. (connection) she. confesses not, that indeed will turn out .. 
injtirio~s to her relat.iv~s." 4 l · 

T)l.i11,- by the way, is one of the fe'\1' pla<'es in the Brah"!. 
nm.:Qas.;where mm·ality is thought of. It is only very occa-. 

- sionally tbat, we come across mm al reflections, as for instance, 
wh~n the. Asuras defeated the gods by falsehood, b•1t the gods · 
g~ined ,th(~ a.scend(lncy, in the end, we are told, that in like 
m~:J.nner, when _men speak the truth, they may suffer adversity, 
a~ fire~~ hut will prosp~r ultimately, while. though, the liars. 
lllfi.J)ll~ve,success for a time, they_ will surely perish in the' 
end.aJ Generally speaking, however., ,it is very characteristic. 
of these texts that there is hardly_ any n)ention of morality in 
them at all. 'l'he Bt·ahmaJ;l.as are a splendid proof of the fact, 
that an enormou~ amount of religion can be connected with 

1
) §at. I, 2, l'i, 16. Tran~lated by J. E!Jgeling, SJH;., \·ol. 12, p. 63.· 

~} One of the priests, an assistant of the adhvaryu. . 

•) Namely to the altar, where she is to offe.r a gift to Varo)}a. 
•) Sat,.H, 5, 2, .20. Translated by J. Eggeling, S BE, Vol 12, pp, 396 f. 
1

). 1Sat. IX., 5,, 1, 16 f. Olden.berg. (Vorwissensch>Lftliohe Wissenschaft,, pp., JQ#.,. 
124 ff., 184, II,) has taken great pa.ins to collect all tha.t ca.n be foand on ethical i<leu in ~qo ,. 
:ariibma9as. It does not amonnt to mtloh, 
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infinitely little morality. Religious acts,. sacrifices and 
ceremonies, are the one and only subject of all these extensive_ 
works, but morality is- a thing with which these works have 
nothing to do.1> On the contrary, sacrificial acts are not only 
pe1·formed in order that the gods may fulfil the very 
materialistic wishes of the sacrificer, but also very frequently 
in order to injure an enemy. Indeed, the BrahmaQ-as give 
directions for the priests, how, by means of the sacrifice, 
they can injure the sacri:ficer himself by · whom they are 
employed, if, for instance, he does not give -them enou~h 
presents. ·They need only perform the prescribed ceremonies 
in reverse order, or employ spells at the. wrong place, and 
the fate of the sacrificer is sealed. 

1 
But enough of this intricate' science of sacrifice which 

forms the chief contents of the BrahmaQ,as. Fortunately,-
on_e of_ the component parts of the Arthavada or the "explana
tion of meaning," consists of the so-called"Itihasas, Akhyanas 
and Purar}ds, i.e. narratives, myths and legends, which are 
narrated in order to explain the reason for some ritual act or 
other. As in the Talmud, to which the Brahma:Q.as have some 
similarity, the blooming garden of the Hagada (so beautifully 
described in song by Heine) stands beside the theological 
jugglery of the Halacha, so also in the BrahmaQ-as the desert 
of desolate theological speculation is now and then pleasantly 
re~ieved by an oasis, in which the flower of poetry, a poetical 
narrative or a deeply thoughtful legend of the creation, 
blossoms. 

' 
\1 1 ) " Morals have found no place in this system : the sacrifice which regalatea the · 
; relationship of man with the gods is a mechanical operation which acts by its innermost 
-energy; bidden in the bosom of nature, it only emerges under the magic action of the I priest." "His indeed difficult to conceive of anything more brutal or more material than 

if the theology of the Bdhma9as; the notions, which custom has slowly refined and clothed 
i with a moral aspect, surprise us by their savage realism." Sylvain Levi, La doctrine d-q 

pacrifice, l'· 9 ; cf. 164 ff, 
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The very old myth, already known to the singers of the 
J;tgveda, of Pururavas and Urvasi, narrated in the 
Satapatha-Brahrriai\~1F1ssilchaii0asis in-the desert. It is 
there related how the nymph {Apsaras) Urvasi loved the king 
Pururavas, how she stated her conditions when she became 
his wife, and how the Gandharvas caused him to violate one 
of these conditions. Then she eluded him, and Puriiravas, 
wailing and lamenting, wandered throughout the whole of. 
Kuruk~etra until he came to a lotus-pond, where nymphs 
were swimming about in the form of swans. Among them 
was Urvasi and there ensued the dialogue which is already 
known to us from the dialogue verses of the ~gveda. 

" Then her heart took pity on him.. She said, ' Come here the last 
night of the year from now : then shalt thou lie with me for one night, 
and then this son of thine, 11 > will have been· born.' He came there on the 
last night of the year, and lo, there stood a golden palace I They then 
said to him only this (word), ' Enter I' and then they bade her go to him. 

She then said, ' To-morrow morning the Gandharvas will grant thee 
a boon, and thou must make thy choice.' He said, 'Choose thou for me ! ' 
She replied, ' Say, " Let me be one of yourselves I "' In the morning the 
Gandharvas granted him a boon ; and he said, ' Let me be one of 
yourselves I ' " s) 

Thereupon, the Gandharvas taught him a particular 
form of fire-sacrifice, through which a mortal becomes 
changed into a Gandharva. To the description of this 
sacrifice we owe the insertion in the BrahmaQ.a of the old 
wonder-tale from which not even~the doctors of the sacrificial 
art could strip all the magic of poetry. 

In the Satapatha-Brahma:Q.a we also find the Indian 

') XI, 5, I. Translated by Eggeling, SBE, Vol. 44, pp. 68 ff., German translation by 
K. Geldner, Vedisohe Studien, I, 244 ff. See above, pp. 103 f. 

•) Literally: "This thy aon here." One of the many expreuions· which are only 
e.tplioa.b!e in the oral presentation. Similarly, " this here" in the BrAhma!)&a often means · 
" earth," " that yonder " means " sky," and so on. 

") Translated by J. Eggeling, BBE., Vol. 44, :PV· 72 f. • 

27 
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legend of the flood, which in all probability is derived from 
a Semitic source, in its oldest form : , 

"In the morning they brought to Manu water for washing just as 
now also they (are wont to) bring (water) for washing the hands. When 
he was washing himself, a fish came into his hands. (1) 

It spake to him the word, ' Rear me, I will save thee I ' ' Wherefrom 
wilt thou save me ? ' ' A flood will carry away all these creatures : from 
that I will save thee I' ' How am I to rear thee?' (2) 

It said, ' As long as we are small, there is great destruction for us : 
fish devours fish. Thou wilt first keep me in a jar. When I outgrow 
that, thou wilt dig a pit and keep me in it. When I outgrow that, thou 
wilt take me down to the sea, for then I shall be beyond destruction.' (3) 

It soon became a jhasha (a large fish); for that grows largest (of 
all fish). Thereupon it said, ' In such and such a year that flood will 
come. Thou shalt then attend to ine (i.e. to my advice) by preparing a 
ship ; and when the flood has risen thou shalt enter into the ship,.and I 
will sa.ve thee from it.' . (4) 

After he had reared it in this way, he took it down to the sea. And 
in the same year which ·the fish had indicated to him, he attended to 
(the advice of the fish) by preparing a ship ; anu when the flood had risen, 
he entered into the ship. The fish then swam up to him, and to its horn 
he tied the rope of the ship, and by that means he passed swiftly up to 
yonder northern mountain. (5) 

It then said,' I have saved thee. Fasten the ship to a tree; but 
let not the water cut thee off, whilst thou art on the mountain. As the 
water subsides, thou mayest gradually descend I ' Accordingly he gradually 
descended, and hence that (slope) of the northern mountain is called 
' Manu's descent.' The flood then swept away all these creatures, and 
Manu alone remained here. 1 > 

Thus far goes the old legend which must have related 
further how the human race was renewed through Manu. 
The Brahma~a, however, related that l\Ianu, in order to 
obtain descendants, offered a sacrifice ; out of this sacrifice 
arose a woman, and through her the human race was propa
gated. This daughter of }rfanu is called lela-and the 

•) Sat. I, 8, 1. Translated by Eggeling, SBE., Vol. 1 J, Pf'· 216 ff, 
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na~rative is inserted only to explain the significance of a 
sacrificial gift designated by the name of ~Q.a. 

These narratives are also of importance to us as the 
oldest examples of Indian narrative prose which. we possess • 

. It , has already been mentioned that this prose of the oldest 
epic compositions frequently alternates with verses. , But 
while in the story of Pururavas and Urvasi the verses appear 
not only in the :ij.gveda-collection, but in language and metre 
belong to the oldest Vedic compositions too, we find in the 

Aitareya-Brahmai;ta an Akhyana in which the Gathas or 
verses scattered among the prose approach the epic in langu
age es well as in metre.. This is the legend of Sunabsepa,1> 

interesting in more ways than one. It begins as follows: 

" Hariscandra, son of V edhas, a king of the race of the Ik~vakus, was 
childless. He had a hundred wives, but by none of them did he have 
a son. Onee Parva.ta and Narada 2 > visited him, ami he asked Nirada: 

" As a1l men desire a son, wise men as well as fools,· 
Tell me, 0 Narada, what a man gains by having 

a son." 

~sked thus in one verse, he replied with ten : 

" The father, who looks upon the face of his son, born 
living unto him, 

Discharges his debt in him, attains to immortality 
through him. a) 

1 ) Aitareya-Bmhma!}&, VII, 13-18, En~lish translation by Maz Mulle-r, "History of · 

Ancient Sanskrit Literature," 2nd ed., London, 1860, pp. 408 ff., by M. Haug, and 'by 
A. B. Keith in their respective translations of the Aitareya-Briihma!}a. German translation 

~by R. Roth, Ind. Stnd., I, 457 ff. See o.1so Roth, Ind. Stud., 2. 112 ff. ; A. Weber, SBA., 

1891, pp. 776 ff.; Keith, HOB., Vol. 25, pp. 61 ff. l Charpentie-r, Die Snparl}ase.ge, pp. 68 f. 
The story is called an "Akhyina" in the text itself. 

') Two Ji4is or saints, who dwell now in heaven, now on earth, and often serve the 
gods as messengers. 

8 ) The best explanation of this verse is given in two Briihma!}a passages. Taittiriya• 
Sarphit&, VI, 3, 10, 6: "F ro•n the moment of his birth the BrAhman is burdened with 

three debts t to the J;t~is: he owes the vow of learning the Veda, to the gods he owes the 
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Of all the joys there are for creatures on this earth, 
In fire, and in water, greatest is the father's in his son. 

Always through the son have fathers conquered 
darkness·; 

He himself is again 'newly-born, the son is to him 
a. rescuing boat. 

What avails the dirt, and what the goat-skin, what the 
beard, and what asceticism I 1 l 

Brahmans, desire a son for yourselves : in him ye have 
the blameless world of heaven, 

Food is life, clothing is protection and gold ornaments 
are beauty; 

Marriage means cattle ; 2 > a friend 8 ) is the wife, a. sorrow 
the daughter, 4) 

Light in the highest regions of heaven is the son to his father. 

Th~ husband entereth his wife, becomes the embryo 
in her womb, 

And is by her brought forth again, in the tenth moon, 
as a new man." 

6) After he had uttered the verses, be said to him I 'Approach· 
King Varul}a and say : ' May a son be born to me; I will sacrifice him to 

sacdfice and to the Fathers, offspring ; hct who begets a son, offers sacrifices and keeps the 
vow of learning the Veda, is freed from his debts;" and Ta.ittiriya-Brihm:~.'}a I, 5, 5, 6: 
" In descendants dost thou propagate thy race; that, 0 mortal, is thy immortality." 
AlrMdy in the \tgveda V, 4, 10, it is said: " May I, 0 Agni, attain to immortality through 
descendants ! " 

•• 1 ) The verse is directed against the forest-hermits and ascetics. 
•) Because the purchase price for daughters was, among the ancient Indians as 

among the ancient Greeks, paid in oows. Of. the "oxen-bringing maidens" in Homer. 
•) At the marriage, in Ancient India, the bride and bridegroom took seven steps 

together, whereupon the bridegroom said: "At the seventh step become a friend (maso.)." 
•) Female infanticide and child marriage have been the dismal consequences of the 

view that the birth of a daughter is a calamity. See Winternitz, Die Fran in den indischen 
Religionen, I, pp. 21 ff. The. view that a daughter is "a misery" is, howpver, spread all 

over the world. ' 
•) Here follow four verses more, in which the same ideas are varied. 
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thee:' ' So be it,' be said, and went up to King Varu:]a., praying : ' May 
a son be born to me ; I will sacrifice him to thee.' ' So be it ' (said 
Varui}a). Then a son was born to him, Robita by name. And Varul}a 
said to him : 'Now a son has been born to thee; sacrifice· him to me.' 
He, however, said : " Not until an animal is over ten days old is it suit
able for sacrifice. Let him become over ten d~tys old ; then I will sacri
fice him to thee.' ' So be it.' And he became over ten days old. The 
former said to him: ' Now he has become over ten days old; sacrifice him 
to me.' But the latter said : 'Not until an animal has got teeth is it 
suitable for sacrifice. Let him get teeth;. then I will sacrifice him to thee.' 
' So be it.' 

• 
Ina similar manner Hariscandra puts the god Varu:Qa off 

until Rohita has_ attained the age of manhood. Then at last he 
desires to sacrifice him, but Rohita escapes in~o the. forest, 
where he wanders about for a year. Thereupon Hariscandra 
is attacked by dropsy, the disease sent by VaruJJ.a as a 
punishment. Rohita hears of it and desires to return, but 
Indra confronts him in the form of a Brahman, extols the 
fortune of the wanderer and advises him to cont.inue wander
ing on. A -second, a third, a fourth, a fifth year does the · 
youth wander about in the forest, again and again he wishes· 
to return, and again and again ~ndra confronts him and 
urges him to further wanderings. As he was wandering about 
in the forest the sixth year, he met the ~i Ajigarta, who, 
tortured by hunger, was wandering about in the forest. The 
latter had three sons, Su:Qal}.puccha, Su:Qal)Sepa, Sunola:itgula 1> 

by name, Rohita offers him a hundred cows for one of his 
sons, in order to ransom himself through him, and, as the 
father does not wish to part with the eldest and the mother 
does not wish to part with the youngest son, receives the 
middle one, Su:Q.al)Sepa. - With the latter . Rohita goes to his 

1 ) These strange names, which mean "dog's hinder part," "dog's pizzle," and 
"dog's tail," are probably chosen for the purpose of making the J;t~i Ajigarta-the name 
means "who has nothinr to eat "-appear in the worst possible light. Nevertheless these 
names also prove the more popular than. priestly character of the narrative 
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father. : And as VaruQ.a agrees that SuQ.al)sepa shall be 
sacrificed to him,-for "a Brahman is worth more than 
a warrior," said VaruQ.a,- he is to be offered in the place 
of the sacrificial animal at the sacrifice of the consecration 
of the king (Rajasuya). Everything is prepared for the 
sacrifice, but no. one is found who will undertake the 
binding of the sacrificial victim. Then said Ajigarta, "Give 
me a second hundred, and I will bind him." And for a 
second hundred cows he binds his son SuQ.al)sepa to the 
sacrificial stake; for a third hundred, however, he offers 
to slay him. The further hundred cows are given to him, and 
with a sharpened knife, he steps towards his son. Then 
thought the latter: "They want to slaughter me as though I 
were no human being; well, I will take refuge with the gods." 
And he praised in turn all the most prominent gods of the 
Vedic pantheon in a number of hymns which are found in 
our l;tgveda-Sarphita. But when, finally, he glorified U~as, 

the Dawn, in three verses, one fetter after another fell from 
him, and the dropsical stomach of · Hariscandra became 
smaller, and with the last verse he was free of his fetters and 
Hariscandra was well. Thereupon the priests received him 
into the sacrificial gathering, and SuQ.al;tsepa saw (by intuition) 
a particular kind of soma sacrifice. Visvamitra, however, 
the rt>i about whom there are so many legends, who occupied 
the position of hotar at the sacrifice of Hariscandra, adopted 
SuQ.al)Sepa as his son, and neglecting his own hundred sons, 
solemnly appointed him as his heir. Finally it is said : 

"That is the tale (akhyina) of Sul)a~sepa which contains over a. 
hundred ~gveda-verses and also stanzas. 1 > This the hotar relates to the 
king, after he has been <.!prinkled with holy water at the Rijasiiya. Seated 
on a golden cushion he tells the story. Seated on a golden cushion (the 
Adhvaryu) gives the responses. Gold. indeed, signifies glory. Thereby he 
causes hio~ glory to increase. 'Om' is the response to a. ~g-verse, 'yes ' 

•) "Githls," epic verses, as those quoted above. 
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that to a Gatha. 0 For " Om" is divine, and "yes '' is human, In this 
way be releases him through the divine and the human word from misfor
tune and sin. Therefore a king who desires to be victorious, even though 
he be no sacrificer, may have the Sui}al,lsepa legend related to him ; then 
not the least sin remains attached to him. A thousand cows shall he give
to the narrator, a hundred to the priest who makes the responses, and to. 
each of the two the golden cushions upon which he sat;· moreover, also a 
silver chariot harnessed with mules is due to the hotar. Those, too, who 
desire ·a t:on, shall cause the story to be related to them ; then they will 
assuredly obtain a son." 

But if this SuTJattsepa legend was already a time-honoured 
ancient myth for the editors or compilers of the Aitareya
Brahmal)a, and the narration of it at the ccmsecration of the 
king 2> actually formed part of the ritual, how old must the 
legend itself be ! It must be very old, also because in it is 
preserved the ~eJ?_()_~)'_ .?~-~~~ sacrifice, which must have 
bee~ offered at the Rajasuya iu pre-historic times, although 
nowhere else either in the BrahmaQas or in the ritual-manuals 
(Srauta-sutra~) is there any mention of human sacrifices at 
the consecration of the king. Yet the Sul)ahsepa legend is , 
late in comparison with the J;tgveda. For the hymns,3> which, 
according to the Aitareya-BrahmaQ.a, Su:Q.al;lsepa is said to 
have" seen'' are partly such as possibly a l;t~i Su:Q.al;lsepa might 
have composed as well as any other rfi!i, although there is. 
not the least matter contained in them which might relate 

') i.e., alw aya when the Hota.r recites a ltg-verae, the Adhvaryu cries at the 
conclusion of it: " em ; " when he has recited an epic verse, he cries "Yes." Of. above, 
p. 1851 note 1, 

.•) As an llkhyllna belonging to the Rlljasiiya it is also related in the Stinkhiyana· 
Aro.utasiitra, 15, 17 ff. In the same Sroutasiitra, 16, 11, 1-3, it is mentioned as one of the 
akbyanas to be told at the Pnru~amedha. It is also referred to in the Srautasiitras of 
Klltyllyana, !pastamba, and Baudhllyana. See Keith, HOS., Vol. 25, pp. 29 f., 40 f., 
61 f., 67. 

:) Namely \tv. I, 24-30 and IX, 3. The G&tblls of the Sunal}§epa-Akhylna are, of 
course, much later than the verses of the ltg•eda. Yet from the metre, it seems that. 
they are older than the li!etrical portions of the Upanitads; see Keith, HOS., Vol. 25, 

f· 60. 
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to our legend; partly, however, they are hymns which are not 
at all fitting for the lips of the Sul}.a}J.sepa of the legend, as, 
for instance the song ~g-veda 1, 29, with the refrain; "Let 

. us hope, 0 generously-giving lndra, for a thousand shining 
oxen and horses1" or which like ~v. 1, 24, even contain verses 
which cannot possibly have been composed by the SuQ.a}J.sepa 
of the Aitareya-Brahma:Q.a. For it says here: "He whom 
Sul}.a}J.sepa invoked when he was seized, the king VaruJJ.a, 
roay he deliver us I " and : " Sul}.a}J.sepa, indeed, when he was 
seized and bound to three stakes, invoked the Aditya." These 
are verses which must refer to another much older SuQ.a}J.sepa 
legend. If the Aitareya-Brahmal}.a places these hymns in the 
mouth of Su:Q.a}J.sepa, then it can only be because the same 
tradition, in nowise reliable, which we have in our Anukra
maQ.iS I) at _the time of the Aitareya-BrahmaQ.a already · 
ascribed those hymns to a ~!iii SuQ.a}J.sepa. We have here 
again a proof of how much ·earlier the ~gveda hymns are, 
chronologically, than everything- else which belongs to the 
Veda. 

Unfortunately few narratives have come down to us lin 
such entirety in the BrahmaQ.as as that of SuQ.a}J.sepa .. Mostly, \ 
the stories are prepared for the purpose which they are to l 
serve, namely the explanation or justificat~on of a sacrificial \ 
ceremony, and it is sometimes not easy to extract from them / 
the nucleus of an old legend or an old · myth. Moreover, by 
no means all the narratives which we find in the BrahmaQ.as 
are derived from old myths and legends, but they are 
often only invented for the explanation of some sacrificial cere
mony. Sometimes, however, even these invented tales are not 
without interest. To explain, for instance, why, in the case of 
sacrificial gifts which are dedicated to Prajapati, the prayers 
are only to be uttered in a low voice, the following pretty alle-
gory is related : · 

~) See above, pp. 57 f. aud below in the section on Exegetic Vedllilga.s. 
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"Now a dispute once took place between Mind and Speech as to which 
was the better of the two. Both Mind and Speech said,' I am excel. 
lent I' (8) 

Mind said, 'Surely I am better than thou, for thou dost not speak 
anything that is not understood by me; and since thou art only au imitator 
of what is done by me and a follower in my wake, I am surely better than 
thou!' · (9) 

• Speech SAid, ' Surely I am better than thou, for what thou knowest, 
I make known, I communicate.' (10) · 

They w~nt to appeal to PrajApati for his decision. He, PrajApati, de. 
cided in favour of Mind, saying (to Speech), 'Mind is indeed better than 
thou, for thou art an imitator of its deeds and a follower in its wake; and 
inferior, surely, is he who· imitates his better's deeds and• follows in his 
wake.' (11) 

Then Speech (vAc, fern.) being thus gainsaid,. was dismayed and mis
carried. She, Speech, then said to PrajApati, 'May I never be thy obla. 
tion-bearer, I whom thou hast gainsaid I ' Hence whatever at the sacrifice 
is performed for PrajApati, that is performed in a low voice; for speech 
would not act as ~blation-bearer for PrajApati." I) •· . (H) 

Vac, speech, also forms the subject of many narratives, 
in which she is represented ~s the prototype of women. Thus 
we meet with her, for example, in the legend of the soma· 
theft, which frequently occurs in the Brah.maQ.as. The soma 
was in heaven, and Gayatri, in the form of a bird, fetched it 
down. But as she carried it away, it was stolen from her by . 
a Gandharva. Now the gods took counsel together how they 
could get back the stolen soma. 

\ 

"They said, 'The Gandharvas are fond of women: let us send VAc 
(speech) to them, and she will retut·n to us together with Soma.' They• 

-sent VA.c to them, and she returned to them together with Soma. (3) 
The Gandharvas came after her a.nd sa.id, 'Soma (shall be) yours, and 

VA.c ours ! ' ' So be it I ' said the gods; 'but if she would rather come hither, 
do not ye carry her off by force : let us woo her I ' They accordingly woo-

ed~ 00 

I . 
•) Sat. I, 4, 5, 8-12. Translated by J. E~geling, SBE., Vol~l!, Pl'· 130 f, 
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The Gandharvas recited the Vedas to her, saying, 'See how we know 
it, see how we know it I' l) (5) 

The gods then created the lute and sa.t playing and singing, s:iying, 
'Thus we will&ing t.> thee, thus we· wi.ll amu~e thee I' She turned to the 
gods; but, in truth, she turned to them vainly, since she turned away from 
those engaged iu praising and praying, to dance and son~. WhPrefot·e 
even to this day women are given to vain things; for it was on this. wise 
that VAc turned thereto, and other women do as she did.· And hence i"t is 
to him who dances and sings that they most readily take a fancy.'' 2 ) 

Just as this little story is invented to explain an attribute 
of women, there are numerous narratives in the BrahmaQaS 
which deal with the or·igin of some matter or some institution. 
Such legends of origin, to which also the creation-legends be
long, the Indians designate as Pura:r;tas,3

> in order to distin
guish them from the Itihasas (or Akhyanas), as _the stories 
of gods and men are called. Among t.hese narratiVt·s, too, there 
are such as were merely invented by Brahma:Qa theologians, 
while others date back to old, popular myths and legends, or 
at least are founded upon a tr~dition independent of the sacri
ficial science. Thus, the origin of the four castes is frequent
ly related in the BrahmaQ.as. Already in one of the philoso
phical hymns of the ::(tgveda, the Puru~asilkta,'l it is reported 
how the Brahman arose out of the mouth, the warrior out 
of the arms, the. Vai§ya out of the thighs and the Sudra out 
of the feet of the Puru~a sacrificed by the gods. In the 
BrahmaJ:.las it is Prajapati who produced out cf his mouth the 
Brahman toget_her with the (1od Agni, out of his breast and 
·his two arms the warrior as well as Indra, out of the middle 
of his body the Vaisya and the All-gods, but out of his feet 

1) As the Veda is the knowledge par eJJcellence. See above, p. 52. 

•) Sat., III, 2, 4, 2-6. Translated by J. Eggeling, SBE., Vol. 26, p. 53. cf. S~t. Ill, 

2, 1, 19 ff. 
•) Purii!}a means "old," then "old legend," " old story," especially cosmogonic and 

cosmological myths. At a later period a peculiar class of works was designated as Puriil}as, 

with which we shall have to deal in a later section. 

~) X, 90, l!l, cf. above, p. 175.· Deussen, AGPb., I, 1, PP· 150 ff •. 
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the ~udra. With the ~iidra no deity was created; therefore 
he is incapable for sacrifice. In consequence of this kind of 
origin the Brahman performs his work with; his mouth, the 
warrior with his arms; the Vaisya does not perish, however 
much he is "consumed,"i. e. exploited, by priests and war
riors, for he is created out of the middle of the body, where 
the reproductive power reposes; but of religious ceremonies, 
the Sudra can perform only the foot-washing of members of 
the higher castes, for he arose out of the feet.1> The follow
ihg two suggestive tales of. the creation of the night and _of the 
winged mountains, found in the Maitrayani-Sarphita, are 
!llore pleasing. 

"Yama had died. The gods tried to persuade Yam 2 ) to forget him. 
Whenever they asked her, she said : "Only to-da.y he has died." Then 
the gods said: "Thus she will indeed never forget him; we will create 
night I" ~'or at that time there was only day and no night. The gods 
created night; then arose a morrow; thereupon she forgot him. Therefore 
people say: "Day and night indeed let sorrow be forgotten I" (Maitr. 
I, 5, 12.) 

" The oldest children of Prajapati were the . hills, and they were 
winged. They flew away and settled down just where they wished. But 
at that time the earth still swayed to. and fro. Then lndra cut off the 
wings of the hills and made the earth fast with them. But the wings be
came storm-clouds; therefore these always hover in the direction of the 
mountains." (Maitr. I, 10, 13.)8> 

The creation-legends are very numerous in the Brah
maQ.as. An example will show how metaphysical thought 
here unites with desultory explanations of sacrificial directions. 
'rhe daily fire-sacrifice (Agnihotra) •> consisting in the offer-· 
ing of a gift of milk to the :fire every morning and every 

1 ) Ta.ittiriya-Satphit4, VIJ. 1, 1, 4-6. TAq~ya-BrAhmaqa, VI, 1. 6-11. Of. Weber, 

Ind. Stud., X, 7-10. . 
~) Twin-sister of Yama. . See above, pp. 105 ff. -

•) The myth of t'lle winged bills is already known to the singers of the ~gveda, and 
is still a favourite subject with later poets. Of. Pischel, Vedische Studien, I, 174, 

•) See above,. p. 172. 
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evening, is one of the most important sacrifices. Upon the 
origin and significance of this sacrifice a BrahmaQ.a 1> has the 
following to say : 

.. In the beginning only Prajapati was here alone. He thought to him
self: 'How can I obtain descendants 7' He tortured himself and morti
fied himself. 2 ) Out of his mouth he produced Agni. And becllllse he 
produced him out of his mouth, therefore Agni is a consumer of food. 
And truly, he who knows that Agni is a food-consumer, he himself be
comes a consumer of food. Him, then, he produced first, agre, among the 
gods, and therefore he is called Agni, for the name Agni is really Agri. 8 ) 

Now thought Prajipati to himself: 'This Agni I have produced as a. 
food-consumer. But there is indeed no ot.her food here than myself, would 
that he may not eat me up I ' For at that time this earth was quite bare; 
there existed neiti\er plants nor trees. About this Prajapati was troubled. 
Hereupon Agni turned to him with open (mouth) and from (Prajiipati), 
because he was afraid, his own greatne'!s fled. But his own greatness 
was his speech, and this his own greatness fled from him.' (It is 
then further related that Prajapati desires a sacrifice for himself, and 
througll rubbing his hands obtains an offering of butter or of milk', out of 
which the plants arise. As the re.ault of a second offering of butter or of 
milk, there arise Siirya, the suo, and Vayu, the wind.) "And Prajapati, 
in offering sacrifice, on the one hand propagated his species, and on the 
other hand also saved himself from Agni, from death, when the latter was 
about to consume him. And he who, knowing this, offers the fire-sacrifice, 
on the one hand propagates his species by means of descendants as 

') Sat. II, 2, 4. 
1 ) Most of the creation.legends in the Brlihmaqas begin in the same way. As the 

magician must pr~>pare himself for his magic, and the pries& must prep:ue himself for 
the sacrifice, by means of self.torture and mortification, so Prajapati, too, has to prepare 
himself in the same way for the great, work of creg,tjou. From the root iram 11 to exert 
oneself," is derived the word Sramana 11 the ascetic" which later occurs frequently, parti. 
cnlarly in the Buddhist literatnre. The word Tapas actually means " heat," then " ascetic 
fervour," then asceticism itself. "In fact, if by the designation Tapas the manifold 
forms of mortification &rll understood, then, especially in the earlier periods, the reference 
to heat as the vehicle of mortification stands in the foreground." ( Oldenberg, Religion des 
Veda, 2. Anfi., pp. 401 ff.) According to Sat. X, 4, 4.. I f., Prajtipati once mortified him. 

self for a. thousand years nntil, as a resnlt of the "heat " of the mortification, lights issued 
from his pores,-and these became the atars. 

•) See above, I?· 203. 
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Prajapati did, and 01i the othe~ hand saves himself from Agni~ from death, 
when the latter is about to oonsume him. And when he dies, and he iff 
laid upon the fire, he is born again out of the fire, the fire only consumes 
his body. I) And as if he were born of_his father and his mother, just 
so is he born of the fire. He, however, who does not offer the fire-sacrifice, 
never again arises to new life. Therefore one must of necessity offer the. 
fire-sacrifice." (It is then further related very circumstantiaUy how the 
gods Agni, Vayu and Siirya, brought forth hy Prajapati, themselves in 
their turn offer sacrifices, and how the cow was created.) "This cow, 
however, Agni, desired thinking: . 'I would like to mate myself with her.' 
He united himself with her and poured forth his seed into her. This be
came milk. Therefore the latter is cooked, while the cow is raw, for the 
milk is Agni's seed ; and therefore it is that milk, whether it _is in a . black 
cow or a red one, is always white and shiniog like fire, because it is Agni's 
seed. And therefore it is warm already at the milking, for it is the seed 
of Agni." !) 

Just as these creation-lege.nds usually begin by relating 
that Pr aja pati "torments and mortifies himself," so we often 
read also that, after the creation was accomplished, he was 
weak, exhausted and wearied, whereupon some sacrifice is 
described, through which his strength had to be restored. On 
one occasion it is the gods who offer this sacrifice, on another 
occasion Agni alone shows this favour to Prajapati, and on 
yet another occasion he regains his strength, "after having 
sung hymns and tortured himself," by creating the sacrificial 
animals and sacrificing them.8> It is indeed· remarkable 
that this world-creator Prajapati, who really is the highest 
god in the BrahmaQas, has nothing lofty ab~ut him and often 
plays a rather pitiful part., Once he is actually even offered 
as a sacrifice himself by the gods 1 4> In a legend which is 
referred to in several places, he is accused of incest, which he 

1 ) One of the few places in the BrAhma.r;ut.s where mention is made of life .after 

death. 
•) Of. above p. 65. 
•) Sat. IV, 6, 4, 1; VII, 4, 1, 16; and frequently. VI. I, 2, U ff. III, 9, l. 

•) Sat. X, 2, 2. 
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has committed with his daughter Dyaus (heaven) or U~as 

(dawn). In order to punish him for this sin, the gods, out 
of their most frightful forms, formed the god Rudra. 'l'he 
latter pierced Praj:l.pati with his arrow, whereat Orion and 
other constellations arose.1

> Very noteworthy, too, is the 
"ract that in the BrahmaQas (and in the Veda generally) there 
js no one Indian creation legend, which, as for instance the 

. biblical legend in Europe, has found more or less general 
recognition in India, but th·tt we find a great number of 
creation-legend~, containing the most diversifi(ld idt>as and 
speculations, which cannot be made to harmonize with one 
other at all. Thus we find, for example, in the Satapatha
BrahmaQ.a, soon after the above quoted legend, an entirely 
different account of the creation. Prajapati, here too,2> 

tortured and mortified himself, in order to produce be~ngs. 

He brought forth creatures~ first the birds, then the sma~l 
creeping things, then the snakes. But no sooner had they 
been created than they all vanished again, and Prajapati was 
once more alone. He thought diligently about the reason 
for this, and at last the idea came to him that the creatures 
perished for lack of food. So he created new beings, from 
whose breasts he let milk flow forth, and these remained alive. 
Again, in another place in the same work,8> Prajapati 
creates the animals out of his vital organ~, out of his mind he 
created man, out of his eye the horse, out of his breath the 
cow, out of his ear the sheep, out of his voice the goat. Be
cause man is crea~ed out of Prajapati's mind, and the mind is 
the first of the vital organs, therefore man is the first and 
strongest of all animals. 'l 

c ~In the majority of the legends, Prajapati is indeed the 

•). Aitareya.-Brahmal}a. Ill, 33. Of. Sat. I, 7, 4, 1; 11, 1, 2, 8; VI, I, 3, 8. 
1 ) Sat. II, 5, 1, J.a. 
•) Sat. VII, 5, 2, 6. 
') This refers to the sacrificial animals iu particular. 
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only Creator, from. whom the world ·and beings deriv~ their 
or1gm. But, already in the Brahmar;tas, there are places 
where Prajapati himself is regarded a'!! created, and tne 
('reation begins with the primeval" water or with the non
existing or with the Brahman. Thus there is the following_ : 
creation-legend : 

"In the beginning there ex~sted here nothing but water, a sea of 
water. These waters .desired to propagate their kind. They tortured· 
themselves, they mortified themselves. And when they had mortified 
themselves 1) a golden egg originated in them. The year did not 
yet exist at that time; but ao;~ long as the duration. of a y~ar, this 
golden egg swam about. After a year a man arose out of it; that 
was Prajapati. Therefore a woman or a cow or a mare gives birth 
within a yea1·, for Prajapati was born after a year. He brokP. the golden 
egg open. But at that time there did not yet exist any standing
place. So this golden egg, which bore him, swam about· a!i long as 
the duration of a year. After a year he tried to speak, and he said: 
"bhu!J-,'' and' this (word) became this earth; (he said:) "bluwa!J-" and 
·this became yonder atmosphere, (he said) "suvar" ll) and t_his became 
the sky yonder. Therefore, a child tries to talk after a year, for after' a 
year Prajapati spoke. When Prajapati first spoke, he uttered monosyllabic 
and bi-sy llabic words, therefore a child, when it first speaks, utters mono
syllabic and bi-syllat.ic words.- Those (three words) form five SJllables. 
Out of these he made the five season-s of the year, therefore- there are five 
seasons here. s) This Prajapati rose np above the worlds created in this 
manner after a year; therefore, after a year, a child tries to stand, for after 
a year Prajapati rose up. He was boru with th~ life of a thousand years. 
As one perceives the other Lank of a river from a distanc~, so he perceived 
the other bank of his life. 4 > And, singing praises and torturing himself 

1 ) As the term Tapas Lot only means mortification, but also heat, it is possible, in 

the case of.the words "when they had mortified themselves,'' which might also mean 
"when they had.become heated,'' to think of "hatching-heat" and it is quite possible that 

there is an intentional ambiguity in the Sanskrit words. Cf. above p. 99. and. 220, ~ote 2, 

and Deussen, AGPh., 1,'1, p. 182; 2, pp. 60 ff. 
') Cf. above p. 186, on the three sacred words bhiiq, bhnv~, snvar (or svar). 

•) Namely: Spring, snmmer, rainy season, autumn, and winter, 

•) As Prajlipati was born, he must also be mortal. 
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be lived on, as be desired to propagate his species. . He placed reproductive 
energy into himself, and with his mouth be created the gods ..... After 
he had created them, he saw that there was, as it were, daylight (diva) 

for him, and that is the divinity of the gods (deva), that after he had 
created them, he saw that there was, as it were, daylight for him. Now 
'he created with the breath of life which is below, the Asuras (demons) ..... 
And after they were created, he saw that there was, as it were, darkness. 
He knew: " 'fruly, I have created evil-lor myself, as there was darkness 
as soon as I had created them." And even at this early stage he smote 
them with evil, and their day was then already done. Therefore it is 
said : " It is not true what is reported of the battles between gods and 
A sura~ partly .in narratives (anvikbyana), partly in legends (itihasa),t > 

for at that -time already Prajapati smote them with evil, at that time 
already their day was done." ...... After he had created the gods, he made 
the day out of that whiCh was light, and after he had created the Asuras, he 
made the night out of that which was dark. So there now existed day 
and night." (Sat. XI, 1, 6, 1-11.) 

Another creation-legend is still more remarkable, though
also much less clear (Sat. VI, 1, 1 ), beginning with the 
word~ i " In the beginning there was here only the non
existent (Asat)." But it is at once added that this 

. non-existent was really the l;ttlis, for these, by means of self
torture and self-mortification' have brought forth everything. 
These ~~is, however, were the PraQ.as or life-spirits, and 
these-how they did this is quite unintelligible-created first 
seven Puru~as or " persons " and then united these to a single 
purutla, to Prajapati. -

c; This puru~a (person) Prajapati desired to multiply himself, to pro
pagate his species. He tortured himself, he mortified himself. After he 
had tortured and mortified himself, he created first the Brahman, namely, 
the three-fold knowledge (trayt vidJi). This \'las the foundation for him. 
Therefore it is said : 'The Brahman is the foundation of the Al1! There
fore one stands firm, when one has learnt the Veda; for this, the Brahman 
(i.e. the Veda) is the foundation." 

•) This is tantamount to dec!Rring all the numerous legends of the Brlhma.~·as, 

which tell of the battle11. between gods and Asuras, to be lies I 
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. . 
it is then furth~r related how Prajapati, " standing 

firm upon this foundation," mcrtifi.ed himself, and· then 
first created the water. With the aid of the Veda he 
~rought forth an egg; out of the egg arose Agni, and the 
egg-shell became the earth, and so on. It is a very prolix. 
and 90llfused account. It is, however, important to see 
that the Brahman, originally. signifying prayer or magic 
spell, then sacred knowledge or Veda, was here already 
tnade the foundatiqn of all existence. - From this only a 

· step remained to the doctrine of the Brahman itself as a 
creative principle. This doctrine too is already found in 
the S~tapatha-Brahmaij.a (XI, 2, 3, 1) "'here it says: 

" In the beginning there was here only the Brahman. This created 
the gods, and after it bad created the gods, it gave them these worlds 
as dwellings,!) (namely), this eartb-wodd t<? Agni, the atmosphere 
to Vayu and the heaven to Siirya." 

Thus we see how in the BrahmaQas-and therein lies! 
their great significance for the history of Indian thouth~ 
all those ideas were already in the making, which attained 
their full development only in the Aral)yakas and Upani~ads. 
Even ·the fundamental doctrine of the Upani~nds, as Sai],rJilya 
enunciated it, is alre~dy found in the Satapatha-BrahmaQa.z) 

ARA~YAKAS AND UPANI~ADS.· 

When R. Garbe a> calls the· sacrificial science of the 
BrahmaQas " the only literary production of these barren 
centuries preceding the awakening of philosophical specula
tion," he gives expression to a universal, but in my opinion 
erroneous, view. It would be too terrible to think that, 
with such a gifted poople as the Indians must have been, 

1
) Literally " it made them asc~nd these worlds." 

1 ) X,"6, 3. Cf. below, pp. 2!9 f.' " 

I) Beitriige zur indischen Kult'Q.rgeschichte (Berlin, 1903}, l'· e. 
29 
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even on the evidence of the ~gvedic hymns, the futile 
hair-splittings on the purpose and meaning of sacrificial 
ceremonies should have occupied the entire thought even 
of the priests, to say nothing of the warriors and the re
maining classes of the people. As a matter of fact we do find 
in the BrahmaQ.as themselves, as SayaQ.a has already empha
sized, and as we have partly seen above, beside ritual-pre
cepts (Kalpa) and the discussions on the same, also myths 
and legends (itihasa), cosmogonic myths (puraQ.a), epic 
s.ong verses (gatha) and songs in praise of heroes (nara-
8arpsi.1) . In other words: the beginnings of epic poetry 
reach back into the period of the BrahmaQ.as. It is a matter 
of .. course that . the great and costly sacrifices, with which 
the · Brahma~as deal, were only possible on the supposition 
()~an active and industrious people ; and it is. unthinkable 
that the warriors and merchants, the farmers and herd owners, 
the craftsmen and labourers of that time should have sung 
no songs, related no stories. A little of what was sung 
and narrated in India at that early period, is preserved in 
the Vedic texts themselves (as, for example, the legend of 
Suna}J.sepa), but much is preserved in the later epics and 

,.. Purar;ta.s. Moreover, the Brahmar;tas presuppose the begin
nings of grammar, phonetics, astronomy, i.e., of those. 

·sciences which were later on pursued more independ~ntly 

as Vedangas z); neither does the "awakening of philoso
phical speculation " come after the period of the BrahmaQas : 
It comes before this period. We have seen how in some 
hymns of the ~gveda doubts and scruples already arose 
conce~ning the popula.r belief in gods and the priestly cult . 

. 1 ) Maa Muller, "History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature," 2nd ed., London, 1860, 

p. 344. 0/. Sal XI, 5, 6, 8: 7, 9. "Knowers of the narratives" (A.khyS:navidas) are men • 
. tioned, in the Aitareya-BrolhmaiJa, III, 25, as a special class of literary men. 

:!) On the beginnings of the Ved4ilgas in the Br4hmayas, cf. Mrr:JJ Mii.ller, "Hi1torr 

•of 4ncient Sa.l!akrit !4iterataru," pp. 119 If. · 
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These sceptics and thinkers, these first philosophers of ancient 
India certainly did not remain isolated. That they, too, 
founded schools of thought, that their teachings were 
diffused, is proved by the " philosophical " hymns of the 
A.tharvaveda and isolated portions of the Yajurveda-Sarp
hitas, in which, it is true, the teachings of the philosophers 
often appear only in.- caricature.1

> But even these carica
tures prove that philosophical speculation was further pur
sued also during the centuries in which the sacrificial science 
flourished. 

We are not, however, likely to find these oldest philoso
phers of ancient India among the priests, who were engaged 
in the science of sacrifice. For their teachings, which ~ere 
directed against the plurality of gods, were hi obvious contra
diction to the interest of these priests. We can scarcely 
imagine that_ the Brahmans, w:tio lived by the sacrifices, had 
manymen amongst them who doubted the existence of lndra 
himself, and raised the question whether there were any sense . 
in sacrificing to the gods.2> It is ·much more probable that 
such sceptics and thinkers were to be- found -among those who 

·were the most obnoxious to the priests, am.ong the ':_misers," 
who did not believe, i.e., who did not sacrifice and gave no 

· gifts to the priests. · • 
_ The fact that the warrior-caste was closely connected with[' 
the intellectual life and the li~£9,-viti-J>t::ruWf~~tj~~,} 
isproveal>ynumerous-~passages in the Upani~ads, in fact 
already in the Brahmal}.as. In the Kau~itaki-BrahmaiJ.a 

(XXVI, 5) a king Pratardana converses with the priests 
concerning the sacrificial science. In Book· XI of the. Sata
patha-BrahmaiJ.a there is repeated mention of King Janaka 
of Videha, who confounded all priests by his knowledge .. The 
passage in which Janaka questions the p_riest~ _ Svetaketu, 

1
) Of. above pp. 98 ff., 149 ff., 183 f. 

•) L/. above, p. 98, • · 
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Somasu~ma and Yaj iia valkya as to how they perform the fire
sacrifice (Agnihotra) is particularly instructive. None of 
them gives a satisfactory amwer. But Y<l.jiiav-alkya receives 

. a gift of a hund1·cd cows, because he has inq nired the most 
d1leply into the meaning of the sacrifice, although, as King 
Janaka remark~, even upon him the true meaning of the 
Agnihotra has not yet dawned. After the king has departed, 
the priests say to one anotht>r: "Truly, this warrior has 
confounded us by his speech. Well I We will challenge him 
to a theological debate (Brahmodya)." Yajiiavalkya, how~ 
ever, dissuades them, saying: "We are Brahmans, but he is 
only a warrior. If we overcome him, whom shall we say that 
we have ov.ercome P But if he should overcome us, the people . 
w~mld say of us: ' A warrior has overcome the Brahmans '; 
do not think of such a thing ! " 'fhe two other priests agreed 
with him, but Yajiiavalkya betakes himself to King Janaka 
and begs to be instructed by him.1>- Ayastb.Ul).a,. too, the 
sacrificer, who in~tructs his priest Saulvayana,2> can hardly 
be a Brahman, although Sayal).a declares him to be a J;t~i. 

According to tradition, even· the ~~is or composers of the 
hymns of the J;tgveda were by no means always members of: 
the, priesthood. Thus it is said of a ~~i JEava~, that he was 
t!Ie §()_n of a female .~la~~_!!..!lOn_:Jlrah~a~_. When he wanted 
to participate _in a great sacrifice, the priests drove him away, 
to die of hunger and thirst in the desert. But the waters and 
the goddess Sarasvati take pity on him, he 'sees' a hymn, 

. whereupon the priests recognise him as a I,l~i and receive him 
back.3l 

In the U pani~ads, however, we find not only !Qngs, but 
also '!.?...!!!~~!.. and eve_Tl._peqple __ of_ dubious ~escent, taking an 
autive part in the literary and philosophical aspirations and 

. •) S"t. XI, 6, 2; cf. XI, 3, 1, 2-4; XI, 6, 3. 

•) Sat. XI, 4, 2, 17-20. 
•) Aitareya-BrAhmaQa, II, 19. . . . ·, 
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often possessors of the highest _knowledge.~ Thus in: the 
BrhadaraQ.yaka~Upani15ad, Glirfl!J the daughter ·of Vac_aknu, 
questions Yajiiavalkya. at great length upon the origin of all 
existence, until the latter says: ''Ask not too much, Gargi,
that thy head may not burst. Truly, concerning divinity one 
must not ask too much. Thou do~t ask too much, Gargi; .ask 
not too much ! " And in Hnother place the same Gargr, in the 
midst of an assembly of disputative scholaTs, advances towards 
the famous teacher Yii,j:iia.valkya with the words: "I arise 
against thee·, Yajiiavalkya! As a hero's son from· Ben"areM 
or from, Videha strings the slackened bow and arises. with two 

•· foe-piercing arrows in his hand~ ~o I arise against thee with 
_.two questions-answer me those 1" In the same Upan~~ad 
Yajii.avalkya instructs his wife M:aitreyi in the highest know
ledge of the Atman.1l How little this highest knowledge 
was the sole privilege of the priests, is again proved by the 
amusing story of Raikva with the bullock-team,2l who is 
sitting under his cart and scratching the ftch, but who, in 
the possession of the highest wisdom is proud as a king. 
Humbly the wealthy donor Janasruti approaches him in order 
to be instructed by him. Raikva calls him a sudra 3> and 

· laughs at the presents which the rich man offers. him. Only 
when the latter gives him his beautiful daughter in mar~i~ge, 
does he .condescend to instruct him.•> The following story'.is 
·also delightfully ingenuous: 

. II l. Satyakama, the son of Jabiilii, addre~£ed his ~other and said!.'.! 
wish to become a Bntbwaciirin (religious student); ·mother. Of ·w&at
family am I ? ' 

-.,..------------ ·. 
1) .tlfhadlirar.Jyaka· Upani~11d, HI; 6; III, 8; II, 4 and IV, 5, _ 
•) The meaning of sayugvan translated by "w.itl~ the bull~k-t~am," is" not ee;tain. 

But other explanations (s, H. Luder~, SBA., 1!116, pp. 2i8 ff) are .not satisfactory. Raikva 
, is called a " Briihmar}a" in the sense of " oue w.bo knows the· Brahman," 11ot in the ·aenae 
, of •• a member of the priestly class." 

• 1 ) The w.ord is _here used as a term of abuse. 

'l Ohindogya·Upani§ad, IV, 1·3, 
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., ·z. She said to him: 'I do not know, my child, of what family thou 
art. In my youth whim I had to move about muob as a servant (waiting 
on the guests in my father'• house), I conceived thee. I do not know of 

. what family thou art. I am Jabala by name, thou art Satyakama (Phila
lethes). Say that thou art Satyak~ma Jabala.' 

3. He going to Gautama Haridrumata said'to. him, 'I wish to becom'e 
·a Brabmacarin with you, Sir. May I come to you, Sir? ' 

4. He said to him : ' Of what family .are you, my friend ? ' 
He rep~ied: r I do not know, Sir, of what family I am. I asked my 
mother, and she answered : " In my youth when I had to move about 
much as a servant, I conceived thee. I do not know of what family 
thou art. I am Jahala by name, thou art Satyakima," I am therefore· 
~atyakiima Jabil.la, Sir.' · 

5. He said to him : ' No one but a true Brahmal}a would thus 
speak out. Go and fetch fuel, friend, I shall initiate you. You have 
not swerved from the truth.' " 1 

The passage proves how lightly brahmanical descent 
was treated at that ancient period, while later-in the law
books-it is again and again emphasized that only the 

J Brahman may teach the Veda, and only a member of the 
three highest castes may be instructed in the Veda. In the 
Upanil;;ads, however, we are repeatedly told that kings or 

· warriors are in possession of the highest knowledge, and 
that _Brahmans go to them for instruction. Thus the Brah
m_an Gautama, father of Svetaketu, goes to King PravahaQ.a 
ill. order to be instructed by him concerning the Beyond. 
·And it is related that the desire. of Gautama was very awk-

.. warrl for the king : for the doctj.'ip.e which he had to proclaim, 
• hal never before peuetrated 'to the Brahmans, " and therefore 

it is that in all the worlds the mastery has fallen to the 
share of the warrior-class." Finally, however, the king does 

1 ) 0hi_ndogya.Upaniead, IV, 4. Translated by MaD Millle1·, SBE., Vol. I, p. 60. In 
the Vatp!as or lists of teachers _of the _Satapatba.-Brilhmal}a. numerous teachers at'e only 

mentioned by their maternal name. Of. above, p. 194 Note I. Satyak4ma meatti!J: "truth· 
loving/' _The passage has nlso belm traD.slated {into German) and explained by H. Liiders, 

SBA., 1922,.pp. 227 If. 
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impart the doctrine to him,-. and it is the doctrine of tratt8.:. 
migration, which here, where for the tirst time it appe~~s 

clearly and distinctly, proves to be a doctrine which emapa~ed 
from the warrior-class, and was originally foreign to· hr~h-: 
manical theology.1> _Another passage proves that the chief 
doctrine of the Upani~~ds, too, the doctrine of the Atmrm, 
the All-One, originated in non-brahmanical circles ... Here 
five highly learned Brahmans betake themselves to the wise 
Uddalaka AruJ;Lh in order to learn from him the doctrine of 
the Atman~ n~, however, thought to himself: " These 
·great and learned scholars will question me, and I shall not 
be a~le to reply to everything. -Well! I will direct them 
to some one else." And he directed them to King Asva
_pati Kaikeya, to whom they actually went for instruction.2

) 

_ -While, then, the Brahmans'. were pursuing their 
barren sacrificial science, other circles were already engaged 
upon those highest questions which were at last treated so 
admirably in the Upani~ads. From these circles, whfch ·ori
gina.Ily 'Yere not connected with the priestly caste,_ proceeded 
the forest-hermit!'! and wandering ascetics, who not only re
noun<>ed the world. and its pleasures, but also kept alo_of 
from the sacrifices and ceremonies of the Brahmans. Differc . . . . 

ent sects, more or less opposed to Brahmanism, were ·soon 
formed from these same circles, . among which sects ·t-he 
B.uddhists attained to such great fa,me. The extensive pr?~· 
pagation of these sects, particularly of Buddhism, pro!_es 
on what ·fruitful soil the doCtrines of those ancient philoso
phers must have fallen, and how much response the doc
trines which were opposed to. the sacrifice found among tl!e 
cultured classes. 

· .. ·· ..... . ": ... 
') Chindogya.-Upanita.d, V, 3. Brhadlra.IJyaka-Up., VJ, 2.ln the Ka~i'taki.JJp., I, I 

the Kvatriya. Citra instructs the "first of the priests," Aru!Jf, about the Beyond. 
') Chlndogya.-Up., V, lllt. A versioq of ~hie· narr~tive is already to be fof!nd in 

Sat., X. 6. 1. ' - • . 
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This is, however, by no means tantamount to saying 
that the Brahmans took no part in philosophical speculation ; 
for warriors and members of the higher castes in general 
'\\'ere educated in the Brahmans' schools, and there must 
·have been a brisk exchange of philosophical ideas between 
the Brahmans and the other educated classes at all times.1> 

Moreover, not every Brahman was a priest or ari. adept in 
the_Rrt of the sacrifice.· 'l'here were Brahmans, both rich and 
poor, who pursued worldly professions,2> and there must 
have been many of these who sympathised with the scep
tics and the exponents of new doctrines. Lastly, as has 
so often been the case in the history of Indian thought, the 
Brahmans had the knack of bringing into line with their 
own priestly wisdom and orthodoxy even such ideas as were 
in opposition to them. • They succeeded in doing this by 
means of the doctrine of the f o u r As ram as (stages of life), 

1 ) Cf. A. Hillebrandt, Aas Brahmanas und Up•misaden, pp. 10 fl., with whom 
quite agree when he snya that the pbilo•ophy of the Upani,ads should be 

called neither a "Brahmanical" nor a " K,ntriya philosophy." Bat it should not be 
doubted that non-Brahmans, especially K11atriyas, bad a considerable share in the 

spiritual and intellectual life of ancient India. See P. Deus~en, System des Vedanta, 

L~ipzig, 1883, pp. 18 f., AGPh. I, 1, 16!!; 1, 2, 17 ff.; R. Garbe, Beitrlge Zur india· 

chen Knlturgeacbicbte, B~rlin, 1903, pp. 1 ff.; R. Pick. The Social Organisation in 

North-East India in Buddha's Time, transl. by S. Muitra, Calcutta, 1920, pp. 90 ff. 

The view that the K~atriyas bad an essential share in the development of the Upa· 
ni~ad ideas, has been contested by H. Olde11be,·g, Die Lebre der Upanisbaden und 
die Anfinge des Buddhism us, Gottingen, 1915, pp. 166 f.; P. Oltramare, L'histoire 
des. fddes tbeosopbiques dans I, lode, 1, 96 f. ; A. B. Keith, Aitareya Aranyaka, p. 50 
and JRAS., 1915, p. 550; al~o by S. Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, I 
Cambridge, 1922, pp. 33 ff., though be admits (p. 31) "that among the K~atriyas 
in g~neral there existed e:unest philosophic enqciries which mast be regarded oa 
having exerted an important inf!11ence in the formation of the Upani~ad doctrines." 
The fact is that the ancient Upani~ads as literary compositions were arranged iu the 

Brahmanic schools and were " Brahmanical " in this sense. Bot it does not follow 
from this, that all or even the most essential ideas contained in these texts 
were first; tonceived in priestly drcles. It is worth mentioning that even the 

Ap•stambiya-Dbarmasiitra {II, 2, 4, 25) permits a Brahman: to learn under a K~tri

ya or a Vaisya teacher "in time of need ,. {4padi). 

•) Cf. Uldenberv, Die Lehre der Upanishaden, etc., :Jio G. 
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whereby the ascetic and hermit life was made an essential 
part of the brahmanical religious system. This doctrine con· 
sists of the principle that every " Aryan," i.t!., every man 
belonging to one of the three highest castes, who wishes to 
lead an ideal life, must pass through four stages of Jife. 
First, as a pupil (Brahmacarin), he· must live with a teach· 
er and learn the Veda; when his period of training is accom
plished, he must found a household, and as a householder, 
(G:rhastha) beget children and offer the prescribed sacrifices ·to 
the gods, or have them offered. On approaching old age,· 
however, he should quit his house, and, as a forest-hermit. 
(Vanaprastha) henceforth 'perform only ~ limited sacrificial 
servic-e, but meditate the more upon the mystical and sym
bolical signifit!ance of the sacrifice. But only when he feels 
his end approaching, shall he give up this sacrifice and 
meditation also, renounce all good works,· and as an ascetic 
fleeing from the world (Sannyasin) henceforth ponder only 
over Brahman, the highest world-principle, and strive for· 
union with it.1> 

. In the Brahmai).as or as appendices to them. w~ find texts 
which were known as A r a 1}.1_ a~-~ s or~' forest texts." These 
texts "comprised everything which was of a secret, uncanny 
character, and spelt. danger to th~ uninitiated, and which, for 
that reason, might only be taught and learnt in the forest>. 
and not in the-. villages. The main contents of.· these· 
Arai).yakas are no l~nger ruleS' for the performance of the 
sacrifices and the explanation of ceremonies, but the m_y~_tic:isll!_. 
~nd __ sy_!Il_b~~islll •.. _of sacrifice, ~nd _I>ri~~~!r_Phi!~~o_p~y. · After 
the · doctrine of . the Asramas had been set up as the . . . 

1
) In the oldest Upani~adq (CMndogya-Up. II, 23; VIII, 1) i.hree branch

es of an ideal life are spoken of, but there is no mention yet of three or four SUQ· 

cessive stages of life.-· Only-in later Upani~ads ( Maitr. IV, 3; Asrama-Up.), .in the 
Mahabhlirata and in the Dharmasaswas . the Atir&m& theory is fully develo:ped. · See 
Deussen, Seohzig Upanishads, pp. 06 . f.; · ERE., II, 128 • ff.J and Jacobi, ERE., 
II, 802. • 

3()-
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brahmaniral ideal of life, these "forest text~" naturally came 
· to be the prescribed portions of the Veda to be studied by 
forest-hermits.1

> Now, the oldest Upani~ads are in part 
included in these "forest texts," and in part appended to 
them.; and it is often difficult to draw the line between the 
.A.raJ;lyakas and the Upani~ads. 'fhese texts formed, in more 
senses than one, the Vedanta, i.e., "the end of the Veda." 2

> 

Firstly · most of these texts are of later origin, and fall 
chronologically into the end •of the Vedic period. Further, 
we must never forget that the whole of this Vedic literature did 
not consist of written books, but was only transmitted by 

· word of mouth. What we find in the individual BrahmaQas, 
. ~herefore, and usually call "works" or "books " is nothing 

but the subject. of ~nstructions of various priests' schools . 
.. The subject wa9 taught to the pupils within a certain period 
embracing a number of years during which the pupil had to 

·live with the teacher and serve him. The teaching of that 
which was the most difficult to understand, the mysteries, 

. the mystical and philosophical doctrines, as they are con taiued 
in the .AraJ;lyakas and U pani~ads, naturally fell into the end 
of this p~riod of instruction. These texts form the end, too, 
of the Veda-recital, as a sacred act and r~ligious duty. The 
later philo:wphers, h'3tly, saw in these doctrines of the 
U pani~ads not the end, but the final aim of the Veda.8

> 

1
) Cf. Oldenberg, Die Hymnen des Rigveda., I, Berlin, 1888, p. 291 and 

NGGW., 1915, 382 ff. Ramll.nuja. (SBE., Vol. 48, p. 6!5) statPs that certain mantras 

and sat>rificial rites are discussed at the beginning of Upaai~ads "owing to their having, 

like the latter, to be studied in the forest." In ·the Arul}i·Upani~a.d, 2 (The Minor 

Upaniljads, ed. F. 0. Schrader, I, p. 7; Deus•en, Sechzig Ypauishads des Veda, p. 

693)' it is said that the hermit should study of all the Vodas only the Arnl}yaka 

and the Upaai~ad. .Mana, VI, 29, says that the hermit should learn " the Upani~ad 

texts" (~apani~adil;) lirutih). Strict roles of austerity are prescribed at the reading 

of the Upani\lllds, P. Bandhayana.Dharmasiitra, II, 10, 18, 15 ff. Cf. also Ma:» Miiller, 

History of Ancient S..nskrit Literature, pp. 313 ff. 

•) "Vedo\nta" means originally only the Upani~ads. 'l.'he word was only later 

, ~·ed ·to mP.an the syetem of philosophy based on the Upani•ads. 

· 1 ) Of. P. Deussen, System des Vedanta, pp. 3 f. AGPb., 1, 2, p. li. 
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As: Vedanta or "Veda-end," the Aral)yakas, as well 'as 
the older Upani~ads, belong to the various Vedip schools_; they 
form, in fact, only component parts of the Brahmal)as. Thus 
an Aitareya-.\.raQ.yaka, in which the Aitareya-Upa
n i !1 ad is included, is tacked on to, the Aitareya-BrahmaQ.a of 
the E,g-veda. The Kau~itaki-DrahmaQ.a, which also belongs to 
the ~g-veda, ends with the K au~ it a k i-A r a Q. yak a, of which 
the Kaul[litaki-Upa:t;d~ad (also called the Kaul[litaki-Brah-. 
maQ.a-Upanil[lad) forms only a part.1> In the Black Yajur~eda. 
the Taittiriy a-Arat;~.yaka 2> is only a continuation of .the 
Taittiriya~BrahmaQ.a, and the conclusion of the AraQ.yaka 1&_·
formed by the Tattiriya-Upanif?ad .and the 1\tlaha.-~ 

N araya.n-Up an if? a d. In the great Satap:1tha-Brahmao.a of th~· 
White-Yajurveda, the first third of Book XIV is an Aral)yaka, 
while the end of the book is formed by the g-reatest and most . 
important of all Upani~ads, the Rrhadarat;~.yaka-Upa_ili-· 
I? a d. The 0 h a n d o g y a-U p a n i I? ad, the first section of-' 
which is nothing but an AraQ.yaka, belongs to a Brah~aQ.a, ~( 
the Sama,veda-probably the TaQ.<}ya-Maha-BrahmaQ.a. 'fhe · 
so-called J aim i n i ya-Up ani~ a d-B R a h m a Q. as> is an 
Aral)yaka of the Jaiminiya- or Talavakara-school of the 
Samaveda, and the Ken a-Up ani~ ad, also called 'Ialavakara
U pani~ad, forms a part of it. 

With the exception of the Maba-NarayaQ.a-U panif?ad, 
which was only added to the 'raittiriya.AraQ.yaka at a later 

1
) The Aitareya-Aral}yaka has been published and translated into EngUsh by 

A. B. Keith (Anecdota Oxoniensia, Aryan Series, Part IX, Oxford 1919) and as an 

appendix to it a portion of the Sankhilyana-Aral}yaka (VII-XV). Adhyliyas-1 and II of 

this Aral}yaka are pnblished and translated by W. l!'riedlander, Der mahlvrata Abschnitt 
des Q•iill..Myana-Aral}yaka, Berlin -1900, Adhynyns III to VT, by Cowell, Calcutta 1901. 
On the title, antiquity and contents of the S,lfikhiiyana- or Kau~ltaki-Aral}yaka.. S. Keith, 

JRAS., 1908, 363 fl'. The Sllilkhiiynna Aral}ya.ka, with an Appendix on the Mahiivrata, 
(translated) by A. B. Keith, OTF., London, 1908. . 

•) Ed. with Sayana's Comm. in Bibl. Ind. and in An. SS, No. :!6. 
•) The Jaiminiya or 'l'alavaklira Upani~lld Brahmal}a, Text, Tr~nslation and Notes 

py Banns Oertel, ir. J AOS., Vol. XVI, 1896. 
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period, all the a bove-_named U pani~ads helong to the oldest 
works of this kind. fn language and style they resemble the 
Brahmaoas, component parts of which they are, or to which 
they are im mediat_ely attached. It is the same simple, slight
ly clumsy prose, but-especially in the narrative portions
by no mectns lacking in beauty. Only half of the Kena
Upani:;;'ld is metrical, and· it· is the latest of the Upani~ads 
enumer·ated. Although each one of the great Upani~ads 

contains, as Deussen IJ says, "earlier and later texts side by 
side, nence the age of each individual piece must be deter
mined separately," yet even the later portions of the above
mentioned Upani~ads may claim great antiquity, if only on 
linguistic grounds.2l We may take it that the greater Upani
~ads, .like the BrhadaraJ,lyaka- and the Chandogya-Upani~ad, 
originated in the fusion of several longer or shorter texts 
which had originally been regarded as separate Upani~ads. 

This would also explain the fact that the same texts are some
times to he found in several Upani:;;ads. The individual texts 
of which the greater Upani~ads are composed, all belong to 
a period which cannot be very far removed from that of the 
BrahmaJ,las and the Araoyakas, and is before Buddha and 
before Pii.I;lini. For this reason the six above-mentioned 
Upani:;;ads,-Aitareya, BrhadaraJ;lyaka, Chandogya, Taittiriya, 
Kau~Itaki and Kena- undoubtedly represent the earliest stage 
of developm~nt in the literature of the Upani~ads. They 
contain the so-called Vedanta doctrine· in its pure, original 
form. 

I) AGPh., 1, 2, p. 22. 

•) On the langnn.!je of the Upaui~n.ds see B Liebich, Panini, Leipzig, 1891, p. 62 

ff.; Otto Wecker, Der Gebrauch der K3;sus in tl.er Upani~adlitern.tur, Gottingen, 1905 

(Bezz Beitr.); W. Kirfel, Beitriige zur Geschichte der Nominalkom!>osition il:' den 

Upani§a.ds und im Epos, Diss, Bonn, 19)8; A. Fii•·st, Der Sprachg.:;brauch der ilteren 

Upani~ads verglichen mit dem der friiheren vedischen Perioden und des klassischen 

Sanskrit, Diss. (Tiihingen), Gottingen, 1915; also Oldenberg, Zur Geschichte der 

altindischen Prosa, pp. 28 ff. 
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A, few Upani~ads which are written entirely or .for the • 
most part in verse, belong to a period which is som~what 

later, though still early, and probably pre-Buddhistic. 'fhese, 
too, are assigned to certain Vedic schools, though they have not 
.always come down to us- as portions of an Ara1;1yaka. · In this 
category we may include the Katha~ or Kathaka- Upani
!i!ad,Il the very name of which points to its connection with 
a schdbl of the Black Yajurveda. (see above p. 169). The 
Svetas vatara- U pani!i!ad, 2> and the- Maha-N araya.r;ta
U pani~ad which has come down to us as an appendix to the 
Taittiriya-AraQ.yaka, are also counted among the texts of the 
Bla~k Yajurveda. The short, but most valuable I!i!a- Upani- · 
!i!ad,3> which forms the last section of the Vajasaneyi-Sa~phita, 
belongs to the White Yajurveda. The Mu1;1Q.aka-Upani!i!ad/> 
and the Prasna-Upanit!ad,5> half of which is in prose, half in 
verse, belong to the Atharvaveda. Though these six Upani
~ads, too, contain the Vedanta doctrine, we here find it inter
woven to a great extent w~ Sa1p~~y~_and __ -yoga. d~_ct_:t'!ne~ v 

and with monotheistic views. We must, however, leave it 
to future scholars to decide to what degree the various philo
sophical doctrines mingled, and to what degree this mingling 

1 ) Edited with Sailkara.'s commentary by Sridhara-SAstri P•ithaka, PooLa., 1919; 
translated by W. D. Whitney, Transactions of the American Philological A~sooiat1on, 

Vol. 21. On text-criticism s. R. F'ritzsche, OOM:G., 66, 1912, 727 f.;. Hillebrandt, ZDMG., 

68, 1914, 579 ff.; and Hertel, Die Weisheit der Upanischaden, pp. 42 ff •.. 
') On this Up. see Weber, Ind. Stud. I, 420 ff. and R. G. Bhandarkar, Vai~9avism, 

Saivism and Minor Religions Systems (Grnndriss III, 6, 1\113), pp. 106 ff. 
3 } Translation (with text) and analysis by Anrobindo Gh.ose, Calcutta. (Ideal and 

Progress Series, No. 5). Metrical translation by H. Baynes, Ind. Ant., 26, 1897, 213 ff. On 

text criticism~ Baynes, 1. c., and Hertel, Die Weisheit der Upa.niscbaden, pp. 25 ff. 
•) J. Hertel (MuQc;laka.-Upa.ni~aol, kt-itische Ausgabe, Leipzig, 1924) bas tried to 

restore the original text of this Upa.ni~ad. Its connection with the Atha.rvaveda (X, 7 and 

8) bas been pointed out by Hertel, l. c., pp. 45 ff. The title probably means "the Upa.ni!Pad 

of the bald-beaded,'' that is, of ~ome sect of ascetics with shaven heads. Hertel (1. c., PP· 

64. ff.) suggests some connection between the l'rlni}~.-Up., and the Jainas. 
1 ) In this Upani~ad the sage Pippotliida.. the founder of tbe Paippa.lllda school of the 

Atha.rvaveda., appears as teacher. On text criticism e. Hillebrandt, ZDMG., 68, 1914, 681 f. 
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waS"_ c~nsequent upon retouched versions of the text; for all 
these texts show distinct signs of having been touched up. 
There are for instance, as many as three sep11.rate recensions 
of the ~I aha- Na1·ayal}.a-U pani~tl.d, and this shows how uncer-· 
tain the text is.1> 

The .MaitrayaJ).iya-Upani~ad,2> which, by reason of its 
title, is attributed to a· school of the Black Yajurveda, 3' 

belongs to a considerably later period which must have been 
post-Buddhistic. It is again written in prose, like the earliest 
Upani~ads. This prose, however, no longer shows any Vedic 
traces. On the grounds of language, style and contents, we 
may place the work in the period of classical Sanskrit litera
ture. The May;tQ.iikya-Upani~ad 4' of the Atharvaveda 
probably also belongs to this same later period. Sankara, 
who quotes the twelve Upani~ads previously enumerated a.s 

l sacred and authoritative texts in his commentary on the 

1 ) Of. R. Zimmermann, Die Quellen der Mah!l-nirltyal}a-Upani~ad nnd das VerhlUt

nis der verschiedenen Rezension"n zn einander, Diss., Berlin, 1913, and Ind. Ant., 44, 1915, 

130 ff., 177 ff.; Barth., RIIR. 19, 1889, 150 f.=Oenvres, II, 23. Edition by G. A. Jacob, 

BSS Nr. 35, 1888. 
') Other titles are: Maitrityal}a-Brahmal}a-Up., MaitrilyaQa-Up., MaitrayaQi-Up., 

and Maitri-Up., s. Mall Muller, SBE., Vol. 15, pp. xliii ff. There are several •ecensions of 
the text. The text (ed., with the commentary of Riimatirtha, by E. B. OowPll, 2nd ed. 

revised by Satischandra. Vidyabhu.san, Bibl. lnd, 1913 ff.) which has hitherto been tran-

. slated consists of 7 Prapii~hakas. But the two last Prapii!hakas (declared to be supple

mentary by Deu.ssen, Sechzig Upanishads, p. 330) are missing in the edition of Mah!J.deva 

Bast•·i (Siiminya Vedanta Upanishads, pp. 388 ff.), where Prap., IV, 5 corresponds to the 

5th Prapot~haka of the older editions. A different work is the metrical Maitreya-Upani~ad 

(Minor Upani~ads, ed. Schrader, I, pp. 105 ff.), which only in the prose introduction partly 

agrees with oor Maitray.-Up. 
•) In some MSS. it is given as part of the :IIaitrayal}iya-Satphiti. 
•) On this Upani~ad s. H. Baynes, Ind. Ant., 26, 1897, 169 fl'. The Gau~apiidiya

Ka•·ikiis, one of the most important works of Indian philosoph.v, is based on the ~iii!]~.-Up. 

Pandit Vidhusekhara Bhattacharya (Sir Asntosh Mukherjee Silver Jubilee Volume, pp 103 

fl'.) has proved that Sankara is not the author of the commentary ascribed to him on this 
Up. The same learned Pandit thinks, as he writes to me (in a letter dated 27th August, 

192J.) and a3 he intends to prove, that the Mai}Jiikya-Up. is later than Gau.Japlda's Karikiis, 

·and was even unknown to Sankara. 
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'" Brahmasutras, mentions neither the MaitrayaQiya- nor the 
Mat;lQilkya-U pani~?ad.1 > 

Though the two last-named texts must be among the 
latest offshoots of Vedic literature, they too may still be 
classed together with the twelve earlier texts as Vedia 
Upani~ads; and these fourteen U pani~?ads .. only can be 
used as sources for the hist0ry of the earliest Indian 
philosophy. 

'!'hough the remaining Upani~ads-and there are over 200 
texts which have come down to us either indept>ndently as. 
U pani~ilds or in larger collections-are also attribut<:Jd by 
tradition to one or other of the Vedic schools, only a few of them 
have any real connection with the Veda. Most of them are 
religious rather than philosophical works, and contain the 
doctrines and views of schools of philosophers and religious 
sects of a much later period. Many of them are much more 
nearly reLtted to the Pural).as and· Tantras chronologically as 
well as in content, than to the Veda. This latest Upani~ad litera
ture may be classified as follows, according to its purpose and 
contents: (1) those works which present Vedanta doctrines,2> 

1 ) Of. Deusstm, System des Ved~<nta, pp. 32 f., on the Upani~ads quoted by 

&nkara. As rellards the chronological order of the fourteen Vedic Upani~ads, 
absolute certainty cannot be obtained. Keith. (The Aitareya. Aral}yaka, pp. 45 ff.) .has 
tried to prove that the Aitareya.-U pa.ni~ad is the oldest, dating back to a.bont 700-600 B.C. 

Others oonsider the Brha.d<lral}yaka-Up. to be the oldest. S. Radhakrish.nan, Indian 

Philosophy, I, pp. 141 f., says that "the accepted dates for the early Upani~lids are IOOQ B.C. 

to 3JO B.C." By whom are these d:ttes "accepted" P Of. Deussen in Transactions of the 
3rd International Congress for the History of Religion, Oxford, l908, II, pp. 19 ff." ,· 
Oldenbsrg, Die Lehre der Upanishaden, pp. 288 f., 341; HiUebrandt, Aus Brnhmanas \md 
Upanisaden, p. 170. Benimadhab B•!!'Ua, A History of Pre-Buddhistic Indian Philosophy, 
Calcuttn, 1921) has made a remarkable and creditable, though not a.lwa.ys successful, 

attempt at establishing a. chtonology of the philosophical ideas contained iu the Upani~ads, 
apart from the chronology of the literary works. But his designation of the philosophy of 

the Upani~ads as" post-Vedic" (pp. 39 ff.) is very confusing. 

') The Siirimtlnya Vedllota Upanishads with the commentary of Sri Upanishad· 
Brahma-Yogin, ed. by Paod it A. Mahadeva. Sastri. Adya.r Library (Theosophical Sooiety ), , 
1921. 
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(2) -those which teach Yoga/> (3) those which extol the 
ascetic life (sannyasa),2> (4J) those which glorify Vi~Q.u,3> 

and (5) those which glorify Siva as the highest divinity, and 
(6) Upani~ds of the Siiktas and of other more insignificant 
sects.4

> 1.'hese Upani~ads are written partly in prose, pat·tly 
in a mixture of prose and verse, and partly in epic Slokas. 
Whilst the latter are on the same chronological level as the 
latest PuraQ.as and 'l'antras, there are some works among the 
former which may be of greater antiquity, and which might 
consequently still be associated with the Veda. 'fhe following 

·are probably examples of such earlier Upani~ads: the Jabala
Upani~?ad5l which is quoted by Sankara as an authority, and 
which closes with a beautiful description of the ascetic named 
Param~haq1sa; the Paramahamsa-Upani~ad,6l describing the 
path of the Para.maharpsa still more vividly; the very extensive 
Subala-Upani~?ad,1l often quoted by Ramanuja; and dealing 
with cosmogony, physiology, psychology and metaphysics; 

1 ) The Yoga U pan ish ada with the Commentary of Sri Upanishad- Brahma-Yogin, ed. 

by A. Mahadeva Sastri. Adyar, 1920. The Ciilika-Up., and Amrta.niida-Up. have been edited 

and translated into German by A. Weber, Ind. Stud., !1, pp. !Off., 23 ff. 

') The Minor Upani~ads oritica.lly edited by F. Otto Schrader, Vol. I: Saqmyiisa.

Upanioads. The AdyarLibrary, Mldras, S. 1912. The Mrtyn!Bilgala-Up. (ed. by :A.O.-Burnell, 

Ind. Ant., 2, 1873, pp. 266 f.} is a purely Tantric work. 
•) The Vaishnava-Upanishads with the Commentary of Sri Upanisbad-Brabma

Yogin, ed. by A. Mahadeva Bastri, Adyar 1923. The Riima.-T•ipaniya-Upani~ad, text and 
German translation by A. Weber, ABA., 1864, pp. 271 ff.; the Nrsirpha-Tiipaniya-Up. by the 

1ame s~holar, Ind. Stud., 9, 53-173. On Niriilamba-Up. and Garu~a.Up. s. Weber, lud. 

Stod , a; 324 ff.; 17, 136 ff., 161 ff. 
') Edition of the Saiva and Siikta Upani~ads by Pandit Mahadeva Sastri of the 

Adyar Library are in preparation. This classification of the non-Vedic Upani~ads was 
first proposed by Deussen, Sechzig Upanishads, pp. 542 f., and then adopted by F. 0. 
Schrade-r, Minor Upani~ads, pp. ii f. in an amplified fol'm. It is useful for practical 
purposes, though not always strictly applicable. For some U pani~ads teach brahmavidyii by 
means of Yoga, and might be classified as well with the Vedlinta as with the Yoga 

Upani~ads; and some Yoga Upani~ads might as well be classified as Vai~9ava, etc. 
•) :Minor Upani~ads. ed. F. 0. Schroder, I, pp. 57 ff. Deussen, Sechzig Upanishads, 

pp. 706 ff. 
•) Minor Upani~ads, I, pp. 43 ff.; Deu•sen, 1. c., pp. 703 ff. 
•) Slimanya Vedanta Upanishads, ed. Mahadeva Sastri, pp. 460 ff. 
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the Garbha-Upani~l)-d,t> part of which_ reads likea treatise 
on embryology, but which is obviously a meditation on the 
embryo with the aim of preventing rebirth in a new womb-; 
and.the Sivaite Atharvasiras-Upani~ad, 2> •which is already 
mentioned in the Dharmasutras s> as a -sacred text~ and . bv 

- . ~ ... 

virtue of which si~s can be washed away. The Vajrasucika: 
_Upani~ad,4> which teaches that only he who knows· the 
Brahman as the One without a second, is a Brahmin, is not of 
very late origin. Another factor which makes it difficult to 
determine the date of these U pani~ads is the fact that they 
are often to be found in various recensions of very uneven 
_bulk.5> -

These non-17 edia Upani~ads, as we may ca~l them, .·have 
come down in large collections 6> which are not ancient as 
such. For the philosopher Sankara (about 800 A.D.) still 

') Slimii~ya Vedanta Upanishads, pp.l68 fl'.; Deussen, Sech:~t ig Upanishads, pp.605 fl'. 
•) Deussen, I. c., pp. 716 ff. See also Bhandarlcar, Vai~l}avism, Saivism, etc., pp. 111 f. 
3 ) Gautama XIX, 12; Bandhayana, III, 10, 10 : Viisi~~ha, XXIJ, 9; XXVIII, 14 

Vi~~]n, 56, 22. · 
•) Samlinya VedAnta Upanishads, p. 416 fl'. In some MSS. this Upani~ad is ascribed 

to Sankara. One version of it, expanded into an attack on the caste system, is ascribed to 
the Buddhist poet Alivagho~a. Cf. A. Weber, ABA. 1859, 259 ff. -

•) Thus Deu.•sen, Sechzig Upanishads, pp. 743 ff., translates a lllahlli-Upani~ad which 
is so short, that it does not deserve its name " the Great Upani~ad" a.'t" al1, while in the 
South-Indian recension (Samanya Vedanta Upanishads, pp. 234 ff.) it is indeed one of the 

longest Upani~ads. 
•) The collection translated into Persian in 1656, called Onpnek'hat (s. above, p. 19) 

contains 50 Upanil}ads. An -analysis of these Upani~ads from Dnper~:on's Latin translation 
has been given by A. Weber, Ind. Stnd., Vola. I, 2 and 9. On a list of 52 Vpanil}ails of the 

-Atharvaveda s. Colebroolce, Misc. Essays, I, pp. 93 ff., and Bhanda•·kar, Report, 1883,84, pp. 
24 f. For another list s. Weber, HSS., Verz., p. 95,. Editions: Eleven Atharval}a

Upanishads, ed. by G. A. Jacob, BSS. Nr.40, 1891. At the NSP., Bombay, a collection o! 108 
·Upani~uds has been published in 1913, one of 112 Upani~ads in 1917, one of 28 Upanil}ads 
in 1918, the eleven (principal) Upani~ads (Eklidasopani~ada)J), with commentaries, by 
Swami Achintya Bhagawan, ib. 1910. The most important Upani~ads have been edited, 
with Sankara's commentaries, in the Bib!. Ind. and in !nSS, Nos. 5-17, 29-31, 62-64, 
Brhadiranyaka-Up. and CMndogya-Up. have been t.ritically edited and translated into 
German by 0. Bohtlingk, St. Petersburg and Leipzig, 188~, the Katha-, Aitar.eyo.-, and' 
Pra8na-Up. by the same scholar in BSGW., 1890, and criticaf notes on these Upani~ads by 

the same scholar in BSGW., 1891. ~en~· Up. with COil\m. ed. b,Y Sridhara-sistri · Pa~haka, 

31 
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quotes the U pani~ads as parts of the Veda te,xts to whir.h they 
belong; and even Ramanuja (about 1100 A.D.) speaks of the 
"Chandogas," the "Vajasaneyins" or the "Kau~itakins" 

-when quoting the U pani~ads of the schools in question: 
th~ Subala-Upani~ad is the only one which he qu·Jtes by 
-~his title. In the Muktika- U pani~ad, which is certainly 
pne of the latest, we read that salvation may be attained 
by the study of the 108 U pan~~ads, and a Hst of 108 U pani~ads 
is set forth, classified according to the four Ve.das: 10 
Upani~ads coming under the ~gveda, 19 under the White 
Yajurveda, 32 under the Black Yajurveda, 16 under the 
Samaveda and 31 under the Atharvaveda. This classifica~ 

tion, however, ca-n scarcely be based on an ancient tradition.1> 

All these Upani~ads which are, properly speaking, non-Vedic, 
are generally called " Upani~ads of the Atharvaveda." They 
were associated with the Atharvaveda, because the authority 
of this Veda as sacred tradition was always dubious and it 
was therefore no difficult matter to associate all kinds of 
apocryphal texts with the literature belonging to the Atharva-

Poona, 1919. Translations: (Twelve principal) Upani~ads translated by .Mu.111 Mii.ller, SBE., 
Vola. 1 and 15. The Thirteen Principal Upanishads translated by R. E. Hume, Oxford, 

1921. Secbzig Upanishads dPS Veda dbersetzt von P. Deussen, Leipzig, 1897. Selections 

in German translation by A. Hillebrandt, Aus Brahmanas und Upani~aden, Jena, 
1921, and J. Hertel, Die Weisheit der Upanischaden, ll.iinchen, 1921. Translations of 

184-, Kena-, and Mu~(laka-1 and of Ka~ha- and Prasua- Up. with Sailkara's com· 
mentary by S. Sitaram Sast1-i, Madras, 1898; the Chandogya- Up. with Sankara'a 

Comm. translated by Ganganath. Jha, Madras, 1899; Aitareya- Up. with Sankara's 
Comm. _ trans!. by H. M. Bh.adkamkar, Bombay, 1899. Amritabindu and Kaivalya

Upanishada with Comm. trans!. by A. Mahadevr~' Sa.t.-i;. 2nd ed., Mauras, 1921. The 
principal Upani~ads with Madhva'a commentary trans!. by Rai Bahadur Sdsa Chandra 

-Yid11arnava, I~ and Kena according to Sankara by the same, and Svetasvatara trans!. 

by Siddhe8vari Prasad Varma SiiRtri appeared in the Sacred Books of the Hindus, 
Panil}i Office, Allahabad. A usef';'l help for the study of the Upani~ads is G. A. Jacob'11 . 

Concordance; BSS., 1891. . A selected and classified bibliography of _the Upani~ads is 

given by R. E. Hume, Z. c., pp. 459 ff. 
- ·- •) Ramqnuja quotes the Garbha-Up. and the Mantrik4- (=Ciilik&-) Up. as 

Atbarvaveda-Upanitads, although the list ia the Muktikll-Up. counts the one as belong

ill~ to the Blacl";- an_d the ether~ the White Yajurveda, 
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veda. Furthermore, the Atharvaveda, as we have seen, was 
above all the Veda of magic and the secretiveness connect-
ed with it.1> ·The real meaning of "Upani~ad "-and, this 
meaning has never been forgotten-was " secret doctrine.~~· .. 
What was more . natural· than that a large class of works. 
which were regarded as Upani~ads or secret doctrines, should 
be joined to the . Atharvaveda, which itself was indeed flO-'. 

thing but a collection of secret doctrines! 
The word " Upa'liif!ad " is, in fact, derived from the 

verb " upa-ni-sad," " to sit down near some one," and it 
originally meant the sitting down . of the pupil near the tea- ·. · 
char for the purpose of a confidential communication, there
fore a " confidential " or " secret session." Out of thus 

· idea of the " secret session,'' the meaning " secret ·doctrine " 
that which is communicated at such a confidential session
was developed.2> The Indi~ns generally give as a synonym 
of the word " upanif!ad " the word " rahasyam," which 
means " mystery, secret." In the Upani~ad texts them
selves the expressions " ifi rahasyam" and " iti upanif!ad " 

1
) See above, p. 149 f. 

•) See Deussen, AGPh. ·I, 2, pp. 14 :ff., with whom I fully agree in rejecting 
Olden berg's explanation of Upani~ad (ZOMG. 50, 1896, 458 ff.; 54, 1900, 70 ff. ~ Die 
Lehre der Upanishaden, etc., pp. 36 f., 155 ff., 348 f.} as "a form of worship." 

Upani~ad is used frequently enough as a synonym of rahasyam, but never synonymous 
with upiisanii. Be~ides, E. Senart (Florilegium Melchior de Vogiie, Paris, 1909, pp. 

575 ff.) has shown that even the verb u.piis in the Upani~ads does not mean "to 
worship," but " to have a profound knowledge, to know or to believe for certain." But 
even his translation of upani~ad by " knowledge, belief " ( " connaissance, croyance ") 

does not hit the meaning of the word as well as "secret doctrine." M. B. Bodas 

(JBRAS,, 22, pp. 69 f.) takes the original meaning of upani§ad to be "sitting down 
near the sstcrificial fire," as _the conversations contained in the Upanifads are said to haveo 
taken place at the great sacrifiC'.es. This is not more probable than the explanation of 

J. W. Hauer (Anfllnge der YogB-praxis," p. 27), who gives "mysterious wisdom 
obtained by fapas and meditation " as the original meaning of upani~ad, connecting it 
with the quiet sitting as part of the Yoga practice. NarAyaJ}a in his commentary on 
Mann, VJ, 29, defin~s npani~ad as " that which is recited seated near, " i.e • . "(a text) 
which is recited _(while the pupils are) Reated near (the teacher)"; s. Buhler. SBE., Vol, 

25, pp. _203 n. C( also Macdonell and Keith, Vediq lode~ I, pp. 91 £ _ 
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are frequently used side by side in the sense of " thus says 
the secret doctrine." Often enough we find in the Upani~ads 
themselves the warning against communicating some doctrine 
to. an unworthy one. "This doctrine of Brahman," it is 
said for example,t> "may a father impart to his eldest son 
m· to a trusted pupil, but not to another, whoever he may be, 
even if the latter should give him the whole earth, surround
ed hy the waters and filled with treasures." Very frequently 
it is also related in the U pani~ads how a teacher is entreated 
to· communicate some knowledge or other, but only after 
repeated entreaty and urging of the pupil, gives way and 
reveals his doctrine to him. 2> 

According to this original meaning of the word " Upani
qad," the oldest U pani~ads already contain very heterogene-

• ous matters. An Upani~ad was above all else a "mystery," 
and every doctrine which was not intended for the masses·, 
but was only communicated within a narrow circle of privi
leged persons-be it a profound . philosophical doctrine or 
some ·futile symbolism or allegory, a symbolical sacrifice 
serving as magic, puzzled out by a Brahman, or some would
be wisdom serving as a magic formula-was called Upani~ad. 

All this we actually find already in the old Upani~ads side 
by side and jumbled up but particularly so in the so-called 

· .''_Atharvaveda-Upani~ads." 3> 

') Chandogya-Upani~ad, III, 11, 5 f. Of. Deussen,loc. cit., pp. 12 f. 
•) The word upani~ad. occurs in the Upani~ads themselves in three senses; it 

means :-(1) " mystic se .. se," e g., the secret significance of the syllable Om; (2) ·~secret 

word," .certain expressions and formulm which are intelligible only to the initiated, as 
tajjal~n, •• in him growing, passing away, breathing," or satyasya sat yam, " the truth of 

·truth," as designation of the highest being; (3) "secret text," i.e., "esoteric doctrine" 

and "secret knowledge," cf. Deusse-n, Zoe. cit., pp. 16 f. 
•) According to Asvalii.yana-Grhyasiitra., I, 13, 1, certain rites connected with con• 

·c~ption, procreation of male children, etc., are taught in an "Upani~d;' The charm in 

Rv. 1, 191 is called an "Upani~ad" by KAtyaya.na. in his SarvAnnkra.mal}ikti. In the manna! 
~f politics (Kan~iliya-Arthaqastra, XIV) all kinds of magic rites for the purpose of ar.oo, 
assassination, blinding, etc., and in the manuals of erotica all sorts of secret pr~scriptions 

1.elating to sexual intercourse and to cosmetics are taught in an " Upani~adic chapter" 



Thus the Kau~itaki· Upani~ad contains, besides psycholo: 
gical and metaphysical expositions and a detailed eschato
logy,n also descriptions of sacrificial rites, by which one can 

·attain some good or other, or effect a love charm, c~remonies · 
for the prevention of the death of children, and even an" Upa- · 
ni§ad," i.e., a secret doctrine, the knowledge of which serves 
as magic for the annihilation of enemies. Similarly the · 
Chandogya- Upani~ad contains deep philosophical thoughts 
upon the creation, the universe and the spul, but among these 
also mystical speculations upon the syllable Om, secret rites 
for the healing of diseases and so on. In the Atharvaveda
Upani~ads, indeed, we find for instance a whole Upani~ad
"the GarurJ,a- Upani~ad," 2>-which is nothing but· a snake 
charm that might just as well be included- in the Atharva
veda-Sa:rphita. · 

This dhould be borne in mind when a "philosophy of the 
U pani:tJads" or even a "system of the U pani:tJads" is spoken 
of. . A philosophy of the U pani~ads exists only in so far as, . 
in these collections of all sorts of mysteries, the teachings 
of the philosophers were also included. A system of the U pani~ 
:tJad philosophy can only be said to exist in a very restricted 
sense.3> For it is not the thoughts of one single philosopher 
or of one uniform sehoul of philosophers, that might he traced 
hack to one single teacher, which are before us in the Upani
:tJads, but it is the teachings of various men,4> · even of various 

(s. Kan~iliya.Arthafiastra, XIV; Va:tsyayana.'s KAmasiitra, VII; and R. Bchmiatt Beitrllge 
zur indiechen Erotik, Leipzig 1902, pp.'817 ff.). Ramllnuja. (on Brahmasiitra II,~. 43, s. 
SBE. ; Vol. 48, p. 528) calls the Piiii.cariitras~stra "a great Upani~ad." · 

1 ) On this chapter of the Kan~itaki-Up., compared with .another version of 'it ia 

the Jaimlniya-Brll.hmal}a. B E. Windisch, BSGW., 1907, Ill ff. 
') Deu.ssen, Sechzi~ Upanishads des Veda, pp. 627 f. 

•) "That the Upani~ads teach not one but various systems, must follow from ·tl'l• 
fact that they are compilations just as the J;tgveda-Satphitli is, "R. G. Bhandarka•·, Vai~l}av. 
ism, ~aivism, etc., p. 1. Of. G. Thibaut, SBE, Vol. 34, pp. ci ff. · . 

•) How far the persons mentioned by name in· the Upani~ads, such as Ylijii.avalkya, 
SIIJ}Qilya, B~!Aki, Svetaketu and others, were J,'eally the teachers of the doctrines· ascribed 
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periods; wi1ich ·are presented in the single sections of the 
Upani~ads. 

· · · · There are, it is true, a few 'junda•nental doctrines, which 
lend an appearance of uniformity to the philosophical thoughts 
which stand out in the genuine Upani~ads, and it is only of 
these that we wish to speak here: with respect to these funda
mental doctrines alone is. it possible to speak (as Deussen 
does)-though always wit.h reserve-of a "system of the 
lipani~ads." We must therefore not seek deep wisdom in every 
chapter of the Upani~ads, or Pxpect a Platonic dialogue· in 
every t)pani~ad. It is indeed remarkable enough that in 
the very oldest and most beautiful portions of the Upani~ads 

we find the same form of dialogue as in the works of the great 
Greek philosopher.1> And just as Plato's dialogues reveal to· 
· us a wonderfully life-like picture of the life and doings of the 
Andent Greeks, so the dialogues of the older Upani~ads 
frequently afford us a surprising insight into life at the ancient 
Indian. princely courts, where priests and famous wandering 

·teachers, including learned women, flocked together, in order 
"to· hold their disputations before the king, who not 
infrequently entered into the theological and philosophical 
conversations and confounded the learned Brahmans by his 
knowledge; as well as insight into the school-life of those 
ancient times; when travelling · scholars undertook long 

·journeys in order to "hear" some famous teacher~ to whom 
· pupils came from all sides "as waters precipitate themselves 

·to them· (as Barua in his "Pre- Buddhistic Indian Philosophy" takes them to be), is not 
, quite certain. Ylljllavalkya is said to be the author of the Brhad~rar;~yaka. Up., as of the . 
. whole White Yajorveda (s. Brh .• Up., VI, 5, 3 aud Yajllavalkya.Srprti III, 110); but in 

tLa Brh .• Up. itself other teachers also are m"ntioned. Besides, so many different doctrines 
both of ritual and of metaphysics are ascribed to Ylljiiavalkya, that it seems difficult to 

·credit him.with all of them. On the other hand it is quite possible that Sal}qilya for 
i~stan'ce was really the teacher of the famous doctrine ascribed to him. 

') On the dialogues of the Upan~ads,. cf, Oldenberg, Die· Lehre rler Upanishaden, 

pp. J60 ff.~ 
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, into· the abyss and months sink into the year." 1> · B~t .'beside's .. 
· sections of deep philosophical content,· and portion's whic4 . 
very well bear comparison with. Plato's dialogues, we also fin·d. • 
in the U pani~ad~ much that is inferior as philosophy ·or · 
literature. 

· 'l'HE FUNDAMENTAL Doc1'RINEs 'oF THE UPANI~ADs.»J • 
' ( . • t" ..... 

'l'hat ~·hich is of the greate.st value in the Upani~ads i~ 
those fundamental thoughts, on the basis of which we ·can 
speak of a 'i phil~sop~y of" the · U pani~ads," above all,. the 
fundamental do~trine. ·which pervades all. the ge~uinEf 
Upani~?ads, and ·which can be summed up in the senten'cei, 
·" The 'ltniversejs ·the Brahman, . but ·the B1•ahman is · tlte"~ 
Atman," whi~h in o'ur'mode of philosophical expression:wo~ld · 
be equal to:· svrhe world is God, and God is my soul." 

The entire, thought of the Upani~a~ philosophers re~ol~~;:· 
around the two ·conceptions of 'Brahman and ..ltman,; ·an'd. it. 
is, necessary . to get a 'clear ide~ of these conceptions, i~ o*d~r·: 

. to be able to. understand the philosophy _of the Upiu~h11d~ · 
The etymology of the word " Brahman 1' is dou btful,8> · .If wa • 

1
) l'aittiriya-U pani~ad, I, 3. . • 

1 ) See A. l!). Gough, The Philosophy of the. Upanishads,' London, 1882; P. D11us~en,: 

•The Philosophy of the Upanishads. Aothorised ·English Translation by A. S. Gedm.; 

Edinburgh, 1919 (from AGPh., I, 2J ; G. Tllibaut, SBE., Vol. d4, pp. cxv ft'.1 P. oitra,OO.~ 
L'histoire des idees theosophiquea dan~ l'Inde, t. I, Paris, 1906, pp. 63ft'.; H. Jacobi, ERE.,. 

II, p. 801; H. Olde,,berg, Die Leh1·e der Upanishaden und die Aniange .des. 'B~ddlrie~: 
nlns, Gottingen 1915; B. Barua, A· History of Pt·e-Bnddhistio Indian Philosophy, Calcutta,. •, 
1921 ;. R, E. Hume. The Thirt.,en Principal Upanishads, Introdootion; S. Daggup!a, A.. 
History of Indian Philosophy, I, Cambridge, 1922, pp. 28 ft'.; S • .Rudhakrishnan, Jndian• 
Philosophy, I, London, 1923, pp. 137 ft'. · · · M •• • 

. 3 ) The most probable etymology is that augge~ted by H. 'Osthoff (Beu, Beitr.; ,24~: 
· 1899, 113 ft'.) who connet•ts brahman with Old lrisb br1'cht, "magio, magip formula." · 

Olde'llburg (Lehre der Upa!:.ishaden, pp. 44 ff., and "Zur Gesohiohte dea Worts· bn'ih..tan!•~
NGGW., 1916, pp. 715ft'.) and Hillebrandt (ERE:, II. pp. 796 ft'.) have also aocapted_ t'bia. 
etymology. ; An older etymology is that fro~ the root brll •• to grow" .. (~. ·HaU(l)·.· 

Hilleb1·andt and_ Dasv,upta: (Z. ~- f· 36) .Collow !1!. Hp..ng in ..explaininf brah~an_ ~as ~· *~~ ~ 
• ~ , ~-· ·- _~,-.. ·- • ' •• >k • • • • - -~ ---- .•· . ., • • • ' .. ~ ' ~ • • 
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turn to the St. Petersburg Sanskrit. -Dictionary we find 
";Brahman '' explained as " the devotion. which appears as the 
craving and fulness of the soul," and strives after the -gods, . 

· while according to Deussen,1> the Brahman is supposed to 
be "the will of man, striving upwards to that which issacred 
and divine." These explanations may correspond to Jewish
Christian ideas of divinity, but are diametrically opposed to 

.' the Indian conception of the relationship between gods and 
··men, as we know it in the Sa:q1hitas and Brahma:r;tas.2> What 
·: the word signifies. etymologically is not certain. But in the 

Veda itself "Brahman" occurs countless times in the meaning 
·~f "'prayer" or " magic formula"; there is nowhere any 
thought of devo~ion or exaltation to the divine, but it always 
means mere- formulae and verses containing secret magic 

· ·power, by which man desires to influence divine beings, or .to 
obtain, or even to force something from them .• When a later 
period·united t-hese magic formulae and prayers in "books, . 

.. <;>r school texts as the three Vedas . these were called trayi 

. vidya or "threefold knowledge," also briefly "the Brahman." · 
·But as divine origin was ascribed to this Veda or Brahman-. 

the two words being used with exactly the same m,eaning
and as the sacrifice, which, as we have seen, . was itself 

-conceived as a superhuman, nay superdivine power, was, 
-..according to the .Indian view, derived from the Veda or 
. contained in the Veda,3! so at last this Brahman or sacred 
-knowledge, came to be called the first created thing (brahma 

~ 

magical force which is derived from the orderly co-operation of the hymns, the chants, 
. ·and the sacrific-ial gifts." J. Hertel (" Das Brahman"" in Indogermnn. Forschnngen, 41, 

1923, pp. 185 ff.) connects brahman etymologically with Greek: 8"A.<)(JJ."• Latin fingro, 

and tries to prove that the original meaning of brahman w.s "fite," viz., both the intermil 
· fire in man .and ths cosmic fire. I, however, am not convinced by his arguments. • 

J) System des Vedanta, p. 128. AGPh., l, 1, pp. 241 f. 

•) Cf. above, pp. 79 f., 200 f., 221. . 
3 ) Sat. V, 5, 5, 10; "The whole sacrifice is as great as the three-fold Veda." Accord

ing to Ohandogya-Up VIJ, 4, I. "the sacriqcial a«;ts are contained in the JDantras (i.e. in 

·the _Veda)." · 
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prathamajam), and finally even to be made into the creative 
- I 

principle, the cause of all existence (brahma svayambhu) .. 
Thus the Brahman as divine principle is a conception of the 
priest! y philosophy, and quite explicable in the light of th, 
brahmanical views upon prayer and sacri:fi.ce.1l • 

The history of the word "Atman" is simpler. The 
etymology of this word, too, is uncertain. Some derive it 
from the root an " to breath " (German "atmen ") and explain. 
it as " exhalation, breath, soul, self." Others, like Deussen,2l.' 

derive it from two pronominal roots, so that it would · 

originally mean " This I." However that may be, .Atman is 
not only a philosophical conception, but a word which fre
quently occurs in Sanskrit, and whose ~eaning is perfectly~ 
clear. It signifies "self," is often used as a reflexive pronoun, 
and as a substantive denotes one's own person, one's own 
. body in contrast to the outside world, sometimes the trunk in 
contrast to the limbs, but most frequently the soul, the true 
self, in contrast to the body ,3l ' · 

These two concE?ptions Brahman and Atman have become 
united in the philosophy of U pani~ads. Thus the famous . 
doctrine of Sarp(/,ilya _begins with the words: " Truly, 
this All is Brahman," and ends, after a description of the 

1 ) Of. above, pp. 224 f. A. Weber already has compared Brahman with the logos-idea 
in Neo-Platonism and in Christianity. Thus also Deussen, System des Vedanta, p. 51 and 
Max F. Heeke,., Schopenhaner und die indische Philosophie (Cologne, 1897}, p. 3. Deusaen 
desires to . bring Brahman into accord with the " will" of Schopenhauer, but, as Hecker 
(p. 82) mildly expresses it, is forced '' to offer some violence to the conception of 
Brahman." A comparison which is more justifiable is that with the "mana" of the 
Melanesians, which has been emphasised by N. SodeTblom, in his "Das Werden des 
Gotterglaubens," 1916, pp. 270 ff. 

•) AGPh., I, 1, p. 285. 
•) On the term Atman s. Deussen, ERE. II, 195 ff.; Jacobi, ERE. II, 801; Diisgupta, 

History of Indian Philosophy, I, 25 f. According to Deussen, Atman is "the most 
abstract, and therefore the best name which philosophy has found for its sole and eternal 
theme." Schopeuhauer named his white poodle "Atman," whereby, following the 
Vedantio doctrine, he desired to acknowledge th; inner being as equal in man and beast." 
(Hecker, loc. cit., p. 8.) 

32 
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. 
Atman, with the statement that Brahman and Atman 
are one: 

j "This my .A.tman in my inmost heart is smaller than a grain of rice, 
or a barley-corn, or a mustard seed, or a millet grain .•....... This my 
.A.tman, in my inmost heart is greater than the earth, greater than the 
sky, greater than the heavens, greater than all spheres. In him are all 
al'tions, all wishes, all smells, all tastes; he holds this All enclosed within 
himself; he speaks not, he troubles about nothing ;-this my A.tma>t in my 
i11most heart is this Brahman. With him, when I depart out of this life, 
shall I be united. For him to whom this knowledge has come, for him, 
indeed, there exists no doubt. Thus ~;~pake Sa!)gilya yea ~a!)rJilya." 1 J 

Deussen expresses this fundamental idea of the U pani~ads 
briefly and pertinently in the words: "The Brahman, the 
power which presents itself to us materialised in all existing 

J things, which creates, sustains, preserves, and receives back 
into itself again all worlds, this eternal infinite divine power 
is identical with the Alman, with that which, after stripping 
off everything external, we discover in ourselves as our real 
most essential being, our individual self, the soul." 2> This 
doctrine has found expression most pointedly and clearly in 
the Upani~ad dictum which later became the confession of 
faith of millions of Indians, in the "tat tvarn asi" (so often 
quoted by Schopenhauer), "that art thou," i.e., the universe 
and the Brahman, that art thou thyself, or in other words : 

·The world exists only in so far as thou thyself art conscious 
of it. Let us hear in what manner the poet-philosophers of 
the Upani~ads endeavour to make clear this doctrine of the 
unity of the world with the Brahman and of the Brahman 
with the .A.tman : a> 

"Svetaketu was the son of Uddalaka Aru9i. 1'o him said his father: 
'Svetaketu, betake thyself as a Veda-student to a teacher. }'or, my dear 

1 ) CMndogya-Upani~ad, III, 14. Cf. above, p. 225. 
•) Deussen, "The Philosophy of the Upani~hads," translated by A. S. Geden, 

Edinburgh, 1906, p. 39. 
•) Ch4ndogye.·Upani~ad, VI, 1 ff. 
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one, in our family it is not customary to be a Brahmin in name only,. 
without having learnt the Veda.' So at the age. of twelve years he was 
initiated as a pupil. And at twenty-font· years of age, after he had learnt 
everything in all the Vedas he came home-proud, haughty, and regard
ing himself as a learned man. Then said his father to him : 'As thou 
art now, my dear Svetaketu, so proud and haughty, and regardest thyself 
as a learned man, tell me, hast thou also inquired into that doctrine by 
which that which is unheard becomes heard, that which is unthought 
becomes thought, that which is unknown becomes known ? ' 'Venerable 
one, of what does this doctrine eonsist?' 'Just as, my dear one, through 
one lump of clay everything that is of clay is known and the difference 
lies only in the word, is merely a name-but in truth it is clay-; and just 
as, my dear one, through one copper trinket everything which is of copper 
is known and the difference lies only in the word, is merely a name
but in truth it is copper-; and just as, my dear one, through 07le pair 
of nail scissors everything which is of iron is known and the difference lies 
only in the word, is merely a name-but in truth it is iron- ; so, my dear 
one, it is with this doctrine.' ' Surely my honourable teachers did not 
know this; for if they had known it, why should t~ey not have told it to 
me? Then, venerable one, do thou expound it to me.' 'Vet·y well, my 
dear one,' said his father. 

'Only the e:r.istetzt, my dear one, was here in the beginning, and this 
only as One without a Second. To be sure, some people have said: Only 
the non-existent was here in the beginning, and this only as One 
without a Second, and out of this non-existent arose the existent. But 
how, my dear one, could this be so ? How could the existent arise out 
of the non-existent ? Only the existent, my dear one, was here in the 
beginning, and this only as One without a Second I' (He then 
demonstrates further, how this e.risfent had created heat, which had 
created. water, whi,ih, in its turn, had created food; and how the 
existent, penetrating those three elements, developed the material 
world out of i~elf. In the phenomena of sleep, of hunger and of thirst, 
he then explains how everything leads back to the three elements, heat, 
water, food-or, as we would say: fire, water, earth-while these three 
elements in their turn rest only upon the existent. But as this f'.ristellt 

has, with the Atman, its soul, penetrated into all beings, so it is also the 
soul in us. When, therefore, a man dies, he becomes again that which 
he originally was ; he unites again with the existent, out of which he was 
produced. Now follow a number of similes which are all intended to 
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illustrate the doctrine of the oneness of the world with the Alone-existing 
and the human soul.) 'As, my dear one, the bees, when they are 
preparing honey, collect the juices of the most diverse trees and then 
combine the juice in one unity ;-as in this unity those juices do not 
retain any difference, so that they could sa.y : I am the juice of this tree, 
I am the juice of that tree-so, my dear one, all these creatures herP, 
when they have become abaorbed in the e.rz'stent have no consciousness of 

. the fact that they have become absorbed in the existent. Whatever they 
may be here, whether tiger or lion, wolf or boar, worm or bird, fly or 
gnat,-this (namely, the e.rz'.ytent) they become. And it is this very 
minute thing which constitutes the being of the All, that is t.he truth, 
that is the At man, that art thou, 0 Svetaketu.' 'Venerable one, instruct 
me yet further.' ' Very well, my dear one ............ ' · 

'Fetch me a fruit from yonder fig-tree I ' ' Here it is, venerable 
one.' 'Split it.' ' It is split, venerable one.' ' What dost thou see 
therein?' 'Very tiny grains, venerable one ! ' 'Split one of these I' 1 It is 
split.' 'What seest tho a therein ? ' 'Nothing, venerable one.' Then 
said the father to him: 'My dear one, it is as a result of that very 
quintessence which thou dost not perceive, that this big fig-tree 
stands here. Believe me, my dear one, it is this very minute thing which 
constitutes the being of the All, that is the truth, that is the Atman, 
that art thou, 0 Svetaketul' 'Venerable one, instruct me yet further.' 
'Very well, my dear one.' 

'Place this piece of salt in water and come to me again to-morrow 
morning.' He did so. Then his father said to him: ' l3ring me the salt 
which thou didst place in water last night.' He felt for it, but did not 
find it; it had vanished. 'Just taste the water from one side. How 
doefl it taste?' 'Salty.' 'Taste from the middle. How does it taste?' 
'Salty.' 'Taste from the other side. How does it taste?' 'Salty.' 
1 Eat something with it and then return to me.' He did so, but the salty 
taste still remained. Then his father said to him: 'Truly, my dear son, 
here also (in the body) thou dost not perceive the existent, and yet it is 
there. And this very minute thing it is which constitutes the being of 
the All, that is the truth, that is the Atman, that art thou, 0 Svetaketu.'" 

What inspires us with the highest respect for these 
ancient thinkers of India is the earnestness and the enthu-

• siasm with which they endeavoured to fathom the divine 
principle, or what Kant would call the thing-in-itself whether 
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they called it " the one" or "the existent," Brahman or 
Atman. Thus we read in a dialogue, which recurs in t\l'O 
Upani!;!ads in two different versions, 1> how Gargya Balaki, 
a proud and learned Brahman, comes to Ajatasatru, the King 
of Benares, and pledges himself to explain the Brahman to 
him. One after another he explains the Puru~a, i.e., the· 
personal spirit, in the sun, in the moon, in the lightning, 
in the ether, in the wind, in the fire, in the water, then the· 
spirit which appears as a reflected image or shadow, in the 
echo,' in sound, in dreams, in the human body, or in the eye, aS' 
the .Brahman. Ajatasatru, however, is not satisfied· with 
any of these explanations, so that finally, the learned Brahman 
himself goes for instruction to the king, who then explains 
to him that the true Brahman is to be sought only in the 
intelligent spirit (Puru~a) in man, i.e., in the .A.tman, in the 
self. "As a spider spins her web out of herself, as out of 
a fire the little sparks fly in all directions, so out of this 

Atrnan emanate all vital breaths, all worlds, all gods and 
all beings." 

Similarly, in a famous Upani~ad passage, the difference 
between the true and the false .A.tman is shown. There 
we read: 

" 'The Atman, from which all evil has fled, which is free from old 
. age, free from death and free from care, which is without hunger and 
without thirst; whose wishes are the true, whose intentions are the true, 
that Atman should one investigate, that Atman should one endeavour tq 

know: he who has found and known this Atman, attains to all worlds 
and the fulfilment of all wishes.' Thus spake Prajapati. This was 
heard by the gods, as well as the demons, and they said : 'It is well, . 
we will investigate this Atman-the Atman, through the investigation 
of which one obtains all worlds and the fulfilment of all desires.' F10m 
among the gods, Indra arose, and from among the demons Virocana 
arose, and both, without having communicated with each other, came 

1 ) Kau~itaki-Up. IV and Brha.dilra~;~yaka-Up. II, 1. 
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to Prajapati with firewood in their hands.l) They stayed with him as pupils 
for thirty-two years. Then said Praj!ipati to them : 'What is Jour desire 
in living here as pupils? ' and they said : ' The .Atman, from which all evil 
has fled, which is free from old age, free from death and free from care, 
which is without hunger and without thirst, whose wishes are the true, 
whose intentions are the true, that Atman shall one endeavour to know: he 
who has found and known this Atman, gains all worlds and the fulfilment 
of all desires. This thy speech, venerable one, we have heard. Our desire 
is for this Atman; therefore we have lived with thee here as pupils. 
(Prajapati now first explains to them that the Puru~a in the eye or in the 
reflected image is the Atman. Virocana is satisfied with this, returns to the 
demons and proclaims to them the doctrine that the body is the Atman, 
and that one has only to please and care for the body in order to obtain all 
worlds. lndra, however, soon understands that the explanation given by 
Prajapati cannot have been meant seriously. Dissatisfied he returns and 
again stays with Prajii.pati as his pupil for thirty-two years.) Then the 
latter said to him : ' He (the spirit) who roams about blithely in 
dreams, 2 > he is the Atman, that is the Immortal, the dangerless, that 
is the Brahman.' Then lndra departed thence with a quiet heart." (But 
even before he had reached the gods he comprehended that the vision in 
dream could not be the true Atman, either. Once again he returns to 
Prajapati and stays with him as a pupil for thirty-two years. Now Praja
pati declares the soul in dreamless, profound sleep to be the true Atman. 
With that also Indra is not satisfied, be returns, and Prajapati suffers him 
to live with him for another five years, when at last he reveals to him the 
doctrine of the true Atman.) '0 Indra, mortal indeed is this body, of 
which death takes possession. It is the dwelling-place of that immortal, 
incorporeal Atman. Possessed by pleasure and pain is the (.Atman) which 

•) The pupil has to live with the teacher and serve him, and especially tend the 

sacred fire. " To come with wood in one's hand" therefore means "to go to someone as 

a pupil for instrnetion." 
•) As in the Upani~ads the development of the Atman conception is traced to ihe 

true ALman through the preliminary steps of the pnru~a in tl:e eye, in the reflected 

image, in the shadow and in the dream-picture, to which the prsr,ta or breath of life is 

often added, so we find in remarkable agreement also among the primitive 

races, the breath, the " little dweller in the eye," the reflected image, the shadow, and 

visions, as preliminary steps to the belief in a soul. (Of. E. B. Tylor, " Primitive Culture," 

London, 1903. I, pp. 430 ff. Fritz Schult~e, Psychologie der Natnrvolker, Leipzig, 1900, 

pp. 254 ff.) 
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is united with the body, for so long as he is united with the body, there is 
no defence for him against pleasure and pain. But when he is incorporeal, 
then certainly pleasure and pain do not touch him ............ Now when the 
eye is directed to yonder ether, then he is the spirit ( l'urm~a.) in the eye, 
but the eye serves only for seeing. And it is the Atman who lcnou:a : 
"this I will smell"; the organ of smell serves only for smelling. And it 
is the Atman who lcnolos: " this will I speak"; the voice serves only for 
speaking. And it is the Atman who lcnowa; " this will I hear "; the organ 
of hearing serves only for hearing. Anu it is the Atman who knows: 
'' this will I think" ; the organ of thought is his divine eye. He it is who 
is pleased when, with the organ of thought, this divine eye~ he sees the 
objects of his desire;;. Him, indeed, this Atman, do the gods worship in the 
Brahman-world ; therefore do they possess all worlds nnd all their desires 
are fulfilled. And he obtains all worlds and the fulfilment of all desires, , 
who has found aud recognises this Atma.n.' Thus spake Prajapati, so spake 
Prajiipati." 1 ) 

Thus here again the true Atman is explained as the know- v 
ing and intelligent spirit in man. But the doctrine that this 
.Atman is one with the universe and that everything exists only 
in so far as it is in the cognitive self, is taught by the beauti
ful conversation between Yajiiavalkya and .Maitreyi. Yajii.a
valkya is about to leave home in order to conclude his life as 
a hermit in the forest. So he wishes to make a settlement 
between his two wives, and tells this to the one, Maitreyi. 

" :M:aitreyi said: ' My Lord, if this whole earth, full of wealth, belong
ed to me, tell me, should I be immot·tal by it?' 

'No,' replied Yajfiavalkya; 'like the life of rich people will be thy 
life. But there i~:~ no hope of immortality by wealth.' . 

And Maitt·eyi said: 'What should I do with that by which I do not 
become immortal ? What my Lord knoweth (of immortality), tell that 
to me.' 

Yajii.avalkya replied: 'Thou who art tl'llly dear to me, thou spetokest 
dear words. Come, sit dc.wn, I will explain it 1 o thee, and mark well 
what I say.' 

') Chlndogya-Upani~ad, VIII, 7-12. 
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And he said: ·Verily, a husband is not dear, that. you may love the 
husband; but that you may love the Self, therefore a husband is dear. 

1 Verily, a wife is not dear, that you may love the wife; but thl\t you 
may love the Self, therefore a wife is deat·. 

' Verily, sons are not dear, that you may love the sons; but that you 
may love the Self, therefore sons are dear .......... .. 

'Verily, the Devas are not dear, that you may love the Devas; but 
that you may love the Self, therefore the Devas are dear. 

1 Verily, creatures are not dear, that you may love the creatures; 
but that you may love the Self, therefore are creatures dear, 

1 Verily, everything is not dear that you may love everything; but 
that you may love the Self, therefore everything is dear. 

1 Verily, the Self . is to be seen, to be beard, to be perceived, to be 
marked, 0 Maitreyi I When we see, hear, perceive1 and know the Self, 
then all this is known I "1) 

One of the most frequent appellations of the Atman 
in the Upani~ads is the word "praQa," i.e., "breath of 
life, life, life-principle." And numerous portions of the 
Upani~ads deal with this Pra:Q.a, which is one with the 
intelligent self; or with the relations of the same to the 
organs of the soul, the so-called Pra:Q.as (pral)a];t, plural of 
pra:Q.a). These organs-speech, breath, sight, hearing and 
the organ of thought-correspond to five forces of Nature 
in the universe: fire, wind, the sun, the quarters of heaven 
and the moon. And the U pani~ads often talk of the reciprocal 
action between the organs and the forces of Nature. That 
is to a certain extent the psychology, which indeed cannot be 
separated from the metaphysics, of the Upani~ads. The oft
related "psychological fable" of the dispute of the vital organs 
about rank, is very popular. It is there told how the Pra:Q.as, 
or vital organs, once fought for precedence. They went to 
the father Prajapati, that he might settle their dispute. 

"He said to them : 1 That one of you after whose going off the body 
appears as if it were the very worst off-he is the most superior of you.' 

') Brhadlranyaka-Up, II, 4. Translated by Mazs Muller, SBE., Vol. 15, pp. 108-IIO, 
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8. SJ>f'eCh went off. Having remained ·away a year, it came around 
again, and said : ' How have you bePn able to 1 i ve without me?' 

'As the dumb, not spPaking, b11t breathin~ with the b1·eat~, se1•iug 
with the e_1 e, hearing with th~ ear, thinking with the mind. Tt.us.' 

Speech entere1l in. . 
9. The Eye went. off. Having remained away a year, it came aroun 1 

again, and said: ' How have_ you been able to live without me?' 
'As the blind, not seeir.g, hue bt·eathing with the brealh, speaking with 

speech, hearing with the ear, thinking with the mind. Thus.' 
Tbe Eye entered in. 
10. The Ear went off. Having remained away a year, it came 

around again, and said: 'How have you been able to live withm1t me f' -
'As t.he deaf, not hearing, but breathing wit.h the breath, 11peaking 

with speech. seeing with the eye, thinking with the mind. Thus.' 
The Ear entered in. 

11. The mind went off. Having remained away a year, it came 
around ~>gain, and "aid: 'How ha.ve you bePn able to live withtJut me?' . 

'As simpletous, min·~le~s, Lut breathing with thP breath, Fpe:aking 
with spt'Pch, set"in2' with the f'ye, heariug with the ear, Thus.' 

The \II inti en I e1·ed ia. 
H. Now when the Bt·.-ath was about to go off-as a fine hor;:~ 

might tear ont the p~>gs of his foot-tethers all tog ... ther, thus did it t ... ar ou~ 
the other Brtoaths all t()g-ether. They all came to it, and said : 'Sir I 
Remain. You are the most snp~>rior of us. Do not go off.' 

l 5. Verily, they do not call tho>m 'Speeches,' nor 'E.l'es,' nor 1 Ears,' 
nor' :\1incls.' They call them 1 Breaths '(priir}a), for the vital b1ea.th is 
all the8e." 1 ) · 

Just a~ the doctrine of the Prat;ta And the Pra:Qas is con

m·cted with the fundamental doctrine of the Atman, the same 
doctrine 1\ lso affords the poet-ph ilo~ophers of the U p·tni~'\ds a 
motive for magnificent philosophical poems, as tht>y can best 

he called, on th~ fortunes of the inrlividual Atm"ln, i.e., the 
human Roul, in the conditionR of wakin~ and of dre11.m~ng, of 
slt-ep and of death, and in its wanderings in the Beyond up to. 
its final "emancipation," i.e., its complete absorption in the· 

') Ch4ndogya. tl p. V, I. Translated by R.. E. 71um~, " The Thirteen Principal 
Upanishads," pp. 227 f. C/. BrhadAra~1aka-Up. VI,I1 '1·1 ... 

33 
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Brt\hman. Thus, above. all, the BrhadaraQyaka-Upa,ni~ad 

(IV, 3-4) sketches a picture of the fortunes of the soul, which, 
as Deussen 1> rightly remarks, "for richness and warmth of 
expression surely stands alone in Indian literature, and per
haps in the literature of all nations." Here we find also the 
doctrine of the transmi{p·ation of souls, and in the closest con
nection with it, developed clearly and distinctly for the .first 
time, the etkiaal doctrine of Karman, aation, which, with the 
unerringness of a law of Nature, must have its consequences. 
This great doctrine of action, which was later, especially in 
Buddhism, preached in every street and by-way, is still a great 

mystery in the Upani~ads. Artabhaga asks Yajiiavalkya: 
"' Yajiia.valkya,' said he, 'when after the death of this man here his 

voice enters into the fire, his bt·eath into the wind, his si~ht into the sun, 

his organ of thought into the moon, his hearing into the qnarters of heaven, 
his body into the earth, his soul (Atmau) into the ether, the hairs of his 
body into the herbs, the hairs of his head into the trees, and his blood and 

seed are laid down in the water,-whrre then is this man?' 'Take me by 
the hand, my dear one I' said Yajna\·alkya. ' Artabhaga, let us two only 
know of this; let this discussic.n of onrs not be in public.' And the 

· two went out and discussed togethet·; and it was Action of which they 
spoke; it was Actil)7t which they p•·aised. Verily, he becomes good 

through good action, bad through bad action." ~) 

This doctrine is then treated in a more detailed manner 
along with the mflgnificent description of the departure of the 
soul out of the body. It says thero: 

"The point of his he~trt begins to shine, and by this light tbeo A.tman 
departs, b3 it out of the eye Ol' out of the bead, or out of other 
parts of the body. An•l while be i:; depat·ting the breath of life 
(prar.1a) followil him; and behin<l the deputin~ brea.~h of life depart 
all the vital organs, the conscicusnesil also follows thern. But he, the 
cognitive one (the Atman) is endowed with cognition. Knowledge and 
the actions, the ex:periencl:ls of the former life, remain attached to him. 

Just as a grass--leech,3l when it has arrived at the end of. a 

') Sechzig Upanishads, p. 463 .. 

_•) Brhad!iral}yaka-Up.,· III, 2, 13 f. 

') See Bar~a, Pre.Buddhistio India~ Philosophy, p. 175, 
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blade· of gras», making another start (for another blade), dra;ws itself 
together towards (this blade), so man, when he has stripped off the 
body and has rid himself of non-knowledge, making a.Ii()tber start (for 
1mother. body), draws himself toget.her towards (that other body). Just 
as an embroiderees undoes a small portion of a piece of embroidery; and 
out of it creates a differPnt, quite new and more beautiful design, SO man, 
when he has stripped of£ his body and has rid himself of non-knowledge, 
creates fo1· himseif a different, quite new and more beautiful form, that 

of the spirit of an ance3tor or of a. Gandha1·va, of a. Brahman Ol' of a 
Prajapati, of a god or of a man, or that of some othet• being ............ As he · 
has acted, as he has lived, so he becomes ; he who has done good, is born 
agllin as a good one, be who has done evil, is born again as an evil one. 
He becomes good thl'Dugh good action, bad through bad action. Therefore 
it is said : 'Man here is formed entirelv out of desire, and accordinao 

• 0 

to his desire is his resolve, and according to his resolve he performs 
the action, anl according to the performance of the action is his 
destiny.'" 1 > 

In consequence of this doctrine of Karman the moral 
element plays a far greater part in the Upani~ads than· in 
the l3rahmaQ.as. :Moreover, we should not jgnore the fact 
that the metaphysical doctrine of the Atman, for .whose sake 
we love our fellow-creat.ures 2> in valves a deep ethical idea: 
a!il it is in reality the uni versa I soul which we love in each 
individual, love for all creatures wells up from the recogni
tion of the Atman.3

> However, in the U pani~ads, too, there is 
not much room left for actual moral teaching. Comparatively 
rarely do we meet with moral precepts, such as for example 
in the Taittiriya-Upani~ad (I, 11) the teacher gives the scholar 
who is departing on his life's journey : 

"Speak the truth, do thy duty, r1eglect not the study of the Veda. 
After thou hast brought thy teacher the agreeable gift (aftet• completion 
of the period of training) see that the thread of thy race does not brdak 

1 ) Brhadilral)yaka-Up., IV, 4, 2-5. 
· ') See above, pp. 249 f. 

3 ) On the ethics of the Upani~ads, s. Hume, The Thirteen Principal Upanishads, 
pp. 58 if. Johu Mackenzie, Hindu Ethics, London, 1922, pp. 67 ff. ; S. Radhakrish1lan, Indi&Q 

Philosvphy, I, pp. 207 ff. 
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off .... , ....... Neglcct not the ceremnnies for. the gods and Fathers. A god 
~e to thee thy mother, a god be to thee thy father, a god be to thee thy 
teacher, a. god be to thee the guest," and so on. 

There is another passage referring to ethics which we find 
in the Brhadi1raQyaka-Upani~ad (V, 2) which is more interest· 
ing and much more Upanisad-like than these moral precepts: 

/ " Three kinds of sons of Prajiipati, the gorls, human beingP, and the 
demons, Fojourned with their father Prajapati as pupils. After the gods 

had sojourned t.here as pupils, they Faid : ' 1'ellus Fomet bing, 0 master I' 
And he uttered the syllable 'da' and ~aid: 'Did j·uu unu~re:tand that?' 

''Ye understood it,' they said :'thou did~<t say to us rliimyafa (restrain 
yourselvc·s).' ' Yes,' s11id he; 'you underft'lood it.' 'l'hen the human 
betngs said to him: • Tell us Fomething, 0 m~tsler I' And be uttered 

tbe ft'ame S)' llal.le 'rla ' and said : ' Did you llltderl'taud that?' ' We 
understovd it.' they said, ' tJ,ou di,),.t 10ay to us : daf.la (~he).' 'y, s,' 

said he, ' you understood it.' 'l'hen the demons said to l1im : ' 'l'ell us 
something, 0 master I' And he uttered to them the same syllal.le •a,,' 
and sai I : ' Did you unde1·~;tand t bat ? ' 'We understood it,' they said, 
'th· u didst s:ty to us 'dflyarlh1:om (have pity).' 'Ye,.,' said ht',' you 

underst<•od it.' And it is just this which yonde1· divine voicf', the tl111ndl'r, 

pro~f•laims : da-da-da, th:tt me~ws damyata, datta, dayadhvam. Therefore 
~hall he 1.-aru these three thirags: t-elf-restraint, gttoerosity and pity." 

It is easy t->nough to see why we meet but sddom with 
such ethical doctrines in the Upani~ads. According to the 
doctrine of the l.Ipani!]ads the highest oh~ct to he ~!!!1~ 

·is union with the Brahman, and this union can be attained 
o~ly. by giving--up ·-non:knowledge, hy cognition. Only he 
who has 1·ecognised the oneness of the soul with the Divine 
will obtain deliverance, i.e., complete union with the Brahman. 
But in order to attain tLis highest object it is necessary to 
give up all works, good as well as bad. For sacrifices and 
pious works only lead to new re-births, knmoledge alone leads 

I 
from this maze to the One and Etemally '!'rue. "As no 
Water remains attached to the leaf of the lotus blossom, so no 
bad deea remains attached to him who knows this." 1> 

1 ) Ch~ndogya-Up. IV, 14, 3. Oj. Ka.n~itaki-Up. I, 4 1 lii, 8. 
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Already in the -Brahmanas and Ara"Q.yakas there is repeated 
mention of the advantages which accrue to him \'\'ho knows 
some secret doctrine or other of sacrificial science,-" who 
knows this." Nothing is more characteristic of the Upani~ads, 
however, than the ever-recurring promise of happiness and 
blessedness, of earthly possessions and heavenly joys as a 
reward for him " who knows this." The idea that knowledge 
is not only power, but the highest object to be aimed at, is 
trace~ble throu~hout all the Upani~ads. Not only lndra 
serves Praj:"tpati for 10 I years as a pupil, but it is also often 
reported that human beings serve a teacher for years as pupils 
in order to receive from him the transmission of some know
lt>dge or other. Kings are prPpared to present thousands of 
cows and piles of gold to the Brahman who can proclaim to v 

them the doctrine of the true At man or Brahman: But 
Brahm:ms also humble themselves before kings, rich people 
before bt:'ggars, when these, as is not seldom the case, are in 
possession of higher wisdom!> 'rhi~ yearning for knowledge 
has found its most touching c>xpression in the beautiful poem 
of 1.Vaciketas, which we find in the Kathaka-Upani~d. 

'Jhe youth Naciketas has descended into the lower world 
and the god of death has vouchsafed him three wishes. Nnci
ketas wishes, firstly, that he may return alive to his father, 
secondly he wishes for heavenly bliss. When he is to express 
his third wish he says : 

" Thi~ doubt that there is in regard to a man deeeased : 
'He exibt.s,' say some; ' He exists not,' say others
This would I know, instructed 'by thee I 
Of the boons this is boon the thit·d." 

Thereupon Yarna 1·eplies that thi~ question of what hap~·, 
pens to man after death, is so difficult to investigate that e.v. e. 
the gods were once in doubt about it, and he begs the youth 
to give up his wish. · · · - · · ·- · 

1 ) Of. above pp. 227 ff. 
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" Choose centenarian sons and grandsons, 
:Many cattle, elephants, gold and horses. 
Choose a great abode of earth. 
And thpelf live as many autumns as thou desirest. 

ThiR, if thou thinkest an equal boon, 
Choose-wealth and long life I 
A great one on earth, 0 Naciketas, be thou. 
The enjoyer of thy desires I make thet~. 

Wbate'er desires are bard to get in mortal world
For all desires at pleasure make request. 
These lovely maidens with chariots, with lyres
Such (maidens), indeed, are not obtainable by men_;_ 
By these, from me bestowed, be waited on I . 

0 Naciketasz_:.i.~estion me not regarding dying (marar:a.) ~" 
, ........ • ~-- ·-···•· -- ·• -~---~-u::· .. 

Naciketas, however, will not be deterred from his wish by 
these promises of earthly possessions : 

"Ephemeral things I That which is a mortal's, 0 End-maker, 
Even the vigor (tejas) of all the powers, they weat· awaj·. 
Even a whole life is slight indeed. 
Thine be the vehicles (vaba) I 'l'hine be the <lance and song I 

Not with wealth is a man to be sati • .tied . .../ 
Shall we take wealth, if we have seen thee? 
Shall we live so long as thou shalt rule? 

-This, in truth, is the boon to be chosen by me ...... 
This thing whereon they doubt, 0 Death : 
What there is in the great passing-on-tell us that I 
'l'his boon, that has entered into the hidden--1 
No other than that does Naciketas choose." I 

Then Yama, the god of death, praises Naciketas for hav
ing chosen knowledge and not pleasures, an~ at las~parts 
to him the doctrine of the immortality of the Atman.1 

-· B~t how this high esteem of knowledge leads not only to 
the disregard of earthly pleasures, but to contempt of the 

•) The above verses (Ka~h.-Up., I, 20, 23-25, 26, 27, 29) are given in the translation 

of Hume, Thirteen Principal Upanishads, pp. 344 f. A fine poetical, but verY: f~ee transla~ _ 
tion of the legend is given by J. Muir, Metrical Translations f1·om Sanskrit Writers, 

PP• 6.C. ff. 
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·world altogether,!> is shown us by another· Upani~[Jad, in 
which for the first timo that pessimistic trait of Indian 
thought appears, which we will meet with again and again in 
the -later Indian literature. There we read : 11> 

"A king named Brhadratha, after having installed his eldest son on the 
throne, thinking that his body is non-eternal, tumed to renunciation and 
went forth int3 the forest. '!'here he gave himself up to the severest 
mortification, standing with arms stretched upwards and gazing into the 
sun. After one tbou.sar.d days had elapsed there approached him ........... . 
the Atman-knowing, venerable Siikayanya. 'Stand up, stand up and choose 
a wish I' thus spake he to the ki~g. He made his obeisance to him and 

said: '0 venerable one I I am not cognizant of the Atman. Thou know
est his na~ure, as we have heard; ma.)·est·- thou explain this to us I' (The 
Brahman desirt's to dissuade him from· this. wish and invites him to wish 
for something else. Then the king bursts forth· into the words:) '0 
venerable one I In this . evil-smelling, pithless body, composed of bones, 
skin, sinews, marrow, flesh, seed, blood, mucus, tears, gum of the eyes, 
faeces, mine, bile and phlegm,-how can one possibly enjoy pleasure I In 
this body burdened with passion, anger, desire, delusion, fear,· cowardice, 
envy, separation from that which is beloved, attachment to that which 
is not beloved, hunger, thirst, age, death, disease, trouble and such 
like,-how can one possibly enjoy pleasure ·1 We see also . that this 
..Jhole world is transitory, just like these flies, moequitoes, and such 

like, thfse herbs and t~ees, which rise and again decay.' · (There then 
follows an enumeration of ancient kings and heroes who had to perish, also 
gods and demigods, who all fall victims to annihilation.) 'But what of 
these I There are :yet other t hirigs,-drying~up of great seas, falling down 
of the mountains, swaying of the Pole Star, ...... sinking of the "'arth, the 
fall of the gods from their place,-in the course of a world in which such 
things happen, how ir:deed can one enjoy pleasure I When even he who 
is 11atiat•d with it, mu~;t return a~ain and again i Therefore rescue me I 
For I feel in this world-cycle like the frog in a waterless well. 'l'hou, 0 
venerable o~e, art our refuge," 

It is noteworthy, however, that this passage, to which 
numerous parallels may be found in the Buddhist as well as 

1 ) Cf. P. Regnaud, Le Pessimisme Brahmanique (Anpales du Muses Guimet, t, I, 
pp.lOl ff.) 

•) Maitrlyana.Up., 11 2-4. 
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in the later Sanskrit literature, belongs to one of the latest 
Upani~ads. For the Maitrayana- Upani:;;a.d is, in languag~ and 
style, nearer to the classical San ... krit literature than to the 
Veda and is decidedly post-Buddhist.1> The old P'edio 

Upani~ads contain but the gt>rms of pessimism in the doctrine 
of the non-reality of the wot·ld. Only the Brahman is real, 

and this is the .Atman, th~ soul, " which passes beyond hunger 
arid thirst, sorrow and delusion, old age and death." "That 
whiph is different from it is full of sufiering."-ato'nyad 
artam.11> But "that which is different from it," does not 
~xist at all in reality, and therefore also the suffering and 
misery of the world are not real. The knowing one, who has 
comprehended the doctrine of the Unity, knows no fear, no 
pain. "He who knows the joy of the Brahman, for him 
there is no fear." "Where is dPlusion, where sorrow, for 
him who knows the Unity?" Joy (anauda) is a name of the 

Brahman. "Consisting of joy (amtndamaya) is the .Atm>tn. 
And like a song of triumph of optimi!'!m sound the worcls of 
an U pani~:"-d : Joy is the Brahman. F1>r trul,v, out of joy 
arise all these beings, by joy they live after they have arisen, 
and when they pass away they are again absorbed into joy.'' 3> 

Thus the doctrine of the U pani~ads is at bottom not 
pessimistic. Certainly it is only a small step from the belief 
in the non-reality of the world to contempt of the world. 
The more extravagantly the joy of the Brahman was praised, 
the vainer, the more worthless did earthly existence appt>ar.•> 
Therefore, after all, the pessimism of later Indian philosophy 
bas its roots in the Upani!}ad~. 

· In fact the whole of the later phiJo,.ophy of the Indians 
lif rooted in the Upani~ads. Their doctrines formed the 

•) :Mnitr • ."Cp., VII, 8 f., contaiua di~tinct allnaions to the Boddhiata 88 heretics. On 

the style of the :Maitrlyaniya. Upaniflad, see Oldenberg, Zur Geschicbte der altindischeu 

Ptosa, p. 83. 
· 1 ) Brhad&raqyaka-Up. III,I5. 

•) Taittirlya·Up., II, 9. lll, 6; fi&.Up., '7. 
•) Of. M. F. Hecker, Schopenbo.uer nnd die indische Philosophie, pp. 116.120. 
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foundation for the Yedanta-Sutras of Biidariiya'Qa, a work ·of 
which a later writer 1> says : " This · text-.book is the chief 
of all the text-books. All other text-books serve only as its 
complement. Therefore all who aim at deliverance, shall 
exalt it." The theological-philosophical systems of Sankara 
and of RiimiinuJa, whose adherents at the present day are 

I 

still counted by millions, are built upon this text-book. More-
over, all other philosophical systems and religions which have 
arisen in the course of the centuries, the heretical Buddhism 
no less than the .orthodox Brahmanical religion of the post
Buddhist period, have sprung forth from the soil of the 
Upani~ad doctrines. 

On the other hand it proved fatal for the development 
of Indian philosophy that the U pani!iJads should have been 
pronounced to be ''revelations,'' and sacred texts; for in the 
Upani~ads we still find vigorous, independent, creative philo
sophical thought, which grew rarer and rarer in the. later 
development of Indian philosophy for the very reason that 
progress was not only hindered at every step by the fetters of 
the dogmatism of the schools-which is the case in other 
lands as well as in India-but still more by the orthodox 
belief that every word of an U panil;lad must be regarded as 
divine truth. 

However, it was not the belief in their divine revelation 
which gave these philosophical poems (there is hardly a better 
name for them) such enormous power over the minds of men·: 
for even the silliest hymns and the most stupid Brahmar;ta 
passages were regarded as uttered by the deity : but it was 
rather the circumstance that, arrayed in the language of 
poet1'y, they appealed just as much to the heart as to the 
intellect. And it is not because, as Schopenhauer asserts, 
they present the "fruit of the highest human knowledge and 

1
) Madhnslidana Barasvati in his P{asthA~abhedll· 

34 
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'fHE VEDANGAS. 

In one of the Upani~ads we are told that there are two 
kinds of knowledge, a higher and a lower. The higher is 
that which teaches us to know the imperishable Brahman, 
but the lower consists of ":B,gveda, Yajurveda, Samaveda, 
Atharvaveda, phonetics, ritual, grammar, etymology, metrics 
and astronomy. 1> This is the oldest enumeration of the 
so-called six Vedangas, i.e. the six "limbs" or supplementary 
sciences of the Veda.2> Originally this meant neither 
special books nor special schools, but only subjects of instruc
tion, which had to be learned in the Vedic schools themselves, 
in order to understand the Vedic texts. The beginnings of 
the Vedangas may therefore already be sou~ht in the 
Brahma'Q.aS and Ara'Q.yakas, where along with the explanations 
of the sacrificial ritual we also occasionally find discussions 
on matters of phonetics, grammar, etymology, metrics and 
astronomy. In the course of time, how~ver, these subjects were 
treated more and more systematically, and separate special 
schools, though still within the Vedic schools, arose for each 
of the six supplementary sciences of the Veda. 'rhese then 
evolved special school texts, "manuals," the Sutras, composed 
in a peculiar prose style intended for memorization. 

The word sutra originally means "thread," then a'' short 
rule," a precept condensed into a few words. As a fabric is 
made out of several threads (thus the transition of meaning 
mi~ht be explained), so a system of instruction a> is woven 

1 ) Mu!].Qak&-Up., I, I, 5: rgvedo yajurvedal1 simavedo 'tharvavedaql iikti kalpo 
vyilkaral}atp niruktatp chando jyoti~m. II 

•) Of. above p. 56, and Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, pp. 74 ff. 
•) Similarly, the word tantra originally signifies "web," then a eystem of instrnc• 

tion, a literary work, a book. In Chinese, too, the word "king " means " originally the 
warp of a texture, then standard, canon, and finally, in a metaphorical sense, any book 
which is considered as a rule or canon," s. W. Grube, Geschichte der chinesischen Litteratur, 

Leipzig, 11X)2, p. 31. 
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together out of these short precepts. A larger work consist
ing of a number of such sutras strung together is then also 
called Sutra. 1> These works serve a purely practical 
purpose. They are to present some science systematically in 
concise brevity, so that the pupil can easily commit it to 
memory. There is probably nothing like these sutras of the 
Indians in the entire literature of the world. It is the task of 
the author of such a work to say as much as possible in as 
few words as possible, even at the expense of clearness and 
intelligibility. The saying of the grammarian Patanjali has 
often been quoted that the author of a sutra rejoices as much 
over the saving of half a short vowel as over the birth of a 
son. An idea of the unique sutra style, the aphoristic prose 
of these works, can .only be given by means of exc!mples. 
The words in brackets in the two following passages in our 
translation must be supplemented in order to ·make the sense 
of the detached words intelligible: 

. .Apastambzy!J,·lJharmasutra I, 1, 1, 4-8: 

SiUt·a 4: (There· are) four castes: Brahmans, K~atriyas, Vaisyas and 
Sudras. 

S.iltt·a 5: 0£ these the preceding one (is) always better, according to birth 
(than every succeeding one). 

Sutra 6: For (them who are) not Sudras and have not committed bad 
actions, (is prescribed:) initiation as a pupil, Veda-study, fire
laying; and (these sacred) acts (are) productive (in this· world 
and the next). 

8ut1'a 7 : Obedience towards the other castes (is the duty) of the Sudras. 
Sutra 8: With each preceding caste which he serves the bliss is greater· 

(i.e. the higher the caste which a Sudra serves, the greater is the 
bliss which shall fall to his share in the next world). 

1 ) Compare the word briihmana, which originally means "dictum of a theologian " 
and is then used collectively for the collections of such dicta, and the word upanitacl, 

which signifies first a secret doctrine, then later means a la1·ger work, a collection of secret 

doctrines. (See abote pp. 187 f. and 243 f.) 
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the Vedaii.gas may therefore already be sou~?:ht in the 
Brahmal}.as and Aral}.yakas, where along with the explanations 
of the sacrificial ritual we also occasionally find discussions 
on matters of phonetics, grammar, etymology, metrics and 
astronomy. In the course of time, how~ver, these subjects were 
treated more and more systematically, and separate special 
schools, though still within the Vedic schools, arose for each 
of the six supplementary sciences of the Veda. 'fhese then 
evolved special school texts, "manuals," the Sutras, composed 
in a peculiar prose style intended for memorization. 

The word sutra originally means "thread," then a" short 
rule," a precept condensed into a few words. As a fabric is 
made out of several threads (thus the transition of meaning 
might be explained), so a system of instruction a> is woven 

') Mni].4aka-Up., I, I, 5: rgvedo yajurvedab- simavedo 'tharvavedaql 6ikti kalpo 
vyllkaral].alp niruktalp chando jyotitam.ll 

') OJ. above p. fi6, and Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, pp. 74. :If, 
•) Similarly, the word tantra originally signifies "web," then a system of instrac• 

tion, a literary work, a book. In Chinese, too, the word "king" means " originally tho 
warp of a texture, then standard, canon, and finally, in a metaphorical sense, any book 
which is considered as a rule or canon," s. W. Grube, Geschichte der chinesischen Litteratur, 

Leipzig, 1902, p. 31. 
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together out of these short precepts. A larger work consist
ing of a number of such sutras strung together is then also 
called 8utra.1> These works serve a purely practical 
purpose. They are to present some science systematically in 
concise brevity, so that the pupil can easily commit it to 
memory. There is probably nothing like these sutras of the 
Indians in the entire literature of the world. It is the task of 
the author of such a work to say as much as possible in as 
few words as possible, even at the expense of clearness and 
intelligibility. The saying of the grammarian Patafijali has 
often been quoted that the author of a sutra rejoices as much 
over the saving of half a short vowel as over the birth of a 
son. An idea of the unique sutra style, the aphoristic prose 
of these works, can .only be given by means of ex<!mples. 
The words in brackets in the two following passages in our 
translation must be supplemented in order to· make the sense 
of the detached words intelligible : 

. .Apaatambiytz·Dharmasutra I, 1, 1, 4-8: 

Sutl·a 4: (There· are) four castes: Brahmans, K~atriyas, Vaisyas and 
Siidras. 

Silt1·a 5: 0£ these the preceding one (is) always better, according to birth 
(than every succeeding one). 

Sutra 6: For (them who are) not Siidras and have not committed bad 
actions, (is prescribed :) initiation as a pupil, Ved1Htudy, fire
laying; and (these sacred) acts (are) productive (in this· world 
and the next). 

Butra 7 : Obedience towards the other castes (is the duty) of the Siidras. 
Sutra 8: With each preceding caste which he serves the bliss is greater· 

(i.e. the higher the caste which a Siidra serves, the greater is the 
bliss which shall fall to his share in the next world). 

1 ) Compare the word brahmana, which originally means "dictum of a theologian " 
and is then used collectively for the collections of such dicta, and the word upanitacl, 

which signifies first a secret doctrine, then later means a Ia1·ger work, a collection of secret 

doctrines. (See above pp. 187 f. and 243 f.) 
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Goblzila- Grlzyasutra, I, 5, 1-5; 8-9. 

Sutra 1: Now at the new and full moon (i.e. on the day of the nell' 
moon and on the day of the full moon the following ceremonies 
are to be performed): · 

Sulra 2: On the day of the full moon (when the ruoon rises) at (the time 
of the evenin.r) twilight he shall fast. 

Sutra 3 : Some (teachers say); on the following (day, i.e. when the moon 
rises shortly after sunset, he shall fast). 

Sutra 4: Furthermore (he shall fast) on the day on which the moon is 
not seen, (regarding) this day as the day of the new moon. 

Sut1·a 5 : At the end of the half-months one shall fast, at the beginning 
of the half-months one shall sacrifice (i.e. a day of fasting shall 
always precede the sacrifices on the day of t.he new moon or on 
the day o{ the full moon). 

Sutra 8 :• But the day on which the moon is not. seen, shall be made the 
day of the new moon (i.e. is to be celebrated as the day of the 
new moon). 

8Utra 9: Even if (the moon) is seen only (a little) once (iu the day), 
(this day can be celebrated as the day of the new moon; for 
then one says) that (the moon has already) completed her course. 

The Sanskrit-text, in the above, contains only the un
bracketed words. The pupil memorised only these aphoristic 
sentences receiving the necessary explanations from the teacher. 
In later times these explanations by the teachers were · also 
written down, and we have them in the extensive commen
taries on all the sutra-texts, without which the sutras 
would mostly be unintelligible to us. 'l'his peculiar si1tra· 
style originated in the prose of the Brahm!l.:Q.as. This prose 
of the Brahmat;tas consists almost exclusively of short 
sentences; indirect speech is entirely absent; the sequence 
of principal sentences is but rarely interrupted by a relative 
or conditional clause, and its monotony is only relieved to 
some extent by participial constructions. Furthermore, in 
spite of a certain prolixity showing itself especially in awk
ward repetitions, much that is taken as a matter of course in 
oral presentation and instruction, remains unsaid, while we 
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have to complete it in our translations. t> · Prose of this 
nature could easily, by more and more exaggerated simplifi
cation, be turned into such lapidary, detached sentences, 
connected only by the most essential particles, as we find in 
the sutras. For the purpose of the greater saving of syllables 
and still shorter summarising only one new. element was 
introduced: the formation of long compound words, with 
which we meet for the ·first time in the Sutras, and which 
then became particularly characteristic of the classical 
Sanskrit literature and gained ever greater ascendancy at 
later periods. The frequent quotations from the Brahmal).aS 
in the oldest Sutra-texts, and even when there is no direct 
quotation, the many Brahmal).a-like passages in the midst of 
the Sutras 2> make it apparent that the sutra-style was 
developed from the prose of the Brahmaij.as~ 

THE LITERATURE OF RITUAL. 

The oldest Suti·a works are indeed those which even: in 
contents are directly connected with the BrahmaJ}.as. and 

AraJJ.yakas. The Aitareya-AraJ}.yaka actually contains 
passages which are nothing but Sutras, and which tradition 

itself ascribes to the composers of Sutras, Asvalayana 
and Saunaka, and designates as non-revealed.3> Samaveda 
literature, too, comprises a few works erroneously termed 
~' BrahmaJJ.as," which in reality are Sutras, and on the grounds 
of their contents must be included in the _:.Vedali.ga_literature .. 
Ritual (Kalpa), which constitutes the chief contents of the 

') See ab•.ve, p. 203, Note I. 
•) Thus certain sections of the Saokhayana..S autasiitra are similar in style aod 

character to the Brahmal}&S (Weber, HIL., p. 54. Hillebrandt in the preface to his edition 
of the S4nkMyana-Srautasiitra). Yn the Baudh4yana-K>llpasiitra, too, there are numerous 
passages which read just like Brahmal}as. The Srautasiitras were ·not- however, written 

on the basis of the Brahmans, but on that of a long oral tradition; s. B. Lllb~l-11 Uber 
das VerhDltnis der Brabmal}as und Srant«BiitrenDiss., Leipzig, 1908. · 

•) Of. ~iax Mii.ller, History of AnoieJ~t B!lnakrit Literature, PP• IH4o f., 1189, 
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Brahmai}.as, is then the first Vedanga to receive systematic 
treatment in special manuals, the so-called K a] pas ii t r a s. 

{They arose out of the need for compiling the rules for the 
sacrificial ritual in a shorter, more manageable and connected 
form for the practical purposes of the priests. Kalpasutras 
dealing with the Sraut.a-sacrifices taught in the Brahma:Qas 
are called Srautasutras, and those dealing with the domestic 
ceremonies and sacrifices of daily life, the Grhya-rites, are 
called Grhyasutras.l) 

The Srautasutras thus contain directions for the laying 
of the three sacred sacrificial fires, for the fire-sacrifice 
(.Agnihotra), the new and full moon sacrifices,2> the sacri
fices of the seasons, the animal sacrifices> and especially 
for the soma-sacrifice with its numerous variations.'> They 
are our most important source for the understanding of the 
Indian sacrifice-cult, and their significance as sources for 
the history of religion cannot be estimated highly enough.5> 

The contents of the Grhyasutras are still more manifold, 
and in some respects more interesting. They contain direc
tions for all usages, ceremonies and sacrifices by virtue of 
which the life of the Indian receives a higher "sanctity," 
what the Indians call sar[~,skara, from the moment when he is 
conceived in the worn b, till the hour of his death and still 
further through the death-ceremonies and the cult of the 
soul. 1\'"e thus find in these works a large number of genuine
ly popular customs and usages treated in detail, which refer 

1 ) See above, pp. 56 and 160 f. 
•) Of. A. Hillebrandt, Das altindiscbe Nen.nnd Vollmondsopfer, Jena, 1879. 
•) Of. Julius Schwab, Das altindische Tieropfer, Erlangen, 1886. 
•) See above pp. 172 ff., end Of. W. Oaland, et V. Henry, L'Agni~~ma, description 

complete de Ia. forme nor male du sacrifice de Soma, I, Pari•, 1906. 
•) The entire ritual-literature, besides the chief features of the ritual itself, 

Sranta as well as Grhya. ceremonies, has been treated in detail by A. Hillebrandt in the 

"Grnndriss," III, 2 (Rituallitteratur. Vedische Opfer nnd Zauber, Strassburg, 1897). The 
significance of the Srantasiitras in the general science of r~;Jigion was first fully a.ppreoiated 
by H. Hubert and M. Mauss in their "Essai sur Ia. nature et Ia fonction dn sacrifice," 

(Ann&e Socio!ogique, Paris, 1897-1898, pp. 29-13!1.) 
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to conception, birth, the mother and the new-born child, the 
name-giving, the first outing and the first feeding of the 
child; we find exact directions for the. shaving of the boy's 
head, the introduction of the pupil to the teacher (Upanayana 
or "initiation of the pupil"), the mode of life of the Brahma
carin or Veda-student, the relationship between pupil and 
teacher, and the dismissal of the pupil from the service of 
the teacher. The customs at wooing, betrothal and marriage 
are presented in an especially detailed manner. Here in the 
Grhyasutras, too, the "five great sacrifi.c_es "already mentioned 
in the Satapatha-Brahma1.1a (XI, 5, 6) are minutely dt>scribed._ 
"These are indeed great sacrificial feasts," it is said emphatic-. 
ally in the Brahmal)a, and they are called ''great sacrifices" 
because their performance is among the most important reli
gious duties of every head of a household, although in reality 
they consist only of small gifts and a few simple ceremonies._ 
These are the daily sacrifices _ to the gods, f!emona and_ 
fathers, which need only consist of the pious Jaying of a 
log of wood upon the . sacred fire of the hearth, a few 
scraps of food, a libation of water, further, hospitality 
to a guest (designated as "sacrifice to man") and fifthly, 
the daily reading of a section of the Veda, considered as 
"sacrifice to the Brahman (or the J;t~is)." The simple even-_ 
ing and morning offerings, the new and full moon sacrifices, 
and the annual festivals connected with sacrifices (from which 
the Agnihotra, DarsapilrQamasa and Caturmasya sacrifices 
under the category of the Srauta-sacrifices may have proceeded} 
are also presented in the G:rhyasutras. In addition, such 
customs and ceremonies are described as refer to house
building, cattle-breeding and farming, also those of the magic 
rites which are to serve for averting diseases and unpropitious 
omens, as also exorcisms and rites for love magic and such 
like. Finally the G:rhyasutras · deal also with the funeral 
customs and the ancestral sacrifice (Sraddhas), which, how
ever, assumed such importance that they were soon treated 

35 
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with their minutest details, 1> in special texts (Sraddh!:!;· 
kalpas). 

Thus, then, these Grhyasutras, insignificant though they 
may be as literary works, afford us a deep insight into the 
life of the ancient Indians. They are in truth a real treasure 
for the ethnologist. One need only remember how laboriously 
the student of classical antiquity has to collect the reports 
on the daily life of the ancient Greeks and Romans from the 
most diversified works. Here in India we have the most 
reliable reports, we may say reports of eye-witnesses, upon 
the daily life of the ancient Indians, in the form of rules and 
precepts in these apparently insignificant siitra-texts. They 
are, as it were, the "Folklore Journals" of ancient India. It 
is true, they describe the life of the ancient Indian father of 
the family only from the religious side, but as religiorr per
meated the whole ex.istence of the ancient Indians to such 
an extent that actually nothing could take place without an 
attendant religious ceremony, they are for the ethnologist 
most invaluable sources for the popular customs and usages of 
that ancient period. The numerous parallels in the manners 
and customs of other Indo-European peoples, which have been 
discovered long ago, with the usages described in the Grhya
sutras, make these documents all the more important. In 
particular, the comparison of the Greek, Roman, Teutonic and 
Slavonic marriage customs with the rules contained in the 
Grhyasutras, has shown that the relationship of the Indo
European peoples is not limited to language, but that these 
peoples, related in language, have also preserved common 
features from prehistoric times in their manners and customs.2

> 

1 ) In the investigation of funeral customs and ancestor-colt based on Indian ritual 
literature, W. Oaland has rendered signal service by his works: Uber Totenverehrung 
bei einigen der indogermanischen VOlker. Amsterdam, 1888. Altindischer Ahnenkult. 
Leyden, 1893. Die altindischen Todten -nod Bestattungsiebr&uche, Amsterdam, 1896. 
Cf. Winternitz, Notes on Sraddhas, WZK.M., 4, 1890, pp. 199 ff. 

•) Of. E. Hans and A. Weber, Die Heiratsgebr&uobe dar alten Ioder, nach den Grihy ... 
sutra (in Vol. 6. of" lndische Studien "); L, v. Schroeder, Die HochzeitsgebrAuche der 
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No less important is a third class of text-books, directly 
connected with the Grhyasutras, and probably. originating 
only as a covtinua~ion of them, namely the Dharmasutras, 
i. e. text-books which deal with the IJharma. IJharma, how 
ever, signifies "right, duty, law," as well as "religion, custom, 
usage." Therefore these works deal with secular as well as 
religious law, which indeed are inseparable in India. They 
give rules and regulation~ for the duties of the castes and the 
stages of life (asramas). Through these works the Brahmans 
succeeded in transforming the law of ancient India to their 
own advantage, and in making their influence felt in all 
directions. We shall deal with these Dharmasiitras in detail 
in the section on legal literature. 'fhey are mentioned here 
only because, like the Srauta and Grhyasiitras, they origin
ated in the Vedic schools, and with these form a component 
part of the Kalpasutras or text-books of ritual. 

Lastly the S u 1 v a s ii tr as, which are directly attached to 
the Srautasiitras, should be mentioned in connection with 
these Kalpasiitras. They contain exact rules for the measure
ment (Sulva means "measuring-string ") and the building of 
the place of sacrifice and the fire-altars, and as the oldest 
works on Indian geometry, are of no little importance fo.r the 
history of science. 

The s·rauta and Grhyasutras are also of great importance 
for the interpretation of the Vedas. They contain not only 

Esten und einiger anderer finnisch-ngrisoher VI)Jkerschaften in Vergleiohung mit denen 
der indegermanischen Vlllker, Berlin, 1888. B. W. Leist, Altariso':!.es Jus gentium. Jena., 
1889; M. Wintemitz, Das altindische Hoohzeitsrituell naoh dem !pastambiya-Grhyasiitra 
und einigen anderen verwandten Werken. Mit Vergleichung der Hoohzeitsgobrluohe 
bei den iibrigen indogermanischen Vlllkern. ( Der>ksohriften der kais. Akademie 
der Wissenschaften in Wien, phil.-hist. Kl., Vol. XL. Vienna, 1892); M. Winternit1, On a \ 
Comparative Study of Indo-European· Customs, with special reference to the Marriage I 
Customs (The International Folk-Lore Congress, 1891, Papers and Transactions, London, 
1892, pp. 267-291 ). 0. Schmder, Reallexikon der indo~ermar.ischen Altertumskunde, 
Strassburg 1901, pp. 353 :ff. Th. Zacharire, Znm altindischen Hocbzeitsritnal, WZKI\I,, Vol. 

XVII, pp. 1:35 :ff., 211 ff. 
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. the rules for the ritual, but also for the use (viniyoga) of the 
' Mantras, i.e. of the prayers and formulas. They are mostly 

verses or Yajus-formulas, which occur in the Vedic Sa~phitas; 
and for their correct explanation their use in the sacrificial 
rites is by no means insignificant. Often enough, indeed, the 
mantras have nothing to do with the sacrificial acts for which 
they are prescribed, and it is extremely interesting, from t.he 
point of view of the history of religion, to see how often 
prayers are used for purposes to which they are not at all 
suited, and how often they have been entirely misunderstood, 
wrongly interpreted, or even arbitrarily altered.1l Some-

r times, however, their ceremonial use does give the key to the 
explanation of a difficult passage in the Veda. As a rule the 
mantras are enclosed in the sutras, and are quoted there, now 
in their entirety, now only with the commencing words of the 
verses, which are assumed to be familiar. 

It is the mantras too, which show most clearly the 
connexion of the Kalpasutras with certain Vedic schools. v 
Thus, for instance, the Srauta and Grhyasiitras of the Black 
Yajurveda, give the prayers in the form which they assume 
in the Sa~phitas of the Black Yajurveda ; and they give only 
the first words of the verses or Yajus-formulas, which are 
taken literally from the Sa~phita to which they belong, that 
is, taking for granted that they are known, while they give 
other mantras, for instance those out of the J;tgveda or 
Atharvaveda, in entirety. There are, moreover, in all the 
sutras also a number of mantras which do not occur in the 
Sa~phitas. There are two Grhyasiltras in which the mantras 
are altogether separate from the sutra text and are combined 
in special prayer-books; these are the Mantra brah ma:Q.a, 2

> 

•) See Winternitz The Mantrapll~ha, pp. xxix f. and Edwin W. Fay, The Rig-Veda 
:Mantras in the Grhya Siitras, Diss. Roanoke. Va. 1899. 

•) Edited, with commentary, by Satyavrata Siimaimmi in the "U~A," Calcutta 
1890; the first Prapii~haka with German translation by Heinrich Stilnner. Halle a S. 1901 
(Diss.); the second Prapii~haka, with SayaQa's Comm. and German translation, by Hans 

JilrgenBen, Darmstadt IIHl (Dis11. Kiel). 
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which contains the prayers for the Gobhila-G:rhyasutra, 
and the Mantrapatha,I> belonging to the Apastambiya
Grhyasutra. 

Only in the Black Yajurveda schools of Baudhayana 

and of Apastamba do we find Kalpasutras containing all the 
four kinds of sutra texts, Srauta, G:rhya, Dharma and 
Sulvasutras ; and in these cases it can also be proved that 
these works are indeed so interconnected that~ to a certain 
extent, they can be regarded as the four volumes of a uniform 
work. It is possible that Baudhayana and Apast.amba were ,... 
actually the authors of complete Kalpasutras comprising_ all" 
the four kinds of texts. But even if they were not the actual 
authors, at all events, the Srauta, G:rhya, Dharma and 
Sulvasutras of the Baudhayana and Apastamba schools are 
works .composed in each case on a uniform plan, of these two 
schools 2> of the Yajurveda. 

Closely related to the sutras of the Apastamba school 
ate those of· the schools of Bharadvaja and of SatylilJarJ,ha 
Hirat}yakesin. The Siautasutra of the Bharadvajas is only· 
known in manuscripts, whereas the Grhyasutra has been 
published. 3> Both the Srauta and the G:rhyasutra 4> of the 

') The Mantrap4~ha, or the Prayer 3ook of the Apastambins. EC.ited ,by M. 
Winternitz. Oxford {Anecdota Oxoniensia) 1897. 

•) The Baudhayana-Srautasiitra has been edited by W. On land, Bibl. Ind., 1904-1924; 
the Baudbayana-Grhyasiitra by L. B•-inivii.sii.charya, Mysore 1904 {Bibliotbeca Sanscrita, 
No. 32) ; selections from the Grhyasiitra translated by P. Harting, Amersfoort 1922; the 

Baudhl!.yana.Sulvasiitra bas been edited and translated by G. Thibaut in the " Pandit, 
Vols. IX li. On the BandMyana-Siit-ras s. Caland, Das rituelle Siil.ra des Baudh&yana, 
Leipzig 1903 {AKM., XII, 1),-The Apastambiya.Srautasiitra has been edited by R. Garbe, 

Bibl. Ind. 1882-1903, and Books 1-7 translated into German by W. Caland, Gottingen 1921; 
the ApMtambiya-Grhyasiitt·a ed. by M. Winternib, Vienna 1887, and translated, with the 
Apastamba.Paribhil~lisiitras, by Oldenberg, SBE., Vol. 30; the Apastambiya-Sulvasiitra 
ed. and translated into German by Albert Bii.rk, ZDMG., Vola. 55, 56, 1901-2. Critical and 
explanatory notes on the A past .• Sraut. by Caland, ZDMG. 72, 1918, pp. 27 li. On the 
Srautasiitras of the Black Yajurvedas. also A. B. Keith, HOS., Vol. 18, pp. xlii 1'1'. 

3 ) By Henriette J. W. Salomon..•, Leyden 1913. 
•) Hira!}yake§i.Snutasiitra ed. with Gomm. in AnSS No. li3; Hira9yakesi-Grhya

siitra ed, by J. Kirste, Vienna 1889, and translated by Oldenbe1·g in SBE., Vol. 30. 
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Hira:Q.yakesins have been published, whilst the HiraQ.yakesi
Dharmasutra.. scarcely differs from the Apastamblya-Dharma- "' 
sutra. 

All these suh·as, to which we may add those of the hither
to less known schools of the 17adhulas 1> and Vaikhiinasas,2> 

are closely associated with the 'raittiriya-Saip.hita. There can 
be no doubt that Baudhayana is the earliest of these sutra
writers,3> his successors being Bharadvaja, Apastamba and 
Hira:Q.yakesin in chronological order. The Srauta, Grhya and 
Sulvasutras of the Miinava school,'> and the Kathaka
G rhyasutra,5> which is related to the Manava-Grhyasutra, 
come under the Maitraya:Q.i-Sarphita. 

Whether a Kalpasutra em bracing all four kinds of sutras 
has always existed in every other Vedic school, as in the cases 
of the schools of Baudhay~na and~ Apastamba, cannot be 
determined. Of those schools which do not belong to the 
Black Yajurveda we actually only possess here a Srautasutra, 

' and there a Grhyasutra, while the connection of a few 
Dharmasutras with schools of the ~gveda or of the White 
Yajurveda is but a very loose one. To the White Yajurveda 

1 ) On some fragments of the Vadhiila-Siitras, which are related to those of qandhl

yana, s. Oaland, Acta Orientalia I, pp. 3 ff.; II, pp. 142 ff. 

') On the Vaikhlinasa-Siitras s. Th. Bloch, tiber das Grhya-und Dharmasiitra der 

VaikMnasa, Leipzig 1896. The Vaikhilnasadharmapra~na has been published by Gat]npati· 

84strt in TSS. No. 28, 1913. 
3 ) This is also confirmed by BaudMyana's style, which is sometimes intermediate 

between Brilhmal.)a and Siltra style. BandbByana is sometimes called a pravacanakara, and 
it seems that prava~ana is the term for a literary type which forms a transitory stage 
betwflen Brihmal.)as and Siitras; s. Winternitz, WZK~I. 17, 1903, pp. 289 ff. 

•) Minava-Srautasiitra, Books 1-V, edited by F. Knauer, St. Petersburg 1900 
fl.; the Cayaoa of the Miinava.Srautasiitra by J. M. van Gelder, Leyden 1921 (Diss.); the 
M!inava-Grhyasiitra by F. Knaue•·, St. Petersburg 1897. The Miinava.Srautasiitra. is 
pethaps the oldest Srantasiitra. Garbe (!pastamba Sra.uta Siitra. Ed., Vol. liT, pp :uii 

. f.) has shown that it is certainly older than Apastamba who refers to it. On the Mlnava. 
Grhya.siitm s. alsoP. v. Brndke, ZDMG , Vol. 36. The Viiriihagrhyasii.tm (ed. by R. Sarna

Sastry, Gaekwa.d's Oriental Series, l(o, 18, Baroda 1921), belonging to a. school of the 

Maitrllyal.)iya, is a late work. 
•) An edition of the Kil~hakd.-Grhyasiitra by W. Caland is announced as being in 

the press by the D. A. V. College, Lahore. 
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belong: a Katyay ana-Srautasutra, 1> a Paraskara. 
Grbyasutra 2> and a Katyayana-Sulvasutra, 31 to the 
J;tgveda an Asvalayana-Srautasutra, ' 1 and Asvala.yana· 
Grhyasutra 5

> a Srautasutra and a G:rhyasutra of Sankha· 
yana; 6> to the Samaveda the closely related Srautasutras 
of L atyayana 7> and Drab yaya:Q.a, 81 a Srautasutra 
and a · Grhyasiitra of the J aim in i y a school, 91 and the 
G!'hyasutras of Gobhila 101 and Khadira.11

> Samaveda 
literature also includes the A rill eyakalpa, also knowri as 
the M:asakakalpasutra/21 which teaches which melodies are 
to be sung to the various stanzas at the soma· festivals. 

1 ) Ed. by A. Weber, The White Yajurveda, Vol. Ill. 
•) Ed. with a German translation by A. F. Btenzler, lndische Hansregeln, AKM', 

VI, 2 and 4, 1876-78; with Harihara's comm. by Ladhiiram Sa,.man, Bombay 1890; trans. 

Iated by H. Oldenberg, SBE., Vol. 29. 
•) A Parisi§lia to this {KAtiyam Snlbaparisi~tam) ed, by G. Thibaut in "Pandit," 

N.S., Vol. 4. 
•) Edition in Bibl. Ind. CJ. Keith., HOS., Vol. 25, pp. 51 ff.; P. Babbath.ier, L'Agnish· 

t;<>ma d'apres le c;Jranta-sutra d'Aqvaliiyana, JA. 15, 1890, 1 ff., 186 ff. · 
5 ) Ed. with commentary of Glirgya NArAyat;.~a in Bib!. lnd 1869; with commentary 

of Haradatticarya, by Gal]apati Bastri in TSS. No. 78, 1923; witl German translation by 

A. F. Sten•ler, Indiscbe Hans•egeln, AKM. III, 4, !S64 and IV, I, 1865; translated into 
English by B. Olde'Tiberg, SBE., Vol. 29. 

") SailkMyana-Srantasiitra ed. by A. Hi Uebrandt in Bib!. Ind. 1888 ff. Cf. 

Keith., JRAS. 1907, pp. 410 ff. and BOB., Vol. 25, pp. 50 f. Sllilkhiyana-Grhyasiitra, Sanskrit 
and German by H. Oldenberg, Ind. Stud., Vol 15; English translation by the same scholar, 
SBE., Vol. 29 SitpkhyAyanagrihyasalpgra1a by Pandita. Vasudeva ed. by SomanAthopA· 
dbyiya, NyAyopAdhyAya and KAvyatirtbB, and Kaushitakigrihyasiitras ed. by Batna 
Gopiila Bhatta, BenSS. 1908. 

7 ) Edition in Bibl. Ind. A few chapters translated into German by B. Simon, ZII., 
Vol. 2, 1923, pp. 1 ff. 

6 ) Ed. by J. N. Reuter, t'art I, London 1904. 

") D. Gaastra, Bijdrage tot de Keunis van bet vedische ritueel, Jaiminiya-t3rauta. 
siitra., Leyden 1906, being text and translation of the Agni~toma chapter; text of the 
Srautakllrikll, ib. pp. 36-60. The Jaiminigrhyasiitra ed. and. translated by W. Caland, 
Lahore 1922 (Punjab Sanskrit Series, No.2). 

10) Ed. with Comm. by Chandrakanta Ta,.kalankar, 2nd Ed., in Bib!. Ind., 1906. 
1908. Critically edited, with German translation, by F. Knauer, Dorpat 1884, 1886. 
'Translated into English by H. Oldenberg, SBE., Vol. 30. 

11 ) Text and English translation by H. Olde'Tiberg in SBE., Vol. 29. 
1 •) Ed. by W. Caland, AKM. XII, 3, Leipzig 1908. MaGaka is the name of tho 

a.uthor, 
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This sutra is intimately connected with the Paiicavimsa
Brahma:Q.a and is earlier than the Latyayana-Srautasutra. 
Lastly, among Atharvaveda literature we have a Vaitana
Srautasutra, 1> a work· which originated very late, 
and which was added to the Atharvaveda in order to make it 
of equal value with the remaining three Vedas, and the much 
older and more important K au s i k as u t r a. 2> This is only ...; 
partly a Grhyasutra, which, like the other Grhyasutras, treats 
of domestic ritual; but it is much more extensive and also 
contains the most minute directions for the performance of 
,those magic rites for which the songs and spells of the Athar
vaveda were used. This Kausikasutra is thus a most valuable 
complement to the Atharvaveda-Sarphita and an inestimable 
source for our knowiedge of ancient Indian magic. The 
Samavidhana-Bra h mana, a> too, attached to the Sama
veda, is an interesting book of magic, belonging, in spite of 
its title, to the Sutra literature; 

The Grhyasutras are followed up by the Sraddha
k a lpas and Pitr m edhasu tras, which contain rules 
for the Sraddhas and the ancestral sacrifices. Some of 
these texts may be classed in the categories of the ritual 
texts of the Vedic schools after which they are named, 
whilst others are. later productions."> The. sutra texts, 

•) Edited and translated into German by R. Garbe, London and Strassburg 1878; 

the translation is superseded by that of W. Caland, Amsterdam {Akad.) 1910: On the 

position of the Vaitllnasiitra in the Atharvaveda literatures. Oaland, WZKM. 18, 1904, 
185 ff.; Keith, JRAS. 1910, 934 ff.; Bloomfield, GGA. 1912, No. 1. 

•) Edited by M. Bloomfield, New Haven 1890. Numerous extracts from this 
Siltra have been given by the s:.me scholar in the Notes to his English translation of 
selected hymns of the Atha.rvaveda (SBE., Vol. 42). The most important sections of the 

Kausikasiitra referring to magic, have also been translated in~o German by W. Caland 

in his work : Altindisches Zauberritual, Amsterdam, 1900. 

•) Edited by A. 0. Burnell, London 1873. Translated into German by Bien Konow, 
Das S4mavidh6nabr6hmana, ein altindisches Ha.ndbnch der Zauberei, Halle a.S. 1893. 

•) M4navasr6ddhakalpa ed. by W. Caland, Altindischer Ahnencult, pp. 228 ff., 

Sriddpakalpa of the Sannakins, ib. pp. 240 ff., fragments of a Paippaladair&ddhakalpa, 
ib. pp. 243 ff.. K&ty6yanasr6ddhakalpa., ib. pp. 245 ff. On the Ga.ntamasr6ddhakalpa a. 

Caland in Bijdragen Vf de taal, land en volkenknnde van Ned. Indiil, 6e Volg. dee! I, 
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however, do not exhaust the literature on ritual by any 
means. Just as the Upani~ads of the Veda are followed 
up by the post-Vedic Upani!?ad literature, so the Vedic 
ritualJiterature is followed up by literary activity in the 
realm of ritual, which has continued down to the most recent 
times. Next· after the Srauta and Grhyasutras follow the 
:Parisi!?tas or" addenda," in which certain things are treated 
in greatt>r detail, which have merely been briefly indicated in 
the Siitras. The Parisi!?tas appended to the Gobhilagrhyasiitra 
are of importance, namely the Grhyasa:rpgrahaparHi~ta of 
Gobhilaputra, 1> and tht> Karmapradipa. 2l The Pari
si~tas of the Atharvaveda, 3> which throw light more 
especially on all kinds of magical practices, omens and 
portents and the like, are of great value from the point of view 
of the history of religion. One of the oldest Parisi!?tas is the 
Prayascittasiitra, 4

> which has come down as part of the 
Vaitanasiitra, and treats of the expiatory rites. Later ritual 
works. are the Prayogas," practical handbooks," the Pad
dhatis, ''outlines,'' and the Karikas, versified presentations 
of the ritual. All these works deal either with the complete 
ritual of some Vedic school or, which is more often the 

1894. The Pitrmedhasiitras of BandMyana, Hiral}yakesin, Gantam11. ed. W. Oaland 

AKM. X, 3, 1896; the 2nd and 3rd Pratinas of Bandh.-Pitrmedhasiitra by C. H. Raabe, 

Bijdrage tot de kennis van bet hindoesche toodenritneel, Leyden 1911. 
1

) SP.e M. Bloomfield in ZD!'.IG., Vol. 35. Edited by Cb. Ta1·kalankar, Bib!. Ind. 
1910. Other Gobhilya-Parisi~~as (Sandhyt!:siitra, Snlinasiitra, Sra:ddbakalpa, etc.}, ed. by 
the same scholar, Bibl. Ind. 1909. 

1
) The first part of the Karmapradipa ed. and translated into German by F. Schrade!' 

Halle a.S. 1889, the second part by A.v. Staiil-Holstein, Halle a.S. 1900 (Diss.) 
Of. Hilleb1andt, Ritnallitteratur, pp. 37 f., and Oala11d, Altindisoher Ahnenonlt, pp. 112ft'. 

•) Ed, by G. M. Bolling and J. von Negelein, Leipzig 1909-10. See also J.v. Negelein, 

Orientalististche Literaturzeitnng 1908, 447 ff., Winternit~, WZK~L 23, 1909, 401 ft'., and 
Keith, JRAS. 1912, 757 tl'. The Santikalpa of the Atho.rvaveda (Pd. by G. M Bolling, 
Transactions of the Amer-ican Philological Association, Vol. 35. 190!1., 77 ff. ; JAOS. 33, 
1913, 265 ff.} treats of rites for driving away the evil consequences of portents. The 
AtL.-Parisi~(;as sometimes give a clue to the explanation of the hymns of the Atharvaveda 
where the Kau9ikasiitra fails; s. F. Edgetton, Studies in Honor of M. Bloomfield, p. US. 

') The Atharvapr.tyascittini havd been eiited by J v Negelein. New Haven 1915 
(reprinted from JAOS. 1913-14). See also Oaland, WZKM. 18,)9Dt,,.J97 ff, 

36 
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case, with some special rites. The special works on marriage 
customs, burial of the dead and ancestral sacrifices (Sraddhas ), 
are of particular importance, though most of these works are 
known onlv through manuscripts and Indian prints. 

THE EXEGETIC VEDANGAS. 

Thos~ Sutra. texts which deal with Bikf!a or " phonetics" 
are at least as old as the Kalpasutras. While the Kalpasutras 
are supplementary works to the Brahmal).a portion of the 
Veda, the sutras of the Vedanga Sik~a are very clos~ly related 
to the Sarphitas of the Vedas. 

"SikEJa" actually means "instruction," then in particular 
" instruction in reciting," i.e. in the correct pronunciation, 
accentuation, etc., of the Saq:thita texts. The earliest mention 
of this Vedail.ga is to be found in the Taittiriya-Upani~ad 

(I, 2), where the teaching of the letters, the accents, the 
quantity (of syllables) the stress, the melody and the combina
tion of words in continuous recitation, are enumerated as the 
six chapters of the Sik~a. Like the doctrine of the ritual, 
the Sik~a. also arose out of a religious need. For in order 
to perform a sacrificial act correctly it was not only necessary 
to know the ritual, but also to be able to pronounce the sacred 
texts accurately and recite them without errors, just as they 
were handed down in the Saq:thitas. This presupposes that, 
at the time when the text-books of the Sik~a originated, the 
Vedic Saq:thitas were already established as sacred texts, that 
they had already obtained a definite form by the agency of 
editors trained in phonetics. It can &.ctually be proved that, 
for imtance, the E.gved3.-Sarphita does not give the hymns in 
the form in which they were composed by the ancient singAr!!. 
'!'hough the editot·s did not alter the words themselves, yet 
in the matter of pronunciation, the initial and final sound of 
the words, the avoidance of the hiatus, and so on, they were 
led by their phonetic theories into deviating from the original 
manner of recitation. Thus, for instance, we read in our 
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Sa1phita tvarp, hyagne, but can prove (on the ground of metre), 
that the old singers said l.uarp, hi agne. 'l'he Vedic Sa:q1hitas 
themselves are then already the works of phoneticians. But 
beside the Sarp,hita Pii.(has, i.e. the Sarphita-texts, as they had 
to be recited according to the teaching of the Sik~?ii., there are 
also the so-called Pada Pii(has or " word-texts," in which the 
individual words appear separate from the phonetic connection 
in which they are presented in the Sarphita-text. One 
example will suffice to make the difference between Sarphita
Patha and Pada-Patha clear. A verse in our }.tgveda-Sarpbita 
runs: 

agnll} ptirvebhirr~ibhiridyo ntitanairuta ' sa devi.zYl eba vak~ati 

In the Pada-Patha this verse runs: 

agnil} 1 ptirvebhii;t-r~i-bhil]. I fcJyai;t 1 ntitanaitt I uta 1 sa 1 dev&n 

t I iha I vakfiati. II 

These Pada-Pathas are, of course, the work of theologian& 
trained in phonetics, in fact of grammarians, for they present 
the text of the verses in a complete grammatical analysis. 
Yet they must be fairly old. The Pada-Patha of the 
}.tgveda is ascribed to Sakalya,. a teacher who is already 
mentioned in the Aitareya-Aral}.yaka.1> 

Sarphita-Pathas and Pada-Pathas, then, are the oldest 
productions of the Sik~?a schools. The oldest text-books of 
this Vedanga which have come down to us are, however, the 
Pratisakhyas, which contain the rules by the aid of which 
one can form the Sarphita-Pa.tha from the Pada-Patha. 
Hence they contain instruction upon the pronunciation, the 
accentuation, the euphonic alterations of the sounds in 
the composition of words and in the ·initial and final 
sound of words in the sentence, upon the lengthening of 
vowels, in short upon the whole manner of the recitation of 

1 ) On the Padapa~ba of Sakalya s. B. Liebich, Zur Einfiihrung in die indisohe 
einheimiPche Sprachwissenschaft II, Heidelberg 1919, pp. 20 ff. On the Padap4~ha of the 

Taittiriya-Sa1J1hit4 s. A. Weber, Ind. Stud. 13, 1-128, and A. B. Keith, HOS. Vol.l8, pp. :ux ff, 
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the Saxphita. Every Sakha or recension of a Saq1hita. had a 
text-book of this nature, hence the name Pra.tisakhyas, i.e. 
"text-books, each intended for a Sakha." First of all we have 
a ~gveda-Pratisakhya,I> which is ascribed to Saunaka, who 
is supposed to have been a teacher of Asvalayana. This work 
is in verse, and is probably a later revision of an earlier Sutra
text: it is even called "Sutra" in manuscripts and quotations. 
The 'faittiriya- Pratisakhya-sutra, 2> belongs to the 
Taittiriya-Sarp.hita; a Vajasa.neyi-Pratisakhya-Sutra, s> 
ascribed to Katyayana, belongs to the Vajasaneyi-Sarp,hita, and 
the Atharvaveda-Sarphita bas anA tharva ved a-Pratisakhya
su tra, "> which is supposed to be of the school of the 
Saunakas. There is aiso a Samapratisakhya, 5> and the 
Pu~pasiitra 6> is a kind of Pratisa.khya to the Uttaragana of 
the Samaveda. A further work dealing with the manner of 
singing the Samans at the sacrifice, is the Paficavidha
sutra. 7> 

These works are of twofold importance: firstly, for the 
history of grammatical study in India, which, as far as we 
know, commences with these Pratisakhyas. Though they are 

1 ) Edited, with a translation into German, by Max M·i.Uler, Leipzig 1856-69. On the 
metrics oi the \tgveda-Pratisiikbyo., 8, H. Oldenberg. NGGW. 1919, pp. 170 ff. 

•) Text, Translation and Notes by W. D. Whitney, New Haven 1871 (JAOS., Vol. 9). 
On the relation of the Taittiriya-Prlltis'1khya to the Taitt .. SaqthitA, 8. Keith, HOS., Vol. 18, 
pp. xxxi ff. It is certainly older than Pill}ini, 

8 ) Edited by P. Y. Pathaka. Benares 1883-88; text with German translation by 
A. Weber, Ind, Stud. 4, 65-160, 177-331. The Pratijiiasiitm (edited and explained by Weber 
in ABA. 1871, pp. 69 ff.) is an appendix to this Priltis<\khya.. 

•) Critically edited by Jlishva Bandhn Vidyilrthi Sastri, Part I, Punjab University 

1923. This is different from the Saunakiyii CaturildbyilyiU, which has been edited and 
translated as an "Atharvaveda-Priltisilkhya" by W. D. Whitney, New Haven 1862 (JAOS., 

Vol. 7). 
•) Ed. by Satyam·ata Samairami in" U~il," Calcutta 1890. 
•) Ed. and translated into German by R. Si·mon, ABayA. 1909, pp. 481-780. On the 

mutual relation between Pu~pasiitra, Ar~eyakalpa and Uttaragiina, s. Simon, 1.c. 499 fl'.; 
ZDMG. 63, 1909, 730 ff. and Oala111l, ZDMG. 64, 1910, 347 f. 

') Ed. and translated into German by R. Simon, Breslan 1913 (Indische Forschungen, 

Nr. 6}. 
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not actually grammatical works themselves, they treat of 
subjects pertaining to grammar, and the quotations 'from so 
many grammarians prove that the study of grammar was 
already flourishing at their time. Secondly, they are still 
more important because they are pledges of the fact that the 
texts of the Sarphitas as we have them to-day, have remained 
unaltered through all the centuries since the time of the 
Pratisakhyas. Thus the rules of the ~gveda-Pratisakhya 

take for granted that, at the period of the latter, the ~gveda
Sarpbita was not only firmly established in its division into 
ten Mal)c}.alas, but that even the order of the hymns in each 
Mal)c}.ah\ was the same as it is now. Indeed, the minute. 
rules of Saunaka leave no doubt that, at the period of the 
latter, the text of the ~gveda-Sarphita read, word for word 
and syllable for syllable, almost exactly as we find it at the 
present day in our printed editions. 

These Pratisakhyas are the earliest representatives of the 
Vedanga Sik!;!a. Beside them we find more modern works, 
short treatises on phonetics, which claim the title of Sik!;!aS 
and give famous names, such as Bharadvaja, Vyasa, Vasi!;!tha,' 
Yaj:iiavalkya and so on, as their authors. They follow the 
Pratisakhyas in much the same way as, at later J>eriods, versi
fiAd law-books followed up the ancient Vedic Dharmasutras, 
also mentioning as their authors names famous in antiquity. 
Some of these Sik~as are comparatively old and are more 
directly associated with some Pratisakhya or other. e.g. the 
Vyasa-Sik!;!a 1

> with the Taittiriya-Pratisakhya, while others 
are of much later origin and of no importance either for 
grammar or for the history of the Vedic texts. 2> 

1
) Cj. H. Luders, Die Vyasa-yiksh& besonders in ih1·em Ve1·hllltnis zum Taittiriya· 

Prati~akhya, Kiel 1895. . 
2

) On the Sik~as s, F. Kielho1'11, Ind. Ant. 5. 1876, 141 ff, 193 ff. On the P!iyiniya· 
Sikll'l s. A. Weber, Ind. Stud. 4, 435 ff. and B. Liebich, Zur Einfiibrung in die· indische 
einheimische Sprachwissenschaft II, p. 20, who says that though late in form, it is old in 
contents. The Niiradiya.Sik~lt is edited in Satyat'1'ata Samairami's "U~ii," I, 41 Calcutta 
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Sau1~aka and Katyayana, who are mentioned as authors 
of Pra.tisakhyas, are also considered to be the authors of works 
very closely connected with the Vedail.ga literature because 
they deal also with the texts of the Vedic Sarp.hitas, though 
they are not called Vedangas. These works are the 
AnukramaQ.iS, i.e. "catalogues," "lists," "indexes," which 
give the contents of the Vedic Saxphitas with regard to 
different items.1> Thus Saunaka composed an Anukramal).i 
or a catalogue of the ·~l?is of the ~gveda hymns, also 
a catalogue of the metres, one of the deities and a further 
one of the hymns. Katyayana is the author of a 
Sarvan ukramal).i 2> i.e. a "catalogue of all things" for the 
~gveda. This work gives, in the . form of sutras, the first 
words of every hymn, then the number of verses, the name and 
family of the r~i to whom the hymn is ascribed, of the deities 
to whom the single verses are addressed, and the metre or 
metres in which the hymn is composed. The two metrical 
works B:rhaddevata and ~gvidhana are again ascribed 
to Saunaka. 'l'hey are not, however, the work of Saunaka 
himself, but that of his school. The Brhaddevata s> is an 
enlarged catalogue of the gods worshipped in the separate 
hymns of the ].tgveda ; for it contains also myths and legends 
referring to these deities, and is therefore at the same time 
an important work from the point of view of Indian narrative 
literature. 'l'he Brhaddevata is obviously one of the earliest 

1890; the BhAradvAja-Sik~ii (cum versioue latina, excerptis ex commentario etc.) by E. 
Sieg, Berlin 1892. A collection of Sik~ils (Sik~~saqtgraha) has been published in BenSS. 

1893. 
•) The Atharvavediyapaii.capa~likl ( ed. by Bhagwaddatta, Lahore 1920) is an 

Anukramal}i of the Atharvaveda-saq~hitii. The so-called Ar~eya-brlhma!}a of the Sima veda 
(ed. by A. C. Burnell, Mal'lgalore 1876, and with commentary by Satyavrata Siimairami 

in "Up,'' II, 1, Calcutta 1892) is also an Anukrama!}i. 
•) Edited by A. A: Mncdonell, Oxford {Anecdote. Oxonieusia) 1886. On a Kashmirian 

recension of the Sarv4nukrama!}i s. Scheftelow•tz, Zll. I, 1922, 89 ff. 
•) Ed. by Rajendralala Mitra in Bibl. Ind. 1892; critically edited and translated into 

English by A. A. Macdonell. HOS., Vols. 5 11nd 6, 1904. 
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Indian n~rrative works, for its metres, the tri~tubh as well as 
the sloka, occupy a middle position in point of time between 
Vedic and epic metre ; and furthermore, those legends which 
are common to the Brhaddevata and the Mahabharata, appear 
in a later form in the epic.1

> ·'l'he ~gvidhd.na, s) also in the 
form of a catalogue following the division of our }.tgveda
Saiphita, states the magic power which can be obtained by 
the recitation of each hymn. or even of single verses. It is 
somewhat similar to the above-mentioned Samavidhana
Brahmal}.a. 

Of importance are the Anukramai).IS and the works related 
to them, on account of their affording additional proof that 
even in very early times the texts of the Vedic Samhitas were 
in almost exactly the same form, with the same .divisions, the 
same number of ver.ses, and so on, as we have them at 
present. 

The same is true also of the Nirukta of Yaska,3> which 
has already been mentioned on another occasion. This work, 
too, the only one of the Vedanga Nirukta which we possess, 
presupposes the ~gveda-Sarphita in essentially the same condi
tion in which \ire know it to-day. Tradition erroneously 
ascribes also the Nighal}.tus or ''lists of words" to Yaska. In 
reality, however, the work of Yaska is only a commentary to 
these lists of words, of which Yaska himself says, that they 
were composed by the descendants of the ancient sages, for 
the easier understanding of the transmitted texts. The 
Ni~haQtus are five lists of words, which are divided into three 
sections. The first section (Naighal}.tukakaQqa) consists of 

') See A. Kuhn, Ind. Stud. I, 101 ff.; Keith, JRAS. 1906; pp. 1 ff.: 1912, pp. 769 ff, 
Winternitz, WZKM. 20, 1906, pp. 1 ff.; Liebich, Zur EinfUhrung in die ind, einh. Sprachwiss. 
II. 30 ff. 

•) ltgvidhS.nal!l edidit cum praefatione Rudolf Meyer, Berolini 1878. 
•) See above p. 69. The Nirnkta was first edited by R. Roth, Gllttingen 1852: 

with commentaries and useful indexes by Satyn.vrata-Siima;,·ami in Bib!. Ind., 1882-91; with 
commentary of Durglic!trya, Vol. l, Adhy. 1-6, edited by V. K. Rajavade, .AnSS, No, 881 19~1. 
On L. Sarup'a edition s. aQove. 
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three lists, in which Vedic words are collected under certain 
main ideas. For instance, there are q uotetl 21 names for 
·earth," 15 for" gold," 16 for "air," 101 for "water," 122 

verbs for "to go," 26 adjectives and adverb~ for "quick,'' 
12 for "much," and so on. The second section (Naigama
kaQ.cJa or Aikapadika) contains a list of ambiguous and 
particularly difficult words of the Veda, while the third 
section (DaivatakaQ.r}a) gives a classification of the deities 
according to the three regions, earth, sky, and heaven. 1> 

Veda-exegesis probably began with the compilation of such 
glossaries; the composition of commentaries to these glossa
ries after the style of our Nirukta, with explanations of diffi
cult Veda verses interwoven, was a furt.her step in the 
development, and, at a still later period, detailed and conti
nuou~ commentaries to the Vedic texts were written. 
Certain it is that Yaska had many predecessors, and that his 
work, though certainly very old and the oldest existing Veda
exegetic work, can nevertheless only be reg11rded as the last, 
perhaps also the most perfect, production of the literature of 
the Vedail.ga Nirukta. 

Of the Vedangas of metrics and astronomy, too, it is only 
the latest offshoots of an earlier scientific literature that remain. 
For the Samave:la there is the Nidanasutra, containing 
not only metrical but other investigations into the various 
component parts of thfl Samaveda (Uktha, Stoma, Gana). It 
is also important from the grammatical point of view, and 
some of the ancient teachers ascribe it to Patanjali. 2> 'l'he 

1 ) On these Nigha.r}~us as the beginnings of Indian lexicography see Th. Zncharia~, 
Die indiscben Worterbiicher (" Grnndriss," I, 3 B), Strassburg 1897, pp. 2 f. S. K. 

Belt·alkar (Proc. SOC., pp. llff.) bas shown that it is possible, with the help of tb& 

Nighal}~ns, esp. the Aikapadika list, to distinguish literary strata in the ~~veda. Belvalkar 
dates Yliska's Nirukta from the 7th century B. C. This is likely enough, though not 

certain. But we have no idea how much earlier the Nighai}~DS may bP. 
•) Cf. Webe.- HIL., pp. Blf., E. Sieg, Die Sagenstoffe des ~gveda, Stuttgart 1902, 

pp. 29, 35, 65; and Caland, Ar~eyakalpa, pp. xvii ff. A Nidtina of the Stimaveda is quoted 
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text-book of Pingala on metrics, though regarded by the 
Indians as a Vedariga of the ~gveda and Yajurveda, there 
being two recensions of it, is nev~rtheless the work of a 
later period; for it d~als ~lso with metres which only belong 
to later Sanskrit poetry. 1> The Jyoti~a-Vedariga is a sm!tll 
text-book of astronomy in verse; in the Yajurveda recension 
it contains 43 verE"es, in that of the ~gveda 36. Its main 
contents are the positions of the moon and the sun at the 
solstices, as well as the new and full moon in the circle of the 
27 Nak~atras or stars of the zodiac, or rules are dt·awn up for 
their calculation. 2> The very circumstance that it is not 
written in verse, refers this little work which, moreover, has 
not yet been sufficiently explained, to a later period. 

The old Vedanga text~ on grammar are entirely lost. 
This science, too, certainly originated in connection ~itq the 
Veda-exegesis, and proceeded from the Veda schools. For 
already in the AraQ.yakas we find isolated grammatical 
technical terms. Uut the oldest and most important text
book of grammar that has come down to us, that of Pa1.zini, 
metes out to the Vedic language only casual treatment ; it no 
longer stands in close relation. to any Veda school, and al
together belongs to a period at which the science of grammar 
was already pursued in special schools, independent of theo
logy. For in India also, as we shall see in the section on 
scientific literature, science has detached itself more and more 
from theology, within which it was originally included almost 
completely. 

in the Brhaddevat4, V, 23. But the quotation is not.fonnd in the Nidllnasiitra, printed in 

the" U~ii.," Calcutta, 1896. 
1

) The Siitra of Piilg .. la was edited and explained by A. Weber in Vol. 8 of Ind. 
Stud. Of. also A. Weber, HIL., p. 60. 

•) Of. A. Weber, Uber den Vedakalender namens Jyotisham (ABA 1862) and 
G. Thibau.t, A.stronomie (in the "Grnndriss," II I, 9), pp. 17, 20 and 28. Atharval}a Jyoti. 
vam edited by Bhagavad Datta, Lahore, 1924 (Punjab Sanskrit Series, No.6). 

37 
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THE AGE OF THE VEDA. 

We have traced the whole of Vedic literature to its 
latest off-shoots and stragglers, and can now no longer evade 
the question of the age of the whole of this great literature. 
If it were possible to determine, even within a few centuries, 
the period into which the oldest hymns of the ~gveda and 
of the Atharvaveda reach back, then it were unnecessary 
to devote a special chapter to this question. It would suffice 
to give, in a few words, the approximate age of the Veda. 
Unfortunately, however, it is a fact, and a fact which it is 
truly painful to have to admit, that the opinions of the best 
scholars differ, not to the extent of centuries, but to the 
extent of thousands of years, with regard to the age of the 
~gveda. Some lay down the year 1000 B.C. as the earliest 
limit for the ~gvedic hymns, while others consider them to 
have originated between 3000 and 2500 B.C. In view of 
the verg great divergence in the opinions of the specialists, 
it is not enough, even in a book intended for the general 
reader, merely to give some approximate date, for even the 
general reader must have an idea of the circumstances 
supporting the various opinions on the greater or lesser 
antiquity of the Veda. This is the more necessary, as the 
question of the period of the oldest Indian literature coincides 
with the question of the beginning of the Indo-Aryan civili
zation, a question which is of the utmost importance to 
every historian, archreologist and philologist. It indeed, 
it is at all possible to determine the periods of the develop
ment of Indo-Aryan culture, and, going still further back, 
those of Indo-European culture, it can only be done hand 
in hand with investigation as to the period of the earliest 
monuments of Aryan culture in India. 

Under these circumstances, then, it seems to me abs0-
lu~ely necessary to render account of the whole question to 
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the ;aon-specialist also, and, as far as possible, to state the 
limits and the reasons both of our ignorance and of our 
knowledge. 

On first becoming acquainted with Indian literature, 
people were inclined to ascribe tremendous antiquity to all 
Indian literary works. Did not Friedrich Schlegel expect 
from India nothing lesR than "enlightenment upon the 
history of the primitive world, so dark until now " ? 1' As 
late as in 1852 A. Weber wrote in his "History of Indian 
Literature ": "The literature of India passes generally for 
the most ancient literature of which we possess written 
records, and justly so,n and it was only in 1876 in his second 
edition that he added: " In so far as this claim may not now 
be disputed by the Egyptian monumental records and papyrus 
rolls, or even by the Assyrian literature which has but 
recently been brought to light." The reasons for which, 
according to Weber, "we are fully justified in re~arding the 
literature of India as· the most ancient literature of which 
written records on an extensive scale have been banded down 
to us" are in part geographical, in part pertain to the history 
of religion. In the older parts of the J;tgveda the Indian 
nation appears to us to be settled in the Punjab. The gradual 
spread eastwards across Hindustan towards the Ganges can 
be traced in the later portions of Vedic literature. The Great 
Epics then further , show us the spread of Brahmanism 
towards the south. Centuries must have elapsed before 
such an enormous stretch of land, "inhabited by wild and 
vigorous tribes," could become brahmanized. Many centuries 
~oo, must have been required for the religious development 
from the simple nature worship of the ~gvedic hymns up to 
the theosophical-philosophical speculations of the Upani~ads, 
and again to such phases of mythology and cult as Megas
thenes, about 300 B.C., found prevalent in India. Weber did 

') Of. above, p. 14. 
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not attempt a more exact determination of the Vedic period; 
in fact, he expressly declares any such attempt to be entirely 
futile. 1> 

The first, however, to make this attempt and to endeavour 
to construct a kind of chronology of the oldest Indian 
literature, was Aia~-M~U~r in his " History of Ancient 
Sanskrit literature" which appeared in 1859. Starting from 
the few definite clues to Indian chronology which we possess, 
the invasion of Alexander and the appearance of Buddhism,2> 

he argued further as follows. Buddhi~m is nothing but a 
reaction against Brahmanism, and it presupposes the exis
tence of the whole Veda, i.e. the literature consisting of the 

hymns, the BrahmaQas, AraQyakas aud U pani~ads. The 
whole of this literature must therefore be pre- Buddhist, i.e. 
it must have originated before 500 B.C. The Vedanga or -Sutra literature might be approximately synchronous with 
the origin and the first spread of Buddhism. Now the origin 
of these _Bu.tra.__works, whose character is such that they 
n~;arily pr-e~~-~-ppose the Brahmal}.a literature, falls 
approximately into the period fro'll ~~to _ 200 . B.C. (It 
is at the fixing on these purely arbitrary dates that the 
untenable part of Max Muller's calculations begins.) The 
BrahmaQ.as, however, of which there are earlier and later 
ones, and which contain ~ong lists of teachers, handed down 
by earlier BrahmaQas, cannot possibly be accommodated in 
less than 200 years. Therefore, argues Max :Muller, we 
shall have to accept. the period from 800 to 600 B. C. as 
the period of the origin of these prose work-;:-The BrahmaQas, 
however, for their part, again pre-suppose the Vedic Sarp
hitas. But the composition of ali these collections of songs 
and prayers would take at least 2u0 yea.rs; hence the interval 
from roughly 1000 to 800 B. C. might be regarded as the 

') Weber, HIL., pp. 2 ff., 6 f. 

') Cf. above, pp. 27 f. 
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period in which these collections were '\rranged. However, 
before the compilation of these collections, which were 
already regarded as sacred sacrificial poetry and authorised 
prayer-books, there must have been a period at which the 
songs and . chants contained in them arose as popular or 
religious poems. This period, Max Muller concluded, must 
have been before 1000 B. C.· And as he had already assumed 
200 years for the "BrahmaiJ.a period" and 'WO years for the 
period he called the "Mantra period," he now also assumed 
200 years for the al'ising of this poetry (though without laying 
much stress on this figure), and thus arrived at 1200 to 1000 
B. C. as the period of the beginniug of Vedic poetry. 

Now it is clear that the supposition of 200 years for each 
of the different literary epochs in the origin of the Veda is 
purely arbitrary. Even :Max Muller himself did not really 
wish to say more than that such an interval at least must be 
assumed, and that in 1000 B. C. at the latest, our ~gveda
SaiphHa must already have been completed. He always 
considered his date of 1200-1000 B. C. only as a terminus ad 
que•n, and in his Gifforil"Lecl;ues on "Physical Religion " in 
1889,1> he expressly states "that we cannot hope to fix a 
terminus a quo. Whether the Vedic hymns were composed) 
1000, or 1500, or 2000, or 3000 years B. C., no power on earth 
will ever determine." It is remarkable, however, how strong 
the power of suggestion is even in science. Max Muller's 
hypothetical and really purely arbitrary determination of the 
Vedic epochs in the course of years, received more and more 
the dignity and the character of a scientifically proved fact, 
without any new arguments or actual proofs having been added. 
It became a habit, a habit already censured by W. D. 
Whitney,2> to say that Max Muller had proved 1200-1000 
B. C. as the date of the l;tgveda. · It was only timidly that a 

') Published, London, 1901, p. 91. 
1 ) Oriental and Linguistic Studies, First Series, New York, 1872, p. 78 •. 
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few scholars like L. von Schroeder t> ventured to go as far 
back as 1500 or even 2000 B. C. And when, all at once, H. 
Jacobi attempted to date Vedi~ literature back to the third· 
millenary B. C. on the grounds of astronomical calculations, 
scholars raised a great outcry at such heretical procedure, and 
even to-day most of the Western scholars shake their heads 
wondering how Jacobi could venture to assert so exaggerated 
an opinion on the age of the Veda. Strange to say, it bas 
been quite forgotten on what a precarious footing stood 
the "opinion prevailing hitherto," which was so zealously 
defended. · 

The idea of drawing conclusions on the chronology of the 
earliest Indian literature with the assistance of astronomical 
data, is no new one. A. Ludwig alre~tdy undertook an 
attempt of this nature on the basis of the eclipses of the 
sun. 2> The priests of ancient India, who had to determine 
the times of sacrifice, were, like the pontifices in ancient 
Rome, at the same time almanac-makers. They bad to 
observe the firmament, in order to regulate and predetermine 
the times of sacrifice. Hence we find numerous astronomical 
and calendar _data _!I!Jl!~ }3rahma:Q.aS and' scit·;~s. In these, the 
so-called Nak~atras or "lunar mansions" play a particularly 
prominent part. The ancient India.ns had obsf'rved that the 
moon requires about 27 days and nights for its siderial orbit 
and stays in a different constellation every night of the 
sidereal month. These stars or constellations, which all lie 
not far distant from the ecliptic, were combined into a kind 
of zodiac, a succession of 27 Nak~atras em?racing the spheres, 
.and this lunar zodiac was employed for the purpose of 
estimating the position of the moon at a particular time.8

> 

1 ) lndiens Literatnr nod Knltnr, pp. 291 f. 
•) Uber die Erwii.hnnng von Sonnenfinsternissen im Rigveda. (Sitzongsberichte 

der KOnig!. Mhmischen Gesellschaft der Wissenschafteii;Prag, 1885. 
1 ) The lnnar zodiac has been preserved in India down to the present day, side 

by side with the solar zodiac, which was probably not introduced into India nntil the 
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Thus there are many passages in Vedic literature in which it 
is said that a sacrificial act is to take place "under such and 
such a Nak~atra," i.e. "when the moon stands in conjunction 
with this Nak~atra." There are still more numerous 
passages in which the Nak~atras are brought into definite 
relationship with the full moon and new moon. And already 
in the earlier literature there often appear only twelve of the 
27 Nak~atras connected with the full moon, from which niay 
be traced t.he names of the months derived from the twelve 
Nak~atras. These mo.nth-names were originally used only for 
lunar months, but were later extended also to the twelve 
divisions of the solar year. But as already in Vedic times 
attempts had been made to bring the solar and lunar year into 
accord by some means or another, the question arises whether, 
out of th,e combination of certain full-moon Nak~atras with 
the seasons of the year and the commencement of the year, 
conclusions may not be drawn as to the period in which the 
resp~ctive calendar data originate. Such conclusions, which 
led to surprising results, were attempted in the year 1893, 
simultaneously and independently of each other, by H. Jacobi 
in Bonn and the Indian scholar Bal Gangadhar Tilak in· 
Bombay.1

> Both scholars by different ways arrived at the 
opinion that at the period of the BrahmaJ}.as the Pleiades 

first century A.D. with the doctrines of the Greek astronomers. The problem of the 
origin ~of this lunar zodiac, and of the relationship between the Indian Nak~atras and 
the Meniizil of the Arabs and the Sieou of the Chinese bas not been solved even now. 
See especially A. Weber, Die vedischen Nachrichten von den Naxatra, 1, 2, ABA 1860, 
1862; G. Thibaut, Astronomie (Grundriss III, 9), pp. 12 ff.; H. Oldenberg, Nakfatra nnd 
sieou, NGGW 1909, 544 ff. Macdonell and Keith, Vedic Index, I, 427 ff., plead for 
Babylonian origin, which F. Hommel (ZDMG 45, 1891, 592 ff.) has tried to prove; 
bot see B. V, Kame8vara Aiyar, Ind. Ant. 48. 1919, 95 ff. 

1
) A. Ludwig, Der Rigveda III, Pro.g 187&, pp. 183 ff. and R. G. Bhandarkar, Report, 

1883-84, p. 39, have already pointed out the chronological significance of the Krttika& 
heading the list of the Nak,atras in the Briihmal}as. But Bhandarkar places the 
B~hmal}as between 1200 and 900 B.C. Violent discussions were nroused by H. Jacobi's 
papers in "Festgross au Rudolf von Roth," Stuttgart, 1893, pp. 68-73, in NGGW, 1894, 
pp. 106-116, and in 00 X, Geneva 1894, I, pp. 103-108, and the book of B. G. TtZak. The 
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(Krttikas), which at that time formed the starting-point of the 
Nak~atra series, coincided with the vernal equinox, but that in 
the Vedic texts there are also to be found traces of an older 
calendar, in whicrt the vernal equinox fell in Orion (Mrgasi
ras). From the calculation of the value <lf the precession, 
however, it appears that about 2500 B. C. the vernal equinox 
lay in the Pleiades and about 4500 in Orion. But while 
Tilak goes so far as to date some Vedic texts back to the -year 6000 13. C., Jacobi contents himself with placing "the 
beginnings of the perio!l of civilization, as the mature, per
hap:~ even late production of which the songs of the J;tgveda 
have come down to us," at about 4500 B. C. This period of 
civilization stretches, according to him, roughly from 4500-
~500 B. C., and he is inclined to ascribe "the collection of 
hymns which has come down to us, to the second half of this 
period." 1> Jacobi was confirmed in this opinion by a second 
astronomical observation. The Grhyasutras tell us of a 
marriage-custom in ancient India, according to which the 
bride and bridegroom, after they had arrived at their new 
home, had to sit silently on the hide of a bull, till the stars 
became visible, whereupon the bridegroom showed his bride 
the Pole. star, called dhruva, "the constant one," and at the 
same time uttered a prayer, as for example, "Be comtant, 
prospering in my house," whereto she replied: ''Constant 
art thou, may I be constant in the house of my husband." 
This marriage-custom, in which a "constant" star figures as 
the symbol of unchangeable constancy, must have originated 
at a time in which a brighter star stood so near the celestial 

Orion or Researches into the Antiqaity of the Vedas, Bombay 1893. Cf. G Bii.hler, Iud. 
Ant. 23, 1894, pp. 238 If.; W. D. Whitney in J AOS Proceedings, March 1894 (reprinted Ind. 

Ant. 24, 1895, pp. 361 If.); G. Thibaut, lnd Ant. 2.,1, pp. 85 If.; and Astronomie (Grundri•s 
III, 9) pp. 18 f.; A. Barth, J A 189!, pp. 156 If.; Oeurres H, 2!8 If.; A. Weber, SBA 1894, 

pp. 775 If.; H. Oldenberg in ZDMG 48. 1894, pp. 629 If.; 49, pp. 470 If.; 50, pp. 4.'>0 If.; 
Jacobi in ZDMG 49, pp. 218 If.: 50, pp. 69 If.; E. W. Hopkins, The Religions of India, Boston 

1895, pp. 4 If. ; A. A. Macdonell, History of Sanskrit Literature, London 1900, P· 12. 
1 ) Festgruss an Roth, pp. h f, 
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pole that it seemed, to the observers of that time, to be stand· 
ing still. Now it is again a result of the precession that, 
with the gradual alteration of the celestial equator, its North 
Pole also moves away, describing in about :?.6,000 years a circle· 
of 23} degreos radius around the con~tant pole of the ecliptic. 
By this means, one star after another slowly moves towards 
the North Pole and becomes North Star or Pole Star; but 
only from time to time does a brighter star approach the Pole so 
closely, that it can, for all practical purposes, be regarded 
as "a constant one" (dhruva). At present Alpha, a star of 
the second magnitude, in the Lit.tle Bear, is the Pole Star 
of th'~ Northern hemisphere. This ~tar, of course, cannot be 
meant when the Pole Star is spoken of in Vedic times, 
because only 2000 years ago this star was still so far removed 
from the pole that it could not possibly have been designated 
as the "constant one." Not until 2780 B. C. do we meet 
with another· Pole A tar which merited this name. At that 
time Alpha Draconis stood so near to the Pole for over 500 
years that it must have appAn.red immovable to those who 
observed with the naked eye. We must, then, place the 
origin of the name of Dhruva, as well as the custom o£. 
showing the " constant" star to the bride on her marriage 
evening as the symbol of constancy, into a period in which 
Alpha Draconis was Pole Star, that is, in the first half of the' 
third millenary B. C. In the marria.ge·verses of the ~gveda, 
however, this custom is not yet thought of, wherefore Jacobi 
considers it probable" that the use of Dhruva in the marriage 
ceremony does not belong to the time of the ~gveda, but to 
the following period, and that, therefore, the. ~gvedic period 
of civilization lies before the third millenary B. C." 1> 

As bas been said, the assertions of Jacobi and Tilak met 
with violent opposition. The most serious objection to the 
argument about the Pleiades was that the Indians of the 

') ZDMG., VoL 50, p. 71. 

38 
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most ancient times were concerned only with the position of 
the Nak~atras in relation to the moon and not to the sun, and 
that· there is not a single . trace of any observation of the 
equinoxes to be found in the most ancient times. The 
passage IJ in which we read that the Pleiades "do not swerve 
from the East" should probably not be interpreted as mean
ing that they rose "due east" (which would have been the 
case in the third millenary B. C., and would point to a 
knowledge of the vernal equinox): the correct interpretatio~ 
is more likely that they remain visible in the eastern region 
for a .considerable time-during several hours-every night, 
which was the case about 1100 B. C.2

> Coming to the 
argument of the New Year in various millenaries, it is most 
~ifficult to decide these questions, primarily because in our 
texts the year sometimes begins with spring, sometimes with 
winter, and sometimes with the rainy season, and moreover 
the number of seasons varies between three, five and six:.3> 

The argument of the Pole Star, too, provoked serious 

1 ) Sat .. Br, 11, 1, 2, 3. See Oldenberg and Jacobi, Z DMG 48, p. 631 note; 50, pp. 72 
and 452. Sankar B. Dikshit (Ind. Ant. 24, 1895, pp. 245 f.), B. V. Kameavara Aiyar (The 

.Age of the Brii.hmal}as, in the Quarterly Journal of the Mythic Society 1922, and previously 
in Proc. FOC I, pp. 1 fl. and Dhirendrallath Mukhopadhyaya, The Hindu Nakshatras, pp. 41 

f. (Reprint from Vol. VI of the Journal of ihe Department of Science, Calcutta University, 

1923), have concluded from this passage, that the Satapatha-Briihmal}a was written about 

3000 B. C. 
•) I am indebted for this explanation to Professor A. Prey, the astronomer of our 

Unirersity, who informs me that, in about llOO B. C. the Pleiades rose approximately 13° 

to the north of the east point, approaching nearer and nearer the east line, and crossing 
it as late as 2 • n• after their rise, at a height of 29°, when seen from a place situated 
at 25° North latitude. They thus remain almost due east long enough to serve as 
a convenient basi• for orientation. T!Jis interpretation of the passage is prove<l. to 

be the correct one, by Baudhllyana-Srautasi"itra 27, 5 (cf. W. Calami, Uber das rituelle 
Si"itra des Baudhayana, Leipzig 1903, pp. 37 II.), where it is preecribed that the supporting 
beams of a but on the place of sacrifice shall face the east, and that this direction shall be 
fixed after the Pleiades appear, as the latter "do not depart from the eastern region." It 
is true that, about 2100 B. C. or about 3100 B. C., the Pleiades touched the east line 
earlier, l!nt they proceeded southwards so rapidly that they were not suitable for orient

ation. 
•) In the Sat.-Br. XII, 8,2,35, it is said: 'All seasons are the first, all are the 

intermediate, all are the last." 
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)bjections. We cannot deny the possibility of one of the lesser 
stars in the Little Bear having been visible (about 1250 B. C. 
and even later still) as the Pole Star in the clear Indian 
fi.rmament.1l At any rate it is not permissible to draw 
any concluBion from the non-mention of this custom in the 
~gveda : for by no means all of the marriage-customs are 
mentioned in the marriage hymn in the ~gveda, arid 
there is no reason why this particular custom should have 
been singled out for mention in preference to another. 

'!'hough the astronomical arguments of. Tilak and Jacobi 
did not succeed in proving what was to be proved, they have 
stimulated the enquiry whether there are no other grounds 
for assuming a greater antiquity of Vedie culture. And 
indeed, from the point of view of Indian history, nothing 
speaks against the assumption that Vedic literature extends 
back into the third millenary, and ancient Indian culture 
to the fourth millenary, while the supposition of .1200 or 
even 1500 B. C., traceable to Max Muller, for the commence
ment of the Vedic periotl no longer agrees with the present
day state of our knowledge of the political history, as well as of 
the literary and religious history of ancient India. This 
has, I believe, been convincingly proved, especially by G. 
Biihler.2> 

Inscriptions prove that in the third. century B. C. 
South~;n-· Inilia was conquered by the Aryan Indians and 
invaded by brahmanical culture. The fact, however, that 

some Vedic schools, such as those of Baudhayana and Apas;. 
tamba, originated in the south of India, makes . it probable 
that the conquest of the south by the Aryans must have taken 
place much earlier, perhaps as early as in the 7th· or 8th 

1
) Profe~sor Prey believes that Groom bridge 2001 and 2029, Rlars of the fifth to 

the sixth magnitude in the Little Bear, the first of which approached the pole as far aa 17, 

in about 1250 B. C., and the second of which approached the pole as far aa 8' in 1500 B. 0., 
are easily visible in view of the favourable atmospheric conditions of India, 

2
) Ind. Ant .. 23, 1894, pp. 245 ff. 
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century B. C. For the whole country can hardly have bet>n 
colonised and brahmanized immediately after the conquest 
to such an extent that Vedic schools could originate in the 
dishnt south. But, as Buhler says,t> "with the conquest 
of Southern India about 700 or even about 600 B. 0., the 
assumption that the Indo-Aryans inhabited about 1200 or 
ev'en about 1500 B. C. the northern corner of India and 
Eastern Afghanistan becomes absoluteiy impossible. The 
dea that the Indo- Aryan nation of the Vedic times, with its 

many clan-divisions and its perpetual internal feuds, should 
have conquered the 123,000 square miles, which form the 
area of India (excluding the Punjab, Assam and Burma) 
and should have founded States, organised on the same model, 
all over this vast territory within the space of five, six or 
even eight hundred years, appears simply ludicrous; espe
cially if it is borne in mind that this territory was inhabited 
not merely by forest tribes, but in part by peoples possessing 
a civilisation not much inferior to that of the invaders. 1\.fore 
than double of the longest period named was required for 
su.oh achievements. 

Now it C'ould be said, and it has been said by Olden berg, 
that seven hundred years are a good span of time, in which 
much can happen. "One should consider,'' says Oldenberg,2> 
"what 400 years have m~ant for the enormous plains of 
Northern and Southern America." This, however, is a poor 
comparison. The races and civilizations which came into 
contact with one another in America were, after all, very 
different from those with which we have to deal in ancient 
India. As far as the political conditions of ancient India are 
concerned, we learn from some of the songs of the l;tgveda and 
from the epics that., just as is shown by the later history of 
India, continuous :fi~hting took place between the separate 

') Tnd Ant. 23, 1894, p. 247. 

•) ZDMG, Vol. 49, p. 479. 
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Aryan tribes in ancient and even the most ancient times. Under 
such circumstances the conquest of India could only proceed 
step by stPp, extt·emely slowly. Actually we se~ also, if we com
pare the two oldest strata of Indian literature with each other, 
that the advance of the Aryans towards the east and south 
proceeded only very slowly. In the hymns of the ];lgveda 
we find the 1ndo-Aryan people still established exclusively 
in the extreme north-west of India, and in Eastern Afghan
istan, and yet the period in which the hymns of the J;tgveda 
originated, must have stretched over centuries. 'fhat is 
proved by the many diffet·ent strata of earlier and later parts, 
which we find in these hymns; it is proved, too, by the 
circumstance that the I_t~is, who not only in the Anukrama
I)is, but already in the BrabmaJ;J.~s, were erroneously called 
"seers" or composers of the hymns, are in the hymns them
selves regarded as seers of a remote antiquity. 1> The 
composers of the hymns, too, very often speak of "old songs," 
of "songs composed after the old manner," as though this 
poetry had been practised since time immemorial,2> .M. 
Bloomfield s) has shown that, of the approximately 40,000 
lines of t.he ];lgveda, nearly as many as 5,000 lines are repe
titions. This proves that, at the time when the ].lgveda was 
composed, the more modern poets would frequently borrow 
lines and expressions from older ones, and that there was 
actually in existence a large number of floating lines of verse, 
which any singer could incorporate in his song if he so 
fancied. But we have repeatedly seen how fa1·, after all, 
the I_tgveda lies behind all other literary works of the Veda. 
Even the language of the hymns is much more archaic 
than that of the Vedic prose works. 'rhe religious views 
and the conditions of civilizl\.tion are quite different. The 

1
) See abo\·e pp. 57 f. 

') See Ludwig, Der Rigveda, III, pp. 180 f. 
•) The Vedic Concordance, HOS, Vol. 10, 1906; Rig-Veda. Repetitions, HOS, Vols. 

20 and 24, 1916; JAOS 29, 1908, 287 f.; 31, 1910, 49 ff. 
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Brahmai).as, Arai).yakas and Upani!:;ads pre-suppose not only 
the hymns of the I_tgveda, but also the spells and prayers of 
the other Saq1hitas as sacred texts of hoary age. Indeed, 
these old hymns and spells were often no longer understood. 
The old legends had fallen into oblivion. I will recall only 
the distance separating the Suna.b.sepa legend of the Aita
reya-Brahmai).a from the hymns of the E.gveda. 1> 

Ora.l tradition, too, pre-supposes longer interva~ of time 
than would be necessary, had these texts been written down. 
Generations of pupils and teachers must have passed away 
before all the existing and the many lost texti'l had taken 
definite shape in the Vedic schools.2

> On linguistic, literary 
and cultural grounds we must therefore assume that many 
centuries elapsed between the period of the earliest hymns 
and the final compilation of the hymns into a Saq1hita or 
"collection," fnr the E.gveda-Saq1hita after all denotes only the 
close of a period long past,3

> and again between the E.gveda
Samhita and the other Samhita~ and the Brahmanas. The . . . 
Brahma'I).aS themselves, with their numerous schools and 
branch schools, with their endless lists of teachers and the 
numerous references to teachers of antiquity, require a period 
of several centuries for their origin.4

> This literature itself, 
as well as the spread of brahmanical culture, theological 
knowledge, and not least, the priestly supremacy which went 
hand in hand with it, must have taken centuries. And when 
we come to the Upani~ads, we see that they, too, belong to 
different periods of time, that they, too, pre-suppose generations 

') See above, p. 57, p. 60, pp. 62 ff., pp. 69 f., p. 75, pp. 79 f., p. 104, pp. 196 ff., pp. 215 f. 

•) The circumstance that the texts were written down when they were no longer 

completely understood and after a gap had occurred in the tradition, also explains 

the fact that so frequently passages of diverge contents and different periods occur in 

all Vedic texts, so that, for instance, some Upani~ads are to be found among the SatphitAs 

and Briihmai}as. See above pp. 124, 149 :ff., 226. 
3 ) The Aitareya-Arai}yaka already pre-supposed the I_tgveda. Sa!Jlhit~ in its division 

intote!) l?qoks. (Max Muller, History of Ancient Sa,;skrit Literature, pp. 340 f.) 

• •) See above, pp. 194 · 
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of teachers and a long tradition.1
> Yet we see that, 

during the whole of this time, which lasted from the first 
beginnings till the last off-shoots of Vedic literature, th~ 

Indo-Aryan people conquered only the comparatively small 
stretch of land from the Indus as far as the Ganges, the 
actual Hindustan. If this advance from the extreme north
west over into the eastern Ganges-land already took so long, 
how many centuries must the conquest of the whole of 
Central and Southern India have taken ! If we consider this, 
700 years will no longer appear to us a great period of time. 

There are other considerations besides this. It is 
indisputably to the credit of Max Muller to have shown that 
Buddhism at about 500 B.C. absolutely pre-supposes the 
existence of the whole of Vedic literature. In refutation of 
the view, held by some scholars, 2> that the earliest Upani!1lads 
should not be placed prior to the 6th century .B.O., 
Oldenberg3

> has shown that centuries must have elapsed 
between the earliest Upani~ads and the earliest Buddhist 
literature. Buddhist literature, however, pre-supposes not 
only the Veda, but the Vedangas also,'> and indeed brahmanical 
literature and science in a highly developed state. To-day, 
too; more light has been thrown on the religious conditions 
of ancient India than was the case in Max Muller's day, when 
it was thought possible to squeeze the whole development of 
the religious history of India up to the appearance of Buddhism 
within the limit of 700 years. Even bej01·e the appearance of 
Buddhism, th~>re were sects in India, as Buhler . has pointed 
out, which denied the sanctity of the Veda. The tradition of 
one of these sect.s, the Jainas, has in other respects proved so 

1
) See above, pp. 235 ff. 

') Cf. Hopkins, JAOS 22, 336 n.; Rapson, Ancient India, p. 181. 
•) Die Lehre der Upanishaden und die Anflinge des Buddhismus, pp. 288, 357. 
•) It is noteworthy that the Buddhists, too, call their didactic texts " Siitras "i 

although these are by no means composed in the " Sii tra" style indicated above, on 
pp. 268 f. They took ".Batra" to mean." didactic text," 
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reliable as to chronology, that we may re!{ard with some 
confidence a report which places the life of the first founder of 
this sect about 7o0 B.C. Buhler also thought he could prove 
that other sects antagonistic to the Veda and to Brahmanism 
went back to a much more hoary antiquity than h>td hitherto 
been supposed.1> Unfortunately he did not live to demonstrate 
this proof. 

The discoveries made by Hugo Winckler in Boghazk5i 
in Asia Minor in the year 1907, gave an impe-tus- to-more 
recent discussions on the question of the age of the I;tgveda 
and of Vedic culture.2> The clay tablets from the archives 
of the capital of the anciPnt Hittite kingdom, which were 
found in Boghazkoi, included records of treaties concluded 
by the king of the Hittites and the king of Mit1tni at the 
beginning of the 14th century 13.0. 1'he gods of both 
kingdoms are invoked as guardians of the treaties, and in the 
list of gods there appear, beside numet·ous Babylonian and 
Hittite deities, the name~ of ~Iitrct, Varu:g.~, Indra and 
Nasatyau among the gods of Mitani.3> How did the names 

\) R. Garbe, too (Beitrii.ge zur indiscben Kulturgeschicbte, pp. 27 ff.), i11 inclined to 

date the origin of the sect of the Bhligavatas or Paiicaratras back to pre. Buddhist times. 

') Cf. Ed. Mey!r, 8BA 1908, pp. 14 fl'.; Zeitschrift fli vergleichende Sprachwis. 

senschaft, 42, 1909, pp. 1 ff.; Geschichte des Altertums, 2. Auf!., 1, 2 (1909), §§ 651, 574; 

H. Jacobi, JRAS 1909, 721 ff. ; 1910, 456 ff:; Internat. Wochenschrift, 5, 1911, 387; 

A. B. Keith, JRAS 1909, 110() ff, : 1910, 464 ff.; Bhandarkar, Com. Vol., pp. 81 ff. and HOS., 

Vol. 18 Introd. (where the whole -ievelopment of Vedic literature is crammed in between 

1200 and 350 B.C., see ~sp. pp. clxv f.); A. A. MacdO'IIell in Vedic Index I, pp. viii f and 

ERE 7, 1914, pp. 49 ff.; R. Oldenberg, JRAS 1909, pp. 1095 ff.; 1910, pp. 8~6 ff.; L de Ia 

Vall~e P011.Ss•n, Le Vedisme, 11 ieme ed. Paris, 1909, pp. 29 f.; Winternito, Oesterreichische 

Monatschrift for den Orient, 41, Hll5 pp. 16'l ff.; Calcutta Review, Nov., 1923, pp. 119 ff. ; 

Bten KO'IIow, '1'he A•·yan Gods of the Mitani People {Royal Fr.;derik University Publications 

of the Indian Institu:e, Kristiania, 1!121); F. E. Pa1·giter, Ancient Indian Historical 

Tradition, London, 1922, pp. 300 ff.; P. Giles, Cambridge History of India, I. pp. 72 f 

•) At least, nearly all sf'holars agree •dth Wmckler ( ll itteilungen der De .. tschen 

Orient.Gese!lschaft No. 35, 1907, p. 51, s. Boghazkoi-Studi<>n VII!, Leipzij{ 1923, pp. 32 f., 
M f.) that these names of gods have to be •·ecognised in the following oaneif<>rm text: 
ilAni Mi-it-ra afi.§j.iJ iliinl U-ru-wa.na-a@.si·el {in another text. A-ru-na -ali.si-ll) In-dar 

(other text: In-da-ra) iliini Na-5a-at.ti-ya.an-na. Doubts against this identification have 

only been raised by J. HaUvv in Revue Semitiqne, 16. Hl08, pp. 247 ff. 
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of these deities reach the Mitanis in Asia · Minor ? Scholars 
diverge greatly in their reply to this question. The historian 
Ed.· Meyer ascribes these gods to the Aryan period, i.e., · the 
period when the Indians and Iranians as yet formed an 
undivided nation in language and religion 1>; and he assumes 
that, at the same time as these "Aryans" appeared in western 
lfesopotamia and· Syria, the separate development of the 
Aryans ·iii north-western India had already begun: the Vedic 
hymns, the earliest of which arose "probably not later than 
about 1500 :B.O." bearing witness to this development. A 
similar opinion has been expressed by P. Giles. Oldenberg 2> 

thinks it more likely " that these are the gods of so111e 
western Aryan tribe akin to the Indians, inherited from some 
common past, as the Indians on their part had inherited them 
from the same source." He leaves the question open whether 
these were Iranians before Zoroaster's time, or whether a 
third branch of the Aryans is meant, and takes the view that 
this discovery does not justify us in assuming greater antiquity 
for the Veda. 

It is a fact, however, that this particular grouping of the 
gods Varul}.a and liitra, Indra and Nasatyau, with these 
forms of their names, can be traced onlu in the Veda. 

·For this reason I agree with Jacobi, Konow and Hillebrandt 
in considering these gods to be Indian, V&dio deities and 
that there is no possible justification for any other view. 
We shall have to assume that, just as there were Aryan 
immigrations into India from the west, there must have 
been isolated migrations back to the west. We may 
think either of warlike adventurers or of connections by 
marriage. Nor should we forget that,· at the time of the 

') H. Winckler (Orientalist. Literaturzeitung, 13, 1910, 289 If. ; Mitteilungen der 
Vorderasiatisohen Gesellsohaft 18, 1913, H. 4, pp. 75 If.) even thinks that the Ham who 
in the inscriptions are mentioned as the ruling class in Mitani are identical .with these 
very " Aryans." But this is quite uucertain. Cf. A. H. Sayee, JRAS 1909, pp. 1106 f. 

:> NGGW, Geschliftliche Mitteilungen, 19181 P· 91. 

8~ 
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J;tgveda, the Aryan Indians were as yet much nearer the west 
from the geographical point of view •1> As regards chrono .. 
logy, however, all that we can glean from the inscriptions 
at Boghazkoi is that, about the middle of the second millenary 
B.C. Aryan tribes which worshipped Vedic gods must already 
have been established in north-western India for a very 
considerable time, as several of these tribes had migrated 
far back to the west as early as about ·1400 B.C. 21 This 
small but important. fact would be .tmpported still further, if 
it should prove to be true that also traces of Indian numerals 
are to be found in the Boghazkoi texts.8> 

The idea of so early a date as the third millenary B.C. 
fo' the Veda would certainly be out of the question, if it 
wer~ proved that the individual Indo-European peoples had 
nqt yet separated from th~ primitive Indo-Europeans in the 

1 ) s.,e A. HiZZebrandt, Aus Alt-und Neuindien, Bresl&u, 1922, pp. 1ft. and Zll 3, 1924. 
pp, ~ ff. whQ point, out traces of relations to Western countries espec~lly in the eighth 
Book of the ~gveda. For other views about the Aryan Indians in Asia. Minor seeR. G. 
Bha.ndarkar, JBRAS 25, 1918, pp. 76 ff., and E. F01'1'er, Die acht Sprachen der BogbazkOi· 
lnl!chriften, SBA J919, pp, 10;36 f, 

') Konow suggests that the Nlsatyas are 111entioned in the Mitani treaty on account 
of their playing a. role in the ancient marriage-rites, because the treaty, following npon 
a war between the Hittite lling Subbilnlinma. and the Mi.tani king Mattinza, was confirmed 
bfllo marriage of the latter with the Hittite king's daughter. As this connection of the 
Ahina with the marriage-ritual, however, occurs only in the late Siirylsiikta, Konow 
concludes "that the e:~:tension of Indo-Aryan civilization into Mesopotamia took place 
after the bulk of the \tgveda had come into ell:istence ," 10 that the oldest portion& of the 
collection w0uld "have to be considered as consider~bly older than the Mitani treaty." 
I cannot see the force of this argument, as lndra and the ~lsatyaq (Indranlsatya) are 
invoked together in Rv. VIII, 26, 8, where they have nothing to do with marriage. K. 
Jha{~opiidhyiiya (Calcutta Review, •ay 192~, pp. 287 ff.) concludes from the mention of 
Vedic gods in the Boghazlroi treaties that between 2000 and 1500 B.C. there were 1everal 
am vale of Aryan peoples in Asia Minor at the same time when othe•· Aryan tribes entered 
bdia from Central Asia and became knoWB as Vrityas. This ehrenological combination 
of the Vrityas with the Indians in Asia Minor has no foundation in fact whatsoever, hence 
Mr~ Cha~t<>pldhylya's chronological cooclnsion11 (Brahmar;~a period from 2000 B.C. to 
1400 B.O., Yajnrveda and Atharvaveda about 2000 B.C. and \tgveda before 3,000 B.C.) 
are quite unfoundecL 

•) Cf. P. Jensen, Indische Zahlwl)rter in ~eilschrift4ittitischen TllJ:teo, S BA 19191 

pp. 367 ff, 
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third millenary.1! This view which, in my opinion, is very 
unlikely and has not been satisfactorily proved, is welcomed 
by those who wish· to assign as low a. date as possible to the 
:J;tgveda and to the beginnings of Indian culture. Thus J. 
Hertel2l promises to demonstrate that. the J;tgveda originated, 
not in north~western India but in Iran, and at a time not far 
distant from that of Zoroaster,. who, according to Hertel, 
lived about 550 B.O. G. Hiising3l goes still further, and turns 
and twists certain of the names of kings occurring in the 
cuneiform inscriptions so long that they are metamorphosed 
into those of Indian kings. On the basis of these "facts," 
he then concludes that from about 1000 B.C. the Indians 
wandered from Armenia. to Afghanistan, which was the scene 
of the :ij.gvedic period1 and that it was only later that they 
were driven further towards India. Following a suggestion 
of H. Brunnhofer, he even assumes that the king Kanita 
Prthusravas"l who is mentioned in the J;tgveda. is identical 
with a Scythian king Kanitas who is mentioned in a Greek 
inscription and on a coin, and who lived in the 2nd century 
B.C. This would mean "that the collection of these songs 
w.as not yet completed in the 2nd century B.O." This must 

1 ) Gunther Ipse-n. {Indogerma.n. Forschungen 41, 1923, pp. 1'14 ff.: Stand und 
Anfgaben der Sprachwissenschaft, Festsch·dft fur W. Streitberg, Heidelberg 1924, pp. 200 
ft.) endeavours to prove that the Indo-Enropea&. 'ltol'ds for" copper,"" cow" and" star" 
were borrowed from the Sumeri&n, and not earlier than between 3000 .and 2100 B.C. 
However, when we consider that the domestic cow and copper are among the moet ancient 
of prehistoric finds, we shall hesitate to accept Ipsen's theory. 

•) Indogerman. Forschungen 41,1923, p. 188 ~ Die Zeit Zoroaaters, Leipzig, 192ft t 
.Die Himmelstore im Veda und im Avesta, Leipzig, 1924, pp. '1 f. A book by Hertel on the 
age and home of the ~gveda is announced, but has not ye' been publislied. Zoroaster'!! 
date is still uncertain, but there are good reasons for placing him about .1000 B.C. See 
C. Cl.emen, Die griechischen und lateinischen Nachrichten ilber die pereische Religion, 
Giessen 1920, pp. 11 ft.; H. Reichelt in Feetschrift fii.r W. Streitberg, pp. 282 f. 

•) Die Inder in Boghazklli, in Prace linguistyozue. ofl.arowane Janowi Baudouinowi 
de Cou1·tenay ... Krakow 1921, pp. 1511!. 

•) ~v; VIII, 46, 21; 24. The story of this King Pr~hu8ravas is one of the old 
tales which, like ~he Akhyiina of Suna9iepa, were recited at the Pnru§amedha1 s. Sabkhl~ 
yana.Srautasiitra XVI, 111 23. 
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surely be the very latest date ever yet assumed as that of the 
}.tgveda I 

The strongest argument for a later.dating of the Veda 
.is undoubtedly the c}ose relationship between the Veda and 
the· Avesta with regard to language and religious views.1> 

There are, however, very great differences to counteract the 
points of agreement in religion. Moreover the points of 
agreement can easily be explained, considering firstly that 
Indians and Iranians once formed one Aryan cultural unit 
at a pre-Vedic and pre-Avestic period, and secondly that 
they remained neighbours even after the separation. As 
regards the kinship of the languages, it is quite impossible to 
state definite chronological limits within which languages 
change. Some languages change very rapidly, others remain 
more or less unaltered. for a long period.2> It is true 
that hieratic languages, like those of the Vedic hymns 
and the Avesta, can remain unaltered much longer than 
spoken vernaculars. 

Nevertheless, all that we know of the history of other 
languages and branches of languages compels us to say that 
languages do not remain unchanged for an indefinite number 
of millenaries, let alone tens of thousands of years. For this 
reason, the fantastic :figures of 16000 or even 25000 B. c.s> 
as the date of the Veda, built up on the basis of astronomical 
or geological speculations, are absolutely impossible. Figures 
like this imply, too, that scarcely any cultural progress worthy 

') Thas A. A. Macdonell (ERE. Vul. '1, 1914, pp. 49 ff.) says, that "it seems impoao 
eible to avoid the conclusion that the Indians cannot have separated from the Iranians 
mach earlier than about 1300 B. C." 

•) Cf. A. C. Woolner (Proc. FOO I, pp. nii ff.; 11, p. 20 ff.) who rightly says "that as 
far as any philological estimates go, 2000 B. C. remains quite as possible as 1200 B. C. for 
the earliest Mantra." See also B. V. Kameivara. .Aiy:~r, Quarterly Journal of the Mythic 
Society XII, 1, p. 4. 

•) 1 am thinking of Abina.s Chahdra Das, ~ig· Vedic lndia1 1, Calcutta 1921 (s. also 
Calcutta Review, :M~rch 1924, PP• 540 ff.) and D. N. Mukhopadh11all«, The Hindu 
Nakshatras (reprinted from Vol. VI of Journal of the Department of Science, Calcutta 
Univenity, 1923). 
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of the name was made in the whole course of that overwhelm
ingly long aeon, which would be most surprising in the case of 
so talented a race as the Indians. These figures are impos
sible, too, because the continuity betw~en the Vedic and the 
later brahmanical culture, which cannot be explained away 
especially as regards religion, would then become utterly 
inexplicable. Moreover, classical Sanskrit, as fixed by PaQ.ini 
in his Grammar more especially on the basis of the language 
of the BrahmaQ.as which still formed part of thA Veda proper, 
and again the language of the inscriptions of King Asoka in 
the third century B. C., show too close a relationship with the 
language of the Veda for it to be feasible that a stretch of so 
very many thousands of years lay between. 

In summing up, we may say : 
L Attempts to determine the period of the Veda by the 

aid of astronomy come to grief owing to the fact that there are 
certain:Passages in the Vedic texts which admit of various 
interpretations. However correct the astronomical calcula
tions may be, they prove nothing unless the texts in question 
admit of an unambiguous interpretation. 

2. The historical __ facts and hypotheses, such as the 
mention of Vedic gods in the cuneiform inscriptions, and the 
relationship of Vedic antiquity to the Aryan (Indo-Iranian) 
and Indo-European period, are so uncertain in themselves that 
the most divergent and contradictory conclusions have been 
drawn from them. Nevertheless, we have now such likely 
evidence of relations between ancient India and western Asia 
penetrating as far west as Asia Minor in the second millenary 1 
B. C., that Vedic culture can be traced back. at least to thel 
second millenary B. C. · 

3. The linguistic facts,_ the near relationship between the 
-.;.....,'="""""~--::::-: 

language of the Veda and that of the Avesta on the one hand, 
and between the Vedic language and classical Sanskrit on the 
otherJ do not yield any positive results ; 
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4. they serve as a warning to us, however, to refrain from 
dating the Veda back to an inconceivably distant period on the 
strength of astronomical or f!!!!}qfl!:cal speculations. 

5. As all the external evidence fails, we are compelled 
to rely on the e'Didence arising m~t of the history of Indian 
literature itself, for the age of the Veda. The surest evidence 
in this respect is still the fact that Parsva, :Mahavira and 
Buddha pre-suppose the entire Veda as a literature to all 
intents and purposes completed, and this is a limit which we 
must not exceed. We cannot, however, explain the develop
ment of the whole of this great literature, if we assume as 
late a date as round about 1200 or 1500 B. C. as its starting
point. We shall probably have~~to date the beginning of this 
development about 200Q __ o0.QQO_ll. ... C., and the end of it 
between 750 and 500-B. C. The more prudent course, 
however, is to steer clear of any fixed dates, and to guard 
against the extremes of a stupendously ancient period or a. 
ludicrously modern epoch. 



SECTION II. 

THE POPULAR EPICS AND THE PURAJS'AS. 

TJIE BEGINNINGS OF EPIC POETRY IN INDIA. 

We have already seen the first traces of epic poetry in 
India in the Vedic l~teratur~-in _the dial~g~e-hymns of. the ( 
Rooveda as well as m the Akhyanas, It1hasas and Pur~as ·0 

of the :Brahma"Q.as.1
> Moreover we know from the .Bra.hmaJJ.as} 

and the ritual-literature, that the recital of such narrative 
poems formed a part of the religious ceremonies at the 
sacrificial and domestic festivals. 

Thus the daily recitation of legends of gods and heroes 
belonged to the preliminary celebration, which lasted a whole 
year, of the great horse-sacrifice. ln a regular succession 
which repeated itself every ten days, stories of certain gods 
and heroes were related; and also two lute-players, a .Brahman 
and a warrior, were present, who, in verses of their own 
composition (gathas), glorified the ge.nerosity and the war. 
}ike deeds, respectively, of the prince who was celebrating the 
sacrifice. The lute-players, who sang to the accompaniment 
of the lute the praises of a real king or of Soma as the king 
of the Brahmans, had also to be present at the ceremony of 
parting the hair, which was performed on the expectant 
mother in the fourth month of pregnancy, with a sacrifice 
for the prosperity of the fruit of her womb.· After a funeral, 
too, it was an old custom, to whose existence the poet B~ 
still testifies in the 7th century A.D., for the mourners to sit 

') Of. above pp. 101 ff., 208 ff., 226. The IndiH.IIs are not consistent U. th11ir use of 
the expressions iikhyiina, itihiisa and purii1,1a, for they sometimes p.sa them jl.8 synonyms, but 
at other times to mean varions kind!! 9f Jlarratives. The epic " 1\:Jabilbhllirata," in the 
Introduction, is called alternately itihiisa, purii!]a and iikhJ!iina. OQ. these terms, Of, also 
Emil Sieg, Die Sagenstoffe des \tgveda lU\d die indisc"Qe Itih~aatradition, 1, Stuttgart, 
1902, Introductiot~. 
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down in a shady place outside the house and to be diverted 
and consoled by the recitation of old Itihasas or . Pura~as. 
And when, after a death or some other heavy loss, the fire of 
the hearth had been carried out of the house in order to 
avert further misfortune, and a new fire kindled in the house 
by means of the two churning-sticks, then tha members of 
the family, keeping the fire alive far into the silent night, 
sat listening to the tales of people who had reached a green old 
age, and Itihasas and PuraQ.as auspicious for the future.1> 

There were not only single ballads (Akhyanas, Itihasas) 
but also cycles of ballads. At least one cycle of this kind has 
come down to us in the SuparrJakhyana, also called SuparQ.a· 
dhyaya or Sl!parQ.a.2> This is an apocryphal work belonging 
to the later Vedic literature, the author trying his utmost to 
imitate the hymns of the ~gveda in language, accentuation 
and external form, so that his ·work should appear to belong 
to the ~gveda. The date of this work is quite uncertain, 
but on metrical grounds we may place it approximately in 
the period of the metrical U pani!iJads, such as the Katha
Upani~ad.3> It is a cycle of ballads dealing with· the legend 

•) Satapatha-Brllhma~a, XIII, 4, 3; S&ilkMyana-Grhyasiitra, I. 22, 11 f.; .!sva. 

l&yana-Grhyasiitra, I, 14,6 f., IV, 6, 6; Plira.ska~a-Grhyasiitra, I, 15, 7 f.; Apastambly 
Grhyasiitra, 14, 4 f. Cf. also A. Weber, Episches im V6dischen Ritaa.l (SBA 1891) and 

H. LU.aers, in ZDMG, Vol. 58, pp. 707 ff. At the Pnrn~amedha, too, the recitation of 
Akhylnas foxms part of the ritual, e. &inkhiyana-Srantasiitra. 16, ll. 

•) Tb.e text, which has come down in very bad co•ldition, was first edited by E. 
Grube, Berlin, 1875 (reprinted in Ind. Stnd., Vol, 14); newly edited, translated into 
German and annotated by J. Charpentier, Die Sapur,_1asage, Uppaa.la 1920, pp. 190 ff. ; 

Of. J, v. Negelein in GGA., 1924, pp. 65 ff., 87ft J. Hertel considers this work to be a 
dramatic poem arter tb.e style of the Swling described by R. Temple (WZKM 23, 1909, 
273 ff. ; 24, 1910, 117 ff.; Indische Mirohen, pp. 344, 367 f.) ; and he has translated it 
into German as a drama (lndische Mirchen, Jena 1919, pp. 344 ff.).~Oj. Winternitz, Oester• 
reiohische Monatssohrift fiir den Orient 41, 1915, pp. 176 f., Oldenberg, Znr Geschichte 
der altindiaohen Prosa, pp. 61 ff. and NGGW 1919, pp. 79 ff. Tb.is Sapar~&dhylya has no 
connection with the Snparqa songs belonging to the Khilas of the J;tgveda, which are also 
called "Snparq&dhyiya" (a. above p. 60, and Scheftelrnoitz, ZDMG 74, 1920, p. 203). 

1 ) Charpentier, 1. o. pp. 196 f., J. v. Negelein (1. o. pp. 196, f.) doubts the jnstifioa· 

tion of Charpentier's conclusions. 
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of Kadru, the snake-mother, and Vinata, the bird-mother, and 
the enmity between Garu<Ja and the si?-akes,..a legend which 
dates far back into Vedic times,!> and which appears in epic 
form in the Astikaparvan of the Mahabharata. 

In the later Vedic texts Itikasa and Puraf}a are very 
frequently enumerated beside the Vedas and other bra~ches 
of learning ; the study of them counts as a work pleasing to 
the gods: in fact the ltikasapurat}a is actually called " the 
fifth Veda."2> They are generally mentioned immediately 
after the Atharvaveda, to which they are said to be closely 
related. 8> This bas led to the conclusion that, similar to the 
Vedic Sarphitas, there existed one or several collections of 
Itihasas and PuraQ.as, made up of myths and legends, legends 
of gods and tales of demons, snake deities, old sages (~~?is) and 
kings of ancient times. There is no proof, however, that such 
collections actually existed in the form of " books " in Vedic 
times.4> All that we know is that there were professional 
story-tellers (Aitihasikas, PauraQ.ikas) in very ancient times. 

1) Charpentier, I. c., pp. 288 ff. ; Satapa.tba-Br. III, 6, 2. 
') As Chindogya-Up VII, 1 f. and '1. In the Buddhist Suttanipita III, '1 

(Selasutta.}, Itihisa. is called "the fifth" after the three Vedas and the Vedlilga.s Cf. 
A. Weber, 1, c., and J, Dahlmann, Da.s Mahlbhirata als Epos und Rechtsbuoh, Berlin 
1895, pp. 281 ff. 

•) According to Chlndogya-Up III, 3, 4, the magic songs of the Atharvaveda. 
stand in the same relationship to the Itihisapur.il}a a.s the hymns (ro) to the ~gveda., 
the prayer formulae (yajus) to the Yajurveda, and the melodies (sima.n) to the Sllmaveda, 
Aooording to the Kan~iliya-Artha81stra, p. '1, the Atharvaveda and the "Itihisaveda" 
together with the trayi, "the threefold knowledge," form the Vedas. C/. above, p, 126, 
and M. Bloomfield, SBE., Vol. 42, pp. xxxvi f. 

•) The theory that there was a. book called " Itihlsaveda" or " Itihlsapnrll}a" is 
advanced by K. F. Geldner, Vedische Stndien I, pp. 290 f.; E. Bieg, Die Sagenstoffe des 
~gveda und die indi~che Itihlsa.~radition I, p. 33 and ERE VII, 1914, 461 ff.; J. Hertel, 

WZKM 23, 1909; p. 295; 24, p. 420, R. Pischel KG 168; H. Oertel, WZKM 24, p. 121 ; 
H. Jacobi, SBA 1911, p. 969. Bnt the very passage in Ka.u~iliya. I, 5, p. 10, which is 
quoted by these scholars, proves that " Itihasa •• should be interpreted, not as a single 
work, but a.s a class of literary productions : for " Veda " only means a certain kind of 
learning, not a book : Ayurveda is " medical science," Gandharvaveda is " music," 
~gveda, Sima veda, etc., are classes of texts, and not single books, Thus " Itihlsa.veda" is 
not any particular book, but that branch of learning which consiets of le~ends, stories, eto, 

4t0 
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It is certain, moreover, that as early as the time of Buddha 
there was in existence an inexhaustible store of prose and verse 
narratives-Akhyanas, Itihasas, Pural}.as and Gathas-, form
ing as it were literary public property which was drawn upon 
by the Buddhists and the J a ins, as well as by the epic poets. 

'Ihe "songs in praise of men" (gatha narasams!)1> are 
often mentioned beside the Itihasas and Pura"Q.as, among the 
texts which are pleasing to the gods. These songs are 
connected on the one hand with the Danastutis of the RO'-.o 
veda and the Kuntapa hymns of the Atharvaveda, but on the 
other hand they are the direct precursors of the actual Heroic 
Epic itself, for their contents are-the ___ glorio1isdeeds-of the 
warriors and princes. These "~ongs in pnise of men" pro
bably soon developed into epic poems of considerable lPngth, 
i.e. heroic songs, and into entire cycles of epic songs, centring 
around one hero or one great event; for the only two national 
epics which have come down to us, the Mahabharata and the 
RamayarJa, represent hut the last remnants of a long past 

--~-··-····-···---··· --··· ... ·-.~---· .... --·-
period of epic poetry. Long before these two epics existed as 
such, songs must have been sung of the great combat of 
nations around which the 1\fahabbarata centres, and of the 
deeds of Rama, the hero of the Ramayat;J.a. Neither is it 
conceivable that the battles of the Kauravas and PaQdavas and 
the adventures of Rama should have been the only subjects of 
poetry. :Many other heroes and great events in other royal 
houses also must have been sung. These old heroic songs, 
whose existence we must take for granted, have not all vanish
ed without trace; in remnants and fr:tgments some of them 
have been preserved in our two epics.2

> 

') Satapatba-Br. XI, 5, 6, 8; A!ivalayana-Grhyas. III, 3. The fact that, in these 

songs, panegyrics were more important than historical troth, is evident from the Vedic 
texts themselves, for they declare these Glithiis to be "lies" (MaitrliyaQi-SaiJ1hit4 I, 11, 5: 

K&~haka 14, 5). 
•) Of. H. Jacobi, Uber ein verlorenes Heldengedicbt der Sindhn-Sanvira, in 

M~anges Kern, Leide 1903, pp. 53 ff. 
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The authors, reciters and preservers of this heroic poetry 

were the bards, usually called Sutas, who lived at the courts 
of kings and recited or sang their songs at great feasts in 
order to proclaim the glory of the princes. They also went 
forth into battle, in order to be able to sing of the heroic deeds 
of the warriors from their own observations. Thus, in the 
Uahabharata itself, it is the Suta Sanjaya who describes to 
King Dh:rtara~tra the events on the battlefield. These court
singers formed a special caste,ll in which the epic songs were 
transmitted from generation to generation. Epic poetr.L_I>J:()~
~ably originated in the circle of su~h_E~~c!~ _w~~ __ certainlr 
were very closely related to the warrior class. Besides there 
were also tr~elHii~fsin~rs;-called .guiila;,'~ who memorised 
the songs and publicly sang them to the accompaniment of 
the lute, 2l and to them th~ circulation of the heroic songs 
among the people was due. Thus it is related in the Rama
yaJJ-a, though in a late, interpolated song,3l how the two sons 
of Rama, Kusa and Lava, travelled about as wandering singers 
and recited in public assemblies the poem learned from the 
poet Valmlki. 

But what we know as the popular epics of the Indians, the 
Mahabharata and the RamayaJJ-a, are not the old heroic 
songs as those court-singers and travelling minstrels of 

""'7 "') --~-t! *"" 
1 ) According to the law-book of Manu (X, 11 and 17), the Siitas are a. mixed oa.ste 

descended from the intermarriage of warriors with Brahman women, while the Mltgadhu, 
who, as well as the Siltas, are usually called singers, are said to be descended from th• 
intermarriage of Vaisyas with K~atriya women. In war, the Siitas are also the charioteers 
of the princes. Originally the Magadhas were undoubtedly bards from the land of Maga.. 
dha, and the Siitas, too, VI ere probably inhabitants of a country situated to the east of 
Magadha. Of. F. E. Pargiter, Ancient Indian Hi.torical Tradition, London 192.2, p. 16. 
;r, J. Me11er, Das Weib im altindisohen Epos, Leipzig, 1915, p. 62 note, compares the modern 
BhBts of the Raj puts to the Siitas. On the Bhllts and other kinds of singers in the India of. 
to-day, cj. R. C. Temple, the Legends of the Pa.njab, Vol. I (1884), p. viii;. and A. Bainea, 
Ethnography (Grundl'iss II, 5, 1912), pp. 85 fl'. 

•) Of. A. Boltzmann, Das Mahabhiirata. I, p. 54 f., 65 f, 

H. J,,cobi, Da.s RiimayaQa, pp. 67. 
3 ) I, 4. 
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ancient India sang them, compiled into unified poems by 
great poets or at least by clever collectors with some talent 
for poetry, but accumulations of very diverse poems of un
equal value, which have arisen in the course of centuries 
owing to continual interpolations and alterations. Though 
ancient heroic songs do indeed form the nucleus of both these 
works, the more devotional Itihasa literature was included in 
them to so great an extent, and such long poems of a religi
ous-didactic nature were inserted, that the Mahabharata, in 
particular, has almost completely lost the character of an 
epic. 

WHAT IS THE MAHABHARATA r t) 

It is c.nly in a very restricted sense that we may speak of 
the Mahabharata as an "epic" ~nd a "poem." Indeed, in a. 
certain sense, the Mahabharata is not one poetic production 
at all, but rather a whole literature. 

1 ) For information on the contents of the epic, the best help is H. Jacobi, Mahli
bhArata, Inhl\lts-Angabe, Index nnd Konkordanz der Kalkuttaer nnd Bombayer Ansgaben. 

Bonn 1903. For the problems of the Mahllbhirata see especially E. W. Hopkins, The Grea~ 
Epic of India, Its Character and Origin, New York 1901. A rich, thonl!"h unfortunately not 

handy, collection of materials, is contained in A. Holtzmann, Das Mahll.bhilrata nnd seine 
Teile. In 4 voh. Kiel 1892-95. The value of this great work is considerably prejudiced 

by the untenable theories of the author upon the remodellings of the Mahiibhiirata. Un. 
tenable, too, are the opposite theories upon the origin of the epic as one work, which Joseph 

Da~lmann has upheld in his books " Das Mahilbharata ala Epos nod Rechtsbuch," Berlin, 
1895, "Genesis des Mahlbhilrata," Berlin 1899, and "Die Saf!lkhya.Philosophie ala Natnr

lehre und Erlosungslehre, nach dem Mahlbharata," Berlin 1902. The first of tltese books, 

however, has the great merit of having given new life to studies of the epic; it has given 
rise to a veritable" Dahhnann-literature." Of. H. Jacobi in GGA 1896. No. 1 and 1899, 
No.ll; A. Ludwig in Sitznngsber. der kgl. bilhmischen Ges. der Wiss. cl. f. Phil. Prague 
1896; C. H. Tawney, Asiatic Quarterly Review 1896, pp. 347 ff.; J. Jolly, Ind. Ant. 25, 1896, 
343 f. A. Barth in the Journal des savants, April, June and July, 1897, and RHR, t. 45, 
1902, pp. 191 ff. (Oeuvres II, 303 ff.) ; M. Winternitzit in JRAS, 1897, pp. 713 ff. and WZKM 
XIV, 1000, pp. 53 ff., E. W. Hopkins in the American Journal of Philol()gy, 1898, XIX, No. 1 ; 
W. C'artellieri in WZKM, 13, 1899, pp. 57 ff.; J, Kirstein Ind. Ant., 31, 1902, pp. 5 ff. 
Among the older literature on the Mahilbh!'irata (it is summarized by Holtzmann, toe. cit., 

IV, pp. 165 ff.) the following deserve special notice: Monier Will iamB, Indian Wisdom, 4th 
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Mahabharata l) means "the great narrative of the battle 
of the Bharatas." The Bharatas are already mentioned in the 
J;tgveda as a warlike tribe, and in the B:rahma:Qas we encounter 
Bharata, the son of Dul}~anta and Sakuntala, who is regarded 
as the ancestor of the royal race of the Bharatas. The home 
of these Bharatas or Bharatas was in the country of the Upper 
·Ganges and the J umna. Among the descendants of Bharata, 
a ruler named KU1·u was specially prominent, and his descen
dants, the Kauravas (Kuruides ), were so long the ruling race 
of the Bharatas, that the name Kuru or Kaurava in the course 
of time assumed the character of a name for the tribe of the 
Bharatas, and their land is that Kuruk11etrn. or " Kuru-land " 
with which we are already acquainted from the Yajurveda and 
the :Brah ma:r;tas. 2J A family feud in the royal house of the 
Kauravas leads to a bloody battle, a truly internecine struggle 
in which the ancitmt race of the Kurus, and with it the family 
of the Bharatas, is almost entirely ruined. The history of this 
bloody battle, which we shall probably have to regard as an 
historical event, though we hear of it only in the Mahabharata, 
was told in songs, and some great poet whose name has 
been lost, combined these songs into an heroic poem of the 
great battle in the field of the Kurus. Thus, as in the Iliad 
and in the Nibelungen-song, the tragedy of a terrible war of 
annihilation forms the actual subject of the heroic poem. 
This old heroic poem forms the nualeus of the Mahabharata. 

edit. London 1893; Boren 8ilrense!4, Om Mababhirata.'s stilling i den Indiske literatur 
(with a" Sommarium" in the Latin language), Copenhagen 1893; A. Ludwig, Uber du 
Ramit.ya.r;ta nod die Beziehungen desselben znm Mahlibharata. (II. Jahresberioht dell Wisa. 
Vereins f. Volkskunde and Lingoistik in Prague 1894). See also Hopkins, ERE VIII, 
1915, 325 ff. and H. Oldenberg, Da.s Mahabharata, seine Entstehung, sein Inbalt, aoine Form, 
Gottingen, 1922. 

1
) Bh&rata means "battle of the Bharatas" (bhiiratai}. saqtgramai}, PiiQini IV, . 

2, 56). In the Mahiibhara.ta. itself we find mllhitbhirata..yuddha (XIV, 81, 8) "&he great 
Bha.rata. batt.le," and 1\IababMratakhyiinam (I, 62, 39)," "the great story of the Bh!U'&ta 
battle " the title " Mahlibharata " being an abbreviation of the latter. 

•) See above p. 196. 
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In the course of centuries, however, an enormous mass of 
the most diverse poetry has collected m·ound this nucleus. 
~ numerous~~!!~.Lwhose connection with the old heroic 
poem is more or less casual, legends referring to the early 
history of the heroes, or giving reports of all kinds of adven
tures of these men, without having any reference whatever 
to the great battle, were added to the poem. Then, too,· 
fragments of other heroic legends and cycles orle'gends, ------·- ~-
which refer to various famous kings and heroes of primeval 
times, found their way into the poem, even though they had 
nothing at all to do with the song of the great Kuru battle. 

~
ow much of this old bard poetry already belonged to the 

riginal poem as secondary tales (episodes) .an. d how much 
as only added later, will probably never b~_dete!mined. We 

·have reason to believe' that in an~ttimes many of these 
episodes were recited by the minstrels as independent 
poems.1l In ::tny case, our Mahabharata is not only the heroic 
poem of the battle of the Bharatas, but at the same time 
also a repertory of the whole of the old bard poeb·y. 

However, it is very much more than this. We know 
that the liJ~!'ll.fY- activity of- ancient India was for the II.aost 
part in the hands of the priests, the Brahmans; and we have 
seen-how they . brahm-anise<r theold p~pular magic songs of 
the Atharvaveda, and how they intermingled with their 
priestly wisdom, the philosophy of the Upani~ads which was 
really foreign, even antagonistic, to the priesthood.2> The 

\ 

more the heroic songs grew in favour and the more popular 
they became, the greater the anxiety of the Brahmans to 
take possession of this epic poetry also; and they had the 

·art of compounding this poetry which was essentially and 

') It seemd that individual bards made a speciality of the recitation of certain 
poems; for Pataiijali (Nr;~ini IV, 2, 60} teaches the formation of words like Yiivakritika, 

"one who knows the story of Yavukrita" Yiiyiitika, "one who knows the story of Yayilti 
etc. Cj. F. Laccte, Essai sur Gur;~aghya et Ia Brhatkathli, Paris, 1908, pp. 138 f. 

') See above pp. 123, and 231 ff. 
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purely secular in origin, with their own religious poems and 
the whole stock-in-trade of their theological and priestly 
knowledge. Thus it happens that legends of gods, rnytho-, 
logical tzarratives of brtthmanical m·igin, and to a great ex{ 
tent even didactic sections referring to brahrnanical philosuphy 
and dhics and brahmanical law, were received into the Maha· 
bharata. 'Ibis priestly caste welcomed the popular epic as 
the very medium for the propagation of their own doctrines, f 
and thereby for the strengthening and consolidation of their 
influence. It was they who inserted into the epic all the 
numerous myths and legends (It.ihasas) tl in which wonderful 
feats are related of the famous seers of ancient times, the 
~~is, the an<:estors of the Brahmans, how by dint of sacrifices 
and asceticism, they obtain tremendous power not only over 
~en, but even over the gods, and how, when they are offend
ed, their curse causes the fall of princes and great men, and 
even of the kings of the gods. 

· The llahabharata was, however, too much of a popular 
book, too muc~ the p~operty of extensive circles of the people, 
in particular of the warrior caste, for it ever to have become 
an actual brahmanical work or the property of any one Vedic 
school. And it was not so much the Veda-knowing and 
learned Brahmans who took part in the development of the 
1\Iahabharata; hence the noticeably scanty knowledge of actu
al brahmanical theology and sacrificial science, which we .find 
even in those parts of the epic in which 1rahmanical influ
ence is unmistakable. It was the Pttrohitas, the court-priests, 
who like the Sutas (bards) were in the service of the kings, 
and on that account came more into contact with epic poetry. 
It was this less learned class of priests, too, which la.ter on 
furnished temple-priests at fam?us holy place~ and places 

') Some of these legends can still be traced. In Brahma.nio texts, for instance, 
the story of Bhanglisvana who was changed into a woman, in MaMbh. XUI, 12, is found in 
the Bandhiiyana-Srautasiitra; s. Winternitz and Oaland in WZKM 17. 1903, 292 f.; 351 ff. 
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of pilgrimage, mostly dedicated to the gods Vi~?Q.U or Siva, 
and devoted itself to the literary cultivation of local myths 
attached to such sacred spots, and th~ legends woven around 
the gods Vi.~Q.u and Siva. This, as we shall see, . was done 
chiefly in the PuraQ.as, but also in the Mahabharata, into 
which crept numerous local myths in true Pura1Ja style, JTif'f!U 
and Siva myths, and PuratJ,a-like cosmologies, geographical 
lists and genealogies. 

But an epic poetry seems to have been cultivated more 
in those regions of India where the worship of Vi§Q.U as the 
highest deity prevailed. This accounts for the fact that, in 
the religious-didactic portions of the Mahabharata, this god 
stands so prominently in the foreground, that the work at 
times gives the impression of a religious book dedicated to 
the worship of TTilJtJU. It is true, Siva-legends and passages 
referring to the Siva cult are not wanting, but they are in 
every case easily recognisable as later additions. They were 
inserted as the epic was propagated also over regions in 
which Siva worship had its home.1

> . 

But there existed yet other religious circles in India 
which, already in early times, showed literary activity, and 
tried partly even more than the Brahmans, to win over the 
great masses of the people. These were the ascetics, forest
hermits and mendicants, the founders of sects and monastic 
orders, which at the time of Buddha were already very 
numerous in India. These, too, had their own poetry; 
legends of saints, aphorisms, in which they preached their 
doctrines of renunciation and contempt of the world, of 
self-sacrifice and 'love for all beings, and also fables, parables, 
fairy-tales, and moral stories, which were intended to illus
trate the philosophy and ethics of the ascetics by means of 
examples. This ascetic poetry, too, was incorporated into 
the Mahabharata to a considerable extent. 

') OJ. H acobi in GGA 1892, pp. 629 f. 
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To such an extent had the Mahabharata become a 
compendium of narratives of all descriptions rather than 
an epic, that even prose pieces, brahmanical legends and 
moral tales, some entirely in prose form and others partly in 
verse and partly in prose, were incorporated into the epic.1> 

We find, then, in this the most remarkable of all literary 
productions, side by side and intermingled, warlike heroic 
songs with highly coloured descriptions of bloody battle
scenes; pious priestly poetry, with dissertations, which are 
often tedious enough, upon philosophy, religion and law; 
and mild ascetic poetry full of edifying wisdom and full of 
over-flowing love towards man and beast. 

Therefore the Indians themselves regard the Mahabha
rata, though always as an epic, as a work of poetic art (kavya), 
but also at the same time as a manual (Sastra) of morality, 
law and philosophy, supported by the oldest tradition (smrti) 
and hence furnished with incontestible authority; and since 
more than 1,500 years it has served the Indians as much for 
entertainment as for instruction and edification. 

At least 1, 500 years ago, 2> this Mahabharata was already 
just as we possess it to-day in our manuscripts and editions
or at least very similar-one work which was of about the 
same extent as our epic of to-day. Like the latter, it already 
contained a long introduction with a framework, a story of 
the legendary origin of the poem and a glorification of it 
as a text-book of religion and morals; it was divided into 
eighteen books called Parvans, to which a nineteenth book 
Hariva'Yftsa had already been added as a "supplement" (Khila); 

1 ) In the Pau,yaparva.n (Ya.Mbh. I, 3), in the Markal}geya. section of the Vanapar. 
van, and in thu sectarian NiirAya.l}iya. All these are piecas which are really ontlide the 
scope of the epic proper. I therefore cannot agree at all with Old•nberg (Zur Geschichte 
der altindischen Prosa, pp. 65 If.; Das Mahabharata, pp. 21 If.) in seeing an earlier stage of 
the epic in these very pieces. Cf. Hopkins, The Great Epic of India, pp. 266 ff.; Winter. 
nitz, DLZ 1919, No; 44. 

•) See, further on, the chapter on the age and history of the Mahiibhllrata, 

41 
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and it attained the extent of about 100,000 verses (Slokas). 
And up to the present day this gigantic work, in spite of all 
the diverse elements of which it consists, is regarded by the 
Indians as a unified work, complete in itself/> whose author 
is the most venerable ~~i K NI'Ja JJvaipayana, also called 
Pyasa. This same ~i is also said to be the compiler of the 
four Vedas 2> and the author of the Pura"Q.as. According to 
the legend, he was not only a contemporary, but also a close 
relative of the heroes of the Mahabharata, and occasionally 
also appears in the action of the poem. His history is told 
us in great detail in the Mababharata. 

He is the son of a famous ascetic, the ~l?i Parasara. This 
great saint one day catches sight of Satyavati, who came 
into the world in a fish and was brought up by fisherfolk, and 
is so charmed with her beauty that he desires her love. But 
she will yield to him only on the condition that, after she 
has borne him a son, she may regain her maidenhood. The 
great saint grants her this wish, and also the wish that she 
may lose her fish-odour and may diffuse a wonderful perfume. 
Immediately after he has co-habited with her, she gives birth 
to a son, on an island in the J umna, who is named Dvaipa
yana, "the island-born." The boy grows up and soon gives 
himself up to asceticism. When taking leave of his mother, 

· he tells her that he will appear immediately at any time she, 
needing him, thinks of him. Satyavati, however, once more 
a virgin, later on became the wife of the Kuru king, Santanu, 
and bore the latter two sons, Citraligada and Vicitravirya. 
After the death of S111tanu and Citrarigada, Vicitravirya was 
appointed heir. He died young and childless, but left two 
wives. In order that the race may not die out, Satyavat.i 

') Therefore, too, it is called a sn,.hita, i.e. "a (complete) compilation," "a 

connected tPxt," thus l\Iah4hh. I, I, 21. 
1 ) Hence his name Vyiisa or Vedavy'isa, i.e. "classifier" "classifier of the Veda 

This is the expl,.nation of the name given in the MaUbh4rata itself (1, 63, 88: Vivy4as 

veclin yasmat sa. tasm!ld Vyasa iti sqJrtab, of. I, 60. 5; 10111 13). 
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decides to call her illegitimate son Dvaipayana, so that,. 
accordi.n~ to the legal custom of the Levirate, he may beget 
descendants by his sisters-in-law. Now although this Dvai
payana is a great ascetic and saint, yet he is an extremely 
ugly man with bristly hair and beard and darkly rolling 
eyes, dark in complexion (hence probably his name Kr~Q.a, 

" the black one ") and an evil smell emanates from him. 
Therefore, when he approaches the one princess she cannot 
bear the sight of him, and closes her eyes: the consequence of 
this is that her son is born blind. ' He later became king 
JJhrtariilJ{ra. The saint then approaches the second lady, 
and she grows pale at sight of him. As the result of this she 
gives birth to a son who is pale, and is therefore called 
Par)i/u, "the pale one." He is the father of the :five principal 
heroes of the epic. Once again Dvaipayana is to approach 
the :first woman ; but grown wiser, she sends her maid to tha 
saint, who notices nothing of the substitution, and with the 
maid he begets Vidura, to whom in the epic is allotted the 
part of a wise and well-wishin~ friend of Dh!·tara~tra as well 
as of the sons of PaQ.qu.1> 

This saint, Kr~Q.a Dvaipayana Vyasa, whom legend has 
made into a kind of grandfather 2> of the heroes of the epic, is 
regarded by the Indians, up to the present day, as the author 
of the whole Mahabharata. Only after his three" sons" had 
died, so says the introduction to the Mahabharata,3> did Vyiisa 
publish among the people the poem composed by him. Be 
imparted it to his pupil Vaisampayana, and the latter recited 
the whole poem in the intervals of the great snake-sacrifice of 
King Janamejaya. On thi9 occasion it was heard by the Suta 
Ugrasravas, the son of Lomahar~ana; and our Mahabharata 

1 ) Mahlibh. I, 63; ldO ff. 

•) According to the law of the Levirate, Vyllsa. is only the progenitor, not the 
father, of Dhrtara~~ra and P!II}QU. The deoeased husband of the two lridowa is regarded 
as their father. 

•) 1, 1, 95 ff. 
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commences with the l;t!,;Jis, who are assembled at the 
twelve-yearly sacrifice of Saunaka in the Naimi!,;la forest, en
treating the Suta Ugrasravas to tell them the story of the 
Mababharata as he has heard it from Vaisampayana. The 
Suta declares himself willing, and tells .the story of the snake
sacrifice of Janamejaya, before proceeding to the repetition of 
the narrative of Vaisampayana. 

The fact that the Mahabharata consists almost entirely 
of speeches is certainly a trait of antiquity.1

> Ugrasravas is 
the reciter of the outline story, and in the poem itself Vaisam
payana is the speaker. Within the narrative of Vaisam
payana innumerable inserted tales are put in the mouth of 
various persons, this insertion of stories within stories being 
a very popular device in Indian literature. In most cases 
the narratives, as well as the speeches of the persons appear
ing, have no introduction but the prose formulae: "Vaisam
payana spake," "Yudhi~thira spaken, "Draupadi spake," and 
so on. 

Fantastic as is all the information imparted to us in the 
introduction to the Mahabharata about its supposed author, 
yet we find a few noteworthy statements in it. Thus we 
are told that the l;t~i Vyasa narrated his work in a short 
summary as well as in detailed presentation; further, that 

· different reciters begin the poem at three different places, and 
that its length was not always the same. Ugrasravas says 
that he knows the poem as consisting of 8,800 verses, while 
Vyasa declares that he composed the Sarphita of the Bharata 
poem in 24,000 verses, "and without the secondary stories 

1 ) "We may observe in the Iliad, too, that the old epics all contaio. very much 
dialogue; only in the later epics does thi1 dramatic element recede further into the 
background... But the epic poem only reaches completion when, in addition to the 
speechew, the ontline of the narrative, too, is composed in metrical form. The final stage is 
the withdrawal of the apeeches, and the narration of events only in the form of verse." 
Ernst Windisch, Mara und Buddha (A.bhandl. der philolog.-histor. Klasse der K. 
saohsiachen Ges. der Wiss. Leipzig 1895), pp. 222 ff. The Mahiibhlirata is still a long way 
from that "final atage." 
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the Bharata is recited in thi~ length by the experts." Imme
diately afterwards it is said, rather fantastically, that Vyasa 
also composed an epic of 60 hundred thousand verses, viz. 30 
hundred thousand for the gods, 15 for the fathers, 14! for the 
Gandharvas and one hundred thousand for man.1> Of course 
this only hints at the present extent of the Mahabharata, 
which has also acquired for it the designation satasahasri 
8a?p,hita, "collection of one hundred thousand verses." One 
sees from these statements that the Indians themselves, in 
spite of their firm belief in the unity of the work, have at 
least retained a recollection of the fact that the Mahabharata 
only gradually grew, from an originally smaller poem, to its 
present extent. 

What the Mahabharata means to the Indians, the intro
duction to the work tells us in the most extravagant fashion. 
It is there said, for example : 

"As butter excels among curds, as the Brahman excels among 
Aryans, as the Ara.q.yakas among the Vedas, the drink of immortality 
among medicines, the ocean among all waters, and the cow among four
footed beasts, even so the Mababbiirata. is the best of all narrative works 
(Itibasas )." 

"Whosoever bas once beard this story, can no longer take pleasure 
in any other story though it be well worth hearing; just as be who bas 
beard the song of the kokila 2 > can ta.ke no pleasure in the harsh voice 
of the crow." 

"The thoughts of the poets arise from this most excellent of all 
narrative works, as the three realms of the universe from the five elements." 

" Whosoever presents a veda-knowing and deeply learned Brahman 
with a hundred cows with gilded horns, and he who bears daily the sacred 
stories of the Bbarata poem-these two acquire equal (religious) merit." 

" Verily this narrative work is a song of victory: a. king who desires 
victory, should hear it, and be will conquer the earth and triumph over 
his enemies." 

') Mahibh. I, I, 51 ft'.; 81; 101 ft'. 

•) The Kokila, the Indian cuckoo, is£to Indian poets what the nightingale is to our 
poets. 
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"This is a sacred manual of morals (dharma); it is the best manual 
of practical life (artba), and Vyasa, of boundless wisdom, recited it also 
as a manual of salvation (mok~a). 1 

" All sins, whether of thought, word or deed, depart immediately 
from the man who bears this poem." 

"Tbe sage Kr'li}a Dvaipayana, rising daily (to perform his devotional 
and ascetic exercises) composed this marvellous story, the Mahabbarata, 
in three years. What we find in this book relating to morals, relating 
to practical life, relating to sensual pleasure and relating to salvation,ll) 
can be found elsewhere; but what is not written therein, can be found 
nowhere else in the world." ' 

For us, however, who do not look upon the Mahabharata 
with the eyes of believing Hindus, but as critical historians 
of literature it is everything but a work of art; and in any 
case we cannot regard it as the work of one author, or even 
of a clever collector and compiler. The :Mahabbarata 
as a whole is a literary monster. Never has tbe hand of an 
artist attempted the well-nigh impossible tR.sk of combining 
the conflicting elements into one unified poem. It is only 
unpoetical theologians and commentators and clumsy copy
ists who have succeeded in conglomerating into a hetero
geneous mass parts which are actually incompatible, and which 
date from different centuries. But in this jungle of poetry, 
which scholarship has only just begun to clear, there shoots 
forth much true and genuine poetry, hidden by the wild 
undergrowth. Out of the unshapely mass shine out the 
most precious blossoms of immortal poetic art and profound 
wisdom. The very fact that the :Mahabharata repre8ents 

') Dharma, "law and custom" or "morality," artha ''.utility," "atilvantages" 
"practical life" and kama, "sensual gratification" are the three aims of life, to a certain 
extent the be.all and end.all of human existence, according to Indian ethics. The final 
aim of all striving, however, is mokta, "deliverance," to which the various sects and phi· 
losophical systems indicate different paths. 

') I, 1, 261 f.: 2, 382 f., 393; 62, 20 f., 23, 25, 52 f. To the last verse compare the 
Bengali saying: "Whatever is not in the :Mah4bhtirnta is not to be found in Bhara~· 
varta " (i.e. in India). 
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a whole literature rather than one single and unified work~ 
and contains so many and so multifarious things, makes jt 
more suited than any other book, to afford· us an insight 
into the deepest depths of the soul of the Indian people. 

This may be shown by the following survey of the con~ 
tents of the Mahabharata and its various component parts.> 

THE PRINCIPAL NARRATIVE OF THE MARA:BHAR!TA, 

Years ago Adolf Holtzmann (Senior) undertook the bolq 
endeavour " to open up for the first time for German poetry 
lovers, the essence of the Mahabharata, the old Indian 
national epic itself." 2> He started from the undoubtedly 
correct point of view that the Mahabharata is not "the Indian 
epic," but that rather only " the remains, the ruins of the 
ancient Indian heroic songs ......... , after much retouch-
ing, extension, and disfigurement, are contained in the 
Mahabharata." But with enviable self-confidence he believed 

1 ) The whole of the MahlibMra.ta has been translated into English prose by .Kisori .Mohan 
Ganguli and published by Protsp Chandra Roy (Calcutta 1884-1896), and by .Ma.nmatba 
Na.th Dutt (Calcutta 1895-1905). A fine poetical rendering, partly in metrical transla
tion•, partly in prose extracts, has been given by Romesh Dutt in llis ".Maha-Bharata, the 
Epic of Ancient India condensed into English Verse," London 1899. Extracts from the 
Mah>lbhlirata will also be found in John Muir's "Original Sanskrit Texts" {1858-1872), 
and "Metrical Translations from ~anskrit Writers" (London 1879), and in Monier 
Williams, "Indian Wisdom," 4th ed., London 1893. A Summal'y of the 18 Parvans has 
been given by Monier Williams, Indian Epio Poetry, London 1863; an outline of the 
story and extracts by J. C. Oman, The Great Indian Epics, London 1899, pp. 93 ff. 
Books I-X have been translated into Fl'ench by H Fauche, Paris, 1863-1870, a oolleotion 
of larger extract11 by Ph. E. Foucau.v, Le .Mahiibhiil'ata, onze episodes tires de ce poeme 
epique, Paris, 1862. Stveral episodes have been translated into Italian by P. E. Pavolini, 

1902, and into Ge1man by F. Bopp (Berlin, 1824), by the poet Friedrich Riickert (s. R. 
Bozberger, "Riickeit-Studien," 1878, pp. 84-122 and "Riickert-Nachlese" I, 270; II, 
315 If.), by A. Boltzmann, Indische Sagen, 1845-1847 (new edition by .M. Wintemitz, 
Jena, 1912, and 1921), by J. Hertel, Indische .Milrchen, .lena, 1919, No. 10.14,, and by 
W. Porzig in the series "Indische Erzihler" {Vola. 12 and 15, J,eipzig 1923, 192 If). The 
philosophical texts of the Mahiibhiil'ata have been translated into German by 0. Strauss 
and P. Deussen, Vier philosoploische Texte des Mahabh&ratam: Sanataujlltaparva.n, 
Bhagavadgit&, .Mokshadharma, Anugita, Leipzig 1906. 

•) lndische Sagen. Part 2: Die Kuruinge. Karlsrnhe 1846, 
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himself to be endowed with the ability to reconstruct the 
ancient original heroic poem from these retouched and 
disfigured "ruins." He thought that by means of omissions, 
abridgments, and allerations, he had created in German 
verse an Indian heroic poem, which gave a better idea of 
the actual :M:ahabharata as sung by the ancient Indian bards, 
than a literal translation of the existing original text would 
probably give. Now Holtzmann, with ingenious insight and 
deep poetic feeling, certainly often hit upon the right thing, 
but then he departed so arbitrarily from the Sanskrit text, 
that his work can only be regarded as a very free recast 
of the ancient :M:ahabharata, but in no case a!'l a faithful 
representation of it. In fact Holtzmann attempted an im
possible task. Every endeavour to reconstruct "t~e ancient 
Indian national epic itself" in its original shape will always 
be attended by so great an element of arbitrariness, that it 
can only have a purely subjective value. 

On the other hand, it is comparatively easy to extract 
a kernel from the enormous mass of songs of the Mahabharata, 
namely, the na1 rative of the battle of the Kauravas and the 
PiirJ.clavas, which in any case formed the subject of the actual 
epic. This shall be done in the following, necessarily short 
outline. We trace the story of the great fight, taking into 
consideration also, as far as possible, the important secondary 
stories referring to the principal heroes. In this we shall 
not digress into doubtful hypotheses upon the "original" epic, 
but faithfully follow the Mahiibhiirata text now m:ail'tble to us, 
leaving aside, for the present, everything which has no refer
ence to the principal narrative. 

The 1Je1cent of the Kaura vas and the Pa'Y)(Javas. 

In the land of the Bharatas there once ruled a king of the house 
of the Kurus, Santanu by name. By the goddess Ganga 1> who had 

1 ) Goddess of the River Ganges. 
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become a mortal woman, this king had a son called Bhil}ma, whom he had _ 
appointed 'as his successor to the throne. One day, when the latter had.::, 
already grown up into a superb hero endowed with all warlike virtues, 
Santanu met the beautiful fisher girl Sa.tya.vatt, fell in love with her and 
desired her as a wife. Her father, the king of the fisherfolk, would, 
however, only give her to him on condition that the son born by his 
daughter should inherit the throne. But Santa.nu would not consent to 
this, though he found it difficult to give up his beloved. Now Bhl~ma 

soon noticed how depressed his father was, and when he had learned the 
cause of this depression, he himself went to the king of the fishermen to 
woo Satyavati on his father's behalf. He not only announces his intention 
to renounce his right to the throne, but takes a vow of chastity, so as to 
make it impossible for any· son of his to claim the throne, whereupon the 
fisherman gladly gives him his daughter. So Santanu marries Satyavatl 
and bas two sons by her, Citrangada and ricitravir!Ja. Soon after this, 
Santanu died and young Citrihigada was killed in battle by a Gandharva. : 
then Bhi~ma, as the senior of the family, annointed Vicitravirya a~ king. 
The latter, however, died young a~d without issue, though he had two 
wives. In order that the race may not die out, Satyavati begs Bhi~ma to: 
beget descendants by the surv:iving widows of Vicitravirya, in accordance\' 
with the ancient usage of the L~te. But Bht~ma, mindful of his vow 
of chastity, declares that though the sun may give up its brilliancy, the fire 
its heat, the moon may give up the coolness of its rays, the god lndra 
his bravery, and the god Dharma 1 > his justice, he could never break his 
promise. Then Satyavati remembers her illegitimate son Y!Jii8a, and with 
BhY§ma's 'consent invites him to see to the propagation of the race. And 
as we have already seen,!!> the saint V_r~sa b_egets lJhrtar~~ra, ParuJ,u 
a~d l'idura. As Dhrtara~tra was born blind, the younger brother Pii.nc]u 
bec~;e--k:iitg. Dhrtara~tra married Gandhari, daughter of the king of 
Gaudhara, and she bore him a hundred sons, the eldest of whom was named 
lJur!Jodhana. Paq.gu had two wives, Prtha or Ktmti, daughter of a king of 
the Yadavas, and Madri, sister of Satya~ king of the Madras. Kunti bore 
him three sons : Yudhi~hira, the eldest, Arjttna and Bhima, who was born 
on the same day as Duryodhana, whilst Madrl gave birth to the twins 
Nakula and Sahadeva. 

Here the epic relates the following very fantastic story (which could 
scarcely have belonged to the old poem), according to which these five 

'} The god of death, and at the same time the god of justice. •) See above, pp. 322f. 
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principal heroes of the epic are supposed to have been begotten not by, but 
on. behalf of Pil}gu. PiiQr]u killed a pair of aatelopes at the time of 
copulation. In reality, however, it was a ~i ~ho had assumed the form of 
an antelope in order to enjoy love. This r~i now pronounces a curse that 
Piir,l(ju shall die during the enjoyment of love. Pil}r]u therefore determines 
to lead !he life of an ascetic, and to renounce sexual pleasures. In order to 
provide descendants, however, Kuntl invokes the gods to beget children 
with her. Dharma, the god of justice, begets Yudhi!ilthira with her, Viyu, 
the god of the wind, begets strong Bhima and Indra, the king of the gous, 
begets Arjuna. At Kuntl's request, the two Asvins cohabit with Madrl, 
and beget the twins Nakula and Sahadeva with her. 

1.'he Pa'{l-qaiJas and Kau1·avas at the Court of lJhrtarart~ra. 

When Piif}gu died soon afterwards, blind Dhrtari~~ra assumed the 
reins of government. The five sons of Piif}. u accompanied their mother 
Kunti-PiQcju's second wife Midri had thrown herself on to his funeral 
pyre-to the court of king Dhrtariif?~ra at Hastinipura, where they were 
educated with the princes, their com::ins. 

Even in their juvenile games, the sons of Pir_l(.ju excelled over those of 
Dhrtaraf?~ra, arousing the jealousy of the latter. Bhima, in particular, 
e~inced great exuberance of spirits and gave many an exhibition of unruly 
strength which were most displeasing to Dhrta.ri~~ra's children. For 
instance, if the children climbed a tree, he would shake it so that his 
cousins tumbled down together with their fruits. For this reason 
Duryodhana hated Bhlma intensely, and made several attempts on his life 
without however being able to harm him. The boys grew up, and two 
famous Brahmans, skilled in the use of weapons, Krpa and IJro"(La, were 
engaged as their tutors. There were among their pupils besides the sons of 
Dhrtari~~ra and of Paggu, also .11.8vatthaman, one of DroQa's sons, and 
Kar"(La, son of a Suta or charioteer. Duryodhana and Bhlma soon became 
Droqa's best pupils with the clubs, Asvatthiiman in magic arts, Nakula and 
Sahadeva in sword exe1cises, and Yudhi!il~hira in chariot fighting. But 
Arjuna was not only the best archer, but excelled all the others· in every 
respect. For this reason the sons of Dhrtarli!J~ra. were extremely jealous of 
him. 

When the princes had completed their studies, Dror;ta organised ~ 
tournament at which his pupils were to ~how their skill. It is a brilliant 
and festive assembly; the king, the queens and numerous heroes are 
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present. Bhima and Duryodhana. give a performance of club-fighting 
which threatens to become so deadly earnest that the combatants have to 
be separated. Arjuna is universally praised for his skill in archery. But 
Karrp~ also enters ·the rinl!, and executes the same feats as Arjuna, which 
greatly angers the latter, whilst Duryodhana joyfully embraces Karl}.a 
and swears eternal friendship. Karl}.a challenges Arjuna to a duel~ but/ 
as the descendant of a charioteer be is laughed to scorn by the PiiJ;Hjavas. . 

Yudhif!f:hira becomes !teir to t!te throne. Conspiracy against kim and 

~is brotkers. ( T_he lac !touse.) 

After a year had elapsed, Dhrtarii~~ra appointed as heir to the throne, 
Yudbi~~hira, the first-born of the Kuru family, who had distinguished 
himself by his bravery as well as by all other virtues. The other Pii~qavas 
perfected themselves still further in arms, and even went forth on victori
ous campaigns of conquest off their own bat. When Dhrta~~ra learned 
of these exploits of the Pii~qavas who were growing mightier and mightier, 
he felt some anxiety as to the future of his ow~ line. Therefore • when 
Duryodbana, his younger brothel" .Du88iisana, his friend KarQa and his 
maternal uncle Sakuni concerted a plot against the PiiQ~avas, they found 
a willing supporter in the aged king. They persuaded Dhrtarii~~ra to 
remove the PiiQqavas to Viiraqavata on some pretext or other. At 
Varaqiivata Duryodhana engaged a skilful builder to cons~ruct a house 
of lac, and of other highly inflammable materials, in which the Pii.!].qavas 
were to live. At night when they would all be asleep, the house was to be 
set on fire, so that the Pa~c]avas would meet their doom. But Vidura 
tells Yudhi~tbira privately of the treacherous plan, and for this communi
cation he makes use of a Mleccba language, i.e. the language of a non
Indian tribe, which was not understood by the others. Now to avoid 
arousing suspicion, as they feared that Duryodhana would otherwise have 
them killed in some other fashion by assassins, they pretend to fall in with 
the plan, journey to Varaqavata and occupy the lac house. However, 
they flee into the forest by a subterranean passage which they had previ
ously had dug, after setting fire to the house, in which, in addition to the 
builder, there is only a drunken low-caste woman lying asleep with her five 
sons. While everyone believes that the Pii.~qavas have been burned with 
their mother Kunti, and the funeral ceremonies are being performed at 
Dbrtar&~~ra's court, the five brothers are wandering about with their 
mother in the forest on the other side of the Ganges. At dead of night 
they are in the midst of dense jungle, weary, hungry and thirsty. Kunti 
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complains of thirst, and Shima conducts his mother and .llur brothers to 
a banyan tree where they are to rest while he is seeking water. Following· 
the water-birds, he comes to a lake, where he bathes and drinks and dips 
his upper garments into the water, so as to take water to the others. He 
hastens back, to find all his people asleep under the tree. At the sight 
of his mother and brothers lying asleep thus, he bemoans their sad fate in 
bitter words. 

Hiif,imba, the gt"ant, and his sister. 

Near this banyan tree there lurks a horrible, man-eating giant, the 
Ralcl}asa H£4imba. He smells human flesh, and from a high tree sees the 
sleeping forms. His mouth waters for the delicacy which has so long 
been denied to him, and he asks his sister, the giantess HirJimbii, to go 
and see what manner of people they be; they would then enjoy a feast of 
fresh human flesh and blood together, and dance and sing merrily after
ward~. The giantess approaches them, but no sooner does she set eyes 
on Bhlma than she is seized by violent love for the strong young hero. 
She therefore transforms herself into a beautiful human woman and steps 
smilingly towards Bhlma, tells him that this forest is haunted by a man
eating Rak~asa, her brother, who has sent her here, but that she loves 
BhJma and desires no other man but him as her lord, that he may take 
delight in her, and tha.t she will rescue him. Bhima replies that it, would 
not enter his head to yield to passion, and to leave his mother and brothers 
in the lurch. HiQ.imba answers that he may awaken his relatives by all 

·means, and she will save them all. Bhlma retorts, however, that be would 
not dream of awakening his mother and brothers from their sweet slumber: 
Rak~asas, Yak~as (elves), Gandharvas and such-like riff-raff do not alarm 
him in the least, and he will find a way of dealing with the man-eater 
himself. At this juncture the giant Hiljimba, thinking that his sister 
is too long away, appears in person, and would slay the love-sick Hiljimbii 
in his anger. But Bhtma confronts him and challenges him to fight. 
After a terrible conflict, during which the brothers awake, Bhima slays 
the giant. When he is about to despatch Hiqimba likewise, Yudhi!}~hira 

exhorts him not to slay a woman. At her earnest entreaties, he at last 
agrees to be united to her until a son is born to her. Yudhi~thira arranges 
that Bhima may stay with the giantess all day, but that he must always 
return before sunset. So Hic_limbii flies through the air with Bhima to 
the pleasant hill-tops, where they give themselves. up to the pleasures of 
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love, until she conceives, and bears a son, who grows into a mighty 
. Rak~asa. They call him G lta~otltaca, and later on, in the great fight, he 
does good service to the PaJ].c.~avas. 

Tlte giant Balca and tlte Brahman family. 

Disguised as ascetics, the Pa!].<Javas now wander from forest to forest, 
experiencing many an adventure; and come at last to a city Ekacakri 
where, without being recognised, they stay at a Brahman's house. Du.ring 
the day they beg for their food and in the evening they bring it homa, 
where Kuntl divides all the food into two halves, the one for Bhima, and 
the other for all the rest. One day Kunti is alone at home with Bhima. 
Loud groans and lamentations are heard proceeding from the apartments 
of the Brahman whose hospitality they are enjoying. First of all they 
hear the Brahman give vent to bitter lamentations over the lot of humanity 
in gen~ral, and declare that it would be best for him to perish together 
with his family, for he would never have the heart to sacrifice his faithful 
wife, },lis beloved daughter or his dear little son, and yet on the other 
hand, were he to die alone, he would be leaving his dear ones to sure 
distress. Then the Brahman's wife begins to speak, and says that he 
must live on, so as to provide for his children and to preserve the race: 
she herself, having borne him a son and a daughter, has fulfilled the 
purpose of her life, and can· die in peace. Were he to die, she could 
never nourish and protect her two children single-handed; she would 
be able neither to ·protect her daughter from unworthy men nor to 
give her son au education worthy of a Brahman. Whereas he could 
take a second wife, she herself, as a widow, would lead but a pitiable 
existence. "As birds swoop greedily down upon a piece of flesh that is 
cast away, thus do 'men abuse a' woman who is bereaved of her 
husband." Therefore she ~ill sacrifice her life. rrhe daughter, who 
has listened to what her parents have said, now has her. say, and seeks 
to prove that for her alone is it fitting to die for the family. "Is it 

---uot said : A son is as one's own self, a wife is a friend, but a. daughter 
is misery. Rid thyself of this misery, therefore, and let me fulfil my 
duty." While these three con verse in this fashion, and finally burst into 
tears, the little son, his eyes wide open, approaches each one individually, 
and says, smiling, in his sweet, childish voice : 11 Do not weep, father! 
Do not weep, mother! Do not weep, sister ! " And the little fellow gaily 
takes a blade of grass from the ground, saying : "I am going. to kill the 
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man-eating Raktjasa with this I" And in the midst of their sore distress 
their hearts were filled with joy when they heard the boy's sweet voice: 
It is this moment which Kuntr, the mother of the Pa~cjavas, chooses to 
enter and to enquire what it is that has gone wrong. She is then told that 
a man-eating Rak~asa, the giant Baka, lurks in the vicinity of the city, 
and that at certain intervals the inhabitants of the city are obliged to 
supply him with a cartload of rice, two buffaloes and a human being by 
way of tribute. The families are chosen in rotation, and it is now the turn 
of the family in question. 'rhen KunU consoles the Brahman and suggests 
that one of her five sons shall pay the tribute to the Rak9asa. But the 
Brahman will not hear of a Brahman, and a guest at that, sacrificing his 
life for him. Then Kunti explains to him that her son is a great hero, 
which fact is not to be dis~losed, and that he will surely slay the Rak~asa. 
Bhtma is prepared to carry out his mother's proposal immediately, and the 
next morning he drives into the forest haunted by the monster, with the 
ca~t containing the food intended for th~ Raktjasa. As soon as he reaches 
the forest, he begins to eat the food himself (this is most humorously 
described), and is in no wise perturbed by the stormy approach of the giant. 
Even when the infuriated Rak~asa showers blows on him with both hands, 
he calmly continues eating. It is not until he has eaten everything up that 
he prepares for the combat. They uproot the mightiest trees in the forest 
and hurl them at each other. A stupendous struggle then ensues, the result 
of which is that Bhima breaks the giant in two across his knee. Bhima 
extracts a promise from the remaining Rak~asas, the relatives and 
subjects of Baka, that they will never again kill a human being, and 
he then returns to his brothers. There is great joy in the city, but the 

Pat;u;lavas preserve their incognito. 

The self-choice and marri(fge of Draupadi 

After a time the Paqc]avas decide to leave Ekacakra and to migrate to 
Paficala. On the road thither they hear that Druparla, king of the Piificalas, 
is about to hold a "self-choice" 1 l for his daughter. The brothers decide 

1) Svayamvara, i.e. ·• bride's self-choice," is a form of engagement or betrothal 

in which the kin~'s danghter herself choos"s her hnsband from amongst the assembled 
princes and heroes (after her father has issned a ~olemn invitation), placing a garland 
aronnd the neck. of the chosen one, wherenpon the marriage take~ place. While the 
Svayamvara is very freqnently de•cribed in epic poetry, this cnetom is not mentioned at all 
in the brahmanical lrzw-books, which otherwise treat the varionA kinds of betrothal in great 

detail. Of. J. J. Meyer, Das Weih im altindischen Epos, pp. 60 ff. 
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~o take part in the festival, and, disguised as Brahmans, they go to the 
residential town of Drupada, where they live unrecognised at the house of 
a potter, and beg for their food as Brahmans. Now Drupada had bad a very 
stiff bow made, and had had a target set high up in the air by means of a 
mechanical contrivance, and he proclaimed that only the hero· who could 
draw the bow and bit the mark, would be qualified to win his da~hter Kj~'}a 
at the Svayamvara. Princes of all lands, among them the Kaurava.s, 
Duryodha.na and his brothers and Karl}a, accept King Drupada's invita.t10n 
and assemble in tbe festively decorated hall in which the self-choice of a 
husband is to take place. Innumerable Brahmans, too, flock in ~s specta
tors, and among them are the five Pii.l}<]avas. There are brilliant festivities 
for several days, and the foreign kings and the Bra~mans enjoy splendid 
hospitality as guests. At last, on the sixteenth day, attended by the usual 
ceremonies, the radiant Kr~t~ii, beautifully dressed and adorned, ~teps into 
the hall, holding the garland of flowers in her hand. Her brother IJhr§~a

d!Jnmna proclaims in a loud voice : 

"Mark this bow, assembled monarchs, and the target hung on high, 
Through yon whirling pierced discus let five glitt'ring arrows fly I 
Whoso born of noble lineage, hits the far suspended aim, 
Let him stand and as his guerdon Drupad's beauteous 

maiden claim I " I) 

After this he tells his sister the names of . all the kings present, beginning 
with Duryodhana. All of them are at once enamoured of the cha.rminO' 

t:t, 

Kr~J~ii, each is jealous of the other, and every single individual hopes to 
win her. One after the other now attempts to bend the bow, but none 
succeed. Then Kari}a steps forward; he bas already bent the bow, and is· 
prepared to hit the mark, when Kp~I}a calls out in a loud voice: "My choice 
shall not be a charioteer." With a bitter laugh and a glance towards the 
sun, Karl)a throws the bow down again. In vain do the mighty kings 
Sisupala, Jarasandha and Salya strive to bwd the bow. Then Arjuna 
a.rises from the midst of the Brahmans. Amid loud murmurs of applause 
from those who admire the stately youth, and amid the sounds of dis
approval of those who are angry at the presumption of a Brahman in enter
ing the lists with warriors, he strides to the bow, bends it in the 
twinkling of an eye, and shoots the target down. When Kr~T,la sees the 

1
) Translated by Romesh Dutt, Mnha-Bharata, p. 19, 
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godlike youth, she hands him the garland joyfully, and followed by the 
princess, Arjuna leaves the hall. 

However, when the assembled kings perceive that Drupada really in
tends to give his daughter to the Brahman, they take it as an insult ; for 
in their opinion, the self-choice of a husband is for warriors, but not for 
Brahmans. They attempt to kill Drupada, bnt Bhlma and Arjuna hasten 
to· hi,; aid. Bhima uproots a mighty tree, and stands there, 
terrible as the god of death. Arjuna stands beside him, with the 
bent bow. Karr.1a fights with Arjuna, and Salya with Bhima. After 
a hard fight, Karqa and Salya confess themselves beaten. The kings 
give up the fight, and return to their homes. But the Piiqgavas 
go on their way with Kr!.>I}i, and wend their way to the potter's house, 
where Kuntl anxiously awaits them. Arjuna now declares in the presence 
of his mother and his brothers that he will not wed KrEJr;~a, daughter of 
Drupada, whom he has won, for himself alone, but that, i2_accordance with 
th_e 11.ncient custom of their family, she must become the common wife of 
all five brothers. 

Among those present at the self-choice was Kr~rta, the chieftain of 
a clan of the Yadavas and the cousin of the PagrJavas (for Vasudeva, 
Kr!_;ga's father, was Kuntl's brother). He was the only one who had 
recognised the Pil)ciavas, in spite of their disguise. He therefore followed 
the Paqgavas, accompanied by his brother Baladeva, visited them at the 
potter's house, and disclosed to them that he was their relative. This 
greatly rejoiced I he Pal}<] a vas, but in order that they might not be re
cognised, Knl}a and Baladeva soon took their departure. 

Prince Dhp~~adyumna had also secretly followed the Piil].qavas in 
order to find out who the hero who had won his sister for his consort, really 
was. He conceals himself in the potter's house, and observes how 
the brothers return home and respectfully greet their mother, how 
KuoU instructs Draupad1 1 > regarding the preparation and distribution of 
the food, how after the evening meal they betake themselves to rest, 
the youngest brother spreading a mattress of ku§a grass whereon the 
five brothers stretch themselves in t·1rn, each one on his antelope-skin, 

· whilst their mother and Draupadi put up their beds at their head and foot 
respectively: and he hears how the brothers still regale one another with 
all kinds of conversation upon arms and warlike deeds before falling 
asleep. Then Dhr<j~adyumua hastens back to his father, to tell him that, 

') K;tJJ;~I, "the black one" is nsua.lly called Ora.upa.di, i.e. "daughter of nrupada.." 
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judging from their conversation, the supposed Brahmans must be warriors, 
at which the king rejoices exceedingly. The next morning, Drupada 
invites the Pil)qavas to the palace, in order to celebrate his daughter's 
wedding with due festivity. It is only now that Yudhi~thira informs 
him that they are the sons of Pa!}qu, whom people had thought dead; 
Drupada is much rejoiced at this, for it had always been his wish to have 
the brave Arjuua as a son-in-law. Just when he is about to perform 
the ceremonial marriage of his daughter with Arjuna, he is, however, 
somewhat astonished and disillusioned to learn from Yudhi~thira that 
K~r:a must become the common wife of all five brothers. The scruples 
which he puts forward are, however, appeased when he learns of the ancient 
family custom of the Paq.qavas, and Draupadi is wedded before the sacred 
fire first to Yudhi~thira as the eldest brother, and then to the other 
four brothers in order of age. 1 > Kuntl blesses her daughter-in-law, and 
Kr~I}a sends rich and most costly wedding presents to the newly-wedded 
people. 

•) In this marriage to five husbands, the epic has indubitably faithfully preserved an 
old feature of the legend; for polyandry, or rather group-marriage, of which the marriage 
of the PaQc;lavas affords an example, though still occurring in certain regions of India at 
the present day, was by no means attested us a legitimate form of marriage in ancient 
India, and is directly opposed to the brahmanical views. When Drupada says (I, 197, 27) : 

"The law teaches that one man has many wives; but one has never heard that one woman 
has many men 11s her husbands," he only gives expression to the general Indian opinion. 
When, in spite of this, the five principal heroes of the epio have only one wife between 
them, it is a proof that this feature was so closely interwoven with the whole legend and 
the ancient epic, that, even at a later time, when the Mahlibh!irata acquired a more and 
more brahmanical character aud became a religious text book, the elimination of this 
feature could not be dreamed of. All that was done was to try to justify the marriage 
to five husbands, by means. of several clumsily inserted stories. On one occasion Vyiisa 
relates the silly story of a maiden who could not obtain a husband, and implored the 
god Siva to procure a husband for her. Now because she had cried jive times " Give me 
a husband," Siva promises her five husbands-in a future birth, This maiden is reborn 

as Kr~Qa, Drupada's daughter, and therefore receives the five Pa~;~~avas as husbands. 
A second story is not much more ingenious. The PaQc;lavas, who live in the potter's 
house ns begging Brahmans, come home with Draupadi, and announce to their mother 
that they have brought " the alms" which they have collected while out begging. With
out looking up, Kunti say@, according to her custom, " Enjoy it all together." Only 
then does she notice that" the alms" is a woman, and is very much perturbed; but the. 
word of a mother may not be made untrue, and therefore the five brothers must enjoy 
Draupadi in common. A third story, which Vyiis'l. related toDrupada., is the siva.itic "FivE' 
Indra story" (paiicendroplikhy4nam), a most fantastic and confused account, accordinji 
to which Indra, as a punishment for having offended Siva., is reborn on earth in five part11 
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The Pa'!l4avaa get their l&ingdom bacle. 

'l'he report that the Pal}gavas are still alive and that it was Arjuna 
who had won Draupadi at the self-choice, is soon noised abroad. Duryo
dhana and his friends return sadly to Hastinapura, and they are much 
cast down by the Pal}gavas' having gained two mighty allies by their 
marriage, namely, Drupada and the Paiicalas, and Kr~Qa and the Yadavas. 
Duryodhana is of opinion that they should be on their guard against the 
Pal}c}avas, and suggests that they should get rid of them by treachery. 
Karl}a, on the other hand, is for open combat. But Bhl~ma, supported by 
Vidura and Drol}a, advises Dhrtara~tra to cede one-half of the kingdom to 
the Paql]avas and to live peaceably with them. Dhrtara~~ra. agrees to this 
proposal and cedes one-half of his kingdom to the Pai].•]avas, and it is ar
ranged that they shall settle in the desert of Khaggavaprastha. Yudhi~

~hira gladly accepts the offer, and, accompanied by Kr~Qa, the Pal}<;lavas 
joul'Dey to Khagc.Javaprastha, where they found as their residence the great 
city and fort of lndraprastha (near modern Delhi). 

Arjuna's banishment and adventures. 

The Paggavas live happy and contented in J ndraprastha with their 
common wife. In order to avoid any jealousy among them, they had 
mutually agreed (on the advice of the divine sage Narada) that if any 
one of the brothers should intrude on a private interview of any other of 
the brothers with Draupadi, the former should go into banishment and 
le~d a life of chastity for twelve years. Owing to this understanding they 
lived at peace with one another. 

One day some robbers steal some cattle from a Brahman, who comes 
running into the palace violently reproaching the king for not protecting his 

and an incarnation of Lak~mi or Sri (goddess of good fortune and beauty) is destined to 
be his wife. The five P4gc;lavas are incarnations of the one Indra, Draupadi is an incar. 
nation of Lak~mi, so that Draupadi has actually only one husband! There is not even an 

attempt made to bring these three justification stories into accord with one another or 

with the principal narrative. On the other band, it is repeatadly distinctly emphasized 
that it was an ancient family custom, not indeed a general Indian custom, but a special 
family usage of the Pa'}qavas. In Buddhist and J aiu stories, Draupadi's self-choice of 
a h118band is so dflscribed that she chooses, not Arjuua, but all the five Pllgc;lavas simul
taneously, Strangely enough, even a few European scholars have tried to interpret and 
justify the marriage to five h118ba.nds mythologically, allegorically and symbolically, in
stead of accepting it as an ethnological fact. (Cf. my "Notes on the Mab4bh4rata," 

JRAS, 18971 pp. 733 If.). 
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subjects sufficiently. Arjuna wishes to hasten to his aid immediately. Chance 
will have _it that the weapons are hanging in a room in which Yudhi~~hira 

happens to be together with Draupadr. Arjuna is in a dilemma. Is he to fail 
in his duty of a warrior towards the Brahman, and to break the rule with re
gard to their common wife, or is he to violate the former so as to be able to 
conform to the latter f He decides to enter the room and fetch the wea
pons; he pursues the robbers and restores the cattle to the Brahman. Then 
he returns home and announces to Y udhi~~hira that, in accordance with 
the agreement, he will go into banishment for twelve years. Though 
Yudhi~thira tries to restrain him, as he had taken no offence whatsoever, 
Arjuna nevert.heless retires to the forest, on the principle that what is 
right is right, whatever the circumstances. 

Here he has many adventures. On one occasion he is bathing in the 
Ganges, and is about to come out of the water, after sacrificing to the 
fathers, when Utupi, the daughter of a Naga king, draws him down into 
the kingdom ofthe Nagas (snake demons). She explains to him that she 
has fallen in love with him, and begs him to take delight in her. Arjuna 
replies that he cannot do this, as he has taken the vow of chastity. But 
the snake virgin objects, saying that this vow can only refer to Draupadt, 
and that, as a matter of fact, it is his duty as a warrior to aid the unfortu
nate; and that if he would not grant her request, she wonld end her life
he must therefore save her life. Arjuna is powerless against these argu
ments, and" keeping his eye on his duty," he grants beautiful ffiiipi's 
requel!t and spends a night with her. 

On another occasion his wanderings bririg him to Citraviihana, king of 
Mat;tipiira, and he falls in love with the king's beautiful daughter Citran-
9~· But she is a "son-daughter," t) and the king only· gives heTto 
him on condition that a son born of her be accounted as his (Citra.viiha
na's) son. Arjuna agrees to this, and lives with her in Mat;tipiira'l for 
tl:tree years. After she has borne a son, he takes leave of her and conti
nues his wanderings. 

After having visited various holy places and had many more adven
tures, he meets Kr~Qa and visits him in his city of Dvaraki, where he is 
received with great festivity. A few days later there was a great feast 

1
) A putriTca or" son daughter" is a daughter whose son does not belong to the 

husband, but to the father of the girl. For if a man has no son, he can appoint his 
daughter as putrikii, whereby a son born of her becomes the continuator of her father's race,. 
i.e. he is bound in duty to the ancestral sacrifice and entitled to the inheritance, 

1 ) We hear no more of the vow of chastity. 
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of the Vf!J!)is and Andhakas-clans of the Yadavas-on the hill Raiva
taka. Noblemen and citizans go forth with music, singing and dancing, 
and there is great merriment. Baladeva, Kr~l)a's brother, gets drunk 
with his wife Revati; U grasena, king of the Vr~l)is, comes with his 
thousand wives, and many other princes with their wives. On this 
occasion Arjuna sees Sublzadra, Kr~I}a's beautiful sister, and becomes 
enamoured of her. He asks Kp~I}a how he can obtain her, and the 
latter advises him to carry her off by force after the fashion of 
warriors, as a self-choice is always an uncertll.in affair 1 ). Then 
Arjuna sends a messenger to Yudhi~~hira to ask his permission for the 
abduction of Subhadra. Yudhi!il~hira gives his consent, and Arjuna goes 
forth in his chariot in full battle array, as though he were going to the 
chase. Subhadrii is taking a stroll on Raivataka, and just as she is about 
to return to Dvarakii, A rjuna seizes her, places her on his chariot and 
drives off with her in the direction of Indraprastha. Great excitement 
prevails in Dviirakii ; the drunken Ba.ladeva is furious at Arjuna's having 
violated the laws of hospitality. But Kr~ga pacifi~s his relatives by telling 
them that Arjuna. has not offended them at all. On the contrary, be had 
not considered the Yada.vas so avaricious that they would sell a maiden 
like a bead of cattle, and he had not wanted to take the chance of an 
uncertain self-choice, so his only course had been to carry Subhadrii off. 
There was no objection to the marriage itself, but they should recall 
Arjuna, and effect a reconciliation. This actually takes place, and Arjuna 
and Subhadra are married. He stays in Dviirakli for another year, 
enjoying the soeiety of Subhadra. He spends the remainder of the twelve 
years at the sacred place of Pu~kara, after which he returns to Indra
prastha. Draupadi reproaches him for his marria~e with Subhadrii, but 
is appeased when Subhadrii offers herself to Draupadi as a maidservant. 
Thenceforth Draupadi, Subhadrii and Kunti live happily together. Subhadri 
bore Arjuna a son, ..i.blzimanyu, who became a favourite with his father and 
his uncles, but Draupadi bore one son to each of the five Pal)4avas. 

Yudhiathira becomea the Ruler of the World 

King Yudhi~~hira reigned justly and piously in his kingdom, and his 
subjects, who loved him devotedly, lived in peace and happiness. The 
king's brothers, too, led a happy life. But Arjuna enjoyed a still more 

1 ) Obviously the YAda.vae were a rough shepherd.tribe, with whom mar1'iage by theft 

was atilllegitimate. 
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intimate friendship with Kr~I}a. Once when the two friends were convers
ing in the groves by the J umnii (where they had veritable orgies with 
many beautiful women, and in which even Draupadi and Subhadra parti
cipated) the god Agni approached them in the form of a. Brahman, and 
besought them to assist him in burning the Khiii}Qava forest. The fact 
was that the god had indigestion after eating the numerous offerings at 
some great sacrifice, and Brahman had told him that he must burn the 
Khai}qava forest if he wished to recovet· from it : but every time he ha.d 
attempted to set the forest afire, the forest animals extinguish it again. 
Arjuna and Kr!;!I}a are to prevent this, and Agni procures heavenly weapons 
for them for the purpose : for Arjuna the mighty bow Giii}<}Iva with two 
inexhaustible quivers and a splendid chariot with silvery-white horses and 
recognisable from afar by a monkey banner; and for K~l}a a. sure discus 
and an irresistible club .. With these weapons they support Agni and kill 
all creatures which attempt to escape from the burning forest. They spare 
only the demon Maya, who is a great artist among the heavenly host. 1 l 

In thankfulness at the sparing of his life, the demon Maya builds for 
Yudhi~thira. a marvellous palace with all kinds of most ingenious devices. 
After some time Y udhi!;lthira, in agreement with Kr!;!!}a., decided to offer 
the great sacrifice for the consecration of a king (rajasiiya). Now only 
a ruler of the world, a great conqueror, is entitled to offer this sacrifice. 
But as Jarasandha, king of Magadha., is the mightiest ruler for the time 
being, he must be removed. He is killed io a duel with Bhima. After 
this, Arjuna., Bhima, Sa.ha.deva and Nakula go forth on victorious cam
paigns of conquest in the north, east, south and west respectively, on the 
strength of which Yudhi~thira becomes possessed of a world-kingdom. The 
kings' consecration sacrifice may now be offered, and it is celebrated with 
great pomp. Numer~tus kings, including the Kaura.vas, are invited to it. 
At the close of the sacrifice, gifts of honour are distributed. At Bhi!;!ma's 
suggestion, Kr~l}a is to receive the first gift of honour. Sisupala, king 
of Cedi, objects to this. . A quarrel ensues, ending in the death of Si§upala 
at the hands of Kr~I}a. 

When the sacrifice is accomplished, the foreign kings take their depar
'ure. Kr!;!•}a, too, returns to his home. Only Duryqdhana and his uncle 
Sakuoi !ltay on in the palace of the Pa9qavas for some time. When view
ing the superb building Duryodhana meets with all kinds of mishaps. 

1 } Here ends the Adiparvan, or First book of the Ma.M bhlrata. 
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He mistakes a crystal surface for a lake, and undresses in order to bathe; 
on the other hand, he mistakes an artificial pond for dry land, and has an 
involuntary dip, at which Bhima and Arjuna burst out laughing loudly.1) 
This scorn wounded Duryodhana very deeply, for he was already consumed 
with envy. It is with feeliugs of the deepest envy and hate that he takes 
leave of his cousins and returns to Hastinapura. 

The game of dice. 

Duryodhana tells his tale of woe to his uncle Sakuni in bitter words. 
He tells him that he cannot bear the disgrace of seeing his enemies 
celebrating such triumphs ; and that, as he ca~not see any way of getting 
at the Pagrjavail, he will put an end to hi'l life by fire, poison or water. 
Then Sakuni proposes that a game of dice should be arranged, and that 
Yudhi~~hira be invited to it ; and Sakuni, who is a skilled player, is to 
win Yudhi~~hira's whole kingdom from him with ease. They repair 
forthwith to the aged king Dhrtara~~ra, in order to obtain his consent to 
the plan. At first the king will have nothing to do with it, wishing at 
all events to consult his wise brother Vidura ; but when Duryodhana 
points out to him that Vidura always takes the part of the Pary]avas, the 
feeble old king allows them to talk him over, and orders the game of 
dice to be held. He sends Vidura in person to Yudhi~~hira to invite him 
to the game. Vidura ·warns the king and does not conceal from him his 
fear that great mischief may arise from this game of dice. Dhrtarii~~ra. 

himself entertains this fear too, but believes that he must let Fate have 
its course. So Vidura goes to the court of King Yudhi~~hira to deliver the 

. invitation to the game of dice. The latter, too, refers to the irresistible 
power of Fate, and accepts the invitation, though reluctantly. Accompanied 
by his brothers and Draupadi and the other women of the household, he 
sets out for Hastiniipura.. In Dhrtara~~ra's palace the guests are greeted 
affably by their relatives and are received with great honours. 

The next morning Yudhi~~hira and his brothers repair to the gaming
hall, where the Kauravas are already assembled. Sakuni challenges 

') Dnryodhana's adventures in the marvellous palace of Yndhi~~hira remind us of 
the story of the Queen of Sheba, who mi.takes a glass floor in Solomon's palace for a sheet 
of water, and bares her legs. Of. Qnriin, 27, 38; W. Hertz Gesammelte Abhandlungen, 
(1905), p. 427; Grieraon, JRAS 1913, 684 f. There is also a similar story in the legend of 
the wonders of the new Babylon, built by Nebnchadnezzar; s, A. Wesselofsky in Archiv fUr 

slaviache Pbilologie II, 310 ff., 321. 
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Yudhi~thira to play, the last-named stakes something-and loses. ·one 
after the other, he stakes all his treasures, all his wealth of gold and 
precious stones, his state chariot, hi11 male and female slaves, elephants, 
chariots and steeds-and he loses every time. Then Vidura turns to 
Dhrtar~tra and advises him to sever from his son Duryodhana. who bids 
fair to bring on the ruin of the entire family, and to forbid the continuation 
of the game. Duryodhana now begins to inveigh most bitterly against 
Vidura, calling him a. traitor, a viper which the Kauravas have nourished 
in their bosom, for he never speaks but in the interests of their enemies. 
Vidura. turns in vain to Dhrtar~~ra. Sakuni scornfully asks Yudhi~thira 
whether he has anything more to stake. Yudhi!llthira is now possessed by 
the uncontrollable passion for gambling, and stakes all his possessions, 
his oxen and all his cattle, his city, his land and the whole of his kingdom
and all is lost. He stakes even the princes, and .then the brothers Nakula 
and Sahadeva, and loses them. Incited by Sakuni, he is even led away to 
stake Arjuna and Bhima, and he loses even these. Finally he stakes 
ltimself, and Sakuni again. wins. Sakuni remarks with scorn that 
Yudhi!llthira has not done wisely in staking himself, since he still possesses 
·a treasure which can be gambled away, namely Draupadr, the daughter 
of the Pa:ii.cala king. And to the horror of all the aged people present, 1 > 

of Bhi!jma, Drol}a, Krpa and Vidura, Yudhi!llthira announces that he 
will stake beautiful Draupadi. The dice are cast amid universal excitement, 
and Sakuni gains yet another victory. 

Laughing, Duryodhana asks Vidura to bring Draupadl along, so that 
she m~ty sweep the rooms and take her place among the maidservants. 
Vidura admonishes him, and warns him that his behaviour will only 
serve to bring about the downfall of the Kaura vas; he says that, as a 
matter of fact, Draupadl has not become a slave at all, for Yudhi!llthira 
only staked her when he was no longer ma3ter of himself. Then 
Duryodhana sends a suta as a messenger to . Draupadi, to fetch her. 
The latter sends the messenger back to ask whether Yudhi~thira gambled 
himself or her away first. Duryodhana sends the reply that she was to 
come to the gaming-hall and ask this question herself. As she refuses, 
and sends the messenger back each time without fulfilling his task, Dur
yodhana calls on his brother Dussii.sana to go and fetch her by force. 

1
) It is very noteworthy that these impartial and well-disposed men accept so calmly 

the fact that Yudhi~~hira has gambled away his brothers ana himself, while it appears to 
i;hem monstrous that he thould stake their common wife, 
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Dussasana repairs to the women's apartments, and soon drags the struggling 
Draup11d1 into the assembly by the hair; she is unwell and therefore 
clad only in scanty garments. She laments bitterly that no one takes 
her part, not even Bhl~ma and Drol)a, and she casts a despairing glance 
at the Paq.cJavas. Now the loss of their possessions and of their kingdom 
does not pain them so deeply as this glance of Dt·aupadi's, filled with 
fhame and anger. Then Bhima can restrain himself no longer, he re
proaches Yudhi~thira violently for having staked Draupadt, and is about 
to lay hands on him. 1 ) But Arjuna admonishes him: Yudhi~thira must 
always be recognised and respected as the eldest. Now Vikarqa, one of 
Duryodhana's youngest brothers, calls on those assembled to reply to 
Draupadi's question whether she has been gambled away by right. As 
they are all silent, he himself answers the question in the negat£ve. Karqa, 
however, retorts that the Kauravas have won everything, and that therefore 
the wife of the Pal)qavas also belongs to them. He adds that the Pai:}Qa
vas, and Draupadl too, should be stripped of their very clothes, as the 
Kaura vas have won their clothes from them. The PiiQQavas take off their 
upper garment~, while Dussasana, at a sign from Karl)a, proceeds to tear 
Draupadt'.; garment from her. She, however, prays to Kr~l:}a, the incar
nation of the god Vi~Qu, and by his help she remains clothed, however 
many times Dussasana seizes her draperies. 2 l But Bhlma now pronounces 
the terrible oath : 

"Give heed to my oath, ye warriors of the whole world, an oath 
such as has never before been uttered by men, and such as will never again 
be uttered by a man. May 1 never attain to the resting-place of my ances
tors if I do not fulfil the words which I have spoken-if I do not tear 
open the breast of this evil, foolish outcast of the Bharatas in the fight, 
and drink his blood I" 

1 ) Bhima says he will burn both of Yudhi~~hira's arms, and asks Sahadeva to 
bring fire for this purpose (II, 68, 6; 10). J. J. Me-yer (" Das Weib im altindischen Epos," 
p. 226) translates differently, interpreting the passage as meaning that Bhima wishes to 

burn his own hands, 11nd Meyer calls this " a typically Indian method of revenge and 
branding," similar to the "prayopave§a" (threat of suicide by hunger, in order to force 
a light). Nilaka!}~ha.'s commentary (te tava pnra iti se~a.J.l) would confirm this interpreta. 
tion. Even if the usual translation be accepted, Bhima's threat sounds very strange. 

•) Not only the Southern Indian manuscripts, bat also the play " Diitav~kya" 
ascribed to Bh~sa, make it seem probable that this miracle of the garments ls a very 
late interpolation ; s. Winternitz in F'estschrift Kuhn, pp. 299 ff. Oldenberg (" Daa 
Mahabharata.," pp. 45 ff.) makes an attempt to distinguish generally between the earlier 

and later parts in the present narrative of the gambling scene. 
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Horror s<lizes all the warriors and heroes at these fearful words. In 
nin dors Vidura remind those present of their duly to decide the legal 
question whethP.r Draupadi has been won by the Kauravas or not. In 
vain does Draupadi weep and lament, and implore her relatives to answer 
her question. Even the pious Bhr~ma, learned in the law, can say no more 
than that justice is a ticklish matter, and that might is right in this world. 
As Yudhi~thira is a model of justice, be himself should decide. Duryodhana, 
too, scornfully asks Yudi~thira to give his opinion whether he considers 
.lJraupadl has been won or not. And as Yudhi>?thira sits there absent
minded, and makes no reply, Duryodbana goes so far as to offer the most 
unheard-of insult to the Pa!}c]avas : he bares his left thigh before Draupadi's 
very eyes. Then Bhima utters the terrible words: "May Bhrma 
never be united to his fatherP, if I do not crush this thigh of yours in the 
fight!" 

Whilst still further speeches are being exchanged, the loud cry of a 
jackal and other sounds of ill omen are heard in Dhrtat·a~~ra's house. 
Terrified by these, the old king Dhrtara~~ra at last feels himself called 
upon to intervene. He blames Dmyodhana in violent words. Then he 
pacifies Draupadi, and tells her to wish for something. She wishes for 
the freedom of her husband Yudhi~thira. He grants her a second wish, 
and she chooses the liberation of the font· remaining Pai)Qavas. However, 
when he asks her to wish a thit·d time, she says that she has now nothing 
more to wish for, as the Pai).Javas themselves will win all things needful, 
as soon as they are set free. Karqa now begins to mock, saying that 
Dra.upadl is the boat in which the Pal)cyavas have saved themselves from 
danger. Bhima is consumed by rage, and is in doubt whtther he should not 
slay the Kauravas on the spot. But Arjuna calms him, and Yudbi~thiar 
forbids any fighting. King Dhrtara~~ra, however, returns Yudhi~thira 

his kingdom and exhorts him to let bygones be bygones. Thus they 
return to Indraprastha ia a calmer frame of mind. 

The aecottd game if dzce a11d the banishment if tke Pa!i-1/avaa. 

No eooner have the Pal).,:avas departed, however, than Duryodhana, 
Dussasana and Sakuni again besiege the old king, pointing 011t to him the 
danger which threatens from the P:il)f]avas who have now been so grievous
ly insulted, and persuade him to give his consent to a second game of dice 
This time the loser is to g'l into banishment into the forest for twelve years, 
sojoum somewhere among people in the thirteenth year incognito, and is 
only to be allowerl to return in the fourteenth year. Should he be recognised 

44 
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in the thirteenth year, however, he would have to go into banishment for 
another twelve years. In vain does Gandhari, the king's consort, strive to 
persuade him to sever himself fror..a his wicked son Duryodhana, in order 
that he may not be guilty of causing the downfall of all the Kauravas. 
But he is deluded, and gives his consent; and a messenger is sent out, who 
catches up with the Pa~~avas, who are still on their homeward journey. 
Bewildered by fate, Yudhi~~hira accepts the invitation to the second game 
of dice. They all return, the game begins afresh, and he again lo1es. 
Now they must all go into banishment for thirteen years. 

Clad in antelope-skins, the Piiq.qavas prepare to go into the forest. 
Duryodhana and Dussasa.na rejoice in their triumph, and joke about them, 
but Bhtma hurls terrible threats at them. As Duryodhana pierces their 
hearts with sharp words, he says, even so will he pierce Duryodhana.'s 
heart in the fight. And once again he swears to drink the blood of 

. Dussiisana. Arjuna promises to slay Karq.a, Sahadeva, Sa.kuni and 
Nakula, the remaining sons of Dhrt;ara~~ra. But Yudhi~~hira takes leave 
of Dhrtarii~tra, Bhf~ma and the other Kauravas, and most affectionately 
of all, of wise, good Vidura. Kunti, the mother of the Piil}qavas, stays 
behind in Vidura's house, but Draupadi follows her husbands into banish
ment, and her farewell from her mother-in-law is touching indeed. With 
tearful lamentations Kuntl sees her children go forth into banishment, 
but, with the exception of the gentle Yudhi"thira., all of them swear to 

have their bloody revenge on the Kaura.vas in the fourteenth year. Omens 
of evil portent, and the prophetic words of the heavenly messenger 
Narada. announce to King Dhrtarii!i!tra the downfall of his race, and he 
feels bitter remo1·se for having given his consent to the game of dice and 
the banishment,! l 

The twelve yearl' foreBt life of the Pa'!l4a1Ja8. 1 l 

Numerous citizens of Ha.stiniipura. accompany the Paq.<;la.vas into 
the forest, and it cost Yudhi~thira some trouble to persuade them to 
return home. Several Brahmins stayed with him for some considerable 
time. In order to be able to feed them, he practised asceticism, and 
prayed to the sun-god, whereupon he received from the latter a copper 
cooking-pot which filled itself at will. He fed the Brahmins with this, 

1 ) Here ends the Sabhaparvan, the second book. 
•) This forms the contents of the extenAive third book, called Vanaparvall or 

" forest section." 
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and then journeyed northward to the Kimyaka forest. Bhlma soon slew 
the man-eating rik~asa K.irmira, a brother of Baka. and a friend of 
Higimba, who haunted this forest. 

- In the meantime Dhrta~~ra had a consultation with Vidura. The 
latter advises the king to recall the Piq~avas from banishment and to 
effect a reconciliation with them. Dhrta~~ra is angry that Vidura 
always takes the part of the PiJ;,~Qavas, and ungraciously dismisses him 
with words intimating that he may go where he likes. Vidura goes to 
the PaJ;.Jdavas in the Kimyaka forest, and tells them what has happened. 
The aged king, however, soon repents of his violence, and sends the 
charioteer Saiijaya to have his brother Vidura recalled. Vidura soon 
returns accordingly, and there is a complete reconciliation between the 
two brotbers. 

When the friends and relatives of the PiQ<Javas heard of their banish
ment, they went to them in the forest, to visit them. One of the first 
was, of course, K~l}a. At the time of the game of dice, he had been 
entangled in a war, and thus had been unable to stand by his friends. 
Had he been with them, he would certainly have prevented the game. 
When, however, Kr~cya suggests making war on Duryodhana and reinstat
ing Yudhi~~hira in power, Yudhi~~hira will not fall in with it, though 
Draupadi complains in bitter terms of the disgrace which the Kauravas 
have brought upon her. Later on, too, Draupadl and Bbima repeatedly 
urge Yndhi~~hira to pull himself together and regain his throne by force. 
Yudhi~~hira declares each time that he must remain true to his promise and 
spend twelve years in the forest. Bhima reproaches him with unmanli
ness, telling him th~t the first duty of a warrior is to fight, that thirteen 
months have now elapsed, which Yudhi~~hira may count as thirteen years, 
or that he can make up for the breaking of the promise by performing 
an expiatory sacrifice. Thereupon Yudhi~~hira also objects that Duryo
dhana has mighty and unconquerable allies in Bhi~ma, Drocya, Krpa and 

· Karcya. At this moment the old ~i Vyasa appears once again and gives 
Yudhi~~hira a charm by the help of which Arjuna is to obtain heavenly 
weapons from the gods, which will assist them in gaining a victory over 
the Kauravas. Soon afterwards, therefore, Yudhi~~hira sends Arjuna to 
lndra to obtain the heavenly weapons. Arjuna wanders to the Himalayas, 
where he meets lndra in the form of an ascetic. The latter sends him to 
Siva, who must first give bis consent for the weapons to be delivered 
to Arjuna. Then Arjuna practises severe ·asceticism:, whereupon .:;iva 
appears to him in the form of a Kirita, a wild hill-man. Arjuna gets 
involved in a fierce fight with the supposed Kirita, un_til the latter reveals 
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himself as the god ~iva and presents him with irresistible weapons. The 
world-protectors Yamil, Varul}a and Kubera som also appear, and lend 
him their weapons, but Matali, lndra's chat·ioteet·, conducts him to Indra's 
celestial city, whe1·e he receives still more weapons. He lives very 
happily in Indra's heaven for five years, and at Indra's command, a 
gandha.rva gives him lessons in singing and dancing. 

Meanwhile the other Pal}r}a.vas live in the forest by the chase, 
obtaining scanty nourishment ft·om wild animals, roots and fruits. As 
Arjuna is ·so long absent, they are most anxious about him. ·rhough the 
p~i Lomasa, who has just been on a visit to lndra's heaven, comes to them 

and consoles them by telling them that Arjuna i~ dwelling safely with 
Indra, they are unsatisfied, and prepare to go and seek Arjuna. They 
wander forth into the Gandhamadana bills, where they are very much 
terrified by a fearful storm aud awful thuuder and lightning. Draupadi 
faints from fear and fatigue. Then Bhima thinks of his son Gba~otkaca, 
whom be had begotten with the giantess Hi:]imbii; and this rak~asa 

appears immediately and takes Draupadi on his back; be also fetches 
other rak~asas, who carry the Pa!)~avas on their backs, and thus all of 

them are carried to a hermitage on the Ganges near the divine mountain 
Kailasa, whrre they rest under a mighty Badari tree. 

As Draupadi expresses a. Ion ging for the heavenly lotus flowers, 
Bhima scours the mountain wilderness, to the terror of the wild beasts, 
for he slays one wild elephant with another one, and one lion with 
another lion, or simply kills them with a blow of his fist. Here be also 
encounters Hanumat, the ape king, who obstructs his path and warns him 
not to proceed further, where only immortals may tread. Bhima, bow
ever, tell'! him who be is, and orders him out of his path. The ape does 
not m•}Ve, pretends to be ill, and says that Bhima need only push his tail 
aside, in order to be able to pass by. In vain does Bhima now endeavour 
to raise the ape's tail. The latter now smilingly discloses that he is 
Hanumat, "s~ vet·y well known from the Ramayal}a.'' 1 l Bhlma now 
rejoices exceedingly at seeing his brother, for both of them are sons of 
the wind god, and be engages in a conversation with him. Finally 
Hanumat shows 13hima the way to Kubera's garden, but warns him not 
to pluck flowers thera, whereupon they take affectionate leave of each 
other. Bhima soon reaches the lotus lake and garden of Kubera, where 

') Thus Bhima speaks of him, Mahllbh., Ill. 147, 11 Hanamat here gives a 
short extract from the R4miiyal]&. 
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the divine lotuses grow. He is confronted with rak~asas who forbid him 
to pluck flowers, and inform him that, at any rate, he must first obtain 
Kubera's pe1·mission. Bhlma reto!"ts that a warrior does not ask per
mission, but takes what he wants. He fights with the rak~asas, rputs 
them to flight, and plucks the flowers. 

After various adventures and fights with rak~asas, the fifth year 
approaches, when Arjuna. is to return from heaven. The brothers repair 
to the "white mountain" (the heavenly mountain of Kailasa) to meet him. 
Bhima again engages in a fight with yak~as and rak~asas, the guardians 
of Kubera's garden, and slays many of their number, among others 
Maf}imat, who had once spat on the head of the holy ni Agastya, where
fore Kubera had been cursed by the p~i. Bhima's deed now released 
Kubera from the curse, and for this reason be is by no means enraged at 
-the bloodshed caused among the demons; on the contrary, he hids Bhima 
and his brothers a very cordial welcome. 

On the glorious mountain they at last meet Arjuna again, who comes 
careering along in Indra's chariot driven by l\1atali. After the most 
cordial of greetings, Arjuna tells them of all his experiences and adven
tures, and especially how he has fought victoricusly with the Niviitakavaca 
demons who dwell by the sea, and with the inhabitants of Hiral)yapura, 
the city which flies through the air. 

The Par.; <;lavas now ]i ve happily in the pleasure groves of K ubera, and 
four years pass, as if they had been a ~ingle night. Howevet·, in order 
not to be diverted from their earthly cares and fights, they resolve to quit 
the heavenly regions. Having descended Kailasa, they repair to the hillll 
and forests on the bank of the Jumna. 

Here Bhima had an unpleasant adventure, and his life was saved by 
Yudhil[!~hira. Roaming in the woods, Bhima espies an immense snake 
which hurls itself at him furiously, and clings around him so tightly that 
he cannot extricate himself. His brother Yudhi!? ~hira finds him in this 
predicament. Now the snakP is none other than the famous old king 
Naltusa, who had been cast out from heaven as the result of a curse of 
Agastya, and transformed into a serpent. He is not to be released from 
this curse until be can find somebody who can answer all the questions 
which he puts. Yudhi!?~hira gives satisfactory answers to all l1is philoso
phical questions, whereupon he sets Bhima free, and himself released from 
the condition of a snake, Nahu~a returns to heaven. 

Soon after this, they return to the Kamyaka forest.. Here they are 
again visited by Kr~r:a. He brings Draupadi the desired news of her 
children, ar.d exhorts Yudhi~~hira to make sure of allies for the fight against 
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the Kauravas, and to make other preparations for the war. As usual, 
however, Yudhil}~hira assures him that he must rem:J.in faithful to his 
promise, and that he does not wish to think of war until the thit·teentb 
year shall have elapsed. 

Pious Brahmins, too, often visit the Pil)~avas in the forest. One of 
these Brahmins goes straight _from the Pil)gavas to the court of King 
Dhrtari~tra, where he relates how much the Pa!}<javas, and especially 
Draupadt, have to suffer in their struggle with the elements in the wilder
ness. Whilst the old king laments at this, and is overcome with remorse, 
his son Duryodhana is much rejoiced, and, incited by ~akuni and Kar9a, 
be decided to visit the Pil}Qavas in the fm·est, so as to gloat over their 
distress. As a pretext they represent to Dhrtarii~~ra that they must visit 
the cattle-pens situated in the vicinity of the forest, to inspect the herds, 
count the heads of cattle and mark the young calves. They ride forth in a 
great cavalcade, inspect the cattle, and give themselves up to the pleasures 
of the chase. However, when they wish to proceed in the neighbourhood 
of the spot where the Pi!}<:favas are sta.yinll, they are held up by 
gandharvas. A fight ensues, and Duryodhana is ignominiously taken 
prisoner by the king of the gandharva.s. The Kauravas hasten to the 
Pii;~Qavas for aid, which the noble Yudhi~~bira does not refuse. After a 
hard fight, Duryodbana is liberated by the Pa!}~avas from the captivity of 
the gandharva king. Filled with shame and pain· at this humiliation, 
Duryodhana is about to end his life, and it is only with some difficulty that 
his friends succeed in diverting him from his euicidal frame of mind. 

Karl}a has now a new plan to annoy the Pal}~ava•. He sallies forth 
on a great campaign of conquest in all the four re~ions of the earth, to 
win the rule over the whole earth for Duryodhana, so that he too may be 
able to offer a great king's sacrifice. After the campaign of conquest bas 
been brought to a successful conclusion, a great sacrifice is indeed 
performed; but as the Rijasiiya sacl"ifice can only be performed onee in one 
and the same family, and as Yudhi~~hira basr already offered a sacrifice of 
this kind, it hi\8 to be a different sacrifice, called the P aif}!"ava, which is 
supposed to have been offered only by the god Vi~gu himself. In order to 
nx the Pi!}!Ja.va.s, Duryodhana invites them to this great sacrificial feast. 
Yndhi~~hira declines politely, while BhTma sends a message that the 
Pir;t<javas will pour ont the sacrificial ghee of their anger over the Kauravas 
after the thirteenth year, in tile sacrifil'e of battle. 

During the last year of their sojourn in the forest, the PaQcJa.vas were 
threatened by a great loss. One day when all the brothers were out 
hunting, their wife Draupadi, who had stayed behind alone, was stolen 
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away by Jayadratlta, king of the Sindhus, who passed by. The Pi.l}qavaa 
immec!iately pursue him, and he is overcome, and chastised and humiliated 
by Arjuna and Bhima. Bhtma would fain have killed him, but as be ia 
Dhrtarii~~ra's son-in-law, Yudhi~~hira grants him his life. 

The Pal}:;avas are very sorrowful about the rape of Draupadl. Though 
Jayadratha. has been punished, they nevertheless feel humiliated. 
Yudhi~thira., especially, is often in a sad mood, reproaches himself for the 
misfortune of which he is the cause, and laments above all the sad fate of 
Draupadi. No-v Yudhi~thira fea1·s none of the Xauravaa so greatly as 
Karl)a, who had come into the world with a natural coat-of-mail and 
ear-rings which make him invulnerable. In order to release Yudhi"thira 
from his fear of Karl}a, Indra appears before Karl}& in the form of a 
Brahmin, and begs him for the coat-of-mail and the ear-rings. Karl}a, 
who can refuse nothing to a Brahmin, gives him the coat-of-mail aud the 
ear-rings, which he cuts from his body without blinking an e)'e-lash. By 
way of a return gift, lndra presents him with a never-failing spear~ which, 
however, he is only to use against one enemy and in the case of extreme 
emergency. 

Distressed by the rape of Draupadi, the Pil}qavas left the Kimyaka forest 
and went to Dvaitavana. There they met with their last forest adventure 
An antelope which is roaming through the forest happens to catch a 
Brahm in's fire-sticks l'l-ith her antlers, and hurries away. The Brahmin, 
who requires the sticks for the sacrifice, requests the Piqqavas t9 get them 
for him, and they pursue the animal in full chase, but cannot come up with 
it, and finally the animal vanishes from sight. 'rhey lament their bad luck. 
Wearied by the bootless chase and to1·tw-ed by thirst, they look around for 

. water. Nakqla climbs a tree, and sees a lake in the distance. A.t the 
request of Yudhi~~hira, he goes thither, to fetch water in the quivers. He 
comes to a pretty lake, with beautiful, clear water, surrounded by cranes. 
However, just as he is about to drink, an invisible spirit (yak!,!a) speaks 
from the air: "Do no violence, 0 friend, this is my property; first answer 

. my questions, then drink and take water I" But Nakula gives no heed to 
these wcrds, drinks and sinks lifeless to the gl'ound, As he is so long 
away, Sahadeva goes to seek him, but he meets with the same fate. 
Yudhi~?thira. now sends Arjuna, who fares no better, and finally Bhima, 
who vainly · endeavours to fight with the invisiLle yak~a. He, too, drinks 
from the lake, and falls lifeless to the ground. Boding no good, 
Yudhi~thira at last goes himself, to see what has become of his brothers. 
Horror-stricken, he sees them all lying dead, and begins to lamen~ and 
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complain. Now when he approaches the lake, he too hears the voice 
of the yak~a warning him not to drink before he has answered his 
questions. Yudhi~thira declares himself willing to answer the questions, 
and there ensues a most interesting play of questions and answers, in 
which, with the exception of a fe~ riddles in the style of the ancient Vedic 
brahmodyas,O almost the whole of Indian ethics il'l recited. Only a 
few examples will be quoted here: 

The yak~a: "What is weightier than the earth ? What is higher 
than the sky? What is swifter than the wind? What is more numerous 
than grass ? " 

Yudhi~thira: "A mother is weightier than the earth. The father is 
higher than the sky. The spirit is swifter than the wind, Thoughts are 
more numerous than grass." 

The yak~a: "Who is the friend of the traveller? Who is the f1·iend of 
him who remains at home? 'Who is the friend of the sick? Who is the 
friend of the dying? " 

Yudhi~thira: " A caravan is the friend of the traveller. The wife is 
the friend of him who remains at home. The doctor is the friend of the 
sick. Uharity is the friend of the dying," 

The yak~a : "Who is the foe who is difficult to conquer and which is 
the never-ending disease? Which man is considered good, and which bad?" 

Yudbi~thira: "Anger is the foe that is difficult to conquer. Greed is 
the never-ending disease. He who is friendly towards all creatures is 
considered good; he who knows no mercy, is considered bad." 

The yak~a : "What, 0 king, is called delusion, and what is pride? 
What do we mean by idleness, and what is sorrow?" 

Yudhi!?thira: "To be deluded with regard to Dharma,'> is delusion; 
to be proud of oneself is pride. Inactivity with regard to Dharma is idle-

d . . t " ness, an tgnorance 1s rue sorrow. 
The yak!?a: " What do the r~is call constancy, and what is known ·as 

bravery? What is the best bath? What is charity?'' 
Yudhi~thira: "Steadfastness in the fulfilment of one's duty is con

stancy; bravery is the control of the senses. The best bath is getting rid 

'.) Cf. above pp. 183 f. The riddle there quoted from the Vsjasaneyi-Sa1phitA XXIII, 

45 f. here recurs (Mahabh. [II, 313, 65 f.). 
•) There is no word in any European language which is quite synonymous with 

the Sanskrit word dharma. Dharma signifies " the norm of action," and includes the 
conceptions "law and custom, morality and relib"ion, duty and virtue." It is therefore 

impossible to translate the word in the same way in each case. Cf. above p. 326. 
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of uncleanliness of thought; but charity consists of affording protection to 
all crea!:-ures." 

l'he yak~a : " Tell me, 0 kiug, of what does Brahman-hood really con
sist, of descent, of the way of 1ife, of the reading of the Veda, or qf 

erudition ?" 
Yudhi~thira: "Listen, dear Yak~a I Brahman-hood is based neither on 

descent, on the reading of the Veda, nor on erudition, but solely on a good 
life ; of this there can be no doubt. The Brahmin must pay more 
attention to the ordering of his life than to all else; so long as his good 
life is unimpaired, he himllelf is unimpaired; if his good life is ruined, he 
himself is ruined. Those who leam and teach and meditate on the sciences, 
are fools if they humour the passions. The wise man is he who does his 
duty. A scoundrel, though he know all the four Vedas, is worse than a 
Sudra. He who but offers the fire~sacrifice, but curbs his senses, may 
count as a Brabmin."t 

The yak~a is so pleased with Yudhi"'~hira's answers that he is willing to 
call one of his. brothers back to life. Yudhii?~hira is to choose which of his 
four brothers shall be brought back to life. He chooses Nakula, on the 
grounds that his father bad two wives, and that it is only right and fair 
that a son of the second wife, Madri, h3 alive too. This answer pleases the 
yak~:. so immensely that he calls all the brothers to life again. Now in 
reality the yak~a is none other than the god Dharma himself, the 
"father " 2 of Yudhi~thira, the god of right and morality. Before he 
van is he,;, he grants the Pal}qavas the additional favour. that they may 
remain unrecognised in the thirteentlt year; for the twelve years of their 
life in the forest are now over, and, in ·accordance with the arrangement, 
they must still spend· the thirteenth year unrecognised among people. 

The Pa!l)if,avaa at tlte com·t of King Yira{a. 3 > 

The Pal}ljavas decide to go. to the court of Virii~a, kin'g of the 
Matsyas, and to stay there under false names 10 appropriate disguise. 

1
) HI, 313. Similar definitions of the "brahman" are ·frequent in Buddhistic 

texts, cf. for instance, Vinayapi~ka, Mah&vagga. I, 2, 2 f. Sutta.niplta, Vlsetthasntta and 
Milindapaiiha IV, 5, 26. A version of this story of Yudhi~~hira and t)le Yak~a is found in 
the Jaina Hemavijaya's "Kathiiratnlikara," No. 21 (German translation by J. Herte~, Vol. I, 
pp. 58 ff.). • 

•) See above p. 330, 

•) The events at the court of Yira~a form the contents of the fourth book, called 
Vi1·ataparvan. 
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They conceal their weapons near the cemetery outside the city on a tree, 
upon which they }Jang a corpse eo that no one shall venture near; thE~y tell 
the herdsmen who watch them do this, that it is their mothet· who is one 
hundred and eighty years old, and whom they are "burying" in this way 
accordin g to the custom of their ancestors. First of all Yudhi~?thira goes 
to Virata, gives himself out as an excellent dice-player, and is appointed as 
the king's companion and counsellor. The others then come in their turn. 
Bhima takes service as a cook. Arjuna, taking the feminine name 
Brhannali, gives himself out as an eunuch, and is appointed as dancing
master to the king's daughter Uttara. Nakula is engaged as a h(}rse
l'll.mer, Sahadeva as an overseer of cattle, whilst Draupad I is engaged by 
the queen as her chambermaid. 

The Pai]rJavas soon gain great popularity at Virata's court, especi
ally as Bhtma. has distinguished himself by killing the world-famous athlete 
Jimuta at a wrestling match organil'ed in honour of the god Brahman. 

Draupadi, on the other hand, had an unpleasant adventure. Krcaka, 
a. brother-in-law of the king and commander of his army falls in love 
with the beautiful chambermaid, and accosts her. Now Draupadi, at the 
time of her appointment by the queen, had given out that she was the 
wife of five gandharvas who would protect her in case of need. By 
promising him a rendezvous, Draupadi entices bet· pursuer &t dead of.night 

into the dancing hall, where Bhima is on the watch for him and 
strangles him after a mighty struggle. Thereupon Draupadr summons the 
watchmen and says that one of h~r gandharvas bas killed Kicaka., be
cause he had persecuted her with love-making. Kicakll.'s mighty relatives 
wish to burn the chambermaid on the funeral pyre with the corpse; but 
Bhima again comes to the rescue, and in his guise of a gandharva., kills 
1('5 siHas (for Krcaka is a siita) and releases Draupadi. Then the citi
zens of the town demand the dismisEal of the chambermaid who is so 
dangerous by reason of her gandharva.s, and the king gives a command 
accordingly. However, DraupadJ begs the queen to let her remain for 
another thirteen days, after which time the gandharvas would fetch her 
away. (For all but thirteen days of the thirteenth year has expired.) 

In vain does Duryodhana send out spies to find out the whereabouts 
of the Pai]c,lavas. The spies only bring back the news that Kicaka has 
been killed by gandharvas, which is quite agreeable to Duryodhana, as 
the :Matsyas are a hostile nation. Moreover Kicaka had often oppressed 
Susarman, the king of the Trigartas. Now the 'l'rigartas arrange with the 
Kaura.vas to organise a. joint raid on the land of the Matsyas. Just as the 
thirteenth year of banishment expires, there is news that the Trigartas 
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have invaded the country and have stolen King Virata's cattle. Vira~a 

prepares for the fight, provides Yudhillthira, Bhima, Nakula and Sahadeva 
with weapons too, and sallies forth into the battle-field against the Trigar
tas. A mighty battle ensues. Virii.~a is taken prisoner, but is liberated 
immediately by Bhima, and finally the Trigartas are defeated, thanks 
to the assistance of the Pa~qavas, who, nevertheless, remain unrecog
nised. 

While Viriita is fighting against the Trigartas, the Kauravas invade 
the land of the Matsyas at another point, and steal much cattle. The 
cowherds approach the young_ pt·ince Uttara, who has stayed behind in the 
city, and request him to go forth to battle against the Kauravas. Now 
he has no charioteer. Then Draupadi, through the agency of the prin
cess, persuades him to take Arjuna as his charioteer. He receives a 
suit of armout·, and they go forth to battle. When Uttara sees the mighty 
hosts of the Kauravas, he is seized with fear, leaps from the chariot and 
is •bout to flee; but Arjuna catches him up, drags him baek on to the 
chariot by the hair, and exhorts him to courage. Then they drive to the 
tree on which the weapons are concealed, and Arjuna fetches his weapons. 
When he reveals himself to Uttara as the mighty hero Arjnna, the for
mer takes courage again. Uttara now becomes Arjuna's charioteer. 
A mighty battle is now fought, in which Arjuna fights with Dnryodhana, 
Karqa, Bhi~ma and the other heroes of the Kauravas, and of course gains 
a glorious victory. Though the Kauravas harboured a suspicion that 
it was Arjnna who was fighting against them, they did not recognise 
him. 

After he has won the victory, Arj~ma takes the weapons back to the 
tree, and returns to the city as the dancing-master Brhannala and Uttara's 
charioteer, having impressed upon Uttara that he must not betray him. 
In the meantime Virata and the Pai}~avas have returned after defeating 
the Trigartas. The king is very anxious when he hears that his son has 
gone forth against the Kauravas, but the news of the victory soon reaches 
him. Uttara is received in triumph. He relates that it is not he who 
has defeated the Kauravas, but that a god in the form of a beautiful 
youth has aided him. Three days late•· the thirteenth year comes to an 
end. To the astonishment of the king, the five Pa~1javas appear in their 
true form in the hall, and disclose their identity. Vira~a rejoices greatly, 
and immediately offers Arjuna hi:; daughter as a wife. At-juna accepts 
her, not for himself, but for .his son Abhiman!Ju, for by making her his. 
daughter-in-law, he woul~ be testifying to t.he fact that, though he bad 
lived in such close association with her for a whole year, she had remained 
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pure. The wedding oJ. Abhimanyu and Uttara 1s soon celebrated with 
great pomp, and numerous kings amongst ·whom are, of course, Drupada 
and Kr~J.la, arrive with costly presents. 

Peace negotiations and preparations for war. 1 > 

At this wedding feast the Piitp:lavas and their friends consult together 
as to what attitude should be taken up with regard to the Kauravas. 
Kr~J.la proposes that an ambassador be sent to Duryodhana to request him 
to give back to the Pii9(.'avas their half kingdom. After a long consultation 
it is then accordingly decided to send· the old family priest of King 
Drupada as an ambassador to the Kauravas. 

But even before the beginning of the negotiations, the Paqc:lavas 
as well as the Kauravas are seeking to enlist as many allies as possible on 
their respective sides; and both parties are simultaneously endeavouring 
to win over several mighty kings. Thus Duryodh:na seeks to win Kr"Qa 
himself over to his side, whom we have hitherto known only as the intimate 
friend of ~be Piiry]avas. As chance will have it, Duryodhana comes to 
Kr"q.a while the latter is asleep, and At·juna arrives immediately aftet· him. 
'Vhen Knt]a awakens, his.eyes first light on Arjuna. Now as Duryodl:lana 
had come first, but as Arjuoa has first been beheld by Kr~Qa, Kr~l}a 

thinks that be ought not to give either of them an answer containing a 
refusal; he therefore says that he will assist the one with his advice, 
whilst he will place an army of herdsmen at the disposal of the other. 
Duryodhana chooses the latter, Arjuna the former. For this reason Kr~l}a 
promises that he will not actually participate in the fight, but will only 
stand by the Paq}avas as a counsellor·, as Arjuna's charioteer. Salya, too,. 
king of the Madras, who, accompanied by a host of warriors, is already 

on his way to Yudhi"~hira. in order to join his side, is invited by Duryo
dhana to fight on the side of t~e Kauravas. Salya agrees to do so, but 
goes to Yudhi!)~hira nevertheless. The last named, who is otherwise always 
represented as a model of virtue, agrees upon disgraceful treachery with 
~alya. Salya. is to fight on the side of the Kaurav<.~.s, but as Karqa.'s 
charioteer, he is to drive the chariot badly and thus cause Karr,1a's fall, 
should there be single combat between him and Arjuna. 

While both sides are thus ah·eady thinking of war, Drupada's vener
able -priest comes to King Dhrta.ra~~ra as an ambassador, and puts the 

') These form the contents of the fifth book ( Udyr.ga.rarvan). 
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peace terms of the PaqcJavas before him. The king receives him in a 
very worthy manner, but gives him no definite answer, saying that he 
himself will send his charioteer Safijaya as &I]. ambassador to Yudhil?thira. 
He does this after a few da:ys; but Safijaya's message is met·ely that 
Dhrtaras~ra desires peace, and oo offer is made to the Pa!}cjavas. There
upon Yudhil?thira sends back the reply that he must either receive lndra
prastha and half o£ the kingdom back, or the fight shall commence. In 
order to avoid bloodshed among relatives, he even declares his willingness 
to aecept the peace on condition that Duryodhana will place five villages 
at his disposal. The Kauravas now confer upon this reply which Safijaya 
brings back. Bhif?ma, Dro!}a and Vidura vainly strive to persuade Duryo- •: 
dhana to yield and make peace. As Dhrtara!?tra shows himself entirely 
feeble and powerless, even this conference breaks up without the achieve-
ment of any result. · 

The Pai!}qavas, too, again debate on the peace, and Kr~I}a offers 'to 
make another attemp~and to go in person to the Kauravas as a messenger 
of peace The Pag<:av;;s gt·atefully accept this offer. Even the defiant 
Bhima speaks in· fa,·our of the peace in words whose mildness is so 
astonishing, " as if mountains had grown light and fire cold,". that Kr!?I}a 
himself is surprised. On the other hand some of the heroes, and more 
especially Draupadi, the wife of heroes, are impatient of any negotiations 
for peace, and would much prefer to declare war at once;. but Yudhi!?thira 
insists upon the message of peace. In tender words he remembers their 
mother KunU, and he begs Kr~I)a to visit. her, as she is living with 
Vidura at the court of the Kauravas, and to ask after her welfare. 

Krf?l)a repairs to the Kaura vas, taking · bt>nedictions on his way. He 
is received splendidly by Dhrtarii.!?tra, but only aceepts Vidara's hospitality. 
He immediately visits Kunti and gives her Yudhil?thira's greetings. The 
mother of heroes laments the separation from her sons in bitter words, 
but she is still more pained at the insult offered to Draupadi, and 
reproaches Yudhi!?thira with weakness. She asks Kr!?I}a to tell her sons that 
they should not forget theit· duty as warriors, and should not hesitate to 
stake their lives. She says that the moment has .now come "for the sake 
of which a warrior's wife brings children into thll world." The next 
rooming Kr!?t}a goes to the assembly of the Kaurava princes i!l festive 
array, and makes a speech as to peace. Dhrtara-:;~ra anno.unces that he, 
for his part, desires nothing better than peace, but that he is powerless to 
do anything against his son Duryodhana. Then Kr~l}a turns his peace 
exhortations to Duryodhana, and Bhi~ma, Drol}a and Vidura also do their, 
utmost to per:;uade DuryoJhana to accept the pea.ce terms. The latter, 
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however, announces that lte will not cede to the Paq(Javas even as much land 
as will cover the point of a needle. After he has left the assembly in anger, 
Kr.:?I.Ja pt·oposes that the well-disposed among the Kauravas should deliver 
Duryodhana and his associates as prisoners to the Paqc,lavas. Dhrtarastra 
does not agree to this, but he sends for his wife Giindhiiri, in order 
that s!le may endeavour to persuade the obstinate son to make peace. 
Giindhiiri comes in, and reproaches the aged king violently for having 
abdicated in favour of his son; but her exhortations to Duryodhan<J. are 
just as fruitless as those of the others. On the contrat·y, Duryodhana 
and his associates hatch a plan to take Kr~Qa pt·isoner, so as to dispose 
of a powerful foe in this way. The plan, however, does not remain a 
secret, and Duryodhana is severely admonished by Dhrtarii~~ra and Vidura. 
for having planned this violation of the law of embassy. After Bhi~ma 

and Droqa, too, have vainly spoken in favour of peace, even this peace 
embassy of Kr~Qa's must be regarded as having failed. 

Before Kpfl)a departs, he still has a secret interview with Karl}a. 
This brave hero is generally regarded as the son o1 a charioteer (siita.). 
'l'he story goes, however, that in reality he was begotten by Siirya, the 
sun-god, and Kunti, when the latter was as yet a virgin, in a marvellous 

fashion, so that Kunti's virginity was not violated. But after she had 
given birth to Karqa, she was ashamed, and put the boy out on the river 

in a little water-tight basket. There he was found by a charioteer, who 
brought him up. Karl)a is therefore really an elder brother to the Pat}r,'avas. 
Kr~l}a refers to this, and tries to persuade him to seize the throne and 
to appoint his younger brother Yudhi!?thira as his successor, as the Piiqr]avas 
would agree b this. Karl}a, however, refuses to listen to such treachery 
to his friend Duryodbanlt; and when K unti, supported by Siirya. himself, 
tries in similar fashion to persuade him to go over to the side of the 
Paqr}avas, Kar1,1a only answers her in hard words: he says that she has 
never been a good mother to him, and that he does not now want to be 
her son. 

Kp}t}a therefore returns to the Parp}avas with his mtsston unaccom
plished, and reports on his vain attempts to establish peace. A wild battle
cry is raised when Kr~Qa. relates that there was even an attempt to take 
him prisoner. Both sides now actively prepare for war. The Par,y!avas 
choose Dhr~tadyumna, son of King Drupada, as their field-marshal, and 
the Kauravas choose Bhi:jma.. The ranks for the battle are drawn up 
and arranged. Bhi:)ma. enumerates the heroes to Dut·yodhana as chariot 
fighters according to their rank; he places Kart;la lower than all the other 
heroes, t!Jerefore offering him deadly insult. Karl)a swears that he will 
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not participate in the fight until Bhi~ma has fallen. Then Bhi.fi!ma enu
merates the principal heroes of the Par:qavas, and declares that he is will-

ing to fight with all of them, except with Silcha!!-4in. The latter had 
come into the world as a maiden, the daughter of Drupada, and had only 
been transformed into a man later, when a yak~a exchanged sexes with 
her. t Bhi~ma still regards this warrior as a woman, and he will not 
fight with a woman. 

When the preparations for war have been completed, Ul:UX:a, the sen 
of a gambler, is sent to the camp of the Pii.Qr]avas by the Kauravas 
with a declara.tion of war in the form of insulting speeches. He is sent 
back by the Pii.Qc]avas with no less insulting and defiant words. There
upon the two hosts march to Kuruk~etra. 

Tlu; great eighteen da!J's fight. "A 

The two hosts ra~e themselves with their auxiliaries on eithe~ side 
of the great Kuru field. Watchwords and signs are determined, by which 
friend can be distinguished from foe. Then certain covenants are agreed 
on among the combatants: only opponents of equal birth and bearing the 
!"arne kind of arms are to fight each other; chariot-fighters are to fight 
only chariot-fighters, warriors on elephants only warriors on elephants, 
riders with riders, and foot-soldiers with foot-soldiers; no one is to fight 
without first having challenged his opponent to fight; those who have 
sunendered, or who are hors de combat, also the fugitives, are not to be 
killed; drivers, beasts of burden, armour-bearers and musiciat1s are ~lso 

to be spared. 
Before the beginning of the battle, the saint Vyasa appears and bes

tows on Saiijaya, King Dhrtara~tra's charioteer, the gift of being able to 
see everything that takes place on the field of battle. He also makes him 
invulnerable, so that be may be able to report daily to the old, blind king. 
Tbe descriptions of the battle, which now follow, are put in the mouth 
of Safijaya as an eye-witness, and this lends them a most realistic 
vividness. 8 

1) On this and similar changes of sex in fairy-tile -literature cf. Th. Benfcy, "Das 
Pantschatantra,'' I, pp. 41 ff. 

•) The sixth book (Bhifmaparvan) begins here and ends with tbe fall of the leader 
Bhi~ma. 

•) Similarly the Lango bard ian poets frequently resort to the artifice "of observing 
the progress of the battle through the eyes of a scout who is set on an eminep.te, and then 
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The venerable Bhif! w, the great-uncle of the Kauaavas as well a,; of 
the Pa!}gavas, commands the Kaurava. armies during the firEt ten days 
of the battle. In fiery speech he hhorts the warriors to fight bravely: 
11 The great gate of heaven stand;; wide open to-day, 0 warriors! Enter 
in by this gate to the world of Indra and of Brahman !. .. It is not right 
for a warrior to die at home of a disease; the eternal duty of the warrior 
is to seek death in the fight." 1 Thus they go forth courageously to 
battle, and brilliantly adorned with the shining armour and weapons, the 
two hosts face each other. 

Thundering war-cries and loud battle music give the signal for the 
commencement of the fight. Kauravas and Panc'avas uow meet in terrible 
conflict, without regard for relat.ionship, for the father knows not the son, 
nor the brother his brother, the uncle knows not his sister's son, nor the 

friend his friend. The elephants cause dreadful devastation, and there is 
bloody slaughter. Now it is this, now that hero who is seen engaged in 
single combat; victory is now with the Pii!}qavas, now with the Kaura vas. 
But when night falls, the •:ombatants a·el.ia·p, and it is not until the next 

morning that the armies are drawn up again in fresh battle array, and the 
fig}lt begins anew. Bhi~ma and Arjuna encounter each other repeatedly, 
and both of them fight so bravely that gods and demons watch the CJnflict 
in astonishment. But every time that things go badly for the KauravaR, 
Duryodhana reproaches Bhi~ma for showing too much regard whilst fight
ing against the Par.Hjavas ; and when the Paryqavas suffer losses, Kr~I}a 

reproaches Arjuna for not shooting direct at Bhi~ma. Many of Duryo
dhana's brothers have already fallen in the fight. Now Duryodhana again 
blames Bhi?ma for showing too much mercy to the Pa!}gavas. He is to 
defeat the foe, or else let Karl)a . take command. Overwhelmed by pain 
and anger, Bhi~ma promises to fight mercilessly next day against all, with 
the sole exception of SiKha!}t]in, who had once heen a woman. " Sleep in 
peace, 0 son of GandharJ," says he (VI, 99, 23), "I shall gain a great 
victory to-morrow, which shall be spoken of, as long as the world endures." 
The Pal)()avas do, indeed, suffer heavy losses on the ninth day of the 
battle. Bhif?ma rages in the host of the foe like the god of death, whilst 

reports what he has seen; by thi~ means the artist avoids & tedions description, 
and has the twofold advantage of being in a position to limit himself to the maio incident•, 

and of thrilling his hearers to a greater degree." (R. Koegel, Geschichte der deutschen 

Litteratur, I, I, Strassburg 1894, p. 120.) 
i) VI, 17, 8 ff. 
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Arjuna, who still reveres Bhl~ma as his " granJfather," 1 l shows too 
much consideration in fighting. When Kr$1)a observes this, he rushes 
himself upon Bhl:)ma to kill him, but Arjuna holds him back forcibly, 
reminding him of his oath not to fight. Put to wild flight by Bhl~ma, 

the Pil)r,'ava warriors return to their camp at nightfall. 
The Plil}t]avas Ul'e the night for a council of war. As they know that 

Bhl!]ma will not fight against Sikhai}qin, they decide 9 to place the latter in 
the van the next day ; but Arjuna is to be concealed behind Sikhal'}qin, and 
direct his arrows against Bhi!]ma. It is only unwillingly that Arjuna agreE's 
to this tt·eachery, and he remembers with pain and shame that, as a boy, he 
had played on Bhifi!ma's lap and called him "daddy." K~l'}a, however, 
succeeds in persuading him that only he can conquer Bhi~ma, and it is only 
by killing the mighty opponent that he will fulfil his warrior's duty. 

Thus dawn breaks on the tenth day of the battle, and Sikhal}cjin is 
placed in the van by the PaQ0avas, while the Kauravas advance with 
Bhlfi!ma at their head. All day long the conflict rages between the PiiQcJa· 
vas and the Kauravas around Bhi~ma. Thousands and thousands sink to the 
ground on both sides. At last SikhaQQin, behind whom Arjuna is concealed, 
succeeds in coming up with Bhifi!ma. The latter smilingly awaits Sikha9c:fin's 
arrows, without defending himself against him. But however violently 
the latter aims at Bhl~ma, the arrows do not hurt him. But soon Arjuna, 
hidden behind SikhaQr;lin, begins to shower arrow upon arrow on the 
venerable hero. And Bhl~ma, turning to Dussasana who is fighting 
beside him, says : " These arrows, which are completely destroying my 
life-spirits like messengers of Yama, are not Sikhaq.qin's arrows; these 
arrows, which penetrate into my limbs like raging, writhing serpents dis
tended with venom, are not Sikhaq.<_;in's arrows, they are shot by Lll;jtma."S> 
Orice more he pulls himself together, and hurls an arrow at Arjuna, 

i} The great-uncle Bhi~ma is usually called thus by the sons of Plii}QU. 

•} In the old poem it was probably Kr~7}a who gave this advice. The version given 

in our present " Mah4bhiirata" is simply absurd. The sons of P41}Qu, we are told, betake 

themselves at night time to Bhi~ma in the hostile camp, and ask him quite naively how 
they can best kill him. Bhi~ma himself then advises them to ~lace Sikhai}Qin opposite 

him, and to let Arjuna fight behind him. So it is narrated at the beginning of Canto VI, 
107; in the middre of the same Canto we have the beautiful speeches in which Arjuna, 

full of tenderness, lets his thoughts dwell on his "grandfather" Bhhma, who had rocked 

him on his knees as a child ; and at the end of the same Canto it is the same Arjuna 

who comes forward with the plan of killing Bhi~Jma in so unfair a manner. Of. Ad. Holtz. 
mann. ".Oas Mahllbh~rata," II, 172 f. 

•) VI, 119, 63 f, 

46 
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which the latter catches and shivers into three pieces. Then he takes his 
sword and shield to defend himself, but Arjuna. smashes his shield into a 

hundred pieces. Then Yudhif}thira orders his people to attack Bhi~ma, and 
the Pal}r]avas ru~h from all sides on the warrior who is standing alone, 
until, just before sunset, bleeding from innumerable wounds, he falls 
headlong from his chariot. I And there are so many arrows sticking in 
his body on all sides that he does not touch the ground in his fall, but 
rests on a bed of arrows: 

Loud is the jubilation among the Pa,}(avas, but boundless the 
lamentation in the '!amp of the Kauravas. It is agreed to call a truce in 
honour of the fallen hero, who had been so closely related to both the 
belligerent parties. And Pal}r.'avas as well as Kaura..,as stand around the 
dying hero, filled with admiration and sorrow. He greets the warriors, 
and tries to speak to them. The head of the dying man hangs feebly 
down. He begs for a cushion. They h~tsten to bring fine cushions, but he 
waves them aside smilingly. Then Arjuna takes three arrows from his 
quiver and supports Bht~ma's head on them. 

Bhi~ma declares contantedly that this is what he wanted, and that this is 
a fitting bed for a hero. The dying hero exhorts Duryodhana in impressive 
words to conclude peace: "Let this battle end with my death, 0 my son," 

he says. " :\1 ake peace with the Pal}r!avas." But like a man sick unto 
death who refnses medicine, Dnryodhana refuses the wise counsel of 
Bhi~ma. 

The defiant., but noble Karl}a also app1·oaches to pay his respect to 
the dying hero. With dim eyes, the aged chief embraces him with one 
hand and exhorts him also to mll.ke peace with the Pal}c:~avas, the more 
so as, being the son of Kunti, he is their brother. But Karl}a declares that 
he must remain faithful to Du1·yodhana and do his duty as a warrior in the 
fight against the ParJr}avas. I! e says that he cannot do otherwise. Recon
ciled, Bhi~ma gives the brave warrior permission to fight, though it is 

1 ) The foolish tale (VI, 116) in which Bhi~ma explains to Yudhi~~hira in the midst 
of the battle that he is weary of life, whereupon the latter, with cheap courage, exhorts 

his men to fight against the hero, is just as mach in contradiction with this description 
(VI, 120, 58 ff.) as the childish story (VI, 120, 32 ff.) which tells how Vasus (divine beings) 
and l't~is appear in the sky and approve of Bhi~ma's determination to die. These are later 
interpolations, which pursue the two-fold aim of whitewashing the Pllt~~avas and making 

Bhi~ma himself into a demi-god. In the old poem Bhi~ma was surely only a mighty hero, 

whom the Pllt~c,lavas brought low in an unchivalrous manner. But the story of VI. 116, is 

known in the" Diitagha~otkaca" (v. 19), ascribed to Bhllsa. 
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truly painful to him that all his efforts towards peace have been in 
vain,!} 

Now that Bhil~ma has fallen, Karqa again participates in the battle, 
and at his suggestion the old teacher Droi}a is consecrated as commander
in-chief. 2 C The fight is carried on under his command from the eleventh 
till the fifteenth day. 

On the thirteenth day of the battle there is a sad event for the 
Pal)cjavas. 1.'he youthful, but valiant son of Arjuna, Abhimanyu, ventures 
too far into the ranks of the enemy, is separated from his protectors by the 
Sindhu king Jayadratha, and is killed by Dussasana's son. Arjuna swears 
to take a terrible revenge on the murderer of his son, meaning Jayadratha. 
So the principal event of the fourteenth day of the battle is the combat 
between Arjuna and Jayadratha, which drags on all day, and ends in the 
death of the latter. As Arjuna swore, he is killed before sundown. At 
the same time Bhima has been raging in the Kaurava army, killing many 
of Dhrtarastra's sons. 

But on this day the fight is not interrupted as usual when the sun 
goes down. The combatants on both sides are so embittered that they 
can brook no interval, in spite of the approaching darkness. They fight 
on, by the light of torches and lamps. Individual heroes perform astound
ing feats. But Kari].a bears down especially hard on the PagcJavas, and 
on Kr~Qa's advice the rak~asa Gha~otkaca is sent out against Karqa. 
The hero wrestles manfully with the giant monster, and the rak~asa does 
fearful damage in the Kaurava. host, until he is at last killed by Kari}a. 
But even in his very fall the giant Ghatotkaca tears an entire army of the 
Kauravas to the ground and crushes it. The Pag<javas are very sorrowful 

1 ) In the old poem Bhi~ma surely did not live longer after his downfall than was 
necessary to address a. few words to Duryodhana and Kar~;,~a. Our Mahitbhlirnta relates 

the curious story that Bhi~ma fell in the sun's southerly course, i.e. in the half-year 
before the winter solstice, but postponed his death until the time of the sun's northerly 
course (uttariiya!fa) i.e. the half-year before the summer solstice. The Upani~ads teach 
that the soul, whioh traverses along the path of the gods to the world of Brahman, must 
pass the uttariiya!fa(Ohlind. Up. V, 10, 1; B;h. Up. VI, 2, 15). Out of this the theologians 
have derived the rule that a saint or yogin, who desires to be united with the Brahman, 
must die in the uttarii.yalfa. (Thus Bhagavad-gitli, VIII, 24.) The philosopher Eiankara 
(on Vediinta-siitra IV, 2, 20 f.) already speaks of the fact that Bhi~ma had ohosen the 
uttarityaqa for his death, At that time therefore, (8th century A.D.) the story of 
Bhi~ma's death must already have been related as in our present Mahi!.bhllro.ta. 

•) The battle under the leadership of Drol}a forms the contents of the seventh 

book (Dro!faparvan). 
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at the death of Bhima's son Ghatotkaca, only Kp~I}a rejoices; for the fact 
is that Karl}a. had used the spear given him by Indra, which he had saved 
up for Arjuna, 1 against the rak~asa. This was the very thing that 
Kr~9a had intended. 

The fight rages on, until the warriors of both sides are overpowered 
by sleep. It is only with difficulty that the most conscientious of the 

warriors keep up. Many of them, weary and drowsy, drop on their ele
phants, chariots and horses, whilst others, blinded by sleep, reel about and 
even slay their own friends. Then Arjuna the warrior takes pity, and in a 
resounding voice gives the combatants permission to devote some time 
to sleep. The foes, too, joyfully welcome this p•·oposa.l, and both gods and 
men bless Arjuna for these words. And in the midst of the field of battle, 
steeds, elephants and warriors lie down to slumber. 

(The following literal prose translation of a f<Jw verses can only give a 
feeble impression of the poetic beauty of the noctumal scene here describ
ed; the style re~alls in some places the lyric3 of a Kalidasa.2l 

"Then, overpowered by sleep, all the great chariot-fighters gt·ew 
silent. And they lay down, some on their steeds' ·backs, others in the 
body of their chariots, yet other.s on the necks of theit• elephants, and 
many others stretched themselves on the ground. 'With their weapons, 

with clubs, swords, battle-axes and lances, fully armed, they lay down to 
sleep, some here, others there ...... The elephants, lying on the ground 
breathing heavily, looked like mounds, over which giant snakes hissed 
by ...... And this slumbering host, lying there unconscious, in its deep 
repose, resembled a wondrous picture painted on the canvas by a. skilful 
artist ... Then the sublime moon appeared suddenly in the East with its 
ruddy beams of light ... In the twinkling of an eye the earth was flooded 
with light, and the deep, unfathomable darkness sped swiftly away ... 
But l.n the radiant moonlight this host of warriors awoke, as a grove of 
hundred-leaved day lotus blossoms awakens at the touch of the sun's rays. 
And as the tide of the ocean arises when the moon shines forth, so this 
sea of troops awoke at the rising of the constellation of night. But then, 
0 King, the fight for the annihilation of the world began afresh among 
these people, who longed for the highest region of heaven." 8 l 

And the bloody strife lasts uninterrupted till the grey dawn. The 
fifteenth day of the battle is at hanrl. The sun rises in the East, and the 

1 ) He migh~ only use it once, see above p. 351. 
•) Even apart from a few verses insort.ed by a later writer of ornate poetry. 

•) VII, 185, 37 ff. 
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warrio1·s of both armies dismount from their horses, elephants and chariots; 
gazing upwa1·ds towards the sun-god, they perform their morning devo
tions with folded hands. This interlude on:y lasts a moment, however, 
and the battle rages on. Two of the most excellent heroes, Kings Drupada. 
and Vira~a, fall by Dror,.1a's hand. The Piil}t:'ava heroes try in vain to cut 
down this knight. An astonishing hand-to-band fight between Drol}a 
and At-juna, teacher and pupil, which even the celestial ones watch with 
admiration, leads to no result, as the pupil is not inferior to his teacher in 
any of his feats of arms. It is now again Kr~9a who conceives a devilish 
trick. At his instigation, Bhim'il. kills an elephant which happens to answer 
to the name of Asvattbiiman, and then calls out loudly, approaching Drol}a, 

that Asvatthiiman, which is also the name of Drol}a's son, has been killed. 
DroJ?a is frightened, but does not yt!t believe the report. It is only when 
Yudhi~~hira, who is famous for his love of truth,· repeats the lie, at the 
persuasion of Kr~L.Ja, that Drol}a is compelled to believe it.· Overcome 
with sorrow, he casts his weapons aside and stands, lost in deep meditation. 

This is the moment utilised by Drupada's mn Dhr~~adyumna to cut off 
the head of the eighty:five years old Droi}a. Vainly does Arjuna shout 
that the venerable teacher must not be slain. Dhr~~adyumna has accom
plished the deed, and thrown the commander-in-chief's head in the midst 
of the Kauravas, who, honor-sticken, take to flight. It is only now that 
Asvatthiiman hears the news of the ·death of his father, and he swears 
bloody vengeance on the Paiiciilas and the Pii.l}r~avas. 

After the fall of Drol}a, Kar'Y)a is chosen as commander-in-chief of the 
Kaura vas, bnt he is in command for only two days. 1 > On the sixteenth · 

day of the battle, Rh!ma and Asvatthiiman, Arjuna and Karl}a perform 
marvels of bravery, but there is no decisive result. On the morning of the 
seventeenth day of the battle, Karl}a demands that SaTya, king of the 
Madras, be given to him as his charioteer, for only then could he be 
a match for Arjuna, who had so excellent a charioteer in Kri}J?a. At first 
Salya is unwilling to render service to a man of lower rank, but he finally 
consents on condition that he may be allowed to say what he pleases in 

Karl}a's presence. He then makes full use of this concession. While 
he is driving Karl}a's chariot, he heaps insult and scorn on the latter. It 
is true that Karl}a is not outdone by him: he abuses the Madras, Salya's 
people, in cutting words, and describes them as being false, hypocritical, 
addicted to drunkenness, immorality and incest. On the other hand SaTya 

1 This fight forms the cont~nts of the eiyhtlt book (Kal'l]apm·van). 
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tells Karqa that the Atigas, over whom he rules, sell their wives and 
children. 1 > At length Duryodhana restores the peMe between the two, 
and they go forth to the battle. 

While Arjuna seeks to get at Karl}a, Bhima causes dreadful Rlaughter 
among the sons of Dhrtara~~ra, again killing many of them. With his 
weighty club he hurls Dussasana dowu from his chariot, springs at him, 
tears open his breast and drinks his warm life-blood, as he had once 
sworn.~ ( The foes retreat shuddering at this sight. Meanwhile 
Arjuna and Karqa. have come to close quarters, and a terrible duel is 
fought, in which even the gods take part: lndra for Arjuna, and Siirya for 
Karqa. Like two wild elephants goring each other with their tusks, the 
two heroes shower each other with arrows. In vain does Arjuna endeavour 
to bring Karqa to earth. Then one wheel of Karqa's chariot begins to 
sink into the ground. 8 > Karl}a now tries to pull the chariot out, 
and asks Arjuna to make a break in the combat, in accordance with the 
rules of warfare. Kp~l}a, however, persuades Arjuna to have no regard .to 
this; and Arjuna, generally a model of chivalry, kills Karl}a treacherousl.r, 
while the latter is still busy with his chariot. A light radiates from the 
body of the fallen hero, and he retains his beauty even in death. 

There is great joy in the camp of the Pal}r.lavas, but the Kauravas flee 
in fear. 

It is only with much trouble that Duryodhana succeeds in assembling 
and inspiriting his troops for further fighting. Salya is the commander
in-chief on the eighteenth day of the battle. 4 < Yudhi\!~hira is selected to 
undertake single combat with Sa.lya. After a long and fierce contest, 
Yudhi\!thira slays Salya at about midday. The Kauravas flee. Only 
Duryodhana and Sakuni with a small band still offer desperate resistance. 
Sahadeva kills Sakuni. Arjuna and Bhtma cause fearful carnage. The 
host of the Kauravas is now entirely annihilated. 

1 ) Tee whole of the very remarkable section (VIII, 33-45) is extremely interesting 

from the point of view of ethnology and the history of civilization. 

•) See above, p. 344. 
•) Although we already know (see above p. 356) that this happens in, consequence 

of the tt·eachery of Salya., the matter is here presented as though this mishap had Lefa.llen 

Karna as the result of th'l curse of a. Brahman whom he bad offended (VIII, 42, 41 and 

90, Bl). The entire narrative of the fight between Arjuna and Karl}a. (VILI, 86-94) bas 

been touched up to a great extent. Cf. Oldenberg, Das Mahabbarata, pp. 50 ff., where he 

says that in this instance nothing is left of the old poem, but that" a. new poem was created 

on the old theme." 
•) This day of battle forms the contents of the ninth book (Salyaparvan). 
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Duryodhana flees alone to a pond, where he hides himself. Besides 
him, there are only three surviving heroes, Krtava.rman, Krpa and 
Asvatthaman. The sun has already set. The camp of the Kaurava.s lies 
there, empty and forsaken. The Pii.IJcJavas seek the fugitive Duryodhana 
and at length find him. Yudhi~~hira. challenges him to single combat. 
Duryodhana says that he is not prepared to fight until the following 
morning, and that he has fled to the pond from fatigue and not from fear. 
But Yudhisthira. insists upon the duel being fought on the spot, and he 
promises him that he shall remain king, even if he kill only one of them. 
The duel is to be fought between Duryodhaua and Bhtma. The fight 
with clubs is introduced by the usual duel of words. Baladeva, Kr~~a's 
brother, who had not taken part in the battle, comes from a long distance, 
in order to be a spectator of the club fight. The gods, too, watch the 
spectacle in astonishment and admiration. As two bulls butt. each other 
with their horns, so the two heroes rain blows on each other with thei::- clubs. 
Covered with blood all over they both continue fighting. They lacerate 
each other with their clubs like two cats which are quarrelling over a piece 
of meat. They both accomplish marvels of valour, and the issue remains 
indecisive. Then Kr~ga tells Arjuna that Bhima. will never be able to 
defeat Duryodhana in fair fight, for though Bhima is the stronger fighter; 
Duryodhana is more skilful. But he reminds him of the words of Bhima_. 
when on the occasion of the insult to Draupadi, i) the former had sworn to 
smash· Duryodbana's thigh. Then Arjuna slaps his own left thigh, before 
Bblma's eyes. Bhima understands this hint, and whilst his opponent is 
taking a leap preparatory to striking, Bhtma smashes his thigh, so that 
he breaks down like a tree uprooted by the storm. But Baladeva, who 
has been watching the fight, hurls angry words at Bhima, accusing him 
of fighting dislwneatly, for in an honest club fight it is forbidden to strike 
one's opponent below the navel. His brother Kr~ga has some difficulty 
in restraining him from chastising Bhima; but in vain does Kr~t;Ja seek to 
persuade his brother by his sophistry that Bhima has acted rightly. 
Honest Baladeva mounts his chariot in anger and drives away, promising 
that. Bhima shall always be known in the world as a dishonest fighter, but 
Duryodhana as an honest one. 

Thereupon Yudhi~thira sends Kr~I}a to Hastinii.pura to console and 
pacify Dhrtara~tra and Gii.ndbari, and Kr7na performs his errand to the 

1 ) See above, p. 345. 
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best of his ability. The Pa!}•]avas decide to spend the night outside the 
camp, on the bank of a river. 

No sooner do Asvatthaman and his two companions hear the news 
of the fall of Duryodhana, than they hasten to the scene of the fight, and 
lament the hero, who lies there with his thighs smashed. But Asvattha
man swears that he will annihilate all the Paqr!avas, whereupon the dying 
Duryodhana solemnly appoints him commandet·-in-chief, though it is not 
quite obvious os what, as thet·e is no army left. 

1'he noctnrnal slaughter in the camp of the Pa:l)davas. 1 > 

The three surviving Kaurava heroes, having taken leave of Duryo
dhana, have repaired to the shade of a tree at some distance from the 
field of battle, in order to spend the night there. Krpa and Krtava.rman 
have· fallen asleep, but Asvatthaman is kept awake by rage and thirst for 
revenge. Then he sees a flock of crows nestling in the branches of the 
tree beneath which they are resting, and how suddenly, in the middle of 
the night; a dreadful-looking owl co.r.es along and kills all the sleeping 
birds.ll) This sight suggests to him the idea of falling upon his foes in 
their sleep and murdering them. He awakens the two other heroes, and 
tells them of his plan. Krpa seeks to dissuad':l him, as it is wrong to fall 
upon the sleeping and the defenceless. Asvatthiman, however, retorts that 
the Pag<.'avas have long ago "broken the bridge of right in a hundred 
fragments," that they need now only obey the dictates of revenge, and 
that no man living shall prevent him from carrying out his intention. 
"I shall kill the Paficilas, tha murderers of my father, in the sleep-time 
of night, even though I be reborn as a worm or as a winged insect for the 
deed!" 8 > With this resolve, he mounts his chariot and drives to the 
hostile camp. Like a thief he creeps in, whilst the two other heroes kePp 
guard at the gate of the camp, so as to kill any who might attempt flight. 
He breaks into the tent of Dhr~tadyumna (who had killed his father) 
awakens him with a kick, and strangles him like a head of cattle. Then 
he passes like the god of death from tent to tent, from bed to bed, and 
murders without merey all the sleeping and drowsy heroes, one aftet· 
another, including the five sons of DraupaJi, and Sikhar}cJin. Before 

1 ) This forms the contents of the tenth book (Sau,ptikapa.rvn n). 
•) CJ. with this scene Th. Benfey, DBB Pantschatant•·a 1, pp. 336 ff 

•) X, 5, 18·27. 
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midnight all the warriors of the hostile army are dead. Thousands are 
wallowing in their gore. Rak~asas and Pisacas, the flesh-eating demons 
who swarm in the uight, come prowling into the camp in their multitudes, 
to feast on the flesh and blood of the murdered. When morning li~ht 
appears, deathly stillness again reigns supreme far and wide over the camp. 

But the three heroes hasten to the spot where the dying Duryodha.na 
still lies, so as to tell him the news of the slaughter of the hostile warriors. 
When Duryodhana has heard what to him are glad tidings, he gives up 
the spirit gratefully and joyfully. 

In the meantime Dh~~adyumna's charioteer, the only survivor, has 
secretly informed the PaQr]avas of the terrible news that their and 
Drupada~s sons have been murdet·ed and the entire host annihilated. 
Yudhi~~bira loses consciousness, and is only supported at some pains by 
his brothers. Then be sends for Draupadi and the other women of the 
family. He goes to the camp, and almost breaks down at the sight which 
meets his eyes. Then Draupadi approa<:lhes, and in her overwhelming 
sonow for her murdered sons and brothers, she congratulates her husband 
Yudhi~~hira on his splendid victot·y in words of bitterest irony. But as 
boundless as her mourning is her hatred for the murderer Asvatthaman, 
a.)d she refuses to take nourishment until this fearful deed be avenged. 

Whether and how, in the original epic, the deed of 
Asva.tthaman was avenged, is no lonw~r evident from our 
Mahabharata, owing to insertions and recastings. The 
following is related in a rather unintelligible an4 confused 
manner: 

Bhrma pursues Asvattbii.man and fights with him, but really gets the 
worst of it. At all events he does not kill him, but Asvatthaman 
voluntarily gives him a jewel desired by Draupadr, which has grown on 
his head. (There was never any previous mention of this remarkable 
head-ornament.) He is, moreover, in possession of a wonderful weapon, 
with which he destroy' the last scion of the Kuru race, who is still lying 
in th-e womb of Uttara, .-\rjuna's daughter-in-law, as an embryo; for this 
t·eason Uttara later on gives birth to a dead child, which is, however, 
revived by K~l}a. This is Parilcl}it, the father of that Janameja!la, at 
whose snake-sacrifice the Mahabhii.rata is supposed to have been first 
recited. But Kr~qa pronounces a curse on Asvatthaman, condemning 
him to wander about the world for three thousand years-a kind of 

47 
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Ahasuerus-alone, avoided by all human creatures, spreading the odour 
of blood and festering dischargEl, and laden with all diseases. 

It is difficult to say whether any of all this belongs to 
· the old poem. Certainly the lament for the dead still 
belonged to it. 

The women' a lament for the dead. 1 > 

In vain do Safijaya and Vidura endeavour to console the old, blind 
King Dhrtara~~ra in his unspeakable grief. He breaks down again and 
again, and at length Vyasa also comes to give him consolation. The 
funeral ceremonies for the dead must now, however, be performe<L The 
king therefore sends for his consort Gandbarl and the other ladies of the 
court, and, lamenting loudly, they wend their way out of the city towards 
the field of battle. On the way they meet the three surviving Kaurava 
heroes, who tell them of the terrible carnage which they have made in 
the night in the hostile camp. They do not stay, however, but make 
good their escape, as they fear the vengeance of the PiiJQavas. Soon 
afterwards, indeed, the five sons of Pi!Jt;u come along with Kr!!IJa, and 
fall in with the procession of the mourners. After some difficulty, Kr~IJa 
succeeds in effecting some kind of reconciliation between the PiiJr]avas 
and the aged king and queen, though it is very difficult for Giindhari 
to forgive Bhtma who has not left alive a single one of her hundred sons. 
But Draupadt, too, has lost all her sons, and commnnity of grief con
tributes tow'ards the reconciliation. 

Here follows the Lament of Gandhari, which is one of 
the most beautiful parts of the whole epic, as a masterpiece 
of elegiac poetry, as well as for the clear descriptions of the 
battlefield, recalling the pictures of a W ereschagin. The 
whole scene becomes !!O much the more impressive, owing to 
the fact that the poet does not himself tell the story, but 
lets the aged mother of heroes recount what she sees with 
her own eyes.2

> 

1 } It forms the contents of the eleventh book (Striparvan). 
1 ) Although it is expressly stated (XI, 16,10 f.) that Dhrtar&~tra and the women 

have arrived at Kuruk~etra and see the bloody battle-field before them, yet it is related 
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Tl.e procession of the mourners reaches the battlefield. Awful is the 
sight of the mangled corpses, around which birds of prey, jackals and 
flesh-eating demons swarm, whilst the mothers and wives of the fallen 
heroes wander about, lamenting, among the corpses. All this is seen by 
Giindhiiri who begins her lament addressed to Kr~?ga. She also espies 
Duryodhana, and painfullx remembers how he had said farewell to her 
on the eve of the battle. "He, whom once lovely women cooled with 
their fans, is now fanned only by the birds of prey with their wings." 
But still more than at the sight of her valiant son, at the sight of all 
her hundred sons lying there in the dust but nevertheless assured of a 
place in heaven, she is moved with compassion toward her daughters-in-law 
who are running hither and thither among the corpses of their husband:! 
and s~ns, in wild despait·, and with their hair flying. She sees her 
intelligent son Vikarqa lying, with dismembered limbs, in the midst of 
slain elephants-"as when the moon is surrounded by dat·k clouds in the 
autumnal sky.'' Then she sees the youthful Abhimanyu, Arjuna's son, 
whose beauty even death has not been able entirely to destroy. Hi& 
unfortunate young wife draws near to him, strokes him, removes his 
heavy armour, binds his bloody curls together, lays his head on bet• lap, 
and speaks to the dead hero in the tenderest words : she begs him to 
remember her sometimes, when he is taking delight in beautiful heavenly 
women in the divine regions. 'rhen her gaze rests on Karga, the hero 
who had once been so much feat·ed by all, and who now lies there like a 
tree brought low by the storm. 'rheu she sees her son-in-law, the Sindhu 
king Jayadratha, wh•1se wives vainly strive to chase the greedy birds 
of prey from the corpse, whilst her own daughtet· Dussalii is seeking her 
hu~band's head amid lamenta.tions. There, ag<~.in, she sees galya, the 
Madra king, whose tongue i;; just being eaten by vultures, while his 
lamenting wives sit around him, "like passionate female elephants 
around an elephant that has sunk into the mire." She sees Bhr~ma, 
too, reposing on his bed of arrows-" this sun among men goes to his 
rest, as the sun sets in the sky." And after she has lamented also for 
Droga and Drupada and all the gt·eat heroes who have fallen, she turns 
with angry words to Kr~ga and reproaches him with not having prevented 

at ~he beginning of the c•\n~o tha~ Gitndhari, by her pious aus~erities, has received divine 

vision by the mercy of Vyasa, enabling her to survey ~he bat~le-field from a great dis~anoe. 
This is certainly a fea~ure which is foreign to the old poem, the clumsy idea of a later 

pedant. 
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the annihilation of the Par.H)avas and the Kauravas. And she pronounces 
a curse upon hitn, that after thirty-six years he shall cau:;e the destruction 

of his own race, and that he himself shall perish miserably in the 
wilderness. 

Then Yudhifi!thira gives orders for the performance of the funeral 

ceremonies for all the fallen. Pyres are erected and butter and oil are 
poured over them. Sweet-scented woods and costly silk garments, broken 

chat·iots and weapons are burned with the corpses. A.fter the rites and 

lamentations fot· the dead have been completed, at which the strangers and 

the friendless are not forgotten, they all repair to the bank o£ the Ganges, 

in order to offer the usual libations for the dead. 

This is probably the point at which the old poem ended. 
Our Mahabha.rata continues the story of the heroes. 

The horse-aacrifice.i > 

It is only on the occasion of the offering of the gifts to the departed, 

that Kuntt first tells her son Yudhi!?thira that KartJa, too, was one of her 
sons, and asks him to offer tl:te libation for Karifa as his eldest brother. 

Yudhi!llthira is nov sad, not. only at having caused the downfall of so 

many relatives and friends, but at having been guilty even of fratricidt! 

to Karifa. Inconsolable, he announces his intention of going into the· 

forest and becoming an ascetic. In vain . do his brothers and Krfi!t,la 
endeavour to persuade him to take over the reins of government-he insists 

upon his resolve, until at length Vyi>a. comes and ad vises him to offer a 
horse-sacrifice, thereby pmging himself of all his sins. Yudhi~thit·a acts 
on this advice. Arrangements are made for the great sacrifice. As required 
by the ritual, the sacrificial horse is let loose, to wander about at will for 

one year. Arjuna is selected to accompany and protect the horse. He 
follows the horse from land to land throughout the world. In these wander
ings he has to fight many a bil.ttle, {or everywhere he encounters tribes 

whose warriors have been defed.ted in the Kuru battle, and which take up 

a hostile attitude towards him. He performs fea.ts of great heroism, but 

avoids unnecessary bloodshed as far as possible, and invites all the defeated 
kings to the horse-E>acrifice. At the end of a year he returns with the 

1 ) This forms the contents of the fourteenth book (Aicamedhikaparvan). l!.egarding 

Books XII a.nd XIII see below. 
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sacrificial horse to Hastinapura, where he is received amid great rejoicings. 
Now the saet·ificia.l feast begins, and all the invited kings flock in. Th~ 

horse is killed with exact observance of all the sacrificial requirements and 
is sacrificed in the fire. The PaqrJavas breathe the smoke of the burnt 
manow, whereby all their sins are made as nought. After the completion 
of the sacrifice, Yudhil?~hira presents Vyasa with "the whole earth." The 
latter g•'nerously returns the gift to him, and exhorts him to give the 
priests much gold. After Yudhi~~hira bas accordingly given away vast 
quantities of gold to the priests, he is free of his sins, and thence
forward rules his kingdom as a good and pious king. 

])hrtaraf!~ra'&. end. 

The old king Dhrtat'li~~ra, t C as head of t.he family, is still consulted 
on all matters, and he and his consort Gandhiri are always held in high 
esteem. Thns the old king still lives for fifteen years at the court of 
YudhHhira in the best understanding with the PaQ0avas, which is only 
spoilt to some extent by the king's relation to Bhima. The king could 
never find it in his heart entirely to forgive this man who had robbed 
him of all his sons, and the defiant Bhima hurt his aged uncle's feelings 
only too often by his unseemly speech. Thus after fifteen years the aged 
king resolved to retire into the forest as a hermit. Yudhil?~hira consented 
only unwillingly. But Kr~~a says that it bas always been the custom for 
pious kings to end their days either as a warrior on the field of battle or 
else as a hermit in the forest. Thus Dhrtari~~ra and Gindhari go forth 
into the forest, and Kuntl, Safi.jaya and Vidura. join them. After a 
time the Pal)cjava.s visit their relatives in the forest hermitage, just as 
the sage Vidura is dying. Two years later the Paq(Javas receive the news 
that Dhrtaril?~ra, Gandharl and K.unti have lost their lives in a forest fit·e, 
whilst Safi.jaya has gone to the Himalayas. 

The deatruction of Krf!'!ta a11d Ilia race.'> 

Thirty-six years afkr. the great battle in the Kuru field the Paqqavas 
receive the sad news that Gandhari's curses C has come true, and that 
Kr:?t}a has perished with all his race. At a drinking bout the chiefs of 

') Here begins the .fifteenth book (A..iramavasi~apan·an). 

•) Related in the si"teeuth book (Mausalapart:an). 
3

) See above, p. 372. 
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two clans fall to quarrelling, in which they are soon joined by others. A 
general club fight ensues, Knr:a transforming sedges into clubs, and the 
men of the Yadava clans kill each other. Krf?r:a looks around for his 
brother Baladeva, but is just in time to witness his dying hour. A white 
snake runs out of Ba.ladeva's mouth, and hastens to the ocean, I l where 
it is received by the most famous snake demons. Then Kr:?I].a lies down 
in the desolate forest, and becomes absorbed in deep meditation. Here he 
is mistaken by a hunttlr named Jara (i.e. " Old Age " ) for an avtelope, 
and is shot and killed by an arrow in the sole of his foot, the only spot at 
which he is vulnerable. 

The laat journey of the Pii:{trf,az,aa. 

The PiQc]avas are inconsolable for the death of their faithful friend, 
and soon afterwards they resolve to go forth upon their last journey.2l 
Yudhi~thira appoints Parik~it as king, and says farewell to his subjects. 
Then the five brothers and their wife Draupadi, all clothed in garments 
of bast, and accompanied only by a dog, wander forth to the Himalayas 
which they ascend, and reach the divine mount~in Meru. On the way 
to heaven Draupadr first falls dead, then Sahadeva, next N a kula, soon 
afterwards Arjuna, and lastly Bhima. Then Indra comes driving in his 
celestial chariot, to fetch Yudhi~thira to heaven. 8 l 'rhe latter, however, 
does not wish to accompany him, as he does not desire to dwell in heaven 
without his brothers. Then Indra promises him that he shall see his 
brothers as well as Draupadi again in heaven. But Yudhi~thira also 
insists upon his dog entering heaven as well, and this lndra will not allow 
under any circumstances. At length the dog reveals himself as the god 
Dharma, and evinces his great satisfaction at Yudbi~thira's faithfulness. 
Thus they reach heaven, but Yudhil]thira by no means wants to stay there, 

') A beautiful example of the idea of the soul assuming the form of a snake, 

prevalent among so many peoples. In the German legend, too, of King Guntram, the 

soul, in the form of a snake, issues out of the mouth of the sleeping king into a hill. 

•) With this begins the seventeenth book ( Mahiprasthiinikaparvan ). 
•) In an essay " Points de contact entre Mahabharata et le Shah.na mah" J A. s. 8 t. X, 

1887, pp. 38 ff., c(. JBRAS 17, Proceed., pp. ii ff.) J. Darmesteter has compared 
Yudhi~~hira's ascent to heaven with the disappearance of Kai Khosru in the Persian 
heroic epic. Kai Khosru, too, climbs a high mountain and reaches heaven in the flesh. 
Like Yndhi~~hira's brothers, the Pehlevans (heroes) accompanying Kai Khosru, also 

perish on the way. Nevertheless the two episodes are fundamentally so different that 

I cannot believe in any connection. (Cf. also Barth in RHR t. 19, 1889, pp. 162 ff.) 
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as he does not see either Hs brothers or Draupadi. Nt>W when he even 1 J 

sees Duryodhana seated upon a heavenly throne, and honour~d by all, he 
has had enough of heaven, and demands to be conducted to the worlds 
where his brothers and heroes like Kari)a are. Then the gods give him a 
messe[] ger to accompany him to hell, where he sees the terrible tortures of 
the damned. He is already turning away from this awful sight, when he 
hears voices imploring him to stay, as a beneficent breath of air emanates 
from him. J.i'ull of pity he asks the tortured souls who they are, and he is 
informed that they are his brothers and friends. Then he is seized by pain 
and anger at the injustice of Fate, and he sends the messenger back to the 
gods to tell them that he will not go to heaven, but will remain in hell. 
But soon the gods come down to him, and lndra. explains to him that those 
who havA sinned most are sent first to heaven and then to hell, whereas those 
who have only committed a few sins, atone for these rapidly in hell, and 
then enjoy eternal blessedness in heaven. He himself had to visit hell 
first, owing to his having deceived Drol}a., and in the same way his 
brothers and friends had to be purged of their sins in hell. Soon, however, 
all the horror of hell vanishes ; they all find themselves in heaven, and 
assume the form of gods. 11 J 

This principal story, which has here been briefly 
sketched, constitutes not quite one-half of the eighteen books 
of the Mahabharata.3

> The other half consists of those parts 
of the work, partly narrative and partly didactic, which have 
no bearing, or only a very slight one, on the conflict of the 
Kauravas and the PaQ.c}.avas. An account of this will be 
given in the following chapters. 

ANCIENT HEROio PoETRY IN THE MAHABHARATA. 

Among the tasks of the ancient Indian bards was also 
th!l.t of tracing the genealogical trees of the kings, or, if 

' Here begins the eighteenth (last) book (Svargarohaf}aparvan). 

• Of. with this episode the legend of Vipascit in the Mllrkav9eya Purlil}a (below) and 
see also L. Scherman, Materialien zur Geschichte der indischen Visio::~slitteratur, Leipzig, 
1892, pp. 48 fi. 

• The eighteen parvans or books of the Mahlibhijrata contain together 2,109 

Adhyayas or cantos (in the Bombay edition) : of these about 1,000 deal with the principal 
narrative. 
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necessary, of inventing them. Genealogical verses (anuvaipsa
sloka) therefore, form an essential part of the old heroic 
poetry. And the first book of the :\lahabharata contains a 
whole section, eutitled S a_m b h a v a par van or '' section of the 
origins," in which the genealogy of thP heroes is traced back 
to their first ancestors who were descended from the gods, 
and many interesting legends about these old kings of ancient 
times are related. Of course, among these ancestors of the 
Kauravas and Par;ulavas belrmging to the Bharata race, that 
Bharata is not missing-, from whom the Mahabharata itself 
nas derived its name. Bharatct is the son of King Du11yanta 
and of Sakuntala, so famous from the dmma of Kalidasa, and 
whose story is also told in the Sambhavaparvan. 

Unfortunately, however, this very Sakunta!li, __ epi~ode of 
the Mahabharata 0 has been handed down to us in a much 
deteriorated and prob:tbly also mutilated, form which seems 
to have retained only a few features of the old heroic poem 
and could hardly have formed the prototype of Kalidasa's 
poem. The descriptions of the forest, the chase and the 
hermitages, are spun out not to "epic" but to pedantic length 
partly after the pattern of the later ornate poetry. The story 
itself is unattractive and has no artistic basis. The fact that 
Sakuntala is not acknowledged by the king is not accounted 
for, as in Kalidasa's play, by a curse and the story of the lost 
ring, but by the king's desire to remove every doubt, on the 
·part of his courtiers, as to the genuineness of the royal 
birth of his son. Therefore he provokes as it were, a divine 
judgment. He pretends not to know Sakuntala. and refuses to 

•) I, 68-75. An English translation of the Salmntalii episode by Charles Wilkins 

appeared as early as 179-J. in A. Dalrymple's Oriental Repertory and separately, (Loudon, 

1795}; a French translation by A. Chezy as an appendix: to his edition of KAlidii.sa's 

Saknntala drama (Paris, 1830}; German translations by B. HirzeL (1833), A. F. '3raf 

von Schack (1877, Stimmen vom Ganges, pp. 32 If.}, J. J. Meyer, Das Weib im altindischen 

Epos, pp. 68 If., and W. Perzig (Indische Erzihler, Vol. 12, Leipzig 1923, pp. 50 If.). The 

Knmbhakonam Adition has enlarged and spoiled the traditional text still more, S. 

M. Winter·nitz, Ind. Ant. !898, p. 136; J. J. Meye•·, l.o., p. 76 note, and Porzig, I.e., pp. 123 ff 
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acknowledge his son, until a heavenly voice announces, before 
the whole court, that Sakuntala has spoken the truth and 
that her child is really the son of King Du~yanta. Here we 
meet the two verses which we know for certain belong to the 
oldest part of the Sakuntala. poem and are taken from the old 
bard poetry.1

> 

"The mother is but the leathern bag (for the preservation of t.he seed), 
it is to the father that the child belongs ; the ~>on, whom he has begotten, 
is himself. Ill Cherish 8 l thy son, Du!j!yanta, do not scorn ~akuntala I 

A son, 0 King, who begets offspring again, leads (the fathers) up 
(to heaven) out of Yama's abode. And thou art the creator of this seed, 
~akuntali has spoken the truth." 

There are very probably also many old and genuine verses 
preserved in the dialogue between Sakuntala, who stands up 
for her rights and those of her son, and the king who does not 
wish to acknowledge her. In any case a dialogue of this kind 
must have formed one of the principal parts of the old 
narrative, and moralising maxims, like the following beautiful 
verse, may have occurred in Sakuntala's speech: 

"None sees me": so when bent on sin, 
The fool imagines, madly bold ; 
For gods his evil deeds behold ; 
The soul, too1 sees the man within." 4 l 

Sakuntala also probably spoke of the happiness and 
blessing which a son brings to his father, as in the verses: 

" He himself has begotten himself again as a son, 5 l thus say the 
wise ones. Therefore shall a man look upon his wife, the mother of his 
sons, as upon his own mother." 

1
) This is proved by their repeated occurrence, for we find the same verses (I, 74,109 f.) 

quoted again as "genealogical verses " (anuval!liiaslokau) in the Ma.Mbhlirata (I, 95, 29 f ), 
and they recur in the Harival!lsa (32, 10 ff.), Vi~l}u-Purlil}a (IV, 19), VAyu-Pural}a (99, 135 f. 
AnSS ed.), Ma.tsya.-Purlll}a (49, 12 f. AnSS ea.) and Bhiigavata-Puritl}a (IX, 20, 21 f.), 

1 ) Of. the verses translated above, on pp. 2ll f. 
•) Because of this word" cherish" (bhara), the boy received the name Bharata. 
•) I, 74, 17. Translated by 1. Muir, Metrical Translations from Sanskrit Writers, p. 8. 
•) Similarly Aitareya-BrithmaQa VII, 13; cf. above, pp. 211 f. 

48 
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"Is there any higher blessedness than to see the little son return 
from play, covered with dust, and run to embrace his father's knees?" 

" He has sprung from thy loins, from one soul another soui has sprung 
forth. Beh< ld thy son, like a second self in a lake clear as a mirror I " 1 > 

Yet it is not probable that all the beautiful sayings which 
are placed in the mouth of Sakuntala really belonged to the 
old heroic poem, sayings which deal with the happiness or 
marriage, and the duties of husband and wife, with paternal 
duties, and with truthfulness. Some of the verses, which 
refer to matrimonial laws and right of succession and which 
have been taken directly from the legal .literature, rather 
indicate that Brahmanical scholars utilised the speeches of 
Sakuntala for the purpose of bringing in as many sentences 
as possible on morality and law. This does not :prevent our 
finding in these very speeche~ some of the most magnificent 
examples of Indian gnomic poetry, like the following: 

"A wife is half the man, transcends 
In value far all other friends. 

She every earthly blessing brin~s, 
And even redemption from her springs." 

"In lonely houn•, companions bright, 

These charming women give delight; 
Like fathers wise, in duty tried, 
To virtuous acts they prompt and guide. 
Whene'er we suffer pain and grief, 
Like mothers kind thfly bring relief." 

" The weary man whom toils oppress, 
When travelling through life's wildernesii', 
Finds in his spouse a place of r,st, 
And there abides, refreshed and blest." 2 > 

Among the ancestors of the heroe~ of the Mahabbarata 
a king Yayati is mentioned, whose history is also related in 

1 ) I, 74,47; 52; 64. 

•) I, 74, 40, 42; 49 tranolated by J, Muir, 1. c., pp. 134 f. 
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the "Eambhavaparvan,'' the section of the genealogical 
bard-poetry.1

> But just as the old Sa.kuntala poem was uti
lised for the purpose of pointing Brahmanical teachings on law 
and morality, so also the old Yayati legend, which seems 
originally to have been a kind of Titan legend, was trans
formed into a moral narrl\tive, whereby it became a popular 
subject for ascetic poetry. However, the traces of the old 
heroic poetry are by no means entirely effaced ; they are 
discernible particularly in a certain racy humour,. with which 
the story of the two wives of the king is related. Out of 
the contents of the Yayati episode only the following extract 
can be given : 

Dt!vayii'li, daughter of the Asura priest Sukra, l.as been insulted by 
Sa.rmi~tha, daughter of the Asura. king. For this reason the priest wishes to 
leave the king. Now the latter, in order to appease the priest, gives his 
daughter to Devayiini as her handmaiden. Soon afterwards Devayiini 
becomes the wife of King Yayiiti, who bas to promise to have no iater
courae with her " sernnt," Princess Sarmil?thii. But the king breaks 
his promise, marries Sarmi ?tha. secretly, and begets three sons with her. 
Jealous Devayiini finds it out, and complains to her father Sukra. The 
latter pronounces a curse upon Yayiiti that he shall immediately lose 
his youth and become old and decrepit; however, at the request of Yayiiti, 
he tone3 the curse down in as much as Yayiiti may transfer his old age to 
someone else. 

Now Yayati, after having beeome suddenly old and wrinkled and 
grey, asks his sons, one after the other, to relieve him of his old age and 
to give him their youth, as he has no~ yet enjoyed life sufficiently. None of 
the elder sons will agree to this exchange, whereupon they are cursed by 
their father. Only the youugest, Piiru, declares his willingness. He 

1
) The story is first told briefly in I, 75, then repeated with many details in I, 76-93, 

The last part of the legend, with a few additions, is then told once again in V, )20-123. 
The episode has been translated into German by A. Holtzmann (Indische Sagen), J. J, 
Meyer (Das Weib im altinilischen Epos, pp. 8 ff,) and W. Porzig (Indische Erzahler, Vol. 12, 
pp. 12 If.). On the different versions of the story in Sanskrit literature, s. Porzig, l.o,, pp. 
105 ff. On a mythological interpretation of the legend s. A. Ludtvig in Sitzungsberichte 
der K. bohmischen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften, Prague 1898. 
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relieves his father of the burden of old age and gives him his own youth 
in exchange. Then Yayiti rejoiced in another thousand years of the most 
blooming youth, and enjoyed the pleasures of life to the very full. Not 
only did he take delight in his two wives, but also in a heavenly nymph, 
the beautiful Apsaras Vi§vici (" gracious to all " ). But however much 
he enjoyed, be was never fully satisfied. And when the thousand years 
had elapsed, he came to the conclusion as expressed in the following verses: 

" Truly, desire is not satisfied by the gratification of desires; 
Nay, i~ grows and waxes stronger, as the fire fed by 

sacrificial ghee. 
The earth filled with treasures, gold, cattle and women too, 
Is not enough for one man :-think on this, and seek thy 

soul's contentment. 
Only he who has never wrought evil to any creature, 
In thought, word or deed, only he may dwell with the 

Brahman. 
He who is unafraid, and who is feared by no creature, 
Who has no desires and knows no bate, only he may 

dwell with the Brahman." 1 l 

Then be returned his son Puru hi~:~ youth, took up the burden of his 
own old age, and after having instated Piiru on the throne, repaired to 
the forest, where he lived as a hermit, practising the severest austerities 
for a. thousand years. On the strength of this he attained to beal"en, 

· where he lived for a long time, honoured by all the gods and saints. One 
day, however, he boasted during a conversation with Indra, and was cast 
out from heaven for this offence. Later on, however, he returns to heaven 
with his four pious grandchildren. 

') I, 75, 49-52. Only the first verse recurs literally in all the other places where 
the Yayliti legend ia related. (It also occurs in Manu II, 94.) The remaining verses are 
found again with variations in I, 85, 12-16, HariviiJ!lsa. 30, 1639-1645, Vi~l}u-PuriiQa. IV, 10, 
BMga.va.ta.-Purlii}S. IX, 19, 13-15. But only in I, 75, 51-52 and Hariva:rp.ia. 30, 1642 is 
there any talk of nnion with the Brahman in the sense of the VedAnta. philosophy. In all 
other places the corresponding verses only talk of the curbing of desires as the worthy 
aim of the morality of asceticism, and this morality is the same for Jluddhists and 

Jainas as for the Brahmanical and Vi~ Quite ascetics. Hence we find quite similar sayin5s 

amongst all Indian sects which practise asceticism. 
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The legend of Nahu~a, the father of Yaya.ti, which is re-. 
lated in the 1\Iahabharata sevAral times, 1> is also a kind of 
Titan legend, which ends with a fall from heaven : 

Nahu.~a, a grandson of the Purut·avas of Vedic fame, 9 > was a mighty 
king, who annihilated the robber bands (dasyusa:rpghii.~ii'l). But he levied 
taxes on the :r~is, too, and commanded them to carry him on their backs, 
like beasts of burden. He even overpowered t.he gods, and ruled the heavens 
for a long time in Indra's stead. He desired lndra's wife Sacl as his 
wife, and grew so overbearing that be yoked the divine :r~is to his chariot, 
treading on Agastya's head. Now this was a bit too much for this great 
saint, and he cursed Nahu!ila, with the consequence that he fell out of 
heaven and was obliged to live on the earth as a snake for ten thousand 
years. 8 > 

Some of the poems which have found admission into the 
Mahabharata are of such proportions, and form a. complete 
whole to such an extent, that we can speak of them as epics 
within the epic. Of this kind is above all the rightly famous 
poem of Nala and Damayanti.4> While the PaQ.Q.avas are 
in banishment in the forest they receive a visit frem the ~i 
Brhadasva. Yudhi~thira complains to .him of his own mis
fortune and that of his people, and asks him the question 
whether there has ever been a more unfortunate king than 
himself. rrhereupon Brhadasva relates the story of the unfor
tunate king Nala, who loses all his possessions and his 
kingdom in a game of dice with his brother Pu~kara, and 
then goes forth into the forest as an exile with his beautiful 
a.nd faithful wife Damayanti ; pursued and blinded still 
further by the wicked demon of gambling, he deserts his 

1 ) First in I, 75 as an introduction to the Yayllti episode, then in greater detail 
in V, 11-17; in a abort extract also XII, 342 and XIII, 100. A free poetical adaptation by 
Ad. Holtzmann, Indiscbe Sagen I, pp. 9-30. 

•) Puriiravas too (cf. above, pp. 103 f., 209 f.) was like Nabu~a, according to the Mahli· 
bhirata. (I, 75, 20 :11'.) au enemy of the priests, oppressing the r~is and being annihilated 
by their curse. 

8 ) He was then redeemed by Yudhi~tbira (III, 179 f.), see above, p. 349. 
•) III, 52·79: Nalopikhylina, 
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faithful wife in the midst of the forest, while she lies deep 
in slumber, fatigued from her wanderings. The adventures 
of King Nala, and of Dclmayanti, deserted by her husband, 
how they wander about in· the forest separated from each 
other, how Damayanti, a.fter much sorrow and hardship, 
obtains a friendly reception from the queen-mother of Cedi, 
how Nala, after the snake-king Karkotaka has made him 
irrecognisable, serves King ~tupari).a as charioteer and cook, 
until finally the husband and wife, after a long and painful 
separation, are reunited in love, all this is related in the 
touchingly simple, genuinely popular, tone of the fairy tale, 
which also is not lacking in humour. 

Since the year 1819 when Franz Bopp first published 
this poem of King N ala, together with a Latin translation, it is 
recognised as one of the gems of Indian literature, nay more, 
as one of the · gems of universal literature. Bopp's edition 
and translation of the poem was welcomed by A. W. v. 
Schlegel 1> with the words : "I will only say that, in my 
estimation, this poem can hardly be surpassed in pathos and 
ethos, in the enthralling force and tenderness of the senti
ments. It is made expressly to attract old and young, the 
high-born and the lowly, the connoisseurs and those who are 
merely guided by instinct. Also, the fairy-tale is tremen
dously popular in India, ...... there the courageous constancy 
and devotion of Damayanti is equally famous as that of 
Penelope amongst us; and in Europe, the g'tthering-place 
of the productions of all continents and all ages, it deserves 
to become equally so." .And indeed it has become so. The 
German poet Friedrich Ruckert, that past master in the art 
of translation, rendered the poem into German verse in the 
year 1828 2> with his incomparable talent,· making it as 

1 ) Jndieche Bibliothek, J, 98 f. 
•) New editions appeared in 1838, 1845, 1862 and 18i3. A very free poetical 

r~ndering was given by Ad. Boltzmann in his "Indische Sagen." 
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'popular in Germany as it has become famous in England by 
means of Dean H. B. Milman's version.1

l 

Nala Naisadha the hero of the narrative, is surely no other . ' 
than the Nada Nai~idha, mentioned in the Satapatha-
Brahmat;ta, of whom it is there said, that "day after day he 
bears Yama (the god of death) to the South." He must 
therefore have lived at that time, and undertaken warlike 
expeditions towards the South. 'l'he name of the hero thus 
indicates high antiquity. The poem itself probably belongs 
among the old parts of the Mahabharata, though not among 
the oldest. . In any case it is free from nll purat;ta-like accesso· 
ries, and only the old Vedic gods, like VarriQ.a and lndra, are 
mentioned, but not Vifi!Q.U or Siva.· The state of civilisation, 
too, described in the poem is, on the whole, quite simple and 
has the appearance of antiquity. On the other hand we find 
hardly any where in the oldest poetry such delicacy and :s& 
much romance in the representation of courtship and of love 
itself, as especially in the first cantos of the Nala poem. Oniy 
the very ancient poem of the love of Pururavas and Urvasi 
allows us to suspect that love-romance was no ·stranger. to 
India even in the most ancient times. But how very conge
nial romance is to the Indian mind in general, is proved · by 
the enormous popularity of t.his poem, which has again and 
again been imitated by later poets, in Sanskrit as well as in 
modern Indian languages and dialects.2> Few Indian poems 
also suit European taste so extremely well as the Nala poem. 
It has been translated into practically all the languages of 
Europe,3

> and a dramatic adllptation by i\. de Gubernatis 

1
) Nala and Damayanti and other Poems translated from the Sanskrit into English 

verse, Oxford, 1835. 

•) Cf. the enumeration in A. Holtzmann, Das Mahabha•·ata, II, 69 ff. 
3

) A. Holtzmann, loo. cit., II, 73 ff. mentions translations into German, English, 
French, Italian, Swedish,Czech, Polish, Russian, Modern Greek and Hungarian. I wiil 
only mention the translations into English by Monier Williams (1860), Charles B?'UCII 

(1864), Edwin Arnold (Indian Idylls, 1883, Poetical Works, 1885); into German by E. 
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was even produced on the stage in Florence in 1869. And 
since a long time it has been the custom, at almost all Western 
universities, to begin the study of Sanskrit with the reading 
of this poem, for which purpose it is excellently adapted in 

I 
' language as well as contents. > 

The Ram a 2> episode, too, is a kind of epic within an 
epic. But while the Nala poem (in spite of some disfiguring 
additions and insertions, from which indeed no part of the 
Mahabharata is quite free) is a work of art and a valuable 
survival of the ancient bard-poetry, the narrative of Rama 
has only a purely literary significance for the history of the 
second great epic of the Indians, the Ramaya:Q.a. For the 
Rama episode can scarcely · be regarded as anything but a 
rather inartistically abridged rendering of either the Ramayat;ta 
itself,3

> or of those heroic songs from which Valmiki composed 
his great poem. In no case is it these oldest heroic songs of 
Rama themselves, which we find in the Mahabharata. The 
Rama episode is related by the :r~i Marka:Q.<J,eya to console 
Yudhi~thira, who is much depressed on account of the rape of 
Draupadi 4>; for Rama's wife, too, Sita, was abducted, and 
was held in captivity for a long time by the demon Rava:Q.a. 
References to the Rama legend are not rare in other parts 

T.obedanz (1863), H. C. Kellner (in Recla.ms Universalbibliothek), L. Fritze 

(1914); into French by S. Levi (Paris, 1920 in "Les classiq:tes de l'orient," Pads 
1920). 

') The text of the Na.Ia story has often been published, with glossary and notes, 
for beginners in Sanskrit, e.g., by G. Buhler (Third Book of Sanskrit, Bombay, 2nd Ed. 
1877), Monier Williczms (London, 1879), J. Eggeling (London, 1913), H. C. Kellner (Leipzig 
1885), W. CaZand (Utrecht, 1917). 

•) III, 273-290: Rlimopiikhyana. 
•) H. Jacobi (Das Rii.mayal}a, (Bonn, 1893), pp. 71 ff.) bas given such good reasons 

for this assumption that it seems to me the most probable one, in spite of the objections 
of A.. Ludwig, Uber das Ramayal'}a. nnd die Beziehungen desselben zum Mabii.bha.ra.ta., pp. 30 
ff., aad Hopkins, The Great Epic of India, pp. 63 f, Cf. also A. Weber, Uber das Rlimliyai}a., 
pp. 34 ff. 

•) See above, pp. 350 f. Probably this story of the rape of Oraupadi is itself 
ooly a clumsy imitation of the stealing of Siti'i in the Riimlyal'}a. 
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of the Mahabharata either. I point out only the meeting of 
Bhima with the monkey Hanumat.1

> 

A much more valuable remnant of ancient Indian bard
poetry, unfortunately preserved only as a fragment, is found 
in the fifth book of the Mahabharata. It is the episode of the 
hero-mother Vidula.2

> Kunti sends a message by Kr~JJ.a to 
her sons, the PaQ.qavas, telling them not to forget their duty 
as warriors,3> and on this occasion relates how the warrior's 
wife Vidula once urged her son Saiijaya on to fight. The latter 
was quite discouraged after a shameful defeat which he had 
suffered at the hands of the king of the Sindhus, and lived with 
his wife and his mother Vidula in misery. Then, in extremely 
forceful language Vidula reproaches him with his cowardice and 
inactivity, and with fiery words spurs him on to new deeds of 
heroism. In order to give an idea of the racy vigour of the 
language of this fragment of ancient heroic poetry, I give a 
few verses from this speech in literal prose translation: "l 

"Up, coward I Lie not there eo idle, when thou hast suffered defeat, 
to the joy of thy foes, to the sorrow of thy frie~ds I" 

" A shallow brooklet is soon filled, the fist of a mouse is easy to fill. 
The coward is soon satisfied, he is contented even with little." 

"Die not like a cur before thou hast at least robbed the serpent of its 
fangs I Be brave, though it cost thee thy life!'' 

"Why liest thou there like a dead man, like one who has been struck" 
by lightning ? Up, coward I Sleep not, when thou hast been defeated by 
the foe I " · 

1 ) Above, p. 348. 

•) V, 133-136: Vidulaputrinusasa.na. Of. H. Jacobi, Uber oin verlorenes Heiden. 
gedicht der Sindhu-Sauvira (in Melanges Kern, Leyden, 1903, pp. 53 fl'.). A free poetical 
rendering of the poem is given by J. Muir, Metrical Translations from Sanskrit Writers, 
pp. 120-133. He justly refers to the women of Ritjputllnil who" maintain in more recent 
times the character of heroism ascribed to Viduli in this passage of the Mahibhirata, 
(I.e., p. 132). 

•) See above, p. 357. 

•) The translation by Muir, I.e., pp. 121 f. gives no sufficient idea of tho raciness of 
the original. 

49 
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"Flare up like a torch of tinduka wood, I) though it be but for a. 
moment, but smother not like a fire of chaff, just to prolong life I" 

, " Better flare up for a moment than smother for hours ! 0 that a 
mild ass should have been born in a. royal house I 

"That man whose deeds do not form the subject of tales of wonder, 
serves but to increase the great heap, he is neither woman nor man." I) 

To all the admonitions and reproaches of his mother, the 
son, who is sharply characterised by his short speeches, has 
only the reply that he lacks the means for a victorious 
battle', and that, in any case, his death would not benefit 
her: 

" Thou hast a hard, an iron heart, 
And play'st no loving mother's part,
True daughter of a warrior line; 
A fierce unbending soul is thine. 
To all thy Kshatriya instincts truA, 
Thou dost not yield to love its due; 
Nor seek to guard me as thy one 
Supreme delight, thine only son I 
But spurr'st me on, devoid of ruth,
As if I were an alien youth,-
To join again in hopeless strife, 
And all in vain to peril life. 
What worth would earth, its wealth, its joys, 
Its power, its state, its glittering toys,-

. What worth would life-possess for thee, 
My mother, if thou hadst not me?,. 3 > 

But his mother always answers him again with fresh 
exhortations, that a warrior may not know fear, and must 
in any case fulfil his duty as a warrior. And at last she 
succeeds in rousing her son, "even though he had little 
intelligence." 

1) Tinduka, the Diespyros embryopteris tree. 

') v, 132, 8.10, 12, 15, 22. 
•) V, 134, 1-3. Translated by J. Muir, I.e., pp. 127 f, 
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"Like a. noble steed when it is chastised, the son, goaded by the shafts 
of his mother's words, did all she asked of him." 1 > . 

This torso of a heroic poem is one of the few portions~or 
the Mahabharata which have remained almost entirely 
untouched by brahmanical influence. Only too often has the 
old bard-poetry, which was inspired by the warrior:spirit, 
been quite watered down in form and contents under the 
influence of the Brahmin scholars. Thus we find-this is one 
of the many instances-an "old itihasa " quoted in the twelfth 
book of the Mahabharata, which Narada relates to Sriijaya, in 
order to console him after the death of his son. 1\Iany kings 
of primitive times are named, who all had to die, though they 
were famous heroes. But of what do the "heroic deeds" of 
these kings consist P They offered countless sacrifices, and 
what was still more important, gave enormous presents to the 
priests. One king, for example, gives the priests as sacrificial 
gift " a thousand times a thousand " maidens adorned with 
gold, each of whom sits on a four-horse chariot; each chariot 
is accompanied by a hundred elephants garlanded with gold; 
behind each elephant follow a thousand horses, and behind 
each horse a thousand cows, behind each cow · a thousand 
goats and sheep.2> It is often difficult to say whether they 
are remnants of ancient heroic poetry, spoilt through the 
priests' attempts at recasting, or independent brahmanical 
compositions. 

BRA.HMANICAL MYTHS AND LEGENDS IN THE MAHA:BHARATA. 

The fact that the old Indian bard-poetry has not been 
preserved in its pure originality is due to the circumstance 
that the ~mans took P?~~~~~~~--<>.~- -~~~-- Mahabharata. 
To the same circumstance, however, we are indebted for the 

1 ) V, 135, 12; 16. 
•) XII, 29. A similo.r list of ancient kings who were noted for their generosity 

is to be found in VII, 66•71. · 
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preservation in the Mahabhara.ta not only of numerous myths 
of gods, and legends, important for the history of mythology 
and tradition, but also of some remarkable creations of Brah. 
manical poetic art and valuable specimens of Brahmanical 
wisdom. 

Interesting from the point of view of myth0logy and tradi
tion is the frame-story of the Snake sacrifice of Janame
Jaya,1> into which there. is again interwoven a tangle of 
stories, snake-legends, myths of the bird Garuc).a and others. 
But what is here called " Snake-saerifiqf!" is in reality a 
snake-charm, i.e. an exorcism for the annihilation of snakes. 
Janamejaya's father, Parik~it, had been bitten to death by 
the snake-king Tak~aka. In order to avenge the death of 
his father, King Janamejaya arranges a great sacrifice,2> at 
which all the snakes of the earth are compelled, by the ex· 
orcisms of the priests, to come from near and far and cast 
themselves into the fire. This is described in our epic with 
great vividness : 

" The sacrificial ceremonial now began in accordance with the prescrib
ed rules for the snake-sacrifice. Hither and thither hurried the priests, 
each one eagerly fulfilling his appointed task. Wmpped in black garments, 
their eyes inflamed by the smoke, they poured the sacrificial ghee into the 
blazing fire, whilst saying the incantations. They caused the hearts of 

1 ) I, 3, 13-58; XV,· 35. Freely rendered in German verses by A. Holtzmann, 
"Indische Sagen" ; literally translated into German prose by W. Porzig (Tndische Erzi£. 
bier, Vol. 15,'Leipzig, 1924). Similar legends also exist in Europe, especially in the Tyrol; 
cf. my treatise "Das Schlangenopfer des Mahllbhirata (in Kulturgeschichtliches aus 
der Tierwelt, Festschrift des Vereins fiir Volkskunde und Lioguistik," ?rague, 1904). 

t) The Mahabhllrata is supposed to have been recited in the intervals of this sacri
fice. See above, p. 324. Porzig (I.e.) suggests that the Astikaparvan was originally 
much more closely connected with the Mahlbharata as a frame-slory, and that it was not 
VaisampAyana, but Astika himself who related the whole of the Mahiibhilrata, and thereby 
saved the snake-k:ng Tak~l\ka. There are but very weak grounds for this hypothesis. 
It is more probable that the wholo of the Astikaparvan was originally an independent 
poem, which was only later connected with the recitation of the Mahiihhiirata. CJ. V, 
Venlatachellam lyer, Notes of a Study of the Preliminary Chapters of the Mahabharata, 

Madras, 1922, pp. 852 ff. 
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all suakes to quake, and called them all forth into the jaws of the fire. 
Then the snakes fell into the flaming furnace, distorting their bodies and 
calling piteously on one another. Palpitating and hissing, embracing 
one another with their heads and their tails, they hurled themselves in 
their masses 10to the brightly glowing fire ...... great snakes and small 
snakes, many, of many colours, terrible biters of mighty strength as that 
of a club, snakes full of venom ; driven by the curse of the m:>ther, the 
snakes fell into the fire."ll 

With this legend of the snake-sacrifice, the ancient myth 
of Kadrii and Vinata, occurring already in Vedic texts,2> is 
here combined. Kadrii, "the red-brown one," is the earth 
and the mother of the snakes, Vinata, " the curved one," is 
the vault of heaven and the mother of the mythical bird 
Garu<Ja. And there is also interwoven the myth of the twir
ling of the oaean,S> which occurs also in the Ramayal).aand 
in the Pural).as, and is again and again related, or used for 
purposes of illustration and compariaon by poets of later times. 
How gods and demons, united in ardent labour, twirl the 
ocean in order to obtain the draught of immortality, the 
mountain Mandara serving as a twirling-stick and the snake
prince Vasuki as a rope, how the moon then arises out of the 
foaming mass, then Lak~mi, the goddess of good fortune and 
C'f beauty, the intoxicating drink Sura and other precious 
things, until at last the beautiful god Dhanvantari, holding 
the draught of immortality in a shining white goblet, appears 
from out of the ocean,-all this is described, if one may say 
so, with " life-like " graphicness. 

One more of the snake-legends interwoven into the 
frame-story deserves mentioning, namely the story of R uru 
partly only a duplicate of the legend of the snake-sacrifice 

1 ) I, 52. 

•) Taittiriya Salpbitli, VI, 1, 6, 1; K6~haka, 23, 10; Satapatha-Br. III, 6, 2. The 
myth of Kadrii and Vinatii from the Astika-parvan translated by J. Charpentier, Die 
Suparl}asage, pp. 167 ff. On the same myth in the Suparl}lldhy4ya S. above, pp. 312 f. 

•) I, 17-19. 
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itself, for, like J anamejaya, Ruru vows to annihilate all 
snakes. This happens as follows : 

Ruru, son of a Brahman, once saw the lovely virgin Pramadvara, 
daughter of an Apsaras, and was seized with love for her. She becomes 
his bride, but a few days before the wedding, she is bitten by a poisonous 
snake while she is at play. She lies there lifeless, as though asleep, more 
lovely than ever. All the pious hermits approach, and, moved by pity, 
burst into tears, but Ruru goes forth into the depth of the forest in his 
sorrow. Lamenting loudly, he invokes the gods to have regard to his 
penance and his pious life, and to give his beloved back to him. Then a 
messenger from the gods appears, and announces that Pramadvara can 
only be recalled to life if Ruru will yield half of his own life for her. 
Ru_ru agrees at once, and the King of Law, i.e. the god of death, gives 
his consent for Pramadvara to be recalled to life. Soon afterwards, on a 
happy day, the two are wedded. Now Ruru vowed to destroy all the 
snakes in the world, and thenceforth, whenever he saw a snake, he killed 
it. But one day he happened on a non-poisonous snake, which asked him 
to spare it. It was in reality a r~i who was compelled to Jive as a snake 
in consequence of a curse, and who was now released from the curse by his 
meeting with Ruru. In his human form he admonishes him to desist 
from destroying living creatures.l) 

Ruru, the hero Qf this legend, is a descendant of 
that Oyavana, of whom it is already related in the ~gveda,2> 
that the Asvins made him young again. The story of this 
rejuvenation is told in detail in the BrahmaQ.as,3> and a 
version of the legend is to be found in the Mahabharata too.'> 
It is instructive to compare the Vedic form of the legend 
with that in the epic. I therefore give below the contents 

') Extract from I, 8·12. 

•) Rv. 1, 116, 10, where he is called Cyavlina. 
1 ) Satapatha.Brahmal}a IV, 1, 5. Translated into German by A. Weber Indische 

Streifen I (Berlin, 1868), pp. 13 ff. Jaimiuiya.Brlihmal}a, III, 120 f. Cf, the interesting 

study of E. W. Hopkins, "The Fountain of Youth" (JAOS., Vol. XXVI, 1905, pp. 1·67, 
and 4ll ff.), iu which the legend of the fountain of youth is traced not only in India, but 
also among other peoples. 

•) III, 122.125. References to the last part of the nar1·ative also XII, 342; XIII, 
156 and XlV, 9. · 
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according to the Mahabharata, and draw attention in the 
notes to the most important deviations of the Brahmal}.a 
narratives. 

C!Javana, a son of Bhrgu, practised severe austerity on the shore of a 
lake. He stood motionless as a post for so long that a mound of earth 
formed over him, on which the ants crawled about, and he himself _looked 
like an ant-bill.l > Into the neighbourhood of this lake King Saryiiti 
once came with many followers. His young daughter Sukanya, rom 1 ing 
about in the forest with her playmates, came upon the ant-bill, in which 
only the two eyes of the ascetic were visible like glow-worms. Out of 
wantonness and curiosity the young girl pokE;d about in the two shining 
things with a thorn and-poked out the eyes of the ascetic. 9 > Filled 
with anger, the saint caused retention of urine and constipation in the army 
of Saryati. 8 > The king for a long time sought the cause of the misfor
tune, and when it transpired that the great ascetic had been offended, he 
went to him to obtain his forgiveness. The latter will only be reconciled 
if the king gives him his daughter as his wife. So the young girl becomes 
the wife of the frail old man. One day the two ASvins see the young 
wife just as she is stepping out of her bath, and try to persuade her to 
choose one of them as her husband instead of the ugly old man. She, 
however, de<llares that she wishes to remain faithful to her husband. Then 
the two physicians pf the gods propose to her that they should make her 
husband young, and she should then choose between · them both and the 
rejuvenated Cyavana. As Cyavana agrees to this, she consents also. 
Thereupon the Asvins let the old ascetic step into the lake and they them
selves also dive into the water, whereupon they all three come out quite 
alike and in the dazzling beauty of youth. Now Sukaoya is to choose, 
and after mature consideration, she decides for her own husband 
Cyavana. 4 > The latter, in return for having been rejuvenated, promises 

1 ) The Br~hma!}as know nothing of these ascetic practices. Cyavlina is there only 
an "old, ghostly.Jooking "saint. 

•) In the Brii.hma!}as it is the young lads in the retinue of. the king who insult the 
old r~i, pelting him with lnmps of earth. 

•) According to the Bri!.hma!}as the punishment consisted in the arising of discord 
in the retinue of the king. " The father fought with his son, the brother with his brother.'' 
(Sat·Br.) "The mother did not know her son, nor the son his mother" (Jaim-Br.) 

•) The Sat.Br. knows nothing of the faot that the Asvins also step into the lake. 
But the Jaim .• Br. records that Cyavi!.na had already previously given Snkanyil a sign by 
which she would recognise him, 
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to make the A.Svins into Soma-drinkers. At a great sacrifice which he 
performs for Sru·yati, he presents the Asvins with the Soma. The king of 
the gods, Indra, however, will not concede that the Asvins, who wander 
about as physicians among mortals, can be worthy of the Soma. But 
Cyavana takes no notice of the objections of Indra, and continues to 

sacrifice to the Asvins. The enraged lndra is about to hurl the thunder
bolt upon him. At that moment, however, the saint paralyses the arm 
of the god; and in order to humble him thoroughly, 1 l he creates, by 
virtue of his asceticism, a terrible monster, Marla, Intoxication. With his 
huge mouth (the one jaw touches the earth, while the other reaches up to 
the sky) he approaches Indra and threatens to swallow him. Trembling 
with fear, the prince of gods implores the saint to have mercy, and the 
latter, satisfied, lets Intoxication vanish again, dividing him among the 
intoxicatin-g drink Sura, women, dice and the chase. 2 l 

We see here clearly, as in many other cases, that the 
brahmanical poetry which is contained in the epic, represents 
a much later phase of development than that of Vedic litera
ture. The characteristic of this later brahmanical poetry, 
however, is exaggeration, lack of moderation in general, and 
especially immoderate exaltation of the saints-Brahmans and 
ascetics-over the gods. Even in the actual lnd1'a-myths 
connected with the Vedic legends of the gods, Jndra is no 
longer the mighty champion and conqueror of demons, as we 
knew him in the hymns of the J;tgveda.3l It is true that the old 
legend of the battle between Indra and Vrtra survives, it is 
even related twice in considerable detail in the Mahabharata,•l 

1 } In the Sat. Br. there is no question of any humiliation of the god; Cyn.v4na. only 
provides tho ASvins with the means by which they p.re volnnta.rily mode participators in the 
Soma·drink by lndra. and the other gods. In tho Jaim. Br. there is, it is true, a trial of 
strength between r~is nod gods, o.nd the nis create Mada to support them. But n.a Indra 
and the gods flee from the monster, the sacrifice threatens to become o.n Indra.tess and 
god.tess one, and the ni begs lndrn. most politely, with prayers nod invocations, to return. 
It is only in the version of tho Ma.hiibhllrata t ha.t the god is completely humiliated by tho 
saint. 

') In the Jnim·Br. the demon Intoxication is transferred only to the Snr4 (brandy). 
•) OJ. above, pp. 82 ff. 

') III, 101 f.; V, 9-18. The references to this fight are nnmerons. The legend of 
the fight of lndra with Namuci, IX, 43, is a duplicnte of thnt of the Vrtr•·bnttle. 
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but the main stress is laid upon the circumstance that 
Indra, by killing V rtra, burdened himself with the guilt of 
Brahman-murder. It is related in great detail how he first 
had to free himself from this terrible guilt, suffering many 
humiliations. We have seen, that for a time he was even 
robbed of his heaTenly throne, and Nahu~a occupied his 
place. 1> The belief that the supremacy of Indra may be 
shaken by the austerities of pious Brahmans is exemplified by 
numerous legends. It is even said 2> that asceticism can 
compel Indra himself to enter the home of Yama '(the god of 
death). And often indeed does Indra have recourse to the 
proved expedient of allowing a beautiful Apsaras to seduce 
a saint who, through his severe austerities, threatens to become 
dangerous to the gods.3> 

.Agni, too, the friend of Indra, has, in the myths of t~e 
Mahabharata, lost much of his old glory as a god. Yet the 
myths related of him are still connected with the Vedic ideas 
of fire and of the god of fire. Already in the l;tgveda he is 
called "the lover of maidens, the husband of women." 4> 

But the Mahabharata tells of Agni's definite love affairs. 
Thus he once became enamoured of the beautiful daughter 
of King Nila, and the sacred fire in the king's palace would( 
burn only if fanned by the beautiful lips and the sweet 
breath of the king's daughter. There was nothing for it but 
the king must give his daughter in marriage to Agni. In 
gratitude for this, the god grants him the favour that he may 
become invincible and that the women of his town may enjoy 
complete freedom with regard to sexual intercourse.5> The 
gluttony, too, of Agni, is already spoken of in the Veda. The 
legends of the Mahabharata relate, however,that in consequence 

1 ) See above, p. 381. 
•) Til, 126, 21. 
8 ) Of. A. Boltzmann, in ZDMG. 32, 1878, pp. 290 ff., about lndra in the Mahibh!trata, 
•) See above, p. 88. 

•) II, 31. A similar love-stor;r of Agni, Xlll, 2, 

GO 
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of the t;t~i Bhrgu's curse he became an "eater of all 
things." That Agni has several brothers and that he conceals 
himself in the water or in the friction-sticks, are also Vedic 
ideas, which already in the Brahmai).as led to the formation 
of myths ,, ; but it is only in the Mahabharata that detailed 
stories are told about the reason why Agni hid himself, and 
how the gods found him again.2

' 

To the legends which are known already in the Veda and 
whichrecurinthe l\Iahabharata belongsalso the flood-legend 
of Manu and th11 fish, which has been related above •> accord
ing to the Satapatha-Brahmai).a. The narrative of the 
Mahabharata, the " fish episode," •> as it is called, differs from 
the legend as it is related in the Brahmai).a, in its greater 
detail and the poetical presentation, which is not lacking in 
poetic flights-as when it is described how the ship, "like a 
drunken wench," staggers to and fro on the agitated ocean. 
As regards the details of the story it is of importance that 
in the Mahabharata, exactly as in the Semitic flood·legends, 
the taking of seeds in the ship is mentioned.~> I see in this 
one of the strongest proofs that the Indian flood legend was 
borrowed from the Semitic one.6

' The conclusion of the 
legend in the Mahabharata differs from that in the Briihmal).a. 
In the epic the fish declares that he is the god Brahman, and 

1 ) E. g., Sa.tapatha.Br. I, 2, 3, 1; Taittiriyn-Soi!Jhitii, II, I:J, 6. 
•) Cf. A. Holtzmann, Agni nach den Voretellungen des MahabbArnta, Stroseburg, 

1878. 

') Pp. 209 f. 

') Matsyopilkhyt1na, 111, 187. German translations by F. Bopp (1829), F. RUckert, 
and H. Jacobi (in H. Usener, Die Sintftntsagen, Bonn 1809, pp. 28 ff.). 

5
) Similarly in the Matsya-Pnrlll)a and in the Bhliga't'ntn-Pur4l)a, whore the legend 

recurs. 
0

) Of. my treutise 11 Die Flutsagen des Altertums nnd der NaturvOiker in Vol. 
XXX[ of the Mitteilungen der Anthropologiachen Gthlcllsclmft in Wien (Vienna), 1901, 
esnecially pp. 321 f. and 327 ff. I do not know bow those who, like R. Piachel, Der Ursprnng 
des christliohen Fischsymbols (SBA., XXV, 1905) dony the connection betlveen Indian and 
Semitio flood.Jrgends, account for this remnrkable agreement, 
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invites Manu to create the world anew, which the latter does 
by means of undergoing severe austerities.1> 

.Less familiar is the profound and beautiful myth of the 
Goddess Death, which is related twice in the Mahabha
rata.2> " Whose child is Death? Whence comes Death? 
Why does Death sweep away the creatures of this world? " 
Thus asks Yudhi~thira, sorrowing at the departure of so 
many heroes who had fallen in the battle. Then Bhi!ilma 
(resp. Vyasa) 2> tells him the story which Narada. once re
lated to King Anukampaka, when the latter was inconsol
able at the death of his son. The contents of the narrative 
are briefly as follows : 

When Grandfather Brahman had created the beings} they multiplied 
unceasingly aud did not die. The worlds became over-filled, and the Earth 
complained to Brahman that she could no longer bear her burden: Then 
the Grandfather considered how he could reduce the number of beings, but 
he could thiuk of no remedy. This enraged him, and the fire of his wrath 
issued from all the pores of his body, flames engulfed the world and 
threatened to annihilate everything. But god Siva felt pity for the beings, 
and at his intercession Brahman withdrew into himself the fire which had 
arisen from his wrath, and ordered the origin and passing away of the 
beings; while so doing, however, there came forth out of the pores of his 
body, a dark-eyed, beautifully adorned woman, draped in a dark red gar
ment. She wished to go on her way towards the South, but Brahman 
called to her and said: "Death, kill the beings of this world I For thou 
art born of my thought about world-annihilation and out of my wrath, 

') At the new creation of the world there is no longer any mention of the "seeds" 
which he took with him l 

•) VII, 62-54, where Vyiisa comforts Yudhi~~hira, ;who is in deep distress at the 
death of Abhimanyu (see above, p. 363), with the story; and XII, 256-258, where Bhi~ma 
again tells the same story of consolation to Yudhi~~hira, who is lamenting at the departing 
of so many heroes who have fallen in the great battle, Probably the atory waa originally 
only in Book XII, for verses XII, 256, 1-6, in which there is mention of the many fallen 
ones in the plural numbe,•, are found again literally in Vll, 52, 12-18, although here it is 
really only the lament for Abhimanyu which provides occasion for the narration. The 
poem has been translated into German by Friedrich Riickart (in Rob. Boxberger's "RIIckert· 
Stndien," Gotha 1878, pp. 114 ff.), and by Deussen, Vier philosoph ische Texte des lllahl• 
bhiiratam," pp. 404-413. 
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therefore annihilate the"· creatures, the fools and the sages, all together! " 
Then the lotus-crowned Goddess neath wept aloud, but the lord of crea
tures caught up her tears in his hands. She implored him to release her 
from this gruesome task : 

" I bow to thee, 0 lord of beings, be merciful to me, that I may not 
sweep away innocent creatures-children, old men and people in the prime 
of life : beloved children, trusted friends, brother1;1, mothers and fathers I 
I shall be reproached if they die away thus. Of this I am afraid. And 
I fear the tears of the unhappy ones, whose moisture will burn me in eter
nity." 

But a decision of Brahman is irrevocable. She must submit to it, 
but the Grandfather grants her the favour that greed, anger, jealousy, 
envy, hatred, infatuation and shamelessness may ruin men and that the 
tears which were shed by the goddess and which he holds in his hand, 
may become diseases to kill the creatures. Thus no blame for the death 
of the beings rests upon her. On the contrary, the sinners perish 
through their own sin. But she, the Goddess Death, free from love and 
free from hate, is justice itself and mist.ress of justice, 1) sweeping away 
the living creatures. 

A proof of the fairly·high antiqr.ity which must be as
cribed to this myth, as well as to that of Manu and the flood, 
is the exalted position which is allotted to the god B1·a!tman 
in them. In the myth of the Goddess Death, the god Siva 
is subordinate to Brahman, who addresses him as "little son." 
Myths in which the god Siva occupies a position far above 
all gods, indicate a much later stratum of brahmanical poetry 
in the Mahabharata. The same is true also of the myths in 
which the god Vi~'fJIJ, plays the principal part. Frequently 
older brahmanical myths and legends were revised in accord
ance with Vigm- or Siva-worship, which is mostly not diffi
cult to recognise. Such Vi~r;tuite and especially Sivaite 
additions· often appear like blots on a painting. They are 
easy to distinguish, and their removal only enhances the 
value of the poetry. As poetical productions, the narratives 

1 ) VII, 54, 41. 
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which are dedicated to the glorification of the gods Vi~Q.U and 
Siva, are quite inferior.1l 

A Goddess IJeatk plays no part elsewhere in Indian 
mythology.2> But, just as, in the above-related myth, the 
goddess of death becomes the goddes~ of justice, so in the 
whole of the 1\fahabharata the idea prevails that Yama, the 
god of death, is one with IJkarma, the personification of 
Law.3> But nowhere is the identification of the king of 
the realm of death with the lord of law and justice expressed 
so beautifully as in the most magnificent of all brahmanical 
poems which the epic has preserved, the wonderful poem of 
faithful Sa vi t r i. 4> The partly religious character of the poem, 
the intermingling of mythology, indeed of the ancient brah
manical mythology, in which Grandfather Brahman deter
mines the destinies of mankind, and neither Siva nor Vi~Q.u 
plays a part-and the scenery of the forest hermitage in 
which the greater part of the action takes place, induce me 
to classify the Savitri-episode among the brakmaniaallegend
poetry. Yet I am not quite ~ertain whether it may not be 
a pious legend belonging to the old bard-poetry. For the 
independent action of the princess SavitrJ, who goes forth in 
search of a husband, and remains steadfast to her choice, 
although the saint and her father raise warning protestations, 
the independence with which she practises asceticism, 

1 } Devoted exclusively to the 11ectarian cult are portions such as the Yif!]u&ahasra.. 
niima.katha.na. {XIII, 149), the enumeration of the thousand names of Vioqu, the 
Satarudriya. (VII, 202), "the hundred names of Siva," and the Siva.sa.ha.sra.nama.stotra (XII, 
284, 16ff.) "Praise of Siva in a thousand names." Of. above, pp.l85 f. 

') To my knowledge it only recurs once again in the Brahmavaivartta-Purll}& by 
the side of Yama (Th. Aufrecht, Catalogue codicum MSS. Sansoriticorum in Bibl. Bod· 
leiana, p. 22a. ). 

8
) Concerning the god Dharma also see abovtJ pp. 330 and 374. 

•) III, 293-299: Bavitryupakhyana. "episode of SaTitri " or Pativra.tamahiitmya. "the 
song in praise of the faithful wife." The story is told by the seer Miirkaf]qeya., who, though 

many thousand years old, is eternally young, to Yudi~~hira in order to comfort him with 
regard to the fate of Draupadi. 
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offers sacrifices, and takes vows upon herself, 1> and 
above all, her courageous intercession for the life of 
her husb~nd, as well as her knowledge of wise sayings, by 
means of which she even impresses the god of death
all this recalls more the women of heroic poetry, such 
as Draupadi, Kunti and Vidula, than the brahmanical ideal 
of woman.2

> But whoever it was who sang the song of Savitri, 
whether a Silta or a Brahman, he was certainly one of the great
est poets of all times. Only a great poet was capable of placing 
this noble female character before us so that we seem to see 
her before our eyes. Only a true poet could have described 
in such a touching and elevating manner the victory of love 
and constancy, of virtue and wisdom, over destiny and death, 
without even for an instant falling into the tone of the dry 
preacher of morality.3> And only an inspired artist could 
have produced as if by magic such wonderful pictures before 
m. We see the deeply distressed woman walking by the side 
of her husband who is doomed to death; the husband, mortal
ly ill, wearily laying his head on his wife's lap, the dreadful 
form of the god of death, who binds the man's soul with 
fetters and leads it away; the wife, wrestling with the god 
of death for the life of her husband; and finally, the happily 
re-united pair, wandering homewards in the moonlight with 
their arms around each other. And we see all these pictures 
in the splendid setting of a primeval Indian forest, whose 

1 ) According to brahma.nical precept a woman as such (separate from her husband) 
is not entitled to perform sacrifices n:)r to n ndertake fasts and other vows. (Manu, V. 155.) 

•) This ideal is, in short, the " Griaelda ideal "-the unconditionally obedient, sub· 
missive wife, of whom Manu teaches, V, 154.: "Even if a husband is lacking in all virtues, 
only indulges in sensu·}l pleasure and pos3esses no good qualities of any kind, he must ever 

be honoured as a god by a virtuous wife." 
•) The conversation between S<ivitri and Ya.ma, the god of death, who is at the 

same time Dharma, forms the nucleus of the poem. Some of the verses may have been 

badly transmitted Yet the fundamental thought of all the verses by means of which 
SAvitri so greatly pleases the god and vanquishes him, is sufficiently clear; it is the doc· 

trine of wisdom that is one with love and goodness. 
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deep stillness we seem to feel, and whose delicious fragrance 
we seem to breathe, when we surrender ourselves to the 
magic of this incomparable poem. 

How well the Hindus themselves appreciate the treasure 
which they possess in this immortal poem, is shown in the 
closing words which have been added to the poem in our 
Mah abba rata : 

" He who has heard with devotion the glorious story of Savitri, that 
man is fortunate, his affairs will prosper, and never will sorrow visit him." 

Still at the present day, Hindu women annually celebrate 
a festival (Savitrivrata) in remembrance of faithful Savitri, 
to secure married happiness for themselves, in which festival 
the recitation of this poem from the Mahabharata,. forms an 
essential part of the celebration.1> 

The poem has frequently been translated into European 
languages including German.2> But aU translations, adapta
tions and imitations can only give a feeble idea of the incom
parable charm of the Indian poem. 

Not all brah manical legends are so pious and moral as 
that of Savitri. Indeed, a whole volume could easily be filled 
with disgusting and obscene stories from the Mahabharata 
which pleased the Brahmans. One of these legends has, 
however, rightly attained fame as a poem, and is, moreover, 
very important for the criticism of the Mahabharata. This 
is the legend of R~yasrnga, s> the :r~i who had never seen a 

') Of. Bhib Chunder Bose, The Hindoos as they are, 2nd ed., Calcutta, !883, pp. 293 ff. 
•) English translations by R. T. H. Griffith (1852, and Idylls from the Sanskrit, 

Allahabad 1912, pp. 113 ff,) and J. Muir (Edinburgh, 1880). German renderings by F. Bopp 
(1829), F. Rilckert (in "Brahmanische Legenden," 1836), H. C. Kellner (Beolams Universal 
bibliotbek, 1895). For other translations s, Holtzma.nn,· Das MahAbMrata II, pp. 92 f. 
The Siivitri poem has also been adapted for the stage by Ferdinand Gr .. f Bporck, with 
music by Hermann Zumpe, and produced in German theatres. 

•) III, 110-113. Freely rendered into German by A. Holtzmann in "Indische 
Sagen," and by J. V. Widmann (Buddha, Bern 1869, pp. 101 ff.). Very freely dramatised 
by A. Christina Albers in Calcutta Review, Nov. 1923, pp. 231 If. (" The Great Droughf; "). 
J. Hertel (WZKM. 18, 1904, pp. 158 f.) and ~. v. Schroeder, Mysterium unCI Mimu· im 
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woman. The contents of this ancient Indian tale are briefly 
as follows: 

~~yaspi ga., 1 > born miraculously of an antelope, is the son of a. saint, 
who grows up in a hermitage in a forest, without ever having seen any 
person besides his father. Above all, he has never seen a woman. Now 
there was once a great drought in the kingdom of King Lomapada, and 
the sages declared : the gods are angry, and the rain will fall only if the 
king succeeds in bringing ~~yaspiga into his country. The king's daugh
ter Santa 11 > undertakes the task of enticing the young saint into the 
land. A floating hermitage is constructed of artificial trees and shrubs, 
and in this 3anta sails to the dwelling place of ~~yaspiga. Arriving in the 
vicinity of the forest hermitage, the king's daughter steps ashore and takes 
advantage of tbe absence of the father of ~~yaspiga, iu order to approach the 
youthful ascetic. She gives him magnificent fruits and delicious wine, plays 
coquettishly with a ball, and clings in a tender embrace to the youth, who 
thinks he sees before him a hermit lad like himself. Thereupon the maiden 
returns to the ship, as the father of ~!jlyasrriga approaches the hermitage. 
The old man notices the excitement of his son, and asks him what has 
happened. The latter then describes his adventure with the beautiful 
''youth" and his rapture at meeting him, in glowing terms, and says that 
he would fain practise the same "ascetic discipline" as yonder youth, for the 
yearns to see him again. But the father warns him that these are evil demons 
(ra.k~as) who go about in that shape to disturb the asceticism of pious men. 

But no sooner has the father departed again, than ~~yasrriga goes in 
search of his young " friend." Soon he has found beautiful Santa, is 

Rigveda, pp. 292 ff., have tried to explain the J;t~yasrilga poem as an ancient drama, a kind 
of" mystery play." It is really a ballad of the typs of the Vedic Akhyiinas. H. Luitera 

(NGGW., 1897, pp. l ff.; 1901, pp. 1 ff.) has traced the older forms of this ballad, by 
comparing its different versions in Indian literature. 

1 ) The name means " the antelope-horned." As he has one horn on his head, he is 
also in Bnddhistic versions called Ekasrng'l., i.e. " Unicorn." 

•) In onr Mahibhiirata. it is not S~nta, bnt a conrtesan, who seduces the saint, 
Lii.ders (1. c.) has proved convincingly, however, that not only in the original form of the 
legend, as it has come down tQ ns in the Jataka-book of the Bnddhist Tipi~aka but also 
in an earlier form of the Mahabharata. itself, the princess Santa was the seducer. Only 
some later rhapsodist or copyist took exception to a king's daughter being said to have 
sednced J;t~yasrflga., and pnt a courtesan in her place, so that we do not know why the 
king finally gives his danghter in marriage to the saint. It may be mentioned that 
Holtzmann, in his free rendering (1. c.) has already made the princAss Santll the seducer of 

'{t~yaerilga. 
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enticed by her into the floating hermitage, and is carried away into Lom a
pada's kingdom. 'l'he moment the young saint enters the land, the rain 
begins to fall in torrents. The king makes him his son-in-Iaw, after he 
has conciliated the old father by means of rich gifts, 

Various versions of this legend may be found in other 
Indian works of literature, especially in the Ramayar;ta, in 
th9 Padma-Purar;ta and in the Buddhist Jataka. book. It is 
easy to recognize that though the ballad is based on an old 
legend with a religious background, it was related in its origi
nal form with a racy humour whose indecencies the various 
revisors endeavoured to mitigate. The scene in which the 
ascetic's son, who has never seen a woman, catches sight of 
the beautiful maiden, whom he takes for an ascetic, though 
her charms do not leave him unmoved, was certainly the 
central point of the story in the original version, and was 
described with a coarse humour, of whose rudeness some 
examples are still preserved in the Buddhistic Jataka..1> 

But how popular this humorous tale was, is shown by its being 
familiar ·in different versions in Tibet, China and Japan, and 
in its having left traces behind even in the unicorn-legend 
of the W est.2> 

The J;t~yas:rnga-legend is in the so-called Tirtkayatra
section.8> The J;t~i Lomasa, who has come in order to console 
the brothers of Arjuna,4> makes a pilgrimage with them. 
At every sacred place (Tirtha) which they visit, the :r~Jli relates 

1
) In the Gath!is of the Jiitakas Nos. 523 and 526. These GA:thiis are, according to 

Luders {1. c., 1897, p. 38}, "the oldest remnants of a literary sef;ting of the lt~ya.Sf{1ga• 
legend," "and these verses were, at any rate, partly known to the author of the Mah&. 
bh!Lrata version, and, translated into Sanskrit and more or less transformed, were included 
in his work." 

•) Of. F. W. K. Muller, Ikkaku seunin, eiue mittelalterliche japanische Oper, trans
ltribiert und iibersetzt, Nebsteinem Exkurs zur Einhornsage (in the Festschrift fiir Adolf 
Bastian zu seinem 70. Geburtstag, Berlin 1896, pp. 513-538}. 

•) i.e., "section of pilgrimages," III, 80-156. Sacred places to which pilgrimage• 
(yiitrii) are undertaken, are called Tirt has. 

•) See above, p. 348, 

51 
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· a story referring to that place. Thus there are collected in 
this section (certainly not belonging to the oldest parts of the 
Mahabharata) numerous brahmanical legends. Here we find, 
for example, the above-related legend of Cyavana,t> similarly 
the legends of the famous l;t!]li Agastya. This great saint is 
asked by the gods, among other things, to dry up the ocean, 
so that they may fight against certain demons. who dwell on 
the bottom of the ocean. The saint does this quite simply by 
drinking up the whole ocean. He is also the hero of numerous 
other brahmanical legends. 2> 

While these Agastya-legends are intended to show the 
\ tre~ndous ascendancy of the brahm~ni~:Ja!_~aint over gods 

and men, we find in the Mahabharata also a whole cycle of 
legends, the heroes of which are the famous J;t!j!is Vasi~(ka and 
Visvamitra,3> and in which, though in the end they also 
serve for the glorification of the Brahmans, there can still be 
perceived distinct traces of the slr_~J~~!~_!?!_~upremacy between 
priests an~_!a.!.~~s. The roots of these legends reach back 
farTrito-Hie Vedic period, and they recur in various versions 
also in the Ramayal}.a epic and in the PuraQ.as. The contents 
of the legend according to the Mahabharata are briefly as 

follows: 
Visvamitra. was a warrior, the son of King Gadhin of Kanyakubja. 

(Kanauj). One day, in the course of his hunting, he came to the hermitage 
of ~fl!i Vasif?tha. The latter had a. marvellous cow which fulfilled all his 
wishes. When he desired anything, whether food or drink, jewels or 
garments, or whatever it might be, he had only to say: " Give," and the 
cow Nandini granted it to him. When Visvamitra saw the excellent 
cow, he desired to have it, and offered Vasif?tha ten thousand ordinary cows 
for it. But the latter would not give it up, as it gave him everything he 

1 ) Pp. 391 f. 
:) III, 96-109. 
~)I, 177-182; V, 106-119; IX, 39 f.; 42 f.; XII, 141; XIII, 3 f. Of. J. Muir, 

Original Sanskrit Texts. Vol. I, 3rd ed. (London 1890), pp. 388 ff., 411 ff., and F. E. Pa•·giter 

ip JRAS. 1913, PP· 885 ff, 
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ever wanted for sacrificial purposes. Visvii.mitra now wanted to steal the 
cow, according to" warriors' custom." Vasi~?tha, as a gentle Brahman, did 
not hinder him in this, but the marvellous cow itself brought forth out of 
its body, mighty hosts of warriors, by whom the troops of Visvamitra. were 
defeated and put to flight. Then the proud king sees that the power of 
Brahmans is after all greater than that of warriors; he gives up his 
kingdom and performs severe austerities in order to become a Brahman, in 
which he succeeds after unutterable efforts. 

I may quote one other remarkable legend in this cycle of 
myths, because it recalls certain features of the Ahasuerus
legend: 

Even after Visvamitra has become a Brahman, his enmity with 
Va"i~tha continues. Instigated by Visviiomitra, Kalma~apada, who is 
possessed by a Rak~asa, kills the sons of Vasi~~ha. But the latter is so 
full of mildness that he will rather die than give ':ent to his anger. He is 
about to end his life, and throws himself down from Mount Meru, 'but 
falls on a. pile of wool. He enters the fire, but it does not burn him. 
With a stone around his neck he throws himself into the sea, but is thrust 
out again living. So he returns with a sorrowful heart to his hermitage. But 
when he sees his home empty of children, grief brings him back anew 
to thoughts of suicide. He hurls himself into a swollen mountain stream, 
after having tied his limbs fast with ropes, but the current tears his fetters 
and throws him on to a bank. Wandering further, he comes to a river 
which is full of crocodiles and horrible monsters; he throws himself in, 
but the wild animals timidly sht·ink away from him. As he sees that he 
cannot die by his own hand, he returns again to his hermitage, after having 
wandered over hills and countries. On the way he meets his daughter-in
law Adrsyanti, and he hears a voice like that of his son singing Veda 
hymns. It is the voice of his as yet unborn grandchild, who already in his 
mother's womb-Adrsyanti has been pregnant with him since twelve 
years-hai learned all the Vedas. As soon as he knows that he is to have 
descendants, he gives up his thoughts of suicide. 

While the literary value of this kind of brahmanical 
legends cannot be gainsaid, there are l!lso u._umerous ~!Q.ries- U:t
th!LM~halilia,rata :whichareiil:v-e.n~~g pu.r,ely for_~-~~ purpose of 

. the glorification of the Brah~ag~~Qr for the incuicationof 
some bralimaii1C3Idocti·In·eor-~ther. We have, for instance, 

• 
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tales of pupils who go to the utmost extremes in obedience 
towards their teacher, like that Uddalaka .A.ruiJ.i, who is 
commissioned by his teacher to blo~leakf~g dam, and 
does this, as no other way presents itself to him, with his 
own body. Or the story is told of a king who, as a 
punishment for having given a Brahman's cow to someone 
else, was changed into a lizrtrd.1> Other stories are intended 
to prove that there is no ~r_eater . ~erit than glVlng. 
cows to Brahmans. In a famous Upani;;ad the youth 
Naciketas: thirsti~g for knowledge, utilises his sojourn 
in the underworld to question the god of death about the 
Beyond. In the Mahabharata, the youth, who is here called 
Naciketa, asks to see the paradise of the cow-givers, and 
Yama delights him with a long lecture upon the merit which 
one acquires by presenting cows."> In order to prove that 
it is meritorious to give sunshades and shoes, it is related that 
l;t~i Jamadagni was once angry with the sun, and was just 
about to shoot it down from the sky, when the sun-god 
pacified him in the nick of time, by giving him a sunshade 
and a pair of shoes.•> Such stories are frequent especially 
in the didactic sections and books (XII and XIII). In these 
didactic portions of the Mahabharatn. we find finally also 
numerous frame-stories called " Itihasas " which serve only 
to introduce and give a certain form to the talks upon law, 
morality or philosophy. It is noteworthy that, in these 
Itihasas, we occasionally meet with the same personages 
as speakers whom we met in the Upani§ads, e.g., Yajna
valkya and Janaka.•> And as in the Upani§ads and the 
Buddhistic dialogues, so in the didactic Itihasas of the 

') I, 3; XIII, 70 f. 
') Xlll, 71. 0/. abovo, pp. 261 f. 
') Xlll, 05 f. 
•) Xll, 18; 200; 310-320. 
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:Mahabharata too, we meet learned women 1> as well as kings 
and sages. 2> 

FABLES, PARABLES AND MORAL NARRATIVES IN THE 

MAHABHARATA.s) 

These Itihasa-Satp.vadas, as we may call those discourses 
clothed in the form of narratives (satp.vada ), for the greater 
part no longer belong to the brahmanicallegend-poetry, but to 
wh&t, for lack of a better expression, we have called Ascetic 
poetry.'> The latter is clearly distinguishable from the 
brahmanical poetry connected with the ancient legends ofthe 
gods, which are already forgotten to a considerable extent 
among the people ; it is far more closely related to the 
popular literature of fables and fairy-tales, partly because it 
draws upon the latter, and partly because it approaches it 
as closely as possible. And while the brahmanicallegends, 
like the brahmanical Itihasa-Satp.vadas, serve the special 
interests of the priests and teach a narrow priestly morality, 
reaching its climax in the sacrificial service and in the worship 
of the Brahmans (more than of the gods), the ascetic poetry 
rises to a general morality of mankind, which teaches, above 
all, love towards all beings and renunciation of the world. 
Traces of this literature are first to be found in the Upani~ads, 
but later just as much in the Mahabharata and in some 
Puril.I}.:J.S, as in the sacred teds of the Buddhists and the 

1
) King Janaka disputes with the nun Sulabhl, XII, 320. King Senajit is comforted 

by the verses of the courtesan PiilgalB, XII, 174. 

•) Occasionally also gods, e.g., Indra. and Brhaspati, XII, 11 ; 21 ; 615 ; 84l; 103 ; 
XIII, 111-113. 

8
) A selection of moral narratives, especially out of Book XII, from the 1\lahl· 

bUrata, is given in French translation by A. Roussel, Legendes Morales de l'Inde 
empruntees au Bhagavata PnriiJJa et au Mahabharata. traduites du Sanskrit. (Lea 
litteratures popnlaires t. 38 et 3ll). Paris 1900. On fables and parables s. OZaenberg, 
Das Mahiibhirata, pp. 66 ff. 

•) SeeM. Winternit• in Calcutta Review, Oct. 1923, pp.l ff, 
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Jainas. Therefore it is not to be wondered at, that in these 
different literatures we often meet with the same legends of 
saints and the same maxims of wisdom and ethics, often 
literally the same. 

The oldest Indian fables are to be found, indeed, already 
in the actual epic, and they serve for the inculcation of rules 
of Niti, i.e. worldly wisdom, as well as of IJkarma or morality. 
Thus a minister advises Dh:rtara~tra to deal with the Pat;~.c}.avas 
in a similar manner as a certain jackal, who utilised his four 
friends, a tiger, a mouse, a wolf and an ichneumon, for the 
purpose of obtaining his prey, but then cunningly got rid of 
them, so that the prey rema.ined for him alone.1> In another 
place Sisupala compa~~s Bhi~ma with that old hypocritical 
flamingo7'Whlch always talked only of morality and enjoyed 
the conndence of all its fellow-birds, so that they all entrusted 
it with the keeping of their eggs, until they discover too late, 
that the flamingo eats the eggs. Delightful also is the fable 
of the treacherous cat, which Uli.ika, in the name of ---Duryodhana, relates to Yudhi~thira, at whom it is aimed. 
With uplifted arms the cat performs severe austerities on the 
bank of the Ganges ; and he is ostensibly so pious and good 
that not only the birds worship him, but even the mice 
entrust themselves to his pt·otection. He declares himself 
willing to protect them, but says that in consequence of his 
asceticism he is so weak that he cannot move. Therefore the 
mice must carry him to the river-where he devours them and 
grows fat.2> The wise Vidura, into whose mouth many wi_se 
sayings are placed, also knows many fables. Thus he advises 
Dh:rtara~tra not to pursue the Pal}.<J_avas out of self-interest, 
that it may not befall him as it befell the king who, out of 

')I, 140. On similar fables, cf. Th. Benfey, Pantschatantra I, pp. 472 f. 
•) II, 41; V, 160. Such fables, in which animals appear as hypocritical ascetics, 

are not at all rare in Indian fable literature, cf. Th. Benfey, I. c., I, pp. 177 f., 352; and M. 

Bloomfield, JAOS. 44, 1924, pp. 202 ff. 
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greea, killed the birds which disgorged gold, so that he then 
had neither birds nor gold.1

> In order to bring about peace, 
he also relates the fable of the birds which flew up with the 
net which had been thrown out by the fowler, but finally fell 
into the hands of the fowler, because they began to quarrel 
with one another.2

> 

Most of the fables, as well as all the parables and moral 
narratives, are to be found in the didactic sections and in 
Books XII and XIII. Many of these recur in the Buddhistic 
and later collections of fables and fairy-tales, and some have 
been transmitted into European narrative literature. Thus 
Benfey has traced through the literature of the world a series 
of fables which all deal with t.he subject of the impossibility of 
friendship between cat and mouse.3> 

Many a pretty parable, too, is to be found in the didactic 
portions of the Mahabharata. Thus "the old Itihasa, the 
conversation between the river and the ocean," 4> is related 
in order to inculcate the wise theory that it is good to stoop : 

" The ocean asks the rivers how it is that they uproot strong mighty 
trees and bring them to him, while they never bring the thin weak reed. 
Ganga answers him : c The trees stand, each in its place, firmly rooted to 
one spot. Because they oppose the current, they must move from their 
place. Not so the reed. The reed bends as soon as it sees the current 

1
) II. 62. Related to this is the fairy-tale of Suvarl}a~~hivin (i.e., " he 

who drops gold out of his mouth"), the son of King Sriijaya. The latter had 
desired a son whose entire evacuations should be gold. The wish is fulfilled, and the gold 
accumulates in his palace. But finally the son is kidnapped by robbers (dasyus) and 
murdered, and all the gold vanishes. VII, 55. f'J, Benfey, 1. c., I, 379. 

•) V, €4. Of. also the fable of the crow which desires to enter on a flying-race with 
the flamingo, VIII, 41, translated by Benfey, 1. c., I, pp. 312 ff., where also other related 
fables are indicated. 

•) XII, 111 ; 138; 139 (also Hariva!Jl.Sa, 20, 1117 ff;) translated and traced in other 
literatures by Benfey, 1. c., I, 575 ff., 645 ff., 660 ff. Other fables of the MaMbhArata 
which are part of universal literature, are that of the three fishes XII, 137 (Benfey, I. c., 
I, 243 f.) al!ld that of the saint's dog which is changed into a leopard, a tiger, l'l ~ 

elephant, a lion, a Sarabha and finally a~ain into a dog, XII, 116 f, (Benfey, I. c., I, 374 f.). 
•) XII, 113, . 
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approaching-not so the trees-and when the force of the current lias 
passed by, it stands erect again." 

Great fame and almost universal propagation has been 
attained by the parable of the "Man in the we 11" which the 
wise Vidura relates to King Dh:rtara~tra.1> For its own 
sake as well as on account of its significance in universal 
literature, it deserves to be quoted in an extract and partly 
in translation : 

A Brahman loses his wa.y in a dense forest full of beasts of prey. In 
great terror he runs here and there, looking in vain for a way out. " Then 
he sees that the terrible forest is surrounded on all sides by traps and is 
embraced by both arms of a dreadful-looking woman. Great and terrible 
five-beaded dragons, which reach up like rocks to the sky, surround this 
great forest." And in the middle o£ this forest, covered by underwood 
and creeping plants, there is a well. The Brahman falls into it and is 
caught on the intertwined branches of a creeper. "As the great fruit of 
a bread-fruit tree, held by its stalk, hangs down, so he hung there, feet 
upwards, head downwards. And yet another even greater danger threatens 
him there. In the middle of the well he perceived a great, mighty dragon, 
and a.t the edge of the lid of the well he saw a. black, six-mouthed and 
twelve-footed giant elephant slowly approaching." In the branches of 
the tree which covered the well, swarmed all kinds of dreadful-looking 
bees, preparing honey. The honey drips down and is greedily drunk by 
the man hanging in the well. For he was not weary of existence, and did 
not give up hope of life, though white and black mice gnawed the tree 
on which he bung. The forest, so Vidun explains the metaphor to the 
king who was filled with pity, is the salpsiira, existence in the world : the 
beasts of prey are the diseases, the hideous giantess is old age, the well is 
the body of beings, the dragon llt the bottom of the well is time, the 
creepers in which the man was caught, the hope of life, the six-mouthed 
and twelve-footed elephant, the year with six seasons and twelve months: 
the mice are the days and nights, and the drops of honey are sensual 
enjoyments. 

There can be no doubt that this parable is a genuine 
Indian production of ascetic poetry. It has been called 

1 ) XI, 5. 
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"originally Buddhistic," t> but it does not correspond more 
with the Buddhists' view of life than with that of the J ainas 
and of other Indian ascetic sects. However, it probably was 
the Buddhis.tic versions of the parable which paved the way 
for · it to the West; for it penetrated into the literature of the 
West principally with that stream of literature which flowed to 
the West through the popular books '' Barlaam and Joasaph" 
and u Kalilah and Dimnah," which originated in India, but 
later became absolutely international. But in Germany it 
is most familiar through Ruckert's beautiful poem '' Es war 
ein Mann in Syrerland," whose immediate source is a Persian 
poem· by JelUed-din RO.mi.Z> Ernst Kuhn has traced 
throughout all the literatures of the world the " circulation of 
this truly non-sectarian parable which has served equally for 
the edification of Brahmans, Jainas, Buddhists, Mohammedans, 
Christians and Jews." 8> 

As with this parable, so with many moral narratives of 
the Mahabharata, one might be inclined to trace them· back 
to Buddhistic sources. On closer scrutiny, however, they 
could equally well have been drawn from that source of 
popular narratives which was alike at the disposal of Brah
mans, Buddhists and other sects. Thus, for example, the 
stories of ~not only look very Buddhistic, but, in a 
text belonging to the Tipitaka •> the legend is actually already 
related, how this self-sacrificing king tears out both his eyes 
in order to give them to a beggar. In the :Mahabharata the 

1
) Thus Benfey, 1. c., I, pp. 80 ff., and M. Haberlanat, Der altindische Geist {Leipzig 

1887), pp. 209 ff. . 

') Friedrich RuckeTfs Werke, pub]. by 0. Beyer, Vol, I, pp. 104 f. The Persian poem 
from the second Diwan of JeliU-ed-dtn R'limt, translated by Joseph v. HammeT, Geschicbte 
der schilnen Redekiinste Persiens, Vienna. 1818, pp. 183. Of. also R. BollbeTget·, Ruckert 
Studien, pp. 85 f., 94 ff. 

•) In the" Festgruss an 0. v. Bllhtlingk," Stuttgart 1886, pp. 68-76. 
•) Cariy&pi~aka., I, 8. Of. also the Sivi-Jiitaka. {J&ta.ka.s ed. V. Fausblill, IV, 401 ff., 

No. 499) and Benfey, l. c., I, 388 ff. 

. 52 
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story is told in three different versions, ll how the king cuts 
the :flesh from his own body piecemeal and gives up his life, 
in order to save the life of a dove which is pursued by a hawk. 
This same king Sibi, however, already plays a part in the old 
heroic legends of Yayati. He is one of the four pious grand
sons of this king, who offer him their places in heaven and 
finally ascend to heaven with him.2> The desuription, too, 
of the immeasurable riches and the tremendous generosity 
of Sibi in another place, where he is glorified as a pious sacri
ficer, who gives the Brahmans as many oxen as raindrops fall 
upon the earth, as there are stars in the sky and grains of 
sand in the bed of the Ganges, is distinctly brahmanical in 
colouring.3> 

To the stories of self-sacrifice so popular in ascetic 
poetry, belongs also the touching narrative of the huntsman 
and the doves,"> which has also been included in one 
recension of the Paiicatantra.5> Love of one's enemy, and 
self-denial can hardly go further than in this "sacred, sin
destroying Itihasa," which relates how . the male dove burns 
himself in the fire for the wicked hunter, who has caught his 
beloved wife because he has no other food to offer the '' guest;" 
how the dove follows her husband into death, and how 
th~ wicked hunter, deeply touched by the great love 
and self-sacrifice of the pair of doves, gives up his wild 

') III, 130f; 197, XIII, 32. See Griffith. Idylls from the Sanskrit, pp. 123 ff. (The 

Suppliant Dove). 
•) I, 86 and 93. OJ. above, p. 380. 
•) VH, 58. The legend of Sibi, too, which is related in III, 198, is quite brahmani· 

cal. Here, at the wish of a Brahman, he unhesitatingly kills his own 1on and-even 
eata him himself, because the Brah!Dan commands it. On the other hand the narrative 
of King Snhotra and Sibi (III, 194) looks more Butldhistic, and, in fact, though no lon~r 
referring to Sibi, actually recurs in' Buddhist literature (JAtaka No. 151). Of. T. W. Bhys 
DBvidB, Buddhist Birth Stories, London 1880, 'pp. :u:ii-xxviii, B. 0. FrBncke, WZKM. 

20, 1906, pp. 320 ff. 
•) XII, 143-149. 
•) See Benfey, I. c., I, pp. 365 f., 11, 247 ff. 
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life, becomes: an ascetic and finally also seeks death in· 
the fire.1> 

Another side of ascetic morality is illustrated by the 
story of the pious ascetic Mud gala, who does not want to 
go to heaven : 

As Mudgala is so wise and pious, a messenger of the gods appears, in 
order to lead him up to heaven. But M udgala is careful enough to enquire 
first what the heavenly life is like. The messenger of the gods then describes 
to him all the glories of heaven and all the bliss which there awaits the 
pious. Certainly, he cannot conceal the fact that this bliss is not of eternal 
duration. Everyone must reap the fruits of his actions. When once the 
Karman is exhausted, then one must. descend again from heaven and begin 
a new existence. Then Mudgala will have none of such a heaven; he 
devotes himself afresh to ascetic practices and finally through deep medi
tation (dhyanayoga) and complete indifference towards the sense-world 
attains to that highest place of Vi~Qu, in which alone the eternal bliss of 
Nirviit}a is to be found. 2 

The doctrine of Karman, Action, which is the fate of man~ 
the first appearance of which we observed in the Upanifi!ads,3> 

forms the subject of many profoQ.nd narratives in the Maha
bharata. One of the most beautiful is that of the Snake, 
Death, Fate and Action. The contents are· briefly as 
follows : 

Gautami, an old and pious BL"ahman woman, one day finds her son 
dead, A snake bas bitten him. The grim huntet· Arjunaka drags the 
snake along by a rope and asks Ga.utaml how he shall kill the' wicked 
murderer of her son. Gautaml replies that through the killing of the 
snake her child will not be restored to life; nor would any good arise from 
it; for by the killing of a living being one only burdens oneself with guilt, 
The hunter objects, saying that it is good to kill enemies, even as Indra 

1
) The story oan hardly be Buddhistic, as Buddhism does not advise religion• 

suicide. Other sects, e.g., the Jainas, recommend it. 
•) III, 260 f. E. Windis~h (Festschrift Kuhn, pp. 4 f,) sees in this Madga.la the 

prototype of the Buddhist Maudga.lyllyana. who visits the heavens and hells. 
8 ) See above, pp. 258 f .. 
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killed Vrfira. But Gautaml can see no good in torturing and killing 
enemies. Then the snake also joins in the conversation. It says that it is 
not to blume for the death of the boy. It was Mrtyu, Death, who only 
employed it as his instrument. Now, while the snake and the hunter are 
in violent dispute as to whether the snake was to blame fot· the death of the 
child or not, the god of death, Mrtyu, · appears himself and declares that 
neither the snake nor he himself were to bla.me for the boy's death, but 
Fate (Ki.ta, "time"): for everything that happens, happens through Kila; 
everything that exists, exists through Kala. "As the clouds are driven 
hither and thither by the wind," so also death is under the sway of fate. 
While the hunter insists on the point of view that both the snake and 
Mrtyu are guilty of the child's death, Kata himself appears, and declares : 
"Neither I nor death (Mrtyu) nor this snake here are to blame for the 
death of any being, 0 huater, we are not the cause. Actio11 (Karma~t) it 
is, which has driven us to it; there is no other cause of his dt~struction, 

only through his own action was he killed ............ As the potter shapes out 
of a lump of clay everything he desires, so man attains only that fate which 
he has prepared for himself by his action. As light and shade are always 
most closely connected with each other, so also the deed and the doer are 
closely connected through everything which he himself has done." Then 
Gautami consoles herself with the thought that the death of her son was 
the nec~ssary effect of his and her own Karman. s > 

How human beings are to behave towards death, is a 
question which Indian thinkers and poets have again and 
again treated in innumerable maxims, and also in many a 
consolatory story.2> One of the most beautiful of these stories 
is that of the Vulture and Jackal and the Dead 
Child, the contents of which shall again only be briefly 
indicated: 

The only little son of a Brahman had died. Lamenting and weeping, 
the relatives carried the corpse of the little child out to the place of burial. 
In their grief they could not bear to part frow their dead darling. Attracted 
by the sounds of lamentation, a vulture comes flying to the place, and 

') XIII, I. 
•) See above, p. 313, and Lii.derB in ZDJI1G, 58, 190~, pp 707 ff. 
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explains to them bow futile are alllamentaliions for the dead. No mortal 
returns to life when he has once su~umbed to Kala; t l therefore they 
should return home without delay. Consoled to some extent, the mourners 
begin the homewa1·d journey. Then a jackal comes towards them and 
reproaches them with want of love, because they leave their own child 
so quickly. Sadly they turn back again. Here the vulture awaits 
them and reproves them for their weakness. One should not mourn 
fo1· the dead, but for one's own self. This one should above all cleanse 
from sin, not weep for the dead ; for all the weal and woe of man depends 
only on the Karman. " The wise man and the fool, the rich man and 
the poor man, they all come into the power of Kala, with their 
good and bad deeds. What do you want with your mourning? Why 
do you complain of death?" and so on. A gain the mourners turn 
homewards and again the jackal exhorts them not to give up their love 
towards their offspring; one should make efforts against fate, for it may 
perhaps after all still be possible to restore the child to life. Whereupon 
the vulture remarks : " A thousand years old am I, but I have never seen a 
dead person come to life again •...... Those who do not care for their mother 
and father, their relatives and friends ao long aa tlte!J are alive, commit a 
crime against morality. But of what benefit is your weeping to one who 
does not see with his eyes, who does not move and is absolutely dead ? " 
Again and again does the vulture urge the mourners to return home, whilst 
the jackal tells them to return to the burial place. This is repeated several 
times. Vulture and jackal thereby pursue their own ends, for they are 
both hungry, and greedy for the corpse. At last god Siva, urged by his 
wife U mi, has pity on the poor relatives and lets the child become alive 
again. 9 l 

But it is not only the morality of asceticism which finds 
expression in the moral narratives ·of the Mahabha.rata. 
Many of them appeal to us particularly for the reason that 
they teach more the every-day morality which is rooted in the 
love between husband and wife, parents and children. One of 
the prettiest of these narratives is that of Ciraka.rin or the 
Youth Ponder-well,!> who is instructed by his father to 

1
) Kiila is not only " time " and " fate", but also "destiny of death." 

') XII, 153. 
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kill his mother who has sinned grievously. -As he is by nature 
slow and considers everything at length, he delays the execu
tion of the command, and considers from this and · that point 
of view, whether he should carry out his father's command 
and burden himself with matricide, or neglect his duty to his 
father. While he is pondering so long, his father returns, 
and, as his anger has in the meantime vanished, he rejoices 
deeply that his son Ponder-well bas, true to his name, 
pondered the matter so long. In the centre of this narrative, 
which is presented in simple popular tone with a certain 
humour, stands the soliloquy of the youth. In· beautiful 
words he speaks of paternal love and fi.lia.l duties, and in still 
more beautiful words, of maternal love : . . 

"So long as ·one has a mother one is well cared for; when she is lost., 
one is without protection. He who enters his house· with the cry 
'0 mother ! ' is oppressed by no sort·ow, is undisturbed by age though he 
were robbed of all his wealth. Though one has sons and grandsons, even 
though one is full a hundred years old, when he comes to his mothet· he 
behaves like a two-year old child ...... When he ·has lo"t his mother, then a 
man becomes old, then he becomes unhappy, then the world is empty for him. 
There is no cool shade like a mother, there is no refuge like a mother, there
is no belovei like a mother ...... " 

The main point of all these narratives lies in the speeches 
of the characters. But I have already mentioned that many 
so-called Itihasas are actually only short introductions and 
frames of didactic_ dialogues, so that we ccin call them Itihasa
sarp,vadas. Some of these dialogues rank equally with the 
best similar productions <?f the U pani~ad-literature ~nd of the 
Buddhist_ic literature. The saying of King {anaka of Videha, 
after he has· obtained peace of mind sounds as though it had 
been taken: from· an Upani~ad: "0, immeasurable is my 

•) XII, 265, translated by. Deussen, '.'.Vier philosophische Texte dea .Mah&bharatam," 

pp, 437-444. 
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wealth~ for I possess nothing. · Though the ,·whole.of Mithila 
burn,·. nothing ·nf mine burns." t> And the· verRes ·of the 
~ourtesan Pingala, who is bereft of her lover at the trysting~ 

place, and .after overcoming her grief, attains to that deep 
calmness of soul which has always been the highest aini of all 
Indian ascetic wisdom, verses which end in the words: ".Calmly 
sleeps Pingala,after she has put non-desire in the place of wishes 
and .hopes," 2> recall the Buddhist nun-songs (Therrgatba). As 
occasion~~olly , in the Upani~ads,3> so also in t.he dialogues in 
the Mahabbarata, it is often people of despised caste and low 
rank, who are in the possessio~ of the 'highest wisdom. Thus 
the ·Brahman Kausika is instructed by Dharmavyadktt, ·the 
pious hu!}ter and dealer in meat, upon philosophy and morality~ 
and especially about the theory that not birth, . b:ut virtuous 
Jife, makes one a Brahman.'> 'l'hus also the pedlar 
Tuladhara appears as the teacher of the brahmanical: ascetic 
Jajali.5> This Itihasa-dialogue is so important in . the history 
Of Indian ethics, that it merits being given here in extract: 

. . 

'l'he Brahman Jajali lived as a hermit inthe forest, and gave ,himself 
up to the most frightful .austerities. Clothed in rags and skins1 stiff with 
dirt, he wandered through the forest in.rain and storm undertook ·severe 

fasts, and .del)ed every inolemency of the weather.. Once· he stood in the 
fo1·est, deep in yoga,. like a wooden post, without moving. . There a pair of 

1
) XII, 178. J. Muir (Metrical Translations, p. 50) translates: 

" How vast ~y wealth, what joy I taste, · 
Who nothing own and nought desire ! 
Were this fair citY' wrapped in fire, 
The flame no goods of mine would waste." 

Mithil& is the residence of Janaka. Cf. Jltaka (ed. Fansbllll), Vol. V, p. 252 (Verse 
16 of the Sonakaj&taka.No. 529}, and Vol, VI, p. 54 (No. 539). R. 0. F-ranke, WZB:.M., 20, 
1906, pp. 352 f. . 

•) XII, 174; 178, 7 f. Cf. 0. Bohtlingk, Indische Spriiche, Nos. 1050 f. Buddhistic 
parallels are quoted by R. 0. Franke, WZKM., 20, 1906, pp. 346 f.- · 

•) See above, pp. 228 f. 
•) III, 207-216. 

•) XII, 261-26&; translated by. Deuss~,. "Vier philosophisohe Texte des MahAbh&. 
ratam," pp. "18-435, 
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birds came flying towards him, and in the hair of his head, which was 
dishevelled by the storm and matted with the dirt and rain, they built o. 

nest. When tbe yogin noticed this, he did not stir, but remained standing 
immovable as a pillar, till the female bird had laid eggs in the nest on his 
head, till the eggs were hatched and the young birds were fledged and had 
flown away After this mighty feat of asceticism, Jijali, filled with pride, 
shouts exultingly into the forest : " I have reached the essence of all 
devotion." Then a heavenly voice answered him out of the regions of the 
air: " In devotion thou art not even equal to Tulidhira, 0 Jijali, and 
not even this very wise Tulidhira, who dwells in Benares, may speak of 
himself as thou speakest." Then Jijali becomes very disheartened, and 
went to Tulidhira at Benares, to see in what manner the latter had 
advanced so far in devotion. Tulidhira, however, is a pedlar in Benares, 
where he keeps an open shop and sells all kinds of spices, healing herbs, 
and so on, To the enquiry of the Brahman Jijali as to whereof his 
renowned devotion consists, be replies in a long speech upon morality, 
beginning with the words : 

" I know, 0 Jijali, the eternal law with all its secrets : it is known to 
men as the old doctrine, beneficial to all, the doctrine of love. 1 ) A 
manner of life which is combined with complete harmlessness, or only with 
slight harm, to all beings, that is the highest devotion ; in accordance with 
this I live, 0 Jiijali. With wood and grass which others have cut, I have 
built myself this hut. Red lac, lotus-root, lotus-fibres, all kinds of sweet 
perfumes, many kinds of juices and drinks, with the exception of intoxicat
ing drinks, I buy and sell without deception. He, 0 J'iijali, who is ,. 
friend of all bein~ and always rejoices in the well-being of all in thought, 
word and deed, he knows the moral law. I know neither favour nor 
disfavour, neither love nor hatred. I am the same towards all beings: see, 
Jiija.Ii, that is my vow. I have equal balances 1 > for all beings, 0 
Jiijali ...... H one fears no being, and no being fears one, if one has 
preference for nobody and hates nobody, then be becomes united with 
Brahman ...... " 

'rhen follows a long explanation of Allirps'ii, the commandment of 
non-violence. There is no higher law than forbearance towards all living 

1 ) JCa.itra {in the PAli of the Buddhists, meftt•) means " friendship " and is the tech. 
nical expression for love towards all bci"'TB, which differs from the Christian brotherly love 
n extending beyond human beings to the animals also. 

1 The name of the pedlar, Tuliidhiirs, signifies: " He who holds the 1C8lea." 
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beings. Therefore the breeding of cattle is cruel, because it involves the 
torturing and kilJing of animals. Cruel, too, is the keeping of slaves, 
and traffic in living creatures. Even agriculture is full of sin, for the 
plough wounds the earth and kilJs many innocent animals. Jajali objects 
that without agriculture and cattle-breeding people could not exist and could 
not find food, and that sacrifices, too, would be impossible if animals might 
not be killed and plants not be destroyed. Thereupon Tuliidhiira. replies 
with a long discourse upon the true sacrifice, which should be offered with
out the desire for reward, without rriestly deception, and without the killing 
of living beings. Finally Tuliidhiira. calls on the birds which had nested in 
the hair of Jajali's head as witnesses for his doctrine, and they, too, confirm 
that the true religion consists in forbearance towards all human beings. 

The sharp contrast between the brahmanical morality and 
that of Indian asceticism can nowhere be so well observed as 
in the Dialogue between Father and Son,t> in which the 
father represents the standpoint of the Brahman, and the son 
that of the ascetic who has severed himself from the priestly 
religion. The view of life represented by the son is that of the 
Buddhists and the Jainas,8> without, however, being limited to 
these. It would be premature to declare the dialogue, of which 
a partial translation here follows, or even only single verses of 
it, to be " Buddhistic " or " burrowed from the Buddhists " : 

A Brahman, who took delight in learning the Veda, had an intelli
gent son, Intelligent (Medbavin) by name. This son, who was learned in all 
things pertaining to salvation, morality and practical life, and saw clearly 
into the true nature of the world, spoke in this wise to his father, who took 
delight in learning the Veda: 

Son. 

"Since soon the days of mortals end, 
How ought the wise their lives to spend f 

1
) XII, 175, repeated in but slightly different wording in XII, 277 ; translated into 

English byJ.Muir, Metrical Translations from Sanskrit Writers, pp. 28-32; into German by 
Deus881t; " Vier philosophische Texte des HahabhiLratam," pp. 118-122. 

•) Almost every verse which is uttered by the son here in the Mahiibhlrata could 
just as well occur in a Bnddhistio or JaP:Ustio te;x:t. As a matter C!f fact XII, 174, 7-9, 

53 
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What course should I, to duty true; 
My sire, from youth to age pursue ? 

Father. 

"Begin thy course with study; store 
The mind with holy Vedic lore. 
That stage completed,-seek a wife, 
And gain the fruit of wedded life, 
A race of sons by rites to seal, 
When thou art gone, thy spirit's weal. 
Then light the sacred fires, and bring 
The gods a fitting offering. 
When age draws nigh, the world forsake, 
Thy chosen home the forest make ; 
And there, a calm, ascetic sage, 
A war against thy passions wage, 
That, cleansed from every earthly stain, 
Thou may'st supreme perfection gain. 1 > 

Son. 

" And art thou then, my father, wise, 
When thou dost such a life advise? 
What wise or thoughtful man delights 
In formal studies, empty rites f 
Should such pursuits and thoughts engage 
A mortal more than half his age? 
The world is eTer vexed, distressed ; 
The noiseless robbers never rest. 

Father. 

" Tell how the world is vexed, distressed ; 
What noiseless robbers never rest ? 
What means thy dark, alarming speech ? 
In plainer words thy meaning teach. 

does recur in the Uttar.ldhyAyana-Siitra. (14, 21-23) of the Jainas, and XII, 174, 13 

corresponds almost literally with the verses of the Buddhist Dhammapada, 47 f. A similar 
dialogne occurs also in the Jitaka No. 509, cf. J. Charpentier, ZDMG. 62, 1908, 725 ff, 

1) That is the brahmanical doctrine of the .!sramas, see above, pp. 232 f. 
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Son. 

" The world is vexed by death ; decay 
The frames of lilottals wears away. 
Dost thou not note the circling flight 
Of those still robbers, day and night, 
With stealthy tread which hurrying past, 
Steal all our lives away at last ? 
When well I know how death infesflil 
This world of woe, and never rests, 
How can I still, in thoughtless mood, 
Confide in future earthly good? 
Since life with every night that goes, 
Still shorter, and yet shorter grows, 
Must not the wise perceive how vain 
Are all their days that yet remain ? 
We, whom life's narrow bounds confine, 
Like fish in shallow water, pine. 

While men on other thoughts are bent,
Like those on gathering flowers intent,
As lambs by wolves are snatched away,
They fall to death a sudden prey, 
Before they yet the good have gained 
For which they every nerve had strained. 

No moment lose; in serious mood 
Begin at once to practise good ; 
To-morrow's task to-day conclude ; 

The evening's work complete at noon:
No duty can be done too soon. 
Who knows whom death may seize to-night? 
And who shall see thP. morning light? 
And death will never stop to ask, . 
If thou hast done, or not, thy task. 
While yet a youth, from folly cease; 
Through virtue seek for calm and peace. 
So shalt thou here attain renown, 
And future bliss thy lot shal! crown, 

419 
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Deal h interrupts the futile dream• 
Of men who, plunged in various schemes, 
Are thinking: " This or that is done; 
This still to do; that just begun." 
As torrents undermine the ranks 
Of stately trees that crown their banks, 
And swtep them downwards to the main, 
Death tears from earth those dreamers vain. 

While some are all on traffic bent, 
And some on household cares intent, 
Are fighting hard with pressing need, 
And struggling wives and babes to feed, 
Or with some other ills of life 
Are waging an incessant strife; 
Death these hard toiling men uproots, 
Before they yet have reaped the fruits 
Of all their labour, all their thought, 
Of all the battles they have fought. 

Death spares no class, no rank, no age; 
He carries off the fool, the sage, 
The knave, the saint, the young, the old, 
The weak, the strong, the faint, the bold. 

As soon as men are born, decay 
And death begin to haunt their way. 
How can'st thou, thoughtless, careless, rest, 
When endless woes thy life infest; 
When pains and pangs thy strength consume,
Thy frame to dissolution doom ? 

Forsake the busy haunts of men, 
For there bas death his favourite den. 
In lonely forests seek thy home, 
For there the gods delight to roam. 
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Fast bound by old attachment's spell, 
Men love amid their kin to dwell, 
This bond the sage asunder tears; 
The fool to rend it never dares. 

Thou dost advise that I should please 
With sacrifice the deities. 
Such rites I disrega1d as vain; 
Through these can none perfection gain. 
Why sate the gods, at cruel feasts, 
With flesh and blood of slaughtered beasts ? 
Far other sacri flees I 
Will offer unremittingly; 
The sacrifice of calm, of trut.b, 
The sacrifice of peace, of ruth, 
Of life serenely, purely, spent, 
Of thought profound on Brabma bent. 
Who offers these, may death defy, 
And hope for immortality. 

And then thou say'st that I should wed, 
And sons should gain to tend me, dead, 
By offering pious gifts, to seal, 
When I am gone, my spirit's weal. 
But I shall ask no pious zeal 
Of sons to guard my future weal. 
No child of mine shall ever boast 
His rites have saved his father's ghost." 1 ) 

421 

There is no greater treasure for the Brahman than solitude, equanimity, 
truth, virtue, steadfastness, mildness, uprightness, and the renunciation 
of all dealings. How shall treasures, relatives, or a wife, profit thee, 0 
Brahman, as thou must die? Seek the self (the atman) which is bidden 
within thee! Whither have thy ancestors, whither bas thy father departed?" 

Thus this dialogue, apparently moving entirely in Bud
dhistic ranges of thought, leads into the atman-theory of the 

•) Tranolated by J. Jhir, I.e. 
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Vedanta, with which we became acquainted in the Upani~ads. 

And this is by no means remarkable. The ancient Indian sects 
of ascetics hardly differed mrre distinctly from one another 
than, for instance, the various Protestant sects in Great Britain 
to-day. It is therefore no wonder that, in the edifying stories, 
dialogues and maxims of the ascetic poetry which has been 
embodied in the 1\fahabharata, there are to be found so many 
thoughts which are in accord with the Upani~ads, as well 
as with the sacred texts of the Buddhists and the J aina~. 

THE DIDACTIC SECTIONS OF THE l\IAHABHARA.TA.11 

Most of the Itihasas and ltihasa-saqwadas discussed in 
the preceding chapter are to be found in the numerous and 
extensive didactic sections of the 1\fahabharata. Such sections, 
now shorter, now longer, are scattered in almost all the books 
of the Mahabharata, and they deal with the three things which 
the Indians term Niti, i.e. worldly wisdom, especially for 
kings, therefore also "politics," Dharma, i.e. systematic law 
as well as general morality, and Mokf!a, i.e. "liberation," as 
the final aim of all philosophy. 'l'hese things are, however, 
not always presented in the form of pl<'~asing narratives and 
beautiful sayings; we also find long sections containing dry
as-dust discussions, especially upon philosophy in Book XII 
and upon law in Book XIII. 

It may already be seen from our outline of the contents 
that Books XII and XIII have nothing at all to do with the 
actual epic, but that the events related in Book XIV are 
connected directly with the end of Book XI. The interpola
tion of these two extensive books is made possible by the 
singular legend which we have already considered above. 
Bhi~ma, pierced by countless arrows, lies on the battle-field, 

l) On tho style and contents of these didactic sections cj. 0. Strauss, ZOMG. 62 
1908, pp. 661 fl., and Etbiache Probleme ans dem Mah~bbBrata, Firenze -1912 (from GB.U. 

24, 1911). 
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but, as he can determine the hour of his death for himself; 
decides to die half a year later.1

> The • intervening period is 
used by the mortally wounded hero, who is at the same time a 
lawyer, a theologian, and a yogin, to lecture Yudhi~thira upon 
philosophy, morality and law. Book XII begins with Yudhi~
thira being in despair because so many brave warriors and near 
relatives have been massacred. He bursts out into self
accusations, and rf!solves, in his despair, to withdraw hom the 
world and end his life as a forest hermit. The brothers try to 
dissuade him from it, and this gives rise to long detailed 
discussions whether renunciation and retirement from the 
world, or whether the fulfilment of the duties of a householder 
and king are right. The wise Vyasa also is present, and declares 
that a king should :first fulfil all his duties, and retire in to the 
forest only in the evening of his life. However, he refers 
Yudhi~thira to Bhi~ma, who will instruct him fully in all the 
duties of a king. So Yudhi~thira, after he has been consecrat
ed as king, actually goes with a great retinue to Bhi~ma, who 
is still lying on the battle-field, in order to question him :first 
upon the duties of a king, and further upon other matters. 
The speeches of Bhi~ma upon law, morality and philosophy fill 
Books XII and XIII. 

The :first half of Book XII (Santi Pm·van), consisting of 
the two sections " Instruction in a king's duties " and " Instruc
tion in the law in cases of distress and danger," 2> deals above 
all with the dignity and duties of a king, teachings of politics 
(niti) being occasionally inserted, and further also with the 
duties of the four castes and the four stages of life (asramas) 
generally, with duties towards parents and teachers, the right 
conduct in distress and danger, self-restraint, asceticism and 

1) Cf. o.bove, p. 363 Note 1. V. V. lyer, Notes of a. Study of thl"' Preliminary Chapters 

of the MabUbhnrato, pp. 2il ff.; and Olde-nberg, Da11 MshilbhiirQta, pp. 76 ff. Hopkins, Great 

Epic of Indio., Jlp. 381 ff., app1ics to these books (XII, XIII) the term 11 pseudo-epic." 
') Rlijo.dharmiinuSiisnnnpnnrnn (1-130) and !paddharm4nnB<laanapnrvo.n (131·173). 
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love of truth, the relat\onship between the three aims of life,1> 

and so on. The second half of the book, containing the 
section of the " Instruction in the duties which lead to 
liberation," 2> is principally of philosophical content. Yet we 
find here besides long, dry and often confused discussions upon 
cosmogony, psychology, the principles of ethics or the doctrine 
of liberation, many of the most beautiful legends, parables, 
dialogues and moral aphorisms, some of which have already 
been discussed in the preceding chapter. And though this 
Book XII as a whole only presents an inartistically jumbled 
compilation, it yet contains many a priceless gem of poetry 
and wisdom. This book is of inestimable value, too, as a 
source for Indian philosophy. 

While Book XII can be termed, in a certain sense, a 
"manual of philosophy," Book XIII (Anusasana-Parvan) 
is essentially nothing but a manual of law. Indeed, there are 
large portions in this book which contain nothing but quota
tions from, or exact parallels to, well known law-books, e.g. 

that of Manu. We shall see in a later section that Indian 
legal literature, too, consists mainly of metrical text-books and 
can be classed as didactic poetry. The only distinction 
between Book XIII of the Mahabharata and the law-books 
(Dharmasastras) is that in the former the dry presentation is 
frequently interrupted by the narration of legends, which 
indeed are mostly extremely silly and insipid.3> While Book 
XII, even though it did not belong to the original epic, yet 
was probably inserted at a comparatively early date, there can 
be no doubt with regard to Book XIII, that it was made a 
component part of the Mahabharata at a still later time. It 
bears all the marks of a later fabrication. Nowhere in the 

1 ) Dharma, artha and kAma, cf. above, p. 326 Note. 
•) llok~dharm~nusasaua (174. ff.), completely translated ill Deussen's " Vier 

philosophische Texte dea MahSbhSratam." 
') Of the kind quoted above, pp. 402ff, 
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Maha.bharata., to mention only one thing, are the claims of the
Brahmans to supremacy over all other strata of society 
vindicated in such an arrogant and exaggerated manner as in 
Book XIII. A large part of the book deals with the 
Danadharma, i.e. the laws and precepts upon generosity; 
generosity, however, is always to be understood only in the 
sense of the giving of presents to the Brahmans. 

Besides in these two books, and apart from smaller 
passages not exceeding one or two cantos, we also find large 
didactic sections in Books III, V, VI, XI and XIV. We
find in Book If( (28-33) a long conversation between Drau
padf, Yudhi~thira and Bhima upon ethical questions, in which 
Draupadi quotes a dialogl}.e between Bali and Prahlada and 
a "Niti of Brhasp:1ti." 1

> In the same book we find (205-216) 
the dissertations of Markaf}qeya upon the virtues of women 
(205 f.), upon forbearance towards living beings (Ahirpsa, 
206-208), upon the power of destiny, renunciation of the 
world and liberation, upon doctrines of the Sankhya philo
sophy (210) and of the Vedanta (211), upon the duties to
wards parents (214 ff.) and others. Book V contains long 
lectures of Ji'-idura upon morality and worldly wisdom (33-40) 
and the philosophical doctrines of the eternally young Sanat. 

sztjafa (41-46). In Book VI (25-42) we meet with the 
famous Bhagavadgita, to which the Anugita in Book XIV 
(16-51) forms a kind of· continuation or supplement.2> The 
consolatory speeches of Vidura in Book XI (2-7) again move 
in the province of ethics. 

Of all these didactic portions of the 1\Iahabharata, none has 
attained to such popularity and fame as the Bhagavadgita 3> 

1 ) III, 32, 61. 
') The three philosophical poems Bhaga.vadgitll, Sanatsujlltiya. and Anugitll have 

been translated into English by K&shinathiTrimbak Telang in SBE., Vol. 8, and into German 
by Dcus~~en. " Vier philosophische Texte des Mahil.bMratam." 

•) The full title is Bhagavadgitii upani~ada~, "the esoteric doctrines delivered by 
the Exalted One." Bhagavat " the Exalted One, the Adorable," ia the epith<>t of the god 

G~ 
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or the "Lord's Song." In India itself there is scarcely 
any book which is read so much and esteemed so highly as 
the Bhagavadgita. It is the. sacred book of the Bhagava
tas, a Vi~Q.uite sect, but it is a book of devotion and edification 
for every Hindu, to whatever sect he may belong. The 
historian KalhaQ.a t> relates of a king of Kashmir, Avanti
varman, who di~d in 883 A. D., that in the hour of his death 
he had the Bhagavadgitii read to him from beginning to end, 
whereupon, thinking of Vi!,?Q.U's heavenly abode, he gladly 
yielded up his spirit. And he was not the only Hindu to 
find consolation in this book in the hour of his death. There 
are many educated Hindus to-day who know the whole poem 
from memory. Countless are the manuscripts of it which have 
been preserved. And since it was printed for the first time 
in the year 18()9 in Calcutta, hardly a year elapses without 
a new reprint of the work appearing in India. Countless 
also are the translations into modern Indian languages. 

Outside India, too, the Bhagavadgita has gained many 
admirers. The Arabian traveller Alberuni knew the poem 
perfectly and appreciated it very highly.2

> In Europe the 
poem was first made known by means of the English 
translation by Chas. Wilkins (London, 1785 ). The critical 
text-edition by August Wilhelm von Schlegel, which appeared 
in 1823, with a Latin translation appended, was of great 
importance. It was through this work that Wilhelm von 
Humboldt became acquainted with the poem, and his great 
enthusiasm about it has already been mentioned.3

> He 
placed the Bhagavadgitii far above Lucretius and even above 
Parmenides and Em pedokles, and declared "that this episode 

Vi§l}n incarnated as Krsl}a, who recites to Arjona the doctrines contained in the poem. 
Besides" Bhagavad~itll the short title" Giti" (i.e." the song "par ezcetlence) is current 

in India. 
') Rlljatarailgil}i, V, 125. 
•) See E. C. Bachau, Alhernni's India, I, p. xnviii; II, Index s.v. Gitll. 
•) See above, pp. 17 f. Cf. Ges, W!!rke of W. v. ijomholdt, I, pp. 96 and lll· 
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of the Mahabharata is the most beautiful, nay perhaps even 
the only truly philosophical poem which we can find in all the 
literatures known to us." Wilhelm von Humboldt dealt in 
detail with the poem in a long dissertation of the Berlin 
Academy {1825-26), "Uber die unter dem Namen Bhagavad
gita bekannte Episode des Ma.habharata," 1> and in a lengthy 
review of Schlegel's edition and translation.2

> It was trans
lated repeatedly into European languages.3> 

The poem is to be found in a place where one would 
least of all expect it, at the beginning of Book VI, where 
the descriptions of the great fight commence. All prepara
tions for the battle have been made. The two armies con
front each other ready for the fray. Then Arjuna lets his 
war-chariot halt between the two armies and surveys the 
hosts of the Kauravas and PaQQ.avas armed for the fight. 
And as he sees on both sides "fathers and grandfathers, 
teachers, uncles and brothers, sons and grandsons, friends, 
fathers-in-law and companions," he is overcome by a feeling 
of deepest pity; horror seizes him at the thought that he is 
to fight against relatives and friends; it appears to him sin 
and madness to intend to murder those for whose very sake 
one otherwise goes to war. When K:r~I).a reproaches him with 
weakness and soft-heartedness Arjuna dec]ares that he is 
quite at a loss, that he does not know whether it is better to 
be victorious or to be defeated, and finally he implores Kr~I).a 

') Also Ges. Werke, I, 26-109. 
•) In Schlegel's" Indische Bibliothek," Vol, II, 1&24, pp. 218 ff., 328 ff. Also Ges. 

Werke, I, 110-184. 
•) English translations by J. 0. Thomson, Hertford,· 1855; K. T. Telang (in verse, 

Bombay, 1875; prose in SBE., Vol. 8); John Davies (1882); Edwin .Arnold (1885); C. 0. 
Caieb (1911); L. D. Barnett (in Temple Classics). Sanskrit text with English Translation 
by Annie Besant and Bhaga.van D.18, Benares, 1905. German translations by C. R. 8. Peiper 

(1869); F. Lorinser (1869); R. Bo.,berger (1870); P. Deussen (in" Vier philosophische Texte 
des Mah9.bh8.ra.tam "); R. Gm·be (1905, 2nd ed. 1921); and L. v. S.chroede.· (Jena, 1912). For 
other translations both in I ndia.n Vei'Ila.cula.rs aud in European languages s. Holt~rmann, 
Da.s MaMbMrata, II, 129 ff. 
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to instruct him as to what he should really do in this conflict 
of duties. Thereupon Kr~r;ta answers him with a detailed 
philosophical discourse,t> whose immediate purpose is to 
convince Arjuna that it is his duty as a warrior to fight, what
ever the consequences may be. Thus he says: 

" Thou hast grieved over them for whom grief is unmeet, though 
thou speakest words of understanding. The learned grieve not for them 
whose lives are fled not· for them whose lives are not fled. 

"Never have I not been, never hast thou and never have 
these princes of men not been; and never shall time yet come when we 
shall not all be. 

As the Body's Tenant goes through childhood and manhood and old 
age in this body, so does it pass to other bodies ; the wise man is not 
confounded therein .•....... 

It is these bodies of the everlasting, unperishing, incomprehensible 
Body-Dweller that have an end, as it is said. Therefore, fight, 0 thou of 
Bharata's race. 

He who deems This to be a slayer, and he who thinks This to be 
slain, are alike without discernment; This slays not, neither is it slain. 

This never is born, and never dies, nor may it after being come again 
to be not ; this unborn, everlasting, abiding Ancient is not slain when 
the body is slain ......... 

As a man lays aside outworn garments and takes others tha~ are new, 
so the Body-Dweller puts away outworn bodies and goes to others that are 
new. 

Weapons cleave not This, fire burns not This, waters wet not This, 
wind dries it not ......... 

U nshown is This called, unthinkable This, unalterable This ; therefore, 
knowing it in this wise, thou dost not well to grieve ......... " 2 > 

So Kr~r;ta says : There is no cause for mourning over the 
imminent murder, for man himself, i.e. the spirit, i~ eternal 

1) On the teaching of the Bhagavadgitll Bee R. G. Bhandarkar, Vai~l}avism, Saivism, 
etc. (Grundriss III, 6), pp. 14 ff.: and J. E. Oarper.ter, Theism in Mediaeval India, London, 
1921, pp. 250 ff. Some less known monographs on the Git4 are discussed by P. E. Pavolini, 

GSAI., 24, 1911, Pi>· 395 ff, 
•) II, 11·13. 18-20. 22. 23. 25, translated by L. D. Barnett. 
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and indestructible, it is only the bodies which are destroyed. 1
> · 

And from this he leads on to exhort Arjuna to go forth into the 
righteous war in the spirit of his duty as a warrior. Happy the 
warrior to whose lot such a fight falls, which opens the gates 
of Heaven for him ! If he does not fight he burdens himself 
with shame worse than death. If he falls in the battle, he 
is assured of heaven ; if he is victorious he will rule the 
earth. Therefore he must in any case fight. However, all 
the subsequent explanations of the sage K:r~?I}.a and later 
of the god, for in the course of the poem it is more and more 
the god K:r!?I}.a who speaks to Arjuna~ are in irreconcilable 
contradiction to this speech of the hm·o K:r~?I}.a. For all the 
other expositions of the Bhagavadgita upon the ethics. of 
action culminate in the doctrine that man should, indeed, 
act according to his duty, but without any consideration for 
success or failure, without troubling about the possible 
reward. For it is only such desit·e-less action .which is to a 
certain extent compatible with the real ethical ideal which 
consists in the giving-up of all works, in· non-action, in 
complete renunciation of the world. In fact, in spite of this, 
there still runs through the whole poem an unsolved contra
diction between the quietistic morality of asceticism which 
points to meditation pursued quite apart from the world and 
the striving for the highest knowledge as the way to salvation, 
and the morality of action which, at least among the philo
sophers, has never been properly acknowledged in India. It 
is true that Kr~?I}.a teaches that there exist two paths to 
salvation, the path of knowledge and the path of action. 
But so long as the spirit is bound to the body, it would only 
be hypocrisy to say that man can live· wit~out performing_ 

1
) There is no murder or act of violence which could not be justified by this miser• 

able sophistry. It is surprising that the pious readers of the Glti do not see this. On the 
unsolved and insoluble contradiction between the principles of the Gltli and the morality 
of war forming the starting-point of Kr~l}a's speeches, see W. L. Hare, Mysticism of East 
and West, London, 1923, pp. 159 ff. 
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actions. For matter is always connected with GuJ.laS •> 
(constituents)-sattva (lightness, goodness), rajas (energy, 
passion), tam as (darkness, he a vi ness, ignorance )-through which 
of necessity actions arise. All that man can do, therefore, 
is to fulfil his duty without wishes, without desires. For " as 
the fire is concealed by smoke, as the mirror is covered by 
dirt, as an embryo is protected by the amnion, so knowledge 
is surrounded by desire, that eternal enemy of the knower." 2> 

Therefore, he who acts without desire approaches the most 
closely to the real ideal, which lies on the path of knowledge. 
How high the Bhagavadgiti'i. places knowledge as a way to 
salvation is shown by these verses (IV, 36 f.) : 

" Even if you are the most sinful of all sinful men, you will cross over 
all trespasses by means of the boat of knowledge alone. As a fire well 
kindled, 0 Arjuna ! reduces fuel to ashes, so the fire of knowledge reduC!es 
all actions to ashes." 8 > 

And according to the Bhagavadgita, too, he who, turned 
away entirely from all earthly things, strives for knowlt· .. dga 
in meditation only, is a uogin, the ideal of the saint and the 
sage. The yogin maintains his calmness of soul " in cold 
and heat, in joy and sorrow, in honour and dishonour." A 
block of earth, a stone and a lump of gold are alike in value 
to him. He is one and the same to friends and foes, to 
strangers and relatives, to good people and bad. Sitting in a 
lonely place deep in contemplation, " he gazes without 
moving, at the tip of his nose." ' As a light does not flicker 
in a place where there is no wind' : that is the simile, known 
from of old, for the yogin, who curbs his thoughts and 
yields himself entirely to absorption (yoga)." 4> But while 

1 ) On the SiJ!lkhya doctrine of the three Gul}as see R. Garbe, Die SaQlkhya

Philosophie, 2nd ed., Leipzig, 1917, pp. 272 ff.; and S, Dasgupla, History of Indian 
Philosophy, I, pp. 243 ff. 

•) III, 38 f. 
3 ) Translated by K. T. Telang, SBE., Vol. 8, p. 62. 
•) VI, 7-19. In a letter to Gentz, Wilh. "· Humboldt writes that the former will 
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in the Upanit~ads meditation and thought are regarded as the 
only path to knowledge and salvation, the Bhagavadgita 
knows yet another path, that of Bhakti, i.e. love and devotion 
towards God.1> In answer to the question of Arjuna 
whether he who is unable to lend his spirit absolutely and 
entirely to abstraction is lost, Krt~J}.a replies: "No one who 

understand how deeply the Indian poem most have impressed him. " For I am not ao 
unlike the absorbed ones (i.e. yogi us) who are described in it.". (Sohriften von Friedrich 
von Gentz, published by G. Schlesier. Mannheim, 1840, V, p. 300.) 

1
) It is this idea of Bhakti which, more than anything else in the Bhagavadgiti, 

reminds us of Christian ranges of thought. Elsewhere too, the accord with Christ.ian ideas 
is so marked that the attempt of F. Lorinser, in the appendix to his translation (Breslau 
1869), to prove Christian influence in the Bhaga.vadgiti, most not be repudiated from the 
outset. But Loriuser's thorough investigation in itself proves that this is parallelism of 
development, highly interesting for the history of relidon, and not a case of borrowing. 
Lorinser is convinced " that the author of the Bhaga.vadgit& not only knew and ft•eqoently 

utilised the scripture_!! of th~-N-;,;. Te~tam~t. but -~l~o .,;~~.; in-to-Iilssyste~Chri;tia_r 
id;~~~d~ i~ ge~er~!~::andne wlshes-toprove''tb.attilismuoli.:&dmi~ed m~~meut of 
the ancient Indian mind, this most beautiful and most exalted didactic poem, whioh can b 
regarded as one of the most precious blossoms of heathen philosophy, owes its purest an 
most highly praised doctrines for the most part" to Christian sources. Guided by suo . 
tendencies, Lorinser has compared everything which in any way admits of comparison. Bot of 
the more than a hundred passages from the Gospels which Lorinser quotes as parallel with 
passages in the Bhagavadgiti, I have found twenty-five at the most that are of such a kind 
that a case of borrowing could be at all thought of. Not in one single instance, however, is 
the resemblance such that the supposition of borrowing were more probable than that of an · 
accidental agreement .. Mystical Jove towards God, too, is not limited to Christianity. I 
need refer only to Sufism, in which it plays no less a p!!.rt than with the Christian mystics. 
The expositions of Lorinaer have indeed convinced few Indologists np to the present. 
Even A. Weber, who himself (" Griechen in Indian," SBA., 1890, p. 930) traces Bhakti back 
to Christian influences, is of opinion that Lorinser goes too far. E. W. Hopkins, India, Old 
and New, New York, 190~, 146 ff.) is the only scholar who has expressed a decided opinion 
in favour of the theory that the Bhagavadglti was influenced by Christianity. G. 
Howells {The Soul of India, London, 1913, 425 ff.) compares the doctrines of the Giti with 
those of the New Testament, and seeks to trace points of agreement, without asserting that 
the Gitll was dependent on Christianity. Most scholars agree that the doctrine of Bhakti 
can he explained by earlier Indian te:~.ohings, and that the hypothesis of Christian influence 
on the Bhagavadgit:l is unlikely, on historical grounds. OJ. J. Muir, Ind. Ant., 4, 1875, pp. 
77 ff.; A. Barth, RHR., 11, 1885, pp. 57 f. (Oeuvres I, 370 f.) and The Religions of India, 
trans!., London, 1889, 220 f.; J. van den Gheyn, Le Museon 17, 1898, pp. 57 ff.; L. J. 
Sedgwick, JBRAS., 23, 1910, 111 ff.; A. B. Keith, JRAS. 1907, 490 ff.; Grierson, ERE. II 
(1909), pp. 547 ff.; and esp. R. C'arbe, Die Bhagavadgtt& (2nd Ed.), pp. 66 ff., and lndie~ 
qud da.s Christeutum, 1914, PP· 227 l'f, 
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has done good is quite lost." He who has done his duty in 
this world, is after death born again according to his 
merits, in a good, pious family, and after several rebirths 
gradually obtains the capability of becoming a yogin. 
"And even among all devotees," says Kr~Q.a,t> "he who, 
being full of faith, worships me, with his inmost self intent 
on me, is esteemed by me to be the most devoted." Out of 
the lolJe of God arises the knowledge of God, and true 
liberation. Kt~Q.a teaches this again and again : 

"Even i£ a very ill-conducted man worships me, not worshipping any 
one else, he must certainly be deemed to be good, for he has well resolved. 
He soon becomes devout o£ heart, and obtains lasting tranquillity. (You 
may) affirm, 0 son of Kunti I that my devotee is never ruined. For, 0 
son of Prthii I even those who are of sinful birth, women, Vaisyas, and 
Sudras likewise, resorting to me, attain the supreme goal. What then 
(need be said of) holy Brahmans and royal saints who are (my) 
devotees ? ............ " 2 l 

The moral action and all the virtues of the yogin, too, 
gain their chief value through the love of God : 

"Hateless toward all born beings, friendly, and pitiful, void of the 
thought of a Mine and an I, bearing indifferently pain and pleasure, 
patient, 

ever content, the Man of the Rule subdued of spirit and steadfast of 
purpose, who has set mind and understanding on Me and worships Me, 
is dear to Me. 

He before whom the world is not dismayed and who is not dismayed 
before the world, who is void of joy, impatience, fear and dismay, 

desireless, pure, skilful, impartial, free from terrors, who renounces 
all undertakings and worships Me, is dear to Me." 8) 

The kernel of all the ethical teachings of the Bhagavad
gita, however, is contained in the verse which the commenta

. tors rightly call the " quintessence verse": 

1 ) VI, 47. Transl. by K. T. Telang, SBE., Vol. 8, p. 73. 
•) IX, 30-33. Tranel. by K. T. Telang, SBE., Vol. 8, p. 85. 
•) XII, 13-16. Trans!. by L. D. Barnett, 
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" He who does My work, who is given over to Me, who is devoted 
to l\Ie, void of attachment, without hatred to any born being, 0 son of 

Pa~rJu, comes to Me." 1 l 

Here is also expressed what, according to the Bhagavad
gitii, constitutes liberation or the highest good : coming to, 
or union with, God. This is to be understood " as elevation 
of the soul to a god-like state, as individual perpetuation in 
the presence of God." 2> · 

There are, then, three paths which lead to this goal: the 
path of dutiful, desireless action, the path of knowledge, and 
the path of the love of God. And it is at least attempted, 
though not always successfully, to bring the three paths into 
harmony with one another. The first path can, indeed, be 
combined with the third, and the love of God leads ttJ the 
knowledge of God, thus meeting the second path. Thus the 
contradictions in the ethical teachings of the Bhagavadgita. 
can to a certain extent be overcome.3> 

There are, however, other contradictions in the poem 
staring us in the face at every turn. Kr~IJ.a invariably speaks 
of himself as a personal god, as the creator, who is eternal 
and imperishable, but is nevertheless born into the world or 
creates himself at such times when a decrease in religion is 
imminent; this is especially the case in the passages dealing 
with bhakti (IV, 5 ff.). In other places, again, he teaches 
that he is in all beings, and all beings in him (VI, 30 f.). 
" This All is strung on me, like pearls on a string. I am t~e 

taste in the water, 0 son of Kunti, I am the light in the 
sun and moon, the syllable Orn in all the Veda~, the sound 
in the atmosphere and the bravery in men," etc. (VII, 7 ff.). 
This doctrine, according to which God is separate from the 

1 ) XI, 55. Trans!. by L. D. Burnett. 

•) Garbe, Die Bhagavadglta (2nd Ed.), p. 65. 
•) Otto Strauss, Ethische Problema aus dem" Mahiibhlrata," Firenze 1912 (GSAI. 

24, 1911), pp. 309 tf., gives a good summary of the ethics of the Gitl, whioh he presentsas a 
compromise between the contradictory doctrines. 

55 
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world, though at the same time immanent in it, is taught as 
a great secret (IX, l ff.). There is, however, a third cate
gory of passages where Knn~a is not mentioned at all, but 
which speak quite abruptly of the brahman (neuter) as the 
sole and highest world principle in the sense of the monism 
of the Upani~?ads. Moreover, side by side with verses 
mentioning the Veda in an almo_st scornful tone (II, 42 ff.), 
we find other passages recommending the sacrifices prescribed 
in the Veda, and even describing the sacrifice as "a magic 
cow which fulfils all wishes" (III, 10), which is difficult to 
reconcile with that " desireless action " that is so often praised. 

This doctrine of desireless action is sometimes described 
by the term Yoga. The same term is, however, used to denote 
various things. The usual meaning is what is generally 
understood by Yoga in Indian literature, i.e., the doctrine of 
absorption, and of the methods by which man can withdraw 
from the sense-world and become entirely absorbed in the deity. 
It is in this sense that the Bhagavadgita is sometimes called 
a Yo,,asastra, or manual of Yoga. 'rhis " practical philosophy " 
of the yoga has its psychological and metaphysical foundation 
in the Sarp,khya.1> The Sarpkhya, however, teaches differen
tiation between spirit (puru~a) and matter (prakrt_i), plurality' 
of souls, and independence and eternity of matter, and 
explains the creation as an unfolding of the world from 
original matter. Now all these are doctrines diametrically 
opposed to the doctrine of unity taught by the Upani~?ads and 
the Vedanta. In spite of this, the passages dealing with the 
brahman, teach the doctrine of universal unity as well. 

How can all these contradictions be explained? Scholars 
are by no means unanimous on this point. !'lome are content 

•) In V, 4 f., it is explained with great emphasis that S~rpkhya and Yoga are one. 
In XVIII, 13, siiJ!lkbye krtante cannot mean an]'tlting but "in the S11J!1khy .. system." fn 

XVIII, 19, goQasaJ!lkhyllna is explained by Sankara as Kllpila Sastra. Kapila, the founder 
of the Sllrpkhya system, is called the first of the perfect s11ges, in X, 26. 
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to say that all these contradictions simply result from the 
fact that the Bhagavadgita is not a systematic philosophical 
work, but a mystical poem, and that, in the words of Franklin 
Edgerton, the most decided and consistent exponent of this 
opinion, it is " poetic, mystical, and devotional, rather than 
logical and philosophical." W. von Humboldt had already 
said: "It is a sage, speaking out of the fulness and inspira
tion of his knowledge and of his feeling, not a philosopher 
trained in a school, classiFying his material in accordance 
with a definite method, and arriving at the last principles of 
his doctrine by a skilful chain-work of ideas." 1> On the 
other hand, other scholars maintain that there are limits even 
for mystical poetry, and that the contradictions in the Gita 
can better be explained by the assumption that the poem has 
not come down to us in its original form, but like most parts 
of the M~habharata h~s only received its present form as a 
result of interpolations and revisions. Some scholars. had 
assumed that the Bhagavadgita had originally been a pan
theistic poem·, which was remodelled later by the devotees of 
Vi~Q.U into a theistic poem. This is very improbable, for in 
spite of all the contradictions the whole character of the 
work is predominantly theistic. God appears as an essentially 
personal god, who, as a teacher, and· in human incarnation, 
requires devotion (bhakti) of his worshippers. 

1
) "Ueber die unter dem Namen Bhagavadgit& bekannte Episotie des Mahlibhlirata.," 

1825 (Gesammelte Schriften V, p. 325). The following take up more or lPss the same 
point of view: K. T. Telang, SBE., Vol. 8, pp.ll ff.; E. W. Hopkins, JRAS. 1905, pp. 384 ff .. 
and Cambridge History I, 273; L. v. Schroeder in the Introduction to his German transla
tion; B. Faddegon, c;Ja!Jlkara's Gitabhavya, toegelicht en beoordeeld, Diss., Amsterdam 
1906, pp. 12 ff.; D. van Hinloopen Labberton, ZDMG. 66, 1912, 603 f.; R. G. Bhandarkar, 

Vai~t;~avism, Saivism, etc., pp.157 ff.; 0. Strauss, Ethisohe Problema aus dem 1\lah&bh&rata. 
(GSA I. 24, 1911 ), p. 310; ZDMG. 67, 1913, 714 ff.; A. B. Keith, JRAS. 1913, p. 197; 1915, 
p. 548: H. Oldenberg, NGGW. 1919, 321 :ff., and Das Mahabharata, pp. 39, 43, 70 ff.; 
J, N. Farquhar, Outline of the Religious Literature of India, London 1920, pp. 90 f,; 

H. Jacobi, DLZ. 1921, 715 ff.!; 1922, 266 ff.; F. Edgerton, The Bhagavad Gita interpreted, 
Chicago 1925. · 
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Taking this for granted, R. Garbe •> made a direct attempt 
to reconstruct the original poem, by printing in small type 
in his translation all verses which he considers unauthentic 
i.e. interpolated from the view-point of the Vedanta philosophy 
and the orthodox brahmanical religion. I was formerly in 
entire agreement with Garbe.9> However, after repeated 
readings of the Gita and the most thorough investigation of 
the passages cut out by Garbe, I have come to the conclusion that 
even tihe original poem did not teach pure theism, but theism 
tinged with pantheism. I do not now believe that we are 
justified in pronouncing as interpolated all those passages 
where Kr~J,l.a speaks of himself as immanent in the world, 
as for instance the beautiful verses VII, 7 ff. On the other 
hand, I still agree with Garbe that those passages where 
mention is suddenly made of the brahman (neut.) without 
any reference to Kpj!Qa whatsoever, are interpolated (e.g. II, 
72; V, 6, 7, 10; VII, 29-VIII, 4 etc.), as well as the pass~ges 
where ritual and sacrifices are recommended or glorified (e.g. 
III, 9-18; IX, 16-19 etc.). I think, too that the original 
Bhagavadgita was much shorter, and that the work in its 
present form contains many more interpolations and additions 
than are assumed by Garbe. The very fact that the Bhaga
vadgita contains exactly 18 Adhyayas, just as the Mahabharata 

·is divided into 18 Parvans and as there are 18 PuraQas, is 
suspicious.3> Canto XI, where Kr~Qa reveals himself to 
Arjuna in his godlike form, is of the nature of a Pur§.Qa 
rather than like the work of the poet of the first sections. 

1 ) In his translation of the Bhagavadgiti, see also ERE. II, 535 ff. and DLZ. 1922, 

98 ff. l 605 f. 
') Also F. 0. Schrader, ZDMG. 64, 340, and A. Hillebrandt, GGA. 1915, p. 628, agree 

with Garbe. Grierson, too (ERE. II, 540 f.; Ind. Ant. 37, 1909, 257) agrees with Garbe 
in counting the passages where "Brahm~ism" is taught, among the "later" portions of 
the Gita. The scholars mentioned in Note 2 are tbe opponents of the view adopted by 

Garbe. 
•) Of. Hopkina, Great Epic, p. 371, 
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It is this very conviction of mine that the author of the 
original Gita was a great poet, that makes me hesitate to 
attribute to him such verses as XI, 26 ff., where the heroes 
of the epic are visioned as hanging between the teeth of the 
god,-a vision by which a further excuse for the killing of 
the enemy is added to those already given in Canto II: namely 
Arjuna need not hesitate to kill the enemies, because in 
reality they have "already been killed (by God)." 1> 

There can hardly be any doubt that the Bhagavadgita 
did not belong to the ori~inal heroic poem. It is scarcely 
imaginable that an epic poet would make his heroes hold a 
philosophical conversation of 650 verses in the midst of the 
description of a battle. In all probability the original epic 
included only a very short dialogue between Arjuna and the 
hero and charioteer (not the god) Knma. Thi~ dialogue was, 
as it were, the germ from which the present didactic poem 
grew. 2

> This didactic poem was originally, by its very 
nature, a text of the Bhagavatas, wherein the doctrine of 
bhakti in conjunction with the yoga doctrine of desireless 
action was taught on. the foundation of the Sarpkhya. There 
is evidence from inscriptions that, as early as the beginning 
of the 2nd century B. C. the religion of the Bhaga\atas 
had found adherents even among the Greeks in Gandhara.3> 

1 ) Those scholars, too, who reject Garbe's views, do not all believe in the unity 
of the Giti. Hopkins (Great Epic, pp. l!l5, 234 f.) speaks of the Gitl as "clearly ......... 
rewritten by a modernising hand." Oldenberg, too, thinks it likely that the earliest Gitl 
concluded with II, 38, and that Adhyiyas XIIl-XVIII are an appendix or appendices 
(NGGW. 1919, 333 f., 336 f.). See also Strauss, Ethische Problema, pp. 312 f. 

•) H. Jacobi (ZDMG. 72, 1918, 323 fl'.) has endeavoured to trace in the poem those 
verses (of AdhyAyas 1 and II) which belonged to the old epic. But it is not impossible 
that there was n? dialogue whatsoever between Kr!!l}&. and Arjuna. in the old heroic 
poem, and that the whole poem was originally a. text independent of the epic, an Upani~ad, 
which was inserted bodily into the epic. 

8
) See J. H ... Marshall, JRAS. 1909, pp. 1053 fl'.; J. F. Fleet, ib., 1087 fl'.; D. R. 

Bhandarkar, JBRAS, 23, 1910, 104ft',; R. G. Bhandarkar, Ind. Ant, 41, 1912, pp. 13 fl'.; 
Vaiv1,1avism, Saivism, etc., pp. 3 f.; H, Baychaudhuri, Early History of the Va.ishnava. Sect, 
Calcutta 1920, pp, 13, 52 f .. 68 ff. 
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It is perhaps not too bold to assume that the old Bhagavadgita 
was written at about this time as an U pani~ad of the Bhaga
vatas.1> Its language, style ~tnd metre, too, prove the work 
to be one of the earlier parts of the Mahabharata. There 
are ·references to the Gita in later sections of the epic,2> and 
the Amegita (XIV, 16-51) i~ surely nothing but a late imita
tion and continuation of the Bhagavadgitii, than which it 
contains a still greater variety of doctrines. 

The Bhagavadgita was already known to the poet Bal}.a 
(in the 7th century A.D.) as a portion of the l\Iahabbarata,3l 

and side by side with the Upani~ads and Vedanta-sutras it 
formed one of the foundations of the philosophy of Sankara. 
Most likely it was already In the early centuries A. D. that 
it received its present form at the hands of orthodox 
Brahmans; in this form it became and has remained until 
to-day the most popular religious book for all Hindus. Th~ 

work owes this great popularity to the very circumstance 
that the most conflicting philosophical doctrines and religious 
views are united in it, so that adherents of all schools nnd 
sects could make use of it, and eHn. to-day the strictest 
Brahman is just as much edified by it as the adherent of the 
Brahmo-Samaj and the believing theosophist under the leader
ship of Annie Besant. 

It is scarcely possible, however, that the Bhagavadgita 
can have arisen from the start on the basis of syncretism, 
as the latter only made its appearance more and more in 
later times. It is certain that the old and authentic Gita 
was the work of a true and great poet. It is on the strength 

1 ) According to K. T. Telang (SBE .. Vol. 8, p. 3-J.) the Gitli is "earlier than the 
third century B.C.," according toR. G. Rhandarkar (Vai~l}avism, Snivism, etc., p. HI) it is 
"not later than the beginning of the fourth century B. C." I agree with Edge,-ton wl>en 
he says (1. c., p, 3): "All that we can say is that it was probably composed heforl' the 

beginning of our era, but not more than a few centuries before it." 
•) XII, 346, 11 with "Harigltlii)" and XII, 348, 8. 
•) K. T. Telang, SBE., Vol. 8, p. 28. 
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of its poetic value, the forcefulness of its language, the 
splendour of the images and metaphors, the breath of inspira
tion which pervades the poem, that it has made such a deep 
impre!<sion on impressionable minds of all ages; and I am 
convinced that the poetical beauties as well as the moral 
value of the poem would find still greater appreciation, had 
the poem not been mutilated by additions and interpola
tions.1> 

.Another text-book of the Bhagavatas is the N a ray al}.iya 
(XII, 334!-351); this is certainly a later work than the 
Bhagavadgitii., but even this has been augmented by addi
tion~.2> It is a work in true pural}.a style, which teaches 
that perfection can only be attained by bhakti and the grace 
of God, who appears here under the name of Narayal}.a. 
Here, too, ":e find the Bhagavata religion and the philosophy 
of Satpkhya and Yoga mingled with Vedanta ideas. The 
paradise of the pious devotees of Narayal}.a, Svetadvipa or 
"the white island," is described in very fantastical fashion: 

The sage Narada desi1·es to look upon the only god Niirayal}a, whose 
faithful worshipper he is, iu his original nature. He therefore raises 
himself aloft by the strength cf yoga, and reaches the divine mountain 
Meru. Gazing thence to the north-west, he espies north of the ocean of 
milk the famcus "white island" lying 32,000 yojanas from Meru. On 
this island he sees " white men without sense organs, who take no nourish
ment, whose eyes do not blink, from whom a most pleasant scent emanates, 
who are free from all sin, at the sight of whom evil men are dazzled, whose 
bodies are of bone hard as diamond, who are indifferent both to honour and 

swrn, like unto the children of heaven in form, endowed witb shining 

1 ) Attention has of t~on been cRlled to the fact that, notwithstanding the many beau. 

ties and lofty thoughts, the poem has many weak points. Cf. 0. Bohtlingk, Bemerkungen 
zur Bhagavadgitll (B SGW. 1897); E. W. Hopkins, Religions cf India, pp. 390, 399f, 
quoted in assent by R. Garbe, Die Bhagavadglt&, p. 16; and V. K. Rajwade, Bhandarkar 
Com. Vol., pp. 325 ff. 

•) See R. G. Bhandark~tr, Vai~Qavism, Saivism, etc. pp. 4 ff., Grier,;on, Ind. Ant. 37, 
1908, 251ft'., 373ft'. Translated into German by Deussen, Philosophische Texte des Maha. 
bhll.ratam, pp. 748 ff., into Dutch by C. Lecoutere in Melanges Charles de Harlez, Leyden 
1896, pp. 162 fl'. 
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strength, with heads in the shape of sunsh!!.des. Their voice resembles the 
rushing of torrents of rain, they have four equal testicles, feet like lotus
leaves, sixty white teeth and eight fangs; they lick their sun-like faces 
with their tongues, and are full of love for God." I l 

It seems evident that the "white island" as well as the 
divine mountain Meru and the ocean of milk, belongs to the 
province of mythology, andnot to that of historical geography. 
A few scholars have, however, tried to identify the ocean of 
milk with Lake Issyk-Kul or Lake Balkhash, and the "white 
island" with a land of "white men" in the north, inhabited 
by Nestorian Christians,2> so that we should have to assume 
that there was Christian influence in the NarayaQ.iya. In 
my opinion, the description of Svetadvtpa does not remind us 
of the Christian Eucharist, but of heavenly regions such as 
VaikuQ.tha, Goloka, Kailasa and the Sukhavati paradise of the 
Buddha Amitabha. • 

Though Saxpkhya and Yoga stand in the foreground of 
most of the philosophical sections of the l\.laha bharata, we 
nevertheless find everywhere interpolated passages where the 
Vedanta is taught, and a few longer passages like the Sanat
sujiitiya (V, 41-46) have been inserted with an entirbly 
Vedantist teaching.3> Hc.wever, as regards poetical value, 
there is none of the philosophical sections of the 

') XU, 335, 6-12. A tongue of this kind also belongs to the 32 characteristics of 
a Buddha, who, however, has only forty white teeth, e.g., Suttanipltta, Selasutta (SBE., 
VoL 10, II, p. 101), 

1 ) Cf. J. Kennedy, JRAS. 1907, 48lf., R. Garbe, Alt.. 16, 1913, 516ff, and lndien nnd 
das Christ..ntum, Tiibingen 1914, pp. 192 ff., Grier1cm, ERE. II, p. 549. On the other hand, 
a. Winternitz, Oesterreich. Monatsschrift fnr den Orient, 41, 1915, pp. 185 f., and H. 
Raychaudhuri, Early History of the Vaishnava Sect, pp. 79 ff. 

•) For the philosophical doctrines contained in the Ma.Mbhll rata a. E. W. Hopkins, 

The Great Epic of India, pp. 85-190, J. Dahlmann, Die Sarpkhya-Philosophie ala Natnrlehre 
nnd Erli!snngslehre nach dem Mahiibhiirata, Berlin 1902, P. Deussen, AGPh I, 3. pp. 8-144. 
Contrary to Deussen anrl Dahl mann, I consider it wrong to speak of an "epio philosophy " 
as a "transition philosophy" between the philosophy of the Upani~ads and that of the 
la~er aystems. The epic proper has no connection with philosophy at all, and the "pseudo· 

-epics" contains a mixture of philosophical doctrines belonging to widely different times. 
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:M:ahabharata which could hear the least comparison with 
the Bhagavadgita. 

On the other hand, many a precious gem of Indian poetry 
is to be found in those didactic pieces which deal wi~h ethical 
questions, e. g., the oft-discussed question regarding the 
relationship of destiny and human action (karman), or con
tain general ethical doctrines-without regard to any parti
cular philosophical or religious views. The following trans
lations may serve at least as a small sample of the abundance 
of beauty_ and wisdom which lies hidden in these verses of 
the Mahabharata: 

"The wound a foeman's trenchant steel 
Inflicts, in time agaio will heal; 
The tree a woodman's axe o'erthrows 
Soon sprouts again, and freshly grows; 
But never more those wounds are closed, 
Which harsh and cutting words have caused." 

" The gods no club, like herdsmen, wield 
To guard the man they deign to shield : 
On those to whom they grace will show 
They understanding sound bestow; 
But rob of sense and insight all 
Of whom their wrath decl'ees the fall. 
These wretched men,-their minds deranged,
See all th&y see distorted, changed ; 
For good to them as evil looms, 
And folly wisdom's form assumes." 

" With meekness conquer wrath, and ill with ruth, 
By giving niggards vanquish, lies with truth." 

ct Reviling meet with patience; ne'er 
To men malignant malice bear. 

66 

Harsh tones and wrathful language greet 
With gentle speech and accents sweet. 
When struck return not thou the blow. 
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Even gods their admiration shew 
Of men who thus entreat a foe." 

11 That foe repel not with a frown 
Who claims thy hospitable aid; 
A tree refuses not its shade 
To him who comes to hew it down." 

"Thou mark'st the faults of other men, 
Although as mustard seeds minute; 
Thine own escape thy partial ken, 
Though each in eize a Bilva fruit." 1 l 

" A man should do with all his might 
The good his heart bas once designed. 
Ne'er let him wrong with wrong requite, 
But be to others ever k:nd." 

11 The good kind actions recollect, 
But base injurious deeds forget; 
On doing good to others set, 
They never recompense expect." 

11 'Tis not for gain, for fame, from fear, 
That righteous men injustice shun, 
And virtuous men hold virtue dear; 
An inward voice they seem to hear 
Which tells that duty must be done." 

a Whene'er thy acts the source must be 
Of good or ill to other men, 
Deal thou with them in all things then 
As thou would'st have them deal with thee." 2 > 

I) Matthew vii, 3f. 
•) V, 33, 77, 80 f., 34, 41, III, 194, 7, V, 35, 11, XII, 146, 5, I, 74, 82, III, 206, 

44, II, 72, 7, XII, 158, 58, V, 38, 72 (Roy's edition), translated by J. Muir, M'f'trical 
Translations from Sanskrit Writers, pp. 93, 9, 88, 110, 85, 81 and 84. 
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THE HARIVAMSA, AN APPENDIX '1'0 THE MAHABHARA'l'A.l) 

What has been said in the preceding chapters must 
suffice to give an idea of the eighteen books (parvans) of the 
.Mahabharata. The Indians, however, ·regard · also the 
H a r iva :rp s a, a work which is in reality a Pura1;1a and is also 
occasionally called " Hariva:rpsa-Purar;ta " as part of the 
Mababharata. Yet the book is not even by the Indians 
termed a nineteenth " Parvan," but a Khila, i.e. a supple
ment or appendix to the Mahabharata. This "appendix," 
it is true, is a work of 16,374 verses (Slokas), that is, longer 
than the Iliad and the Odyssey put together. But its literary 
value is by no means in direct proportion to its size. It is 
above all not a " poem," in no sense the work of any one 
poet, but a jumbled or quite loosely connected mass of texts
legends, myths and hymns-serving for the glorification of the 
god Vi~t;tu. The Hariva:rpsa is not even the work of one 
compiler. The last third of it is surely only a later appendix 
to the appendix, and also in the remaining parts of the work 
many portions were probably inserted at quite different 
times. 

The connection of the Hariva:rpsa with the Mahabharata 
itself is purely external and is limited essentially to the fact 
that the same Vaisampayana who is said to have recited the 
whole Mahabharata to Janamejaya,2l is also regarded as the 
reciter of the Hariva:rpsa. In connection with the frame 
story of the Mahabharata, Saunaka, at the beginning of the 
appendix, requests Ugrasravas, after he has told him all the 
beautiful stories of the Bharatas, to relate something about the 
V:r~t;tis and Andhakas-the families to which K:r~na belongs. 

1
) Cf. A. Boltzmann, Das MaMbh!lrata, II, pp. 272-298, and E. W. Hopkins, Glean· 

logs from the HarivalJlSa in Festschrift Windisch, pp. 68 fl. The HarivatpGa haa been 
translated into French by S. A. Langlois, Paris, 1834·35. 

•) See above, pp. 823 f. 
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Thereupon Ugrasravas remarks that exactly the same request 
had been made by Janamejaya to Vaisampayana after the 
recitation of the Mahabharata, and the latter had then related 
all that which he himself was now going to repeat. Thus 
all that follows is placed in the mouth of Vaisampayana. 
Besides this, in a few verse8 at the beginning and a complete 
]engthy song at the end of the appendix,I> the praise of the 
Maha.bharata including the Hariva~psa is sung in extravagant 
verses, and the religious merit acquired by the reciting and 
hearing of the whole poem is emphasized. This exhausts 
practically everything whereby the Hariva~psa itself shows 
its connection with the Mahabbarata. As far as the contents 
are concerned, the Harivaqtsa has no more in common with 
the Mahabharata than the Pura:Q.as ; for many legends, in 
particular brahmanicalleger.ds and myths, which occur in the 
liahabharata, 'reappear in different versions in the Harivarpsa 
as well as in the Puranas. 

The Ha.rivarpsa consists of three great sections, the first of 
which is entitled Hari v aq:tsa par van. The title" Harivarpsa," 
i.e. " gen_ealogy of Hari," 2> which was given to the whole 
appendix is in reality only applicable to this first book. It 
begins in the manner of the Purar;ms with a rather confused 

. account of the Creation and all sorts of mythological 
narratives, thus of Dhruva, who became the Pole Star (62 ff.), 
of Dak~a and his daughters, the female ancestors of the gods 
and demons (101 ff.), and ot.hers. The story of Vena, the 
Titan who was opposed to the Veda and to sacrifice, and his 
son Prthu, the first king of men, is narrated in detail.3> 
Numerous legends, for instance those of Visvamitra and 
Vasi~tha (706 ff.) are worked into the genealogy of the solar 
dynasty (54.5 ff.), i.e. of King Ik~vaku and his descendants, 

'} Adhylya 323, see below. 
1 ) Hati is one of the most nsual of the innumerable names of the god Vi~I}U. 
•) Prthupii.khyiina, Adby. 4·6, vss. 257·405. 
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who trace their origin back to the sun-god. Regardless 
of any connection with this genealogy there is then inserted 
a ritual portion about the fathers and the sacrificial service 
due to them.1> Then follows (1312 if.) the genealogy of the 
lunar dynasty, which sprang from Atri, the son of the moon
god (Soma). One of Soma's grandsons was the renowned 
Pururavas, whose love adventures with Urvasi are related 
in a very archaic form which rather closely approaches the 
Satapatha-BrahmaQ.a.2> Among the descendants of Purilravas 
are Nahu§a and Yayati. Yadu, the son of the latter, is the 
ancestor of the Yadavas, to whom Vasudeva belongs, as 
whose son Kr§.Qa the god Vi§nu is born on earth. After the 
genealogy of the human Kr§Q.a has thus been given, there 
follow a series of songs (2131 :ff.) dealing entirely with the 
god Vi~l}U and thus, to a certain extent, containing the divine 
previous history of Kr§Q.a. 

The second great section of the Harivaq1sa, entitled 
Vi!i!Q.upa.rvan,S> deals almost exclusively with Kr§Q.a, the 
go,_d vi~Q.ll. -become mortal. All the storie~ o-f the birth and 
childhood, the heroic deeds and love adventures of the 
human, often all-too-human, cowherd-god, are related here 
at great length ; they are also related in greater or less 
detail in some of the Purii.Q.as, and have made the name 
Kr~l}a one of the most familiar to every Hindu. While the 
best and wisest among the Vi!i!Q.u-worshippers honour Kr!i!Q.a 
above all as the herald of the pious doctrines of the Bhagavad .. 
gita, it is the Kr~Q.a of the legends, as they are related in the 
Harivaq1sa and in the PuraQ.as, who is now honoured and 

') Pitrkalpa, "anoestra.\ ritual," Adhy. 16-24, vss. 835-1311. The story of Brahma.• 
datta, who understands the languages of the animals, is inserted in Adhy. 21, vss. 1185 ff.J 
this is translated and discussed by Th. Benfey in "0!-ient und Occident," Vol, II, 18621 

pp. 133-171, and by Leumann, WZKM., 6, 1892, pp. 1 ff. 
1

) Adhy. 26, vss. 1363-1414, translated by K. G•ldner in "Vedische Studien" 11 

p. 249 ff, Cf. above p. 209. 
•) Adhy. 57 it,= vss. 3180 ff. 
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worshipped as a lofty god, and now exalted as an ideal of the 
most perfect manhood, by the millions of Hindus of all classes 
throughout India till the present day. It is this god of the 
legends, and not the Kr~Q.a of the 1\iahabharata, the cunning 
friend of the PaQdavas, of \vhom the Greek Megasthenes 
already talked as the "Indian Hercules." In order to give at 
least an idea of these Kr~Q.a legends which are important alike 
in the history of literature and the history of religion, the 
contents of the second section of the Harivarpsa shall here 
be briefly sketched. 

In the town of 1\Iathurii there reigned a bad king Kalft~a. To l•im 
Niirada announced that he would meet his death at the hands of the eighth 
son of JJevaki, the sister of his father and the wif~ of Vasudeva. Then 
Ka~p.sa. determines to kill all Devakt's children. He has Devaki closely 
guarded by his servants, and six of her children are killed immediately 
after birth. The seventh child, that brother of Krli!IJa who is later known 
as " Rama with the ploughshare," " Balariima," or " Baladeva," is 
rescued by Nidrii, 1 > the goddess of sleep, by her transferring the boy, 
before he is born, from the womb of Devakl to that of Rohini, another 
wife of Vasudeva. The eighth son, however, and this was Krli!IJa, was 
exchanged by Vasudeva himself, immediately after birth, in order to 
rescue him from Ka~p.sa, with the daughter of the cowherd Nanda and his 
wife Ya8oda, who was born at the same time. So the little daughter of 
the latter is dashed against a rock by Kaqlsa, while Krf?l)a is regarded as 

·the son of a cowherd and grows up among the cowherds. Rama, too, 

is entrusted to t1e protection of the cowherd family by Vasudeva, and the 
two b~ys grow up together in the cowherds' station. Even as a suckling 
Knl}a performs wondrous miracles. One day, when his foster-mother 
Ya§odii, after h~>ving laid the sleeping ehild under a waggon, lets him 
wait too long for food, he begins to struggle impatiently with hands and 
feet, and finally overthrows the heavy waggon with one foot. In mad 
merriment the boys Kr~IJa and Riima later rush through forest and field, 
and make much trouble for the simple cowherd's wife. On one occasion 

l) Perhaps the circumstance that Nidri is also the name of Dutya, gave rise to the 
interpolation of a hymn to this goddess, the Aryastava (Adhy. 69=vss. 3268-3303). But 

the interpolaiion of such hymns (stotras) is characteristic of all PuriiJ;Jas. 
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she hardly knows what to do, so she ties a rope round little Kr!JJ:>a's body 
and fastens him tightly to a heavy mortar, saying angrily:" Now run, 
if thou canst." But the boy not only d1·ags away the mortar with him, 
but as the mo1·tar gets caught between two gigantic trees, he tears out the 
lliighty trees by their roots. Horrified, the cowherds and the foster
mother see the boy sitting laughing between the bruches of the trees, 
but he himself is uninjured. 

After seven yPars had elapsed, the boys grew tired of the cowherds' 
station. So Kr~t;oa caused innumerable wolves to issue from his body, 
which frightenef!. the cowherds so much that they decided to wander 
further. They wandered with their flocks to the Vrndii-forest. Here 
the boys now run happily through the forest. Hut one day Kr!JQa strolls 
alone--now playing now singing, now whistling on a leaf, now blowing on 
the cowhard's flute-along the banks of the river Jumni, and reaches the 
deep lake in which the snake-king Kali!Ja dwells, who, with his retinue, 
poisons the water of the Jumni and makes . the whole neighbourhood 
unsafe. With swift determination, Kr~:}a plunges into the lake, in order 
to overcome the frightful dragon. Soon the five· headed, fire-breathing 
monster appears, and a host of snakes rush furiously upon the youthful 
hero, surrounding and biting him. But he soon frees himself, presses the 
heads of the monster on the ground, and jumps with force on to the middle 
head, so that the dragon confesses himself conquered and retreats into the 
deep with the whole brood of snakes. 

Soon afterwards he also slays the demon lJhemtka, who, in the form 
of an ass, guards the mountain Govardhana. Another demon, the giant 
Pralamba, does not venture to tackle Kr!JQa, but is slain by Rima, the 
brother of the latter. 

In the autumn the cowherds, according to their custom, wifi:h to 
arrange a great feast in honour of the rain god lndra. Kr~J:>a will have 
none of this worship of Indra. "We are cowherds who wander through 
the forests, who always live by the wealth of cows, the cows are our deity, 
the hills and forests." {3808) In such words he invites the cowherds to 
arrange a mountain-sacrifili1e instead of the Indra celebration, which the 
cowherds do. At this Indra is so enraged that he sends down a frightful 
storm. But Kr~JJ:>a lifts up the mountain Govardhana and holds it like an 
umbrella over the cowherds and their flocks, so that they are entirely 
sheltered. After seven days the storm ceases, Kr~I}a. restores the mount~~oin 
to its place, and Indra. humbly recognises in Kr~JI}a the exalted god Vii}QU. 

'fhen the co.wherds praise and worship him as a god, but he smilingly 
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declares that he only desires to be their relative; the time will come later 
when they will recognise his true nature. And, as a cowherd among cow
herds, he lives in youthful happiness. He organises bull-fights and tour
naments with the strongest among the cowherds. On the lovely autumn 
nights, however, his heart rejoiced in the round dances, t l which _ the 
beautiful cowherdesses, who are all enamoured of the hero-youth, perform 
in the moonlight, singing of his deeds and jestingly imitating his play, his 
mt~rry glance, his gait, his dancing and his singing. 

Once, when Kp~I)a was enjoying himself with the cowherdesses, 
Aril}~a, a demon in the form of a bullock, appeared. Kr~l)a tears out one 
of his horns and slays him with it. 

The fame of all the heroic deeds of Kr~l)a reaches the ears of Ka1p.sa 
and causes him anxiety. In order to get him out of the way, he sends for 
the two youthful heroes to come to Mathura, where, at a festival, they are 
to fight with his best wrestlers. But no sooner has he arrived in the town 
than Kr~Qa performs wonderful miracles and feats of strength. Thus he 
bends the king's great bow, which even the gods cannot bend, with such 
strength that, with a tremendous crash, it breaks in twain. Kr~l)a pulls 
out the tnsk of an elephant which Ka1p.sa lets loose upon the youths, and 
kills the elephant with it. The two powerful champion wrestlers with 
whom Kawsa confronts the youths are also killed by them. Filled with 
rage, the king now commands that the cowherd-youths and all cowherds 
shall be driven out of his kingdom. Then Kr~l}a springs like a lion upon 
Ka1p.sa, drags him by his hair into the centre of the arena. and kills him. 

After some time the two brothers go to Ujjein, in order to learn the 
art of archery from a famous teacher there. A son of this teacher has 
perished in the sea, and as his fee, he demands that Kr~!}a shall bring him 
back this son. Then KH!}a descends into the underworld, overcomes the 
god of death, Yama, and brings the boy back to his father. 

In order to avenge the death of Kaip.sa, his father-in-law Jarasandha 
goes forth with many allied princes to fight against the Yadavas, besieges 
Mathura, is repeatedly repulsed by Kr~l)a, but always renews his attacks, 
until at last he is compelled to retreat, These battles with Jarasandha 
are described in a long series of narratives. 

') These are the dances called Rasa or Hal!iaa, accompanied by pantomimic repre
sentations, anci which still to-day take place in aome parts of India, and, for instance, ia 
Kathiawad are still known by a name corresponding to the Sanskrit "Halli§a." ( CJ. the 
lndian monthly magazine" East and West," Vol. I, 748 f., May, 1002.) 
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In the same way the following narrative of the rape of Rtelcmirii is 
spun out. 1 > King Bhi~maka of Vidarbha has promised his daughter 
Rukmii)I in marriage to King ~isupala, and the wedding was about to be 
celebrated. Then Kf!}I)a comes with his brother Rama to the marriage
feast and kidnaps the bride. The deeply-offended princes pursue him, but 
arc repulsed by Rima. Rukmin, the brother of the kidnapped girl, swears 
he will never return to his native town, unless he has killed Kf!}l}a and 
brought his sister back. A fierce fight takes place, in which RukmiD is 
defeated; but in response to the entreaties of Rukmil}i K~l)a. grants him 
his life. Io 01·der not to break his oath, Rukmin founds a new town .for 
himself. In Dvaraka the marriage of Kf!}l)a with ·Rukmil)l takes place. 
With her he begets teo sous, but later marries s ·ven queens and Pixteen 
thousand other wives, with whom he begets thousands of sons. Prad!Jumna, 
a son of Kr~l}& and Rukmi!fl, 2 l later marries a daughter of Rukmin, 
and their son Aniruddba marries a. grand-daughter of Rukmin. At the 
marriage of Aniruddha., Hama and Rukmin quarrel over a game of dice, 
and the latter is slain by Rama. Io connection with this there is a glori
fication of the deeds of Rama.a> 

Then follows the story of the slaying of Aaralca. 4 > This Naraka 
is a demon, who has stolen the ear-rings of Aditi, and also otherwise gives 
the gods much trouble. At the request of Indra Kr~l)a fights against him 
and kills him. 

The next narrative 5 ) shows us Kf!}I]a in a battle against lndra. 
The seer Nara<la once brought Kf!}qa a blossom from the heavenly tree 
Parijata, which Kr~tta gave to his beloved Rukmi9I. Then Satyabhama, 
one of hili other wives, grows terribly jealous, and sulks until K~l}a 
promises to bring her the whole Parijata-tree from heaven. But as Indra 
will not willingly surrender the tree, K!'f}Qa challenges him to fight. 
This ieads to a long and violent battle between the two gods, which, how
ever, is finally settled peaceably by Aditi, the mother of gods. 

There follows a rather extensive didactic pot·tion, 6 J only very 

•) Into the old legend, in which Kr~Qo. appears as flero later portions are here 
interpolated, in which he appears as god Vi~l}n in his full divinity. 

•) Be is an incarnation of the god of love. 
8

) Baladevamiihiitmyakathana, Adhy. 120, 6766-6786. 
•) Narakavadha, AdhyAyas 121-123=6787-6988. 
•) Pii.rijatahara']a, Adby. 124-140=6989-7956. A hymn to Siva is inserted · (Mahii

devastavana), Adby. 131 =7415-7455. 
0

} Pul]yakavidhi, Adhy. 136-140=VIB. 7722-7956. 

57 
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slightly connected with this long section, and really belonging to scientific 
eroticism, the Kama8aatra. This is an instruction (in the form of a conver
sation between the wives of Kri?l}a and the wise Narada., who, however, 
refers to lfmii, the wife of Siva, as his authority) upon Pt~tt!Jaka8 and 
Yratalcaa, i.e. ceremonies, festivals and vows, by means of which a wife can 
make her body pleasing to her husband and assure herself of his favour. 
But as these ceremon · es are efficacious only for virtuous wives, a few 
instructions upon the lluties of wives (7754 ff.) are given at the beginning. 

The next section 1 l again relates Kr.,!}a's battles with the demons. 
The Asuras of the "six towns " ($a~pura) steal the daughters of the 
pious Brahmadatta. Kr~!}a comes to his rescue and kills Nikumbha, the 
king of the Asuras, and restores the Brahman his daughters. 

Then follows an entirely Sivaite passage, 2 l which has nothing to 
do with Kr~l}a, and relates how the thousand-headed demon Anilhaka is 
killed by Siva. 

The following section 8 l reverts to Kr~!}a. and relates another story of 
the killing of the Asura Nikumbha. The Yiidavas, with K~I}a and Rima 
at their head, undertake a pilgrimage to the sea to a sacred bathing-place 
in order to celebrate a great joyous festival there. KHI}a with his sixteen 
thousand wives, Rima with his only wife Revatt, and youths of the 
Yadavas with thousands of courtesans give themselves up to playing and 
singing, feasting and drinking, and all kinds of enjoyments in the water 
and on the sea-shore. 4 During these festivities the demon Nikumbha 
kidnaps Bha.numati, a daughter of the Yadava. Bhanu. Kr~I}a's son 
Pradyumna pursues the Asura and brings the stolen one back, while K~!}a 

himself kills Nikumbha. 
The following cantos 6 l deal 11.lmost exclusively with Prarlyumna, 

the son of Kni)a. First the story of the marriage of Pradyumna with 
PrabM.vati, the daughter of the Asura Yajranabha, is related, in which the 
heavenly flamingoes intervene in bringing about the bond of love just as in 
the Nala-song flamingoes are the messengers of love between Nala and 

•) ~a~puravadha, Adhy. 141-144=vss. 7957-8198. 
•) .tl.ndhakavadha, Adhy. 145 f.=vss. 8199-8300. 
•) Bhiin·umatihara'}a, Adhy. 147-149=vss. 8301-8549. 
•) The brilliant description of these voluptuous scenes fills two cantos ( 147 f.-

8801-8470). 
:> Adhy. 150 ff.=vss. 8550 ff. Freely rendered into German in the beautiful poem 

"rradyumna" by Schack, "Stimmen vom Ganges," pp. 67 ff. 
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Damayanti. In order to win PrabhivatJ, Pradyumna, disguised as an 
actor, comes with a whole troupe of actors to the court of Vajranibba. 
Then all sorts of plays are performed, 1 l with which the Asuras are 
greatly charmed. But Pradyumna uses the lovely nights for seilretly 
enjoying the pleasures of love with Prabhivati. Finally Vajranabha bears 
of the love-intrigue, and, full of anger, be is about to have Pradyumna 
thrown into fetters. But the latter kills the warriors who rush towards 
him, and the Asura king himself. Thereupon he enters Dvaraki with his 
beloved one, 

The second narrative 9) treats of the youthful love of Prarlyumna : 
how he is kidnapped by Asuras seven days after his birth and grows up in 
the house of the demon Sambara ; how Mayivatl, the wife of the latter, 
bums with love for the beautiful youth and enlightens him on the fact that 
be is not her son, but the son of Kr~na and Rukmini ; how Pra-lyumna. 
then kills Sambara after a desperate fight 8 l and finally, united with 
MayivatJ, returns to his native town, where he is joyfully received by his 
parents. 

For no reaso~ at all, the daily prayer of 1\.ama, 4 l a litany consisting 
of an enumeration of divine beings, is inserted here. 

After a few shorter pieces, legends and speeches in praise of Kr~l}a, 

the book concludes with the story of the "battle of Biil}a" &J and the 

love affair of Anirurldha, the son of Pradyumna, with o;a, the daughter of 
the Asura-king Bal}a. The latter is a favourite of the god Siva.. Kr~f..la 
comes to the aid of Aniruddha, who is hard pressed by Baqa ; and the 
fighting with Bil}a leads to a violent battle between Siva and Vi~l}u, by 
which the whole world is seriously menaced. But Brahman comes to the 
aid of the earth and creates peace between the two gods, by declaring that 

') This (8672 ff.) is perhaps one of the oldest, certainly one of the most interesting 
mentions of dramas and dramatic performances in Indian literature. Not only scenes 
from the life of Kr~l}a are here produced, but dramatizations of the great epio R4mlyal}a 

and of the story of J;t~ya8rbga (cf. above pp. 399 ff.) are also expressly mentioned. 
Unfortunately the age of this piece called " Pradyumnottara.," is quite uncertain. Cf. 

Sylvain Levi, " Le tbeB.tre indian," Paris, 18~0, pp. 327 ff., and A. B. Keith. The Sanskrit 
Drama, Oxford 1924, pp. 28, 47 f. 

•) Sambaravadha, Adhy. 163-167=vss. 9208-9487. 
') In this he is helped by Durgl, whom he invokes in a hymn (PradyumM-k-rta. 

Durgastava, Adhy. 161:.=9423-9430). 
•) Baladeviihnika, Adhy. 168=vss. 9488-9591. 
•) Baf]ayuddha, Adhy. 175-100=9806-11062. 
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Siva and Vi~I}U are one. Here follows a hymn (stotra) glorifying these 
two as identical deities. 1 l With the marriage o£ Aniruddha and U~a, 
which is celebrated with great magnificence in Dvaravatt, the book ends. 

The intermingling of stotras (hymns) as that of Vi~:Q.U
Siva here, shows particularly to how great an extent the 
Hariva~psa is a collection of texts for religious purposes, and 
not an epic poem.2

> 

But while in Book II there are still some remains of a 
Krf/rJa epic which must certainly once have existed, Book III, 
called Bhavi~yaparvan (1106~ ff.), is only a loose collec
tion of Pura"Q.a texts. The title Bhavi~yaparvan, i.e. "section 
of the future" refers only to the first cantos of this book, 
which contain prophecies regarding the coming ages of the 
world. Here is relat3d the story of a horse-sacrifice which 
Janamejaya wished to offer; but Vyasa foretells him that 
this sacrifice would not be successful, for the godless age of 
Kali will dawn, which will be followed only a long time later 
by the Krta-age of virtue and piety. This section s> forms 
a complete whol~ and is even termed an independent poem. 
'fhen follow, without any connection, two differ~nt accounts 
of the Creation}> A third section deals in great detai1 with 
the incarnations of Vi~'Q.U as a boar, a man-lion and dwarf. 5> 

1) Haf'ihaf'atmakastava, Adhy. 184=vss. 10660-10697. This is one of the few places 
in Indian literature where there is a mention of Tf'imurti. For Hari (VioQn) and Hara 

(Siva) are not only identical with each other, but also with Brahman. 
1 ) How largely th9 Harivaquia is regarded as a religious book, is proved by the 

circumstance that it is the custom in the courts of justice in Nepal to place a copy of the 
Hariva!pia on the head of the witness, if he is a Hindu, in the same way as the Koran is 
placed upon the head of a Mohammedan. (A. Bal-th, Religions of India, p. 156 note). 

•) Adhy. 191-196~vss. 11063.11278. The passage is commended, in 11270 ff., as a 
great ornate poem (mahllklvya.m). But verses 11082 ff. already say cle'l.rly that the 
Harivaquia is concluded, a.nd that the story of Janamejaya's horse-sacrifice only forms 
an appendi• to the Hariva7pla. The subsequent sections are most probably only later 

additions. 
•) Pautkarapradurbh.Civa, Adhy. 197-222=n•. 11279.12277. 
•) Adhy. 223·263=vss. 12278-14390. Brahman begins a. hymn to Viol}u (Vi~I}U· 

atotra) 12880 ff. (Adhy. 238). Kasyapa utters a hymn in prose to the "Great Spirit" 

(Mahlpuru~ta.va) 14114 ff. (Adhy. 259). 
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Next follows a section which, like the last one in Book II, 
pursues the tPndency to harmonise Vi~QU- and Siva-worship. 
Alternately Vit!QU sings a hymn to Siva and Siva to Vi!i!:r;tu.1> 

The next passage again deals with a heroic deed of Kr!i!na, 
namely the slaying of King Paurpr/ra, who rises up agll.inst 
Kr~:r;ta. 2> 'l'he Jast longer section of the Harivarpsa is the 
legend (upakhyana) of the two Siva-worshippers Ha'Tfisa and 
J)imbhaka, who are humiliated by Kr~:r;ta-Vi~:r;tu.3> 

There is appended yet another long canto which, in most 
extravagant fashion, tells of the merit of reading the Mahii
bharata and the reward of heaven which awaits the reader, 
and further prescribes the presents which one should give 
to the readers ("vacaka) after the close of every parv:m, and 
finally ends with a song in praise of. the Mahabharata as the 
most sacred and most exalted of all "text-books" (sastra).'> 
Above all, however, it is boasted that the work serves for 
the glorification of Vit!Q.U, for: "In the Veda, in the Rama
ya:r;ta and in the sacred Bharata, 0 bravest of Bharata's des
cendants, everywhere, at the beginning, at the end, and in the 
middle Hari is glorified." 5> 

Strange to say, after all the glorifications of .Vit!Q.U, and 
after the actual conclusion of the book, there still follows a 
canto 6> in which the god Siva comes into his own, and it is 
related how he destroyed the three castles ('fripura) of the 
demons. Yet even here a final verse in praise of the " great 
yogin " Vi~:r;tu is added. 

n Kailasayii.tra, Adhy. 264-281 = VBB. 14391-15031. Adhy. 278; Isvarastuti, . Adhy. 
279 and 281. Vi~!}Ustotra. 

•) PaufJ4rakavlldha, Adhy. 282-293=vss. 15032-15375. 
•) Ham~arf.imbhakopukhyana, Adhy. 294-322=vss. 15376-16139_ .. 
•) Adhy. 323=vss. 16140-16238: Sarvaparviinuk'i.rttana. The enumeration of the 

parvans partly contains other names than our editions. The contents of this a.dhyltya 
coincide with simila•· songs of praise in Book I of the MahAbhitrata. Cf. above, pp. 325 f. 

•) Verse 16232. 

•) Tripuravadha, Adhy. 324=vss. 16239-16324. 
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The book finally concludes with a short summing-up of 
the contents of the Harivaqtsa and an enumeration of the 
religious gains one acquires by hearing this "PuraQ.a." 

The fact that the Harivaqtsa is absolutely and entirely a 
PuratJ,a is also shown by the numerous, often literally identical, 
coincidences with passages in several of the most important 
PuraQ.as.1

> Nevertheless, it was necessary to speak of the 
Harivaqtsa here, and not only later in the chapter on the 
PuraQ.as, not only ber-ause this work is regarded by the Indians 
as belonging to the Mahabharata, but also because this supple
ment and the way in which it is added to the epic is pecu
liarly adapted for throwing light on the history of the Maha
bharata itself. We will now turn to this history. 

THE AGE AND HISTORY OF THtc MAHABHARA'l'A. 

We have now given a survey of all that has come down 
to us as "Mahabharata" in manuscripts and editions, and 
are now faced with the question: How and when did this 
gigantic work originate? 

Already in the short account of the contents of the 
actual heroic poem (pp. 328-376) the reader must have 
noticed a contradiction, which is still more noticeable in the 
reading of the Mahabharata itself. While the poem in its 
present form absolutely takes the part of the PlitJr!avas, and 
describes the PaQ.gavas as not only brave beyond measure, 
but also as noble and good, and on the other hand represents 
the Kauravas as treacherous and mischievous,-the poem, in 
remarkable self-contradiction, relates that all the heroes of 
the Kauravas fall through treachery or in unfair fi.ght.2

> 

•} Brahma-, Padma-, Vi~9n-, Bh>lgavata-, and especially Vlyn-Pnrlll}a. Tht> 
Garnc;ls-Pnriil}a. communicates the contents of the 1\lahiibhlrnta and of the Ha1-it'a1f'ja in 
extract. See A. Holtzmnnn, Das Mahabhlrata, IV, pp. 32, 35, 37 ff., 40, 42 If., 47 If., 56. 

•} See above, pp. 361 f. 
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It is still more striking that all the treachery emanates from 
Kr~rJ.a, that he is always the instigator of all the deceit and 
defends the conduct of the Pa.J;tc}avas. And this is the same 
Kn:r;ta· who in many parts of th.e Mahabharata and more 
especially in the Harivarpsa, is praised and glorified as an 
incarnation of Vi!i>Q.U, the highest god, and as the ideal and 
prototype of every virtue. 

How can these remarkable contradictions be explained? 
Upon this there can only be conjectures. First, there is 
probably justification for the supposition, although we have 
only the authority of the Mahabharata itself for it, that a 
change of dynasty did actually once take place in the North
west of India ·as the result of a great war, and that the&e quasi
historical events form the foundation of the epic itself.ll Start
ing out from this, we can well imagine that the original heroic 
songs dealing with the fight between the hostile cousins, 
were sung among the bards who were still near Duryodhana 
himself or the house of the Kauravas, but that, in the course 
of time, as the rule of the victorious PaQ.Q.avas was more and 
more firmly established, these songs were transmitted to 
bards who were in the employ of th~ new ruling race. In 
the mouths of these bards those alterations were then under
taken which made the PaQ.c}avas appear in a favourable light 
and the Kauravas in an unfavourable one, without its being 
possible to eradicate completely the original tendency of the 
songs. In our Mahabharata the nucleus of the epic, the 

1
) Even those who find a mythological nucleus in the legend underlying the epic, 

admit th~Lt there are also historical elements in it. Thus A. Ludwig "Uber dns Verh&ltnis 
des mythischeu Elementes zu der historischen Grundlage des Mab&bharata," (Abhand
lungen der k. blihmischen Ges d. Wissensch. VI, 12.) Prague, 1884. Pargtter and Grierso-n 

(JRAS., 19GB, pp. 309 ff., 602 ff.) have expressed the opinion that, underlying the war 
between the Kaura vas and the PAI}r)avas there may be the historical fact of a battle of 

nations (a fi~,ht between the nations of Madbyade§a anJ the other nations of India) and at 
the same time a fight between a warrior party on the one side and a priestly party on 

the other. I do not consider that there is any justification of this historical construction. 
OJ. Hopkins, Cambridge History, 1, p. 275, 
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description of the great battle, is placed in the mouth of 
Sa:iijaya, the charioteer of Dhrtara~tra, that is, in the mouth 
of the bard of the Kauravas. It is precisely in these battle
scenes that the Kauravas appear in the most favourable light. 
The whole Mahabharata, on the other hand, is recitt•d, accord
ing to the frame-story contained in Book I, by Vyas~'s pupil, 
Vaisampayana_ at the snake-sacrifice of Janamejaya. This 
Janamejaya, however. is regarded as a descendant of the 
Pa't}clava Arjuna, which agrees well with the fact that, in the 
.Mahabharata as a whole, the Par;HJ.avas are preferred to the 
Kauravas.1> 

As regards Kr~r;ta, the race of the Yadavas to which he 
belongs, is described in several places in the'Mahabharata 
as a cowherd-tribe of rough manners, and he himself is re
peatedly scorned by hostile heroes as "cowherd" and "slave." 
In the ancient heroic poem, he was certainly nothing more 
than a prominent leader of that cowherd-tribe and had 
nothing divine about bim. Even behind the Kr~:oa-legends 
of the Harivarpsa there seems to be a foundation of older 
legends, in which Kr~r;ta was not yet a god, but the hero of a 
rough tribe of cowherds. It is difficult to believe that Krf!tJ,a, 

the friend and counsellor of the Pan().avas, K rf!'t}a, the herald 

1 ) I do not think that there was a systematic remodelling (as is the view of 
Boltzmann), but that gradual changes were made. J. v. Negelein {OLZ. 1908, 336 f.) 
refutes this theory by observing that the ancient epic took no stock whatsoever of the moral 
point of view, that it portrayed both parties in almost equal light and shade, and that it 

merely rejoiced in the actual display of strength. A similar view is taken by Oldenberg 

{Das Mahabbarata, pp. 35 ff.) who, like Hopkins {Cambridge!History, I, 265) believes that 
the moral reflections cast on the conduct of the PAI}~avas belong to a more modern age, 
"when a finer morality had begun to temper the crude royal and military spirit." Hertel 

(WZKM. 24, 1910, 421) seeks to explain the contradiction of the treacherous behaviour of 
the PAl}~avas and the poet's aiding with them, by saying that the lllaMbhArata has the 
character of a nitisastra and that, according to the rules of politics, the king is justified 
in or even in duty bound to the utilisation of cunning. These scholars, however, forget 
that the speeches in which the PAI}~avas' manner of fighting is condemned as dishonour. 

able, do not belong to the didactic additions to the epic, but are interwoven with the 
deesription of the fight itself, and do not in the least bear the stamp of later additions. 
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of the doctrines of the Bhagavadgita, KrtJr)a, the youthful 
hero and demon-slayer, Kr~na, the favourite and lover of the 
cowherdesses, and finally Kri!IJ.a, the inc~trnation of the exal
ted god Vi~r;tu, can be one and the same person. It is far 
more likely that there were two or several traditional Knl)as, 
who were merged into one deity at a later time. Kr~na, the 
son of Devaki, is mentioned in the Chandogya-Upani~ad 

(III, 17) as a pupil of Ghora A.ngirasa, who expounds doc· 
trines which at least in a few points coincide with those of the 
Bhagavadgita. For this reason we can scarcely separate this 
old sage of the time of the U pani~ads from the Kr~'Q.a of the 
Bhagavadgita.1> It is possible that this Kr~r:ta was the foun
der of the Bhagavata religion, and that like so many other 
founders of religions in India, he was mad& into an incar
nation of the god worshipped by his adherents.11> It is 
possible, moreover, that Kr~Q.a did not figure at all in 
the original epic, and was introduced only later, perhaps 
with the express intention of justifying the actions of the 
PaQ.gavas, which were shady from the moral point of view, 
by representing them as inspired by the "god" Kr~Q.a.8> 

Much as has been written on the problem of KnQ.a, we must 
admit, nevertheless, that no satisfactory solution has been 
found.'> In any case, it is a far cry from Kr~Q.a the friend 
of the PaQ.gavas, to the Kr~IJ.a of the Harivarpsa and the 
exalted god Vi~Q.u. 

1
) Cj. H. Raychaudhuri, Early History of the Vaishnava Sect, pp. 23, SO f., 48 ff. 

•) This view is advocated especially by Garbe, Die Bhagavadgitil, 2nd Ed., 
pp. 27 ff. 

•) 'l'hus Oldenberg, Das Mahii.bbii.rata, pp. 87, 43 •. OJ. also Jacobi, ERE. VII, 195 f. 
and Sir Charles Eliot, Hinduism and Buddhism (London, 1921), II, 154, who emphasizes the 
point that Kr~l}a is not so essentially important in the story of the MahibUrata as is Rima 
in that of the Rllm!l.yaQa.. It oeems to mo, however, that the warrior Kr~l}a, not th11 god. 
Kr~l}a, is too closely bound up with the main narrative for the epio to be imaginable 
entirely without him. 

•) Of. Boltzmann, Daa Mahiibbiirata I, 132 ff.; A. Weber, Zur indischen Religion&• 
geschichte (Sonderabdruck aus "Deutsche Revue" 1899), pp. 28 f.; L. J. Bed~wick, JBRAS, 

58 
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The political and religious development which is 
reflected in those songs of the Mahabharata which refer 
to the great fight-the passing of the supremacy from 
the Kauravas to the PaQ.qavas, and the deification of Kr~na
thus already presupposes a long period of time, and it is un
thinkable that even these songs only, which form the nucleus 
of the work, should originate with one single poet. Such an 
assumption becomes still more impossible if we consider the 
countless contradictions which occur in the details of the 
principal narrative. I will recall only the narratives of the 
marriage of the PaQ.qaT"as (see above, pp. 336 f.) and the adven
tures of Arjuna {p. 339}. In Book IV we find a duplicate of 
the whole battle in the Kuru-field: Bhi~?ma and all the other 
heroes of the Kauravas are put to flight by Arjuna almost in 
no time; which does not fit in well with the fact that later 
on it is only possible to overcome the Kauravas in eighteen 
days, and then only by the employment of guile on the part 
of the PaQ.qavas. There can scarcely be any doubt that the 
whole of Book IV (Virata-parvan) is a later production t> 

than the magnificent battle-descriptions in the following books. 
But even in those books which unquestionably contain 
the oldest parts of the epic, there are constantly to be found 
contradictions which cannot possibly be explained by the 
"ingenious carelessness" of any one poet.2

> Beside the most 
splendid descriptions full of raciness and vigour, there are 
also to be found long songs, in which the description of the 

23, 1910, pp. 115 ff.; Griers011o, ERE. II, 539 ff: Jacobi, ERE. VII, 193 ff. and Streitbarg

Festgabe, p. 168; A. B. Keith, JRAS. 1916, 6-iS ff.; R. G. Bhandarkar, Vai~l}avism, etc., pp. 3 
f., 8 ff., 33 ff.; Raychaudhuri, I. c., pp. 18 ff. and passim; Garbe, 1, c.; Eliot, Hinduism and 
Buddhiam II, 152 ff.; Hopkins in Cambridge History I, 258; Oldenberg, Das MaUbhiirata, 

pp. 37 ff. 
•) Thus already Boltzmann., Mahiibh!lrata II, p. 98, and Bc;pkins, The Great Epic of 

India, pp. 38Z f. Cf. N. B. Utgikar, The Viriit&parvan of the MaMbhirata (Poona, 1923), 

pp. :n f. and my remarks in Ann. Bh. Inst. V, I, p. 23. 
') Cf. above, notes on pp. 361, 362 f. ; 366, 370 f, 
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eighteen-day battle is spun out as long as possible with dull 
monotony and continual repetitions. 

Thus even what we can term the "actual epic," as it has 
come down_to us, is certainly not the work of one poet. Even 
this "nucleus " of the Mahabharata is no longer the old hero
ic poem; but the latter is contained in it, in a much diluted 
condition. 

We have now seen that around this nucleus an enormous 
mass of the most miscellaneous poems has accumulated; 
heroic songs from various cycles of legends, brahmanical myths 
and legend poetry, ascetic poetry and didactic poems of all 
kinds from the simplest moral maxims to extensive philoso
phical poems, formal law-books and complete PurKr;tas. 
Though J. Dahlmann has applied an enormous amount of 
erudition in an attempt to prove that the Mahabharata is one 
unified work which was composed by one poet in pre-Buddhist 
times both as an epic and a law-book,!> only few scholars 
agree with him. Sylvain Levi,l1> too, has recently attempt
ed to explain the Mahabharata as " a deliberate composition 
organically and artistically spread around a central fact and 
inspired by a dominant sentiment which penetrates and per
meates it." He compares the Mahabharata with the Vinaya, 
the code of discipline of the Mula-Sarvastivadin Buddhists, 

') In hia book "Das Mahibhlrato. ala Epos und Rechtsbnoh" (3erlin, 1895) (see 
above, p. 316, note 1 ), Duhlmann, it is true, only speaks of a "unified diaskenasia " but yet 
he ascribes to the " diaskeuast" an activity which could certainly stamp him as a poet ; 
and in conclusion (p. 302) he speaks of the Mahlibhlrata as the work of " one single poetical 
creative genius." In his book " Genesis des Mahlbhlra.ta" (Berlin, 1899) he says directly: 
"The poet was a diaskeuast, the diaskeuast a. poet." It is noteworthy that even suoh a 
rather orthodox Indian as C. V. Vaidya (The Mahiibhirata: A Criticism, Bombay, 1905), 
who speaki with reverence of Vylsa, the contemporary of Kr~l}a, as the 11 poet" of the 
MahiibMrata (whom he places high above Homer, Milton and Shakespeare) and in all 
earnestness computes that Vyasa and KnJ;~a might have lived at the time of the Mahil· 
bharata war about 3101 B. C., yet frankly admits that the Mahlbhii.rata in its present form 
is the extension of an originally much smaller work and contains numerous additions and 
interpolations. 

•) Bhandarkar Com. Vol., pp. 99 ff, (English in Ann. Bh, Inst. I, 11 13ff.) 
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and is of opinion that the whole great epic "with all its ex
aggerations and episodes, with all its varied and luxuriant 
mass of detail" is based on nothing but "a code of K~atriya 
discipline as practised by the Bhagavatas." Of .course, if we 
take it that the nucleus of the epic is to be found in the Bhd
gavadgita, Naraya.t;liya and Harivaq1sa, such a point of view 
is justifiable. If, however, as I myself believe, the real nu
cleus of the Mahabharata is a heroic poem of the conflict be
tween the Kauravas and the Pat;J.<}.avas, Levi's interpretation 
is just as impossible as that of Dahlmann. Those scholars 
who see in the Maha bharata a " scripture of the warrior 
caste," 1> forget that the Mahabharata as we have it in our 
present-day text contains much which would be quite out of 
plar.e in a work intended for warriors. The ascetic morality 
of ahirpsa which is preached in so many passages in the 
didactic sections, of the love towards all creatures and complete 
resignation, is just as incompatible with the very sensual 
pleasures promised to the warrior in Indra's heaven, as with 
the eating of meat and the drinking of strong drinks in which 
the heroes and even their wives indulge, in many a vivid des
cription of the warriors' life in the actual epic.2

> Anyone 
who has really read the whole of the :Mahahharata and not 
ody the most magnifi.cont portions of it, is bound to admit 
that our present-day text of the epic contains not only much 
that is diverse in content, but also much that is diverse in 
value. In truth, he who would believe with the orthodox 
Hindus and tlie above-mentioned Western scholars, that our 
'Mahabharata, in its present form, is the work of one single 
man, would be forced to the conclusion that this man was, 
af one and the same time, a great poet and a wretched scrib
bler, a sage and an idiot, a talented artist and a ridiculous 

1) Eliot, Hinduism and Buddhism I, pp. li:O f. Cf. also Hopkins in Cambridge 

History I, p. 256. 
•) See Hopkins, Great Epic, pp. 373, 376 ff. 
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pedant-apart from the fact that this marvellous person must 
have known and confessed the most antagonistic religiou~ 
views, and the most contradictory philosophical doctrines.1> 

With regard to language, style and met1·e, too, the various 
parts of the Mahabharata show absolutely no uniformity. 
It is in only quite a general sense that one can speak of f'epic 
Sanskrit" as the language of the popular epics.2

> In reality 
the language of the epic is in some parts more archaic, i. e. 
more closely related to the Ancient Indian of the Vedic prose 
works, than in other parts. And beside linguistic phenomena 
which recall the Pali, and which can be called popular, there 
are others which one is compelled t.o call solecisms, such as 
are often committed by uneducated and inferior authors like 
the PuraQ.a composers. The style, too, can only in a general 
sense be said to be far removed from the so-called "Kavya 
style" i. e. the style of the later ornate poetry, which is 
characterised by the excessive use of embellishments (Ala~pka
ras), However, there is no lack of passages in the Maha
bharata which remind us of this Kavya style.3> Beside these, 
we also p.nd portions which retain the naive style of the old 
ltihasas, as they are related in the BrahmaQ.as and U pani~ads, 
while again in numerous other portions the most negligent 
PuraQ.a style prevails. As regards the metre,'> the Sloka 
which originated in the old-Anu~tubh is certainly the metre 
par e.r:cellence. But there are earlier and later forms of this 

1) Olde.,berg (Das Mahlbharita., p. 82} calls it a "scientific monstrosity" to suppose 
that the Mahi!.bhiirata was a unified composition. · 

•) The epic language is treated by H. Jacobi, Das Ram&yarJa., pp. 112 If. 0/. also above, 
p. 44, and Hopkins, The Great Epic, p. 262. A. Luduig, MaMbhArata ala Epos und 
Rechtsbach, pp. 5 If. 1 J. Wac'kernogel, Altindische Grammatik I, pp. xliv If.; W. Kirfel, 
Beitrllge zur Geschichte der Nominalkomposition in don Upani~ads und im Epos, Bonn 
1908; Keith, JRAS, 1906, pp. 2f; Oldenberg, 1. c., pp. 129 If., 145 If. 

•) Of. above, p. 864. But these passages are not numerous, at all events not 
nearly aR numerous as in the Riimii.yaJ;~a.. 

•) See Hopkins, Great Epic, pp. 191ft'.; J. Zubaty', ZDMG, 43, 1889, pp. 619 ff.J Ludwig 

I. c., p. 87; Jacobi in Gurupiijllkauma.di, pp. 50 ff. ; Oldenberg, I. c., pp. 137 If, 
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Sloka, which are all represented in the Mahabharata. More· 
over our epic also contains old prose passages, in which the 
prose is occasionally rhythmical, and sometimes alternates with 
verses.1> Also of the Tri!i!tubh metre which is often used in 
the Mahabharata, though the Sloka is about twenty times as 
frequent as the Tri~tubh, we find the ancient form, still simi· 
lar to the Vedic form, as well as later forms; and even the 
elaborate metres of classical Sanskrit poetry are already to be 
found in certain parts of the Mahabharata. 

Lastly, we must not forget that the opening sections of 
the Mahabharata themselves give clear indications that the 
epic had not always its present form and extent. Even the 
tables of contents which we find in the first two adhyayas, 
are not always in agreement with our text.2

> 

Thus everything indicates that the Mahabharata is not 
the work of one single author or of one time, but consists of 
earlier and later portions which belong to different centuries. 
Contents and form alike confirm the fact that some parts of 
the Mahabharata reach back to the times of the Veda, while 
others must be synchronous with the late productions of the 
PuraJ.la literature. 

Now it has been assumed, especially by A. Holtzmann, 
that an ancient heroic poem of the Kauravas existed, which 
was the "original Mahabharata," that tbis later underwent 
a" revision with a tendency" in favour of the PaJ.lclavas; and 
that it was then on several consecutive occasions-first by 

1 ) Cf. Hop"ins, Great Epic, pp. 266 ff. The view taken by Oldenberg (Das Mah4• 
bhiirata, pp. 21 ff. and elsewhere) that these prose-poetry passages are the oldest portions 

of the Mah4bh4rata, is quite wrong in my opinion. 
•) See above, p. 271; V. V. lyer, Notes of a Study of the Preliminary Chapters of 

the Mahibhiirata, pp. 17 ff. and passim; Oldenberg, L c., pp. 33 ff., 43 ff. Though the 
division into 18 parvans is traditional, it is not certAin that the division was originally the 
same as we find it in our text at the present day. Alberiini mentions other titles of the 
18 parvans, 1. E. Sachau, Albernni's India, I, pp. 132 f. The Southern Indian MSS. and 
the Javanese translation also have other titles. Cf. also Brockhaus, ZDMG. 6, 1862, 

pp. 628 ff. 
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'Buddhists, then by Brahmans-" revised with a tendency." 
The " second Pudin.a-like revision " must have taken place, 
according to Holtzmann, about 900-1100 A. D., "after which 
followed, a few centuries later, the definite establishment 
and completion of the text." 1> 

It is important to state at once that this last supposition, 
according to which the Mahabharata received its present 
form only in the 15th or 16th century, is absolutely false. 
For it is proved by literary and inscriptional evidence,2> that 
already about 500 A. D. the Mahabharata was no longer an 
actual epic, but a sacred text-book and religious discourse, 
and was, on the whole, not essentially different, in extent and 
contents, from the work as we have it at present. The philo
sopher Kumarila (about .700 A. D.) quotes numerous pass· 
ages from almost all the books of the Mahabharata, which to 
him was a great sm:rti expounded by Vyasa.8> The poets 
Subandhu and Ba1}a (about 600-650 A. D.) knew the Maha
bharata chiefly· as a poem, indeed Ban.a considered it as the 
culmination of all poet1·y.4

> In his romance "Kadambari," 
however, the latter also relates that the Queen Vilasavati was 
present at a recitation of the Mahabharata on the occasion of a 
festival in a temple at U jjein. S p.ch public readings of the Maha
bharata still at the present day take place in India in temples 
on festive occasions-and naturally not only for entertainment, 
but also for edification and religious instruction,G> As early 

1) Holtzmann, Das Mah4lthii.rata, I, 194. 
1

) See R. G. Bhandarkar, JBRAS. 10, 1871·2, pp. 81 ff.; K. T. Telang, SBE., Vol. s, 
pp. 28 ff.; and especially G. Buhler and J. Kirste, Indian Studies II, SWA. 1892, 

•) See Buhler, 1. c., pp. 5 ff. 

•) Har~acarita, introductory verses 4-10. But from this pas1age it does not follow, 
a1 Petersen {KB.dambari, Introd., p. 68) thinks, that in BB.1,1a'a time the MahabhB.rata "waa 
aa yet comparatively a fresh wonder in the world," but rather ihat its fame had already 
"penetrated the three worlds," a1 Bii.1,1a himself says. On the llt:ahabhiirata in the works 
of Suba.ndhu and Bii.1,1a a. W. Cartellieri, WZKM, 13, 1899, 57 ff, 

•) In another place in the "Kadambari" {ed. Peterson, p. 209) we read that 
Kii.dambari liatens to ~ recitation of the Mahii.bhii.ra.ta, NS.rada's daughter reciting i~ " in 1'1 
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as about 600 A.D. an inscription from Cambodia testifies to 
similar public readings of the Mahabharata, and this by 
utilising manuscripts, presented expressly for this purpose in 
this distant Indian colony in Further India. Finally, we also 
possess deeds of land grants from the 5th and 6th centuries, 
in which the sections of Book XIII (see above, p. 425), dealing 
with the morality of giving (danadharma) are quoted M 

sacred texts; and in one inscription of this kind the Mahabha
rata is already called the "collection of a hundred thousand 
verses." The number of a hundred thousand verses, however, 
is not even approached, unless Books XII and XIII and even 
part of the Harivarpsa are included.1

> But if the 'Mahabha
rata already in the 5th century received its unquestionably latest 
sections such as B'lok XIII and the Harivarpsa,2l if it was at 

gentle singing voice," whilst a pair of Kinnaraa seated behind her accompany the recita. 
tion on the ftute. 

1 ) In the MahSbhsrata itself there is already mention made of its "hundred 
thousand" verses (I, I, 107; XII, 343, 11; cf. above, p. 325 and Hopkins, I. o., p. 9}. The 
18 books of the Mahii.bhirata have, in the Calcutta edition, 90,092 verses, of which 13,1135 
fall to the share of Book XU and 7,759 to Book XIII. With the whole Hal'ivaqJsa the 
number of verses is 106,466. If the Bhavi~yapa.rvan (see above, p. 452} is omitted, 
there remain 101,154 verses, which number best agrees with the round number of "a 
hundred thousand." But the different recensions of the Mahsbhirata, which often differ 
from each other in that the one recension omits a number of verses which are included in 
another, but, on the other hand, in another place inserts just as many verses which are 
missing in the latter, prove that the contents of the Mahsbhii.rata could vary without the 

eilltent being changed. 
•) We cannot form any definite conclusion as to the date of the HarivaqJSa. ("about 

the third century of the Christian era," R. G. Bhannarkar, Va.i~ga.vism, etc., p. 36) on the 
basis of the occurrence of the word "din4ra"=-denarins. We may aasume, however, 
that this appendix to the ?rlahsbhirata did not come into existence very long before the 
4th century A. D.; for though Roman gold coins were known in India. aa early as in the 1st 
century A. D. (s. E. J. Rapson, Indian Coins, Grnndrias II, 3 B., pp. 4, 17 ff., 25, 35; R. 
Sewell, JRAS. 1904, 591 ff.), the Indian word dinira is only traceable from 400 A. D. 
onwards in Gupta inscriptions (Sewell, I. c., p. 616). Cf. B. 0. Mazumdar, JRAS. 1907, 
pp. 408 f.; A. B. Keith, JRAS. 1907, pp. 681 ff.; 1915, pp. 504 f. If the Buddhist poet 
Aiivagho~a should really be the author of the Vajrasiici which is ascribed to him, the 
HarivaqJSe. would already have been a part of the Mahiibhiirata in the 2nd century A. D., 
for two verses from the HarivaqJ9a {1292 f.) are quoted in the Vajrasiici 3 (e. Weber, 
llldiache Streifen I, p. 189) with the words " for it is written in the Bhii.rata." 
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that time already a religious text-book and discourse, and if, 
a hundred years later, manuscripts of the Mahabharata had 
already reached Further India and were read in temples 
there, then we are justified in concluding that at least one or 
two centuries earlier, that is, in the 3rd or 4th century A.D., 
it must already have received that form which it still has 
to-day. On the other hand/> however, it can only have 
received this form after the origin and spread of Buddhism, 
to which it contains many references, indeed, only after 
Alexander's invasion of India, as the Yavanas, i.e. the Greeks 
(Ionians), are frequently mentioned. According to this the 
Mahabhiirata cannot have received its present form earlier 
tkan the 4th century B.C. and not later than the 4th century 
.A..JJ.2> 

Therefore, a great re-modelling of the Mahabharata, or 
even the addition only of one of the great Books, cannot have 
taken place after the 4th century A.D. In fact, I cannot 
consider the hypothesis of one or indeed several remodellings 
to be either at all necessary or probable.8> As in later 
periods the copyists deal rather arbitrarily with their text, so, 

') See Hopkins, Great Epic, pp. 391 ff. If Dio Ghrysostomos' statement that even 
the Indiana sang Homer's poems and that they were well acquainted with the sufferings 
of Priam, etc., alluded to the Mahii.bhiirata {as is the view of A. Webflf', Ind. Stud. II, 
161 ff.; Boltzmann, Das Mababhii.rata IV, 163; Pischel, KG, 195; H. G. Ratolinson, Inter
cour•e between India and the Western World, Cambridge, 1916, pp. 140 f., 171), then this 
statement would constitute our earliest external evidence of Ghe existence of the Maha. 
bharata in the 1st century A.D. It is possible, however {in fact, according to Jacobi 

in Festschrift Wackerna.gel, pp. 129 f., probable), that Dio's statement, which was repeated 
by Aelian, refers to an actual Indian translation of Homer. On various Greek words in 
the Mahii.bhii.rata s. Hopkins, I. o., p. 372; Ratolinson, I. o., p 172 note. 

1 ) Hopkins, Epic Mythology {Gl'undriss Ill, 1 B 1915,. p. I) considered 300-100 B. C. 
to be the probable date of the Mahlibhirata, but in Cambridge History I, p. 258, he also 
gives the limits 4th century B. C. to 4th century A. n. S. Levi {JA. s. II, t. V, 1915, 
p. 122) concludes from t.be agreement between the geography of the Buddhist Mahl. 
mayiiri with that of the MahU.bharata, that the latter received its final redaction in the 
first three or four centuries A. D. 

•) But that does not say that separate parts, as for example, the Virl~·parvan, 
haTe not been remodelled. Gf. Hopki'nS in the JAOS. 24, 1903, P· 54, 

59 
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in more ancient times, the rhapsodists, among whom the 
heroic songs must have been transmitted orally during 
centuries, probably took every possible liberty in the presen
tation of their songs : they lengthened scenes which pleased 
their audiences, and abridged others which made less 
impression. But the greatest alterations, by means of which 
the ancient heroic poem gradually became a compilation, 
which offered " much" and therefore offered "everyone 
something," can probably be explained by the fact that 
the transmission and preservation of the ancient heroic songs 
passed from the original singers to other classes, that the 
songs themselves were transplanted to other regions, and 
adapted to other times and a changing public. Already in 
very early times, as we have seen, the songs must have passed 
from the bards who were connected with the race of the 
Kurus to such as had relations with the race of the Pa:QQ.avas. 
They spread from such districts where the Vit>Q.u-cult 
prevailed to those where Siva was worshipped as the highest 
god. The phases, too, through which the Kr~Q.a-cult passed, 
left their traces in the epic poetry. As with other peoples, 
so with the Indians a time must have coma when the creative 
poetic genius no lon~er manifested itself in works of heroic 
poetry, which latter ceased to be living poetry, and when only 
the o.ncient songs were still sung by the bards.1> The old 
heroic time, toe, came to an end, the time when the bards 
went forth into battle with the warriors as charioteers, so that 
after the victory was achieved, perhaps at a great sacrificial 
feast, they could sing of the glorious deeds of the heroes. 
The epigones of these bards were an inferior class of literary 
men-the same who also devoted themselves to the handing 
down of the PuraQ.as. These people were probably neither 
proper warriors nor proper Brahmans; it is not for nothing 

1 ) C/. H. Jacobi in GG A. 1892, p. 632. 
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that the law-books describe the Sutas as bastards, who were 
said to be descended from the intermarriage of warriors with 
Brahman women or of Brahmans with Kfijatriya women. 
This very thing constitutes the peculiarity of the Mahabharata 
in its present form: it is neither proper warrior-poetry nor [i.)' 

proper religious poetry; it is no longer an epic, but not yet a ~ 
real l)ura:Q.a. ,, 

The Mahabharata may not have received a final form of 
some kind until after centuries of oral tradition it was first 
written dfJw~. Probably only Brahmans, PaQ,c}its, participatea 
in this editing and writing-down. If, however, we ha~e 
come to the conclusion that the Mahabharata, even in yhe 
4th century A.D. or still earlier, was not essentially di:ffeient, 
on the whole, in extent and contents, from the work as we 
have it now, then the words ''on the whole" and "not 
essentially" must be very strongly emphasized. For additions 
and alterations, and, in fact, additions not only of single verses, 
but also of whole songs (such as hymns to Durga and so on) 
have been made even during later centuries,>> and a critically 
established text of the 1J:zahabharata does not exist at all. 

When we speak of the " Mahabharata," we usually mean 
the text as we have it in the two standard editions which 
were published in India and were arranged by Indian pa:Q.c}.its, 
viz. the "Calcutta Edition" of 1834-1839 2> and the 
"Bombay Edition" with Nilaka:Q.tha's commentary.3l These 

') R. G. Bhanaarkar (JBRAS. 20, 1900, p. 402) points out that interpolatiol!.s were 
made in the Anueasanaparvan as late as at the Gupta period. 

•) This edition was begun by the Committee of Public Education and completed 
under the auspices of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, and contains also the text of the 
Harivamsa, . . 

i 

8
) It has appeared in 1everal editions since 1862. See Holtsmann, Das Mah4bh4rata, 

III, pp. 2 ff., 9 fi., on this and other Indian editions. The edition by Pratapa Chandra 
Roy (Calcutta, 1882 fi.) is very handy, but is unfortunately spoiled by misprints. This 
edition is a work of true Indian piety and charity: it was printed by the aid of oollections 
organised by the editor, for the purpose of free distribution, and 10,000 copies were given 
away gratis, 
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two editions differ but slightly, and may be regarded as good 
representatives of the text as commented by Nilaka:r;ttha.1l 

The Bengali and especially the Southern Indian manuscripts, 
however, often deviate from the latter text.2> A critical 
edition of the Mahfibharata made on the basis of all the 
various classes of manuscripts from all parts of India is one 
of the greatest desiderata of Indology, and we hope that this 
need may be supplied in the near future. 8

> Not until the 
publication of a critical edition of this nature will it be 
possible to sift out many a passage at present included in our 
texts of the Mahabharata as being certainly or at least 
very probably interpolations:'> Moreover, apart from the 

•) Nilaka~;t~ha., one of the latest commentators, worked on a text which already 
contained a strong admixture of interpolations (s. Utgikar, Virl~aparvan, pp. xii f.). 

Arjunamisra is earlier than NilakarJ~ha, and the commentary Vi~amapadavivararJa is still 
earlier. Editions of the Virl~a.parvan and Udyogaparvan with several commentaries 
have been publi.hed in Bombay, at the Gnjarati Printing Press, 1915 and 1920. 

•) Bengali MSS., though not o11ly Bengali ones, were used for the "Burdwan 
Edition." On the Southern lndia.n MSS., cf. M. Winternill!, Ind. Ant. 27, 1898, 67 ff., 
92 ff., 122 ff. and H. Lii.ders, "Uher die Grantharecension des MahibMrata," AGGW. 1901. 

Southern Indian MSS. were utilised for the "Kumbhakonam Edition"; this is by no 
means a critical eJition of the Southern recension, but a mixed recension, containing the 
interpolations of the Northern as well as the Southern MSS. In the Sabh4parvan of the 

Southern recension there is a long inserted passage about Kr~rJa, a kind of Kr~l}a-epic, in 
which Hopkins (Festschrift Windisch, pp. 72 ff. cf. Cambridge History I, p. 255) has traced 
many literal points of agreement with the Hariv8.lj1~a. 

•) The preparation of a critical edition of the Mahii.bhiirata was agreed upon in 1 hl5 
by the International Association of Academies (cf. A.lmanach der Wiener Akademie 64, 

1904, 248f., 267ff., 55, 1905, 238ff.), but the preliminary work which had ah·eady been 

begun, was interrupted by the world war. A critical edition of the Mahllbhiirata is now 
in course of preparation by the Bh'lndarkar Oriental Research Ir.stitute, Poona; s. A 
prospectus of a .New and Critical Edition of the ?rlah4bharata undertaken by the Institute 
under the Auspices of Shrimant Balasaheb P~~ont Pratinidhi, B.A., Chief of Aundh, 1919; 
R. Zimmermann and C. V. Vaidya in JBRAS. 25, 1920, pp. 358 ff., N. B. Utgikar in Ann· 

Bh. Inst. II, 2, 1921, pp. 155 ff.; and tho Vir4~parvan of tbfl MaMbhArata edited from 
original MSS. as a tentative work ......... Poona,1923; M. Winternitz, Ann. Bh. Inst. IV. 2, 

1923, pp. 145 ff.; v. 1, 1924, pp. 19 ff. 
•) Even now we can say with certainty, on the basis of the MSS., that, for instance, 

the story of Ga9e6a, who writes down the MaMbMrata, in the Adiparvan 1 (s. M. 
Wint<Wnitz, JRAS. 1898, pp. 380 ff. and cf. V. V. lyer, Preliminary Chapters of the Maha
bh4rata, pp. 32 ff., 97 ff., 340 f.) and the Durgistotra in the VirA~aparvan 6 (s. Utgikar, The 
VirA~parvan Ed., p. xxii) are interpolations. 
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manuscripts, it will be possible to distinguish with some 
degree of certainty between what is authentic and what is 
spurious.•> For this purpose the older translations in the 
vernaculars, as well as the Javanese and Persian translations 
of the l\fahabharata will have to be taken into account.9> 

As long as there is no such critical edition of the text of 
the Mahabharata available, the date of each section, nay 
sometimes of each single verse of the Mahabharata. must be 
determined separately, and there is very little meaning in, 
and no sort of justification for, saying, as it is so frequently said, 
that a certain name or subject "already " occurs in the 
Mahii.bharata. So much the less justification is there for 
connecting definite dates with the Mahabharata as a. whole, 
as not only were later insertions made in decidedly "early" 
parts, but also, just as frequently, very ancient passages are 
found in the "later" portions. Thus the whole of :Book I 
of the Mahii.bharata is certainly not "ancient"; but that 
does not prevent many of the myths, legends and genealogical 
verses occurring in it from being very old.8> Even in the 
Harivarpsa, which was certainly only added late, we find very 
old verses and legends. But the expressions "early" and 

') See above, notes to pp. 282, 305, 306, 310, 314, 319, 342 f.; and A. Ludtvig on 
interpolations in the Rlljasiiya and Jarlisanilha Parvans (Mu.hllbh. II, 12 lf.) in 00 xii, 
Paris, I, pp. 187 lf. 

1
) For vernacular versions of the Mablibhllru.ta see Holbmann, Das Mahllbh!lru.ta, 

III, pp. 100 lf. On the Tamil translation said to belong to the 11th century A. D., a. V. V. 
Iyer, I. c., p. 97 lf. and passim. The old Javanic translation is dated 996 A. D., s. K. Wulff, 

Den old javanske Wirlltaparva, Kopeuhagen, 1917; D. vu.n Hinloopen Labberton, JRAS. 1913, 
pp. llf.; and H. Kern, Verspreide Gescbriften, 1920, Vol. ix, pp. 39 lf., 215 lf. On the 
MababMrata on the island of Bali, s. R. Friederich, JR.AS, 1876, pp. 176 f., 17911. On the 
Persian translation s. Boltzmann, I. c., III, p. 110, and .A. Ludtoig, Das Mah&bh8.rata ala 
Epos nnd Reohtsbuch, pp. 661f., 93 lf. 

•) The Yay!lti legend, for instance, is surely at least as early as Pataiijali, who 
teaches the formntion of the word Yllyntika ·• be who knows the Yayati legend " in the 
:MahlbM~ya (4, 2, 60). F. T..acMe (Essai sur Gnva~hya, p 138 f.) is most probably right 
in assuming that in olden times the episodes of the great epics were recited as independent 
poems, and I should like to add that this was most likely the case long before they were 
inserted into the epic. 
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"late" with reference to whole books and large portions of 
the Mahabharata, must always be used with caution and 
reserve. 

This leads us to the most difficult question: What do we 
mean when we speak of " old " and " oldest " parts of the 
Mahabharata? In other words : To what time do the 
beginnings of the :M:ahabharata reach back? 

Let us keep to facts. . In the whole of Pedia literature 
there is no mention of a Mahahharata, though in Brahmal}as 
and Upani~ads there is frequent talk of Akhyana, Itihasa, 
PuraJ;ta and Gatha Narasarpsi (see above, p. 3 L4). Even 
of the great, and probably historical, event which constitutes 
the central point of the epic, the bloody battle in the Kuru 
field, the Veda says not a word, though in t~e Brii.hmaJ;ta.S 
this very Kuru field is so often mentioned as a place where 
gods and mortals celebrated great saet·ifi.cial feasts, that this 
event, if it had already taken place, would most certainly have 
been mentioned.1> It is t.rue that Janamejaya, the son of 
Parik!llit, and Bharata, the son of Dub.~anta and of Sakuntala, 
already appear in the BrahmaJ;tas; and already in a Kuntapa
song of the Atharvaveda Parik~it is praised as a peace-loving 
king under whose rule the land of the Kurus prospered. In 
the works belonging to the Yajurveda there is frequent men
tion of Kurus and Paficalas or Kuruparicalas; and in connection 
with a sacrificial feast of the Kurupaficalas an anecdote is told· 
in the Kathaka (X, 6) of Dhrtara~tr<t, the son of Vicitravirya. 
On the other hand, nowhere in the whole Veda is the name of 
PaJ;tgu or of his sons, the PaJ;tgavas, to be found, nowhere do 
such names as Duryodhana, DuQ.sasana, Karl}a, etc., appear. 
The name Arjuna does, it is true, occur in a BrahmaJ;ta, but as 
a secret name of the god Indra. The Sankbayana-Srautasiitra 
(XV, 16) is the first place where we find mention of a war in 

1 ) See A. Ludwig, Uber das Verhllltnis des mythLchen Elementes za der 
bistorischen Grundlage des Mah3.bharata, p. 6. 
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Kurukt?etra which was disastrous for the Kauravas.1> In 
the .A.svalayana-Grhyasutra,2> "Bharata and Mahabharata" 
are mentioned in a list of teachers and sacred books which 
are honoured by libations at the end of the study of the Veda. 
Pa1.tini 3> teaches the formation of the names "Yudhi~thira," 
"llhima, and "Vidura," and the accent of the compound 
word "Mahabharata." fata:fijali, however, is the first to make 
definite allusions to the story of the battle between the 
Kauravas and the PaQ.qavas. 

What of Buddhist literature ? In the Tripitaka, the 
Pali-canon of the Buddhists, the Mahabharata is not men
tioned. On the other hand, we find, in the oldest texts of the 
Tripitaka, poems after the style of the Akhyanas with which 
we became acquainted in the Brahma:Q.as as a preliminary 
step to the epic.'> The Jatakas, whose metrical portions 
(the Gathas) belong to the Tripitaka, betray an acquaintance 

• 
') C/. E. Leumann, ZDMG. 48, 1894, 80 ff. ; Luclwig, Das Mahiibhiirata. als Epos und 

Rechtsbuch, pp. 77 ff. ; Hopkins in Cambridge History I, 252 f. B. C. Mazumclar (JRAS. 
1006, 225 f.) suggests that the author of the MaMbhilrata. grafted the Knru-Pa9<tava 
story upon an older story of a war between Kurus and PaficAlas. 

1 ) III, 4, 4. This passage has been much discussed. Cj. Hopkins, Great Epic, 
pp. 389 f.; Dahlmann, Das Mahiibhiirata als Epos nnd Rechtsbnch, pp. 152 ff. ; WinternitJ, 

WZKM. 14, 1900, pp. 55 f. ; Utgikar in Proc. I OC, Vol. II, pp. 46 ff.; Olcle-nberg, Das 
Mahiibbarata, pp. 18, 33. Utgikar is right in explaining the mention of the Mababhlrata 
in the A§valayana-Grhya.siitra (and not in other Grhyasiitras) by the fact that Asval6yana 
counts as the pupil of Sannaka, and, according to the frame-story of the MabAbh., 
Ugrasrava.s relates the Mah~bharata to Sa.unaka. The date of the Asv.-Grhya.s is, 
however, entirely unknown, and lists of this nature could easily have been enlarged 
at any time in A§valtiyana.'s school. For this reason we are not justified in drawing a 
chronological conclusion from thia passage. 

1
) VIII, 3, 95, III, 2, 162; 4, 74; VI, 2, 38. But these se&nty references do not 

admit of our dr&VIing any conclusion as to the contents and extents of the epic known 
to P!19ini. 

•) See above, p. 3ll. E. Windisch, M!ira und Buddha (ASGW., Vol. XV, Leipzig, 
1895), pp. 222 ff., and T. W. Rhys Davicls, Buddhist India, London, 1903, pp. 180 ff. 
Recitations of Akhyana.s are mentioned in the Brahmajillasntta, as well as conversations 
and exhibitions which the monk is to avoid (Dialogues of the Buddha, translated from 
the PA!i by T. W. Rhys Davids, London, 1899, p. 8). If, as the commentator says, 
recitations of the MahAbbiirata and of the RAmAya9a were to be understood by this, the 
author would surely have mentioned them by name. 
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with the Kr~I)..a-legend, but not with the Harivarpsa and the 
].busalaparvan of the Mahabharata.l) The names occurring 
in the Jataka-book, Pat;J.Q.ava, Dhana:fijaya (in the Mahabha
rata an ordinary epithet of Arjuna), YudhittQ.ila. (Pali form 
of Yudhi~thira), DhatarattQ.a (Pali form of Dhrtara~tra), 

Vidhura or Vidhura (the Vidura of the Mahabbarata), and even 
the narrative, appearing in this work, of the self-choice of 
a husband and the five-husband marriage of Draupadi, bear 
testimony only to slight acquaintance with the M.ahabharata. 
For PaQQ.a va occurs in the Ja.taka as the name of a horse, 2> 

Dhrtara~tra as the name of various kings,3> Dhanaii.jaya and 
Yudhi~thira are only mentioned as Kuru kings who dwelt 
in Indraprastha, and Vidura is a wise man, who appears now 
as domestic priest, and now as a minister of the court of 
Dhanaii.jaya or of Yudhi~thira.4> Draupadi, however, one of 
the most magnificent female characters of the epic, appears 
in the Jataka as an example of feminine depravity, as she is 
not content witli: her five husbands, but also commits adul
tery with a hunchbacked servant.5

> 

l) The legend of Kr~r;m. (KaQha) is told in the Ghata.jAta.ka (No. 454), allusions 
to it are found also in JAtakas No. 612 and No. 630 (giltU 20). Bee Luders in ZDMG., 68, 

1904, pp. 687 ff., also E. Hardy in ZDMG., 63, 1899, pp. 26 ff. The Jainas have already 

in the third or second century B. 0. made the KnQa cult part of their religion, s. Jacobi 

in OC VII, Vienna 1886, pp. 76 ff. and ZDMG, 42, 1888, pp. 493 ff. 

•) Jataka No. 185. 
•) Dhata.ra~~ha is a king of the gods in Jat. No. 382, a king of the Ntlgas in JAt. 

No. 643, a. king of the flamingoes in Ja\t, Nos. 602, 633, 634. In Jilt. No. 644 he heads a. 
list of righteous kings. In the Mahlvastu Dhrtlrii~~ra is the name of a. Buddha, and once 
the name of a. palace, s. E. Windisch, Buddhas Geburt (ASGW., 1908), pp. 101, 168. 

•) In J&taka. No. 413 Dhanailjaya is a Kuru king residing in the city of lndapatta. 
(Indraprastha.) of the family of YndhiHhila. (Yndhi~~hilagotta), and Vidhiira is his 
purohita.. In J&t. No. 516 Dhanafljaya. Korabya is a. pious Kuru king, called YudhiHhila 
in the Golthas, while the sage Vidhura is living at Benares. In the Vidhurapa.Qc;lita.Jita.ka 
(No. 645, already mentioned in the second century B. C. with the title " Vitura-Punakiya 
jata.kam " in a. Bharhut inscription, a. E. Hultzsch, Ind. Ant, 1892, p. 234) Vidhura. s 
a. minister of the Kuru king Dhanailjaya who (like Yudhi~~hira. in the Mu.hlbhllrata) is fond 
of playing at dice. But there is no all nsion at all to the story of the Ma.hlbhlrata. In 
Jlt. No. 829 Dhanafljaya is a. king of Benares. Vidhura. also ooours as the name of a. 
wise monk in the TherigAthl 1188 and in the MajjhimanikAya. 50. 

•) Jita.ka No. 586 (g>Ithl 288). Cf. Winternitz, JRAS., 1897, pp. 752 If. 
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From these facts we must conclude that, before the 
conclusion of the Veda, there could not have existed an 
epic Mahabharata, i. e. an epic poem which dealt with the 
war with the Kauravas and Pa:Q.Q.avas and the battle on the 
Kuru field, and bore the title "Bharata" or "Mahabharata"; 
but that, on the other hand, such a poem must have existed 
already in the 4th century B. C., as the Sutra ~orks of 
Sankhayana, Asvalayana and Pa:Q.ini can scarcely be later. 
Now as the Pali-canon of the Buddhists, which originated 
in the 4th and 3rd centuries B. C., betrays only quite a super
ficial knowledge of the Mahabharata, it was probably at that 
time still little known in the east of India, where Buddhist 
literature originated. 

We have seen, however, that some elements of our 
present Mahabharata reach back into the Vedic period, 
and that much, especia1ly ,in t_he didactic sections, is drawn 
from a litemry common property, from which also Buddhists 
and Jainas (probably already in the 5th century B. C.) have 
drawn.1> 

Finally, it must still be mentioned, that not only the 
events described in the epic, but also the innumerable names 
of kings and royal races, however historical some of the 
events and many names may appear, do not belong to Indian 
history in the true. sense of the word. It is true that the 
Indiar.s set the reign of Yudhi~thira and the great war of 
the Mahabharata at the beginning of the Kaliyuga, or Iron 

1
) Verses MahAbb. XI, 7, 23 ff., which H. Raychaudhuri (JASB., N, S., 18, 1922, 

pp. 269 ff.} believes to be quoted in the Besnagar inscription, also belong to this 
literary common property. :See above, pp. 314, 409 f., 415, 417. On the ~~yasrilga. 
legend in the Jiitaka cf. above, pp. 399 ff. and H. Luders· in the treatise there cited. 
Another legend which the Mahli.bhiirata (I, 107 f.} has in common with the Jittaka 
{No. 444} is that of Mlil;)~avya, who, as a punishment for having in his childhood impaled 
a fly on a thorn, was taken for a robber and impaled. { Cf. L. Scherman, Materialien zur 
Geschichte der indischen Visionslitteratur, Leipzig, 1892, pp. 53 f., and N. B Utgiknr in 
Proc. II OC 1922, pp. 221 ff. In the Jataka this Miil;)~avya is a friend of K&l;)ha.diplyana, 
i.e. of Kr~l;)a Dvaip!tyana Vylsa), 

60 
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Age, i. e. 3102 B. C.; but this date for tbe bf'ginning of the 
Kaliyuga is based upon the artificial calculation of Indian 
astronomers, and the association of this date with the conflict 
of the Kauravas and Pav.<lavas is, of course, quite arbitrary.1> 

The political history of India commences with the Sisunaga 
kingR Bimbisara and Ajatasattu of Magadha, who are known 
to us as contemporaries of the Buddha, and we may also 
ascribe historical character to the kings of the Sisunaga 
and Nanda dynasties mentioned in the PuraQas.2> With the 
great King Candragupta {321 B. C.), the founder of the 
Maury a dynasty, we step on to firm historical ground in 
India. Of all these historical personalities there is no trace to 
be found in the Mahabharata.3> This "prehistoric" character 
of the narrative and of the heroes certainly indicates the great 
antiquity of the epic. 

Summing up, we can say the following about the age of 
the Mahabharata : 

1. Single myths, legends and poems which are included 
in the Mahabharata, reach back to the time of the Veda. 

2. An epic "Bharata" or "Mahabharata " did not exist 
in the Vedic period. 

3. Many moral narratives and sayings which our Maha
bharata contains, belong to the ascetic-poetry, which was 

·drawn upon, from the 6th century B. C. onwards, also by 
Buddhists and J ainas. 

4. If an epic Mahabharata already existed between the 
6th and 4th centuries B. C., then it was but little known in the 
native land of Buddhism. 

') See R. Bamkrisbna Bhagtoat, JBRAS., 20, 1899, pp. 150 ff. and J. F. Fleet, 
JRAS. 1911, pp. 479 ff., 675 ff. In a similar way the Arabian astronomers have connected 
the same era with the Deluge. 

') These kings reigned between 642 (or 600) B. C. and 322 B. C. OJ. Smith, Early 
History, pp. 44, 46 ff., and E. J. Rapson, Cambridge History, I, pp. 312 ff., 697. 

•) E. W. Hopkim (in Album Kern, pp. 249 ff.), it is true, believes to have found 
references to the Manryas, A§oka and Ca.ndragnpta in the Mabl\bhllrata. But why 
ebould these be so bidden f 
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5. There is no certain testimony for an epic Mahabha
rata before the 4th century B. C: 

6. Between the 4th century B. C. and the 4th century 
A. D. the tran-sformation of the epio Mahabharata into our 
present compilation took place, probably gradually. 

7. In the 4th century A. D. the work already had, 
on the whole, its present extent, contents and character .. 

8. Small alterations and additions still continued to be 
made, however, even in later centuries. 

9. One date of the Mahabharata does not exist at all, 
but the date of ever~ part must be determined on its own 
account. 

THE RlMl.YAJlTA, BOTH A PoPULAR EPIC AND AN 

OltNA'l'E PoEM. 

The Ramaya:Q.a differs essentially from the Mahabharata 
in more respects than one. Above all it is much shorter and ---of much grea,~~-r uniformity. While the Mahabharata in its 
present form can scarcely be called an actual epic, the 
Ramaya:Qa, even in the form in which we have it to-day, is 
still a fairly unified heroic poem. Moreover, while indi
genous tradition names Vyasa, an entire~_thical seer of 
ancient times, who was supposed to be at the same time the 
compiler of the Vedas and of the Pura:Q.as, as the author or 
editor of the Mahabharata, it attributes the authorship of the 
Ramaya:Qa to a poet named Valmiki, and we have no reason 
to doubt that a poet of this xfanle- really lived and first 

---~-----shaped the ballads, which were scattered in the mouths of 
the bards, into the form of a unified poem. · The Indians call 
this Valmiki " the first Kavi or author of ornate poetry " 
(adikavi) and like to call the Ramaya:Q.a " the first ornate 
poem" (li.dikavya). The beginnings of ornate epic poetry do 
indeed lead back to the Ramaya:Q.a, and Va.lmiki has always 
remained the pattern to which all later Indian poets admiringly 
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aspired. The essential factor of Indian ornate poetry, of 
the ~o-called " kavya," is that greater importance is attached 
to the form than to the matter and contents of the poem, and 
that so-called alat(tkaras, i.e. " embellishments," such as 
similes, poetic figures, puns, and so on, are used largely, 
even to excess. Similes are heaped on similes, and descriptions, 
especially of nature, are spun out interminably with ever 
new metaphors and comparisons. We find the first begin· 
nings of these and other peculiarities of the classical ornate 
poetry in the Ramayal).a. While we fount! in the Maha
bharata a mixture of popular epic and theological didactic 
poetry (purat;~.a), the RamayaQ.a appears to us as a work 
that is popular epic and ornate poetry at the same time. 

It is a true popular epic, just like the Mahabharata, 
because, like the latter, it has become the property of the 
whole Indian people and, as scarcely any other poem in the 
entire literature of the world, has influenced the thought and 
poetry of the nation for centuries. In the introduction to the 
epic (a later addition) it is related that god Brahman him
self invited the poet Valmiki to glorify the deeds of Rama in 
verse; and the god is said to have promised him : 

'' As long as in this firm-set land 
The streams shall flow, the mountains stand, 
So long throughout the world, be sure, 
The great Ramiiyan shall endure!' 1l 

This dictum has proved itself truly prophetic to the 
present day. Since more than two thousand years the poem of 
Rama has kept alive in India, and it continues to live in all 
grades and classes of the people. High and low, prince and 
peasant~ nobleman, merchant and artisan, princesses and 
shepherdesses, all are quite familiar with the characters and 

1) I, 2, 36 f. Translated by R. T. H, Griiflth. 
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stories of the great epic. The men are elevated by the 
glorious deeds of Rama and are edified by his wise speeches, 
the women love and praise Sita as the ideal of conjugal 
fidelity, the highest virtue of woman. Old and young enjoy 
the wonderful feats of the true-hearted monkey Hanumat, 
and they enjoy no less the gruesome tales of the man-eating 
giants and the demons endowed with magic power. Popular 
sayings and proverbs bear witness to the familiarity of the 
people with the stories of the Ramayal}.a. But also the 
teachers and masters of the various religious sects refer to 
the RamayaQ.a and draw upon it, when they wish to propagate 
religious and moral doctrines among the people ; and the 
poets of all later times, from Kalidasa down to Bhavabhuti 
and their epigones, have ever again drawn their matel"ials 
from the RamayaQ.a and worked them up anew.1> When we 
come to the modern Indian literature of the vernaculars, we 
find a Tamil translation of the Sanskrit epic as early as in 
the 11th .... ce~t~ry, and soon there follow imitations and tran
slations in the vernaculars from the North to the South of 
India. The religious-philosophical Hindi poem Ram-carit
manas, based on the ancient epic, and composed ~74t 
A.D. by the celebrated Tulsi Das, has become almost a 
gospel for millions of Indians. Generations of Hindus in all 
parts of India have made the acquaintance of the old legend 
of Rama in such modern translations. In the houses of the 
wealthy, recitations of the poem are arranged even in our 
own day. Dramatic versions, too, of the story of Rama, as 
mentioned already in the Harivaq1sa (see above p. 451 Note), 
may still be seen performed at religious festivals in villages 
and towns in· India at the present day .. Thus, in Northern 
India, e.g. in Lahore, the Dassara feast is celebrated annually 
by the " Rama-play" (Ram Lila), at which the most 

') A. Baumgartner, Das Ramayana. und die Ramalitera.tur dar Inder, Freiburg 
• B. 1894, has given a. survey of the whole Rilma. literature, 
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popular scenes from the RamayaiJ.a are performed before an 
enormous audience.1> Whether the worship of the monkey
king Hanumat as a local deity- wide-spread over India-and 
monkey-worship in general can be traced back to the popu· 
larity of the RamayaiJ.a, or whether, on the contrary, the 
prominent part played by monkeys in the Rama legend must 
be explained by an older monkey-cult, remains an open 
question. It is certain, at all events, that none of the larger 
villages of India is without its image of the monkey-king 
Hanumat, and that monkeys are swarming in many temples. 
and are treated with great forbearance and love. This is 
particularly the case in Oudh, the ancient town of residence 
of Rama.2> 

Rama himself, the hero of the RamayaiJ.a, was probably 
only later made into an incarnation of the god Vi!i!IJ.U and 
then worshipped as a god. The fa.ct that the epic dealing 
with this divine Rama then assumed the character of a 
sacred book cannot surprise us. Thus it is said at the end 
of the first canto (certainly not composed by Valmiki): 

"Whoe'er this noble poem reads 
That tells the tale of Rama's deeds, 
Good as the scriptures, he shall be 
lt'rom every sin and blemish free. 

Whoever reads the saving strain, 
With all his kin the heavens shall gain. 
Brahmans who read shall gather hence 
The highet· praise for eloquence. 

•) A vivid description of this festival from personal observation is given by J. C. 
Oman, The Great Indian Epics, The Stories of the Ramayana and the Mahabharata., 
London, 1899, pp. 75 ff. CJ. M. M. Underhill. The Hindu Religious Year, Heritage of 

India series, 1921, pp. 79 f. 
•) CJ. W. Crooke, Popular Religion and Folklore of Northern India., 2nd Ed., 

l896, I, pp. 85 ff., W. J. Wilkins, Hindu Mythology, 2nd Ed., Calcutta, 1882, p 405, 

Underhill, l. c., pp. 119 f. 
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The warrior o'er the land shall reign 
The merchant luck in trade obtain ; 
And _Siidras listening ne'er shall fail 
To reap advantage from the tale. 1 > " 
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Significant also is the legend of Damodara II, a king of 
Kashmir, who was changed into a snake through a curse, and 
could not be released from the curse until he had had the 
whole Ra.mayal}.a read to him in one single day.2> 

But it is the very popularity of the Ra.mayal}.a, as in the 
case of the Mahabbarata, which became a reason for the fact 
that the poem has not come down to us in its ·original form, 
but much increased and disfigured by additions and alterations. 
The work, as we have it before us, consists of seven books and 
contains about 21-,000 couplets (slokas) : but which of these are 
early or late, genuine or spurious, we shall only be able to 
determine when we have given a short summary of the con
tents of the poem. 

CoN1'ENTS OF THE RlMAYA.~A.3> 

Book I, called Balaka/iJda (section of childhood), begins 
with an introduction upon the origin of the poem, and relates 
the story of the youth of Rama. Put in this book, too, 
exactly as in the Mahabharata, the . course of the narrative 

1 ) Translated by R. T. H. Griffith. 

•) Kalh•'s RlljatarailgiQi, I, 166. 
•) Translated into English verse by R. T. H. O•i.ffith. (in 5 vols. 1870·1874, in one 

vol., Benaree, 1895, new ed. with a memoir by M. N. Venkataswami., Benares, 1915); into 
English prose by Manmathanath Dutt, Calcutta, 1892-94 ; condensed into English ve1·se by 
Romesh Dutt, London, 1900; translated into Italian by G, Gorresio, Parigi, 1847-58, into 
French by H. Fauche, Pa1·is, 1854-58, and by A. Roussel, Paris, 1903·1909 ; only Book I 
into Germa.n by J. Menrad, Miinchen, 1897, and a few extracts by Fr. Rii,ckert, s. Ruckert 
Nacblese, I, 271 ff. An outline of the story is given by J. C. Oman, The Great Indian 
Epics, pp. 19 ff. ; a full account of the contents by H. Jacobi, Das Rll.mll.y&Qa, Bonn, 
1893. Scenes from the Ramayan, by R. T. H. Griffith, reprinted and published by the 
Panini Office, Allahabad, 1912, 
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is interrupted by the insertion of numerous brahmanical 
myths and legends ; and some of these are the same which 
also appear in various versions in the Mahabharata. Thus 
a mention of IJ,~yasrnga serves as a pretext for relating the 
legend with which we are already familiar.1> The appearance 
of P"asi~tha and Visvamitra gives rise to the narration of 
numerous legends referring to these r~is, famous from ancient 
days. Thus especially, the story of Visvamitra's austerities, 
which he performed in order to become a Brahman, and of 
the tern ptations of this r~i by the A psarases Menaka and 
Rarnbha is told in detail.2

> The cycle of Visvamitra-legends 
also includes the ancient legend of Suna]}.sepa.3

> Of the 
other myths and legends we may mention those of the dwarf
incarnation of the god Vi~~u (I, 29), the birth of the war-god 
Kumara or Karttikeya (I, 35-37), the 60,000 sons of Sagara 
(the ocean) and the desqent of Ganga from heaven,•> and 
the twirling of the oeean by the gods and demons.5> 

From the introduction we shall call attention only to the 
pretty story of the invention of the sloka 6> : 

Valmiki was wandering through the forest along the bank of a river, 
when he noticed a pair of curlews which were hopping about on the grass 
singing sweetly. Suddenly a wicked fowler comes along and kills the 
male bird with his arrow. Now, when the bird is weltering in his blood 
and his mate mourning for him in pitiful tones, Valmiki is seized with 
the deepest pity, and he utters a curse on the fowler. But the words of 
the curse of their own accord take the form of a sloka. Then god 
Brahman appears and bids the poet to sing of the deeds of Rama in this 

very metre. 

•) 1, 9-11. See above, pp. (399 ff.) and Luders, NGGW., 1897, 1, pp. 18 ff. 

•) I, 51-65. 
3) I, 62, cf. above, pp. 211 ff. 
•) I, 38-44. An outline of this story is given by J. C. Oman, The Great Indian 

Epics, pp. 87 ff. It has been translated into German by A. W. von Schlegel in his "Indiscbe 

Bibliothek," I (1823), pp. 50 ff. 
•) I, 45. Cf. above, p. 389. 
•) I, 2. Translated by F. von Schlegel, Uber die Sprache nnd Weisheit der Indier, 

P· 266. H. Jacobi (Das Ramayal}a, pp. 80 f:) snggeste tha.t the basis of ~h.is legend may b11 

the fact that the epic §loka. in its final form ts to be traced back to Vllm1kt, 
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Book I gives the following history of Rama's. youth : 

In the land of the Kosala (north of the Ganges), in the city of 
Ayodhyi (the present Oudh), there ruled a mighty and wise king, named 
lJasaratha. He was long childless. Then he resolved to offer a horse
sacrifice. The seer IJ,.~yasrnga is engaged as the conductot· of' this great 
sacrifice, and he presents a specially powerful sacrificial offering efficacious 
in causing the begetting of sons. Just at that time the gods in heaven 
were much troubled by the demon Riival)a. They therefore turn to JTil}p1e 
begging him to b~come a mortal, and as such kill Rival)a. Vi~l}u agrees 
and resolves to be born on earth as the son of Dasaratha. So, after the 
horse-sacrifice was concluded, the three wives of King Dasaratha bore 
him four sons: Kauaalya bore Rama (in whom Vi~I].u had incarnated 
himself), Kaikeyi bore Bharata, 8umitra bore Lakf}ma'{l-a and Satrught~a; 
Of these four princes Rima, the eldest, was the declared favourite of his 
father. But from his youth Lak~marpt. was deeply devoted to his elder 
brother. He was as his second self, and fulfilled all his wishes even 
before they were uttered. 

When the sons had grown to manhood, the great !'l}i Yisvamitra 
came to tile court of Dasaratha. Rima and Lak~mai].a went forth with 
him to shiy demons, for which they were rewarded by the !'l}i with 
magic weapons. Visvamitra also accompanies the princes to the court 
of King Janaka of Videha. The latter had a daughter named Sita. 
She was no commoa mortal, for once when the king was ploughing the 
field, she had come forth out of the earth-hence her name: "Slti,'' "the 
field-furrow"-and Janaka had brought her up as a daughter. But the 
king possessed a wonderful bow and had announced that he· would give 
his daughter Siti in marriage only to the man who could bend the bow. 
Many princes had already tried in vain. Then Rima came and bent the 
bow, so that with a thundering crash, it broke in two. Highly delighted 
the king gives him his daughter in marriage. Dasaratha is informed and 
fetched, and then, amid great rejoicings the marriage of Rama and Siti 
is celebrated. And for many years they both lived in happineslil and joy. 

The real story begins with Book II, which describes the 
events at the royal court of Ayodhya, and is therefore entitl9d 
A.yodhya- Ka1}cJ,a.1> 

1
} A fcee poetical rendering of this Book in German by A. HoZtzmann, " Indische 

Sagen." 
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"Then Dasara.tha. felt old age approaching, he resolved to appoint hi~ 
favourite son Rama as heir to the throne, and caused all the necessary prepa
rations for the consecration to be made by his domestic priest Vasi~?tha.. 
This is noticed by the hunchbacked maid of Queen Kaikeyl, and she 
urges her mistress to procure from the king the nomination of her own 
son Bbarata. as heir to the throne. The king bad once promised to grant 
her two wishes, which she has up till now kept pending. Now she 
requests of the king that be will banish Rama for fourteen years and 
appoint her son Bharata as heir to the throne. The king is much cast 
down, but Rama himself, as soon as he hears of the matter, does not hesi
tate for a moment to go into banishment, so that his father may not be 
guilty of breaking his word. In vain his mother Kausalya and his brother 
Lak~mat;~a try to keep him back. He insists that it is his highest duty to 
help his father to keep his word. He immediately also tells his wife Sita 
that he is determined to go in\o banishment into the forest. Hto asks her 
to be friendly to Bharata, to live piously and continently at the cc urt of 
Dasaratha and to serve his father and his mothers t > obediently. But 
Sitii answers him in a magnificent speech on the duties of a wife, that 
nothing shall prevent her from following him into the forest: 

"My lord, the mother, sire and son 
Receive their lots by merit won ; 
The brother and the daughter find 
The portions to their deeds assigned. 
The wife alone, whate'er await, 
Must share on earth her husband's fate. 
5o now the king's command which sends 
Thee to the wild, to me extends. 
The wife can find no refuge, none, 
In father, mother, self, or son : 
Both here, and when they vanish hence, 
Her husband is her sole defence. 
If, Raghu's son,9> thy steps are led 
Where Dar;u]ak's pathless wilds are spread, 

•} It is interesting to note that Rama. always speaks of all the wives of his 

father a.s his " mothers." 
•) Rlghava, " descendant of Raghu," i.e, Rima.. 
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My feet before thine own shall pass 
Through tangled thorn and matted grass ... 
And as with thee I wander there 
I will not bring thee grief or care. 
I long, when thou, wise lord, art nigh, 
All fearless, with delighted eye, 
To gaze upon the rocky hill, 
The lake, the fountain, and the rill; 
To sport with thee, my limbs to cool, 
In some pure lily.covered pool, 
While the white swan's and mallard's wings 
Are playing in the water-springs. 
So would a thousand seasons flee 
Like one sweet day, if spent with thee. 
Without my lord I would not prize 
A home with gods above the skies; 
Without my lord, my life to bless, 
Where could be heaven or happiness ? " 1 > , 
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Rama describes to her all the terrors and dangers of the forest, in 
order to dissuade her from her resolve. But she remains firm and will hear 
nothing of a separation; as _Savitri once followed Satyavat, so, she says, 
will she not leave him. 

Then Rama at last consents that Sitii shall go forth with him into the 
forest. Nor will faithful Lak~mar}a, of course, be hindered from following 
his brother into banishment. Clothed only in garments of bark, the banished 
ones go forth into the forest amidst the sympathy of the whole population. 

But King Dasaratha cannot overcome his grief at the loss of his son. 
A few days after Rima had gone into banishment, the king awakes from 
uneasy sleep about midnight. Then he remembers a crime he had 
committed in his youth ; he tells Kausalya how he had once killed a young 
hermit by accident, when hunting, and how the blind father of the latter 
had cursed him, that he should die of grief at the loss of his son. Now 
this curse is being fulfilled : 

"'I see thee not: these eyes grow blind, 
And memory quits my troubled mind. 

1 ) II, 27. Tranelated by G?·iffith.. 
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Angels of Death are round me : they 
Summon my soul with speed away. 
What woe more grievous can there be, 
That, when from light and life I flee, 
I may not, ere I part, behold 
My virtuous Rama, true and bold? 
Grief for my son, the brave and true, 
Whose joy it was my will to do, 
Dries up my breath, as summer dries 
The last drop in the pool that lies ... 
Ah Raghu's son, ah mighty-armed, 
By whom my cares were soothed and charmed, 
My son in whom I took delight, 
Now vanished from thy father's sight I 
Kausalyi, ah, I cannot see; 
Sumitri, gentle devotee ! 
Alas, Kaikeyt, cruel dame, 
My bitter foe, thy father's shame I ' 

Kausalyi and Sumitri kept 
Their watch beside him as he wept. 
And Da.S:~ratha moaned and sighed, 
And grieving for his darling died." !) 

After the death of the king, Bharata, who is staying in Rajagrha, is 
sent for, and invited by his mother Kaikeyi, as well as by the counsellors, 
to ascend the throne. But Bharata. will hear nothing of it, and declares 
with determination that, the sovereignty belongs to Rima, and that h~ will 
bring him back. With a great retinue he sets out to fetch his brother. 
Meanwhile, Rima is sojourning in the Citrakti~a hills, and is just describ
ing the beauties of the landscape to Siti, 9 l when clouds of dust are seen 
to rise and the noise of an approaching army is beard. Lak~ma9a dimbs 
up a tree and sees the army of Bharata drawing near. He believes that 
it is a hostile attack, and is greatly enraged. But he soon observes that 
Bharata leaves his army behind and draws near alone. He approaches 
Rima, throws himself at his feet, and the brotbers embrace one another. 

') II, 64, Translated by Griffith, · 
•) II, 94. A magnificent description of na.tnre, snch as are not rare in the 

Riimiyaqa.. 
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Now Bharata, with many ·ears and reproaches against himself and his 
mother Kaikeyl, reports to Rama t.he death of his father, and asks him to 
return and commence his reign. Rama says he could not reproach either 
him or his mother; but that which his father had commanded, must even 
now be dear to him, and he will never depart from his decision to spend 
fourteen years in the forest. In vain are all the entreaties of Bharata, 
who reminds him of the departure of their father. Rima, with many 
lamentations, offers the funeral libation for the departed one, but 
remains firm in his resolve. Riima comforts his mourning brother in a 
magnificent speech on the natural, necessary transitoriness of existence, 
an:l the inevitableness of death, which makes every lament seem 
unreasonable. 

" In scatterings end collections all; 
High towering piles at length must fall; 
In parting every meeting ends; 
To death all life of ereatures tends. 

The early fall to earth is sure, 
Of fruits on trees that hang mature. 
Of mortals here behold a type; 
They, too, succumb, for death when ripe. 

As houses fall when long decay 
Has worn the posts which formed their stay, 
So sink men's frames, when age's course 
Has undermined .their vital force ........ . 

As logs that on the ocean float, 
By chance are into contact brought, 
But, tossP.d about by wind and tide, 
Together cannot along abide;-
So wives, sons, kinsmen, riches, all 
Whate'er our own we fondly call,
Obtained, possessed, enjoyed, to-day, 
To-morrow all are snatched away. 

As, standing on the road a man 
Who sees a passing caravan, 
Which slowly winds across the plain, 
Cries, "I will follow in your train," 
So men the beaten path must tread 
On which their sires of yore have led. 
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Since none can nature's course elude, 
Why o'er thy doom in sorrow brood ? " 1 l 

The counsellors, too, come in order to invite Rama to begin his reign. 
vue of these, Jabali, a great heretic and representative of nihilistic views, 
tries to drive away his moral scruples. Everyone lives only for himself, 
he says, one need not trouble about father and mother, death is the end 
of all things, the talk of a Beyond is only spread abroad by crafty priests, 
in order to procure presents,-therefore he should only consult his common
sense and ascend the throne. Rama energetically rejects these teachings 
of the nihilist. i > Even the representations of the pious priest Vasif?tha 
cannot make him change his mind. And finally Bbarata is compelled to 
consent to conduct affairs for Rama. Rama gives him his sandals as a 
symbol of sovereigoty,8 > and Bbarata returns to Ayodbya, where Rama's 
sandals are solemnly placed on the throne as the representatives of the king, 
while he himself transfers his residence to Nandigrama, in order from 
there to manage the affairs of the country for Rama, as his representative. 

Beginning with Book III, which describes the forest-life 
of the exiles, and hence is called Ll.rar}ya-kiirJ,r/a, " Forest 
section," we leave, as it were, the world of reality, and enter 
a miraculous fairy-tale world, from which we do not emerge 
before the end of the poem. While Book II shows us the 
life at an Indian prince's court, and begins from a court 

') II, 105, 16 ff. Translated by J. Muir, Metrical Translations from Sanskrit 
Writers, pp. 41 f. Sayings of this kind belong to:the common property of Indian poets, 
which has already been mentioned several times. We meet them again almost literally 
in the MahAbhll.rata, in Purlll}as, in the legal literature (e g. Vi~l}nsmrti XX, 32), in the 
Buddhist proverbial wisdom, in the sayings of Bhartrhari, and so on. KAma's speech of 
consolation also forms the nucleus of the Dasaratha-Jataka, cf. below p. 

•) The expression corresponds exactly to the Sanskrit niistika, " one who teaches 
that nothing exists (nasti)." Here these words are placed in the month of Rlima: " Like 
a thief is the Buddha, and know thou that the TatUgata is a nAstiko.." This verse, which 
does not even appear in all the recensions, has long ago been proved spurious. Jacobi 

(1. c., pp. 88 f.) considers the entire Jabali episode to be an interpolation. A. Hillebrandt, 

however, observes (Festschrift Kuhn, p. 23) : " The situation is described very well, 

and snch an effective contrast has been made between the materialist and the pions R.tma 

that I cannot consider this passage as spurious." 
•) On the shoe as a symbol of law iu old Norse and old German law, cf. Jacoh 

Grimm, Deutsche Rechtsaltertiimer, 4th Ed., 1899, I, 213 ff. A. Holtzmann has alreaily 

compared the strikingly similar Hebrew custom, Ruth 4, 7. 
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intrigue, such as in reality occurred in India more than once, 
the only fabulous element in it being perhaps the exaggerated 
generosity of the two brothers Rama and Bharata, Book III 
begins the battles and adventures of Rama with fabulous and 
demoniacal beings. 

When the exiles had lived in the Dai_!c]aka forest for a long time, the 
forest-hermits living there besought Rama for protection against the 
Rak~asas. Rama promises this protection, and from tht time is ineessantly 
engaged in battles against these devilish monsters. The man-eating giant 
Viradha. is the first to be killed. 1l Fateful for the exiles is tl:e meeting 
with Surpa'l)alch'ii ("having claws as big as winnows "), the sister of 
Ravai)a.. This she-devil falls in love with Rama and makes amorous 
proposals to him. But he refers her to his brother Lak~maJ}a who is not 
yet married. 1 l Lak~maJ}a scornfully declines her advances. ~'ull of 
rage she is about to swallow Slta, when Lak!?mal].a cuts off her ears an<! 
nose. Howling she flees to her brother Kltara. The latter sets out 
against Rama, first with 14, then with 14,000 Riik~asas, l>ut Rima slays 
them all. After K.hara too has fallen, SurpaJ}akbii hastens to .Lanka, a 
fabulous land beyond the ocean,8 > and incites her brother /,Q.va'l)a, a 
ten-headed monster and ruler of Lanka, to revenge against Rima. At the 
same time she describes to him the wondrous beauty of Sitii in the most 
a11uring colours, and incites him to gain possession of her and to make her 
his wife. Then RavaJ;,Ja arises, drives in his golden chariot tht·ough the 
air across the ocean and there meets his friend, the demon Marica, who is 
living there as an ascetic. With Marica's aid be succeeds in parting Sitii 
from her protectors and stealing her away. He bears her away on his 
chariot through the air. Sita cries loudly for help. The vulture Jatayus, 
an old friend of Das~~oratha's, comes Hying along; he succeeds in smashing 
Ravai)a's chat·iot, but finally he himself is overcome by RiivaJ]a. The 
demon again seizes Sita with his claws and flies away vnth her. As she 

1
) Here again follow (in Cantos 8-14} all sorts of legends, e.IJ. ofl the l~Qi .Agastyt~ 

and others, just as in Book I, and in the Mahiibharata. 
•) This passage is one of the many proofs of the spuriousness of the first Book, 

in which it is related that the brothers of Riima were married at the same time as Riima. 
•) Not, as is usually assumed, Ceylon. It was not till a much later time that 

LailU was identified with Ceylon. See Jacobi, Rllmlyana, pp. 00 ff. M. V. Kibe, Rawana's 
Lanka Discovered, 2nd Ed., 1920, attempts to determine the geographical position of 
Lanka. 
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is borne flying through the air, the flowers fall from her hair, and the 
jewelled bands slip from her feet to the ground. The trees, in who11e 
branches the wind rustles, seem to call to her : " Be .not afraid I " the 
lotuses droop their heads, as though they were mourning for their beloved 
friend; lion!!, tigers and other wild beasts run behind the shadow of ~Jta, 

as if in rage; with tear-washed faces, i.e. the waterfalls, and up-stretched 
bands, i.e. the towering peaks, the hill@ seem to make moan for Slta. 
Even the great sun, whose rays are darkened and whose orb pales at sight 
of the stolen Slta, seems to lament: "There is no more justice, no truth, 
no righteousness, no innocence, if Raval}a steals SUa, tbe wife of Nama." 
(Ill, 5~, 34-89). But Raval}a flies with the stolen lady across 
the ocean to Lanka, where he accommodates her in his harem. He conducts 
her round his palace, shows her all its splendours, and describes to her the 
immeasurable riches and marvels over which he rules. With. coaxing 
words be tries to persuade her to become his wife. But Slta answers him 
full of anger, that she will never break her faith with Rima, and will 
never allow herself to be touched by him. Then Rava9a threatens that, if 
she does not yield herself to him within twelve months, he will have her 
cut in pieces by the cooks and will eat her for his breakfast. Thereupon 
be bas her taken to a grotto, and delivers her to the strict guat·dianship of 
the Riik~asa women. 

Meanwhile Blima and Lak~mal}a have returned, and, to their horror, 
find the hut empty. In vain they seek Sltii in the forest. Riima raises a 
bitter lament, he questions the trees, the rivers, the bills and the animals
but none can give him news of Sitii. At last they find the flowers and 
ornaments which fell from Sita in her flight, soon they find the ruins of 
RavaQa's chariot, scattered weapons and other traces of a fight. Rama. 
cannot but belieYe tbat Siti has been killed by Riik~asas, and in mad 
passion, be declares his intention of destroying the whole world. He will 
fill the air with his arrows, stay the course of the wind, annihilate the 
rays of the sun and envelop the earth in darkness, burl down the summits 
of the hills, dry up the lakes, destroy the ocean, uproot the trees, nay more, 
even annihilate the gods themselves if they do not give him back his Sltii. 
Only with much trouble does Lak~maiJa succeed in soothing the raving 
one and in persuading him to renew the search. Then they find the 
vulture Ja~ayus weltering in his blood. Dying, be still t·elates to them 
what has occurred, but dies in the middle of his story. Wandering 
towards the south the brothers encounter a roaring, headless monster, 
Kabandlta, whom they deliver from a heavy curse. In gratitude for this, 
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be advises Riima to ally himself with the monkey-king St~griva, who will 
be helpful to him in the recovery of Slta. 

Book IJT, the Kifkindkii-kiitJi!a, tells of the alliance ·which 
Rama. forms with the monb'y, in order to win back Sita. 

The brothers reach the lake Pampii, the sight of which causes Rima 
to fall into a melancholy mood; for it is spring, and the sight of the 
awakening of nature arouses in him great longing for the distant loved 
one. 1 ) Here they soon meet with the monkey-king Sugrlva. He tells 
them that be has been robbed of his wife and his dominion by his brother 
Valin, and driven from his kingdom. Rima and Sugrlva now form a 
close bond of friendship. Rima promises to help Sugrlva against Vilin, 
while Sugr'iva promises to aid Rima in the recovery of Slti. Before 
Ki~lrindlza,') the residence of Valin, a battle takes place between the 
ho:stile monkey brothers. Rima comes to Sugrlva's aid and kills Valin. 
The monkey Sugrtva is consecratf\d as king, and Angada, the son of Valin, 
as heir to the throne. 

Among the counsellors of Sugrlva, Hanumat,8) the son of the 
wind-god, is the wisest. Sugriva has the greatest confidence in him, and 
commissions him to find Slti. Accompanied by a host of monkeys under 
the leadership of Aiigada, the clever Hanumat starts on his way to the 
south. After many adventures they meet with Sampiiti, a brother of the 
vulture JatQyus. The latter tells them how once, when he wanted to fly 
to the sun in a race with his brother, 4 ) his wings were scorched, so 
that he bad now to stay helple.•s on the Vindbya hills. But he had seen 
how Rival}a had stolen Slti away and taken her to Laiiki. He describes to 
them the position of Lanka, and the monkeys descend to the ocean. But 
when they saw the immeasurable billowing sea before them, they simply 
despaired of getting across it. Aiigada, however, tells them not to be 
despondent, " for despondency kills a man, as the angry snake kills a boy " 
(IV, 64,9). Then they take counsel together, as to who can jump the 
furthest, and it appears that none can jump so far as Hanumat. The 

') The whole first canto is an elegy, which might be entitled " Longing for the 
beloved in spring," quite in the style of the later ornate poetry. 

1 ) Bence the title of Book IV. 
•) Also Hat~U.mat. The name signifies, " He with the jaws." According to 

IV, 66, 24, he is so called because Indra crushed his jaws with the thunderbolt. 
•) Like Ioarus. This myth is at first briefly touched upon (IV, 58), then (IV, 

59-63) related in purll}a-like diffusiveness. 

62 
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latter then ascends the hill Mahendra and prepares to leap across the 

ocean. 

Book V describes the wonderful island of Lanka, the 
town of residence, the magnificent palace and harem of 
RavaQ.a, and relates how Banumat gives Srta news of her 
beloved Rama, and at the same time finds out the strength of 
the enemy. The book may have received the title Sundam
kaiJ'!a, ''the beautiful section," on account of the many 
poeticai descriptions,') or because it contains even more 
fabulous stories than all the other books. lf the whole 
second half of the RamayaQ.a is already a "romantic" epic, 
then this fifth book is very specially "romantic," and for 
Indian taste the romantic is always the most beautiful. 

With a mighty leap, which c•nses the hill 1\Iah<'ndra to t1·emble in its 
depths and terrifies Rll the living beings on the hill, the monkey Hanumat 
rises into the air and flies across the ocean. After a flight of fo"r tla!J·'• 
on which he encounters various adventures and performs miracles, he finally 
reaches Lai1ka. From a hill he looks at the town, which seems to him 
almost impregnable. He makes himself as small as a cat,'l and after 
sunset, penetrates into the town. He views the whole demon-city, the 

palace of Raval)a and the wonderful chariot called Pu~paka, on which the 
Rak~asa is wont to drive through the air. He also penetrates into Riival)l\'s 
harerr., where he sees the powerful demon prince reposing in the midst of 
his beautiful women. 8 l After long fruitless searching, he at last finds 
Sltii, consumed by grief, in the Asoka-grove. He m"'kes himself known as 

') Thus according to Jacobi, RAmliynDB, p. 124. 

~) According to another explanation: "na n horse-fly." llnnnmat can change 
his form at pleasure. 

s) The nightly acmg1io-scene (V, 9-11) is described vi-vidly in the style of ornnte 
poetry, and forcibly recalls the description in tho Buddha legend, where Prince Siddhiirthn, 
anrrouncled by his wives, nwa.kene at tho hour of midnight, nud is Boized with disgnBt nt 
sensnnl pleasure. The similarity of tho situation and of the description is sufficiently 
striking to justify tho supposition tho.t it is nn imitation of the descrit--tion in .Aivagh01a's 
Burlahacarita (V, 47 f!.). For ne E. B. Co1C'ell rightly remarks (in the preface to his 
edition of the Bnddhncnritn), this scene forms an eBBontial part of tho Buddha legend, 
while in tho Rllmliynt;m., it iB only nn entirely unnccessnry ombelliehmont. Of course we 
must not ascribe tho piece to VAimiki himBelf, but tho imitation muBt be ascribed to 
a Inter interpolntor. 
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a friend and messenger of Rama. She tells hir;n that Raval}a has threaten
ed to devour her, and that she must die after two months, if Rima docs 
not deliver her before then. Hanumat assures her of the certainty of 
Rama's coming to deliver her. 1 l 

Thereupon Hanumat returns to the hill, flies across the ocean and 
relates his adventures in Lanka to the monkeys awaiting him there. Then 
be goes to R iima, reports to him how he found Sitii, and delivers him her 
message. 

Book JTI, which describes the great battle between 
Rama and Rava:Q.a, hence callei " Yuddka·kaYJda," " battle 
section," is the most extensive of all. 

Riima praises Hanumat for the successful execution of his err.md; 
an.i heartily embraces him. But he despairs at the thought of the 
difficulty of getting across the ocean. Sugriva advises the construction 
of a bridge to Lanka. Hanumat gives an exact description of the city 
of Riival}a and its fortific.ation, and declares that the principal heroes of 
the monkey-host would be able to overcome it. So Riima commands that 
the army shall be prepared for the march, and soon . the tremendous 
monkey-army sds out southwards towards the sea-shore. 

When the news of the approaching army of monkeys . had reached 
Larikii, Riivaqa summoned his counsellors, all great and powerful Riik111asas, 
to a council. Now while all the other relatives and counsellors urge 
Ravar}a in boasting speeches to fight, Yibhif!a1J-a, Riivaqa's bt·otbet·, points 

~ to unfavourable omens and advises him to return Sitii. Ravaq.a is much 
enraged at this, and accuses him of envy and ill·will ; relatives, he says, 
are always the worst enemies of a king and het·o. Feeling deeply offended 
by his brother, Vibhi~aQa renounces him, flies across the ocean with four 

-------··-·------
1 } With this, Hanum~t's mission is fulfilled, and the following narrative (41·55} 

is doubtless a. later interpolation : in order to test the strength of the enemy, Hanuma.t 
instigates a. quarrel by destroying the Asoka.-grove. In tremendous battles with thousands 
of Rii.k~a.sas he alone remains the victor: But finally he is put into fetters and taken 
before the demon-king. Hanumat introduces himself as the messenger of Rima. and 
demands the return of Sitli. Rlival}a. decides to kill him, but is persuaded to spare him 
a.s an ambassador. However, in order to punish him, he causes cotton rags soaked in 
oil to be wrapped round the monkey's tail and to be set alight. Sit~ hears «.fit, and 
prays to Agni, the fire-god, thnt he may not burn Hanumat. The monkey now leaps 
with his burning tail from house to house, and sets the whole town on fire, while he 
himself escapes uninjured, The spuriousness of this passage has been indisputably 
proved by Jacobi, I. c., pp. 31 ff. 
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other Rak~asas and allies himself with Rama. On the advice of Vibhl~al)a 

Rima appeals to the Ocean-god himself to aid him in crossing the sea, 
The latter calls the monkey Nala, the son of the divinQ masterbuilder 
Visvakarman, and instructs him to bridge the ocean. At Rama's com
mand, the monkeys bring rocks and trees, in a few days a bridge is 
built over the ocean, and the whole of the great army passes over to 
Lanka. 

Now Rival}a's residence town is surrounded by the army of monkeys. 
Rival}a gives the command for a general sortie. A battle takes place, 
also many cases of single combat between the chief heroes of the two 
fighting armies. Lak~ma~a, Hanumat, Aligada ar.d the bear-king 
Jambavat are the most prominent fellow-combatants of Rima, while on 
Raval)a's side, his son lndrajit is the most conspicuous. The latter is 
versed iu all magic arts and knows how to make himself invisible at any 
moment. 

Thus, on one occasion, he inflicts dangerous wounds on Rima and 
Lak~maQa. But in the night, on the advice of the bear-king Jimbavat, 
the monkey Hanumat flies to Mount Kailasa, in order to fetch thence 
four particularly powerful healing herbs. As these herbs are concealed, 
the monkey simply takes the whole mountain-peak with him and carries it 
to the battle-field, where, through the fragrance of the healing herbs, 
Rama, Lak~mal)a and all the wounded are immediately healed. Hereupon 
l{anumat puts the mountain back into its place. 

On another oc:casion, lndrajit, versed in magic, comes out of the city 
carrying on his war-chariot a magically produced image of :Sita, which he 
ill-treats and beh~ads before the eyes of H11numat, Lak~mal}a and the 

· monkeys. Horrified, Hanumat reports to Rima that Siti is killed; Rima 
falls into a swoon. L\l.k.1mal)a breaks into lamentations and utters a 
blasphemous speech with bitter complaints against Fate that has no regard 
to virtue (VI, 83, 4 fi.) but he is soon enlightened by Vibhi~al)a that 
the whole affair is only a delusion produced by lndrajit. Finally, 
ludrajit is killed by Lak~mal}a after a. violent duel. 

Furious at the death of his son, Rival)a himself now appears on the 
field of battle. A dreadful duel between Rima and Riva!)a takes place, 
continuing day and night. The gods themselves come to Rama's aid, 
especially lndra with his chariot and his projectiles. Bnt as many times 
as Rima strikes off Ravaqa't~ heads, so often a new head grows again. 
At last he succeeds in piercing Raval}a's heart with a we.t.pon created by 
god Brahman himself. There is great rejoicing in the army of the 
monkeys, and wild flight of the Rak~asas. 
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Now Riva~a is solemnly buried and Vibhr~ai}a is install£d as king in 
Lanka by Rama. 

Only now does Rima send for Siti, and proclaim to her the joyou& 
news of the victory-but then, in the presence of all the monkeys and 
Rik~asas, he rejects her. He has (so he declares) had his revenge for 
the ignominy he has had to suffer, but with her he will have no more 
to do ; for a woman who has sat on the lap of another man, and who bas 
been looked at with lustful eyes by another, could no longer be received 
as a wife by a Rima. Then Slti raises a bitter complaint against the 
unjust suspicion of Rima, and asks Lak~ma~a to erect a pyre : for 
now nothing remained for her but to enter the fire. Rima gives his 
cousent, the pyre is erected and lighted, and Sltli, invoking the fire as 
witness of her innocence, rushes into the flames. Then the god Agni 
arises out of the burning pyre with the uninjured Siti and delivers her to 
Rima, assuring him, in a solemn speech, that she has always kept her 
faith with him, and even in the palace of the Rik~?asa remained pure and 
innocent. Thereupon Rima declares that he himself never had any doubts 
concerning :Siti's innocence, but that it was necessary to prove her 
innocence before the eyes of the people. 

Now Rama and his people, accompanied by Hanumat and the monkeys, 
return to Ayodhya, where they are received with open arms by Bharata, 
Satrughna, and the mothers. They enter amidst the rejoicings of the 
populace. Rima is consecrated as king and rules happily and for the 
welfare of his subjects. 

This really concludes the story of Ra.ma, and there cal.l 
be no doubt at all that the original poem ended with Book 
VI, and that the :olio wing Book 1711, is a· later addition. 
This seventh book-it is called Uttara-kar)da, " last section," 
again contains numerous myths and legends similar to those 
which also occur in the Mahabharata and the PuraQ.as, which 
have nothin~ at all to do with the Rama-legend. The first 
cantos deal with the origin of the Rak~asas and the battles 
of Indra with Ravar)a,t> after which the story of the youth 
of Hanumat is related (VII, 35 f.). Only about a third of 

'} VII, 1-34. Jacobi calls the piece" RlhaneYs." 
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the book deals with Rama and Sita, and the following is 
related : 

One day Rama is informed that the people are expressing their 
disapproval at his having received Siti back after she (during her 
abduction) had sat on the lap of Riva!}a; it was feared that this might 
have a bad effect on the morals of the women in the land. The model 
king ltama is very sad about this ; hefcannot bear the reproach that he 
is setting the people a bad example, and requests his brother Lak~ma!Ja 
to take Siti away and desert her in the forest. With a heavy heart 
Lak~mal)a takes hP.r on his chariot, leads her to the Ganges and brings 
her to the further bank of the river, where he discloses to her that 
Rama has rejected her on account of the suspicions of the people. In 
deep grief, but yet full of submission to her fate, Srta only sends Rama 
friendly greetings. Soon after, some hermit-boys find the weeping Siti 
in the forest and lead her to the hermitr.ge of the ascetic Yatmiki. The 
l.t.tter delivers her into the protection of hermit-women. After some 
time she gives birth, in the hermitage, to the twins Ku8a and Lava. 

Several years pass. 1.'he children have grown up and become pupils 
of the ascetic and singer Vilmiki. At this time Rima organises a great 
horse-sacrifice. 'fhis is also attended by Vilmiki and his pupil!:'. He 
instructs two of them to recite, in the sacrificial assembly, the RamiyaQa 
composed by him. All listen with rapture to the wonderful recitation. 
But Rima soon discovers that the two youthful singers Ku!:!a and Lava, 1 l 

who recite the poem to the accompaniment of the lute, are sons of Sttii. 
Then he sends messengers to Valmiki and asks him to arrange that Sitii 
may purify herself by an oath before the sacrificial assembly. The next 
morning Valmiki brings Siti, and, in a solemn speech, the great ascetic 
declares that she is pure and innocent, and that her children, the twin
brothers Kusa. and Lava, are the true sons of Rima. Thereupon Rima 
declares that, though he is satisfied with the words of Valmiki, he still 
desires that Siti shall purify herself by means of an oath. Then all the 
ooods descended from heaven. But Siti, with downcast glance and folded 
"' hands, said: "As truly as I have never, even with one thought, thought 
of another than Rama-onay Goddess Eatth open her arms to me! As 
tmly as I have always, in thought, word and deed, honoured only Rima. 

t) Professional " travelling singers," who sang epic songs to the accompaniment 
of the lute, were called kuiilava; the r.ames Kusa and Lava were invented as a kind of 
etymological interpretation of the word kusilava. Cj. Jacobi, I. c., pp. 62 f., 67 f. 
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-may Goddess Earth open her arms to me I As I have here spoken 
the truth and never known another than Rima-may Goddess Earth 
open her arms to me I , Scarcely was the oath finishJ!d, than there arose 
out of the earth a heavenly thi'One, borne on the heads of snake-demons, 
and Mother Earth, seated on the throne, embraced Siti and vanished 
with her into the depths. In vain Rima now adjures the Goddess Earth to 
give him back his Stti. Only god Brahman appears and comforts him 
with the hope of reunion in heaven. Soon afterwards Rima gives up 
the government to his two sons Kusa and Lava, and himself enters 
heaven, where be again becomes Vigm. 

The thread of this narrative in Book VII is constantly 
interrupted by the interpolation of numerous myths and 
legends. There we find again the familiar legends of Yayati 
and ltahu~a (VII, 58f.), of the slaying of Vrtra by I11,dra, 
who by this becomes guilty of Brahman-murder (VII, 94-87), 
nf Urvasi, the beloved of the gods Mitra and Var~a, who 
in a marvellous manner beget the ~~is V ~tha and Agastya 
VII, 56f.), of King Ila, who as the woman Ila bears Pu'I'Ura
vas (VII, 87-90), and so on. Many truly brahmanical 
legends with aa exaggerated tendency compare well with 
similar stories of Book XIII of the Mahabharata. Thus the 
story of the ascetic Sambuka, belonging to the Sudra caste, 
whose head Rama strikes off, for which he is commended by 
the gods, because a Sudra should not take it upon himself to 
practise asceticism; or of the god who is compelled to eat his 
own flesh because, in a former incarnation, he practised asceti
cism, but omitted to make presents to the Brahmans (VII, 
73-81 ), and similar " edifying " legends. The whole of the book 
bears the character of the latest parts of the l\lahabharata. 

THE GENUINE AND THE SPURIO"US IN THE RlMAYA~A.1> 

There can be no doubt that the whole of Book VII of 
the Ramayal}.a was added later to the work; but it has also 

1
) The problems of the R>\mliyal}a have been folly dealt with first by A. Weber, 

"Uber das Ramayana," (ABA., 1870). The fundamental work on these prol)lems is that 
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long been recognised that the whole of Book I cannot have 
belonged to the original work of V a.lmiki. Not only are 
there numerous- internal contradictions in the book, but the 
language and style, too, stand out as inferior to those of 
Books II to VI. Moreover, in the genuine parts of the 
poem there is never any reference to the events in Book I, 
in fact there are details in this book which directly con
tradict the statements of later books}> 

Only in Books I and VII is Rama throughout con
ceived as a divine being, an incarnation of the god VU!~m. 

In Books II to VI, apart from a few passages which are 
doubtless interpolated,2

> he is always only a mortal hero, 
and in all indisputably genuine parts of the epic there is no 
indication whatev~r of his being conceived as an incarnation 
of Vi~I}.U. Where mythology enters into the genuine parts 
of the poem, it is not Vi~I}.U, but the god lnd1·a who, as in 
the Veda, is regarded as the highest god. 

It is characteristic, too, of the two Books I and VII 
that, as we have seen, the thread of the narrative is frequent
ly interrupted, and, in the manner of the Mahabharata and 
of the Pural}.aS, numerous brahmanical myths and legends 
are inserted. There are only very few passages in Books II 
to VI (e. g. at the beginning of Book III) where this kind 
of thing occurs also. The additions and extensions in these 
books-and they are numerous enough-are generally of quite· 
a different kind. They consist chiefly of the spinning out of 
the most beautiful and most popular pa·ssages by the singers 
by means of their own additions .. We mu~t imagine the 
RamayaQa as having been orally transmitted for a long time 

of R. Ja1obi, Das Ramayana, Geschichte nnd Inhalt, Bonn, 1893. See also C. V. Vaidya, 

The Riddle of the Ramayana, Bombay and l.ondon, 1906; and Dineshchandra Sen, The 

Bengali Ramayanas, Calcutta, 1920. 
') E. g. the marriage of Lak,maJJa, see above p. 487 Note 2. 
•) Thus, for instance, at the end of Book VI, where, at the moment when Sit!i 

ascends the pyre, ali the gods come on the scene and praise Rama as god Vi~!Jn. 
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-perhaps through centuries-in the circles of travelling 
singers like the brothers Kusa and Lava in the Uttara-kaJJ.Q.a. 
These singers or minstrels regarded the epic songs as their 
property, with which they took every kind of liberty. If they 
noticed that the audience was deeply moved. by the touching 
plaints of Sita, Dasaratha or Kausalya, they would fabricate 
a number of additional verses, so that they could linger over 
it for a longer time; if the battle-~cenes met with greater 
appreciation from a more warlike public, then it was easy 
for the singer to gather together more. and more new heroes 
for duels, to have a few more thousands or tens of thousands 
of monkeys or Rak~asas slaughtered or to relate again with a 
little variation a heroic deed which had already been related ; 
if the audience enjoyed comical scenes, especially those in 
-which the monkeys appear, then it was tempting for the 
singer not only to spin out such scenes, but also to add new 
similar ones ; if he had a learned audience of Brahmans 
before him, he sought to win their favour by spinning out 
the didactic portions, adding new moral maxims or inserting 
aphorisms taken from elsewhere; especially ambitious 
rhapsodists would extend the descriptions of nature, probably 
already popular in the ancient and genuine poem, by means 
of additions in the style of the ornate court poetry.1> Pro
bably the RamayaiJ.a, like the Mahabharata, only received a 
more or less definite form when it was written down.8> But 
this must have happened at a time when the poem was 
already so famous and so popular, that it was already regarded 
as of religious merit to read and to hear it, and that heaven was 

') It was favourable for the amplifications, though unfavourable for the preserva. 
tion of tbe genuine, tbat the iiloka is a metre easy to handle, To produce any amount of 
slokas almost in no time, is an easy matter for any tolerably educated Indian who knows 
Sanskrit. 

•) The activity of the commentat-~n·s, by whioh the text was made still more secure_. 
began much later still. 

63 
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promised to him who copied it.1> The more one copied of 
so magnificent and so salutary a poem, " that imparts long 
life, health, renown, good brothers and intelligence," 2> the 
more certain one was of entering heaven. Therefore the 
first compilers and editors to handle the written poem, did not 
regard it as their task to view the transmitted material 
critically, to distinguish the genuine from the spurious, but, 
on the contrary, welcomed everything which presented itself 
under the title of " Ramaya:Q.a.". 

We can, however, only speak of a "more or less" definite 
form of the Ramaya:t;ta, for the manuscripts in which the epic 
has come down to us, differ greatly from one another, and 
there are at least three differen~ rece_~~ions of the text, repre
senting the transmi~n different regions of India. These 
recensions differ from one another not only in reference to 
various readings of certain passages, but also in the fact that 
in each of them verses, long passages and even whole cantos 
occur, which are missing in others; also the order of the 
verses is very frequently different in the different recensions. 
The recension most widely spread (in the North as well as 
in the South of India), is the one which Jacobi designates as 
" C," which has several times been printed in Bombay.3

> 

The only complete edition which has appeared in Europe, by 
. G. Gorresio.4> contains the Ben_qal r~9-~_11sion. The text of the --Nor!_h- Western !ndian_ (Western Indian, Kashmiri) recension 

/ 

') VI, 128, 120: "Those men who, full of love towards R>troa, write down this 
collection (salJlhit4) compiled by the ~§i, attain to a dwelling in lndra's heaven." 

•) VI, 128, 122. Also see above, pp. 478 f. 
•) I quote from this recension in the edition of the NSP. by K. P. Pa1·ab, 2nd 

Ed., Bombay, 1902. It was a mistake to call this recension" Northern Indian," for 
the Southern Indian MSS. give the same text; see Winternitz, Catalogue of Sooth Indian 
Sanskrit Manuscripts, London, 1902, p. 67; M. Winternitz and A. B. Keith, Catalogue of 
Sanskrit MSS. in the Bodleian Library, II, pp. 145 f. 

•) Tarin, 1843-1867. See on this edition E. Windisch, Geschichte der Sanskrit
Philologie (Grondriss I, 1 B), pp. 145 f. Only the two first Books have been edited (with 
a Latin translation) by A. W. von Schlegel, Bonnae, 1829, 1838, on eclectic principles. 
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is now being printed at Lahore.0 The only explanation for 
the great differences between the recensions is the fact that 
the text of the epic was for a long period only handed down 
by oral transmission. It is conceivable that the order of the 
verses became dislocated in the memory of the rhapsodists; · 
that the wording must often have suffered considerable 
changes, and that the singers of different regions' ~ada differ~ 
ent additions and extensions respectively. . · · . 

All these recensions agree, however, in that .they contain 
all the seven Looks, and that in all of them, spu'rious ·pass.:. 
ages are side by side with genuine ones; For this. reason none 
of the recensions represent an "original te.x:t" ~f the R~mal 
yaQ.a; But the omission of a passage in one of the r~censions 
is always justifiable ground for suspecting its genuineness; 
and on the ~hole it is certainly ~asier t() det'ect what is spu~ 
rious and later in the Raniaya"Q.a, than it is in the Mahabha..; 
rata. "As on mimy of our old, venerable· cathedrals," says 
Jacobi, 2l ''every coming generation has added something new 
and repaired something old, without the original construction 
being effaced, in Rpite of all the added little chapeis and 
turrets; so also many generations of singers have been at 
work at the Ramaya:Qa; but the old nucleus, around which 
so much has grown, is to the searching eye of the student, 
not difficult to recognise, if not in every detail, yet in its prin
cipal features." Jacobi himself, in his work:'.' Das RamayaQ.a" 

An edition from a Bengali MS. with comparative foot-~otes w~s- published hi Pandit 

Rasiklal Bhattacharya in the " Ps.ndit," N. B., Vola. 28·34. A c~mpO:rative study of the 
recensions C and B (Bengali) has been made by M. Vallauri, GSA!. 25, HH2, pp. 45 ff. 

1 ) Criticaiiy edited by Pa.ndit Ram Labhaya, published by the Re8ea.rch Departme~t, 
D. A. V. Coiiege, Lahore, 1923 ff. CJ. Hans Wirtz, Die westliche Recension des Rliml
yal}a. Diss. Bonn, 1894; B. L~vi, J A. 1918., B .• 11, t. xi, pp. 5 ff. Only when -~~shall have 
critical editions of all the three recensions, will it be possible_ to decirle which of 'them 
contains the more authentic text. 

•) Das RAmG.yal}a, p. 60. 
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has indisputably proved a large number of additions and 
extensions to be such. The fact that, in an attempt at a 
critical reconstruction of the text, perhaps only a quarter of 
the transmitted 24,0()0 verses of the Ramaya:t;~.a would prove 
to be "genuine," does not speak against the justification of 
the criticism.1

> It is only on account of the great mass ofthe 
"spurious" in the Indian epics, that the reading of them, 
which often carries us away to the greatest admiration, still 
oftener disappoints us. And if a comparison between the 
Indian and the Greek epics with reference to artistic value 
must necessarily result unfavourably for the former, the 
blame rests far more with those versifiers who increased and 
disfigured the ancient songs with their own additions and 
alterations, than with the ancient Indian poets. The "form
less fermenting verbiage," with which Friedrich Ruckert 
reproaches the RamayaJ,la, is surely more often to be placed 
to the account of the imitators of Valmiki than to that of 
Valmiki himself. But on the whole the German poet is 
probably right when he seeks the beauty of the Indian epic 
elsewhere than that of the Greek, saying : 

" Such fantastic grimaces, such formless fermenti11g verbiage 
As Ramayar1a offers thee, that has Homer 
Certainly taught thee to despise; but yet such lofty thoughts 
Arid such deep feeling the Iliad does not show thee." 2 > 

THE AGE OF THE RlMlYA~A.8> 

Closely connected with the question of the genuine and 
th9 spurious in the RamayaQ.a is the question of the age of 
the poem. For in order to answer this question it is certainly 
of importance whether we can form some idea, at least, of 

•) In Vol. 51 of ZDMG, {1897), pp. 605 ff., Jacobi made an attempt to deal critically 
with a considerable connected portion of the RimllyaQa, in which, ont of 600 verses, not 

quite a quarter remained. 
•) l!'. R4ckeTt, Poetischea Tagebnch, Frankfort a. M., 1888, p. 99. 
•) C/. Jooobi, I.e., p. 100 ff.; A. B. Keith, JRAS 1915, P· 318 ff. 
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the interval of time which may have elapsed between the 
original poem, whose genuine parts are to be found in Books 
II· VI, and the two added Books I and VII. 

We have now seen that in the genuine books Rama is 
merely a human hero, and that it is only in Books I and VII 
(and in a few interpolated passages of the other books) 
that he appears as the incarnation of the god Vi~J}.U. 

It is the epic itself which has made Prince Rama a national 
hero. This transformation of Rama from a man into a~ 
semi-divine national hero and finally int.o the Universal God'\ 
Vi~ou must necessarily have taken a .very long time. More- j 
over, the poet Valmiki appears as a pious forest hermit and,/ 
J;t~i and a contemporary of the hero Rama in the first and 
last books of the RamayaJ}.a. Thus Valmiki had already \ 
become a legendary personage in the minds of the poets of ;j 
these later books. All this makes it seem likely that cen· 
turies elapsed betweF~n the genuine and the spurious. portions 
of the poem.1> 

We should immediately add here, though, that also in 
our Mahabharata, which knows not only the Rama legend~ 
but the RamayaJ}.a of Valmiki, Rama is regarded as an

1 
incarnation of Vi~Q.u, and Valmiki is mentioned as an ancient 
~~i. It has already been mentioned above (p. 384) that the' 
Ramopakhyana of the Mahabharata is in all probability only 

'--··--·----- -

a free abridged rendering of the RamayaQa, and we may 
add, of the RamayaQa in a very late form, fairly nearly 
approaching the present one. For, to the author of the 
Ramopakhyana Ram a is already · Vi~JJ}.U become man, 11> 

he knows that Hanumat "burned" Lanka-a passage proved 
to be spurious-,8> and he is already acquainted with that 

1
) Jacobi, I. c .. p. 65. 

•) Mahibh. III, 147, 31; 275, 5 fl', 
•) MahAbh. III, 148, 9. Of. above p. 491 Not~ I, 
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part of Hook VII which refers to · RavaQ.a.0 The story of 
·Rama js related in the Mahabharata in order to console 
Yudhi~thira for the stealing of Draupadi. But this whole 
episode' ot the stealing of Draupadi is surely only an 
hnitation 'of ·the stealing of Sita in the RamayaQ.a. In the 
datter; indeed, this ·abduction is the nucleus of the legend 
and; of .the poem~ while in the Mahabharata the abduction 
of .Draupadi 'has· practically no. significance for the course 
of the narrative. Other striking coincidences in single fea
tures in the two epic3 have been pointed out, especially the 
resen1blance between the heroes _Arjuna and Rama. The 
banishment into the forest for twelve to fourteen years, the 
bending of the bow, and endowment of the heroes with divine 
·weapons which they fetch from the gods 2>-these are points 
'in which · th{' influence of the one epic upon the other is 
pOBsible/ ' but can hardly be proved. N evrrtheless it is more 
likely·· that the Mahabharata borrowed motives from the 
RamayaQa than the reverse. For while the RamayaQ.a shows 
no kind of ·acquaintance with the Pa.r;tqava legend or the 
heroes' of the Mahabbarata,3> the Mahabharata, as we have 
seen, knows not only the Rama ldgend, but the RamayaQ.a 

\ itself. In the IJ;arivaipsa there is even already a mention 
~ of a dramatic representation of the RamayaQ.a (see above, 

p. 451 Note). It is still more important, however, that the 
Mahabharata (VII, 143, 66) quotes a '' sloka once sung by 
Valmiki," ·which is actually· to be found in our Ramayat}.a, 
(VI, 81, 28). Valmiki is mentioned in several places in 

•) Jacobi, I. c., pp. 73 f. Also in Mahllbh., VII, 59, and XII, 29, 51 if., the Ram a 
legend is briefly touched on, and a few versPs partly agreeing with Ram. VI, 128, 95 ff., 
refer to the paradisiacal condition of the subjects of R!ima "who ruled for ten thousand 

and ten hundred years." 
•) Cf. A. Boltzmann, Das Mahiiblliirata, IV, 68 f. E. Windisrh, LZB., 1879, No. 52, 

col. 1709, 
•) It is true thht the poet of the Rllomllyal},. knew the poem of Savitrl and the 

song of NaJa (RIIm. II, 30, 6; V, 24, 12}, but it is not certain that he knew them as part11 
of the Mah!ibbllrata (as is assumed by Hopkins, Great Epic, p. 78 note). 
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the Mahabharata as a "great ascetic" and venerable :i;t!11i, 
by the side of Vasi!11tha and other :i;t§is of ancient times.t> 
On one occasion he tells Yudhi~thira that, in the course of 
a disputation with holy Munis he was once reproached with 
being a " Brahman-murderer," and that through this reproach 
the guilt of Brahman-murder had come upon him, from 
which he could only cleanse himself by the worship of Siva.2

> 

All these facts justify our agreeing with Jacobi {1. c., p. 71) 
when he says that the Ramaya:r;ta must already "have been . 
generally familiar as an ancient work, before the Mahabharata 
had reached its final form." It is quite in accord with this 
that the "process of degeneration," if one may say so, i.e. 
the superseding of the genuine by the spurious, and the 
penetrating of later elements into the old parts has gone 
so far in the Mahabharata as to pervade the whole work, 
while in the Ramaya:r;ta it was checked in the beginning and 
extends only to Books I and VII and a few parts of the 
remaining books. 

But if the Mahabharata already had, on the whole, its 
present form in the fourth century A. D. (see above, p. 465), 
then the Ramaya:r;ta must have received its "final" form (the 
word "final" is to be taken cum grano salis) at least one or 
two centuries earlier. 

However, this does not by any means answer the question 
as to which is the older of the two epics. After all that 
we have said about the history of the Mahabharata as well 
as of the Ramaya:r;ta, it is clear enough that this question 

1
) Mahabh. I, 2, 18; II, 7, 16; V, 83, 27; XII, 207, 4; Hariv. 268, 14539. 

•) Mahabh. XIII, 18, 8. According to the Adhylltm~·Ramllya:.;ta, Vllmiki lived 
among robbers when he was a yonng man, though he was a Brahman by birth. The same 
tradition is to be lfound in the Bengali Rii.mAyana. Cf. Jacobi, 1. o., p. 66 note; D. 
lbbetson and A. K. Majumdar in Ind. Ant., 24, 1895, p. 220; 31, 1902, p. 351; D. Ch. 
Be'*, Bengali Ramayanas, p. 125 (a similar Mohammedan legend, pp. 127f.). BA!mik, i.e. 
Valmiki, is worshipped as a kind of saint by the caste of the scavengers in Eastern 
Punjab, s. R, C. Temple, The legends of the PunjAb, 1 (1884), pp. 529 f, 
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in itself has no sense at all, but naturally resolves itself 
into three different questions, namely: I. Which of the two 
works, in the form in which they are nozo before us, is the 
older ? II. What relation does the period of time in which 
an original Mahabharata epic gradually became the great 
compilation combining heroic songs and didactic poetry, bear 
to that period of time in which the ancient poem of Valmiki 
became enlarged into the present Ramaya1.za by means of 
greater or smaller additions in the older books, and finally 
by the addition of Books I and VII? III. Was ther~, 

generally speaking, a Mahabharata epic or a RamayaQ.a epic 
first in existence? 

Only to the first of these three questions a definite answer 
could be given, namely that our p~~sent Ramayal)a. is older 
than the Mahabharata in its present form. As regarils the 
second question, ·;;~--may assume that the Ramayal)a, being 
so much shorter, required a shorter time for its gradual 
growth _than the Mahabharata. It has already been pointed 
ouCthat the character of the two spurious books of the 
RamayaQ.a is strikingly similar to that of the Mahabharata, 
and that the same brahmanical myths and legends ofteu 
recur in both. The stories which are common to both works 
are, however, told with such variations that we are compelled 
to assume that they are derived from the same source, the 
Itihasa literature orally transmitted in brahmanical circles, 
rather than that borrowing took place. Furthermore, all 
the books of the RamayaQ.a and of the Mahabharata have 
numerous phrases, hemistiches, proverbial idioms and 
whole verses in common,•> and in language, style and metre 
there is a far-reaching conformity in the two works.21 From 

1 ) This bas been proved especially by E. W. Hopkins in the American Journal of 
Philology, Vola. XIX, pp. 138 ff. and XX, pp. 22 tl'., and in his book, The Great Epic of 

India, pp. 58 ff., 403 ff. 
•) On the Sloka in the two epics see Jacobi, 1. c., pp. 24 ff., and Gurupiij~kaumudi, 

pp. 60 ff. 
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these facts we conclude that the period of the growth of the 
Ramaya:Q.a falls within the longer period of the development 
of the Mahabharata. 

The third and most important question, which of the 
two origin;zypics_i;_the ~~rlier, ~a~ only beans'!_e~~<!_br_way 
o{-hypothesis. The Hindus declare the Ramaya:Q.a to be 
earlier -than the Mahabharata, because, according to the tradi
tional list of Vi~Q.u's incarnations, the incarnation as Rama 
preceded that as Kr~na.t> This argument has no force, 
because in the old, genuine Ramaya:Q.a, as we have seen, 
Rama does not as yet appear as an -incarnation at all. 
It is a fact, however, that allusions to Vasudeva (Kr~Q.a), 
Arjuna and Yudhi~thira already occur in Pa:Q.ini's gram-/ 
mar, whereas ~mentioned ei~he~ _EY ~~~n!or / 
Patafijali, nor in inscriptionsoftne pre-Christian era.2> '
It is likely, too, that the theory of incarnation arose 
out of the Kr!llQ.a cult, and that the transformation of the 
hero Rama into an incarnation of Vi!jl:Q.U resulted only later, by 
analogy to the Kr!jlQ.a incarnation.3> A few scholars 4> have t 
declared the RamayaQ.a to be the earlier of the two epics~1 

be~ use t~~- bu_!n~"!_f!_!)~ows does 11o~ur in _it, whilst it 
is mentioned in the Mahabharata. The fact of the matter 
however, is that in the old, genuine Mahahharata the burning 
of widows is just as much absent as in the genuine Ramaya:Q.a, 
whilst there are allusions to it in the later portions of the 
RamayaQ.a, though less frequent than in the Mahabharata.5> 

1
) According to the Parlll}as, R<~ma appears in the Krtayaga, but K~l}a not un

til the Dvaparayuga. Cf. A. Govindiicii.rya Bvii.min in JBRAS., 23, 1911-12, pp. ~44 ff. 
•) Cf. R. G. Bhandarkar, Early History of the Deccan, 2nd Ed., Bombay, 1895, p. 

10: Vai,l}avism, etc., pp. 46 f. -

') Jacobi in EB.E., Vli, 194 f. R. Chanda, The Indo-Aryan Races, I, 1916, pp. 88 f., 
Ill ff. 

') Jacobi, 1. c., pp. 107 f., and before him A. W. v. BchlegeZ and Monier Williams, 
also J. Jolly, Recht and Sitte, p. 68. 

•) Cf. Winternitz, Die Frau in den indischen Religionen, I, 1920, pp. 58 f.; J. J. 
Meyer, Das Weib im altindischen Epos, pp. 307 f. 
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Jacobi !L c., pp. 7S, 81 ff.) is so sure about the Ramaya:r;ta 
being the older poem, that he even takes for granted 
that the Mahabharata only became an epic under the influ. 
ence of the poetic art of Valmiki. This seems to me to go far 
beyond what is warranted by facts, indeed it seems to be in 
contradiction with some facts. In more than one respect 
the Ramaya:r;ta, as compared with the Mahabharata, indicates 
progress -In the~ art _of epic poetry. -In the Mahabharata 
we still have a distinct remnant of the ancient ballad form 
in the proseformztlae such as "Yudhi~thira spake," "Kunti 
spake," "Duryodhana spake," and so on, introducing the 
speeches of the various characters, while in th~ Ramaya:r;ta the 
speakers throughout are introduced in verses.1

> It has also 
already been pointed out to how great an extent the Rama
yaJJ.a already shows the peculiarities of the style of ornate 
court poetry, the kavya.2

> Of course it is hard to say which 
of it is old, and which parts have been added later. Never· 
theless, this peculiarity of the Ramaya::r;ta which separates 
it considerably from the Mahabharata and brings it nearer 
to the epics of Kalidasa, must make us chary of assuming a 
greater antiquity for the Ramaya::r;ta.3

> 

There is a second point, too, in which the Mahabharata 
makes a much more archaic impression th;m- the Ramaya:r;ta. 
'l'hrough-out -·the Mahabharata-at least in the nucleus of the 
poem, which treats of the Pa::r;tgava story and the Kuru battle
we encounter rougher manners and a more warlike spirit 
than in the Ramaya::r;ta. The battle scenes of the Mahabharata 
read quite differently from those described in the Ramaya::r;ta. 

•) See above, p. 324. The Potiil}a.s have always retained these prose formulas in 

order to preserve the appearance of antiquity. 
•) See above, pp. 475 f., 489 note I, 490 and cf. p. 461, 
•) E. W. Hopkins (Cambridge History, I, p. 251) says of the Rlmiiyal}!\ "Whatever 

may have been the date of its germ as a story, as an art-product it is later than the 
Mahlbhlrata.." Uf. also Oldenberg, Da.s Mahabhara.ta, pp. 53 ff., and H. Raychaudhury in 

Calcutta Review, Mar. 1922, pp. 1 ff. 
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Those in the Mahabharata . give the impression that the 
poet belonged to a rough race of warriors, and had himself 
seen bloody battle-fields, while those in the RamayaQ.a · sound 
rather as though a story-teller i~ relating battles of which 
his only source of information is the reports he has heard. 
There is not that embittered hatred, that fierce resentment be
tween Rama and RavaQ.a, Lak~?maQ.a and Indrajit, as in the 
Mahabharata when we read of the battles between Arjuna and 
KarQ.a or Bhima and Duryodhana. The Sita of the Rama
Y~Q.a, when she is stolen, abducted and persecuted by RavaQ.a., 
or when she is rejected by Rama, always maintains a certain 
calmness and meekness in her accusations and lamentations, 
~-------· and in her speeches there is not a trace of the wild passion 

which we so often find in DrauE_~<!_!~ i~_~_-the Mahabharata. 
Kunt'i and Gandhari, too, are ti'Ue hero-mothers of a warlike 
race, while K~\lsa_lya an~~~aikey~ in the RamayaJJ.a can rather 
be com pared with -the- ste-;~otyp~d--q u~ens of the classical 
dramas. This seems to indicale that the Mahabharata belongs 
to a !uder, more warlike- ·ag8;-"\\' hUe- the~ ltamayayj.a shows 
t~~-;;es ota-~~e-reffned Civiliz1ition; unle~s. in order·. to- ex
pl~in:-this ~ha~ply -~~rkecfdifferen-ce between the two epics, 
we assume that the Mj!b_a_bharata reflects a rougher civiliza
tion of 1f.estern India,' while the Ramayal}fl, reflects a !"ore 
refined civilization of Eastern_ Indi~'""-~nd that __ t~~~ two epics( 
do ~not repre~ent the poetry ~o{_i:liffe~ntperiods, but of differ-, 
en_(_r;g~iQ~_of_Jndia. ~Even from this point of view, howeverj 
it is difficult to conceive that the Mahabharata should only 
have become an epic under the influence of Valmiki's poetic 
art. 

There can be no doubt that the Mahabharata belongs 

to t~~~!..-of ... !~~-~~ -~l_ld the Ra~alaQa to th~st.. 
Western peoples play the principal part in the Mahabharata, 
while the chief events of the RamayaQ.a take place in the 
the land of the Kosala, where, according to tradition, Valmiki 
is said to have lived, and where, in all probability, he did 
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really live.1l But in Eastern India B1tddhism originated, and 
in Magadha, as in the neighbouring Kosala land, it was first 
propagated. So much the more important is the question: 
What is the relationship of the Ramayal).a to Buddhism? 

It has already been pointed out above (p. 471) that, in the 
oldest. Buddhist literature, we still find examples of the 
Akhyana or ballad poetry, in which we have recognised a 
forerunner of the epic. T. W. Rhys .Davids 2> has concluded 
from this that the Ramayar;ta could not have yet existed as 
an epic at the time of the origin of these BL1ddha-ballads. Now 
it could be objected that perhaps the ancient Akhyana or 
ballad poetry might have lived on beside the new literary 
form of the epic which had developed out of it, in the same 
way as we find ballad and epic poetry side by side in modern 
literatures. It is remarkable, notwithstanding, that we find 
nothing but Buddha-ballads throughout early Buddhist liter
ature, whilst a Buddha epic was not written until centuries 
later. It is still more important that in the Tipitaka we find 
the .Dasaratka-Jataka,3> which relates how Bharata brings the 

,......---..... -news of the death of Dasaratha, whereupon Rama tells 
Lak§!mar;ta and Sita to step into the water to offer the libations 
for the departed. This ~ives rise to a conversation, in which 
Bharata asks Rama how it is that. he shows no sign of sorrow,'> 

1 ) Jacobi, I. c., pp. 66 ff., 69. 
•) Buddhist India, London, 1903, p. 183. 
•) The Pali text of this Jataka (No. 461) was first published with an English 

translation by V. Fausboll, Copenhagen, 1871. It has been treated iu detail by Weber, I. c., 
1 ff. ; Jacobi, 1. c., 84 ff. E. Senart, Essai sur Ia. Iegende du Buddha, 2nd Ed., Paris, 1882, pp. 
317 f.; Liiders, NGGW., 1897,1, pp. 40 ff: D. Ch. Sen, The Beng,.Ji Ramaya.uas, pp. 9 ff.; 

G. A. Grierson, J&AS., 1922, 135 ff.; N. B. Utgikar in Centenary Supplement to JRAS., 1924, 

pp. 203 ff. Only the gathlls of the Jlltaka belong to the Tipi~aka. The prose narrative is 

the fabrication of the compilers of the commentary (about the fifth century A. D.), and 
all conclusions drawn from this story, such as those of D. Ch. Sen and others, are faulty. 

•) Here we see that even the Jataka-gllthas were remodelled with a Buddhist ten. 
dency. In the .BAmllya.l}a Rlima himself laments exceedingly a.t the news of his father's 
death, before making the speech of consolation, s. R!lm. II, 102-105, and the aame thing 

probably holds good for the ancient ballad too. 
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and Rama replies with a lengthy speech of consolation, 
explaining how futile it is to lament over the dead, as 
death comes to all mortals. The fact that 2,nly one of the 
t'!.e..lv~an_ci(l!l_tgat_h~§._pf_thuMaka.appears in .. -o.l!~---~a~ 
Qa,t> proves that our epic cannot be the source of these 
ve;;s, but that the Jataka is based upon an ancient Rama 
ballad. In the same Jataka book there is also the Sama
Jataka,2> which we may probably consider as an older form of 
the tale about the hermit-boy killed in the chas~, which is 
told by Dasaratha in RamayaQ.a II, 63 f. There are a few 
other Jatakas, too, in which we find passages reminding us of 
the RamayaQ.a, but only very seldom literal agreement.3> It is 
striking, too, that in the w bole of the Jataka, which tells so 
many tales of demons and fabulous animals, we hear not a 
word of the Rak~asa Rava:t;~.a or of Hanumat and the monkeys. 
All this makes it seem likely that, at the time when the Tipi-

r
taka came into being (in the fourth and third centuries B.C.) 
there w-ere ballads dealing with Rama, perhaps a cycle of such 
ballads, but no Rama epic as yet'> 

Another question is whether traces of Buddhism can-~~-~ 
proved in the R~mayaQ.~ It can probably be answered with ... 

1 ) Parallels to other verses in Rltmit-'s ~eech of consolation (Rim. II, 105, 21 : 
22) have been traced by Luders (ZDMG., 68, 1904, 713f.) in Jataka 328, gl. 2-4. In the 

commentary on the Dasaratha.Jiltaka there is also a verse about the ten thousand years' 
reign of Rlima, which corresponds to B4m. VI, 128 ; 104. An allusion to the Rima legend 
also occurs in Jiitaka 513, gl. 17. . 

2
) JAtaka 540, also in Mahlvastu II, 209 ff. Cf. Charpentier, WZKM., 24, 1910, 

397; 27, 1913, 94. Oldenberg, NGGW., 1918, 456ff.; D. Ch. Ben, I. o., pp. 15ft'. 
3

) There are a few scenes and situations in the Vessantara.Jitaka which remind 
us of the Riimiiyal}a, but there is not a single case of literal agreement between the 
Ramiiyal}a and thq Jataka-gllthls. In Jiitaka 519, however, there is a stanza in which a 
demon tries to persuade faithful SambulA to desert her sick husband and to follow him, 
uttering the same threat as is used by Rltval}a to Sitl in Rim. V, 22, 9, namely, that if 
she is not willing, he will devour her for his breakfast. Cf. D. Ch. Ben, I. c., pp. 18 ff. 
The Jiitaka-gathls, too, contain earlier and later portions, and some parts may be later 
than the Rlmlyal}a. 

•) C(. T. W. Rhys Davids, Buddhist India, p. 183. 
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an absolute negative ; for the only place in which the Buddha 
is mentioned (see above, p. 486, Note 2) is decidedly spurious. 
However, there may be one, though very distant, relation to 
Buddhism. ~ bad still believed that the RamayaQa was 
bas~~n--~~~!~1:1!_ B~ddl!_i~!__Jege_I_HL of the p~·ince 
Rama, in whom the legend glorified the ideal of Buddhist 
equanimity." t> 'fhat is surely not the case. Nevertheless, 
the idea of explaining the exceeding mildness, gentleness and 
tranquillity which are ascribed to Rama, by Buddhistic under
currents, should perhaps not be rejected. At the least, it is 
conceivable that, in a land strongly influenced by Buddhism, 
an epic was composed by a non-Buddhist, the hero of which, 
in spite of all his splendid demon-battles, is more a sage after 
the heart of the Buddha, than a hero of war. It appears, 
then, that the authors of the ancient Buddhist texts in the 
fourth and third centuries B.C. had as yet no knowledge of 
the RamayaQa, but that they knew ballads utilised by Valmiki 
for his Rama epic, and that on the other hand the RamayaQa 
was influenced at least indirectly by Buddhism. From this 
we may probably argue that the Ramaya:Q.a came into being 
at a time when Buddhism had already spread in Eastern 
India and the Buddhist Canon was in course of formation. 

This is in harmony with the circumstance that the metre 
. (the sloka) of the Ramaya:Q.a appears to represent aTater 

stage of development than that of the Buddhist Pali poetry, 
and that it approximates more nearly to the metre of the 
later portions of the Mahabharata.2

> 

H. Jacobi thought it possible to assume a pre- Buddhist 
time of_origin of the epic on linguistia grounds-. -This epic 
langu~ge is a-- popular Sanskrit. About 260 B.C., for his 

I) " Uber das RiimiiyaQ.a," pp. 6 f. 
') Cf. H. 0/denberg in Gnrnpiijiikanruudi, pp. 9 ff., and E. W. Hopkins, Great Epic, 

pp. 236 ff. Jacobi, l. c., p. 93, and Keith, JRAS., 1915, pp. 321, 324 ff., contest the 
soundness of this argument. 
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inscriptions addressed to his people, King Asoka used, not 
Sanskrit, but dialects similar to Pali. Buddha, too, as early 
as the sixth and fifth ·centuries B.C. preached, not in Sanskrit, 
but in the popular language. But popular epics, so he 
said/> cannot be composed in an already" extinct" language, 
hut must be composed in the living language of the people. 
Now, as in Asoka's time and even already in Buddha's time, 
Sanskrit was no longer the language of the people, the popular 
epics (in their original form) must belong to an older pre
Buddhist period when Sanskrit was still a living language. 
Against this, it may be urged that Sanskrit has always 

\J' lived " in India as a litPrary language, side by side with the 
popular languages, and has also been understood in extensive 
circles in which it was not spoken. There is nothing strange 
in the fact that, at the same time as Buddhist and Jain monks 
composed and preached in popular dialects, Sanskrit epics 
also were composed and listened to. Down to the present 
day in India it is not at all unusual for two or more languages 
to be current side by side in the same district. And in a 
great part of Northern India there is current, even to-day, 
(besides Sanskrit) a modern Indian literary language, which 
differs strongly from the colloquial language.2l Therefore, 
if we here and there encounter the same verses which we find 
in the Ramayal).a or in t.he Mahabharata, in Pali or in Prakrit, 
in Buddhist or in Jainistic texts, it does not always follow that 
the Sanskrit verses must have been translated from the 
popular languages. Still less justification is there for the 
view of some prominent scholars that the epics as a whole 
were originally composed in popular dialects and only tran
slated into Sanskrit later. It is highly improbable that such 
a translation could hllve occurred without any record of it 

') Jacobi, I. c , pp. 116 ff. 

'' Cf. above p. 43 note, and Grierson in JRAS., 1906, pp. 44l f, 
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having been kept anywhere. Jacobi Il has convincingly 
shown how unacceptable this hypothesis:is on other grounds 
also. But when he here, in opposition to tho view that " a 
popular epic must be recited in the language of the peopl(j," 
recalls the fact " that the songs of the Iliad and the Odyssey 
also were presented in the Homeric language, although the 
language of the audience differed considerably from it," and 
when he emphasizes the fact . hat the conception "nation" 
could never, in India, have the meaning which we connect 
with the word, he refutes his own view that the RamayaQ.a 
must have been composed when Sanskrit was still the 
"popular language," and that it must therefore be pre
Buddhist.2> 

During the fir11t centuries of the Christian era, Sanskrit 
was used by the Buddhists also. 'l'he Buddhacarita of the 
great Buddhist poet Asv(!-ghof!a is an ornate epic (kavya) in 

--._, 

1 ) ZDMG., 48, 1894, pp. 407 ff. The view that the epics were originally composed 

in Pr!l.krit was first expressed by A. Barth (Revue Critique, 5 avril 1886) and later defena. 
ed by him in detail (RHR., t. 27, 1893, pp. 288 ff.; t. 45, 1902, pp. 195 f.: Oeuvres II, 

152 ff., 397 f.). Cf. also Grie'Tson, Ind. Ant., 23, 1894, p. 55. 
') The question as to whether Sanskrit was a living language at the time when 

the epics were composed, has been much discussed. It is a fact that all our ancient 

inscriptions (beginning approximately about 300 B. C.) are written in popular dialects, 
and that it is only inscriptions of the Christian era which are also written in Sanskrit. 

(C/. R. 0. Franke, Pali und Sanskrit, Strassburg, 1902, and T. W. Rhys Davids, Buddhist 
India, pp. 148 ff.) However, the inscriptions only prove that, iu those pre-Christian cen. 
turies, Sanskrit was not as yet nsed as the language of the royal offices : they prove nothing 
against its use as a lite'Tary language. R. G. Bhondar'kar (JBRAS., 16, 1885, 268 ff., 327ff.) 
has already shown that, at the time of the grammarians P!l.nini, Klltyilyana and Patat;tjali, 

Sanskrit was by no means a "dead" language. See also E. J. Rap~on and F. W. Thomas, 

JRAS., 1904, pp. 435 ff. 460 ff., 747 ff. The objections of Rhys Dat•ids, Grierson, and Fleet 

(ib. pp. 457 If., 471 ff., 481 ff.) prove nothing against the assumption that, at the time when 

the epics came into being, San•krit was a literary language understood in wide circles 
and spoken to some extent. Cf. also Keith and Grierson, JRAS., 1906, pp. 1 ff., 441 f.; 1915, 
318 f.; and Windisch in OC., XIV, Paris, I, 257, 266. The fact that in the drama the siitas 
speak only Sanskrit, also tends to show that the siita poetry, i.e. the epic, was~composed 
in Sanskrit. On archaisms in the language of the RAmilyaJ;la s. T. MichelsO'TI, J.A.OS., 25, 
1904, 89 ff. and Transactions and Proceed. American Philo!. Assoc. 34, pp. xi f.; M . .A.. 
Roussel, JA,. 1910, s. 10, t xv, pp. Iff.; Keith. J&AS., 1910, pp. 1:!21 ff. 
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Sanskrit, for which the poetry of Valmiki certainly servt-d as 
a model.1> On the other hand we find, in a spurious portion 
of the RamayaQa, a scene 2> which is most probably an imita
tion of a scene of the Buddhacarita. Now, as Asvagho~a is a 
contemporary of Kani11ka, we m~y conclude t~_~L_a_Lt_he b~gin· 
ning of the se_eond century A.D.,s> the RamayaQa was already 
regained as a model epic, but that it had not yet received its 
final form to such an extent as to exclude further interpola
tions. Tow::t.rds the end of the second century, however, it 
must have already had its final form, as follows from what 
has been said above concerning the relationship of the 
Ramayal}.a to the )fahabharata. 

: . 

A public recitation of the Ramayal}.a is already mention
ed in Kumaralata's Kalpanamai}.Q.itika,4> which was probably 
written towards the close of the second century A.D. In 
Chinese translations of Buddhist tales, which are said to date 
back to the third century A. D., the R.ama legend is related 
in a form prepared to suit Buddhist purposes.5> We glean 
from Chinese sources, too, that, at the time of the Buddhist -~- -----·-.~---~ ... --.-
philosopher Vasubandhu (fourth century A.D.,} the Ramaya.Qa 
was a well known and popular poem also among the Buddhists 
in lndia.6> As early as in the second half of the first century 
A.D. the Jain monk Vimala Suri recast the· Rama legend in 
his Prakrit poem Paiimacariya (Padmacarita), bringing it 

_1 ) Of. A. GaW1'o11ski, Studies about the Sanskrit Baddhist Literature, w. Krakowie, 
1919 (Pra.ce Komiji Orj. PoL Aka.d. Um. No. 2), pp. 2'1 ff. 

1 ) The seraglio scene, above p. 490, note 3. 
1 ) Much as has been written about the period of Kani~ka, it is not ;ret definitely 

settled. However, there is ever increasing evidence for the theory that be reigned dwiog 
the first bst.lf of the second century A. D. Of. Smith, Early History, pp. 271 ff., 276n, 

•) Translated from the Chinese as "AsvagbolJ&'II Siitr&la'!J.kiira •• by Ed. Hubtlf', 

Paris, 1908 p. 126. 
•) Of. S. Levi in Album Kern, pp. 279 ff,; Ed. OhavanMs, Cinq cents contes, Ill, 

p. f.; Ed. Huber in BEFEO., 4, 1904, 698 ff. 
•) See K. Wata110be, JRAS., 1907, pp. 99 ff. 

65 
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into line with the religion and philosophy of the Jains.11 It 
was obviously his intention to offer his co-reli~ionists a substi
tute for the poem of Valmiki which was already famous at 
that time. In about 600 A.D. the Ramayal}.a was already 
famous in far-off Cambodia as a sacred book of Hinduism, fer 
an inscription r~portstW a certain Somasarman presented 
"the Ramayal}.a, the Pural}.a, and the complete Bharata" to a 
~emple.2 > 

The circumstance that the ancient poem already served 
as a model for Asvagho~a, and hence must have been composed 
long before the time of the latter, agrees well with the entire 
absence, in the old and genuine Ramayal}.a, of any traces ·of 
Greek influence or of an acquaintance with the Greeks. For 
two allusions to the Yavanas (Ionians, Greeks) have been 

, proved to be spurious. And it is quite out of the question that, 
as was once suggested by Weber, the Homeric poems should 
have had any sort of influence on Valmiki's composition. 
There is not even a remote similarity between the stealing of 
Sit;a and the rape of Helen, between the ad vance ,-~;;:Lanka 

1) According to the concluding verses belonging to the poem itself, it was written 
in the year 630after r.IaMvira (i.e. about 62 A.D.). E. Leumann (to whom I am indebted 
for valuable information about the Palimacariya) considers this date as unassailable. H. 
Jacobi (ERE., VII, p. 467) assumes that it was written in the third century A. D. The 
later Jain recensions of the Rllma legend (in the 68th Parvan of Gu9>lghya's Uttarapur49a 
and in the 7th Parvan of Hemaohandra's S8.1lti:iaHtkApuru~acaritra) are based on the 
Paiimacariya. On Hemachandra's " Jain Ram:Iya9a" s. I>. Ch. Sen, Bengali Hamayanas, 
pp. 26 ff. (The Jain RAmAyal}a influenced the Bengali versions of the RAmilya9a, as is 
shown by D. Ch. Sen, I. c., pp. 204 ff.). However, the appearance of RAval}a as a groat 
sage and ascetic, and of li!itA as RAval}a's daughter in Buddhist and Jain versions of the 
poem of R&ma, should not be looked upon as traits pointing to ancient traditions, as ia 

done by D. Ch. Sen. In thA Adbhutottarakhar}lja, too, SitA appears as the daughter of 
Maudodari, Rllval}a's queen. This, however, is a late appendix to the Ritmiiyal}a, written 
in praiae of Sitii a~ Sakti, and is popular among the Saktas in Kashmir. Of. Weber, 

BSS •. Verz. I, pp. 123 f., Eggeling, Ind. Off. Cat. VI, p. 1183; D, Ch. Sen, 1. c., pp. 35, 69, 
227 f.; Grierson, JRAS, 19:H, pp. 422 ff. 

•) See A. Barth, Inscriptions Sanscrites du Cambodge (Notices et e:rtraita des 
MSS. de Ia bibliotheque nationale, t. uvii, 1, Paris, !885), pp. 29 ff. On the Old Javanic 
Ramilyal}a see R. Friederich, JRAS 1876., pp. 172 ff. ar.d H . .U:ern, Verspreide Geschriften

1 
Vol. 9, pp. 251 ff., 297, 
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and that on Troy, and only a very remote similarity of motive 
between the bending of the bow by Rama and that by 
Ulysses.1> 

As an epic the RamayaQ.a is very far removed from the 
Veda, and even the Rama legend is only bound to Vedic 
literature by very slender threads. Whether that King 
Janaka of Videha who is frequently mentioned in the 
U paniljlads 2> is the same as the father of Sita, must remain an 
open question. Weber 3>_has pointed out a few slight _£2.~!1~9-
t~-betwe~nthe Ram~!a~~_a_!:ld _ _t"Q_e~jurveda. Sita, the 
heroine of the epic, probably belongs to the oldest elements of 
the Rama legend.· Her name signifies "field furrow," she 
came forth out oi the earth, and Mother Earth receives her 
again. Although the latter feature of the legend only occurs 
in the late Book VII, yet it may be very old. The idea of 
a goddess of agriculture, Sjjfl. who is alread;yj]!Yoked_iu.a 
blessing __ ()I} __ t~~land, in the ].tgye~a (IV, 67, 6) is extremely 
ancient, and cert,~inlf-reache-s back- far into the Vedic period. 
'l'he Grhyasutras have preserved for us prayer-formulas, in 
which she is personified in an extremely life-like manner
" lotus-crowned, radiant in every limb ... black-eyed," and 
so on.•> Yet Weber 5> is probably right when he remarks that 
this Vedic idea of Sita as the goddess Field-furrow is 
"separated by a wide gulf from the representation of her in the 
Rama legend.'' Neither is there anything to indicate that 

1) See Jacobi, I. c., pp. 94 fr. 
1 ) Rltma does not appear in the old Upani~ads. The Rllmapiirvatltpaniya-Upani§ad 

and the Ramottaratiipaniya-Upani~s.d ('!'he Vai§Qava-Upanisho.ds ... , ed. by Mahadeva 
Sastri, Adyar, 1923, pp. 305 fr., 826 fr.; Deussen, Sechzig Upanishads, pp. 802 fr., 818 fr.) 
are very late fabrications, which are " Upani~ads " only in name ; and in them Rltma 
is honoureu as an incarnation of the god Vi~Qn. 

•) Uber daa RiimltyaQa., pp, 8 f. 
•) Kaueikabiitra 106. See A. Weber " Omina und Portent&" (ABA. 1868, pp, 

368 fr.) 
1

) "Episohes im vedischen Ritual" (SBA., 1891., p. 818). 
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songs of Rama and Sita already existed in Vedic times.1> 

Even if, with Jacobi, we were inclined to find in the legend 
of the battle of Rama with Raval)a, another form of the 
ancient myth of the battle of Indra with V:rtra,2> the "wide 
gulf," which separates the Veda from the epic, would still 
remain. 

If we briefly summarise the results of our investigations 
into the age of the Ramaya:t;~.a, we can say the following :-

1. The later parts of the Ramaya:t;~.a, especially Books 
I and VII, are separated from the. genuine Ramaya:Q.a of 
Books II to VI by a long interval of time. 

2. The whole Ramaya:t;~.a, including the later portions, 
was already an old and famous work when the Mahabharata 
had not yet attained its present form. 

3. It is proi.Jable that the Ramaya:t;~.a had its present 
extent and contents as early as towards tile close of the second 
century A.D. 

4. The older nucleus of the Mahabharata, however, is 
probably older than the ancient Ramaya:t;~.a. 

5. In the Veda we find no trace of the Rama epic and 
only very faint traces of the Rama legend. 

6. The ancient Buddhist texts of the 'fipitaka betray no 
knowledge of the RamayaQa, but contain traces of ballads 
in which the Rama legend was sung. 

7. There are no obvious traces of Buddhism to be seen 
in the Ramaya:t;~.a, but the characterisation of Hama may 
possibly be traceable to remote Buddhist influence. 

8. There can be no question of Greek influence in the 
Ramaya:r;ta, and the genuine Ramaya:r;ta betrays no acquain· 
tance with the Greeks. 

~) I am unable to follow the fantastic expositions of Jalins v. Negelein, who 
thinks· he is able to discover iu the Veda the " outline of the &Ama-Sitllegend" (WZKM., 

16, 1902, pp. 226 ff.) 
') Jacobi, 1. c., p. 131. 
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9. It is probable that the original RamayatJa was 
composed in the third century B. 0. by Viilmiki on the basis 
of ancient ballads. 

THE PURA~AS AND THEIR POSITION IN INDIAN LITERATURE.1> 

It is difficult to determine the exact position of the 
Purar;tas Jn the history of Indian_ literature, both according to 
contents and chronologically. Actually they belong to the 
religious literature, and are, for the later Indian religion, 
which is generally called '' Binduism," 2> and which culminates 
in the worship of Vi~:ou and Siva, approximately what the 
Veda is for the oldest religion or Brahmanism. On the 
other hand, how closely the Purar;tas are connected with the 
epia compositions can already be deduced sufficiently from 
the fact that in the preceding chapters we repeatedly had 
to speak of them. Indeed, the Mababharata for the greater 
part and the Hariva~psa almost entirely, are nothing other 

1 ) The first to make a thorough study of the Puriil}as was IT. H. Wilson, in his 
" EBBays on Sanskrit Literature" which first appeared in 1832 ff. and in the Introduction 
and Notes to his tn.nslatiou of the Vi§l}u-Porti~;~a (see Works by the late H. H. Wilson, 
ed. by R. Rost and Fitzedward Hall, Vol. Ill, pp. 1-155, and Vol. VI, Preface). He had a 
predecessor in Va'IIB Ken'r&edy, Researches into the Nature and Affinity of Ancient and 
Hindu Myt.hology, London, 1831. Valuable services have also been rendered to the 
investi~tion of the Puriil}a literature by Eugene Burnouf (Preface to his edition and 
translation of the Bhligavata-Puril}a) and by the compilers of the great catalogues of 
manuscripts, especially Th . .A.ufrecht (Bod!. Cat, pp. 7 ff.} and Julius Eggeli'Rg (Ind. Off, 
Cat., Part VI, London, 1899). For Wilsm's services in the investigation of the Purii}U, 
cf. Windisch, Geschichte der Sanskrit-Philologie, pp. 41 ff. For more recent researches 
on the Pural}as see R. G. Bhandarkar, A Peep into the Early History of India, JBRAS., 
20, 1900, 403 f., new ed. 1920, pp. 66 ff.; W. Jah'R Festschrift Kuhn, pp. 305 ff.; F. E .. 
Pargiter, ERE., X, 1918, 448 ff. ; Ancient Indian Historical Tradition, London. 1922, pp. 
15 ff. and passim; J. N. Farquhar, An Outline of the Religious Literature of India, London, 
1920, pp. 136 ff.; E. J. Rap6o'R, Cambridge History, I, pp. 296 ff. 

') 01\ this religion cf. A. Barth, Religions of India, 2nd ed., London, 1889, pp. 
153 ff.; M. Monier Williams, Brahmanism and Hinduism, London, 1891; E. W. Hopkins, 
Religions of India, Boston, 1895, pp. 434 ff.; Sir Charles Eliot, Hinduism and Buddhism, 
London, 1921, Vol. II; H. v. Glasen:~pp, Der Hindoismos, Munich, 1922. 
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than PuraQ.as, and even the later books and sections of the 
RamayaQa partake of the character of Pura:r;tas. Fu~thermore, 

the Pura:r;tas undoubtedly reach back to great antiquity and 
are rooted in Vedic literature ; many a legend, already 
familiar from ~gvedic hymns and from the Brahma:r;tas, 
reappears in the Pura:r;tas; 1

> but, just as undoubtedly, those 
works which have come down to us under the title of " Pura1,1a" 
are of a later date, and up to the present day books are 
fabricated which assume the proud title "Pura1,1a," o~claim to 
be parts of ancient Pura1,1as. What has been said in the 
Introduction (see above, p. 30) about " new wine in old 
bottles," applies especially to these works. Even the latest 
productions of this literature have the external form and the 
archaic frame of the oldest Pura:Q.as. 

The word "pura:r;t~ns originally nothing but 
puranam akhyanam, i.e. "91Lf!.!!!!ative." 2) In the older 
literature, in Brahma:Q.as, U pani~ads and old Buddhist texts, 
we generally find the word in connection with itihasa. But 
it has already been remarked (see above, p. 314) that the 
" Itihasas and PuraQas" or " ItihasapuraQa " so often men
tioned in olden times, do not mean actual books, still less, 
then, the epics or Pura:Q.as which have .come down to us. 
On the other hand, definite works may have been thought 
of, when, in the ..t1lhat·vaveda,8> beside the four Vedas, "the 
Purii.Q.a" also is enumerated. Only in the Sutra literature 
is the existence of real Puraf)as definitely proved, i.e. 

') Instances are the myths of Pnriiravaa and Urvnsi, of Sarnl}yii (s. A. Blau', 

ZOl'llG., 62, 1908, pp. 337 ff.), of Mndgala {s. PargiteT, JRAS., 1910, pp. 1328 ff.), of 

Vr~akapi (a. Pargitw, JRAS., 1911, 803 ff.). 
•) The Kau~iliya-Artha&lstra I, 5 (p. 10) in its definition of itih.i'ia11, enumerates 

P"rii~a and ith-rtta as belonging to the content of itihiisa. As itll,rtta can only mean a 

" historical event," purii~a probably meanR •· mythologicl\1 and legendary lore." 
•) XI, 7, 24. In the verse Atb, V. Hl, 9 the \'(.~i Narnda is addressed in such a 

manner as to make one believe that the verse is taken out of a Parlll}a dialogue. Cf. M. 

Bloomfield., SBE., Vol. 42, p. 435, 
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of works whose contents approximately agreed with our 
present PuraQ.a te'ds. In the Gautama-JJharmasutra,l) 
which is regarded as the oldest of the preserved law-books, 
it is taught that the king is to take as his authorities on the 
administration of justice, the Veda, the law-books, the 
Vedangas, and "the Pura:Q.a." The expression " the PuraQ.a" 
can here, like " the Veda " only denote a species of literature. 
It is still more important that another law-book, the 
Apastambiya-JJharmasulra, contains not only two quotations 
from " the PuraQ.'\," but also a third quotation from a 
" Bha.vi!ilyat-PuraQ.a." The latter quotation, it is true, is not 
to be found in the' Purat;ta which has come down to us 
under that title, neither can the othE-r two quotations be found 
literally in our PuraQ.as. However, there certainly are 
similar passages in our texts.11> As there are good grounds 
for assigning the abovementioned Dharmasutras to the 
fifth or fourth century B.C., there must have been even 
at that early period works resembling our PuraQas.3> It is 
indeed likely enough that our PuraQ.as are only recasts _of 
older works of the same ~peaies, namely, ofworks of religious 

') XI, 19. Thus also in the Jaw-books of Brhaspati, which are many :centuries 
later (SBE., Vol. 83, p. 280) and Yiijiiavalkya, I, 3. In still later law-books the Pnrii7Jas 
are not only enumerated generally among the sources of law, but also quoted aa such in 
innumerable instances. Cf. Jolly, Recht und Sitte (GrundriBB, II, 8) pp. 30 f, The 
lawyer Kulluka (Manu I, 1) quotes" from the Mahllbharata" the verse: "The Purltl}a 
Manu's law-book, the Veda with the Vedllilgas and the science of therapeutics are four 
things that &l'e established by authority ; they cannot be refuted with reaaona," I have 
not found the verse in our Mahilbhilrata editionA. 

') C!. G. Buhler, Ind. Ant., 25, 1896, pp. 323 ff. and SBE., Vol. 2, 2nd ed., 1897, pp. 
:rxi:r: ff., and Pargiter, A no, Ind. Hist. Trad,, pp. 43 ff. 

•) It does not, however, follow from these quotations that the PuriiJJ&a contained 
separate sections on dharma at that time, as is the case with our present Purlll}aa; we 
need only as~ume that, in connection with the " ancient lore " they also hacded down 
all kinds of ancient legal principles and muims. Of, Pargitrr, Ano. Ind. Bist. Trad., pp. 
48 f. The Kauiiliya-ArthaSiistra recommends that misguided princes be instructed b:y 
monns of Puriil}as (V, 6, p. 257), and counts Paurill}ikas, i.e. "Pur47JA specialists," among 
the court officials (V, 3, p. 247). However, I cannot agree with Pargiter_ (I. o., pp. 54 f.) 
in regarding this as a proof of the existence of definite Purllnaa in the fourth oentury 
B, C., as I consider the Kau~iliya aa a work of the 3rd or 4th oe~twr A. D1 
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didactic contents, in which were collected ancient traditions 
of the Creation, the deeds of the gods, heroes, saints and 
ancient ancestors of the human race, the beginnings of the 
famous royal families, and so on. 

Also the rela~i()~ship of the Mahabharata to the PuraQ.as.1> 

indicates that the latter reach back to great antiquity, 
and that PuraQ.as certainly existed already long before- the 
final redaction of the Mababharata. Our Mahabharata not 
only calls itself a Pural}.a, but also begins exactly as the 
Pural}.a texts usually begin, U grasravas, the son of the Suta 
Lomahar'i!al}.a, appearing as narrator. This U grasra.vas is 
calleJ "versed in the PuraQ.as," and Saunaka, when inviting 
him to narrate, says to him: "Thy father once learned the 

I 

whole Pura.Q.a ; ... in the Pura"Qa are told the stories of gods 
and the genealogies of the sages, and we heard them once 
long ago from thy father." Very frequently legends in the 
Mahabharata are introduced with the words "it is heard in 
the Pura.Q.a " ; gathas and slokas, especially genealogical 
verses, "sung by those versed in the PuraiJ.as," are quoted; 
an account of the Creation, composed in prose (Mahabb. XII, 
342) is called "a PuraQ.a," the snake-sacrifice of Janamejaya 
is taught "in the PuraQ.a," and those versed in the Pura:r;1as 
recommend it; "in rP-membrance of the Pura:Q.a proclaimed 
by Vayu," 2> the past and future ages of the world are des
cribed, and the Harivaquia not only quotes a Vayu-PuraQ.a, 

,Jmt in many places agrees literally with the Vayu-PuraQ.a '"\. 
transmitted to us. Numerous myths, legends, and didactic 
passages are common to the PuraQ.as and the epics. 
Liiders 3> has proved that the ~~yas:rnga legend has an older 

t) Of. A. Holtzma11n., Daa :MaUbMrata, IV, pp. 29 ff. and E. W. Bopki111J, The 

Great Epic of India, pp. 47 ff. 
•) MahAbb. III, 191, 16. Ae Hopkim, 1. o., pp. 48 f., has shown, the description in 

our V&yu-Pu.riL~a is more ancient than the one given in the Mahi>bharata, 

") NGGW., 1897, pi, p. 81. 
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form in the Padma-Pura:ga than in our Mahabharata: In a 
verse of the Mahabharata, which, it is true, was added very 
late, 1> the "eighteen Pura:gas" are already mentioned. From 
all this it appears that :Pu.r~as: · ·as a species of literature, 
existed long before- the final redaction of the Mahabharata, 
and that even in the Pura:g.as which have come down to us 

1 there is much that is older than our present Mahabharata. 
It is, however, only an apparent paradox, when we say 

that the Mahabharata is older than the Pura:g.as, and that 
the Pura:g.as are older than the Mahabharata. For the 
Pura:g.as are just as little unified works as the epic, and in 
them too, early and late portions are found side by side. In r-. 
the numerous cases in which the Pura:g.as agree with each: 
other, and with the Mahabharata, more or less literally, it: 
is more probable that they all are derived from the same\ 
old source, than that one work is dependent on the other.3> / 
This old source wa.s, on the one h<\nd, oral tradition, compris
ing Brahman traditions reaching back to Vedic times, as 
well as the bard poetry handed down in the circles of the 
K~atriyas,s> and on the other hand, it was certain definite 
texts, probably far less in bulk than our present Pur8.l}.as. 
The number of these was probably not exactly eighteen from 
the outset. Perhaps there were only four, as indicated by 
the legendary report iu the Vi~:g.u-Purru;t.a.•> It is, however, 
most unlikely indeed that, as is assumed by some scholars,5> 

1 ) XVIII, 6, 95. Another verse, XVIII, 5, 46, is not to be found in all editions. 
1 ) Of course we do not wish to deny that, in isolated cases, one Punil}a may have 

copied from another. 
•) I doubt, however, whether we are justified in drawing the line between the 

K'l!ltriya tradition and the brahmsuical tradition as definitely as is assumed by Pargiter. 
•) Ill, 6. According to this, the Siita Romaha!11U}a and three of his pupils 

wrote the four fundamental Purtll}asalphitb (miilasa~phit&). Similarly Bh&gavata-Pur. 
xn, 7. Cf. BUN!.011}, Bh&gsvata-Pur&l}a, I, Prefaoe, pp. xn:vii.ff. However, we should not 
place much relianoe on these legends. 

•) A. M. T. Jackso~t, JBRAS., 21, 1905, Extra Number, pp. 67 ff.; A. Blau, ZDMG., 
62, 1908, 837; Pargiffl1', Ano. Ind. Hist. Trad. 35 ff., 49 ff, 

66 
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a,l!_ th~ P~rar;~.as originated in a single original Purai].a. There 
was never- one- original Puril;ta, any more than there was one 
original Brahma"Qa whence all the Brahmal}.as sprang, or one 
origiual Upani~ad whence all the Upani~ads sprang. When, 
as we have seen above, ancient works here and there mention 
"the Pura'Qa," they only mean "the old tradition'' or "PuraQ.a 
literature," in the same way as the expressions "Veda" or 
"Sruti" or "Smrti" are used in the singular. That our pre
sent PuraQ.as are not the ancient works themselves which 
bore this title, can already be deduced from the fact that, in 
content, none of them agrees with the definition of the term 
PuraQ.a as given in themselves. According to this certainly 
very old definition,1> every PurfiJ}.a is to have "five character
i~tics" (p~~calak~a'Q.a) i.e. it is to treat five subjects: {l) 
Sarga, "creation,"- (2) Pratisarga, "re-creation," i. e. the 
periodical annihilation and renewal of the worlds, (3) Var:psa, 
"genealogy," i.e. the genealogy of the gods and R~is, (4) 
ManvantaraJ}.i, " the Manu-periods of time,'' i. e. the great 
periods, eaeh of which has a Manu or primal ancestor of the 
human race, and (5) Varpsanucarita, "the history of the 
dynasties, viz, "the early and later dynasties whose origin is 
traced back to the sun (solar dynasty) and the moon (lunar 
dynasty). These five things only partly form the contents 
of the PuraJ}.as hand~d down to us; some contain much more 
than what is included in the "five characteristics," while 
others scarcely touch upon these subjects, but deal with 
quite different things. What is especially significant of al· 
most all our PuraJ}.as, their sectarian character, i.e. their 
being dedicated to the cult of some god or other, of Vi~r;tu or 
Siva, is completely ignored by the old dcfinition.2

> In most 

1 ) It is found in the more important PurAI}IIS, also in the ancient Indian lexicon, 
the Amarakosa, as well as in other lexicons. 

•) In the Brahmavaivarta-ParaQ.a it;is certainly said that ·the " five characteristics" 
are only for the upapural]as, while the mahapura,as (" the great i'araQ.as ") have ten 
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of these works there are also considerable sections on the 
rights and duties of the castes and of the Asramas, on the 
general brahmanical rites, especially the funeral sacrifices 
(sraddhas),t> as well as on particular ceremonies and feasts 
(vratas) in honour of Vit!Q.U or Siva, and frequently also sec
tions on Sankhya and Yoga philosophy. 

In such Purar;tas as have pr~served an old nucleus, we 
find sections on cosmogony and history of primeval times, 
corresponding to the "five characteristics." We find, too, 
genealogical lists of the ancient royal houses, continued from 
the first kings, whose origin is traced back to the sun and 
moon, down to the heroes of the great war of the Mahabha
rata. As our Purar;tas are ascribed to Vyasa, who is said to 
have lived at the beginning of the Kaliyuga contemporan
eously with the heroes of the Bharata battle, the history of 
"the past" ends with the death of the Par;tQ.avas or shortly 
afterwards.2> In several of these Purar;tas,3> however, the 
royal dynasties of the "past" are followed by lists of the 

'' characteristics," including " praise of Vi~Q.U and the gods individually." The Bhagavata
Pnr&J;~a likewise mentions " ten characteristics" of the "Pnr81,1a " in two places (II, 10, 1 
and XIJ, 7, 8 fl.). (See E. Bunwuf, Le Bh&gavata Pnri.1,1a, t. I. PrM., pp. :z:lvi fl.) But these 
definitions, too, only partly correspond to the contents of the actually existing Pnrao.as. 

1 ) Here the P11ri1,1as often agree literally with later law-books. 0/. W. Caland, 
Altindischer Ahnenknlt, pp. 68, 79, 112. 

•) When the Kaliyuga era had beoome current the Indians felt the need of 
associating the starting-point of the era with some important " historical " 
event, and they used the Bhirata battle for this purpose. There was, however, a school 
of astronomers, thus Varahamihira (died A. D. 587) with whom the historian Kalh&Q.& 
~Up"ees, which does not date the beginning of the Kaliynga from the battle of the 
Mahibharata, but reckons this battle as having been fought in the 653rd year of the 
Kaliyuga (2449 B. C.). In tbe AihoJe inscription (634 A. D.) the date "after the Bhirata 
battle " is already mentioned. C/. J. F. Fleet, JRAS., 1911, 675 lf. Indian kings were 

just as fond of tracing their ancestry back to those who fought in the Bhirata battle as 
European princes were anxious to prove their descent from the heroes of the Trojan war. 
Of. R•pson, Cambridge History, I, p. 307. I consider it as entirely contrary to historical 
criticism to draw chronological conclusions as is done by Pat'giter (Anc. Ind. Bist. Trad., 
Pi'· 175 fl.) from this fiction of the coincidence of the Bharata batUe with tho beginning 
of the Kaliyuga. 

~) Matsya-, Vayll·, Bro.hmaJ;~'a.-, Bhavi~ya.-, Vi~Q.U·, Bhagavata,. and Garn«Ja-PnriJ,las. 
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kings of the "future" in the form of p1·opheaies.1
> In these 

lists of kings of the Kali era, we meet, among others, the 
dynasties of the Sisunagas, Nandas, Mauryas, Sungas, Andhras 
and Guptas which are well known in history. Among the 
Sisunagas are Bimbisara and Ajatasatru, who are mentioned 
in Jain and Buddhist writings as contemporaries of Maha"'J'ira 
and Gautama Buddha (6th to 5th century B. C.); and with the 
Maurya Candragupta, who came to the throne in 322 B. C., 
we emerge into the clear daylight of history. Though these 
lists of kings of the Kaliyuga can only be utilised as historical 
sources, with caution and discrimination,2> V. A. Smiths> has 
shown that the Vi!?Q.U-PuraQ.a is very reliable as regards the 
Maurya dynasty (326-185 B. C.) and that the Matsya-PuriiQ.a 
is also very reliable as regards the Andhra dynasty (which 
came to an end about 225 A. D.) whilst the Vayu-PuriiQ.a 
describes the rule of the Guptas as it was under Candragupta 
I (about 320-330 A. D.). At the end of the lists of kings, 
these Puriil}.as enumerate a series of dynasties of low and 
barbarian descent (Sudras and Mlecchas), such as Abhiras, 
Gardabhas, Sa.kas, Yavanas, Tu~aras, HuQ.as and so on, which 
were contemporary with the former, and then follows a dreary 
description of the Kali age. This prophecy reminds us of the 
account given by the Chinese pilgrim Sung-yun 4

> of the 
barbarian invasions in the northern Punjab in about 165 A. D. 

1 ) In Rimaya.Qa IV, 62, 3 pu• iil]a means " a prophecy made in olden times." 
•) F. E. Pargitw has rendered valuable services to the oriticism of these lists of 

kings, by his book : The PuraQ.a Text of the Dynasties of the Kali Age, London, 1913. 
It is probable that the sources of these prophecies are ancient annals and chronicles; for 
this reason we find occasional expressions snch aa " abhavat," " smrta " in oar texts, 
in spite of the prophetical futuro tense (ci. Pargiter, 1. c., p. ix). Pargiter gives good 
reaaons for the hypothesis that these sources were written in Prakrit ; but we should not 
therefore jump to the conclusion that the Puraoas as a. whole were translated from the 
Prikrit. Pargiter's views have been contested by A. B. Keith, JRAS., 1914, 1021 ff. ; 1915, 

828 ff. Cf. the discussion ib. 141 fr., 516 ff., 799 ff. 
•) Early History, pp. 11 ff,; ZDMG., 56, 1902, 654, 672 f.; 57, 1903, 607 f. Cf. D. 

B. Bhandarkar, JBBAB., 22, 155 f. 
') Cf. fl. Beal, Buddhist Records of the Western World, I, p. 01 Smith, Early 

History, p. 828. 
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and of KalhaQa's •> vivid description of the rule of the Hun 
chieftains Torama:r;ta (about 500 A. D.) and Mihirakula (about 
515 A. D.) who ruled "like the god of death in the kingdom 
swamped by the barbarian hordes," and, surrounded day 
and night by thousands of murrlerers, took no pity· even on 
women and children. Moreover, foreign dynasties ruled in 
India over and over again as early as in the first centuries of 
the Christian era. It is possible that we may have to inter
pret the prophecies about the evil Kaliyuga as an echo of 
these various barbarian invasions and foreign rules. The 
data are, however, too confused to serve as a basis for safe 
conclusions as to the date of origin of the Pura:r;tas. All that 
we can safely conclude is that .;he earlier PuraQas must have 
come into being before the 7th century, for neither later 
dynasties nor later famousrulerssuch-as--lor instance Har~a, 
occur in the lists of kings. 

Another point which would seem to bear out the theory 
that the earlier PuraQ.as had come into being, with, to all 
intents and purposes, their present form, as early as hi the 
first centuries of the Christian era, is the striking_resemblance 

c..--

bet_ween the _Buddhist __ Mahayiil!a_t~xts_of _the _!i_rst centuries 
of the Christian era, and the Pura:Q.as. The Lalitavistara I 
not only calls itself a "PuraQ.a,'' but really has much in 
common with the PuraQ.as. Texts like SaddharmapuQ.Q.arika, 
KaraQ.Q.avyuha and even some passages of the Mahavastu, 
remind us of the sectarian Pura.Q.as not only by reason of the 
boundless exaggerations but also on account of the extra
vagance in the praise of Bhakti. The Digambara Jains, too, 
composed PuraQ.as from the 7th century onwards.2

> 

It used to be the general opinion of Western scholars 
that our PuraQ.aS belong to the latest productions of Sanskrit 

1
) Rajatarailgi~i I, 289 ff. C/. Smith, Early History, 328 ff,, 333 ff. 

:> Ra.vi~e~a. wrote the Pa.dmapuriiJ;~& in 660 A. D. See also Pargiter, lllirkaQI}eya 

PnrliJ;~& 'l'ransl., p. xiv. 
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literature and only originated in the last thousand years.ll 
This view is certainly no longer tenable. For the poet BatJ,a 
already (about 625 A.D.) knows the Purat;tas well, and relates 
in his historical romance Har!ilacaritaJ how he attended a 
reading of the Vayu-PuraJJ.a in his native village. The philo
sopher Kumiirila (about 750 A.D.) relies on the PuraJJ.aS as 
sources of law, while Sankara (9th century) and Ramiinuja 
(12th century) refer to them as ancient and sacred texts in 
support of their philosophical doctrine8. It is also important 
that the Arabian traveller Alberuni (about 1030 A.D.) is very 
familiar with the PuraQ.as, gives a list of the "eighteen 
Pura~J.as," and not only quotes Aditya, Vayu, 'M:atsya, and 
Vi!i!JJ.U-Pura.Q.a, but has also studied one of the later PuraJJ.a 
texts, the Vi!i!JJ.Udharmottara, very minutely.2

> The erroneous 
opinion that the Purat;1.as must be "quite modern" is also 
connected with the formerly prevalent notion that the PuraQ.a 
religion, the Vi!i!Q.U and Siva worship, was of a late date. 
More recent investigations have proved, however, that the 
sects of the Vi!i!QU and Siva worshippers at all events 

i) This view WI\S first expressed by H. H. Wilson and often repeated after him, 

He ~aw references to the Mahomedan conquest in the description of the Kaliyuga. 

Vans Kennedy (see Wilson, Works X, 257 ff.) already advocated emphatically a greater 

antiquity of the Pnrllr;tas. 
•) Cf. G. Buhler, Ind. Ant., 19, 1890, 382 ff.; 25, 1896, 328 t'f.; P. Deussen, System 

des Vedanta, Leipzig, 1883, ·p. 36; Smith, Early History, pp. 22 ff. A manuscript of the 
Skanda-Purar;ta in Gupta script is assigned by Haraprasad Sastri (JASB., 1893, p. 250) to 
the middle of the 7th century. In records of land.grants of the 5~h century B. C. verses 
are quoted, which, according to Pargiter (JRAB., 1912, 248 ff., Anc. Ind. Hist. Trad., p. 

49), occur only in the Padma-, Bhavi~ya-, and Brahma-Pnrar;ta, and hence he concludes 
that these particular Pnrar;tas are earlier. It is more probable, however, that these 
verses both in the inscriptions and in the Puc&r;tas were taken from earlier Dharmasastras. 
Cf. Keith, JRAS., 1912, 248 ff., 756, and Fleet, ib., 1046 ff. Fleet himself believes that 
chronological deductions could be made from the fact that in some of the Pnrar;tas the 
planets, beginning with the sun, are enumerated in the same order in which they appear 
in the days of the week, which points to the period after 600 A. D. However, any 

arguments of this nature are conclusive merely for isolated chapters, and not for complete 

Purar;ta texts. 
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reach back to pre-Christian and perhaps pre-Buddhist 
times.1> 

The orthodox Hindus themselves regard the PuraQ.as as 
extremely ancient. They believe that the same Vyasa who 
compiled the Vedas and composed the 1\fahabharata was also, 
in the beginning of the Kaliyuga,2> the present age of the 
world, the author of the eighteen Pura:r;tas. But this Vyasa 
is a form of the exalted god Vi~:r;tu himself, "for" (says the 
Vi~:r;tu-Pura:r;ta) "who else could have composed the Maha
bharata ?" His pupil was the Siita Lomahar~a:r;ta, and to him 
he imparted the PuraQ.as.31 Thus the Pura:r;tas have a divine 
or1gm. And the Vedanta philosopher Sankara, for a proof of 
the personal existence of the gods, turns to 1 tihasas and 
PuraQ.as, because these, as· he says, rest not only upon the 
Veda, but also upon sense-perception, namely on the percep
tion of people like Vyasa, who personally spoke with the 
gods.'' The authority of the PuraQ.as certainly cannot be 
compared with that of the Vedas. Itihasa and Pura:r;ta are, to 
a certain extent, merely a supplement to the Veda, principally 
intended for the instruction of women and Sudras, who are not 
entitled to the study of the Veda. Thus already an ancient 
verse says : " By ltihasas and PuraQ.as the Veda is to be 
strengthened : for the Veda fears an unlearned man, thinking 
that the latter might injure it.'' 5> Only the Veda, says 

1 ) Cf. G. Buhler, Ep. Ind. II, 1894, p. 95. Kadphises 11 (about 78 A. D.) was 
so ardent a Siva-worshipper that he had a picture of Siva stamped on his coins (V. A. 
Smith, I. c., p. 318). 

•) Thus according te :Mahabh. XII, 349 and Sailkara in his commentary on the 
Vedlinta-Siitrns III, 3, 32. 

•) Vi~J}.u-Pural}.a III, 4 and 6. The name Lomahar~BIJ.a (or Romaha~aiJ.a) is 
explained etymologically in the Vayu-PuraiJ.& I, 16, as "one who, by his beautiful narrations, 
causes the h11irs (loman) on the bodies of the hearers to stand on B11a (ha~a:Q.a) with joy." 

') Ved.-Sli.. I, 3, 33. SBE., Vol. 34, p. 222. baokara adds: From the fact that 
men no longer to-day speak with the gods, it in no wise follows that this was not the case 

in ancient times. 
") The verse is quoted by R&mllnuja. (SBE., Vol. 48, p. 91) as a Puri:Q.a text, 

It is to be found in VAyu-Pur, I, 201; :Mah&bhii.r. I, 1, 267, and Vasi,\ha.-Dharmas. 27, 6. 
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Ramanuja,l) serves for the attainment of the highest 
knowledge, the knowledge of Brahman, while Itihasa and 
PuraQ.a lead only to the cleansing from sins. The PuraQ.as, 
then, are sacred books of the second grade. 2

> This is easily 
explained, for originally the PuraQ.R.S were not priestly litera
ture at all. The Sutas or bards were undoubtedly the creators 
and bearers of the oldest Purana poetry as well as of the 
epic.3> This is also borne out by the circumstance that in 
almost all the PuraQ.as the Suta Lomahar~aQ.a or his son 
U grasravas, "the Sa uti," i.e. " the son of the Suta," appears 
as narrator. This is so much the case that Suta and Sauti 
are used almost as proper names in the PuraQ.as. But the 
Suta was certainly no Brahman, and he bad nothing to do 
with the Veda.'> But when this old bard poetry ceased, we 
do not know when, this literature did not pass into the hands 
of the learned Brahmans, the Veda-knowers, but the lower 
priesthood, which congregated in temples and places of pil
grimage, took possession of it ; and these rather uneducated 
temple-priests used it for the glorification of the deities whom 
they served, and in later times more and more for the recom
mendation of the temples and places of pilgrimage in which 

l) BBE., Vol. 48, pp. 338 f. 
•) This is expressed most clearly by Ramanuja {on Ved.-Sd. ~II, I, 3, SBE., 

Vol. 48, p. 413) when he says that the Porlh;1as have indeed been proclaimed by the 
Creator Hiral)yagarbha, but that they, just as Hiral)yagarbha himself, are not free from 
the qualities of passion (rajas) and of darkness (tamas) and are therefore subject to 
error. 

3 ) According to the Vliyu- and the Padma-Puriil)a, the preservatiGn of the 

genealogies of the gods ~tis and famous kings, is the duty of the Siitas. Cf. Pargiter, 

Anc. Ind. Hist. Trad., pp. 15 ff. Thus even at the present day the Bhatas preserve the 
genealogies of the K,atriyas; see C. V. Yaidya, History of Mediaeval Hindu India, II, 
Poona, 1924, pp. 260 ff. 

') "The Siita has no claim at all to the study of the Vedas," says the Vayn
Pura~;~a, I, 33, and also according to Bhag. Pur. I, 4, 13, the Biita is conversant " with the 
whole realm of literature with the e•ception of the Veda." Cf. E. Burnouf, Le Bhllgavata

Pnril}& I, pp. xm and !iii ff. 
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they maintained and often enriched themselves!> But how 
very strongly, nevertheless, even to the present day, the 
Hindus believe in the sanctity of the Pura:Q.as, is best shown 
by a lecture delivered by Manila! N. Dvivedi at the Congress 
of Orientalists in Stockholm (1889).2> As a man of Western 
education he spoke of anthropology and geology, of Darwin 
and Haeckel, Spencer and Quatrefages, but only in order to 
prove that the view of life of the Puriii;l.as and their teachings 
upon the Creation are scientific truths, and he finds in them 
altogether only the highest truth and deepest wisdom-if one 
only understands it all correctly, i.e. symbolically. 

The Pura:Q.as are valuable to the historian and to the 
antiquarian as sourceR of political history by reason of their 
genealogies, even though they can only be used with great 
caution and careful discrimination.3

> At all events they are 
of inestimable value from the point of view of the history of 
religion, and on this head alone deserve far more careful study 
than has hitherto been devoted to them. They afford us far 
greater insight into all aspects and phases of Hinduism-its 
mythology, its idol-worship, its theism and pantheism, . its 
love of God, its philosophy and its superstitions, its festivals 
and ceremonies and its ethics, than any other works.4> As 
literary productions, on the other hand, they are by no means 
a pleasin!J phenomenon. They are in every respect regardless . 

1 ) According to Manu III, 152, temple-priests ( devalaka) cannot be invite.t to 
sacrifices any more than physicians and vendors of meat. The historian Kalhal}a speaks 
of these priests with undisguised contempt. Cj. M.A. Stein, Kalhal}a's Rajatarailgiv.i ..•.•• 
translated ... Westminster, 1900), Vol. I, Introduction, p. 19 f. The epics, as well as the 
Pural}as, are now-a-days redted by special reciters " (Pi~hakas) or " narrators " 
(Kathaka.s) belonging to the Brahman ca.ste. 

') OC, VIII Stockholm, II, pp. 199 ff. 
•) As historical sources they surely do not deserve such confidence o.s is placed 

in them by F. E. Pargiter (JRAS 1914, 267 ff.; Bho.ndarkar Com. Vol., p. 107 ff., and 

Anc. Ind. Hist. Trad, 77 ff., 119 ff. and passim). 
') CJ. Pargiter, ERE X, pp. 451 ff. and J. N. Farquhar, Outline of the Religioqs 

Literature of India, p. 136 ff. and passim, 

67 
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of form an~ proportions. The carele~s language and poor 
Tersifi.cation, in which the grammar often suffers for the sake 
of the metre, are just as characteristic of these works as are 
the confused medley of contents and the boundless exaggera
tions. Just a. few examples of the latt~r. While in the 
~gveda Urvasi sojourns with Pururavas for four years, the 
two lovers in the Vi!}Q.u-Pural'}.a spend 61,000 years in 
pleasure and delight. While even the older PuraQas 
know only seven hells, the Bhagavata-Pural}.a speaks of 
" hundreds and thousands " of bells, and the Garuqa-PuraQa 
counts no less than 8,100,000.1> The later the Pural}.a
this may be regarded as a. general rule-the more boundless 
are the exaggerations. This, too, indicates that it was an 
inferior class of literary men, belonging to the lower, unedu
cated priesthood, which was engaged in the transmission of 
the Pural}.as. Yet, many of the old legends of kings and 
some very old genealogical verses (anuvamsasloka) and song
verses (gathas) have been saved from the original bard poetry 
and incorporated into the later texts which have come down to 
us. Fortunately. too, the compilers of the PuraQas, who col
lected their m~terials from anywhere and everywhere without 
choice, did not despise the good either, and received into their 
texts many a dialogue, in form and contents recalling the 
Upa.ni~ads, as well as some profound legends, taken from the 
old ascetic poetry. Thus the following short survey of the most 
important PuraQ.as and their contents will show that even m 
the desert of PuraQ.a literature oases are not wanting. 

SuRVEY oF THE PualJ:l'A.-LITERATURE. 

In the PuraQas themselves which have come down to us, 
the number of existing Pura:r;tas " composed by Vyasa" is 

•) Scherman, Visioaalitteratur, p. 32 f. 
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unanimously given as eighteen; and also with reference to 
their titles there is almost complete agreement. Most of the 
Pur8J,las also agree in the order in which they enumerate the 
eighteen Put·al,las, viz. : · 

1. Btahma 10. Brahmavaivarta. 
2. Padma 11. Laing a 
3. Vai~J,la va. 12. Varaha. 
4. Saiva or Vayavrya 13. Skiinda 
5. Bbagavata 14. Vamana 
6 . Naradrya 15. Kaurma . 
7. Markal,lQ.eya 16. Matsya 
8. !.gneya 17. GaruQ.a 
9. Bhavi~ya or Bhavi~yat 18. Brahmal,ll),a l) 

It is peculiar that this . list of " eighteen Purii.J,las " is given 
in each one of them, as though none were the first and none 
the last, but all had already existed when each separate 
one was composed. All these Pura:tui.s point out in extra
vagant terms the advantages to be attained both in this 
world and in the world beyond, by reading and hearing these 

• 
1 ) The list is given thus in Vifi}U·P. III, 6; Bhlgavata-P. XII, 18 (varying only 

slightly XII, 7, 23 f.); Padma.P. I, 62; Varaha-P. 112; Mataya-P, 53; Agni.P. 272 and at 
the end of the MArkal}deya-P. Padma.P. IV, III; Vi,219; and Kiirma..P. I, 1 only diverge 
by putting 6 after 9. Padma-P. IV, iii has alao the order 16, 13, 12, 15, 14 instead of 
12-16, and Padma-P. VI, 263 baa the order 17, 18, 14, 15, 16 instead of 13-17. Saura-P. IX, 
6 f. has the order 5, 8, 7, 9, 6 inatead ·of 5-9. The Liilga-P. (see Aufrecht, Bodl. Cat., p. 
4.4) baa the order: 1-5, 9, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14-17, 13, 18. A list in which the order is 
quite different, is that of the Viiyu-P. 104, I fr, Mataya, Bhavioya, MArlrat~~eya, Brahm&· 
vaivarta, Brahmll}~a, Bhlgavata, Brahma, Vihnana, .!dika, Anila (i.e. Vlyu), N4radiya, 
Vainateya (i.e. Garu~a), P4dma, Kiirma, Saukara (Saukara P Var4ha P), Sklnda. (These are 
only 16, though " 18 Pnrtii}&R ") are spoken about ; a verae he.e probaLly been omitted. For a 
eimilar list in the PurAnaea:tphitaaiddhlntaallra, ee& F. R Gambier-Parry, Catalogue of 
Sanskrit MSS. purchaaed for the Max Muller Memorial Fund, Oxford, 1922, p. 48.) The 
list in the Devlbhiigavata-P. (quot.ed b7 Dr'tMtt/, Bhtlgavata-Par., Pr~faee, I, p. luxvil 
also begins with the Matsya, but otberwiae diverges. Alberiini (Sacbau, I, p. 130) gives a 
list of the 18 Pural}aa, which waa rend to him from the Vitl}n-PnrAI}a, and which agrees 
with our li1t, and also a second, widely diverging li1t, which waa 'dictated to. liim. A lis~ 

which is very different from the uaual one i• given in the Brhaddharm•·PurAI}a 25, 18 ff. 
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works. In some places 1> the length (number of slokas) of 
the various PuraQ.as is mentioned, but the texts which have 
come down to us are mostly shorter. In one passage of the 
Padma-Pura:Q.a (I, 62) all of the eighteen PuraQ.as are 
enumerated as parts of Vi~Q.u's body (the Brahma-PuraQ.a is 
his head, the Padma-PuraQ.a is his heart, etc.), and are thus 
all stamped as sacred books. In another text of the same 
work,2

> on the other hand, we find the PuraQ.as classified 
according to the three Gu:Q.as s> from the standpoint of Vi!i!Q.U
ism. According to this classification, only the Vi!i!J,mite 
PuraQ.as (Vifi!Q.U, Narada, Bhagavata. Garuda, Padma, Varaha) 
are of the quality of " goodness " (sattvika) and lead to 
salvation ; the PuraQ.as dedicated to Brahman (BrahmaQ.qa, 
Brahmavaivarta, MarkaQ.<).eya, Bhavili!ya, Vamana, Brahma) 
are of the quality of "passion " (rajasa) and only serve to 
attain heaven ; whlist the PuraQ.as in praise of Siva (Matsya, 
Kiirma, Linga, Siva, Skanda, Agni) are described as charged 
with " darkness " and as leading to hell. The texts which 
have come down to us, only partially agree with this arti
ficial classification.4

> All this is additional confirmation of 
the fact that none of the PuraQ.as has come down to us in 
its original form. 

Besides the eighteen PuraQ.as, which are often called the 
" great PuraQ.as " (mahapura:oa), some of the PuraQ.as them
selves make mention of so-called UpapuraQ.as or "secondary 

1 ) Matsya-P. 53, 13 ff.; Bhii.gavat9.-P. XII, 13; VAyu-P. 104, 1-10: Agui-P. 272. 
') In the UttarAdhyllya of the Padma-P. 263, 81 ff. 

•) See above, p. 430. 
•) For instance, the Matsya·P., which is condemned as a tAmasa, has both Vi~r;toite 

and Sivaite chapters in our text ; the Brahmavaivarta-P. is dedicated rather to Knqa than 
to Brahman, the Brahma-P. teaches sun-worship as well as Vi~I}U and Siva worship, the 
Mii.rkal}~eya-P. and the Bhavieya-P. are not sectarian at all, and so on. The above classi
fic.ation of the Purii.r;tal also shows that we can hardly talk of a " canon of eighteen 
Pnral}as " ( s. Farquhar, Outline, p. 225); for the Purl I} as are not the books of one religion, 
neither do they form a unified whole in any respect. For the religious views of the 
Pnrl9 as, cj. Pargiter, ERE X, 451 ff. 
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Pura1;1as," whose number also is occasionally given as 
eighteen.1> While, however, in the enumerations of the 
Purii.J,l.aS there is almost complete agreement with .regard to 
the titles, this is by no means the case with the titles of tlie 
UpapuraJ,l.as. Obviously tht3re was a definite tradition about 
the existence of eighteen Purai;\as, while any modern reli
gious text could assume the title of· an ·" U pa puraJ.la," if the 
author did not prefer to declare his work ·as a part of one of 
the " eighteen Purii.J,l.as." 'fhe latter is the case especially 
with the exceedingly numerous Mahatmyas, i.e. "glorifica
tions" of sacred places (places · of pilgrimage, tirthas).2> 

But also many . Stotras~ i.e. " songs. of praise " (usually to· 
Vi~'Q.U or Siva, but also to other deities), Kalpas, i.e. "rituals" 
and ..tl..khyanas or Upo.khyanas, i.e. "legends,,. give· themselves 
out as belonging to one or the other ·of the ancient PuraJ,las. 

We now give a short summary of the contents of the 
eighteen PuraJ,las, in which we can only dwell a little longer· 
on the moa;t important ones. -

1. 'l'he Brahma or Brahma-Pu1·d~~a.3l This is given 
as the first in all the lists, and hence is sometimes called .Adi
Pura'l}a, i.e. " the first Pura:Q.a."'> In the introduction it is 
related that the :ij,~is in the Naimi!}a-forest are visited by 
Lomahar~a:Q.a, the Suta, and they invite him to tell them of 
the origin and the end of the world; Thereupon the Siita 
declares ·himself prepared to impart to them the PuraJ,la 
which the creator Brahman once revealed to Dak§a, one of the 

1 ) But the Matsya-Purii!Ja mentions only four Upapuril!Jas. The Brahma.vaivarta
P., without enumerating them, says that eighteen Upap. exist. The Kiirma-P. enumerates 
them. 

1 ) The" Mahatmyas" of sacred texts or of rites and festivals are not so numerous, 
8 ) i.e. " The Brahmaio Purii9a" or " The Puri!Ja of Brahman"; all the other 

double titles, e.g. Vai~!Java-(" the Vi~9uite ") or Vi§Q.u-Puri!Ja ("the Puri!Ja of Vi~!JU ") 
are similarly explained. The Brahma-Pur!il}a has been published in AnSS No. 28. 

•) But there arc other Purlt•}aS also which occasionally call themselves" Adi· 
purlt!Ja."· Eygeling, Ind. Off. Cat., VI, p. 1184 f., describPs, for instance, an Upapurtll}a 
which calls itself AdipurB;!Ja and is devoted to the praise of KrvJJa and Radh&. 
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primal ancestors of the human race. Then follow the legends, 
more or less common to all the PuraQ.as, of the creation of 
the world, the birth of the primal man Manu and his descend
ants, the origin of the gods, demigods and other beings, 
about the kings of the solar and lunar dynasties, as well as 
a description of the earth with its various divisions, of the 
hells and heavens. By far the major portion of this PuraQ.a 
is devoted to glorifications (mahlttmyas) of sacred places 
(tirthas). OQ..gradesa or Utkala (the present-day Orissa) with 
its sacred places and tem pies is described in very great 
detail. As Utkala owes its sanctity to sun-worship, we find 
here also myths of the origin of the A.dityas (the gods of 
light) and of the sun-god Surya. The description of a forest 
sacred to Siva in Utkala gives rise to stories of the birth of 
Uma, the daughter of the Himalaya, and her marriage with 
Siva, as well as other Siva myths. A hymn to Siva (Chapt. 
37) is also inserted here. Nevertheless the PuraQ..a is by no 
means Sivaite, for the MarkaQ..geyakhyana (Chapt. 52 ff.) 
contains numerous Vi~u legends, and rituals and stotras of 
the Vi~?Q.U cult. Bere, too, (Chapt. 178) the charming legend 
of the ascetic Ka7J.itu 1> is related, who spends many hundred 
years in sweet love dalliance with a beautiful Apsaras, and 
finally awaking from the intoxication of love, thinks that 
only a few hours of a single day have passed. A large 
section (Chapt. 180-212) is devoted to Kr~?Q.8. The well
known legends of Krl}J).a's childhood, adventures and heroic 
deeds are told in exact, often literal agreement with the 
Vi~Q..u-PuraQ..a. The introduction to this passage mentions 
the incarnations of Vi~Q..U, which are then described in detail 
in t:Jhapt. 213. The last chapters contain rules for the 

1 ) Printed in Cb. La81en'• "Antbologia. Sanscritica.," iranslated into German by 
A. W. v. Schlegel, Tndische Bibliotbelr, I, 1822, p. 257 ff., and into French by A. L. Ohby in 
J AI., 1822, p. 1 ff. The legend ie also related in the Viti}D•P. I, 15. 
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Sraddhas, for a moral life, the duties of the castes and asramas, 
the rewards of heaven and the punishments of hell, and the 
merit of Vi~QU worship. Then come a few chapters on the 
periods of the world (yugas) and the periodical destruction 
of the world, and in conclusion explanations on Sa~pkhya 
and Yoga and the path leading to salvation. 

The Gautamimahatmya, the glorification of the sacred 
places on the Ganges (Chapt. 70-175), frequently appears in 
manuscripts as an independent text. The Uttara-Kha:Q.Q.a 
(i.e. " last section ") of the Brahma-Pura:Q.a, which occurs 
in some manuscripts, is nothing but a mahatmya of a sacred 
river Balaja (Banas in Marwar r ). 

Surely only a small portion of what has come down 
to us as the Brahma-Puri'i.:Q.a can lay claim to be an 
ancient and genuine Pura:Q.a. About the middle of the 
7th century A.D. Hsiian-Tsang still found over a hundred 
Buddhist monasteries with a myriad monks, but he also 
already found 50 Deva temples in Orissa. Sivaism was 
introduced in Orissa in the 6th century, and -y~:Q.uism still 
later.1

> As the sun temple of Konarka, which is mentioned 
in our PuraJ;la, was not built until 1241, at least the 
large section on the sacred places of Orissa cannot be earlier 
than the 13th century.1

> It is probable, however, that the 
Mahatmyas do not belong to the original Puri'i.:Q.a. 

The Saura-Purii1J,Q,,3> which claims to be a supplement 
(khila) of the Brahma-Pura:Q.a, but which is quoted as an 
authority by Hemadri as early as in the 13th century, proves 

1
) See Th. Watters, On Yuan Chwang's Travels in India (London, 1905), II, p. 

198 l W. Crooke, ERE, Vol. 9, p. 566. 
1 ) See Wilson, Works III, p. 18. . 
1

) Text published in .AnSS No. 18, '1889. An analysis with extracts and partial 
translation of the work has beeu given by W. Jahn, Das Saorapur&~am, Strassburg, 1908. 
The Saur ... P. is sometimes also called !ditya-P. However, there is another !ditya.Pnnil}~. 
which is different from, though related to the Saora-P. See Jaho, 1. o., pp. ill:, xiv and 
Festschrift Kobo, p. 308. The Brahma-P., too, ie sometime& called "8aura.P." Of. 
EggeZing, Ind. Off. Qat. VI, p. 1185 if. 
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that there must have been an earlier Brahma-PuraQ.a. The 
Saura-PuraQ.a (the "PuraQ.a of the -sun-god") which is 
mentioned in the lists of the Upapural)as, is of ~great: value 
as regards our knowledge of Sivaism, especially of the Liilga 
cult.. Its main purpose is to glorify god Siva.': In many 
places, however, Siva is identified with the sun-god who reveals 
the PuraQ.a, or else the sun-god recommends Siva worship. 
The advantages of Siva worship are praised in the most 
extrnvagant terms, instructions are given for the worship of 
the god and the linga, and many Siva legends are told. A 
few chapters also deal with the genealogies ; in Chapter 31 on 
the descent of Yadu there is a version of the Urvasi legend.ll 
In the philosophical sections the work takes up an inter
mediate position between the orthodox systems. On the one 
hand Siva is explained as the Atman, in accordance with the 
Vedanta, and on the other hand the creation from the primal 
matter (prakrti) is explained, as in the Sarpkhya. ThreA 
chapters (38-40) are devoted to polemics against the system 
of Madhva (1197-1276), which is important from the point 
of view of chronology.2> 

II. ·The Piidma or Padma- PuratJ,a. There are two 
different recensions of this voluminous work.3> The printed 
edition,"> consisting of the six books .Adi, BhUmi, Brahma, 

1
) SeeP. E. Pavolini, GSAI 21, 1908, p. 291 ff, and Jahn, Das Saurapurll}am, p. 81. 
') See A. Barth in J&elanges Charles de Harlez, Leyden, 1896, p. 12 ff. As Madhva 

lived from 1197-1276 and Bemlldri wrote between 1260 and 1309, the Saura-PuriQa 
would have been compiled approximately between_1230 and 1250. However, as Chapters 
38-40 do not occur in all the MSS. (s. Edition, p. 125 note, and Eggeling, Ind. Off. Cat. VI, 
p. 1188),-it is more probable that they have been interpolated, and that the work is earlier. 
Of. Jahn, I. c., p. xiv. · 

3 ) In the Poril}a itself (V, 1, 54; VI, 219, 28) and in the lists, the number of 
Slokas is said to be 55,000. However, according to W•lson, the Bengali recension only 
contains nearly 45,000 slokas, whilst the edition contains 48,452. 

•) Edited by V.N. Mandlick in !nSS No. 28, 1894,4 vola. At the end of.)he Bhiimi
Kha.l}9a in this edition there is a verse which enumerates the Kha;;u;!as· with the same 
titles and in the same order as in the Bengali MSS. The printed recension "thus itself 

proves that the Beng11.li recension is the earlier one. Of. LUders, NGG W 1897, I, P· 8. 
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Pattl.la, Sr~ti and Uttara-KhaQ.<J,a, is a later recension. The 
earlier one, which has come down to us only in Bengali 
manuscripts, consists of the following five books or 
KhaQ.das.1> 

Book I, Sr~(ikhaQr]a, i.e. "section of the CreatioR," com .. 
mences with the usual introduction : s> Lomahar~aQ.a sends 
his son, the Suta Ugrasravas, to the Naimi~a forest to recite 
the PuriiQ.aS to the J;t~is assembled there. At the request of 
Saunaka he tells them the Padma-PuraQ.a, so-called after the 
lotus (padma) in which the god Brahman appears at the 
creation. The Suta then reproduces the account of the 
creation as he has heard it from Brahman's son Pulastya. 
The cosmological and cosmogonic myths are here too related 
similarly as in the other PuraQ.as. But in this book, it is not 
Vi~Q.u who is assumed as the first cause, but the highest 
Brahman in the form of the personal god Brahman. Never
theless, even this book is Vi~Q.uite in character, and contains 
myths and legends for the glorification of the god Vi~Q.u. 

After the account of the Cr, ation come the usual genealogies 
of the solar dynasty, into which a section about the Pitrs, the 
" fathers " of the human race and their cult 'by means of 
Sraddhas has been interwoven,8> and of the lunar dynasty down 
to the time of Kr~Q.a. .d yt.hs are then told of the conflicts 
between gods and demons, followed by a chapter which is 

In the SN~i-Kh&l,l~a 1, 53-60, the Padma-PurAI}a is described as consisting of five Parvans: 
(I) Pau~karam, treating of the creation, {2) Tirthaparvan, about mountains, islands and 
oceans, (3) a chapter on the kings who offered 1·ioh sacrificial gifts, ( 4) a chapter on the 
genealogies of the kings, and (5) 1\ chapter on salvation. This, too, corresponds to the 
arrangement in the Bengali recension in all essentials. 

1 ) My account of the Bengali recension is bi\Sed on the Oxford manuscripts, 
which I inspected in 1898, and on the descriptions by .. bfrecht, Bod!. Cat. I, p. 11 ff. and 

Wilson, Works III, p. 21 ff.; VI, p. xxix ff. 
•) In the AnSS edition, too, the SN~·Khar;t~a. begins as though it we1·e the begin. 

ning of the Pur!l;l}a, but it has 82 Adbylyas here, whilst in the Bengali recension it only 

oonsistd of 46 (Wilson) or 4-5 (Aufrecht). 

") Chapt. 9-11 in AnSS edition, 

68 
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of interest from the point of view of the history of religion,t> 
and from which we here give a short extract. 

At first the gods were defeated by the demons. However, Brhaspati, 
the teacher of the gods, finally caused the gods to triumph in the following 
manner. In the guise of Sukra, the teacher of the Asuras, he goes to the 
Asuras, and by means of heretical speeches, lures tham from their pions 
faith in the Vedas. He tells them that the Veda and the tenets of the 
Vai~qavas and the Saivas are full of violence (hiip.sii), and that they are 
preached by married teachers. How then can there be any good in them 7 
How can Siva, the god in the form of a semi-female (ardhanarisvaral)), 
surrounded by hosts of evil spirits and even adorned with bones, 2 > tread 
the path of salvation? How can Vi~!}u, who uses violence, attain 
to salvation ? 1£ the path to heaven consists of felling a tree to 
make a sacrificial stake out of it, of killing a sacrificial animal and 
causing slaughter, what is the path to hell 7 How is it. possible to attain 
heaven by se:xual intercourse, or purity by earth and ashes ? Soma seduced 
Tara, the wife of Brhaspati ; IJudha, the son whom she bore, violated her; 
Indra committed adultery with Ahalyii, the wife of the ~~i Gautama. 
Then the demons beg him to tell them to which god they can fly for 
safety. Brhaspati considers in what way he can demorali11e them. 
Vi"!}U now comes to his aid, by causing the phantom figures of a nude 
Jain monk (digambara) and a Buddhist monk (raktambara, " red
mantle") to appear, .to initiate the demons into Jain and Buddhist 
doctrines. After thus giving up their old (brahmanical) way of life, 
they yield dominion to god Indra. 

One of the principal parts of the book consists of the des
cription of the lake Pu~kara (Pokher in Ajmir),a> sacred to 
Brahman, which is recommended and glorified as a place of 
pilgrimage. Numerous myths and legends, many of which 
occur in different connections in other PuraQ.as, are told 
in praise of Pu~kara. Moreover various feasts and vows 
(vrata) in honour of the goddess Durga are mentioned here. 

1} V, 13, 316 ff. in !nSS edition. Cf. Vior;~n-PnrAr;~a III, 17, 41-18, 33. 
•) One of Siva's forma ia that of the half-female. Hia adornment is a wreath of 

human skulls, and his retinue is formed by the Bhiitas or ghosts. 
') The Bro~i-Kha~;~~a is therefore also called Pan~hra-Kha~;~«;Ja. 
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Thereupon the theme of the Creation is resumed. The book 
concludes with myths of Vi~:Q.U as the destroyer of demons, 
and the birth and marriage of Skanda.1> 

Book II, Bhii.mikharyJa,•> i.~. " section of the earth," 
begins with legends of Somasarman, who in a later rebirth 
became the famous Vi~Q.U worshipper Prahlada.3

> The aim 
of the legends is to explain why on the one hand he was born 
among the demons, and yet, on the other hand, was able to 
become so great a devotee of Vi~:Q.U. Besides a description 
of the earth, this book contains numerous legends which are 
intended to prove the sanctity of · various tirthas or holy 
places. Not only sacred places are regarded aa tirthas, but 
also persons, such as the teacher, the father, or the wife. As 
a proof of the fact that a wife can be a " tirtha " there is 
told,41> for instance, the story of Sukala, whose husband 
goes on a pilgrimage and leaves her behind in want and 
misery ; the love-god Kama and the king of gods, Indra, try 
in vain to seduce her : she remains faithful to her husband, 
and when he returns from the pilgrimage, he(!) receives a 
divine reward on account of the virtues of his wife. Here, 
too, in order to prove that a son can be " a Urtha,'' the story 
of Yayati and his son Puru, already known to us from the 
Mahabharata, is told. 

Book III, Svargakharp]a, 51 i.e. "section of the heavens," 
gives a description of tha various worlds of the gods, of the 

1 ) '!'he contents of the Sn~i-Kh&Q~a are still more variegated in the AnSS edition, 
where among other things, Chapt. 61-63 are devoted to the onlt of Ga1,1e6a and the final 
chapters to the cult of Dnrg&. The !di-Khal}~a, with which the edition begins, consists 
almost entirely of MAhlltmyas of various Tirtbss. Only the last chapters (50.60) deal 
witl.t Vi~n-bhakti and the dnties of the oaates and iLSra.mas. 

•) On the whole it oorresponds to the Bbiimikbal}~& in the AnSS edition. 
•) It is here taken for granted that the actual legend of PrahlAda, as told in the 

Vi~l}n-Pnr81}a (see below) is known. 
•) Sukal&oarita in !uSS edition Adby, 41-60. 
•) There is an English trnnalation of the Svargakhal}4a by Panchban Tarkaratna, 

Culcutta, 1906, which I have not seen. 
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highest heaven of Vi§IQ.U, Vaikm;1tha, the worlds of the Bhutas, 
Pisacas, Gandharvas, Vidyadharas and Apsaras, the worlds 
of Surya, lndra, Agni, Yama, and so on, into which are 
woven numerous myths and legends. A mention of King 
Bharata gives rise to the narration of the story of Sakuntala, 
which is here not told as in the Mahabharata, but more in 
agreement with the drama of Kalidasa. A comparison of 
Kalidasa's drama with the versions of the Mahabharata and 
of the Padma-PuraQ.a shows that in all probability Kalidasa 
used the last-mentioned as a source.1

> A description of the 
world of the Apsaras is the occasion for narrating the legend 
of Pururavas and Urvasi. Also numerous other legends, 
which are known from the epics, recur in this book. It 
further contains instructions upon the duties of the castes 
and of the asramas, upon the modes of Vi§IQU-worship and 
much upon ritual and morality. 

Book IV, Patalakhar]l]a, i.e. "section of the nether 
world," first describes the subterranean regions, in particular 
the dwellings of the Nagas or snake-dejties. A mention of 
Rava:Q.a is the cause of the nal'ration of the whole Rama
legend, which is here given partly in conformity with 
the RamayaQ.a, but also often in literal agreement with 
Kalidasa's epic Raghuvarpsa.2> Here we also find the 
lt§lyasrnga-legend in a version which is older than that in our 
Mahabharata.3> The actual Rama-legend is preceded by a 
story of the forefathers of Rama, beginning with Manu, the 

•) This has been shown by Sarma, Padmaplll'!il}a and KA!idasa, Calcutta, 192tl 
(Calcutta Oriental Series, No. 17 E. 10). Professor Sarmll here also gives the text of 
the SakuntalA episode according to the Bengali MSS. Wilson. (Works III, p. 40) had 

maintained that the Purlll}a utilised KlllidAsa's drama. 
•) H. Sarma, I. c., has made it appear probable that, in this case also, the Padma· 

Purina was Kilidisa's source, and not, as Wilson (Works III, p. 47) assumed, that the 
complier of the Pnril}a drew from the Ragbnva1psa. H. Sarma, 1. c., has published a 
critical edition of the text of this chapter (which is missing in the !nSS edition). 

•) This has been proved by Lii.ders, NGGW 1897, I, p. 8 ff. This circumstance is 
further proof of the greater antiquity of the Bengali reoer::sion of the Padma-P. 
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son of the sun-god, and his rescue from the flood. The slaying 
of Rava:Q.a, who was a Brahman, has laid the guilt of the 
murder of a Brahman on Rama. By way of expiation he 
arranges a horse-sacrifice. In accordan Cf3 with the prescribed 
rules, the horse destined for the sacrifice is !et loose to roam 
at will for the space of one year, accompanied by a host of 
warriors with Satrughna at their head. The adventures of 
the st6ed aiJd his followers on their wanderings over . the 
whole of India take up a considerable portion of the book; 
many sacred places are described, and legends attached to 
them are told. At length the horse reaches Valmiki's 
hermitage, which is an occasion for narrating that part of 
the Rama-legend which concerns Sita.1> Detailed instruc
tion on the eighteen Pura:Q.as then follows. Het·e it is said 
that Vyasa first p10claimed the Padma-Pura:r;ta, then sixteen 
others, and finally the Bhagavata-Pura:r;ta, which is glorified as 
the most sacred book of the Vi~:Q.u-worshippers. The book ends 
with a ·few chapters, probably added at a very late date, on 
K:r~:r;ta and the cowherdtsses, with mention of Radha, on the 
duties of Vi~:Q.u-worshippers, the sanctity of the Salagrama 
stone and other details of the Vi~:Q.U cult.2> 

Book V, UttarakharJrJa, i.e. "last section," is a very long 
book expounding the Vi~:r;tu cult and the feasts and ceremonies 
connectEd with it, in the most impressive manner. A larga 
portion is devoted to the glorification of the month Magha, 
which is especially sacred to Vi~:Q.U. The silliest of legends are 
related as evidence of the great merit of bathing during this 

1 ) Wilson (Works, III, p. 51) says : "This part of the work agrees in some respects 

with the Uttara-Rama Charitra, but has several gossiping and legendary additions." 
•) The Pii.talakhal}~a in the !nSS edition only partly agrees with that of the Bengali 

recension. The sequence of the chapters is different, and it also contains a few chapters 
devoted to the Siva cnlt (105-lll). In the edition the Pii.tii.lakhal}~a is preceded by the 
short Brahmakhal}~a, which consists mainly of descriptions of Vi~Quite feast days. Chapt. 
7, treating of the birthday feast of Rii.clhii. (rii.dhajanmii.9tami), indicates late origin. The 
cult of Rii.dha is mentioned neither in the Mahabharata and the Harivai!Jiia, nor in the 
Riim4yal}a or the earlier Pnral}as. See below (Brahmavaivarta-Pural}a) 
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month. Another section glorifies the month Karttikeya, in 
which the giving away of lamps is especially meritorious. In 
order to give especial prominence to the Vill!Q.Uite standpoint, 
the author causes Siva himself, in a conversation with his 
wife Parvati, to declare the glory of Vill!Q.U and to recite a 
long account of Vi~Q.u's avataras, which involves a repetition 
of the entire Rama-legend in summary and the Kr~Q.a-legend 
with a fair amount of detail. In answer to Parvati's question 
who the heretics are, it is Siva himself who declares that the 
Sivaite teachers and the adherent8 of the Sivaite Pasupata 
sect are among the heretics. In another passage we find, 
curiously enough, the cruel goddess Durga holding forth upon 
Ahixpsa. Siva also explains what Vi~Q.u-Bhakti is, and the 
various forms of the Vi~r,m cult. -This book also contains a 
glorification of the Bhagavadgita,1> in fact there are legends 
to illustrate the merit of reading each single canto. One 
chapter contains the enumeration of the thousand names of 
Vi~Q.u, in another Radha is identified with the great goddess 
Lak~mi, and the celebration of her birthday is described 
The sectarian bias of this book cannot be better illustrated, 
however, than by the following legend: 

A quarrel once arose among the I;!.~is as to which of the three great 
gods, Brahman, Vi~Qu or Siva, was deserving of greatest worship. In 
order to dissolve their doubts, they request the great ascetic Bhrgu to go 
to the gods and convince himself personally which of them is the best. 
Accordingly Bhrgu at first repairs to the mountain Kailasa to visit Siva, 
and is announced by Siva's janitor Nandin. But Siva is just enjoying the 
love of his wife, and does not admit the I;!.~i at all. Thus insulted, the 
ij.~i pronounces a curse on Siva, condemning him to take on the shape of 
the generative organs, 2 l and to be worshipped not by Brab mans, but 

•) Gitamii.hatmya, Adhy. 171-188 in AnSS edition, where a glorifioation of the 
Bhagavatapnral}a {Adhy. 189-194) follows after it. This Bhagavatarnahil.tmya also appears 
as an independent work in MSS. as well as in printed editions. The Maghamabatmya and 

other parts of the Uttara-khal}da also occur as independent works. 
•) This refers to the worship of the Yoni and the Linga as symbols of the god Siva. 
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only by heretics. Thereupon Bhrgu goes to the world of Brahman. · The 
god is Feated upon his lotlls-throne, surrounded by the gods. The l].~i 

bows before him in reverential silence, but filled with pride, Brahman does 
not even rise to greet him . and to honour him as a guest. Spurred to 
anger, Bhrgu pronounces a curse whereby Brahman is to enjoy no worship at 
all from the human race. 1 l The saint now goes to the mountain Mandara 
in Vi~r}u's world. 'fhere he sees the god reposing upon the world-snake, 
while Lak~ml caresses his feet. He awakens the god roughly by a kick on 
his chest. Vi~I)U awakens, gently strokes the sage's foot, and declares that 
he feels hi~hly gratified and honoured by the touch of his foot. He and 
his wife hasten to rise, and do honour to the ~i with divine garlands, 
sandalwood oil, etc. Then the great ascetic bursts into tears of joy, bows 
before the "treasury of mercy/' and praises Vi~l)u as the highest god, 
when he exclaims : " T~ou alone shalt be worshipped by the Brahmans, 
none other of the gods is worthy of worship. They shall not be worshippoo, 
Brahman, Siva and the other gods, for they are charged with passion 
(rajas) and darkness (tamas): thou alone, endowed with the quality of 
goodness (sattva), shalt be worshipped by the first-born (i.e. the Brahmans). 
Let him who honours other gods, be counted among the heretics!' Then 
Bhrgu returns to the assembly of the ~~?is and tells them the result of his 
visit to the gods. t l 

A kind of appendix to the UttarakhaQ.qa is formed by the 
Kriuauogasara,S> i.e. "the essence of Yoga by works," 
which teaches that Vit~Q.u should be worshipped not by 
meditation (dhyanayoga), but by pious acts, above all by 
pilgrimages to the Ganges and the celebration of the festivals 
dedicated to Vit~IJ.U. In evidence of the fact that the fulfil
ment of all possible desires can be attained by worshipping 

1) This is an allusion to the fact that there is scarcely any oult of Brahman in 
India. 

1
) In the Bengali recension this legend is found in the middle, in the AnSS edition 

at the end of the Uttara.khsl}~a, whioh contains only 174 Adhyiyas in the Bengali reoen. 
sion, but 282 in the edition. 

•) Many extracts from this book which is mentioned in the list of Upapurll}as; 
Brhaddharma-P. 25, 24, have been translated into German by A. E. Wollheim da Fonseca, 
Mythologie des alten lndien, Berlin, B. a. The same schoiar has given an analysis of the 
book in the "Jabresberioht der deutsohen morgenl~disohen Gesellschaft," 1846, p. 153 If. 
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Vi~Q.U on the bank of the Ganges, many silly legends are told, 
but also the beautiful love story of Madhava and Sulocana,1> 

It is quite impossible to say anything definite as to the 
date of the l'adma-Pura:r;ta. It is obviously a rather loose 
compilation, the parts of which belong to totally different 
periods, and are probably many centuries apart. The common 
characteristic of the five or six books is merely their rigidly 
sectarian character, for all of them inculcate the cult of 
Vi~:r;tu.2> 1\foreover, all these books contain references to 
fajrly modern aspects of the Vi~Q.U cult, such as the adoration 
of Radha as a goddess, the sanctity of the Salagrama stone, of 
the Tulsi plant, and the like. The latest portions are certain
ly later than the Bhagavata-Purat;~.a, which belongs to the 
latest works of Pura:r;ta literature. N everthele!ls there is sure 
to be an ancient nucleus at least in the Snti, Bhumi, Svarga 
and Patala Kha:r;tqas. It remains the task of future research 
to extract this ancient nucleus.8> 

III. The Vai~tzava or J7i~r}u-Purar)a.4> This is the 
main work of the Vai~:r;tavas or Vi~Q.u-worshippers, and is 
frequently quoted as an authority by the philosopher 
Ramanuja, the founder of the Vi~:r;tuHe sect of the Ramanujas, 
in his commentary on the Vedanta-siltras. In this work 
Vi~Q.u is praised and glorified as the highest being, as the one 
and only god, with whom Brahman and Siva are one, and as 
the creator and preserver of the world. Yet it is precisely 
this Pura:r;ta which lacks all references to special feasts, 

') Freely rendered into German verse by A. F. Graf von Schack, Stimmen vom 

Ganges, p. 156 :ti. 
•) The Sr~~i-kha!}ga, where Brahman is in the foreground, is an exception. 
•) An essential preliminary for this would be a critical edition of tbe Padma· 

Pural}a on the basis of the Bengali manuscripts. 
•) Edited, with Ratnagarbha's commentary, Bombay sake 1824. An older 

commentary is that of Sridhara, from which Ratnagarbha has copied, s. Eggeling, Ind. Off. 

Cat. VI, p. 1310. Translated by H. H. Wilson, London 1840 (and Works, Vols. VI-X) and 

by Manmatha Nath Dutt, Calcutta, 1894. 
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sac;ifices and ceremonies dedicated to Vi~:Q.u; not even Vi!}J.l.U· 
temples are mentioned, nor places sacred to Vi!}J}.u. This 
already leads to an assumpti<?n of the great antiquity of the 
work. The Vi~J}.u-PuraJ.lll., too, approaches the most closely 
to the old definition of Pur8J).:J. (see above p. 522), contain
ing but little that is not included in those "five characteris
tics.'' Its character is more that of a unified composition 
than of a mere compilation, which is the case with most of the 
other PuraJ}.as. The fact that the title "Vi~:Q.u-PuraJ}.a " 
was hardly adopted at all for later works, 1\.fahatmyas 
and such like,!> likewise indicates that we are here 
dealing with a work of the earlier Purii.J}.a literature, 
which, on the whole, at least, has been preserved in its 
original form.2> 

A more detailed summary of the contents of this Purii:Q.a 
will best serve to give the reader an idea of the contents 
and significance of the PuraJ.laS altogether. 

The work, which consists of six sections, begins with a 
dialogue between Parasara, the grandson of Vasi~tha, a.nd 
his pupil Maitrf'ya. The latter asks his teacher about the 
origin and nature of the universe. To this Parasara replies 
that this question reminds him of that which he had once 
heard from his grandfather Vasi!}tha ; and he prepares to 

1 ) Aufrrcht CC. I, 1\91; II, 140; III, 124, mentions only a few stotra.s and minor texts 
which claim to be parts of the Vi~l}u-Puril}a. Nevertheless it is noteworthy that Matsya
and Bhigavata-Puril}a give the number of ilokas of the Vi~l}u-Pnril}a as 23,000, while in 
reality it bas not quite 7,000 verses, and that also a "Great Vi~l}u-Puril}a" (Brbadvi~l}U· 

puril}a, Aufrecht, CO. I, 691) is quoted. 
•) It ia no more possible to assign any definite date to the Vi~l}u-Purana than it is 

for anylother Pnril}a. Pargiter (Ano. Ind. Bist. Trad., p 80) may be right in thinki g that 
it cannot be earlier than the 5th century. A. D. However, I do not think that it is mnoh 
later. Cf. Farquhar, Outline, p. 143. 0. V. Vaidya (History of Mediaoval Hindu I!idia, I, 
Poona !921, p. 850 ff.; JBRAS 1925, 1, p. 155 f.) endeavours to prove that the Vi~l}u-P. 

is not llarlier than the 9th cenLury, for be assumes taat the Kailakila or Kaiilkila YaVAnas 
mentioned in IV, 24 reigned in Andbra between 675 and 900 A.D., and were at the 
height of their power about 782 A.D. This assumption is, however, purely hypothetical 

and not proven. 

69 
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repeat that which he had heard. Contrary to the tradition 
(occurring, moreover, in the Vi~l).u-Pural}.a itself), which 
ascribes all the Pura.Qas to Vyasa, Parasara is here directly 
called the author of the work. After he has first ~lorified 
Vi~'QU in a hymn, he gives an account of the creation of the 
world, as it recurs, fairly uniformly, in most of the Pural}.as.1l 

Philosophical views, essentially belonging to the Sankhya
philosophy, are here in a remarkable manner mingled with 
popular mythical ideas, for which we can find many parallels 
among primitive peoples. 

Attached to the account of the creation of the godR and 
demons, of the heroes and the primal ancestors of the human 
race, are numerous mythological narratives, allegories and 
legends of ancient kings and sages of primeval times. We 
have already become acquainted with many of these narratives 
in the Mahabharata; thus that of the twirling of the 
ocean.2l There is here a particularly poetical description 
of the goddess of Fortune and :Beauty, Sri, arising in radiant 
beauty out of the twirled milk-ocean, and throwing herself 
on Vi~l).u's breast. In a splendid hymn she is glorified and 
invoked by Indra as the mother of all beings, as the source 
of all that is good and beautiful, and as the giver of all 
happiness. Just as this piece serves, above all, for the glori
fication of P'i~r]'it, whose wife Sri is, so it is in all the other 
narratives always Vi!j!:r;tu, whose praise is sung in an extra
vagant manner. In the description of the power which can 
be gained by the worship of Vi~'Qu, Indian fancy knows no 
bounds. One example is the myth of the prince Dhruva, who, 
vexed by the preference shown to his brother, entirely gives 
himself up, still as a boy, to austerities and Vi!j!Qu-worship, 

') A summary of the ar.counts of the creation in the Pnrllt;~as is given by Wilhelm 
Jahn, Uber die kosmogonischen Grundanschauungen im Miinava-Dharma-Siistram. Dies., 

Leipzig, 1904. 
•) See above, p. 389. A collection of all the pa.ssages that are common to the Vi~l)ll· 

Purlll}a and the Mabiihharata is given by A. Holt~mann, Mahlbh4rata, IV, 36 fi, 
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so that Vi§Q.U finds himself compelled to grant him his wish 
of becoming something higher than his brother, and even 
than his father; he makes him the Pole-star, which is higher 
and of greater constancy than all the other stars of the 
heavens.1

) The power of faith in Vi~t~Q.U, however, finds 
its most magnificent expression in the legend of the boy 
Prakliida (I, 17-20), whom his father, the proud demon-king 
HiraQyakasipu, in vain tries to dissuade from his Vi~Q.u

worship. No weapon can kill him, neither snakes nor wild 
elephants, neither fire nor poison nor magic spells can harm 
him. Hurled down from the balcony of the palace, he falls 
gently on the bosom of · the earth. He is thrown fettered 
into the ocean, and mountains are piled upon him-but on 
the floor of the ocean he sings a hymn to Vi§Q.U, his fetters 
drop off, and he hurls the mighty hills from him. Questioned 
by his father . whence his marvellous powers are derived, 
Prahlada replies : 

"Whatever power I possess, father, is n~ither the result of magic 
rites, nor is it inseparable from my nature; it is no more than that 
which is possessed by all in whose hearts Acyuta I) abides. He who 
meditates not of wrong to others, but considers them as himself, is free 
from the effects of sin, inasmuch as the cause does not exist; but he 
who inflicts pain upon others, in act, thought, or speech, sows the seed 
of future birth, and the fruit that awaits him after birth is pain. I wish 
no evil to any, and do and speak no offence; for I behold KeSa.va I) in 
all beings, as in my own soul. Whence should corporeal or mental 
suffering or pain, inflicted by elements or the gods, affect me, whose 
heart is thoroughly purified by him f Love, then, for all creatures will 
be assiduously cherished by all those who are wise in the knowledge that 
Hari s) is in all things." f) 

1 ) I, 11 f. A more detailed version of the myth is to be found in the BhAgavata. 
Puriil}a (IV, 8 f.); on this is baaed the pot>m by Schad:, Stimm.en vom Ganges, p. 189 ff. 

1 ) Namea of Vi,l}n. 
3 ) Also a name of Vi~J}n. 
•) I, 19, 1-9. Translated by H. H. Wil&oll. A ver11ion of the same legend ia 

found in the Bh&gavata-P. VU, 4.-6, on which t.he poetical rendering by Sc"-'lcJ:,. Stimmen 

vom Ganges, p. 1 ff. is based. 
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Book II of the Vi~IJ.u-Pural}.a first gives (Chapt. 1-12) a 
fantastic description of the world. The seven continents and 
the seven oceans are described, in the midst of which is 
situated Jambudvipa with the golden mountain Meru, the 
dwelling of the gods. In Jambudvipa is Bharatavar~a, i.e. 
"India," whose lands, mountains and rivers are enumerated. 
After this description of the earth follows a description of 
Patala, the nether world, in which the snake-gods dwell; 
next follow an enumeration and description of the still deeper· 
situated Naraklis or hells. As a contrast there now follows 
a description of the heavenly spheres, the sun, the chariot 
of the sun and the sun-horses, with astronomical expositions 
on the sun's course, the planetary system, and the sun as 
giver of rain and preserver of beings. Next follows a ·des· 
cription of the moon, of its car, its horses, its course, and its 
relation to the sun and planets. The section concludes with 
the statement that the whole world is but Vi~IJ.U, and that he 
alone is the only reality. 

In connection with the name Bharatavar~a there is then 
related (Chapt. 13-16) a legend of king Bharata of old,t) 
which, however, only serves as an introduction to a philo
sophical dialogue in which the ancient doctrine of the Unitg 
of All, familiar from the Upani!ilads, is presented from the 
Vi~Quite standpoint. The style of the whole section recalls 
that of the Upani~ads in many respects. The substance of the 
legend is as follows : 

King Bhara.ta was a devout worshipper of Vii(II)U. One day be went 
to bathe in the river. While be was bathing, a pregnant antelope came 
out of the forest to drink. At the same moment there was heard in 
close proximity, the loud roar of a lion. Tbe antelope is startled, and, 
with a mighty leap, darts away. In consequence of her leap, her young 

•) Cf. E. Leumann, Die Bbarata.Sage, ZDllrfG, 48, 1894, p. 65 ff., and August Blau, 

Das BharatopAkhylna des Vi~J}n-Pnriil}a (Beitrlge znr Biicberknnde und Philologie August 
Wilmanus zom 25 llrflrz 1903 gewidmet, Leipzig, 1903, p. %05 ff.) 
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one is born and she herself dies. Bha.rata took the young one with him 
and reared it in his hermitage. From that time onwards nothing but 
the antelope concerned him. She was his one thought, his one care.· 
And when at last, still thinking only of the antelope, he died, he was 
soon afterwards born again as an antelope, but with the remembrance 
of l1is former existence. In this antelope-existence also, he worshipped 
Vi~Qu and practised austerities) so th11t, in his next birth, he ca.me · into the 
world as the son of a pious Brahman. Although, as such, he had acquired 
the highest knowledge, the doctrine of the unity of all, yet he troubled 
about no Veda-study, performed no brahmanical rites, spoke disconnectedly 
and ungrammatically, went about dirty and in torn garments-in short 
he behaved absolutely like an idiot. 1 > He was universally despised, and 
employed in the low work of a slave. Thus it happened that he was 
once employed by a servant of king Sauvlra as the king's palanquin-bearer. 
On this occasion a conversation takes place between the apparent idiot 
and the king, in which Bharata soon reveals himself as a great sage, and 
to the great joy of the king, reveals to him the doctrine of the unity of 
all. In elucidation of this he tells him the story of ~6Au and Nidaglla : 

The wise and holy J!.bhu, son of the creator Brahman, had been the 
teacher of Nidagha. After a thousand years he once visited his pupil, 
was hospitably entertained by him, and was asked where he dwelt, 
whence he came, and where he was going. J!.bhu answered him that 
these were quite unreasonable questions, for man (namely, the iitman) is 
everywhere, for him there is no going and no coming, and he makes the 
doctrine of the unity so clear to him that Nidigha, enraptured, fa!ls at his 
feet and asks who he is, Only now does he learn that it is his old teacher 
~bhu who bad come in order to teach him the true wisdom once again. 
After another thousand years J!.bhu again comes to the town where 
Nidigha lives. '!'here he observes a crowd of people and a king, who is 

1) The corresponding story in the Bhiigavata.-P. V, 9; 10 ha.a the title J"a.~a.bhara.ta.. 

carita., "Life of Bhara.ta the Idiot," in the colophons. Ja~abharata. ia mentioned, Q.long 
with Durvlaaa, l;tbhu Nidlgha and other Pa.ramahalpaa. aaoatioa, who "though not mt>d, 
behave like madmf'n," in the J&bAla.-Upanioad 6. Iu VioQu-P. I, 9 a. legend ia related of 
the aacetic Durviisas (i,e, "Badly Clad") "who observed the vow of a. madman." Cf. also A. 
Barth, Religions of India, p. 83. Similarly there were in the Middle Ages certain Ohriatia.u 
saints, like St. Symeon Salos and St. Andrea.a, who wandered about like fool• or idiots, 
e:rpoaing themselves to mockery and insults as a. kind of asceticism. Cf. H. .Reich,· 
Der Mimua, Berlin, 1903, I, 2, p. 822 f., aud J. Horovit•, Spureu griechischer Mime;p, im 

Orient, Berlin, 1906, p. 84 ff. 
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entering the city with a great retinue. Far away from the crowd stands· 
his former pup1l Nidagba. ~bhu approaches him and asks him why be 
thus stands apart. Thereupon Nidagha replies: "A king is entering this 
city, there is a great crush, therefore I stand aside." ~bhu asks: "Which, 
then, is the king?" Nidagha : "The king is he who sits on the great 
sta!ely elephant." " It is well," says ~bhu, "but who is the elephant and. 
who is the king?" Nidagba: •• The elephant is below and the king is 
above." ~bbu: "Now, what is the meaning of below, and what is the 
meaning of above?" Then Nidagba jump3 on the back of ~bhu and sl'ys, 
"I am above like the king, thou art below like the elephant." " Very 
well," says J1.bhn, " but now tell me, my dear one, which of 1t8 two art tltou 

and wlticlt am I?" Only now does Nidagba recognise his old teacher 
~bhu, for nobody is so filled with the doctrine of unity as he. Then the 
doctrine of the unity of the universe was so dP.eply impressed on Nidagba. 
that from now on he looked on all beings as one with himself, and attained 
complete liberation. 

Book III of the Vi~Q.u-Purii.Q.a begins with an account of. 
the Manus (primal ancestors of the human race) and the ages 
(manvantaras) 1> over which they ruled. Then follows a dis
cussion on the faur Vedas, on their division by Vyasa and his. 
pupils, and on the origin of the various Vedic schools. Then· 
comes an enumeration of the ~ighteen Purar;tas and a list of 
all sciences. 

Then the question is raised and discussed, how one may 
attain to liberation as a devout Vi~Q.u-worshipper. In a beauti
ful dialogue (Chapt. 7) between Yama, the god of death, and 
one of his servants, it is explained that he who is pure in 
heart and leads a virtuous life and has directed his mind to 
Vi~Q.U, is a true Vi~Q.u-worshipper and therefore is free from 
the bonds of the god of death. This is followed by an exposi
tion on· the duties of the castes and asramas, on birth and. 
marriage ceremonies, ritual !!.blutions, the daily sacrifices, the 
duties of hospitality, conduct at meals, and so on. A long 
treatise (Chapt. 13-17) on the funeral oblations and ceremonies 

') On the Ages of the World according to the Puriil}as s. JacQbi, ERE J, 200.ff. 
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for the worshipping of spirits of ancestors (sraddhas) 
concludes this section, in which the Vedic-brahmanical reli
gious customs are represented as the right kind of Vi!iJQ.U
•w:orship. The last two chapters of the book describe the .. 
origin of the heretical sects hostile to the Veda, whose 
adherents, especially the Jains, called Digambara, and the 
Buddhists known as "Red·mantles, (raktambaras),Il are 
represented a~ the worst evil-doers. In order to show how 
sinful it is to have any sort of intercourse with such heretic8, 
the story of the ancient king Satadhanu (Chapt. 18) is told, 
who otherwise was a devout worshipper of Vi~Q.u, but once, 
out of mere politenes8, exchanged a few words with a heretic, 
and in consequence was re-born consecutively as a dog, 
jackal, wolf, vulture, ·crow and pPacock, till at last-thanks 
to the constant faithfulness and piety of his wife Sai!Jya-he 
again came into the world as a king. 

Book ITT of the Vi§Q.u-Pura1)a contains chiefly genealo
gical lists of the ancient royal races, of the solar dynasty, 
which traces its origin back to the sun-god, and the lunar 
dynasty, which traces its origin to the moon-god. Long 
lists of ancient kings-many cf them purely mythical, some 
probably historical- are only occasionally interrupted in order 
to relate some legend about· one or other of them. The 
marvellous plays a great part in all these legends. There is 
Dak!iJa, who is born out of Brahman's right thumb; Manu's 
daughter Ila., who becomes transformed into a man; Ik~iJvaku, 
who owes his existence to the sneezing of Manu; King 
Raivata, who, with his daughter Revatr, goes to heaven, in 
order to have a husband for his daughter recommended to 
him by god Brahman ; 2> or indeed King Yuvanasva, who 

1} T!te riae of the heretical sects is here (III, 17 f.) e:rplaired by the legend 
according to which Vi~9u sent a phantom figure to the demons in order to alienate· them 
from the Veda religion, whereupon they can be defeated by the gods. Of. Padma.Pur&9a, 
above p. 536 ff. 

•) lV, I. A poetical rende.-ing by Schack, Stimmen vom Ganges, pp. 120 ff. 
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becomes pregnant and brings a son into the world, whom 
Indra suckles with the drink of immortality, the child putting 
his finger into the mouth of the god and then sucking it. 
Because Indra s.aid : " He will be suckled by me" (man 
dhasyati), the child received the name Mandhatr. The latter 
became a powerful king and the father of three sons and fifty 
daughters. How he acquires a son-in-law, is related, with 
that peculiar humour which occasionally makes a plea&ant 
break in the deep earnestness which usually prevails in the 
Indian legends of saints, in the legend of the r-ious ascetic 
Saubhari, who practises asceticism in the water for twelve 
years, until the sight of a fish-king enjoying himself with his 
young ones, awakens in him the desire for paternal joys.1) 

In this book we meet with many legends already familiar 
from the epics, for example, those of Puriiravas and 
Urvasi,2) of Yayati, and others. There is also here a short 
summary of the Rama-legend. There is an account of the 
birth of the Pal}.gavas, and of Knl}.a, and the story of the 
Mahabharata is briefly touched upon. The conclusion of 
this extensive genealogical book is formed by prophecies 
concerning the "future " kings of Magadha, the Sa.isunagas, 
N andas, Mauryas, Sungas, Kal}.vayanas and Andhrabhrtyas 
(se9 above, p. 523 f.), concerning the foreign barbarian rulers 
who will succeed them, and the terrible age brought about by 
them, an age without religion and without morality, which 
will only be ended by Vi~l}.U in his incarnation as Kalki. 

Book V is a complete whole in itself. It contains a 
detailed biography of the divine cowherd Kr~l}.a, in which 
practically the same adventures are told in the same order as 
in the Harivamsa.s) 

I) IV, 2. A poetical rendering by Schack, L o., p. 87 ff. 
•) Translated by Geld.ner, Vedische Studien, I, p. 253 ff. 
•) See abon p. 4.46 ff. This chapter baa been translated into German by A. 

Pav.Z, Kriacbnaa Weltengang, M1111ich,l906. 
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Book PI is quite short. Once again the four consecu· 
tive ages of the world (yugas)-K:rta, Treta, Dvapara and 
Kali-are recalled, and the evil Kaliyuga is described in the 
form of a prophecy, to which is attached a presentation of the 
various kinds of dissolution (prabya) of the universe. Next 
are described in a pessimistic manner (Chapt. 5) the evils of 
existence, the pain of being born, of childhood, of manhood, 
old age and death, the torments of hell and the imperfection 
of the bliss of heaven, and from this the conclusion is drawn 
that only liberation from existence, freedom from re-birth, is 
the highest happiness. But for this it is necessary to know 
the nature of God; for only that wisdom is perfect by which 
God is seen, all else is ignorance. The medium for obtain_ing 
this wisdom is Yoga, meditation upon Vi~Q.U. The two penul
timate chapte:rs of the work give information on this medium. 
The last chapter recapitulates briefly the contents of the whole 
PuraQ.a and ends with a praise of Vi~'Q.U and a final prayer. 

IV. The Vayava or Payu-Pura1Ja.1> This appears in 
some lists under the name of Saiva or s,va-Purat)a,2> a title 
which is given to the work because it ·is dedicated to the 
worship of the god Siva. A "PuraQ.a proclaimed by the 
Wind-god," i.e. a Vayu-PuraQ.a, is quoted in the Mahabha
rata as well as in the Harivarp.Sa., and the Harivarp.sa in many 
cases agrees literally with our Vayu-PuraQ.a.3> It has al
ready been mentioned (see above p. 526) that the poet BaQ.a 
(about 625 A.D.) had a Vayu-PuraQ.a read to him, and that 
in this PuraJ}.a the rule of the Guptas is described as 

1
) Editions in Bibl. Ind. 1880-1869 and in 1~SS No. 49. 1905. 

•) Tbns in the Vi~~u and Bhagavata-P. But there is also a Siva-hriil}a, which is 
quite a different work and belongs to the Upapurl~a&. It oonaists of 12 SIUp.hitAs, including 
a Vlyaviya aad a Dharma-Satpbitli. Cf. Eggeling, Ind. Off. Cat. VI, p. 1311 ff. The 
Brahmlil}~a-P. also is called Vaiyaviya, "proclaimed by Viiyu," and Pargittlr (ERE X, 
448) believes that V llyn and BrahmAQQ& were originally OtiS Purl~a and only differentiated 
later. 

') Cf. Hopkit1~, Great Epic, p. 49. Holtsmann, Daa Mahlbh&raia IV, p. 40 f. and 
above, p. 520 f. 

'70 
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it was in the 4th century A.D. .There certainly existed an 
ancient Pura:Q..'lt unde,r this name, and undoubtedly there· is 
still preserved in our texts much of the ancient work, which 
is probably not later than the 5th century · A.D.1> This work 
also deals with the same subjects, characteristic of the 
ancient Pura:Q..as-creation of the world, genealogies, etc., as 
the Vi!Jl:Q..U-Pura:Q..a. Only here the legends which are related 
serve for the glorification of Siva, not of Vi~:Q..U. Like the 
Vi!jlQ.U-PuraQ.a, so also the Vayu-Pura:Q..a in its last part gives 
a description of the end of the world, and deals with the effi
cacy of Yoga, but ends with a descrip~ion of the splendour 
of Sivapura, "the city of Siva," where the Yogin arrives who 
has entirely lost himself in meditation upon Siva. Even in 
this Sivaite work. two chapters are devoted to Vi!jl:Q..u.2> The 
Pura:Q..a deals in detail with the fathers (pitrs) and their cult 
by means of Sraddhas.3> One chapter is devoted to the art 
of song.4> The Gayamahatmya printed at the end of the 
editions is certainly a later addition.5> There are also other . 
Mahatmyas, Stotras . and ritual-texts, which claim to belong 
to the Vayu-Pura:Q..a. 

V. The Bkagavata-PuratJa. This is indisputably that work 
of Pura:Q..a literature which is most famous in India. Still 
to-day it exerts a powerful influence on the life and thought 
of the innumerable adherents of the sect of the Bhagavatas 
(worshippers of Vi!i!IJ.U under the name of "Bhagavat "). The 
extremely numerous manuscripts and prints of the text 
itself, as well as of many commentaries on the whole work 

') Cf. Bhandarkar, Vai~l}avism etc., p. 47 1 Farquhar, Outline, p. 145. C. V. 
Vaidya's argument (JBRAS 1925, 1, p. 155 f.) for ascribing the Vlyu.P. to the 8th oentur,y 

is not convincing. 
') Adhyllyas 96, 97. 
•) Srlddhaprakriylrambha and Srllddhakalpa, Adhy. 71·86. 
•) Adhy. 87 : gitlla!pklranirde8al}. 
•) Adhy. 104.112. It is missing in some \ISS. and appears as an indep,.ndent text h1 

)ISS. as well asin Indian prints, 
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and of separate explanatory writings on parts of it,1> in addi
tion to the many translations into Indian· vernaculars,•> 
bear witness to the enormous popularity and the extraordi
nary reputation of the work in India. It is in accordance 
with this its significance, that it is the first PuraJ;).a that has 
been edited and translated in Europe.3> Nevertheless it 
belongs to the later productions of PuraiJ.a literature. In 
contents it is closely connected with the Vi~J}..u-Puril}.a, with 
which it often agrees literally, and it is undoubtedly depend· 
ent upon the latter. Even in India donbts as to the 11 genuine
ness" of the Bhagavata as one of the ~cient eighteen PuriiJ.as 
"composed by Vyasa" have already been expressed, and 
there are polemic treatises'> discussing the question whether 
the Bhigavab-or · the DevibhagafJata-Pura'f).a,5> a Sivaite 
work, belong to the "eighteen PnraQ.as." In this connection 
the question is raised and discussed whether the grammarian 
Vopadeva is the author of the Bhagavata-~Q.a.6> Rather 

1 ) See Eggelittg, Ind. Off. Cat. VI, p. 1259 ff., and Av.frwcAt. CO. I, p. 401 If. 
1 ) In Bengali alone t:;ere are 40 tranalationa, especially of t.he KRJ}a-book. See. D. 

Ch. &na, History of Bengali Language and Literature, Calcutta, 1911, p. 220 ff. 
1 ) Le Bh&gava•.a Pumna on histoire poetique de Krichva, traduili et publie par H. 

Eugene Bv.rttou/, t, 1-IIJ, Paria 1840-47. T. IV eli V publies par K. Ha•wttc.BnftGv.U eli 
P. ROtiSSel. Paril1884 et 1898. A few legends from th~ Bhig •• P. have been translated 
into French by A. BoUSSfll, Ugendes lllorales de l'Inde. P..ris 1900, 1,·1 ff. and II, 115 ft 
English translation by Manmatha Nath Dv.tt, Calcutta, 1895. A. French translaliion of the 
Tamil version of the Bhlgavata was published as early as 1788 at Paris, and this was ren. 
dered into German, Zurich 1791 (s. Wit&disch, Gesohichte der Sansbit-philologia, p. 4.7 f.). 

•) Thus the" box on the ear for rulains" (durjanamukhacape~k&), the " big box 
on the ear for villains". (durjanamukhamahlcape~fk&) and the " slipper in the face of 

villains • (durjanamukhapadmap&duki). They are trenslated by Bv.rt&Ov/1 L c., I, Preface 
p. lix ff. These are quite modern writings. 

1 ) This is also called simply Sribhlgavatamahlpnrll}a in the MSS. Edition~ have 
been published in Bombay, and an English translation in the BBR. Cf. Av.freclat, Bodl. 
Cat., p. 79 ff.; Eggeling, Ind. Off. Cat. VI, p. 1207 f. There is also a llah&-Bhigaveta
Purltr}a differing from it, whioh is described by Eggelirag (1. o., p. 1280 ff.) as "an 
apocryphal P~ recounting the story and e%ploits of Devi and urging her claims to being 
worshipped as the supreme deity." 

8 ) This supposition seems to rest only on the fact that Vopadeva i• the author of 
the lCuktaphala, a work dependent on the Bhagavata, and of the Barililii, an Anukramal}l 
(index) to the Bhigavata. 
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hastily Colebrooke, Burnouf and Wilson have concluded from 
this, that Vopadeva really was the author of the Pura{la, and 
therefore that it only originated in the 13th century.1> In any 
case the work cannot possibly be as late as that, as it already 
passed as a sacred book in the 13th century ,2> There are good 
grounds for assigning it to the lOth century A.D.3> Rama
nuja (12th century) did not yet recognise the Bhagavata as 
an authority, for he does not mention it, and only alludes 
to the Vi~Q.u-PuraQ.a. But though it may have originated 
at a comparatively late date, it certainly utilised very ancient 
materials. Moreover it is the one PuraQ.a which, more than 
any of the others, bears the stamp of a unified composition, 
and deserves to be appreciated as a literary production on· 
account of its language, style and metre.'> 

The work is divided into twelve books (skandhas) and 
consists of about 18,000 slokas. The cosmogonic myths agree 
on the whole with those of the Vi~Q.U•Pura:Q.a, but in some 
interesting details also differ from it.5> The incarnations of 
Vi~:Q.U are described in detail, especially that as a wild boar. 
It is remarkable that Kapila, the founder of the Sankhya 
philosophy, is also mentioned as an incarnation of Vi~Q.U and 
(at the end of Book III) himself recites a long exposition on 

1) Vopadeva was a contemporary of Hemiidri, who lived between 1260 and 1309. 
•) !nandatirtha Madhva (1199-1278), wbo himself wrote a commentary on the 

Bhii.g.-Pnr., places it on a level with the Mahii.bharata. 
•) 0. V. Yaidya (JBRAS 1925, 1, 144. ff.) makea it seem probable that it is later 

than Sa.nka.ra (beginning of the 9th century) and earlier tha.n Ja.yadeva's Gitagovinda {12th 
century). Bhandarkar (Vai~J,\aTism etc., p. 49) says that it "must have been composed at 
]ea.st two centuries before !nandatirtha." Pargiter (Anc. Ind. Hist. Trad., p. 80) places it 
"about the ninth century A.D.," Farquhar (Outline, p. 229 ff.) about 900 A.D., C. Eliot 

(Hinduism and Buddhism, II, p. 188 note) remark.'! that "it does not belong to the latest 
class of Pur&l}as, for it seems to contemplate the performance of Smii.rta rites, not temple 
ceremonial." Yaidya (L c., p. 157 f.) adduces arguments for the hypothesis that the 
author of the BMg.-P. lived in the land of the Dravidas. Of. Grierson, JRAS 1911, 

p. 800 f. 
•) Side by Bide with the filoka, metres of ornate poetry also appear. Of. BI.Wflouf, 

I, Preface, p. cv f. 
•) See A.. Bov.aael, Cosmologie Hindoue d'apres Ie Bbaga.vata-Pural}a, Paris, 1898. 
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Yoga. Buddha, too, already appears among the incarnations 
of Vil[l:t;~.u. 1 > The legends which are told for the glorification 
of Vii[!Q.U are numerous. Most of them, like those of Dhruva, 
PrahJada, and so on, are the same as are already familiar to· 
us from the Vi![!Qu-Pura:r;ta. With the Mahabhara.ta, too, the 
work has much in common; a few verses from the Bhagavad
gita are quoted literally,l1> The 9akuntala episode is related 
in IX, 2:), in quite a short extract, but probably after a very 
ancient source.3> Book X is the most popular and the most 
frequently read of all. It contains the biography of Krt~'fla 

which is here given in much greater detail than in the Vi§Q.U· 
Pura:t;~.a and in the Hariva:rpsa. In particular the love scenes 
with the cowherdesses (gopis) occupy a much larger space."'> 
This book is translated into almost all the Indian vernaculars 
and is a favourite book with all classes of. the Indian people. 
The annihilation of the Yadavas and th.e death of K:rl[l:Q.a 
are related in Book XI, while the last book contains the usual 
prophecies concerning the Kaliyuga and the destruction of 
the world. 

VI. The Brharmaradiya-PurfiilJa, i.e. "the great PuraQa 
of Narada." It is generally so called to distinguish it from 
the Narada-or Naradiya-U papura:Q.a. It is doubtful, however, 
whether even the B:rhannaradiya-Pura:Q.a5> deserves to be 

•) Though he appears, "to delude the foes of the gods " (I, 8, 24), he is among 
the avat&ras, and as such (in the NBriiya!}avarman, VI, 8, 17) he is invoked, whilst in the 
Vi~u-P. (Ill, 17 f.), Vi~!}U in order to delude the Daityas, cause• a phantom form to 
issue forth from himself, which comes into the world as Buddha. 

•) See Holtzmann, Das MahBbhBrata, IV, 41-49, and J. E • .Abbott, Ind. Ant • .211 

189.2, p. 94. 
~) In IX, .20, I 6, om is used in the sense of " yes," which is very archaic. Cf. Ait •• 

Br. VII, 18; Chand .• Up. I, 1, 8 and above p. 185, note. In 'Kurma-P, I, 23 (p. 248) and 
I, 27 (p. 294) om is also used in the sense of "yes" in the style of the old legends, though 

the Kiirma itself is a late work. • 
•) RBdhil, however, does not appear, from whioh Vaidya, 1. o., rightly concludes 

that the Bhiig •• P. is earlier than the Gitagovinda, 
•) Edited by Pandit Hrishikeia Sastri, Bib!. Ind. 1891, who calls the work an 

" Upapurli!}a.." Cf. Wilson, Works, VI, p. li ff.; Eggeling, Ind. Off. Cat. VI, p. 1208 ff. 
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counted among the ancient Purii.Qas; for it is a purely secta· 
· rian text, wherein the Suta repeats a conversation between 
Narada and Sanatkumara, and the sage Narada appears in 
the character of a teacher of Vi~Qu-bhakti, the pious adora
tion of Vi~Q.u. · The real themes of the Pura:Q.as, the creation 
of the world, etc., are not touched upon; the main themes 
are descriptions of the feasts and ceremonies of the Vi~:Q.U· 

cult, illustrated by all manner of legends. Inserted in the 
legends we also find didactic sections upholding a rather 
intolerant brahmanical standpoint. Chapter XIV, a lengthy 
chapter containing a catalogue of the. principal sins and the 
corresponding punishments of hell, is characteristic. 

. By way of example, the following are included among the sinners for 
whom there is no atonement, and who must irrevocably be condemned to 
hell: He who venerates a Linga or an image of Vi!}I}U which is worship
ped by a S!idra or a woman; he who bows down before a Linga worshipped 
bya heretic, or who himself becomes a heretic. Sudras, uninitiated 
persons, women, outcasts, who touch an image of Vi!}QU or Siva, go to hell. 
He who hates a Brahman, can in no wise hope for atonement. There is no 
expiation for the Brahman who enters a Buddhist temple, even though he 
did £0 in a great emergency ; even hundreds of expiation ceremonies are of 
no avail. The Buddhists are despisers of the Vedas, and therefore a 
Brahman shall not look at them, if he is truly devoted to the Vedas.O 
These sinners for whom there is no expiation, are not only condemned to 
roast in hell for hundreds and thousands of years-the author actually revels 
in the enumeration of the tortures of bell-but they are subsequently 
reborn again and again as worms and other animals, as Cag(alas, Siidras 
and Mleccha.s. Dreadful torments of hell await him who recites the Veda 
in the presence of women or Sudras. Nevertheless, in contradiction to all 
these damnations, the same chapter teaches that Vi~I}u-bhakti annihilates 
all sins, and that Ganges water, too, washes away the blackest sins. 

In the Brhaddharma-P. I, 25, 23 both the BrhannAradiya and the N4radiya are enumerat-
ed among the Upapurlll}as. 

') Pandit Hrishikeia concludes from this passage that the work was compiled 
when Buddhism " was rooted out and was universally despised." I think, on the con• 
trary, that such violent out.breaks against the Buddhists could only have a meaning at 
a time when Buddhism was still a living power in India. 
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Several chapters (22-28) deal in detail with the duties of 
the castes and asramas, and with Sraddhas and the ceremonies 
of expiation (prayascitta). The last chapters deal with the 
misery of transmigration (sarpsara) and with salvation (mok~a) 
by means of Yoga and Bhakti. Devotion to Vi~QU is again. 
and again declared to be the only means of salvation. Thus 
we read (28, 116): "Of what avail are the Vedas, the Sastras, 
ablutions in sacred bathing-places, or austerities and sacrifices, 
to those who are without the worship of Vi~Q.u (Vi~I).ubhakti)?'' 

-The Naradiya- UpapurarJa includes the Rukmangadaca
rita, which also occurs as an independent book. The 
" edifying " legend of King Rukmangada is here told in 40 
chapters. King Rukmangada has promised his daughter 
Mohini that he will grant her a wish, whatsoever it may be. 
She demands that he shall either break his fast on the Ekadasi 
(the eleventh day of the half-month sacred to Vi~J.lu) or sl~y 
his_ son ; the king decides upon the latter, this being the lesser 
of the two sins. 

VII. The MarkarJrJ,eya-Pura!JJq,,1> This is one of the 
most important, most interesting, and probably one of the 
oldest works of the whole PuraJ}.a literature. Yet even this 
Pural}.a is no unified work, but consists of parts which vary in 
value and probably belong to different periods. 

The work takes its name from the ancient sage 
Markal}.qeya, who enjoyed eternal youth, and who also appears 
in a large section of the Mahabharata (see above p. 397 Note 
4 ann p. 425) as a narrator. We may probably regard those 
sections as the oldest, 2> in which MarkaQ<}eya is actually the 
speaker and instructs his pupil Krau~tuki upon the creation of 

1
) Edited by K. M. Banerjea, Bib!. Ind. 1862 and translated into English by F, 

Eden Pargiter, Bib!. Ind. 1888-1905. 

•). These are chapters 45-81 and 93-136 (conclusion). Of. Pargiter, Introd., p. iv. 
Verse 45, 64 is quoted twice by Sailkara (VedAnta-Siitras I, 2, 23 and III, 3, 16, seeP. 
Deussen, Die Sdtras des Vedanta ana den• Sanskrit iibersetzt, Leipzig 1887, p. 119 and 
570) ; but it is by no means certain that Sailkara knew the verse from the MArkav«1eya: 
PnriiQa, for he does not mention it, but only says" It ill said in the Smrti.'' 
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the world, the ages of the world, the genealogies and the other 
sybjects peculiar to the PuraQas. Special evidence for the 
great antiquity of these sections which contain the old Purana 
is found in the circumstance that in them neither Vi~Qu n~r 
Siva occupies a prominent position, that, on the other hand, 
Indra and Brahman are much in the foreground, and that the 
ancient deities of the Veda, Agni (Fire) and Surya (Sun) are 
glorified by hymns in a few of the cantos, and that a large 
number of sun-myths are related. 1> This oldest part of. the 
Purii.Qa, as Pargiter considers, may belong to the third 
century A.D., but may perhaps be earlier. A large part of 
this section also consists of moral and edifying narratives. 

This is still more the case in the first sections of the work, 
which are closely connected with the Mahabharata and have 
very much in common with the character of Book XII of the 
epic. The Pural}.a actually commences with Jaimini, a pupil 
of Vyasa, approaching Markan,geya, and, after a few 
eulogies of the Mahabharata, 2> asking him for the 
answers to four questions, which the great epic leaves 
unanswered. The first question is, how it was that Draupadi 
was able to become the common wife of the five PaQgavas, and 
the last, why the children of Draupadi were killed at a youth
ful age. MarkaQ<Jeya does not answer these questions himself, 
but refers him to four wise birds, in reality Brahmans who 
were born as birds in consequence of a curse.3> These tell 

i) Chapters 99-110. An impression of great antiquity is also created by the narra

tive of Dama who, in order to avenge the death of his father, cruelly kills Vapu~mat and 
oilers his flesh and blood to the spirit of his father, with the funeral oakes (136). The 

very fact that in the Bengali manuscripts the narrative ceases without any mention of 
the human sacrifice, is a proof of the great antiquity of traditions which could no longer 

be reconciled with the views of a later time. (Of. Pargiter, p. vii.) 
•) These partly agree literally with the praises at the beginning and end of the 

Mahii.bhirata itself (cf. above p. 325 f. and 453). 
•) This is again a duplicate of a legend also occurring in the 'MahAbhllrata. {1, 229 

ff.), where, however, one of the birds is called DroQa, while in the M4rk.-P. the four birds 

are Dro:t;~a'a sons. 
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Jaimini a series of legends in reply to the propounded ques
tions. In reply to the last question it is related, how five 
angels (visve devas) once took the liberty of finding fault with 
the great saint Visvamitra, when he treated King Hariscandra 
cruelly, for which they were cursed by the saint to be born 
again as human beings, which curse he mitigated so that they 
should die young and unmarried. The five sons of Draup~di 
were those angels. In connection with this is related the 
touching, but genuinely llrahmanical legend of King 
Hariscandra, who, through fear of the wrath ~nd cur!!e o~ 
Visvamitra, suffers endless sorrow and humiliation, until at 
last he is taken into heaven by Indra himself.H 

After the answering of the four questions, there begins 
a new section (Chapts. 10-44) in which a conversation between 
a father and his son is communicated; this is a very lengthy 
amplification of the dialogue between fatber and son which 
we met with in the Mahabharata (see a~ove, p. 417 ff.). It i~ 
significant that the son, in the lfahabharata, is called" Intel
ligent" (Medhavj.n), while in the furan.~ be bears the nic~~ 
name Jar]a, "the Idiot." 2> As in the Mahabharata, hera 
too, the son despises the life of the pious Brahman, which 
his father places before him as an ideal, he recalls all his 
previous births and sees salvation only in an escape from the 
Sa~psara. In connection with. this the " Idiot'~ gives a 

1 ) Chapters 7 and 8. This famous legend has been translated into English by J. 
Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts, I, 3rd ed., p. 379 if. and b;r B. H. Wortham, JRAS 1881, p. 
355 if., into German by F- lWckwt (ZDMG 13, 1859, 103 ft ; Riickert-Nachlese II, 489 if.). 
The legend was a favourite theme for later dramatists, thus it forms the subject of the 
Oal}~aka.uiika by the poet Kiemisvara (10Lh or llth century A.D.). It is also told ia 
a ballad that ie still popular in the Punjab, Iii· B. C. Temple: The Legends of the Panjab 
No. 42 (Vol. III, p. 53 if.). The Snnal}iepa legend, the Buddhist Veasantsra-JAtaka, and 
the Hebrew Book of Job han been compared with the Haris~:andra. l!lgeud._ {Jf,_ Weber. 
SBA 1891, p. 779 f. Ind. Stud. 15, p. 413 ff. On the legends of Visv&mitra, Vaaiv~ha, 

Hariscandra, and Snl}ah&epa in the Br&hmal}as, PnraQ.as and Epics, see F. E. Pargitsr, 
JRAS 1917, p. 37 ff. 

') This "wise fool" •lao, like Ja4a.bhara.ta (seQ IIP-bove, p. 549) is a procla.imer of ' 
tbe Yoga. 

71 
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description of the Saqtsara and of the consequences of sins in 
various rebirths, and especially of the hells and the punish
ments of hell, which await the sinner. In the midst of this 
description of hell, magnificent of its kind, though not very 
enjoyable,Il stands one of the gems of Indian legend poetry, 
the story of the noble king Vipascit ("the Wise"), 21 which 
well deserves to be briefly reproduced here. 

The extremely pious and virtuous king Yipascit is, after his death, 
taken to hell by a. servant of Yama. In answer to the king's amazed 
question as to why he should have to go to hell, Yama's servant explains 
to him that he once neglected to cohabit with his wife at the time suit
able for conception, and he must atone for this light offence against the 
religious precepts, at least by a very short sby in hell. Thereupon he 
gives the king inetruction upon good and bad deeds (karm an), which 
must inevitably have their effects, and the punishments of hell which are 
laid down for every single sin. After these explanations the servant of 
the god of death is about to take him out of hell again, The king turns 
to go, when dreadful screams of agony smite un his ear, and the inhabi
tants of hell assail him with entreaties to stay only a minute longer, as 
an inexpressibly pleasant breath emanates from him, which alleviates the 
torments of hell which they are enduring. At his amazed question, 
Yama's servant gives him the explanation that, from the good works of a 
pious man, a refreshing breath is wafted towards the inhabitants of hell 
and alleviates their torments. Then says the king : 

"Not in heaven, nor in Brahman's world, methinks, 
Does man find such bliss as when 
He can give refreshment to beings in torment. 

If through my presence, racking torture 
Of these poor ones is alleviated, 
Then will I stay here, my friend, 
Like a post, I will not move from this spot." 

I) This is the most detailed description of hell in the PnriiQ& literature, but 
similar descriptions also occur in other Pnr4J}.as. They are discussed by L. Scherman, 

Visionslitteratur, p. 23 ff., 45 ff. 
•) Chapt. 15, Verses 47.79 translated into German by F. Ruckert (ZDMG 12, 

1858, Pt 336 ff; Riickert-Nachlese II, 485 ff.). 
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Yama's servant spake: 

"Come, 0 King, let us go, do tlioN enjoy 
The fruits of thy good deeds and leave the torments 
To those who, through bad deeds, deserve them/' 

The king spake: 

"No, I will not go hence, while these 
Poor dwellers in hell are happy through my presence. 
A disgrace and a shame is the life of a man 
Who feels no pity for the tortured, poor ones, 
Who implore him for protection--even for bitter foes. 
Sacrifices, gifts, austerities serve neither here nor beyond 
}'or his salvation, who has no heart for protecting tortured ones, 
Whose heart is hardened to children, old men and the weak, 
Not as a man do I regard him-he is a devil. 
Even though, through the presence of these dwellers in hell 
I suffer the torment of purgatory, the stink of hell, 
And the pain of hunger and of thirst rob me of my senses
Yet I deem it sweeter than the joy of heaven, 
To give them, the tortured ones, protection and help. 
If through m1 suffering many unhappy ones become glad, 
What more do I want?-Do not tarry, depart and leave me." 

Yama's servant spake: 

"Behold I JJharma 1 ) comes, and dakra, to fetch thee hence. 
Thou must go indeed, King : up, and away from here f " 

Dharma spake : 

"Let me lead thee to the heaven whi<'h thou hast well deserved j 
Enter this chariot of the gods without delay-away from here f " 

The King spake : 

" Here in this hell, Dharma, men are tortured a thousandfold j 
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' Protect us f ' full of agony they cry to me ; I will not move from 
here.'' 

1) On Dharma aa the name of the god of death aee above p. 39'7, SaJ:ra is a name 
of lrtdra, the king of the gods. In genuine old Akhyiina-atyle, it is wot related that the 
two gods oame there, but their coming i11 oommunioated in C01lwrsatiott, and they then 
immediately appear speaking. 
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~akra 1.1pake : 

" The reward of their deeds, these evil ones receive in hell ; 
Thou, p1·ince, must for thy good deed ascend to heaven." 

But for the kin~ the dwellers in hell are not sinners, only sufferers. 
And as, in answer to his question how great his good works are, Dharma 
himself replies that they are as numerous "as the drops of water in the 
sea, the stars in the heavens, •.• the grains of sand in the Ganges," he has 
only the one desire, that, through these good works of his, the dwellers in 
hell may be delivered from their torments. 'fhe king of gods grants him 
this wish, and as he ascends to heaven, all the inmates of hell are released 
.from their pain. t > 

In language and style this splendid dialogue reminds 
one very much of the Savitri poem of the Mahabharata. But 
just as in the great epic the most absurd productions of priest
ly literature stand by the side of the most beautiful poems, 
so also in our Pura:t;ta. Immediately after the above-told 
legend follows that of Anasuya, which appears like a cari
cature of the Savitri legend : 

Anasiiyi t) is the extremely faithful wife of a loathsome, leprous, 
rough and vulgar Brahman. In accordance with the brahmanical prin
ciple: "The husband is the deity of the wife," his wife tends him with 
the greatest love and cit.re, and bears his coarseness with patience. One 
day the good man, who is also a libertine, expresses the urgent desire of 
visiting a courtesan who has excited his admiration. As he himself is too 

f) The story of Yudhi~~hira'a visit to hell and ascent to heaven in Book 18 of the 
.Mahlbhlrata (see above, p. 374 f.) seems to me but a poor imitation of the Vipa.Scit legend. 
The very fact that Yudhi~~hira only has a Tision {mlyl) of hell, showa a considerable 
falling-off. In the Pltlla-Khal}~a of the Padma-Purll}a (s. Wil8on, Works, III, p. 49 f., 
not in the AnSS edition) King Jana.ka goes to hell ae a ma.tter of form, because he has 
struck a cow, and he releases the damned souls in a similar fashion. A Jewish fairy-tale 
tells of a selfless man who spent his whole life in succouring the distressed, and after his 
death refused to go to Paradise beoause there was nobody there in need of aid ; he prefers 
to go to hell, where there are creatures with whom he can feel sympathy and whom he 
can help. (I. L. P'"e:~, Volks~iimliche Erzihlungen, p. 2411.). The original source of all 
these legenda is probably to be found in a Buddhist Mahtlylna legend of the Bodhisattva 

A valokiteivara. 
•) The name signifies the "not jealous one." 
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ill to go, his faithful wife takes him on her back, in order to carry him 
there. He then accidentally touches a saint with his foot, and the latte~ 
curses him that he shall die ere the sun rises. Then Anasiiyi says: "The 
sun shall not rise." In consequence of her devotion the sun actually does 
not rise, which causes the gods great embarrassment, as they receive no 
sacrifices. There remains nothing but for them to arrange that the charm• 
ing husband of Anasiiyi remains alive. 

Just as in the Mahabharata, so here too, there are besides 
legends purely didactic dialogues upon the duties of the 
householder, upon Sraddhas, upon conduct in the daily life, 
upon the regular sacrifices, feasts and ceremonies, 1> and 
also (Chapts. 36-43) a treatise upon Yoga. 

A work complete in itself, which doubtless was only 
later inserted into the MarkaJJ.<Jeya-PuraJ.ta, though not later 
than the 6th century A. D., is the Detfimlihatmya,8> a glori
fication of the goddess Durga, who, till the most recent times, 
has been worshipped with human sacrifices. In the temples 
of this terrible goddess the Devimahatmya is read daily, and 
at the great feast of Durga. (Durgapuja) s> in Bengal it is 
recited with the greatest of solemnity. 

1
) Chapters 29-35. The chapter on Sr&ddhaa partly agrees literally with the 

Gautamas1f1rn, aooording toW. Calattd, Altindischer Ahnenkult, Leyden 1893, p. ua 
1 ) Chapts. 81-93. Edited and translated into Latin by L. Poley, Berolini 1831. 

Translated into English by Pargiter, Mirka\I!Jeya-:P. Trans!., pp, 465-523; Extracts 
rendered in French by Burnouf (JA 4, 1824, p. 24 ff.). As an independent work, also 
with the titles C~Qi, CaQ~imah&tmya, DurgimiihAtmya and Saptasat1, it occurs in innu. 
merable MSS., and has often been printed in India, sometimes with a Bengali transla
tion. On the numerous translations in Bengali, s. D. Ch. Be., Bengali Langoage and 
Literature, p. 225 ff. There are also many commentaries on the text, a . .Aujrecht, CO. I, 
p. 261. One MS. of the DevimihAtmya ie dated 998 A.D., and the work probably origi· 
nated even earlier than the 7th century, for a verse from the Devimihiitmya seems to 
have been quoted in an inscription of the year 608 A. D. (D. R. Bhandarkar, JBBAS 23, 
1909, p. 73 f.); and BiQa'a poem" CaQQieataka" ia perhaps based on the DevimibAtmya; 
Cf. G. :P. Quackenbos, The Sanskrit Poems of Hayiira ... together with the Text and Tran. 
alation of Biqa'a C&!}Qifiataka, New York 1917, pp. 249 ff., 297; Farquhar, Outline, p. 
150; Pargiter, Mirkaq!Jeya-P., Trans!., pp. :rli, xx. 

•) On thia most popular of all religioua festival& in Bengal cf. Shib Chunder Bose, 

The Hindoos as they are, p. 92 ff. 
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VIII. 'Jhe iigneya- or Agni-PuratJ,a,1> so called becaus~ 
it is supposed to have been comrr.unicated to Vasi~tha by 
A.gni. It describes the incarnations (Avataras) of Vi~l}.U, 

among them also those as Rama and Knl}.a, where it con
fessedly follows the Ramayal}.a, Mahabharata and Harivarpsa. 
Although it commences with Vi~l}.u, gives directions for the 
ritual of the Vi~l}.u-cult and contains a Dvadasasahasrr-Stotra 
to Vi~l}.U (Chapt. 48), it is yet essentially a Sivaite work and 
deals in detail with the mystic cult of the Liriga and of Durga. 
It also mentions Tantric rites, gives instructions for the pro
duction of images of gods and their consecration, and refe!S 
to the cult of Gat;1e8a (Chapt. 71) and the sun-cult (Chapt. 
73). A few chapters (368-370) treat of death and transmi
gration and Yoga (371-37~), Chapt. 380 contains a summary 
of the doctrines of the Bhagavadgita, and Chapt. 381 a 
Yamagrta. But the cosmological, genealogical and geogra
phical sections peculiar to the Pural}.as are not missing. The 
especially distinctive feature of this Pural}.a is, however, its 
encyclopredic character. It actually deals with anything and 
everything. We find sections on geography, astronomy and 
astrology, on marriage and death customs, on omina and 
portenta, house building and other usages of daily life, and also 
on politics (nrti) and the art of war, on law (in which it is closely 
connected with the law-book of Yajiiavalkya), on medicine, 
metrics, poetry, and even on grammar and lexicography. 

To which age this remarkable encyclopredia or its 
separate parts belong, it is impossible to say. In spite of the 
fact that the work itself contains so much that is heterogene
ous, there are still many Mahatmyas and similar texts which 
claim to belong to the Agni-Pural}.a, but do not occur in the 
manuscripts of the work itself. 

1) Editions in Bibl. Ind. 1873-1879, and AnSS No. 41, translation by M. N. Dutt, 

Calcutta, 1901. It is also called Vahni-Puri1,1.a. There is, however, also an Upapnrl~a 
with the same title, 11. Eggeling, Ind, Off, Cat, VI, p. 1294 ff. 
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IX. The Bhavi~ya or Bhavif!?Jat-Purat)a. The title 
signifies a work which contains prophecies regarding the 
future (bhavi~ya). However, the text which has come down 
to us in manuscript under this title is certainly not the 
ancient work which is quoted in the A.pastambiya-Dharma
siltra.1> The account of the Creation which it contains, is 
borrowed from the law-book of Manu, which is also otherwise 
frequently used.2> The greater part of the work deals with 
the brahmanical ceremonies and feasts, the duties of the 
castes, and so on. Only a few le~ends are related. A descrip
tion of the Nagapaiicami-feast, dedicated to the worship of 
snakes, gives a:ri. opening for an enumeration of the snake
demons and for the narration of some snake-myths. A consi
derable section deals with the sun-worship in "Sakadvipa" 
(land of the Scythians P) in which sun-priests named Bkojaka 
and Maga are mentioned, and which undoubtedly is related 
to the Zoroastrian sun and fire cult.8> 

The Bhavif!?JOitara-Purar)a, which, though it contains a 
few ancient myths and legends, is more a handbook of religi
ous rites, is a sort of continuaticn of this PuraQ.a. 

Very numerous are the Mahatmyas and other modern 
texts which claim to be parts of the Bhavi~ya and especially 
of the Bhavi~yottara-PuraQ.a. 

X. The Brahmavaivarta- or Brahmakaivarta-PuratJ,a.•) 

1 ) See above, p. 519 f. There is still less claim to authenticity for the edition 
of the Bhavivya-Puriil}a which &ppeand in Bombay in 1897 in the Sriveilkata Press, and 
which Th. Aufrecht (ZDMG 57, 1903, p. 276 ff.) has unmasked as a" literary fraud." 

') Cf. Wilson, Works, VI, p. lxiii; G. Buhler, SBE Vol. 25, p .. ex f.; 78 n; W. Jahn, 
Ueber die kosmogonischen Grundanschauungen in M4nava-DharmR-Sastram, p. 38 ff. 

1 ) Cf. Aufrecht, Bodl. Cat., p. 31 ff.; Wilson, Works, X, p. 381 ff. We learn 
from an inscription written in 861 A.D., by one Maga M4trrava, that the Magas lived in 
Rl1jpnt4na as early as in the 9th century. "Maga" is a name for the S4kadvipa Brahmins, 
who at the present day are still living in the district of Jadhpur, and trace their history 
back to the Siirya-Pnr4:r;~a and the Dhavi~ya-Pura:r;~a. See D. R. Bhandarkar, Ep. Ind. 

IX, p.279. 
') Editions published at Calcutta 1887 and 1888. English translation in SBH, 
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The latter is the name current in Southern India. This 
extensive work is divided into four books. The first book, 
the llnhma-Kha.Q.ga, deals with the creation by llrahman, 
the First lleing, who is, however, none other than the god 
K:rfii.Q.a.11 1\fany legends, especially about the sage Nal'ada, 
are included. One chapter (16) contains a treatise on medi
cine. The second book, the Prakrti-Kha.Q.ga, deals with 
Prakrti, the original matter, which, however, here seems to 
be conceived quite mythologically, resolving itself, at the 
command of Krfi!.Q.a, into five goddesses (Durga, Lakl[lmi, 
Sarasvati, Savitri and Radha). The third book, the GaJJ.esa
KhaQga, relates legends of the elephant-headed god GaQ.esa, 
who is unknown to the oldest Indian pantheon, but is one of 
the most popular of the more modern Indian deities.2l In 
a very curious way Ga.Q.eSa is here represented as a kind of 
incarnation of Krfi!Qa. The last and most extensive book, the 
Krfi!.Q.ajanma-Kha.Q.ga, "section of the birth of Kr!i!Qa," deals 
not only with the birth, but with the whole life of KnQ.a, 
especially his battles and his love adventures with the cow
herdesses (gopis). It is the chief part of the whole Pura.Q.a, 
which throughout pursues no other object than to glorify the 
god KrlJYJa and his favourite wife Radha, in myths, legends 
and hymns. Radha is here Kr!i!r;ta's Sakti.3> According to 
this Pura.Q.a, Kr!i!.Q.a is so much the god above all gods, that 

Bra.hmavaivarta-pura.ni specimen ed. by A. F. Btenzler, Berclini, 1829. A detailed analysis 
of the work by Wilson, Works, III, p. 91 ff. 

1) The title Brahmavaivarta-P., which can be translated "PurAQ.a of the 
transformations of Brahman," probably refers to this. The Southern Indian title is not 

intelligible to me. 
•) B. 0. Mazumdar says that he has proved in the Bengali journal VangaW.riiana, 

"that the worship of Gaqeiia •as an affiliated son of Pllrvatl was wholly unknown to the 
Hindus previous to the 6th century A. D." (JBRAS 23, 1909, p. 82.) 

•) Nimbllrka, probably in the 12th oent~, regu.rds RiidU as the eternai 
oon.sort of KAQ.&, who, in his view, is not merely an incarnation of Viol}.n, but the eternal 
Brahman (Of. Farquhar, Outline, p. 237 ff.) It was not until the 16th century that 
the sect of the BAdhivallabhis, ll'ho attach great importance to the worship of Rlldhl as 

Sakti, a.rcae. a. Grierson, ERE X, p. 659 f.; Farquhar, L o. P·. 318. 
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legends are related in which not only Brahman and Si~a, but 
even Vi~:Q.U himself, are humiliated by Kr~JJ.a. 

A large number of Mahiitmyas claim to belong to this 
Pura:r;ta, which is altogether a rather inferior production. 

XI. The Lainga- or Linga-Ptwa1J4.1
> The principal 

theme of the work is the worship of Siva in his various forms, 
hut especially in the Linga symbol.2> There is a somewhat 
confused account of the legend of the origin of the Liiiga
cult : on the occasion of Siva's visit to the Devadaru forest, 
the hermits' wives fall in love with the god, who is cursed by 
the Munis.3> In the account of the creation Siva occupies 
the position which is otherwise ascribed to Vi~Q.u. Corres
ponding to the Avataras of Vi~Q.u, legends of twenty-eight 
incarnations of Siva are told in the Liiiga.-PuriiQ.a. Some 
passages show the influence of the Tantras; ') this fact, and 
the character of the work as a manual for the use of Siva
worshippers would seem to indicate that it can scarcely be a 
very ancient work. 

XII. The Paraha- or Varaha- Pura1J4.5> The work 
owes its title to the fact that it is related to the goddess 

1) Editions have been published in Calcutta, Bombay, Poona and Madras, also 
with a commentary. 

1 ) The Linga (the phallus), generally in the form of a small stone colum~, is 
for the worshippers of Siva only a symbol of the productive and creative principle of 
Nature as embodied in Siva; and it is worshipped by simple offerings of leaves and 
tlowera and the pouring of water. The Linga cult certainly bears no trace of any phallic 
cult of an obscene nature. Cf. H. H. Wilson, Works, Vol. VI, p. l:nx; M011iBr· Williams, 

Briihmanism and Hinduism, 4th Ed., London 1891, pp. 83, 90 f. ; Eliot, Hinduism and 
Buddhism, II, 142 ff. The Linga cult can be traced in Cambodia and Champa as early as 

about 550 A. D. ; a. Eliot, I. o. p. 143 note 3. 
1 ) I, 28-33, translated into German by W. Jahn, ZDMG 69, 1915, pp. 539 ff. 

The same legend also occurs in other PnrAJ;aas, a. Jahn, 1. o. pp. 629 ff.; 70, 1916, p. 301 ff. 

and 71, 1917, 167 ff. 
•) Cf. Farquhar, Outline, p. 195 f. 
1 ) Ed. by Hrish.ikeia Sastri, Bib!. Ind. 1893. • According to 218, 1 the Purlq.a 

was " written " by Mildhava BhaUa and Viresvara in· Benares in the year 1621 of the 
Vikrama era (1564 A. D.). However, this cannot be the date of the work it.self, but ouli 
of a copy of it. 
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Earth (Prthivi) by Vi~QU in his incarnation as a . wild boar 
(varaha). Though it . contains brief allusions to the creation, 
the genealogies, etc., it is not a PuraJ).a in the ancit>nt sense 
of the word, but rather a manual of prayers and rules for the 
Vi~J).u-worshippers. In spite of the Vi~IJ.uite character of the 
work, it yet contains. a few legends relating to Siva and 
Durga. Several chapters are devoted to the :Mothers and the 

. female deities (Chapts. 90-95). We find the story of the 
birth of GaiJ.esa, followed by a GaiJ.eSa-stotra. Furthermore, 
it deals with Sraddhas (Chapt. 13 ff.), Prayascittas (Chapt. 
119 ff.), the erection of images of the gods (Chapt. 181 ff.), 
etc. A considerable section (Chapts. 152-168) is nothing but 
a Mathura-Mahatmya, a glorification of the sacred city which 
is K:r~IJ.a's birthplace. Another considerable section (Chapts. 
193-212) tells the legend of Naciketas, but the narrator is 
more concerned with the description of heaven and hell than 
with the philosophical ideas contained in the ancient poem in 
the Katha-Upani~ad.1> 

·XIII. The Skanda- or Skanda-Purar}Jl!. This PuraiJ.a is 
named after Skanda, son of Siva and commander of the 
celestial armies, who is said to have relafed it and proclaimed 
Sivaite doctrines in it.2> The ancient PuraiJ.a of this name, 
however, is probably entirely lost ; for though there is a consi- . 
daoable number of more or less extensive works claiming to 
be Sarphitas and KhaiJ.Q.as of the Skanda-PuraJ).a, and an almost 
overwhelming mass of .Mahatmyas which give themselves 
out as portions of thi~ PuraiJ.a, 3

> only one, very ancient, 
manuscript contains a ·text which calls itself simply " Skanda-

t) See above, p. 261 f. Cf. L. Scherman., Vtsionslitteratnr, p. 11 f. The name 

is Naciketa here, as in the :MahAbhlrata XIII, 71. 
•) Matsya-P, 53, 42 f. The length of the Skanda-P. is here, as elsewhere, stated 

as 81,100 iilokas. In Padma-P., VI, 263, 81 f., too, the SlrandFL-P, is conn ted as amon~ 

the " tlmasa," •. e. the Sivaite PnriQ.aS. 
•) Cf. Eggeling, Ind. Clff. Cat. VI, pp. 1319-1389. 



Pura:Q.a." 1' Even this text, however, is scarcely identical 
with the ancient Pura:Q.a : for, though it contains all- manner 
of legends of Siva,· especially of his battles with Andhaka and 
other demons, a few chapters on the hells and Sa~psara, and 
a section on Yoga, there is hardly anything in it that corres
ponds ·to the "five characteristics" of a Pura:Q.a.'' Texts 
which are considered as belonging to the Skanda-Pura:Q.a 
inform us 3> that there are six Sa~phitas, namely Sanatkuma
riya, Suta, Brahmi, V a.i~n.avi, San.kari and Sa uri Sa~phita, and 
fifty Kha:Q.c).as of the Skanda-Pura:Q.a. The Suta-Sa~phita is a 
work of some bulk.•> It consists of four KhaQ.cJ.as, the first 
of which- is devoted wholly to the worship of Siva. The 
second ·section (jiianayogakha:Q.da) deals not only with Yoga, 
but also with the duties of the castes and A.sramas. The 
third section teaches ways and means of attaining salvation ; 
and the fourth section begins with rules about Vedic-brahma
nical ceremonies, and then deals with " the sacrifice of 
meditation" and "the sacrifice of knowledge," as well as with 
devotion to Siva (Siva-bhakti). A second part contains a 
Sivaite Brahmagita and a Vedantist Sutagita. The Sanat
kumara-Sa~phita, too, contains Siva.ite legends, more especially 
relating to the sacred places of Benares.5> The Saura-Sa~phita, 
_which is supposed to have been revealed to Yajiiavalkya 

1 ) This is the old manuscript in Gupta script, which was discovered in Nepal 
by Haraprasad Sastri, and has been aBBigned to the 7th century A. D. by him and 
C. Bendall on pslaeographioal grounds. See Harapr&Siid Sastri, Catalogue of Palm Leaf 
and Selected Paper IISS. belonging to the Durbar Library, Nepal, Calcutta 1905, PP· Iii, 

141 ff. 
1 ) According to the short table of contents given by Haraprasiid, 1. o. As no 

kha~;~da is named in the colophons of the MS., Harapra.sid oonaiders the text to be the 
original Skanda-P. The supposition that it might be the Ambik&-Kha~;~~a (Harapru&d, 
RPport I, p. 4}, tu:ned out to be erroneous. The Ambikl-kha~;~~a (Eggaliftg, I. o. P· 1321 

ff.) contains a collection of legends about Siva and Durgl, told by Sanatkum&ra to Vyisa. 

•) Eggeling, l. c., pp. 1321, 1362. 
•) Ed. with the commentary of Mlldhaviiclirya in lnSS No. 25, 1898 in 3 volll. 
•) The S8hyiidri-kha~;~~a (pobl. by J. G. da Cunha, Bombay 1877) belongs to the 

Ssnatkomira-satphitii.. Cf. Eggeling, 1. c., p. 1369 ff, The Veilka~a-llllhitmya of tho 
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by the sun-god, contains chiefly cosmogonic theories. The 
Sankara-Saiphita is also called Agastya-Saiphita, because 
Skanda is supposed to have communicated it to Agastya. It 
is doubtful, however, whether this is the Agastya-Saiphita 
which teaches the cult of Vi~Q.U especially in his incarnation 
as Rama.1

> There is a Kasi-Khal).<}.a,9
> dealing with the 

Siva-temples in the neighbourhood of Benares and with the 
sanctity of this city itself. A Gangasahasranaman, a litany 
of the "thousand names of the Ganges" belongs to the same 
section. The above-mentioned are only a few of the many 
texts which are said to belong to this Pural)a. 

XIV. 'l'he Vamana-Purar}a. 8> This Puray;ta, too, has 
not come down to us in its original form, for the five themes 
of the Puray;tas, i.e. Creation, etc., are scarcely mentioned, 
and the information given in the :Matsya-Puray;ta '> as 
to the contents and length of the work does not 
tally with our text. The text begins with an account of the 
incarnation of Vi~y;tu as a dwarf (vamana), whence it takes 
its name. Several chapters deal with the Avataras of Vi~y;tu 

in general.5
> On the other hand, a considerable section 

Sahyiidri-kha:Q.~a, a glorification of the temple of Mafijguni, is translated by G. K. Betham, 

Ind. Ant. 24, 1895, pp. 231 ff. The same khal}~a probably also includes the lt~;~yasrbga. 

legend, which was transformed into a local legend, and which has been translated by 
V. N. Narasimmiyengar {Ind. Ant. 2, 1873, pp. 140 :If.). 

1
) Cf. Egf}eling, I. c., p. 1319 :If.; 1321. In the Sivara.hasya-kha:Q.~a of the 

Sankara.-saiphita {Eggeling 1. c., p. 1363 f.) the 18 Putir;~a.s are enumerated, of which ten 
(Saiva, Bhavi~;~ya, MArka:Q.~eya., Lainga, Variba, Skinda, Mataya, Kanrma., Vima.na, 
Brahmil}c;la) are declared to be Sivaite, fonr (Vai~;~r;~ .. va, Bhagavata, NAradiya, Garn~a) 
Vi~;~l}nite, whilst Brihma and Pidma are said to be dedicated to Brahman, .Agneya to 
Agni, Brahmavaivarta to Savitr. It is added, however, that the Vi~;~r;~uite Puriir;~as teach 
the identity of Siva and Vil;l:Q.U, and the Brahma-P., the identity of Brahman, Vii;IQ.U and 

Si"a. 
1 ) Published (with commentaries) in Bena.res, 1868, Calcutta 1873-80 and 

Bombay 1881. 
•) Published, with Bengali translation, Calcutta, 1885. 
•) 53, 45 f. Cf. Wilson, Works, Vol. VI, p.lxxiv f. 
•) Accordi~g to A.ufrecht {Bod!. Cat. p. 46) these chapters {24-32) are mainly taken 

from the Matsya-P, 
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deals with Linga-worship, and in connection with the glori
fication of sacred places, the Sivaite legends of the marriage 
of Siva and U rna, the origin of GaJ;iesa and the birth of 
Karttikeya are related. 

XV. The Kaurma- or Kurma-PteratJa. In the work 
itself we read that it consists of four Sa~phitas, namely 
Brahmi, Bhagavati, Sauri and Vai~Q.aVi; but the Brahmi
Sa~phita is the only one which has come down under· the 
title "Kurma-PuraQ.a." 1> This work begins with a hymn 
to the incarnation of Vi~Q.U as a tortoise (kurma) on which 
the mountain Mandara rested when the ocean was twirled. 
At that time Lak~mi arose from the ocean and became 
Visnu's consort. When the J;t~is ask him who this goddess 
is, ·vi~J;lU replies that she is his highest Sakti. The Introduc
tion then relates further how Indradyumna, who in a former 
birth had been a king, but was born again as a Brahman by 
reason of his devotion to Vi~Q.U, desired to gain knowledge 
of the glory of Siva. Lak~mi refers him to Vi~I;lu. Then he 
worships Vi~J;lU as the Universal God, the Creator and Preser
ver of the universe, but also as "Mahadeva," "Siva" and 
as " father and mother of all beings." At length Vi~I;lu, in 
his incarnation as the tortoise, imparts the Pura:Q.a to him. 
As in this Introduction, Siva is the Highest Being through
out the work, but it is emphasized over and over again that 
in reality Brahman, Vi~J;lU and Siva. are one. 2> The worship 
of Sakti, i.e. "Energy_" or " Creative force" conceived as a 
female deity, is also emphasized. Devi, the "Highest Goddess" 
(Para.mesvari), the consort and Sakti of Siva, is praised under 
8,000 names.3> In like manner as Vi~Q.U is none other than 

1 ) Published by NilmaJ;~i Mukhopiidhyiiya in Bib!. Ind. 1890. It oontains 6,000 
lilokas. According to the statements made in the Bhii.gavata· ., VAyu-P. and Matsya-P., 

the Kiirma-P. oontains 17,000 or 18,000 sloka.s. 
•) In I, 6 (p. 56) Brahman is worshipped as Trimiirti, I, 9 especially inouloates 

the unity of the three gods. Of. also I, 26. 
1 ) I, 11 and 12. Siva divides himself into two parts, a male and a. female, the 
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\ . 
Siva, Lak~mi, Vi~Q.u's sakti, is in reality not apart from the 
Devl.l) When the sons of Karttavirya, some of whom wor
shipped Vi~Q.u and the others Siva, could not agree as to 
w~fch god was the more worthy of worship, the seven J;t~is 
decided. the dispute by declaring that the deity worshipped 
by any man is that man's deity, and that an the gods deserve 
the worship of at least some beings.2

> Notwithstanding, 
Siva is the god above all gods to such a degree that, though 
Kr~Q.a is praised as Vi~o.u Narayao.a, he obtains a son for his 
wife Jambavati only aftElr strenuous asceticism and by the 
mercy of Siva.3

> .Moreover, in spite of the · tolerance as 
regards the recognition of all the gods, there are allusions 
in several places to .the false doctrines which have been sent 
into the ~orld to· deceive mankind, and to false manuals 
which will come into existence during the Kaliyuga.4> 

The five themes of the Purii.Q.as, namely the Creation, 
the genealogies, etc., are also treated in the Kurma-Purat:ta, 
and in this connection a few of Vi~Q.u's Avataras are touched 
upon. However, an entire chapter (I. 53) is devoted to the 
incarnations of Siva. A considerable section of the first part 
consists of a description and glorification of the holy places 
of Benares (Kasimahatmya) and Allahabad (Prayagamahat
mya). 'l'he second part begins with an lsvaragita (a counter-

. part to the Bhagavadgita), ·teaching the knowledge of God, 

former gives rise to the Rudras, and the latter to the Saktis, Of. Farquhar, Outline, p. 

195 f. 
t) I, 17 (p. 206 f.} Prahlida praises Vi~J}.U and Lak~mi as Vi~!J.n's Sakti. 

•) I, 22 {p. 239 ff.). 
•) I, 25-27. Here (p. 269) there is also a reference to a Yogaiiilstra written by 

the great Yogin Ylljflavalkya, which is perhapa an allusion to the Ylljiiavalkyagitll, where 
Yoga is taught. Of. F. E. Hall, A Contribution towards an Index to the Bibliography of 
the Indi&n Philosophical Systems, Calcutta 1859, p. 14.. In I, 26 Kf!}J;>.a recommends the 

Liilga cult and explains its origin. . 
•) This appellation is given to the Si vaite sects and Sllstras of the Kllplllas, 

Bhairavas, Ylmalas,. Vlmaa, Arhatas, Nllknlas (i.e. Liikuli8a-Pii8upata, cf. Bhandarkar, 

Vai~Qaviam etc., p. 116 f.}, Paiiupatas and the Vi~t;mite Niicarlltra: I, 12; 16; 30 (pp. 
137, 184, 305). The V&mas or" left-hand ones," are those Sakti worshippers whose cult 

is connected with orgiastic rites. See below in the chapter on the Tantras, 
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i.e. Siva, through meditation. This piece is followed by a 
Vyasagita, _a larger section' in which Vyasa teaches the 
attainment of the highest knowledge through pious works and 
ceremonies, and therefore delivers a lecture on the duties of 
the householder, the forest-hermit and the ascetic. A few 
chapters deal with expiatory ceremonies for all sorts of crimes, 
where there is also mention of chastity. This gives rise to 
the narration of a story of Sita (not occurring in the 
Ramaya'Q.a), how she is rescued from the hands of Ra.va'Q.a 
by the fire-god. 

XVI. The liatsya or Matsya-Puraf!IJ!> This, again, 
is one of the older works of the Pural)a literature, or at least 
one of those which have preserved most o_f the ancient text, 
and do fair justice to the definition of a "Puriil)a.'~ It com~ 
mences with the story of the great flood out of which Vi!i!l)U, 
in the form of a fish (matsya) saves only Manu alone. While 
the ship in which Manu is sailing along is being drawn 
through the flood by the fish, there takes place between him 
and Vi~'Q.U~ incarnated as a fish, the conversation which forms 
the substance of the Purii.l)a. Creation is treated in detail, then 
follow the genealogies, into which is inserted a section about 
the Fathers and_ their cult (Chapts. 14-22). · Neither are the 
usual geographical, astronomical and chronological sections, 
absent, and, according to V. A. Smith (see above, p. 524) the 
lists of kings in this PuraQa are particularly reliable for 
the Andhra dynasty. It has very much in common with the 
Mahabharata and the Hariva:rpsa: thus the legends of Yayati 
(Chapts. 24-43), Savitri (Chapts. 208-214), the incarnations 
of Yi!i!'Q.U (Chapts. 161-179, 2-li-248); and there is often literal 
agreement. There are, however, very numerous later addi
tions and interpolations. For instance we find a- considerable 

t) Published in !nSS No. 54. (The quotations are given aooording to thia 
edition.) Translated into English in SBH. Vol. 17. The edition has 291 adhyayas, bnt the 
MS. described by A~tfr~~cht, Bodl. Cat., p. 38 ff., has only 278. 
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section about all manner of festivals and rites (Vrat.as, Chapt!ll. 
5i-102), a glorification of the sacred places of Allahabad 
(Prayagamahatmya, Chapts. 103-112), Benares (VaraQ.asi= 
and Avimuktamabatmya, Chapts. 180-185), and of the river 
Narmada (Chapts. 186-l94t); then sections on the duties of 
a king (Chapts. 215-227), on omina and portenta (Chapts. 
228-238), ceremonies at the building of a house (Chapts. 252-
257), the erection and dedication of statues of deities, temples 
and palaces (Chapts. 258-270), the sixteen kinds of pious 
donations (Chapts. 274-289), etc. As far as the religious 
content is concerned, the Matsya- PuraQ.a might be called 
Sivaite with just as much reason as it is classed as Vi~t;tuite. 
Religious festivals of the Vai~Q.avas are d.escribed side by side 
with those of the Saivas, and both Vi~t;tu and Siva-legends 
are related. In Chapter 13 Devi ("the Goddess," Siva's 
wife Gaurr) enumerates to Dak~a the one hundred and eight 
names by which she wishes to be glorified. It is obvious 
that both sects used the work as a sacred book. 

XVII. 'fhe GarurJ,a- or GarurJ,a- Purar]a.1
> This is a 

Vi~t;tuite Purat;ta. It takes its name from the mythical bird 
GaruQ.a, to whom it was revealed by Vi~:Q.U himself, and who 
then imparted it to Kasyapa. It treats some of the five 
themes, viz. Creation, the ages of the world, the genealogies 
of the solar. and lunar dynasties; hut far more attention is 
given to the worship of Vi~Q.u, to descriptions of Vi~Q.uite 

rites and festivals (Vratas), to expiatory ceremonies (Praya
scittas) and glorifications of sacred places. It is also cogni
sant of Sakti-worship, and gives rules for the worship of the 
"five gods" (Vi~J,l.u, Siva, Durga, Silrya and Gat;tesa).2

> 

Moreover, like the Agni-Purat;ta, it is a kind of encyclopaedia, 
in which the most diversified subjects are dealt with: thus, 

1) Published by Jibananda. Vidyas'igaTa, Calcutta. 1890. English translation by 

Manmatha Nath Dutt, Calcutta 1908 (Wealth of India, Vol. VIII). 

•) Cf. Farquhar, Outline, p, 178 f. 
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the contents of the Ramayar;la, the :Mahabharata and the 
Harivarpsa are retold, ·and there are sections on cosmography, 
astronomy and astrology, omina and portenta, chiromancy, 
medicine, metrics, grammar, knowledge of precious stones 
(ratnaparik~a) and politics (niti). A considerable portion of 
the Yajiiavalkya-Dharmasastra has been included in the 
GaruQ.a-Pura:Q.a. 

What is counted as the Uttarakha:Q.ga or "second part, 
of the GaruQ.a-Pura:Q.a is the Pretakalpa, a voluminous though 
entirely unsystematic work, which treats of everything con
nected with death, the dead and the beyond. In motley 
confusion and with many repetitions, we find doctrines on the 
fate of the soul after death, Karman, rebirth'and release from 
rebirth, on desire as the cause of Sarpsara, on omens of death, 
the path to Yama, the fate of the Pretas (i.e., the departed 
who still hover about the earth as spirits, and have not as 
yet found the way to the ··world beyond), the torments 
of the hells, and the Pretas as- causing ·evil omens and 
dreams. Interspersed we find · rules of all kinds about 
rites to be performed at the approach of death, the treatment 
of the dying and of the corpse, funeral rites and ancestor_. 
worship, the especial funeral sacrifices for a Satr, i.e., a woman 
who enters the funeral pyre with her husband. Here and 
there we also find legends recalling the Buddhist Petavatthu, 
.telling of encounters with Pretas who relate the cause of 
their wretched existence (sins which_ they' committed during 
_their lifetime).1

> An "extract" (Saroddkara) of this work 
was made by Naunidkirarna.2> In spite of its title, this work· 

1 ) A detailed analysis of the contents of the Pretakalpa is given by E. Abegg, Der 
Pretakalpa des Garu~a-Pur4Qa (Naunidbir4ma's S4roddh4ra). Eine: Darstellung des 
hindnistisohen Totenkultes und Jenseitsglaubens ...... ubersetzt... Serlin und Leipzig 
1921, p. 8 ff. ; ohapterH X-XII translated p. 229 ff. . 

•) This Sliroddhllra was published under the title "Garu~a-Purll}a" in Bombay 
NSP in l903 and with an English translation by E. Wood and S. V. Bubrahmar}Yam in SBH, 
Vol. IX, 19U. There ie a good German translation by Abegg, Pretakalpa etc. (s. the 
preceding Note). · 

73 
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is not a mere extract from the Pretakalpft, for the author 
also utilised material from other PuraQ.as, and treated the 
subject more systematically. Among other works he drew 
on the Bbagavata-Pura:Q.a, whence it follows that he was later 
than this PuraQ.a. 

Among the Maha.tmyas which claim to be parts of the 
Garu<Ja-PuraQ.a, especial mention should be made of a Gaya
mahatmya in praise of Gaya, the place of pilgrimage, where 
it is particularly meritorious to perform Sraddhas. 

XVIII. The Brahmarjja-Pura1Ja.1> In the list in the 
Kurma-PuraQ.a the eighteenth PuraQ.a is called " Vayaviya 
BrahmaQ.ga," the "PuraQ.a of the Brahman-egg proclaimed 
by Vayu," and it is possible that the original BrahmaQ.<Ja was 
but an earlier version of the Vayu-Purag.a.2> According to 
the Matsya-PuraQ.a (53, 55f.) it is said to have been proclaim
ed by Brahman, and to contain a glorification of the Brahman· 
egg 3> as well as a detailed account of the future kalpas in 
12,200 slokas. It appears, however, that the original work 
of this name is lost, for our manuscripts for the most part 
contain only Mahatmyas, Stotras and Upakhyanas which 
claim to be parts of the BrahmaQ.ga. 

The .Adkyatma-Ramayar}a,4> i.e., "the RamayaQ.a in 

•) Published in Bombay, Sri-Veilkatesvara Press, 1906. 
•) Cf. Pargiter, Ano. Ind. Hist. Trad., p. 77 f. H. H. Wilson (Works, Vol. VI, p. 

b:n:v f.) mentions a MS. of the BiahmliJ}~a-P. the first part or which agrees almost 
entirely with the Vliyu-P., whilst the second part is dedicated to Lalita Devi, a form of 
Durgli, and teaches her worship by Tantric rites. On the island of Bali a BrahmliJ}~a-P. 
is the only sacred book of the local Siva-worshippers. Cf. R. Friederich, JRAS 1876, p. 

170 f.; Weber, Ind. Stud. II, p. 131 f. 
•) Even the Brlihmai}aS and Upani~ads already tell of the golden egg out of 

which the universe was created. Cf. Satapatha-Br. XI, 1, 6 (above p. 223) and Chlindogya
Upani~ad III, 9, 1. According to the cosmogony of the Purll:r;~as Brahman (or Vi~I}U in 
the form of Brahman) dwells in the egg in which the whole of the universe is looked np, 
and out of which it unfolds itself by the will of the Creator. Cf. Vi~I}u-P. I, 2: Vliyu-P. 

4., 76 ff.; Manu I, 9 ff. 
•) There are numerous Indian editions (the Bombay NSP 1891 edition is recom

mended) and several commentaries, among_ them one by Sankara. Englillh translation by 

Lilla Baij Nath in SBH 1913. 
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which Rama is tile Supreme .A.tman," in which Advaita (the 
monism of the Vedanta) and Rama-bhakti are taught as paths 
to salvation, is a very well known book, which is considered 
as a part of the Brahma:r;tda-Pura:r;ta. As in the case of 
Valmiki's poem, the work is divided into seven books, bearing 
the same titles as in the ancient epic: but it is only an epic 
in its external form-in reality it is a manual of devotion, 
Tantric in character. Like the Tantras it is in the form of a 
dialogue between Siva and his wife Uma. Throughout the 
work Rama is essentially the god Vi~:Q.u, and the Sita 
who is abducted by Rava:Q.a is only an illusion, whilst the 
real Sita, who is identical with Lak~mi and Prak:rti, does 
not appear until after the fire ordeal at the end of the bo~k. 
The Ramah:rdaya (I, 1) and the Ramagita {VIt, 5) are texts 
which are memorised by the devotees of Rama. The fact 
that the Marathi poet-saint Eknatha, who lived in the 16th 
century, calls it a modern work, proves that the work cannot 
be very ancient.1> 

The Nasiketopakhyana, which also claims to be a part of 
the BrahmaQ.da-Pura:Q.a, is nothing but a most insipid, ampli
fied and corrupted version of the beautiful old legend of 
Naciketas.2> • 

As regards the UpapurorJ,as, they do not in general differ 
essentially from the Pura:Q.as, except inasmuch as they are 
even more exclusively adapted to suit the purposes of local 
cult and the religious needs of separate sects. Those of the 
Upapura:r;tas which claim to be supplements to one or other 
of the " great Pura:Q.as " have already received mention. We 
shall now only refer to a few of the more important among 
the other UpapuraQ.as. 

1) Cf. BhancU!r1cM, Vai~l}avism etc., p. 48; FMquhar, Outline, p. 250 f. 
•) Cf. F. Belloni.Filippi in GSAI 16, 1903 and 17, 1904: EggeUng, Ind. Off. 

Cat. VI, p. 1252 ff. 
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The Vi8r],udharmottara is occasionally given out as a part 
of a Pura:r;ta, namely the GaruQ.a-PuraQ.a, but generally it is 
counted as an independent UpapuraTJ,a. It is repeatedly 
quoted by Alberilni as the "Vi~Q.udharma." 1> It is a Kash
miri Vai~Q.ava book of encyclopredic character in three 
sections. Section I deals with the usual themes of the 
Pura:r;tas : the Creation of the world, cosmology, geography, 
a~tronomy, division of time, genealogies, Stotras, rules about 
Vratas and Sraddhas.2> Among the genealogical legends, 
that of Pururavas and Urvasi is also related-more or less in 
agreement with Kalidasa's drama. Section II deals with law 
and politics, but also with medicine, the science of war, astro
nomy and astrology. There is here a prose section with the 
special title "Paitamaha-Siddhanta." If, as is probable, this 
is an extract from the Brahma-Sphuta-Siddhanta written by 
Brahmagupta in 628 A.D., the Vi~Q.udharmottara must have 
been compiled between 628 and 1000 A.D.3> Section III, 
too, is of a very miscellaneous character, treating of grammar, 
lexicography, metrics and poetics, dancing, singing and music, 
sculpture and painting (the making of images of gods) 4> 

and architecture (construction of temples). 
The Brhad-IJharmq,-PurarJ,a/> "the Great Pural)a of 

1 ) Edition of the text in Bombay, Sri-Venkatesvara Press 1912. Analysis of 
the contents according to Kashmiri MSS. and a comparison with the quotations of Alberiini 
by G. Bii.hler, Ind. Ant. 19, 1890, p. 382 ff. According to Biihler, Albiiriinf used two 
separate works with the same title, and mixed the two together. Eggeling, Ind. Off. 
Cat. VI, p. 1308 f., describes a MS. which contains six chapters more than the edition. In 
the MS. the title of the work is "VitQndharmlll}." 

•) As regards the Sraddhas, W. Caland, Altindischer Ahnenknlt, Leyden 1893, 
pp. 68, 112, has traced connections with the Vit:r;~n-Smrti. Of. Abegg, Der Pretakalpa, 
~5L . 

•) Of. G. Thibaut, Astronomie etc, (Grnndriss III, 9}, p. 58, The commentators 
of Brahmagnpta's work maintain that this author drew upon the Vitl}ndharmottara. 
MSB. of the "Vi§~ndharma" are dated 1047 and 1090; see Haraprasad, Report I, p. 5. 

•) On this extremely interesting sections. Dr. Stella Kramrisch, Calcutta Revielf, 
Feb. 1924, p. 331 ff. and Journal of Letters, Calcatta.Uni•ersity, Vol. XI, 1924 . 

. •) Edited by Haraprasiitl Sastri in Bibl, Ind. 1897. The work consists of a 

"first,"" middle" and "last" kha9~a. 
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the Duties," which appears as the eighteenth in a list of the 
U pa pura:r;ta!!, 1> only devotes the beginning of its first section, 
and its last section to Dharma, with the glorification of which 
it begins. The greater portion of the first section is in the 
form of a conversation between the Devi and her two friends 
J aya and Vijaya, which gives it a Tantric stamp. In the 
second section, too, the DeVi appears as the Great Goddess, to 
whom Brahman, Vi~:r;tu and Siva come singing her praises, and 
II, 60 teaches that the universe and all the gods have their 
existence in Siva and Sakti. The fact that it is not a Tantra 
is, however, shown by the contents of the work, which, by 
reason of its relations with the epic and the legal literature, is 
deserving of some interest, ·though the work cannot be a very 
ancient one. 

In the opening chapters the duties towards one's parents, especially 
the mother, and the Gurus in general, are inculcated in great detail. 
By way of illustrating the importance of these duties, a legend of a 
"hunter Tuladhira " is told, which, though having some reference to the 
Mahabhirata stories ll) of Dharmavyadba and Tulidhara, has little in 
common with them except the name. Then come seotions on the Tirthas, 
the incarnation of Vi~!].u as Rima, the story of Slti and the origin of the 
Rimiya~a. The latter work is called the root of all Kavyas, Itibisas, 
Pura!}as and Saip.hitas. It was only after Vilmiki had completed this 
poem at . the command of the god Brahman, and had declined to write the 
l\fahibharata also, that Vyasa. set to work to compile both the Mahii.bha. 
rata and the Puraf}as. 8 > Valmiki in his hermitag~ converses with_ 
Vyii.sa on the composition of the :M:ahibbirata, . which is then praised 
extravagantly. A prayer, which also contains the titles of the most impor~ 
tant Parvans of the 1\fahii.bhirata, is recommended as an amulet (I, 30, 
41 :ff.). The second section consists mainly of legends of the origin of 
_Gangi, but all manner of other myths and legends are interwoven witn 

t) In the Brhad·Dharma-P. i•.self (I, 26, 26). 
1 ) See above p. 415 If. 
•) There is here a list of the 18 Puril}as and the 18 Upapurll}as (I, 25, 18 If.) 

and also an enumeration of the Dharma8iistras (I, 29, 24 f.). 
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them. Among the Avatiras of Vi~I}u, mention is made of those as 
Kapila, Vilmrki, Vyiisa and Buddha.. Siva. sings a. song in praise of 
Vi~l}u. 1) A section of considerable length {II, 54-58) contains rules 
for the cult of the Ganges (gatigadharmil}). The legend of the miraculous 
origin of Gaq.esa is told in the last chapter (II, 60). The last section 
deals with the duties of the castes and Asramas, the duties of women, the 
adoration of various gods, the festivals of the year, the worship of the 
sun, the moon and planets, with the Yugas, the origin of evil and 
wickedness in the world (III, 12) and with the intermixture of castes 
(III, 13-14). 

The Siva-PuriitJ,a, which is said to consist of no less than 
twelve Sarphitas, is one of the most voluminous Upapu
ra:g.as.2> The GatJ,esa-PuriitJa s> and the CatJrli- or OatJ,rJ,ika
PuratJa '> are also Sivaite Upapura:g.as. The Samba
PuriitJ,a 5> is dedicated to the cult of the sun. The deeds of 
Vi~u in the future age at the close of the Kali-Yuga are 
described in the Kalki-PuratJ,a.8

> The Kalika-PuratJa 7> 
treats of the deeds of the goddess Kali in her numerous forms, 
and of the worship dedicated to her. One chapter s> deals 
in detail with the animal and human sacrifices which should 
be offered to her. Curiously enough it also contains a chapter 
on politics. 

The majority of the Mahatmyas which are connected 
with or included in the Pura:g.as and the U papura:Q.as, is, on 

1) SivagAna.m (II, 44}. Previously Ntlra.da. delivers a lecture to Vi~l}u on the 
signifioa.nr'3 of the Rllgss and R&giQis in the art of singing. 

•) Eggeling, Ind. Off. Cat. VI, p. 1311 II. Editions of a Siva.Pnrlll}a appeared in 

Bombay (1878, 1880, 1884). 
•) Aufrecht, Bod!. Cat., p. 78 f.; Eggeling 1. c., p. 1199. An edition appeared in 

Poona in 1876. In the Maudgala.P., too (Eggeling, 1. c., 1289 II.}, Gal}eSa is worshipped as 

the highest deity. 
•) Eggeling I. c., p. 1202 ff. 
•) Eggeling L c., p. 1316 ff. A SAmba-Pural}a was published in Bombay in 1885. 
0 ) Eggeli1lfll. c., p. 1188 f. Editions have appeal'ed in Calcutta. 
•) Eggeling I. c., p. 1189 ff. Edition .Bombay, 1891. 
•) The "chapter of blood" (rodhir4dhy4ya) translated into English by W. C. 

Blaquiere in Asiatick Researches, Vol. 5 (4th ed., London 1807}, p. 371 ff. 
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the whole, inferior literature. They arose as hand-books for 
the Purohitas of the Tirthas praised in them, and tell legends 
which in part belong to tradition, and in part are inventions, 
with the purpose of proving the holiness of these places of 
pilgrimage. They describe, too, the ceremonies which the 
pilgrims are to perform and the route they are to follow. For 
this reason they are not unimportant from the point of view 
of the topography of India. Thus in particular, the Nila
mata,t> the Kasmrra-mahatmya, is an important work from 
the point of view of the history, legendary lore and topography 
of Kashmir.2

> The Naga king Nila is a kind of cultural 
hero of Kashmir, and the work contains" the doctrines o~ 
Nila" which he imparted to the Brahman Candradeva.3> 

It tells the legends of the primeval history of Kashmir (verse" 
l-481), whereupon there is a description of the ceremonies 
and festivals prescribed by Niltl. Many of these are the usual 
Brahmanical and Puranic rites, but we find some which are 
peculiar to Kashmir. Thus joyous festivals are celebrated 
with singing, music and drinking bouts at the New Year, on 
the first of the month Kartika, on which Kashmir is said to 
have arisen (v. 561 ff.), and then again on the occasion of the 
first fall of snow (v. 57~ ff.). On the fifteenth day of the 
bright half of the month Vaisakha, the birthday of Buddha 
as an incarnation of Vi~Q.U is solemnly celebrated by 
the Brahmans ; a statue of Buddha is erected, Buddhist 
speeches are made and Buddhist monks are honoured 
(v. 809 ff.). The historian Kalha:r;ta (about 1148 A.D.) 
drew on the Nrlamata in his Rajatarangi:Q.I for the ancient 
history of Kashmir; and he regarded it as a venerable 

') Nilama.ta.por&Qam (Sans,krit Text) edited with Introduotiou eto. by Ram Lal 
Kanjila! and Pa.ndit Jaga.d.dha.r Zadoo, Lahore 1924 (Punjab Sanskrit Series). 

•) Of. Bii.h.l6r, Report, p. 37 ff., LV ff. ; If. A. Btein, Ka.lha~;~a.'s R&jatarangir;~i, 

Translated, I, p. 76 f.; II, p. 376 ff.; Pa.ndit Anand Koul, JASB 6, 1910, p, 195 ff. 
•) Of, Nila.mata., vas, 424 ff.; Rlja.ta.rsngiyi I, 182-184, 
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"Purai).a." 1> It must, therefore, be several centuries earlier 
than Kalhai).a's work. 

Among the offshoots of the Purai}.a literature mention 
should also be made of the Nepalese Varpsavalis 
("Genealogies"), which are partly Brahmanical and partly 
Buddhist, the N epala- M:a hat my a and the Vag v a ti· 
Mahatmya, which claims to be part of a Pasupati-Purai).a.2> 

Finally we here mention another work, which, though 
an epic and Bot a Purai).a, nevertheless has the sectarian 
character of the Purai).as: this is the Asvamedhikaparvan 
of the Jaimini-Bharata, 3

> i.e., of the Mahabharata .. 
Sarphita ascribed to J aimini.4> This poem, written in 
the ornate style, describes the combats and adventures of 
the heroes Arjuna, Kn;I).a etc., who accompanied the sacrificial 
steed destined for Yudhi~thira's horse-sacrifice, but it diverges 
greatly from the Mahabharata story. Besides, the narrative 
of the horse-sacrifice merely provides a welcome opportunity 
to insert numerous legends and tales of which there is not 
the slightest trace in the Mahabharata. A considerable 
section (Kusalavopakhyana, " the episode of Kusa and Lava") 
contains a brief reproduction of the entire Ramayai).a. Among 
other lands the heroes go the realm of the Amazons 

1 ) Kalhal}a calla the work "Nilamata" (Rii.jatarangi.Q.i I, 14; 16) or "Nilapnr!ll}a" 
(l. c. I, 178). Bhandarkar, Report 1883-84., p. 44, mentions a. MS. in which the work is 
described as a Kii.smira.mlhiitmya with the title Nila.mata.. The pandits of Kashmir 
usually call it "Nllama.ta-pnrll}&." 

•) 3ee S. Levi, Le Nepal, AMG, Paris 1905, I, 193 ff., 201 ff., 205 ff. 
•) Editions published in Bombay, Poona and Calcutta. There are numerons MSS. 

Cf. Boltzmann, Das MaMbhlirata, Ill, p. 37 ff.; Weber, HSS. Verz. I, p. Ill ff.; Jufrecht, 

Bod!. Cat., I, p. 4; Eggeling, Ind. Off. Cat. VI, p. 1159. 
') In the Mahlibhlrata (l, 63, 89 f.) it is related that Vyiisa taught the Mahiibhli- _ 

rata to his five pupils Sumantu, Jaimini, Pail&, Snka and Vai8ampiyana, and that each one 
of these published a Salphit& of it. It is open to 0 donbt, however, whether there 
waa actually a complete Mahlbhiira.ta-Sa!phitl by Jaimini and whether thia 
.livamedhikaparvan i• the sole remnant of it. Talboya Wheeler, The History of India, 

London 1867, I, 377, has unwittingly reproduced the contents of the Jaimini-.lsvamedhik~ 
parvan in the cl:apter on "The Horse Sacrifice of Raja Yudhishthira.." 
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(strlrajya) and we hear of the adventures which happened to 
them there·. The story of Candrahasa and Vi~aya (Candra
hasopakhyana) I) is of importance in the literature of the 
world. It is a version of the story recurring so frequently 
in Indian (Buddhist and Jain) and in Western narrative 
literature, of a youth who has been born under a lucky star 
and always escapes the infamous machinations of the wicked 
adversary who seeks his destruction. Finally the persecuted 
young man is made to deliver a letter ordering his own 
death; when a maiden alters or exchanges the fatal letter, 
and becomes the bride of the youth, who attains to wealth 
or power, whilst the fate which had been destined for him 
befalls the adversary or the adversary's son. Now the youth 
Candrahasa, in the Jaimini-Bharata was immune from all 
dangers solely because, from his childhood onwards, he was 
a devout worshipper of Vi~Q.U and always carried a Salagrama 
stone (the sacred symbol of Vi~Q.u) about with him.11

) The 

1 ) Told by T. Wheeler 1. o., p. 522 ff, Text and German translation by A. Weber 
( Monatsberichte der preUBB, Akademie der Wissenschaften 1869, pp. 10 ff., 877 ff.), who 
was the first to call attention to the Western parallels, and more recently by J. Schick, 

Corpus Hamleticnm I, 1, Das Glilckskind mit dem Todesbrie:l', Orientalische Fassungen, 
Berlin 1912, p. 167 ff. In this book Schick deals in detail with the Buddhist and Jain 
'\'ersions of this story (which will be dealt with in Vol. II), the popular modern Indian 
versions and the Western Asiatic adaptations through the medium of which the story 
reached Europe. In Europe we find the story, among other places, in Chapter XX of 
the Latin "Gesta Romanorum" (of. M. Gaster, JRAS 1910, p. 449 ff.), in Dasmt'a Norse 
Tales (cf. 0. H. Tawney in Ind. Ant. 10, 1881, p. 190 f.), in the French romance of the 
Emperor Constantine after whom Constantinople is named (cf. Joseph Jacobs in his 
Introduction to Old French Romances done into English by William Morris, London 1896, 
p. viii ff.) and in the story of Amleth by Saxo Grammaticus. Only the motif of the 
altered fatal letter has been adopted in Shakespeare's " Hamlet." In German the 
narrative is best known through Schiller• poem" Der Gang nach dem Eisenhammer." 
.Cf. Th. Befi/ey, Pantschataotra, I, 321, 340; E. Kuhn, in :Byzantinische Zeitscbrift IV, 242 
ff.; E. Oosqu.in, La legends du page de sainte Elisabeth de Portugal, Paris 1912 
(Extrait de Ia Revue des questions historiques). The earliest of all versions hitherto 
known is that in the Chinese Tripiti!.ka (Ed. Ohavannea, cinq cents contes et apolognes 
cxtraits du Tripi~ka Chinois I, No. 45), which was t1-anslated into Chinese by Beng.bouei 

who died in 280 A. D. 
1 ) Among the Bhllgavatas Oandrahisa became a VaiOI}&Va saint, and in Nabhlldiiu'e 

Bbakt.Mala his story is narrated, as in the Jaimini.Bbllrata, as that of the thirty·~ 

74 
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conclusion of the legend takes the form of a glorification of 
the sacred stone and the tulasi plant, which is also sacred 
to Vi~Q.U, in the extravagant style of the later PuraQ.as. In 
the whole poem K:r~I.la is not only a hero, but is honoured as 
the god Vi~Q.u. He appears, as a helper, to all. who appeal 
to him with love (bhakti). He works all manner of miracles, 
he restores a dead child to life, he feeds multitudes of munis 
with a single leaf of a vegetable, and so on, and whosoever 
beholds K:r~JJ.a's countenance, is freed from all his sins. 
Nothing definite can be said regarding the date of the Jaimini
Bharata, resp. its A.svamedhikaparvan. Judging by the 
nature of the Vi~Q.u-worship appearing in. the work, it is 
probably not earlier than the later works and sections of 
of the PuraiJ.a literature. At any rate it is later than the 
Bhagavata-PuraQ.a quoted at the end of the Candrahasa 
legend.1> 

THE TANTRA-LITERATURE. 

SAMHITAS, AGAMAS, TANTRAS. 

"Tantric" influences have already been noticed in several 
of the later Pural).as, namely isolated allusions to the cult 
·of the Saktis, the female deities, considerable sections in the 
form of dialogues between Siva and Parvati and the occa
sional use of mystic syllables and formulas (mantras) and 

of the" forty-two beloved ones of lhe Lord"; s. Grierson, JRAS 1910, p. 292 fl Cf. 
N. B. Goclabole, Ind. Ant. 11, 1882, p. 84 ff. The story also occurs in KiisirAm's Bengali 
version of the MahAbhlrata (see Calcutta Review, December 1924, p. 480 ff.). The motif 
of the changed " letter of death " alone occurs in folk-tales from Bengal, the Punjab, and 
Kashmir. Cf. Hatim's Tales Kashmiri Stories and Songs by Sir Aural Stein and Sir G, A, 
Gritn"Bon, London 1923, p. 97, with Notes by W. Crooke, ib, p. xliv If. 

') The utrologer VarAhamihira. (6th century A. D.) is mentioned in 55, 8. The 
scene of the story of CandraM:!& is laid in the South in the land of the Keralas. A 
Canarese version of the Jaimini-Aiivamedhikaparvan by the Brahmin Lak~misa. is the 
most popular work in Canarese literature. Lak~misa lived after 1585 and before 1724. 
Cf. E. P. Rice, Kanarese Literature (Heritage of India Series), 1921, p. 85 ff, and B. F, 
M~glfnv, ZDMG 24, 1870, 309 ff.; 25, 22ff.; 27, 1873, 364 ff. 
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diagrams (yantras). Whereas, however, the PuraQ.as always 
maintain a certain connection with epic poetry, and are, as it 
were, a repertory of Indian legend poetry, the Tantras, and 
the Sarphitas and Xgamas, which differ from them but slight
ly, rather bear the stamp of purely theological works teaching 
the technicalities of the cult of certain sects together with 
their metaphysical and mystical principles. Strictly speak
ing, the "Sru:phitas, are the sacred books of the V&i~Q.avas, 

the "X(Pamss, those of the Saiva.s and the" Tantras, those 
:::1 

of the Saktas. However, there is no clear line of demarcation 
between the terms, and the expression "Tantra , is frequent
ly used as a general term for this class of works!1 

As a matter of fact all these works really have character
istic features in common. Though they are not positively 
hostile to the Veda, they propound that the precepts of the 
Veda are too difficult for our age, and that, for this reason, 
an easier cult and an easier doctrine have been revealed in 
them. Moreo¥er these sacred books are accessible not only 
to the higher castes, but to Sudras and WC>men too. On the 
other hand, it is true that they contain Secret Doctrines 
which can only be obtained from a teacher (guru) after 
a ceremonial initiatioc (dik~}, and which must not be ~om

municated to any uninitiated person.1l A completeTantra (Satp
hit.\., Xgama) should consist of four parts according to ·the 
four main themes treated, eci.z., (1} J.iiana, "knowledge," 

1 ) Thu the Viiio.uite l'lidma-Salphita is also oalled Pidma.Tutra. The "aiStvata.ql 
tantram • mentioned ia the Bb&ganta-P. 1, 3, 8 is probably the Sittnta-Salphiti. 
l.aqmi-Tutn. is a Yi§Quite work, aud Pti~a is spokeD. of as well as 
P&doanitza.S&lp.hit&s. Cf. Elic>t, Hinduism aud Buddhism. Il, p. ISS f. Talllnl means 
"• system of doctrines," ''a book," i.e. "Bible;" A!IOMC meaus • traditioD. • Pd Sa,.Aitii 
a " oollectiOB of acrecl tats.., 

t) "The \"edu, Sistras aud l'llnnaa are like harlota aroessible to all, bu' the Sinite 
acieuce ill weU Ollllalaled like a womau of good family.• (A....W., Principles of TIUIU., I, 
p. ix.) lu the Kut.cii4im&\li·Tantza, ChaP'- I, we read t.hU the doctrine ia n~ to 
be commuaie•ted to auy uuiuitiated ~. a<>' evea to \ifl}u or to Brahmau. The 
KuJ&rti&Ta.Tll.Dtra Ill, j says: l"edas. ~a aud Si.stras may be pro~ed, but the 

&in and ~ta !g&mas ue declared to be secret doctrines. 
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compr1smg actual philosophical doctrines, sometimes with 
a monotheistic bias, and sometimes leaning towards monism, 
but also a confused occultism including the "knowing" of 
the secret powers of the letters, syllables, formulas and 
figures (mantrasastra, yantrasastra); (2) Yoga, i.e., "medi
tation, concentration," also more especially with a view to 
acquiring magic powers, hence also "magic" ( mayayoga); 
(3) Kriya, "action," i.e., instructions for the making of 
idols and the construction and consecration of temples; (4) 
Carya, "conduct," i.e., rules regarding rites and festivals, 
and social duties. Though in reality all these four branches 
are not treated in every single one of these works, they all 
contain a medley of philosophy and occultism, mysticism 
and magic, and ritual and ethics. 

Hitherto little is known about the Saiva-.Agamas.1
> 

There are 28 .Agamas, which are said to have been proclaimed 
by Siva himself after the creation of the world, and each 
.Agama has a num her of U pagamas. As we know scarcely 
anything of the contents of these works, we are not in a 
position to determine their date.2

> 

We have a little more information about the S arph it as 
of the Vi~:Q.uite Paiicaratra sect.3> Though the traditional 

1) Of, H. W. Schon>erUB, Der Qa.iva.-SiddMnta, Leipzig, 1912, p. 7 ff., a. list of the 
28 !ga.ma.s ib. p. 14. Only fragments of 20 Aga.mas have been preserved. Portions of 
two Up&gamas, Mrgendra and Pa.n~kara, are printed. Cf. Eliot, Hinduism and Buddhism, 

II, p. 204 f. 
1 ) According to Srhomerus (1. c., p. 11 f.) the .Aga.ma.s were used by Tirumiillir and 

other Tamil poets as far back as the first or second century A.D., and would therefore 

originate in pre-Christian times. However, it is more likely that these poet& should be 
assigned to the 9th century and the !gamaa to the 7th or 8th century A.D. Cf. Farquhar, 

Outline, p. 19:1 ff. 
1 ) Especially by the researches of F. 0. Schrader, Introduction to the P&flcar&tra and 

the Ahirbudhnya Sa'!lhitA, Adya.r, Madras, S. 11}16. Of. A. Govind!lcarya Svamin, JRAS 1911, 

p. 935 ff.; Bhandarkar, Vai!'~&vism, etc., p. 39 ff.; Eliot, Hinduism and Buddhism, II, 

p. 194 ff.; Farquhar, Outline, p. 182 ff. There are various explanations of the name 
"P..Ocar6tra.," it is probably connected with the Padcar&tra-Sa.ttra., a sacrifice lasting five 
days, which is taught in the Sa.ta.patha-Brii.hma~a.. Cf. Schrader, I.e., p. 23 fl.; Govi11dacm·ya 

1. c., p. 940 f. 
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list enumerates 108 Paiicaratra-Saiphitas, there is actually 
mention of more than 215, of which, however, only twelve 
have been published.1> One of the earlier Saiphitas is 
the Ahirbudhnya-Saiphita.,z> a Kashmiri work which 
probably originated not long after the fourth century A. D.8> 

The work takes the form of a conversation between Ahirbudhnya, 
i.e., Siva and Narada. The smaller portion of the work is philosophical 
in content, and the greater portion occult. t) Several chapters deal with 
the Creation. 5 > When Narada asks how it is that men hold such varied 
opinions regarding the Creation, Ahirbudhnya replies (Chap. 8) that it 
is due to various causes, (I) it is impossible to express the truth 
about the Absolute in the language of human beings, ('t) human beings 
often take various names to be various objects, (3) human beings 
vary in intelligence, and (4) the deity has an endless number of 
forms, of which the philosophers usually comprehend only one or another. 
In connection with the Creation Chapts. 12 and 13 give a very interest
ing survey of the " sciences,'' i.e., the various systems of religion and 
philosophy. Then come the rules for the castes and Asramas. The pater
familias and the forest hermit attain to the heaven of Brahman, but the 
ascetie (sannyiisin) "is extinguished like a lamp" (15, 26 ff.). Chapt. 

1
) See the lists in Schrader l.c., pp. 4-13. A list of 25 P&iioarltra " Tantras " is 

enumerated in the Agni-Pur&na, Chapt. 39. Most of the published texts are difficult 
of access. A few extracts from the Sittvata-Salphitl are given by Schrader I.o., p. 149 If. 

in translation. On the Pidma·S&J!lhit& of. Eggeling, Ind. Off. Cat. IV, p. 847 If.; on 
t e Lak~mi-Tantra, in which Lak~mi is worshipped as the Sakti of Vi§.Q.U·NirAya.v.a and 
the final cause of the world, cf. Eggeling ib., p. 850 f. 

1 ) Edited for the Adyar Library by M.D • .Riimiftujiiciirya, under the supervision of 
F. Otto Schrader, Adyar, Madras, S., 1916. This is the only oritioal edition of a 
Ssxphiti. 

•) As it is acquainted with the three great schools of Buddhism, and as the astrological 
term horii occurs (XI, 28), it cannot r-ossibly have originated before the 4oth century A.D. 
From its presentation of the Sitpkhya system aa a ~~\itsntra (XII, 18 If.) 8chrad67' 

(ZDMG 68, 1914, 102 If.; Introduction, p. 98 f.) concludes that it is earlier than 
livamkn1;1a's SAtpkhyakiiriki. As Iavarakr§J;la himself describes the Sitpkhya as a 
J?a~~titantra, we might be justified in assuming that the Ahirbudhnya-SalphitA and the 
Sltp khyaklrikii belong to about the same period. 

•) Of. the table of oontents in Schrader, Introduction, p. 94 ff. 
•) On the philosophy of the P4floarlitrae as oonneoted with the theory of the 

Creation, s. Schrader, I.e., p. 26 If. 
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16-19 deal with the mpterious significance of the letters of the alphabet. 
Chapt. 20 on Dik~a begins with a fine description of the ideal Vai~~ava 
teacher: He is not only to know the truth of the Veda and the Vedanta 
and be ever mindful of the ceremonies due to the gods and the fathers, but 
also he should be "a non-speaker of evil speech, a non-doer of evil deeds, 
free from envy of the good fortune of others, full of sympathy for the 
misfortune of others, pitying all creatures, rejoicing at the joy of his 
neighbour, full of admiration of the good m1m, forbearing towards the 
wicked, rich in asceticism, contentment and uprightness, devoted to Yoga 
and study," and he is not only to possess a detailed knowledge of the Panca
ratra, the Tantras, Mantras and Yantras, but also the knowledge of the 
Highest Soul, and must be calm, pas~ionless, having control over his senses, 
and born of a good family. Cbapts. 21-27 then describe diagrams which 
are also to be used as amulets. Further chapters deal with the cult, the 
theory and practice of Yoga, •• the hundred and two magic weapons," i.e., 
secret powers by which might can be attained. A few chapters deal with 
ceremonies to be performed by a king when in danger during time of war, 
in order to ensure victory. Sorcery forms the subject-matter of several 
chapters. An Appendix (Parisi~~a) cnntains a hymn of the thousand 
names of the divine Sudarsana. 

Though the Pa:iicaratra-Sarphitas probably originated in 
the North, the earliest of them perhaps dating from the 
5th-9th century A.D.,1> it is mainly in the South that they 
circulated. One of the earlier of these Southern Sarphitas 
is the Is vara-s a rp hit a, quoted by Ramanuja's teacher 
Yamuna, who died in about 1040 A.D. Ramanuja himself 
quotes the Pau~kara 2> Parama and Sattvata-sarp.hitas. 
On the other hand, the Brhadbrahma-sarp.hita.,a> which 
is Rupposed to belong to the Narada-Pa:iicaratra, already 
contains prophecies regarding Ramanuja, and cannot, therefore, 

1) The V~uite Upanilj&ds of those sects which worship Vitl}n as Nrsiqlha or Rima. 
in Mantl'as and Yantras, such as the Nrsilphatapaniya-Upanitad (already ·commentated 
by Gau~aplda) and the Riimatlpaniya-Upaui,ad, possibly belong to the same period. 
Cf. Farquhar, Outline, p. 188 ff, 

•) On the Pautka.ra-Balphitl cf. Eggeling, Ind. Off, Cat. IV, p. 864 f. 
•) Published in .!nBS No. 68. 
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be f'arlier than the 12th century. The Jiianamrtasara
satphita, which is published with the title "Narada
Paficaratra," 1> and is entirely devoted to the glorification 
of Kr~:Q.a and Radha, is quite a modern and apocryphal 
work. As the cult taught in this book agrees most with that 
of the Vallabhacarya sect, it appears to have been writtf'n 
a little before Vallabha at the beginning of the 16th 
century.2> 

However, when we 8peak of "Tantras,'' we think prima
rily of the sacred books of the Saktas, i.e., the worshippers 
of the Saktis or "energies" conceived as female deities, or of 
the "Great Sakti," the "Great Mother," the "Goddess" 
(Devi), who, in spite of her countless names (Durga, Kali, 

.·Ca:Q.Q.a etc.), is only one, the one "Highest Queen " (Para
mesvari). To an even greater degree than is the case with 
other forms of Hinduism, Saktism, the religion of the Saktas, 
presents a curious medley of the highest and lowest, the 
sublimest and the basest conceptions ever thought out by the 
mind of man. In Saktism and its sacred books, the Tantras, we 
find the loftiest ideas on the Deity and profound philosophi
cal sper.ulations side by side with the wildest superstition and 

·the most confused occultism ; and side by side with a faultless 
· social code of morality and rigid asceticism, we see a cult 
disfigured by wild orgies inculcating extremely reprehensible 
morals. In former years people laid stress only on the worst 
aspects of this religion or else deemed it best to enshroud this 
episode in the development of Indian religion in the charitable 
veil of oblivion.3> :it is Sir John Woodro:ffe (under the 

1 ) Ed. by K. M. Banerjea, Bibl. Ind. 1865. Translated in SBH, Vol. 23, 1921. 
Cf. A. Roussel, Etude du Piificariltra in Melanges Charles de Harlez, Leyde, 1896, 
p. 251 ff. 

•) See Bha11darkar, Vaie~avism etc., p. 40 f • 
. •) Of. H. H. Wilson, Worb, Vol. I, pp. 240-265; M. Monier- Williams, Brahmanism 

. and Hinduism, 4th Ed., London 1891, p, 180 ff.; A. Barth, The Religions of India, 2nd 
)l:d.1 London.l889, p. 199 ff,; Bhandarkar, VaiHjlavism eto., p. 14l! ff, 
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pseudonym of Arthur Avalon) who, by a S{'ries of essays 
and the publication of the most important Tantra texts, has 
enabled us to form a just judgment and an objective historical 
idea of this religion and its literature.l) 

A few of the 'l'antras themselves say that there are 64 
Tantras, or 6-:t Tantras eaah, in three different parts of the 
world.2> However, the number of Tantras existing in 
manuscripts is far larger.8> Their original home seems to 
have been Bengal, whence they spread throughout Assam and 
Nepal, and even beyond India to Tibet and China through the 
agency of Buddhism. In reality they are known throughout 
the length and breadth of India, even in Kashmir A-nd the 
South. As a rule the T:tntras take the form of dialogues 
between Siva and Parvati; when the goddess asks the ques-. 
tions like a pupil and Siva replies like a teacher, they are 
called " X.gamas " : when the goddess is the teacher and 
answers Siva's questions, they are called " Nigamas." 

'l'he class of .Agamas includes the very popular and 
widely known Mahanirva:Q.a-tantra,'> in which we see 

1 } A. Avalon, Principles of Tantra, Part I, London 1914, Part _II, 1916; Sir John 
Woodroffe, Sha.kti and Bhakta, 2nd Ed., Madras and London 1920, and the Introdnctiona 
to the translation of the Mahlinirvil:~a-Tantr• and to the "Tantrik Texts" edited by 
him. Cf. also N. Macnicol, Indian Theism, 1915, p. 180 ff.; Eliot, Hinduism and Buddhism, 

II, p. 274 ff., and Farquhar, Outline, pp. 199 ff., 265 ff. 
'} Avalon, Tantrik Texts, Vol. I, Introduction. 
"} Numerous Tantras have been catalogued and described by Haraprasiid Sastri, 

Notices of Sanskrit MSS., Second Series. I, Calcutta 1900, pp. Xll:iv-xzxvii ; Catalogue of 
Palm-Leaf and Selected Paper MSS. belonging to the Dnrbar Library, Nepal, Calcutta, 
1905, pp. lvii-lxxll:i; Report II, 7 ff., 11 f.; M. Rangacharya, Descriptive Ca.ta.Iogne of the 
Sanskrit MSS. in the Government Oriental MSS. Library, Madras, Vola. XII and XIII. 
On the Tantraa in Malabar s. K. Ramavarma Raja, JRAS 1910, p. 636. Of. also Wilson, 

Works, II, 77 ff.; Aufrecht, Bodl-Cat. I, p. 88 ff.; Eggeling, Ind. Off. Cat. IV, p. 844 ff.; 

Bhanclarkar, Report 1883-84, p. 87 ff. 
•) "The great work which enjoys a popularity next perhaps to the Bhagavadgit&," 

says Haraprasii<i, Notices I, p. xxxiv. Several editions have appeared in Calcutta, the 
first being in 1876 by the Adi Brilhma Samiij. A Prose English Translation by M. N. Dutt, 
Calcutta 1900. Tantra of the Great Liberation (Mahinirvl!J;Ia Tantra), a Transletion from 
the Sanskrit, with Introduction and Commentary by A. Avalon, London 1913. The work 
seems to have been written in Bengal, because in VI. 7,3, it recommends three species of 
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the best aspect of Saktism. Though it is not an anc!qnt 
work, it is an example of the superior Tantras, and as such 
we may accord som~what more detailed treatment to it, 
because the same thoughts also occur in the earlier works of 
this nature, and much has been taken literally from earlier 
Tantras. 

This Tantra speaks of the Brahman, the highest divine principle, in the 
same expressions as the U pani~ads. Now according to the doctrines of 
the ~akta philosophers the Brahman is nothing but the eternal and prime
val force (Sakti), out of which all things have been created. S akti, 
"Energy," is not only feminine as far as grammar is concerned, for all 
human experiel!ce teaches that all life is born from the womb of woman, 
from the mother. Hence these Indian thinkers believed that the concep
tion of the Highest Deity, the loftiest creative principle, must be made 
comprehensible to the human mind, not by the word "Father, but by the 
word " Mother." Just as every human being calls upon his mother io his 
sorest distress, the great mother of the universe is the sole being who can 
remove the great misery of existence, 1 > All the . philosophical conceptions 
to which language has assigned the feminine gender-first and foremost 
prakrti, primeval matter, which is identical with Sakti-as well as all 
the mythological figures which popular belief imagined as being female
Parvatt, Siva's consort, alE:o called U mii, Durgil, Kiili, etc., and Lakf!mi, 
Vi~l}u's consort, or Radha, the beloved of Kr~I}a-become divine mothers. 
In reality all these are but different names for the one great universal 
mother, Ja.ganmiitii, "the mother of all living creatures." The· Indian 
mind had long been accustomed to recognise the unity of what appears 
in manifold forms. Just as one moon is reflected in innumerable waters, 
thus Devi, " the Goddess," by whatever other name she may be 
described, is the embodiment of all the gods and all the "energies " 
(sa.ktis) of the gods. In her are Brahman, the Creator, and his Sakti, 
in her are Vi~f}U, the Preserver, and his Sakti, in her too, is Siva as 
Ma.hiikala, "the great Father Time," the great Destroyer ; as she herself 

fish for the sacrifice, which are found especially in Bengal (s. Eliot, Hinduism and Bud. 
dhisw, II, 2'i8 note 4), Farquhar (Outline, p. 354 f.) regards it as quite a modern work, 
not earlier than the eighteenth century(?). The Nirv41}a-Tantra, in whioh Ridhi is 
glorified as the wife of Vi~QU, is an entirely different work, s. Haraprasiid I.o. 

>) .Avalon, Principles of Tantra I, p, 8, 

75 
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de .... ....:-.rs the latter, she is also Adyi Kali ka, " the primeval Ka.li," and 
aa a'" great sorceress," Mahiyogini, she is at the same time the 
female Creator, ·Preserver and Destroyer of the world. She is also the 
mother of Mahakii.la, who, drunk with wine pressed from the Madhiika 
blossoms, dances before her. 1 l Since the Highest Deity is a woman, 
every woman is regarded as an incarnation of this Deity. Devl, "the 
Goddess/' is in every female creature. This conception it was which led to 
a cult of women, which, though in lilome circles it assumed the form of wild 
orgies, could, and no doubt did appear also in a purer and ennobled form. 

The cult of Devi, the Goddess, who is the joyous creative principle of 
nature, includes the "Five Es3entials" (Paiicatattva) by which man 
enjoys his existence, preserves his life and obtains issue: Intoxicating drink 
(madya) which is " the great medicine for humanity, helping it to forget 
deep sorrows, and is the cause of joy"; meat (maq~sa) of the beasts bred in 
villages, in the air, or forest, which is nourishing, and increases intelligence, 
energy and strength; fish (matsya) which is "pleasing and of good taste, 
and increases the generative power of man "; delicacies of parched food 
(mudra) which is" easily obtainable, grown in the earth, and is the root of 
the life of the three worlds"; and fifthly sexual union (maithuna) 9 ) which 
is "the cause of intense pleasure to all living things, is the origin of all 
creatures, and the root of the world which is without either beginning or 
end." 8) However, these "five essentials " may only be used in the circle 
(cakra) of the initiated, and even then only after they have been " purified" 
by sacred formulas and ceremonies. In these " circles " of initiated men and 
women, in which each man has his "Sakti" on his left hand, 4 > there are 
no distinctions of caste, but evil and unbelieving persons cannot be admitted 
into the" circle." Neither is there to be any abuse of the" five essentials." 
He who drinks immoderately, is no true devotee of the Devi. In the 
sinful Kali age a man is to enjoy only his own wife as a "Sakti." If a 
householder is unable to control his senses, sweet things (milk, su~a.r, 

honey) shall be used instead of intoxicating drink, and the worship of the 

•) Mahanirvav.a.-T. IV, 29.31 ; V. 141. 
•) As all the " fi. ve essentials " begin with an " m," they are also called "the fi>'e 

m's." 
•) MaUnirv&r;ta-T. VII, 103 ff. {Avalon's Transl., p. 156). Detailed description of 

the" five essentials," VI, 1 ff. 
•) Even in the tfatapatha-Br&hmar;ta {VIII, 4, 4, 11) we already read that "the 

woman's plaee is on the . left " of the man. Hence most probably comes the term 
vamacara," left-hand ritual," for this kincl of "onlt in the circle" (cakrapiija), 
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lotus feet of the goddess shall take the place of sexual union. t) It is 
true that the" hero" (t~iraj, i.e.: he who has secret powers and is suited to 
be a Sadhaka or "sorcerer" is entitled to unite himself in the "circle" to 
a "Sakti " who is not his wife. He has only to make her his " wife " by 
a ceremony prescribed especially for this purpose. It is only in the highest 
"heavenly state'' (divyab/ziiva), i.e., in the case of the saint who has 
completely overcome earthly things, that purely symbolical acts take the 
place of the "five essentials." ll) 

The cult of the Devl attaches especiatimportance to Mantras, i.e., 
prayers and formulas, and Bxjas, s.e., syllables of mysterious significance, 
such as "aiJp," "kli:tp., '' "bri:tp.," etc.; as well as Y an tras, i.e., 
diagrams of mysterious significance, drawn on metal, paper or other 
material, Mudriis, i.e. Aspecial positions of the fingers and movements of 
the hands, and N yiisas. The last-named consist of placing the finger
tips and the palm of the right hand on the various parts of the body, whilst 
reciting certain mantras, in order thus to imbue one's body with the life of 
the Devt.8 > By using all these means, the worshipper causes the deity to 
show goodwill towards him, he compels the deity into his service, and 
becomes a Sadhaka, a sorcerer : for Sadhana, " sorcery, " is one of the 
principal aims, though not the final goal of the worship of the Devt. 

This final goal is that of all Indian sects and systems of religion, 
namely M ok~a or salvation, the beeoming one with the deity in 
Mahanirvii.Qa, the "great extinction." The perfect saint, the 
Kaula, who sees everything in the Brahman and the Brahman in 
everything, whether he fulfil the rites laid down in the Tantras or not, 
attains this state even in this life, and is " released though living." 
(JivanmttRta). 4> However, the path of salvation can only be found 
through the Tantraa; for the Veda, the Smrti, the Purii.Qas and the Itihasas, 

') Ma.UnirvA~a-T. VI, 14 ff.; 186 ff. VIII, 171 ff., 190 ff. 
•) The distinction of the three classes of mankind: paeu, " the animal," " the 

brutish m11.n," 11ira, " the hero" and ditl'!fa, "the heavenly one," occurs very frequently 
iu all the rautras. It is not quite clear what paiu. means; for a pais is not neceSBarily a 
stupid or bad man. The term appears to be applicable to a person who is not suiteG. to 
oomprehend occult matters. Of, A11alon, Tantra of the Great Liberation, Introduction, 

p. lx.- ff. 
8 ) Eliot, Hindnism and Buddhism II, p. 275, compares the Nyiisa with the 

Christian sign of the Cross, and points out further analogies between the Tantric and 
the Christian ritual. 

•) MahanirvAQa-T. X, 209 ff, Kau.!a or KauWm is" one who belongs to the family 
(kula) of the goddess KAii," Cf. Haraprasada Sastri, Notices of Sanskrit MSS. I, pp, 
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all these were the sacred books of bygone periods ot t,he world's existence, 
whereas the Tantras were revealed by Siva for the welfare of humanity, for 
our present evil age, the Kali period (1, 20 ff.). In this way the Ta.ntras 
describe themselves as comparatively modern works. In this age Vedic 
and other rites and prayers are of no avail, but only the mantras and 
ceremonies taught in the Tantras are of value ( ll, 1 ff.). Just as the cult 
of the Devi leads to the grossest material issues by means of sorcery, as well 
as to the loftiest ideal of Nirvil}a, even so the sensual and spiritual elements 
are well mixed in the cult itself. 

There is a meditation on the Devi, which is characteristic of the above. 
It is taught in the following manner: The devotee first offers Devi spiritual 
adoration by bestowing the lotus of his heart as her throne, the nectar which 
trickles from the petals of this lotus-flower as water wherein to wash hel' feet, 
his mind as a gift of honour, the restlessness of his senses and his thoughts 
as a dance, selflessness, passionlessness, etc., as flowers, but afterwards
sacrifices to the Devi an ocean of intoxicating drink, a mountain of meat 
and fried fishes, a heap of parched dainties in milk with sugar and butter, 
the nectar of the " woman flower" (stripu!Jpa) and the water which has 
been used for washing the Sakti. 1 l Besides the "five essentials" and 
other elements of a most sensual cult and one based upon the intoxication of 
the senses, from which even bells, incense, flowers, candles and rosaries are 
not missing, there is also calm meditation on the deity (dhyana). In like 
mannel', beside mantras which are devoid of all meaning and insipid, we find. 
such beautiful lines as for instance V, 156 : "0 Adyi Kili, thou who 
dwellest in the inmost soul of all, who art the inmost light, 0 Mother I 
Accept this the prayer of my heart. I how down before thee." 

' . 
Along with the Tantric ritual, the Mahanirval).a-Tantra 

also teaches a philosophy which is little different from the 
orthodox systems of the Vedanta and Saxpkhya,21 and 

zxvi, xxxm. For a different interpretations. Avalon, Ta.ntrik Texts, Vol. IV, Introduc
tion, where Kaula is !lerived from Kula in the sense of" community" or" combination of 

11001, knowledge and nniverse." The Tantras speak of the Kania. sometimes' as the 

loftiest sage and sometimes as a person to whom all is permitted as regards the "five 
essentials." The last verse of Chapt. X of the Jiliinatantra teaches that only Brahmins 
of the fonrth A§rama may fulfil "the left.hand cult," whiht householders may perform 

only the" right-hand cult." (Harapras&da Sastri I. c., pp. xui, 126). 

1) Mahiinirvll}a-T. V, 139-151. 
•) On the philosophy of the Tantras see S. Da• Gupta in Sir Asutosh Mookerjee 

Silver Jnhilee Vol. III, 1, 1922, p. 253 If. 
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which is at times recognisable even in that chaos of non
sensical incantations. As regards the ethics, the doctrine of 
the du~ies in Chapter VIII of the Mahanirva:r;ta-Tantra 
reminds us at every turn of Manu's Law-book, the Bhagavad• 
gita and the Buddhist sermons. Though there are no caste 
distinctions in the actual Sa.kta ritual, all castes and sexes 
being accounted equal, the castes are nevertheless recognised 
in agreement with Brahmanism, except that in addition to the 
usual four castes a fifth one is added, namely that of the 
Samanyas, which arose through the mingling of the four 
older castes. Whilst Manu has four A.sramas or stages of 
life, our Tantra teaches that in the Kali epoch there are only 
two A.sramas, the state of the householder and that of the 
ascetic. For the rest, all which is taught here about duties 
to one's parents, to wife and child, to relatives and to one's 
fellow men in general, might be found exactly the same in 
any other religious book or even in a secular manual of mora
lity. We quote only a few verses from this Chapter VIII by 
way of example : 

A householder should be devoted to the contemplation of Brahman 
and possesl!ed of the knowledge of Brahman, and should consign whatever 
he does to Brahman. (23) 

He should not tell an untruth, or practise deceit, and should ever be 
engaged in the worship of the Deyatas and guests, (241) 

Regarding his father and mother as two visible incarnate deities, 
he should ever and by every means in his power serve them. (25) 

Even if the vital breath were to reach his throat,ll the householder 
should not eat without first feeding his mother, father, son, wife, guest and 
brother. (33) 

The householder should never punish his wife, but should cherish her 
like a mother. If she is virtuous and devoted to her husband, he should 
never forsake her even in times of greatest misfortune. (39) 

A father should fondle and nurture his sons until their fourth year, and 
then until their sixteenth they should be taught learning and their 

1 ) i.e., even if he were about to die of hunger. 
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duties. (45) Up to their twentieth year they should be kept engaged in 
household duties, and thenceforward, considering them aR equals, he should 
ever show affection towards them. (46) In the same manner a daughtt>r 
should be cherished and educated with great care, and then given away 
with money and jewels to a wise husband. (47) 

The. man who has dedicated tanks, planted trees, built rest-houses 
on the roadside, or bridges, has conquered the three worlds. (6;j) That man 
who is the happiness of his mother and father, to whom his friends are 
devoted, and whose fame is sung by men, he is the conqueror· of the three 
worlds. (64) He whose aim is truth, whose charity is ever for the poor, 
who . has mastered lust and anger, by him are the three worlds 
conquered. ( fi 5) t l 

The duties of the separate castes as well as the duties of the king, as 
prescribed here, do not greatly differ from those laid down by Manu. The 
value of family life is put very high. Thus there is a strict injunction 
that no man who bas children, wives or other near relatives to support, 
shall devote himself to the ascetic life. 2 > In complete agreement with 
the regulations in the brahmanical texts, Chapter IX describes the 
"sacraments" (satp8kara1) from conception till marriage, and Chapter X 
similarly gives instructions for the burial of the dead and the cult of 
the departed (8raddhaa). A peculiarity of the Saktas as regards marriage 
is that, in addition to the Brahma-marriage, for which the brahmanical 
rules provide, there is also a Saiva-marriage, i.e., a kind of marriage for a 
certain time, which is only permitted to members of the circle (cak1'a) of 
the initiated. 8 l However, the children of such marriages are not legiti
mate and cannot inherit. This shows to how great an extent brahma
nical law is valid for tl:e Saktas too. Thus also the section on civil 
and criminal law in Chapters XI and XII agrees in essentials with 
Manu. 

Nevertheless the Kauladharma which is recited in the Tantra, is 
declared in extravagant terms to be the best of all religions, and the adora
tion of the Kula saint is praised as supremely meritorious. In words 
similar to those of a famous Buddhist text we read in our Tantra: "As 

1 ) Translated by Avalon, pp. 161 f., 163, 165 f. 
•) In the Kau~iliya-Arthaaastro. II, I, 19 (p. 48) a fine is prescribed for him who 

becomes an ascetic without first having provided for his wife and childreh. 

•) See above p. 595. 
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the footmarks of all animals disappear in the footmark o! the elephant, so 
do all other Dharmas disappear in the Kula-Dharma." 1) 

One of . the principal works of the Kaulas, i.e., the most 
advanced of the Saktas, is the KularJ;l.ava-Tantra,2> which 
teaches that there are six forms of life (acara),3> which are 
but an introduction to the Kulacara, and that release from 
suffering, and the highest salvation can only be attained 
through the Kulacara or Kula-Dharma. 

When the Devl asks : " Whereby is release from suffering to be 
attained?" Siva replies: Only through the knowledge of the Unity; for 
the creatures, surrounded by Mayi, are but as sparks emanating from the 
fire of Brahman. There are people who boast of their knowledge of 
Brahman, smear their bodies with ashes, and practise asceticism, but are 
yet only devoted to the pleasures of their senses. "Asses and other 
animals, go about naked without shaiiie, whether they dwell in the house 
or in the forest: does this make them Yogins?" (I, 79) .. In order to 
become a Kaula a man should avoid all external things and strive only for 
true knowledge. Ritual and asceticism are of value only as long as a mari 
has not yet recognised the truth. The Kula-Dharma is Foga (meditation) 
as well as Bhoga (enjoyment), but only for the man who has purified his 
mind and has control over his senses. We can well understand the state
ment, so often repeated in the Tantras, that it is easier to ride on a drawn 
sword than to be a true Kaula, when in one and the same book we find, 
not only doctrines on the true knowledge of the Brahman and Yoga, but 
also the minutest details concerning the preparation of twelve kinds of 
intoxicating drinks and everything connected with the "five essentials," 
which bestow bhukti (enjoyment) and mukti (salvation) at the same time. 4) 

"The Brahmin," we read, " should d1·ink at all times, the warrior at the 
beginning of the battle, the Vaisya. when purchasing cows, the Siidra when 

•) MaMnirv-T. XIV, 180, transl. Avalon, p. 856. Cf. Majjhimaniklya 28 (at the 

beginning). 
•) Ed. by Tii.riinii,th Viayiiratna in Tantrik Tea:ts, Vol. v; 1917. 
~) These are Vedii.cAra, Vai~!Jav4cAra, Saiv4cAra, DakoiQiic4ra, V4m4ciira, Siddh4ntii. 

cii.ra (or Yogiicii.ra}. Cf. Avalon, Tantra of the Great Liberation, Introduction, p. luviii ff. 
•) Though the sura drink is extolled in the most extravagant fashion (V, 38 f.), the 

others are also recommended (V, 30). The eating of meat at the Kula:pUjii is a permis· 
sible exception to the rule of non-killing ( ahi'flsii.). 
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performing the funeral sacrifices" (V, 84). On the other hand, when 
these and similar rules have been formulated, we again read that true 
drinking is the union or Ku~qalinl Sakti with Ciccandra ("moon of 
thought"), others being merely imbibers of intoxicants, that the 
true "flesh-eater" is he who merges his thought in the highest Being, 
and a true "fish-ea~er " is he who curbs his senses and unites them 
with the Atman-" others merely kill animals"; and that true maitlzuna 
is the union of the highest Sakti or Kuqcjalini with the Atman-" others are 
merely slaves to women." This comes at the close of Chapter V. In Chapter 
VII, however, the necessity of drink in the cult of Sakti is again em
phasized. It is true that one should only drink in moderation, but this 
moderation is reckoned very liberally: " As long as the eye, the understand
ing, speech and the body do not become unsteady, a man may continue 
drinking, hut drink taken in excess of this is the drinking of a brute beast" 
(VII, 97). Though it is true that only the initiated are allowed to drink, 
it is to them that the oft-quoted maxim is addressed: "He is to drink, 
drink and drink again, till he falls to the ground, and when he has 
arisen, he is to drink yet again-then there will be no rebirth " 
(VII, 100).1l 

Another oft-quoted work of the Kaula School of the 
Saktas is the "Head jewel of the Kula," Kulacugamal}.i/> 
an example of a Nigama. in which Devi proclaims the doctrine 
and Siva listens in the character of a pupil. In reality 
Siva and Devi are one, and the latter says at the end 
of the book: 

"Thou appearest now as the father, now in the form of the teacher, 
then thou becomest the son, then again a pupil.. ........ Everything whatever 
exists in the world, consists of Siva and Sakti. Thou, 0 God of gods, 
art all, and I, too, am all to all eternity. Thou art the teacher when I 

l) The saying occurs frequently in the Tantras. According to Avalon these and 
similar verses do not refer to actual drinking, but to the symbolical " drinking" of 

the Yoga. '!'his, however, is difficult to believe. 
•) Ed. by Girisha Chandra Vediintatirtha, .vith an Introduction by A. K. Maitra 

in Tantrik Texts, Vol. IV, 1915. The ritual of the Kaulas is also treated in the Nityii~oqaii
Tantra, which is a part of the Viimake&vara-7antra (pub!. in AnSS Vol. 56, 1908) and the 

Adiiva .. acaritra, an analysis of which is given by L. Suali (SIFI Vol. 7). 
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am the pupil, but then there shall be no distinction, Therefore be thou 
the teacher, 0 Lord, and I shall be thy Pupil, 0 Highest Lord I " 

The work begins with an enumeration of the Kulasundarie or Davis, 
and then describes the worship of the Saktis with Yantras as well as 
meditations on the unity of the Great Mother. Instructions are given 
for the worship not only of one's own wife but also for that of an outside 
" Sakti.'' He who would be admitted to the Cakra rites, must first 
have walked in the path of the love of God (bhaktimarga) according to 
Vai~t;~avism, and he must be good and patient to others. The last three 
chapters deal solely with magic. 

One of the more important texts of the Tantras is 
the Prapaiicasara.-Tan tra,t> which is ascribed to the 
philosopher Sankara or the god Siva in his incarnation as 
Sankara. Though the name Sa:i:tkara appears not infrequent
ly in the Tantra literature, it is by1 no means certain that 
the texts attributed to him were really his work. Prapaiica 
means "the expansion," "the expanded universe," hence 
Prapaiicasara, "the I<~ssence of the Universe." 

The work begins with an account of the Creation. 2 > This is 
followed by treatises on chronology, embryology, anatomy, physiology 
and psychology, which are no more "scientific" than the suceeeding 
chapters on the occult doctrines of KuQ(alinl and the secret significance 
of the Sanskrit alphabet and the Bijas. According to the general teach
ing of the Tantras the human organism is a microcosm, a miniature copy 
of the universe, and contains countless canals (naqii) through which some 
secret power flows through the body. Connected with these canals there 
are six great centres (cakra) lying one above the other, which are also 
furnished with occult powers. The lowest and most important of these 
centres contains the Brahman in the form of a Linga, and coiled round 
this Linga like a serpent, lies the ~akti called Kul}(a1ini. 8 l This 

1 ) Ed. by TArii.nii.tha Vidyaratna in Tantrik Texts, Vol. Ill, 1914. The author 
EiaQkara is supposen to be identical with the commentator of ·the NrsilphapiirvatBpaniya

Upani~ad. Cf. Vidhushekhara Bhattacha1ya, Ind. Bist. Qu. I. 1925, P· 120. 
') On the Creation theories 'lf the Tantras s. J. G. Woodroffe, Creation as explained 

in the Tantra (read at the Silver Jubilee of the Chaitanya Library, Calcutta, 1915). 
3 ) KuQ~alini ,"the coiled one." The theory of the NB~is and Cakras is also to be 

found in the VarBha-Upani~ad V, 22 ff. and in the SiiQ~ilya-Upani~ad (Yoga Upani~bads 
ed. Mahadeva Sastri, pp. 505 f., 518 ff.). 

76 
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KUiy]alinl is forced up into the highest centre by Siidhana and Yoga, 
and then salvation is attained. The Bijas and ~antras,•l that is, the 
letters and syllables and the formulas composed from them, in all of 
which, accordin5 to an ancient doctrine already foreshadowed in the 
Briihmal_las and Upanil?ads, 2 l a potent influence on thP human organism 
and the universe lies concealed, are means to the attainment of the highest 
perfections (aiddhi). 

The chapters on the ritual for the consecration (dik~a), the worship 
of the mothers and the meditations on the Devl are of considerable signi
ficance from the point of view of the history of relig_ion. The very 
prominent part played in the whole of this cult by the t'rotic element 
is exemplified in IX, 23 ff., where it is described how the wives of the 
gods, demons and demigods, compelled by Ma.ntras, come to the sorcerer 

"scattering their ornaments in the intoxication of love, letting their 
silken draperies slip dowp, enveloping their forms in the net of their 
flying tresst-s, their every limb quivering with intolerable torments o£ 
love, the drops of sweat falling like pearls over their thighs, bosom and 
armpits, ......... torn by the arrows of the love god, their bodies immersed 
in the ocean of the passion of love, their lips tossed by the tempest of 
their deep-drawn breath" etc. Chapter XVIII teaches the Mantras and 
Dhyanas (meditations) for the wol'ship of the love god and his Saktis, 
and the union of man and woman is presented as a mystical union of the 
ego (aha1pkar") with knowledge (Buddhi) and as a holy act of sacrifice. 
If the man honours his beloved wife in this manner, then, wounded by 
the arrows of the love god, she will follow him as a shadow even into 
the other world (XVIII, 3:n. Chaplet· XXVIII 1s dedicated to 
Ardhaniri8vara, the god who IS half female-the right half of 
his body is in the form of Siva who is represented as a wild-looking 
man, and the left half is his ~-akti, repr~sented as a voluptuous woman. 
Chapter XXXIII, with which tle work originally seems to have closed, 
devotes its first part to a description of ceremonies to prevent childlessness, 

•) 'l'he monosyllabic meaningless sounds such as "hriJ!i," "Srilp,'' " kri.J!I," "pha~." 
etc., are Bija, "seens," becallBe they are the seed from which the fruit of magic powers 
(siddhi) is producPd, and because they are the" seed" of the Mantras. Cf. Avalon, The 
Tantra of the Great Liberation, Introd. p. lnxiii ff. 

') There is considerable truth in the contention of B. L. Mukherji (in Woodroffe, 

Shakti an•l Shakt~&a, p. 441 f) that the occultism of the Tantras is already foreshadowed 
n the Brilhmal}as, and that allusions to sexual intercourse play a prominent part in the 

s;ymbolism of tho Briihmayas as well as in the 'fantras, 
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which is the result of carelessness in the worship of the gods and of 
scorning the wife. The second part du.ls with the relationship between 
teacher and pupil, which is of paramount importance in the Sakti religion. 

The ritual and the !'dantras described in this Tantra are not limited 
to the worship of the various forms of Devi and Siva, but frequently 
also Vi •I,lU and his avatiiras are referred to. Chapter XXXVI contains 
a reflection on Vilj!J;JU Trailokyamohana ("the confounder of the triple 
world"). This description is replete with sensual fire: Vi~QU shines like 
millions of suns and is of supreme beauty. Full of kindness his glance 
rests upon Sri his consort, who embraces him lovingly. She, too, is 
incomparably beautiful. All the gods and demons and their wives do 
honour to the lofty, divine couple; but the divine women press around 
Viljii}U full of the fiery longing of love, and exclaim : " Be our consort, 
our refuge, 0 highest Lord I" 1 > 

The first part 2> of the Tantraraja-Tantra bAaring the 
proud title "king of Tantra3" treats of the Sriyantra, 
the ''famous diagram," which consists of nine triangles and 
nine circles cleverly drawn one within the other and each 
one of which has a special mystical significance. By medi
tation with the aid of this Sriyantra one attains knowledge 
of the Unity, i.e., the knowledge that everything in the 
world is one with the Devi. The Ka1Ivilasa-Tantra, 3> 

which belongs to the "prohibited " Tantras, i.e., those which 
are valid not for our age but only for a bygone period, is a 
later text. The attitude adopted towards the Paficatattva 
ritual is very ambiguous indeed. All that we can glean 
clearly from the text is that there were two different schools 
of Saktas, one of which condemned this ritual, while the 
other considered it as compulsory. A few chapters deal 
with Kr~Q.a as the lover of Radha, who is identical with the 

1 ) XX XVI, 35-4 7, translated by .A val on in the Introduction, p. 61 ff. 
•) This one alone (Part I, Chaptei'B I-XVIII) baa been published by M. L~mal1tJ 

Sl .tstrf in Tantrik TelCts, Vol. VIII, 1918. 
•) Ea. by P4rvati Chara~;~a. Tarkati•-thtJ in Tantrik Texts, Vol. VI, 1917. One chapter 

contains a Mantra in a dialect which is a mixture of Assamese and East Bengali, another 

contains Mantras with the words written backwards. 
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goddess Kali. The JiiinarQ.ava-Tantra 1> deals with the 
various kinds of Tantra ritual and the meditations cin the 
various forms of Devi. 1.'he Kumaripujana, the worship of 
young maidens, is described as the highest sacrifice. 1.'he 
Saradatilaka-Tantra,2> written by Lak~ma:Q.a Desika in 
the 11th century, begins with a theory of the Creation and the 
origin of human speech, but treats chiefly of _ Mantras, 
Yantras, and magic. 

In addition to the actual "revealed" Tantras there are 
innumerable manuals on separate branches of Tantric ritual 3> 

and great collections compiled from the various Tantras.4> 
The earliest Nepalese manuscripts of Tantras date from 

the seventh to the ninth century,5> and it is not very likely 
that this literature originated further back than the fifth or 
sixth century. Even in the latest portions of the "M:ahabha
rata, with their frequent allusions to Itihasas and PuraQ.as, 
there is never mention of Tantras, and the Arnarakosa, among 
the meanings of the word " tantra" does not give that of a 

') Published in Af!SS No. 69, 1912. 
2) An analysis of its contents by A. H. Ewing, JAOS123, 1902, p. 65 ff. Cf. Farquhar, 

Outline, p. 267. 
s) Thus there are glossaries and dictionaries to explain the mysterious significance 

of the letters, Bijas and Mantras, as well as the Mudr&s or positions of the fingers to be 
observed with the Yoga. A few of these texts (Mantr&bhidbii.na from the Rndrayii.mal&, 

Ek&k~nrakOlla by Pnru~ottamadeva, Bijanighal}~U by Bhairava, Matrk&nighal}~UI by Mahi
dhara and by Mii.dhava, Mudr&nigha:Q.~U from the V&makesvara-Tantra) are published by 
A. Avalon, Tantrik Texts, Vol. I, 1913. Cf. also Th. Zachariw, Die indischen WOrterbiicher 
(Grnndriss I, 3 B, 1897) para. 27, and Leumann, OC VI, Leyden, Vol. III, p. 589 ff. The 
six centres (cakra) and the KnJ;t~alini are treated in the Sa~cakraniriipaQa from the 
Sritattvacintil.maJ}.i by Piir:Q.ananda Svsmi and the Piidnkiipaflcaka, both published by 
Tariin4tha Vid.yiiratna in Tantrik Texts, Vol. II, 1913 and translated into English by A . 
.. llxalun, The Serpent Power, 2nd. ed, Madras 1924. 

•) Thus the Tan t rasa m u c cay a, very popular in Malabar, written by Narii.yaQa 
of the Jayanta.-mangala family of N. Travancore about 14Z6 A.D., published by T. CaT}a· 

pati Sastri in TSS Nos. 67 and 71. 

•) A Kubjiklimata-Tantra is said to date from the 7th century, and a Nisviisatattva• 
Sa'!lhitii. from the 8th century. A Paramesvaramata.-Tantra was written in 858 A.D. Cf. 

Baraprasiid., Report I, p. 4. 
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religious book.1> Neither do the Chinese pilgrims as yet 
mention the Tanh·as. In the seventh and eighth centuries 
they began to penetrate into Buddhism, and in the second 
half of the eighth century Buddhist Tantras were translated 
into Chinese 2> and in the ninth century into Tibetan also. 
The fact that the worship of Durga, which plays so great a 
part in the Tantras, harks back to the later Vedic period,S> 
does not prove that Tantrism and the Tantras are of an 
equally venerable age. There is no doubt that this goddess 
and her cult do unite traits of very different deities, Aryan 
as well as non-Aryan .. It is probable, too, that the system 
of the Tantras adopted many characteristics from non-Aryan 
and non-brahmanical cults.4> On the other hand, some 
essential traits of the Tantras can be found as far back as in 
the Atharvaveda, as well as in the Brahmal}.as and Upani~ads. 
Saktism was prevalent from the twelfth to the sixteenth 
century in Bengal especially among the l:l.ristocracy, and 
even at the present day its adherents are to lie found not in 

1
) Amaralm~ III, 182 gives for tanfFa the meaning siddhii.nta, which is really "a 

system of doctrines" in general, and not a particular class of texts. Cf. Wilson, Works, 
I, 250. The other Koeas, too, give all kinds of meanings for tantra, but not that of the 
sacred book of a sect. When mantra and tantra are mentioned side by side (Ahirbodhnya. 
Sa'!lhita XX, 5; Paiicatantra, text. simp!., ed. F. Kielhorn I, v. 70; Da.Saknmiiracarita 
II, NSP edition, p. 81; mndratanttamantra-dhyilniidibhii}), tantra means "majl:ic rite,'' 

and mantra "incantation." The passage in the Da8akum. probably presupposes a know
ledge of Tantras. DaJJ.qin, however, did not live earlier than the 7th century A.D. The 
Bhiigavata-PnrilJJ.a (IV, 24, 62; XI, 3, 47 f., 5, 28; 31) is the first work to mention the 
Tantras as a class of works apart from the Veda. 

•) According to L. Wieger, Histoire des croyances religieuses et des opinions philo

sophiques en Chine, Pari3 1917 (quoted by Woodroffe, Shakti and Bhakta, p. 119 It), as 
early as in the 7th century. It is not likely that the t~igamas mentioned side by side 
with the nirghal}(u in Lalitavistara XII (ed. Lefmann, p. 156) are identical with the 

Tantras known as "nigama," ns is the view of Avalon (Principles of Tantra I, p. xli). As 
in Mann IV, U; IX, 14, texts of Veda-exegesis are no doubt meant. 

') Jacobi in ERE V, 117 If. 
•) In the Jayadrathayiimala it is said that Paramesval'i is to be worshipped in the 

house of a potter or oil-presser (who belong to the lowest castes). Cf. Haraprasiid, Report 

I, p. 16; Catalogue of the Durbar Library, Nepal, p. !xi. 
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the lower castes, but among the educated.1> On the whole 
the Tantras and the curious excrescences and de(J'enerations 

0 

of religion described in them, are not drawn from popular 
belief or from popular traditions either of the aboriginal 
inhabitants or of the Aryan immigrants, but they are the 
pseudo-scientific productions of theologians, in which the 
practice and theory of Yoga and doctrines of the monist 
(advaita) philosophy are seen mingled with the most 
extravagant symbolism and occultism. 

Neither the PuraQ.as nor the Tantras make enjoyable 
reading, and this is much more. applicable to the latter. 
They are the work of inferior writers, and are often written 
in barbarous and ungrammatical Sanskrit. On the other 
hand neither the literary historian nor the student of religion 
can afford to pass them by in silence; for during centuries 
and even at the present time these writings are the spiritual 
food of millions of Indians. "The PuraQ.as," says a learned 
Hindu,2> "form an important portion of the religious litera
ture of the Hindus, and, together with the Dharmasastras 
and Tantras, govern their conduct and regulate their religious 
observances at the present day. The Vedas are studied by 
the antiquarian, the Upani~ads by the philosopher; but every 
orthodox Hindu must have some knowledge of the PuraQ.as, 
directly or vicariously, to shape his conduct and to perform 
the duties essential to his worldly and spiritual welfare." 
Whatever also may be our opinion of the literary, religious 
and moral value of the Tantras, the historian of Indian 
religion and culture cannot afford to neglect them, and from 
the point of view of comparative religion, too, they contain 
valuable material. 

1) The present.day Saktas are probably for the most part such as will have none 
of the Pa.iicatattva ritual. At any rate I wa.. assured in Kashmir that the S11ktas there 

all abhor rites of this nature. 
•) N. Mu.lchopadhyaya in the Introda.ction to his edition of the Kiirma.Puri>Qa (Bib!. 

Ind.), p. :r:v. 
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P. 5 1. l read more the. 

" 
" 

" 
Pp. 

P. 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

l. 4 " But th-ere. 
38 " 19 " seventh for tenth. 
,t8 note 1 add: Ramprasfid Sastr~ (Ind. Hist. Qu. I, 

1925, p. 204 f.) thinks that it is not a 
Sanskritised vel'nacular, but " the spoken 
language of N. India." 

49 note 1, I. 1 read Apablt1'WI]t8as see H. 
53, 55 etc., to 71 the head line should be " Vedic Litera-

tnre" instead of "Illfroduction." 
59 I. 9 read I and X for I to X. 
6() note 1, I. 3 read ZII for Z lT. 
62 " 1 " ZII " ZTT. 
63 " 3 I. 5 '' 1~adiYtuti. 

7l I. li read therefore for moreover. 
76 " 4 " already " soon. 
81 note 2, I. 2 read storm-gods. 
g.;, " 1 should be note 2 on p. ~7. I. 21. 
99 I. 20 read 3> for .. > 

note 1, I. l read Tapas for Papal). 
" 100 notes, I. 2, after V, p. 356, add : Metrical Transla-

tions from Sanskrit Writers, p. 188 f. 
" 102 " 4, I. 4 read Oldenbe1·g for Oldenbltt•g. 
" 117 line 7 from below, read Vac for Vac. 
" 120 11 l, l. 2 read Culika- Upani~ad. 

" 2 I. 3 after 1856 add·: second edition by J\fax 
Lindenau, Berlin, 1924. 

" 131 l. 5 from below read spell for verse. 
" 1 " 11 

" apacit " apakit. 
" 132 11. 3, 6 read apacit for apakit. 
" 13 t l. 2 read indicate " indicated, 
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P. 138 1. 13 read conceptions of for conception. 
11 152 note 1 the Greek quotation is hopelessly wrong. 
" 154 11 1 add at the end of the note : .Z B VI, 192-t-?-5, 

p. 48 ff. 
II 160 l. 6 read ufhyakarmarJi. 

/I 163 II 18 11 Siimaveda-SaT(l.hila. 

II 167 ll. 
II 179 1. 

13, 15, 16 
14 

read Uhagana, Uhyagana. 
11 Ayu for Ayu. 

note 5 
' 

1. 1, 
II 187 note 3, 

read Satapatlta for Satapa(lta. 
'' brahman for brahman. 

II 188 notes, line 1, 11 brahman for br·akmi:m. 
II 190 ,. 19cJi 
II 

~01 
II 215 
II 222 
II 225 
II 232 

" 235 

II 243 
II 247 

II 2t8 
II 259 

II 211 
II 2,8 
II 298 
II 299 
II 3/)fl 

l. 19 
note, l. 6 

II 2 
l. 4 

l. 12 
l. 21 
1. 16 

note 1, l. 7 
1.12 

11. 12 and 13 

note 1, 1. 4 
1. 13 
note 3, l. 3 

note, l. 3 
note 3 Add.: 

11 Sankhftyana. 
11 Bltriradvaji for Bha1·advajo. 
11 174f. for 147 f. 
11 SunaMepa for SuiJa Mepn. 
11 another for other. 
11 Sarp]ilya for SaryJilya. 
11 A.sramas for Asram as 

11 Fick for Pick. 
11 l'lnde for l, Inde. 
11 Taittiriya- Upani~ad and Maha-

NiirayatJa· Upanil!ad. 
11 Friedlaender for Friedlander. 

11 this for thus. 
11 Oldenberg for Oldenburg, and 

brahman for brahman. 
11 phlegma for the Greek word. 

E. W. Hopkin.<J, Ethics of India, New 
Haven 1924-, p. 63ff. 

note 2, l. 5 read BrahmaiJaS for Br(th nans. 
11 1,1.3 11 Proc.llOOforProc.SfJO. 
II 

II 

II 

1, 1. 4, II 

1. " 

Proc IOC for Proc. FOC. 
17' and 8'. 

l. 20 pnt the inverted comm~'l (") aft~r atJhiene

ments. 
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P. 302 l. 6_ read SunaMepa. 
" 302 note 4 read 194 f. 
" 308 note 2, I. 1 read Proc. IOC. for Proc. FOG. 
" 312, note 1, I. 2 read ifpastamb'iya. 

l. 5 " Srautasf4tra. 
" 313, " -t, l. 6 " Itihasa. 
" 316, " 1, l. 5 from below, read Winternifz. 
" 317, " I. · 5 read seine for sl'ine. 
" 319, " 1, line 1, " traced in for traced. In 
" 3:W, " 1. '' H. Jacobi. 
" 322, ll. :; and 3 from below, read Santanu for Santanu. 
" 322, note ~. I. 2 read vivyasa. 

1. 3 " smrtal}, cf. 
" 32:!., 1. 17 " spake for spaken. 
" 32-!, note 1, l. 2 from below, read saechsitJche~t for 

sdchsischen. 
II '-'2w I 5 <> i>, • read nwn for man. 
" 327, 1. 6 " parfs 1>. 
II .327, note 1, liM 1 II x~aari for Ki-~ori. 

1. 4 from below, read 1924 for 192ff. 
11 329, 1. 4 read Santanu for Santanu. 
11 33t, l. 2 from below, 11 PaiicalruJ for Pancalas. 
11 3 t5, I. 12 from below, 11 Yudhil!#hira. 
" R49,.1. 9 from below, " Nahu~a for Nahusa. 
" 359, l. I:\ " dayfl' for day's. 
" 368, I. 8 " of for os. 
" 376, note 1, l. 6 11 Porzig for Perzig. 
11 379, l. 19 " Sarmiqtha for Sarmiqfha. 
" 385, note 2, l. 5. put inverted commas (") after 

11 386, note l 
II 389, II 2, 1. 3 
II 393, l. 3: 
" 397, l. 12 

note 4, 1. a' 
77 

Manabkarata. 
read diospyros for diespyros. 

" s. for 8. 
" Brahman- for Brahman
" Savitri for Savitri. 
" YudhU,{hiru, 
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I-. 410, note 3, 1. 6 
" 413, last line, 

read 1'1·anke for Francke. 
the rf:\ference is to note 1 on 

page 414. 
'

11 417, note 2, l. 2 read Jinistia for Jaiuistic. 
11 418, " , line 1 " Uttaradhyayana. 
11 4:26, " , l. 2 . " e.r.cellence for excellence. 
" 431, .,, 1, l. 2 from below, read Garbe for Ottrbe. 
11 439, I. 7 rectd disfigured for mzetilated. 

I. 16 11 Sarp.khya for Sarp.khya . 
.note 1, line 1 " late for ten. 

" 440, " 3, last line " epic for epics. 
II 443, " 1, add : a.nd into English by Manmafha 

11 444, note 3 
II 447, 1. i4 
II '449, 1. 3 
11 450, 1. 6 from below 
" 453, note 1 

II ;~ 

11 470, I. 2 from below 
" 471, lines 10, 13, 16 
" 471, note 3, 1. ~ 
II 472, 1. 4 

1.5 
note 4, 1. 6 

" 473, l. 4 
1. 8 

" 479,'note :3, line 1 
II 486, II 1, 1. 6 
" 487, line 11 
" 489, I. 4 
II 492, I. 30 
II 507, I. 15 
'' 611, I. 7 from below 

Natlt Dutt, Calcutta 1897. 
read Prthupakhyana. 

" oowherd for cowhard. 
" S isupala. 
" Naraka for Nikumbha. 
" Adhy. 278 : Isvarastuti. A.dhy. 

:t79 and 281 : 17i~rJ,ustotra. 
11 Rarp,sa0 for Ham.tta0

• 

11 Sankhayana-Srau,tasutra. 
" TipitalcrJ for Tr,pitaka. 
11 extent for P-rlents. 
" Y1ed hi(thila. 
" · Dhatarat(ha. 
11 is. 
11 of for with. 
11 1I sv,r.liiyana for Asval~yana. 

" a,·i(nth for Cri.'fith. 
" below, p. 508f. 
" Siirpa~wkhii. 
" monkeys for monkey. 
" 14jf. for 4jf. 
" Gandhii.rJ. 
" Jinistic for Jainistic, 



CORRECTIONS AND ADDITIONS . 

P. 512, 1. 8 
" 512, note 2, 1. 9 
11 513, II 5 

read that for hat. 
" Par,ini and Pataiijali. 
II P• 1 f. 

61i 

II 518, II 1 After D1·vaAi read (cf. T. Michelson,_ 
JAOS 29, 284j.) 

, 522, l. 20 
I. 21 

" 527, note 2 
II 528, II 2 

" 540 " 1 line 1 
' ' " 553, II 2, 1. 4 

" 557, 1. 20 
" 562, I. 28 

read ra1Jl8iinucarita. 
11 dynasties,'' viz. "the 
" · to for te. 

11 the most clem·ly for most clearly. 
" Haradatta Sarma. 
" Vayaviya for JTaiyaviya. 
" -Pm·ii1Ja for -Purar,a. 
" the racking torture for racking 

torture. 
" 566, 1. 7 from below, read poetics for poetry. 
" 576, note 1 " Jibanflnda TTidyasagara for Jihii-

nanda Pidyasagara. 
" Nath for Nath. 

" 580, 1. 1 11 Vit~Q1ldharmottara. 

" 587, note 2, last line " Saiva for Saiva. 
11 589, 1. 7 read Siva, and Narada (comma after Siva). 
" 589, note 1, 1. 5 read tl~e for t e. 
" 589, " 3, 1. 6 read ~at~{itnntra. 
" 590, 1. 4 from below, put comma after Paul!kara. 
" 593, 1. 20 rf'ad Prakrti for prakrti. 

Note.- In order not to swell the list of correctionP, smaller errors such aa B for; or 
a for ii, and the like, have not been mentioned in the above list, 
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Abbott, J. E., 557 D. 
Abegg, E., 577 D., 580 D • 
.lbhicirikil}i, 142. 
AbhimaDyu, soD of Arjona, 340, 355f., 363, 

371, 31l5 n. 
Abhira.s, 524. 
Adbhuta-BrAhmana, 1!11. 
Adbhutottarakha~Qa., 514 D, 
AdeluDg, Friedrich, 23. 
Adhvs.ryu, priest, 161, 16~, 169, 171, 183, 

194, 214 f. 
Adbyatma-RliruiLyal}s., 503 n., 578 f. 
AdJka.Porlil]-a, 531 n. 
Xdika.vi, adiklivya, 475. 
Adiparvan, 341 D., 468 n. 
Xdi.PuriLI}-s., 533. 
Adisvaracaritra, 600 n. 
Aditi, 76 f., 178, 180 f., 449. 
Xditya, 194 n. 
Xditya.-PoriLI}s., 526, 535 n. 
.ldityas, 534. 
Advaita, 579, 606. 
.Adyli Ka!ika, Kali, 594, 596. 
Aelian, 465 n. 
Xgamas, 586 II. 
Agastya, a ni, 349, 381, 402, 487 D., 495, 

572. 
Agastya-Sa.J!IhitA, 572. 
Ages of the world, s. Yugas. 
AghoyA, 65. 
Xgneya-PurAI}a, s. AgDi-Pnritl}a. 
AgDi, 75, 80,88 II.,94 f., 97,100,124, 137, 

141, 143, 156 f., 166, 173, 177 II., 182, 
194 n., 205, 218, 220 f., 225, 341, 393 f., 

' 491 n., 493, 640, 560, 566, 672 D. 

Agnicayana, 172, 193. 
Agnihotra (fire-sacrifice), 67, 172, 177, 190. 

209, 219 II., 228, 272 f., 353. 
Agni-Puriil}a, 531 f., 566, 572 D., 576, 589 D. 
Agnirahasya, 193. 
Ahasuerus, 370, 403. 
AhiJ!IsA, 416, 425, 460, 542, 599 D. 
Ahirbudhnya, 589. 
Ahirbudhnya.Sa.lphitA, 589, 605 n. 
Ahura, 78. 196. 
Aitareya-Arat;tyaka, 162 D., 235, 271, 283, 

302 n. 
Aitareya-Brllhmat;ta, 51, 185 D., 190 f., 193 

n., 211, 215 f., 222 D., 226 n., 228 n .. 
235, 802, 877 n., 577 D. 

Aitareya.UpaDitad, 235 f., 239 D., 241 D., 
241! D, 

Aitibllsika, 313. 
Aiyar, B. V. Kamesvara, 295 D., 298 D., 

308 D. 
Ajasrngi, 134. 
AjAta.satru, 253, 524. 
Ajiita.sattu, 474. 
Ajigarta, a f!)i, 213 f. 
!khyiina, 100 II., 208, 211, 214, 215 n., 218. 

311 f., 314, 400 n., 470 f., 508, 518, 533, 
563 n. i !. hymns, 100-108 ; s. Ballads. 

!khyiinavidas, 226 n. 
AlatpkAras, 461, 4 76. 
Albers, A. Christina, 399 n. 
Alb~riini, 29, 42(), 462 n., 526, 531 n., 580. 
Alexander the Great, 27 f., 74, 202, 465. 
All-gods, 218; s. Visve devils, 
Ama.rakosa, 13, 522 n., (iOI, 605 n. 
Amazons, 58!. 
Ambikii-kbal,lQa, 571 n. 
AJ!Ihas, 137. 
Amitlibha, a Buddha., ·llO . 
Amrtabindu-Upani~ad, 21:2 n . 
AmrtanilJa.Upanitad, 210 n. 
Amulets, 136, 138, 143, 590-
!nandatlrtha, s. Madhva. 
Anasiiyll:, 564 f. 
Anatomy, 601. 
Ancestor-worship, 148, 160, 577; s. 

Sriiddhas. 
Ancestral sacrifices, s. Sr&ddhas. 
Ancient High Indian, 41 f., 46. 
Andhakas, 443. 
Anilhakavadha, 450 n. 
Andhrabhrtyas, 552. 
Andhras, 524, 575. 
Ailgada, 489, 492. 
Aligiras, 58, 120, 178; =Atbarvaveda, 126 

n., 142. 
Anila-PurAI}a, 531 n. 
Animal sacrifice, 95, 172, 272. 
Aniruddha., 449, 451 f. 
Anquetil du Perron, 19 f., 175 n., 241 n, 
AnugftA, 425, 438. 
Anukramal}is, 57 f., 216, 286 f., 301. 
AnuSiisana.Parvan, 424, 467 ·n. 
Anu~~obh, 61, 181, 461. 
Anuvlikyih, 162. 
AnuvalJIBaslokas (genealogical verses), 376, 

377 D-, 520, 530. 
Anvaikhyitna, 224. 
ApabbralJisa, 49. 
A.paddhs.rmlinnSiisanaparvan, 423 n. 
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Apli.s, 75. 
!.pa.stamba, 191 n., 278, 299. 
!.pa.stamba-Paribb4~siitraa, 277 n. 
!. paatamba-Sarphitii, 170. 
!pastambiya-Dharmasiitra, 168, 232 n., 269, 

277 f., 519, 567. . 
Apastambiya-Grhyasiitra, 277, 312 n. 
!.pastambiya.Kalpasiitra, 277. 
lpastambiya-Srautasiitra, 215 n., 277 n. 
!.pastambiya-Sulvasiitra, 277 n. 
Aphorisms, (maxims, gnomic poetry,) 2, 320, 

377 f., 380, 406, 424, 441 f., 459, 485 f., 
497, 504. 

Apriaiiktaa, 94, 148. 
Apsaraa, 78, 103 f., 134 f., 209, 380, 390, 

393, 480, 534, 540; a. Urvaiii-legend. 
Ara~;~ia, 90, 179 n. 
Aral}.yagiina, 167. 
Aral}.ya-klt~;~~a, 486. 
!.raQyakas, 42, 53 f., 56, 167, 225.2n, 261, 

268, 271, 289, 2!!2, 302, 325. 
Arb man, E., 77 n. 
Architecture, 580. 
!.rcika, 164 ff. 
Ardhamltgadhi, 48. 
Ardhanllrisvara, 538, 602. 
!.rhatas, 574 n. 
Arithmetic, 4 12. 
Arjuna, 329-374, 401, 426 ff., 436 f., 456, 

458, 472, 502, 505, 507, 584; name of 
Indra. 470. 

Arjunamisra, 468 n. 
Arnold, Edwin, 383 n., 427 n. 
Arnold, E. V., 63 n. 
Arrowsmith, R., 72 n. 
!.r~a. 48. 
!.r~eya-Brabma~;~a. 286 n. 
!.r~eyakalpa, 279, 284 n. 
!.rtabhaga, 258. 
Artha, 326, 424 n. 
Arthavada, 202, 208. 
!.ru1,1i, a priPat. 231 n. ; a. U ddalaka !.ru~;~i. 

· Arul}i-Upani~ad, 234 n. 
Aryaman, 108. 
Aryans, 63, 68, 84, 233. 
!.ryiistava, 446 n. 
!.tllt;lha Siivayasa, 202. 
Asat, the Non-existent, 124, 150, 224, 

251. 
Ascetic, ascetics, 53, 212 n., 231, 233, 3!l2, 

406 n. ; ascetic morality, 380 n., 411, 413, 
417, 429, 460; ascetic poetry, 320 f., 
379, 405, 408, 410, 422, 459. 474, 530. 

Asceticism, 201, 212, 380 n. 417, 423, 598. 
Asiatic Society of Bengal, ll. 
Aiioka., 28, 31, 309, 474 n., 5ll. 
!.sramas, stages of life, the four, 232 f., 

275, 418 n., 423, 523, 535, 539 n., 540, 
550, 559, 571, 582. 589, 597. 

!.srama-Upani~ad, 233 n. 
!.sramav4sikaparvan, ~73 n .. 
A.stikaparvan, 313, 388 n., 389 n. 
Astro1ogy, 4, 566, 577, 580. 
Astronomy, 4, 12, 56, ~26, 268, 288 f., 309, 

566, 575, 577, 580; and age of Veda, 294. 
299. 

Asura, Asuras, 78, 196 f., 207, 224, 379, 450 
f., 538. 

ABvagho~a, 241 n., 464 n., 490 n., 512 ff. 
!.ovalayana, 271, 284, 473. 
!.iivalayana-Grhyasiitra, 160 n., 214 n., 279, 

312 n., 314 n., 471. 
!.iivalityana-Srautasiitra, 279. 
Ahamedha, a. Horse sacrifice. 
!.svamedhikaparvan, 372 n., 584, 586. 
Asvapati Kaikeya, 231. 
A!vatthiiman, son of Dro)}.a, 330, 365, 367 ff. 
Aavins, 76 f., 94, 107, 157, 173, 176, 179 f., 

306 n., 830, 390 ff. 
Atharvan, magic formula, 54, 120, 156; fire-

priest, 119 f. 
Atharvaligiraaal}, 120. 
Atharvapraya8cittiini, 281 n. 
Atbarvasiras-Upani~ad, 241. 
Atharvaveda, A.-Sarphitii, 42, 54, 56, 111, 

118, 119·158, 159, 162 n., 163, 182 f., 
195 f .• 198, 242 f., 245, 268, 276, 280 f., 
284, 286 n., 306 n., 313 f., 318, 470, 
518, 605 ; language and metre, 42, 122; 
prose in the A., 121 f.; translations, 
119 n.; date, 122 ff., 195, 290; cultural 
conditions, 123 f.; religion and mytho
logy, 124; sacredness 125 f.; name, 119 
f. ; spells for healing of diseases, 129-
137; prayers for health and long life, 
136; benedictions, 136 f., 159; expiatory 
spells for cleansing from llUilt and sin, 
137 f.; spells for restoration of harmony, 
138; magic songs referring to marriage 
and love, 139-142, 159; curses and 
exorcisms, 142-146; magic a~nga for the 
king, 146 f.; exorcisms in the interest 
of the Brahmans, 147 f.; songs and 
charms composed for sacrificial purposes, 
148 f. ; theosophical and cosmogonic 
hymns, 149-158, 227.; Brahmal}as of the 
A., 190: Upani~ada oftheA.,237-245; 
A. and Kausikasiitra, 280. 

Atbarvaveda-Parisi~~as, 281. 
A tharva veda-Pratiaakhya-aiitra, 284. 
Atharvavediyapaflcapa~alikii, 286 n. 
Athn.rvaveda. Upani~ada, a. Atharvaveda. 
!.thravans, 119 f. 
!.tman, 229, 231, 247 If., 421, 536, 549, 579, 

600; and Brahman, 247 ff.; etymology, 
249. 

Atri, a rfi, 57, 445. 
Aufrecht, 'Jheodor, 21, 23, 119 n., 140 n., 

154 n., 164, 190 n., 397 n., 517 n., 531 n., 
537n., 545n., 555n., 565n., 567n., 
572 n., 575 n., 582 n., 584 n., 5!12 n. 

Avalokite8vara. 564 n. 
Avalon, Arthur, 592 and notes to 587, 593-

596, 598-600, 602-605; a. Woodroffe. 
Avantivarman, 426. 
Avatitras, a. Vi~l}u, Siva. 
Avesta, 41 n., 76, 78, 119, 308 f. 
Avimuktam4hatmya, 576. 
Ayaathiil]a, 228. 
Ayodhya-Kiil]c;la, 481. 
A.yun·eda, 313 n, 
A.yu~ya1,1i siiktani, 136. 
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:Biidarllyana, 26:1. 
B"hvrca-Bni.hmal}a, 191 n. 
Baine~. A., 815 D. 
Baka, a giant, 833 !., 847. 
Baladeva or Ba!arllma or Riima with tl1e 

ploughshare, 336,340, 867, 374, 446 f., 
449-451. 

B~tladevillmika, 451 D. 
Ra !a<levamilhlltruyukatbana, 449 n. 
Billakiil,)<;k 47!1. 
Billilki, s. Gai.r!(ya Bilhlki. 
BaluJii.ma. s. Buladl'v&. 
Bali &IJd l'rahl•lda, 425. 
Ball:tds ballad poptry 102 f., 113 n , 812, 

400 n., 506, sr8. 516 r .• s. Akhy>lna. 
Bai.•.•a, 40, 311, 438, 451, 463, 526, 558, 565 

n. 
Ba1.1ayuddha, 451 n. 
Buudhu = Dr•lloman~. l8S n. 
HuuPr;ea, li. 1\l , 55!"1 n .. 5~11 n. 
Dar<l poetry, 818, 377, 37\J, 3o.7, 897, 521, 

5:B. 530. 
Barlaum and Joasnph, 40!!. 
Barnet~. L D .. 427 D., 4:08 n., 432 n., 483 n. 
Barret, Le Hny Carr. 121 n. 
Barth Auguste, 84 n., 59 D., 6S n., 70 n., 

102 n., 23A n., 2~16 n., 816 n., 374 D., 
431 n., 452 D., 512 n., 514 D., 517 n., 
536 D., 54\J D., 591 D. 

Barna, BeDlwiidLab, 23\J n., 246 n., 247 D,, 
258 n. 

Battle-chants, 146. 
Battle cbarm, 109 f. 
Baudhiiyana, 278, 299. 
Baudhilyuna-Dharmasiitra, 234 n., 241 n. 
Baudhilyana-Grhyasutra, 277 n. 
Daudhiiyana-Kalpasiitra., 271 n .. 277. 
Baudhiiyana.Pitrmedbasiitra, 231 n. 
Baudhilyana-Srautasutra, 105 n., 215 n., 

277 n., 298 n., 319 n. 
Baudhiiyana-Sulvasiitra., 277 n. 
Baumgartner. A., 477 n. 
Baynes. H., 237 n., 233 n. 
Deal, S., 524 n. 
Belloni.Filippi. F .. 579 n. 
Bl.'lvalkar, S. K., 288 n. 
Bendall, C., 571 n. 
Bl.'nedictions, 107, 136 f., 146, 159. 
BeDrl'y, Theodor, 2, 407 and notes to 163. 

35\1, 863, 406, 409 f., 445, 585. 
Bengilli, tO. 
Dergaigne, Abel, 59 n., 77 n. 
Besaut, Annie. 427 n., 438. 
Betham, G. K .. 572 n. 
Bbadkamkar, H. M., 242 n. 
Bhaga. \14, 108. 
BLagavadgitil, 11, 15 IT., 863 n., ~25-~39, 

441, 415. 457, 460, 542, 557, 566, 574, 
5\12 n., 597. 

Bhagavat= Vi~l}u. 425 n., 554. 
Bbilgavat, Rai.jilrAm Ramkrisbna, 154 n., 

474 n. 
Dhil"avatnmiihAtmya, 542 n. 
BLA~avata.PurA•~a. 377 n., 380 n., 304 n., 

454 n., 517 n., 521 n., 523 n., 528 n., 
530 JI., 541, 542 n., 644, 545 n., 547 n., 

549 n .. 553 n., 551-557, 579 n .. 578 n., 
578. 586, 587 n., 605 n. 

Bhllgavata rel;gion, 457. 
Bhllgavatas, 304 n., 426, 437 ff., 460, 554, 

5A5 n 
Bhagawan, Swami Acbintya, 2!1 n. 
Hhagwarldatta, 236 n. 
Bha,~a;yllni.l2:1. 
Bhairava. 604 n. 
Bhairavaa. 574 n. 
Bhakti. 431, 433, 435, 437, 439, 595, 559, 

586. 
Bhaktimilrga, 601. 
Bhukt-1\Ula. ;;q.5 n. 
Bhanda•kar, D. R., 437 n., 524 n., 565 n., 

567 n. 
Dhaudark,.r R. G., 40 n., 46 n., 6!l n., 237 

n .. 241 n .. 2!5 n., 295 n., 30~ n., 428 n., 
435 u., 437 n., 438 n., 439 n., 458 n., 
463 n .. 4fo! n .. 467 n., 505 n., 512 n., 517 
n .. 5~4 n .. 556 n. 574 n •. 57!! n., 584 n., 
688 n .. 5'.11 n., 5\12 n. 

Dhilnuwati, 450. 
Bhilnumallhnrnl.l&, 450 n. 
Bharadvii~a. a r~•. 57. 
Bharadva;a. 277 f., 285. 
Dhilrudva;a-S•k~il, 285, 286 n. 
Bbarata, tlnl king. 317. 376, 377 n., 453, 

470. 540; Bh.-legend 548 r. 
Bharata, brnther of Rams, 481-487. 493, 608, 
Dbilrata, 317 n., 325, 376, 453, 471, 473 f., 

514. 
Bharatas, BhAratas, 317 f., 328 ff., 443. 
Bharatava.r~a. 648. 
Bhartrhari, 9, 18, 486 n. 
Bhilsa. 344 n., 362 D. 
Bh!i.ts, Bhiltas, 315 n., 528 n. 
Bhattacharya. Rasik.al. 499 n. 
Bhattacharya, Vidbusbekbara, 601 n. 
Bhava, 137. 
Bhavabhiiti, 477. 
Bbavi~yaparvan, 452, 464 n. 
Bbavi~ya/t/-Purit(la, 519, 523 n., 526 n., 

531 f., 567, 572 n. 
Bhavi~yottara-Purii'!ll~, 567. 
Bhima., 329 374, 385, 425, 471, 507. 
Bbi~ma. 329, 338, 341, 343 ff., 355, 857 ff., 

371, 395, 406, 422 f., 458. 
Phi,maka, 449. 
Bhi~maparvan, 359 n. 
Bho;a. kiog of Dbir, 40. 
Bhojaka, 567. 
Bhrgu, a r~i. 391, 31l4, 542 f.; Bbrgus,120 n. 
Bhrgnvistara, 120 n. 
Bhrgvai•girasal}, 120 n. 
Bijanigha~;t~u. 604 n. 
Bi;as, 595, 601 f., 604 n. 
Bimbis><ra, 474, 524. 
Biognphy, 8. 
Blaquiere, W. C., 582 n. 
Blau, A. 518 n., 521 n., 548 n. 
Bloch, Th., 278 D. 
Bloomfield, Maurice, 110, 144, 146, 301 and 

notes to 59, 72. 10:J, 119, 121, 131-133, 
135,140 142, 14\J, 151 f., 154, 168, 190, 
280 f., 313, 406, 518, 
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Bodaa, M.R., 243 n. 
BoghazkOi, 804, 806. 
BOhtlingk, Otto, :.!2, 241 n., 415 n., 

439 n. 
Bolling, G. M. 281 n, 
Books, written, 83 f. 
Bopp, Franz, 16 f., 827 n., 382, 894 n., 

3\19 n. 
Bose, Shih Chunder, 399 n., 565 n. 
Boxberger, R., 327 n., 409 n., 427 n. 
Bradke, P. v., 278 D. 
Brahmacirin, 154, 233, 273. 
Brahmada.tta. 445 D., 450. 
Brahmagiti, 571. 
Brahmagupta, 580. 
Brahmajilasutta, 471 D. 
Brahmahivarta-PuraQa, 567. 
Brahma-KhaJ;~~a, 541 n., 568. 
Brabma-marriage, 598. 
Brahman, philosophical tPrm, 150 f., 154 ff., 

175, 183 f., 186. 223 ff., 233, 241, 244, 
247 If., 253 f., 258, 260 f., 264, 26B, 363 
D., 380, 416, 434, 436, 528, 537, 568, 5\13, 
595, 597, 599, 601; etymology, 247 f.; 
sacrifice to the Brahman, 273. 

Brahman, the god, 31, 36, 55, 174, 193 f., 
25\J, 341, 354, 360, 394 If .. 451, 452 D,, 
476, 480, 492, 4!15, 53:3 f .. 537 f., 542 ff., 
54\J, 551, 560, 562. 569, 572 n., 573, 578, 
581, 5S7 D., 589, 593. 

Brahman, the high priest, 160 ff., 
18!. 

Brahm~~u.{one who knows the Brahman/, 
22\l n.; s. Brahmans. 

BrahrnoJ;IaS, 42, 46, 53 f., 56 r .. 62, 70 D., 
101.121, 126, 167.1il, 173. 183. 184 n., 
187-225, 226 f .• 233 ff., 218 25\l. 2fi5, 301 
I., 309,317, 522, 602, 605; llleaning of 
the word, 187 f., 269 n. ; pi'riod of 
development of B. literature, Hl5 f .• 201, 
292 f., 2\J5 f.. 302, 306 n.: rPligious and 
social conditions, 1\16.201 : sciPncP cof 
sacrifice, 161, 189, 195, 208. 225 ff., 261; 
their contents, 201 II'.; narrat1ves. 
myths and legends, 103 f .• 208 ff., 22Ll, 
311, 317, 3\JO f., 394, 461, 470 f., 518, 
561 D., 578 n. ; creation IPgPruls, 219 ff. ; 
B. and !.ra1,1yakn•, 233 f .. 236, 261, 26R: 
B. and Siitras, 270 II., 278 n., 282, 2\!4; 
Upanivads in B., 235, 302 n. 

BrabmaJ;~aspati, 100. 
BrahmaJ;I~a.PuriiJ;~a, 523 n., 531 f., 553 n., 

572 n., 878 f. 
Brabmanical myths and legentfs, 321, 3R7-

405, 410, 444, 459, 474, 480, 4!J6, 504, 
621. 

Brahmanism, 65, 291 f., 304, 517, 6'J7; 
brahmanical morality, 417. 

Brahmans/brahmins, priestly C'&st.P/, 32, 42, 
88, 109 f., 123 r., 147 f., 152, 160, HIS If.. 
211, 214, 218 f., 227 f., 230 IT .• 246. 253. 
25\l, 261, 275. 311, 318 IT., 325. 335 f., 
338 f., 353, 387, 392 f .. 402 IT., 410. 416, 
425,432,463, 467, 480, 495, 4!17, 528, 
529 n., 541JI., 558, 560, 564, 573, 583, 
(199, 

Brahma-PurA:Qa/Brllhma-P.{, 454 n., 526 D,, 
631 f., 538-536, 572 n. 

Drahma-Spbu~a-Siddbaota, 580. 
Brahmava1varta-PuraQa, 397 n., 622 n., 

631 f., 533 D., 641n., 667·869, 672 n. 
Brahmiivarta, 196. 
Brahmaveda ,162 n. 
Brabmodya, 183, 228, 852. 
Brahmo Samaj, 20, 438. 
Brandes, G., 7. 
Brhndaral}yaka-UpaDi~ad, 62n., I 85n., 194, 

229, 281n., 235f., 239n., 241 n., 2t6n., 
253n., 256n., 257n., 258·260, ~64n., 
S63n. 

Brhadasva, 381. 
Brhadbrahma·salpbitll, 590. 
Brhaddevnta, 105o., 286f., 289n. 
Brbaddharma-Pural}a, 631D., 513n., 558n., 

5801I. 
Brhadvi~l}upurltl,la, 545n. 
Brhannala, 354f. 
Bl·hannaradiya-Purltl}a, 557-559. 
Brhaspati, god, 100, 180, 405n., 425, 

53S. 
Brhaspati, author of a law-book, 519n.; 

Niti of B., 425. 
Drhut, a melody, 153, 167, 18L 
Brhati, 62. 
Brhutkathll, 49. 
Brockhaus, 462n. 
Bruce, Chorl.,a, 383n. 
Brune, J., 16ln. 
B•unnhofer, H., 74n., 807. 
Bucher, I<., llln. 
BuJdhu, 7, 47, 52,201, 23G, 310. 314, 3:?0, 

440n., 474, 486n., 510f., 521, 557, 562f.; 
B. legend, 4()0o. ; .U.-IJa!lads and epic, 
508. 

Dll(l,JhaCitrita, 490o .. 512f. 
Bud•lhi~m. 21. 2if., 5H .. :.!01. 231, 2.j8, 265, 

2\1:3, 303. 4lln., 465, 474, 5USJf., 516, 
558n., 6R~In ., 5c12. li05. 

Buddhist literatnre, 1H, 21. 24. 27, 2:1, 33, 
311, 3;!, 47, 51, 101f., 126, 201. 2:Wn., 
263, 303,353n., 40\l, 410n .. 486n., 508, 
610f .. 516, 5ltl, 524, 585, 5!J7f.; and tl.o 
epics, 353n., 414, 471·473. 511; canon, 
3:.!, 4:3 510; B. Samkrit litPrature. 47; 
B. Mahayana texts, 34, 525, 51H• .. ; 
B. Stories, 338n., 407, 409, 411n.; 
s. Jatnk~; B. Tantras, 605; B. dia
logues, 404; s. T1pi~akn. 

BnJdhists, 27, 47f., 55. 125, 231. 264n., 
314, 3SOn., 405, ·10!1, 417, 422, 459. 463, 
473F., 512f., 551, 5581; missionari.:s iu 
China. 20. 

Fiihler, Georg, 24, b1, 34n., 40, 45n., 243n., 
296n. 2\l\lf., 303f., 3H4n., 463u., 61\ln., 
626u., 527n., 567n, 680n., 6b3n. 

Burial, 82n., 95!., 282; s. Funeral 
rites. 

Bur~·, Albert. 277n. 
Burnell, A. C., 167n., 192n., 210o., 280n., 

:!8tln. 
Burnouf, Eugene. 20f., 517n., 621n., 523n., 

6..!8n., 53ln., 555n., 556, (i65n, 
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Cakra, 694f., 698, 601, 604n.; cakrapiijii, 
5!l4n. 

Caland, W., 9n., 13n., 1\Jn,, 96n., 102n., 
105n., 163n., 166n., 167n., 169n., 170n., 
l!JOn., 191n., 192n., 272n., 274n., 277u., 
278n., 279n., 280n., 2illn., 284n., 288n., 
298n., 319n., 384n., 523n., 565n., 580n. 

Caleb, C. C., 427n. 
Cambodia, 464. 
Campii, 101. 
Cal}t;ili, 591. 
Caf}c.laka.usika, 561n. 
Ca!]c.Ji, 565n. 
Catp;limlihii.tmya, 565n. 
Ca•.•c.l i-Cal}t;iikli-Puriii].a, 582. 
Cat;~c.Jisataka, 565u. 
Candradeya, 583. 
Candraguptn. (Maurya}, 28, 474, 524. 
Candra;.(upta. I (Gupta rlynasty), 524. 
Candrablisopiikhyiina, 585f. 
Cariyltpi~a.ka, 40()n. 
Carpenter, J. E., 428n. 
Carte!lieri1 W ., 316n., 463n. 
Caryii, 588. 
Castes, 66. 121, 198, 218, 241n., 269, 275, 

415, 423, 523, 535, 639n., 540. 550, 559, 
567. 571, 582, 589, 697f. 

Cattle, s. Cow. 
Caturiidbyiiyikll, 284n. 
Ciiturmasya (sacrifice of the seasons}, 172, 

190, 207' 272f. 
Chanda, R., 505n. 
Chandas, 168n., 268n. 
Chandoga, 168n. 
Chlindogya.·Upani~ad, 54, 162n., 

229n., 230n., 231n., 2.33n., 235f., 
242n., 24!n., 245, 248n., 250n., 
257n., 260n., 313n., 363n., 457, 
578n. 

Charms, s. Magic. 

185n., 
241n., 
255u., 
557n., 

Charpentier, Jar!. 102n., 106n.. 111n., 
113n., 154n., 2lln., 312n., 313n., 389n., 
418n., 509n. 

Cha~~opiidhyaya, K., 306n. 
Chavannes, Ed., 5L3n., 585n. 
CMzy, A. L., 15f., 376n., 534n. 
Chinese pilgrims, 29, 605. 
Chiromancy, 577. 
Christian Eucharist. 440; mystics, 266, 

431n.; influence, 266, 431n. 
Chronology, 575, 601; of Indian liteu-

ture, 25-30, 290ff. 
Cirakiirin, 413. 
Circle, s. Cakra. 
Citrliligada, 322, 329. 
Citraligadli and Arjuna, 3.39. 
Clemen, C., 307n. 
Colebrooke, Henry Thomas, 12f., 16, 19, 40, 

9\Jn., 24ln., 556. 
Commentaries, 4. 38, 270, 497n. 
Comparative philology, 16f. 
Cosmogony, 149-158, ~40, 424, 523, 537. 
Cosmography. 577. 
Cosmology. 320,537,566, 580. 
Cosquin. E., 585n. 
Cow, 64f., ~53f., 181, 184, 221, 404. 

Cowell, E. B., 235n., 238n., 490n. 
Creation (legends). 98tJ., 208, 218-225, 245, 

434, 444, 45i!, 520, 522, 529, 534, 536f., 
539, 546, 554, 558f., 56711., 579, 67411., 
580, 688f., 60 I, 604. 

Crooke, W., 478n .. 635n., 686n. 
Ciilikii-Upani,ad, 120n., 240n., 942n, 
Cunha, J. G. da, 67ln. 
Curses, 125, 128, 140, 142·146, 182, 
Cyavana, 39011., 402. 

Dahlmann, Joseph, 313n., 316n., 4·l0n., 
459f., 47ln. 

Dak,a, 44i, 533, 551, 576. 
Dak,it;~ll, prie~tly fee, 114, US, 160, 175, 

181, 188, 1!19. 
Dak~il}i>cara. 599n. 
Dama, 660n. 
Damayanti, s. NaJa and D. 
Dlimodara II, king of Kashmir, 479. 
Danadharma, 445, 464. 
Diinastutis, 114-117, .l49, 314. 
Dancing, 4, 448, 580. 
Dat;~t;lin, 605n. 
Dara Shakoh, Mohammed, 19. 
Darmesteter, J., 374n. 
Darsapiirt;~amasa (new and full moon sacri-

fice), 172, 190, 202, 272£. 
Das, Abinas Chandra, 308n. 
Das, Bhagavan, 427n. 
Dasakumaracarita, 605n. 
Dasaratba, Dasaratha, 48111., 487, 497, 

608f. 
Dasaratha-Jataka, 486n., 508, 509n. 
Dltsas, 63, 78. 
Diisgupta, 8., 232n., 247n., 249n., 430n., 

696n. 
Dassara feast, 477. 
Dasyu, 63, 78. 
Datta, Bhagavat. 289n. 
Davids, s. Hhys Davids. 
Davies, John, 427n. 
Death. 97, 174, 221n., 395ff .. 411!., 41711., 

484£., 653, 566, 577 ; a. Burial, Funeral 
rites. 

Deussen, Paul, 150, 155f., 236, 246, 24811., 
258, 266 and notes to 45, 99f ., 110, 115, 
117f., 175, 218, 223, 232-234. 238-245, 
247, il27, 395, 414f., 417, 424f., 427, 
439f., 515, 526, 559. 

Devaki, 446, 457. 
Devas, 78,197. 
Devi, 555n., 573f., 576, 581, 591, 5\J3ff., 

69911. 
Devibhligavata-Puriil}a, 531n., 555. 
Devimlihlitmya 565. 
Dhammapada, 418n. 
Dbana.iijaya=Arjuna, 472. 
Dhanvantari, 389. 
Dharma, right and morals, 275, 826, 352, 

406, 422, 424n., 519n., 581, 599; god of 
justice and death, 329f., 353, 374, 390, 
397, 398n., 563f. 

Dbarmaoiastras, 233n., 424, 526n,, 58ln., 
606, 
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Dbarmasiitras, 56, 241, 275, 277f., 285. 
Dbarmavyadba, 415, 581; 
Dbartar, !14. 
Dbatar, 94, 156f. 
Dbatara~~ha, 472. 
Dh~~adyomna, 335f., 358, 365, 368f. 
Dhttara,~ra, 315, 323, 329ff., 338, 342f., 

345ff., 350f., 356ff., 363, 366f., 370, 373. 
406,·408, 456,470,472. 

Dhruva, 296f., 444, 546, 557. 
Dbyiina, 596, 602. 
Dhyanayoga, 543. 
Dialogue hymns, 100·108, 311 ; d. between 

father and son, 417, 561; dialogues, 246, 
404, 414f., 421, 424, 530, 518, 550: 8. 

. Itibasasatp.vada. 
D1ce, game of, ll2ff., 172, 342, 345ff., 

381, 449. 
Didactic poems, 459. 
Digambara Jains, 525, 538, 551. 
Dik~. 587. 590, 602. 
Dikshit, Sankar B., 298n. 
Dinsra, 464n. 
Dio Cbrysostomos, 465n. 
Diseases, 129-137. 
Divination, 4. 
Drii.byii.yal}a-Srautasiltra, 279, 
Drama, 2, 4, 39, 43, 45, 48f., 101ff., 312n., 

45ln., 177, 507, 512n. 
Draupadi, 334-357,367-375,384, 397n., 398, 

425, 472, 502, 507, 560f.; s, Kr~l}s. 
Dravidian languages, 51. 
Drol}a, 330, 338, 343f., 347, 357f., 363, 365, 

371, 375, 560n. 
Drol}aparvan, 363n. 
Drupada, 334ff.; 356, 358f., 365, 369, 

371. 
Dul;t~anta (Dutyanta), 317, 470; 
Duperron, s. Anquetil du Perron. 
Durgii., 446n., 451n, 467, 538, 539n., 542, 

565f., 568, 570, 57ln., 576, 578n •• 591, 
593, 605. 

Durgamahatmya, 565n. 
Durgapuja, 565. 
Durgi>sta.va, 451n. 
Durgii.stotra, 468n. 
Durjanamukbacape~ika, omabacapetika, opad

mapadukii, 555n. 
Dorviisas, 549n. 
Duryodbana, 329-375, 406, 455, 470, 

507. 
Dussasana, 331, 343ff., 361, 363, 366, 

470. 
Du~yaota=Dul;t~anta, 376f. 
Diita.gha~tkaca, 362n. 
Diltavakya, 344n. 
Dutt, Ma.nmatba Natb, 327n., 479n., 544n., 

555n., 566n., 576n., 592o. 
Dutt, Romesb, 327n., 335n., 479n. 
Dviidasasahasri-Stotra, 566. 
Dvaipayana, s. Vyiisa. 
Dvaraka, 449, 451. 
Dvara.vati, 452. 
Dvipadii-Viraj, t\2. 
Dvivedi, Manila! N ., 529. 
Dyana, 75, 222. 

78 

Earth, 87, 94, 137, 151f., 157, 175,178, 181!, 
494f., 515, 570 ; s. Prthivi. 

Eckhart, 266. 
Economics, 4. 
Edgerton, Franklin, 119n., 12ln,, i49n;·, 

28ln., 435, 438n. 
Eelsingh, H. F., 19ln. .. ... 
Eggeling, Julius, 193n., 198n., 202n., 2Q3n,, 

204o., 205n., 207n., 209n., 210n., 217n., 
218n., 384n., 514n., 517n:, fi33n., 535n., 
536n., 544n., 553n., 551:n., 557n., 566n,, 
570n., 57ln., 572o., 579n., 580n., 582n., 
5B4n., 589n., 590n., 592n. 

Ebni, J., 107n. 
Ekak~arak011a, 604n. 
Ekasrilga, 400n; s. 'Gnicorn-legend . 
Eknatba, 579. _ 
Eliot, Sir Charles, 457n., 458n., 460n., 517n., 

556n., 569n., 587n., 588n., 592n., 593o., 
595n. 

Embryology. 241, 601. 
Encyclopaedia, 566, 576. 
Epic poetry, Epics, 2, 18, 35, 37, 43f., 46, 

48, 101, 103, 226, 291, 300, 311-316, 319, 
324n., 334n., 497,506,552,587; bfginnings 
of,101, 226,31111., 324n.; e. in Brii.bmal}as, 
208-218; language of, 44, 46, 461, 51 0ff.; 
Indian and Greek e. 500; their age, 
512n. ; ornate e., 2f., 512. 

Erotica, 4, 244n. : s. KamaSiistra. 
Eschatology, 245; s. Heaven, Hell. 
Ethics, 207f., 258.260, 319, 352, 406, 415, 

424f., 429, 529, 540, 588, 597·; ethical 
maxims s. Aphorisms. 

Etymology, 56, 70, 146, 203, 220, 268. 
Ewing, A. H., 604n. 
Exorcisms, 109, 125, 132, 136, 140, 142-146, 

182f., 273, 388; for Brahmans, 147f. 
Expiatory ceremonies, s. Praya8citta. 
Expiatory formulae, 137f. 
Ezour-vedam, 13n. 

Fables, 2, 6, 101, 320, 405fft 
Faddegon, B., 435n. 
Fa-Hien, 29. 
Fairy-tale, 2, 320, 405, 407' 
'Farquhar, J. N., 435n., 517n., 529n .. 532n., 

545n., 554n., 556n., 565n., 568n., 569n., 
574n., 576n., 579n., 588n., 590n., 592n., 
593n., 604n. 

J"ate, 342, 375, 411f., 492. 
F~'tbers, a. Pitaras. 
Faucbe, H., 327n., 479n. 
Fausb611, V., 409n., 415n., 508n. 
Fay, Edwin W., 72n., 276n. 
Felber, E., 169n. 
Fick, Richard, 232n. 
Fire-altar, 173, 181, 193, 205. 
Fire-cult, 90, 119f., 172n. 
Fire-drill, 179. 
Fire priest, s. Atbarvan. 
Fire-sacrifice, e. Agnibotra. 
Fleet, J. F., 28n., 437n., 474n., 512n., 523n, 

526n. 
Flood-legend, 210, 394, 396, 541, 575. 
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Florenz, C. A., 119n. 
Forest-hermits, 58, 176, 212n., 281, 284, !.166. 
Forrer. E., 806n. 
Forster, GPOrg, 11. 
Foucaux, Pb. E., 827n. 
Frank, Othmar, 20n. 
Fr~nke,_ R. Otto. 27n,, 410n., 416n., 61~. 
F~edertch, B., 469n., 614n., 678n. 
Fnedlaender, W., i85n. 
Fritze, L., 884n. 
Fritzsche, .R., 287n. 
Frog song, 109f. 
Funeral hymns, aonga, 95-97 107 1"" 1•a 

160, 176. • • "'"'• '* • 
Fuueral rites, death ceremonies, 148, 160, 

193, 272, 811, 666, 677; a. Burial. 
Fiirss, A,, 286n. 

Gaastra, D., 190n., 279n. 
Gambier-Parry, F. R .. 63ln. 
G~?apati Sastrl, T., 278n., 279n., 604n, 
GIOnaa, 166, 169. 
Gandbiira, 487. 
Giindhiiri, 899, 846, 858,860, 867, 870f 873 607. ., t 

Gandbarvas, 79, 10~. 184f., 909, 217f., 259, 
825, 882, 848, 850, 354, 640. 

Gandbarvaveda, 819n. 
Gavria, 468n., 689n., 666, 668, 670, 678, 

676,682. 
Gave9a.Kba~u,Ja, 66tl. 
Ga9elia-Puriil}a, 682. 
Ga~:,~e&a.stotra, 670. 
Gailgi(Ganges), 64, 123, 32Sn., 480, 635, 

648f ., 658, 68lf. 
Gailgidharmi~. 682. 
Gail('isahasranAman, 672. 
Ganges, a. Gabgll. 
Gangnli, Kisori Mohan, 327n. 
Garbe, Richard, !.!25, 436 and notea to 121, 

932, 977f., 280, 804, 427, 430!., 433, 4ll7, 
439f., 457f. . 

Garbha·Upanitad, 241, 942n. 
Gardabhaa, 62t. · 
Gargi, 929. 
GAr g.)'& Biililki, 241in., 253. 
Garu4a., 888f., 676. 
Garn4a.·Puriiqa.(Giiru4a.-P.), 454n., 523n., 

6SOlf., 579n., 676-878, 580. 
GarnQa·Upanitad, 240n., 245. 
Garutmat, 100. 
Gaster, M., 585n. 
Gathiis, 47, 211, 214n., 215, 226, 311, 814 

471, 520, 530; a. Jlltaka; g. niir8Sarpsi: 
226. 814, 470. 

GauQapllda, 590n. 
GauQapidiya·Kirikis, 938n. 
Gauri, 576. 
Gautama, father of 9vetaketu, 280, 
Gautama Buddna, •· Buddha. 
Gautarna-Dharmaaiitra, 35, 24ln., 619. 
Gautarna Hiridrnmata, 280. 
Gautarna-Pitrmedhasiitra. 28ln. 
Gautamasmrt.i. 665u. 
Gautama&riddhak&lpa, !olSOn. 
Gautarnimibitrnya, 630. 

Gawroneki, A., $13n. 
Gayimibitmya, 654, 678. 
Gi;ratri, til, 63, 153, 16~, 179ff., 917. 
Ge1ger, Bernhard, 169n. 
Geiger, Wilhelm, 6ln. 
Gelder, J. M. van, 978n. 
Geldner, Karl F., 67, 71, 72n., 74, lOOn., 

lOon., 209n., 3Uin., 445n .. 5f 2o. 
Gen~alogiea,ll20, 444t, 620, t::2f., 528n., 

629, 686f., 651, 554, 560, lit>i.l, ~70. oHIJ., 
680,. 684; genealogical \wsea, a, Ann· 
valplla~lukas, Vazptiae. 

Geography, 8il0, li34, 1148, 566, 575. oSO· of 
til~ Veda, 63f., 428, 11l5f., 21M.; ol 'the 
epiCS, 507f. 

GeODietry, 4, 276. 
1 

German and Indian, t'.S, 13211', 
Geata ~~ornanorum, 585o, 
Gbata;itaka, 472n. 
Gha~tkaca, 338, ll4B. 363!. 
Gbeyn, J. van den. 43ln. 
Gbora l.flgirasa, 457. 
Gbose, Aurobindo. 237n. 
Gildemeister, J., 23n. 
Giles, P .. 304n., 805. 
Git1, a. Bhaga.vadgiti. 
Gitagovinda, 556n., 557n. 
Gitilal!lkiranirdesa!}, 654n. 
G.itiroihitmya, 542n. 
Glase~app, HelmutL von, l8n.,5J7n. 
GnomiC poetry, a. Apboriau••· 
GobbiJa.6rbyaaiitra, 160n., 270, 277 27\1, 

981. • 
Gcbbilaputra, 281. 
Gobbilya.Pari8i~~as, !olfUo. 
Ood, 6t8, 674; a. Love of God. 
Godabole, N.B., 686n. 
Goethe, 11, 200n. 
Goloka, 440. 
Gopila Bhatta, Ratoa, 279n. 
Gopatba·BribmaJII&. 70n., 190. 
Gorresio, Gaspare, 47!ln., 498. 
Gospels, a. New Testament. 
Gough. A. E., 247n. 
Govardhana, 447. 
Govindicirya Svimio, A., 605n., 638n. 
Grimageyag•na, 167. 
Grammar, at .• 8, 19, 35, 56, 226, 268, 284, 

289. 666, 517. 6~0. 
Grammarians. 32. 233, 981i. 
GraSBmann, H., 71. 
Greeks. 27. 2!l5u., 437, 446, 4135,514, 51:1. 
Grbastba, 233. 
Grbyakarmil!i. 160. 
G rhya-sacrilicea, 162n. 
Grhya•alp~rahapariiiit~a. 281. 
Gri.Jyasiitras, 56, 107, 126, 160, 272ff., 280f, 

2!l6, 615. 
Grierson, G. A., 40n., 48n., 47n., 49o., 

5ln., 342n., 48ln .. 486n., 489n., 440n., 
455n., 458n., 508o.. 5lln., 512n, 
514n., 556o., 568n., 686n. 

Griffith, Ralph T. H., 8lf .. 112, 112, 167 
and notes to 71, 9R, 104. 107f., 111, 
119, 129·181, 137, 141, 144, 147, 15~. 
170, 899, 410, 476, 479, 483f. 
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Grill, Julius, 119n. 
Grimm, Jacob, 486n. 
Grohmann, J. V., 130n. 
Grt~amada, ani, 57f. 
Grube, E., 312n. 
Grube, W ., 268n. 
Gubernatis, A. de, 883. 
GuyllQhya, 49, 514n. 
Gn~a.s, 430, 539. 
Gune, P. D., 70n. 
Gnptas, 524, 553. 

Kaas, E., 274n. 
Haberlandt, M., 409n. 
Halevy, J., 304n. 
Halhed, Nathaniel Brassey, 10. 
Hall, F. E., 574n. 
Hallisa-dances, 448n. 
Hamilton, Alexander, !Sf, 15n. 
Hammer, Joseph v .. 409n. 
Harpaagimbhakop&khy&na, 453n. 
Hanumat, 848, 385, 477f., 4891I., 501, 509, 
Hanxleden, Johann Ernst, 9. 
Hara=Siva, 452n. 
Haraprasada Sastri, 526n., 571n., 680n., 

5\12n., 593n .. 595n., 5!J6n., 604n., 605n. 
Hardy. Edmond,l76n., 472n. 
Bare, W. L., 429n. 
Hari=Vi~l;lu, 444, 452n., 453,647. 
Harigita. 438n. 
Harihar&tmakastava, 459n. 
Harili!a, 555n. 
Hari5candra., 211-214. 561. 
Hariva.J!Isa, 105, 321, 377n., SSOn., 407n., 

113-454, 4551f, 460. 464, 467n., 468n., 469, 
472, 477, 50'2. 503n.; 541n., a religious 
book 4:''2: a Porll!)a. 443f .. 454: H. and 
Puriil}as, 517£., 520, 552f., 557, 666, 575, 
577. 

Harivai!J'a-Pnr&rJa, 443. 
Ha~a, 525, 
Har~acarita, 463n., 526. 
Harting, P., 277n. 
Hastings, Warren, 9£. 
Hauer, J. W.,ll0n.,154n.,243n. 
Haug, Martin, llOn., 118n., 190n., 2lln., 

247n. 
Hauvette.Eesnault, M., 555n. 
Heavt>n, h. and earth. c!eities, 87, 92, 137, 

15lf ., 175 ; s. Dyaus; world or worlds of b. 
348f., 374f., 381, 4()7, 532, 534£., 538, 548, 
553, 563f. 

Hecker, Max F., 249n., 264n., 266n., 267n. 
Hegel, 18. -
Heine, Heinrich, 7, 61. 
Hell. 174, 375, 582, 534£., 538, 548, 553, 

558, 5621f., 571, 577. 
Hemacandra. 514n. 
Hem&dri, 535, 536n., 556n. 
Hemavi:aya, 853n. 
Henry, V., 118n., ll9n., 272n., 
Herder, 9, 11, 14. 
Heretics, 542f., 551, 658. 
Herodotus, 63n. 
Heroic epio, Heroic poetry, 814, 321. 875ff., 

4b9, 466. 

Hertel, Johannes, 102, 807, and notes to 46, 
63,105, 237, 242, 248, 312f., 327, 353, 
3\!9, 456. 

Hertz, W., 842n. 
Heaiod, 152n. 
Hit;limba., 332, 347. 
Bidimbll, 332, 348. 
Billebrandt, Alfred, 77, 79, 84, 805 and 

notes to 16, 59, 71, 74, 76, 86, 102, 105, 
154, 166, 168, 175f., 232, 237, 239, 242, 
247. 271f., 279, 281, 306, 436, 486. 

Hindi, 49f. 
Hindiistllni, 50. 
Hinduism, 517, 529, 591. 
Hira!)yagarbha=Brahman, 528n. 
Hiral}yaka§ipo, 547. 
Hira!)yakelii-Dharmasiitra, 278. 
Hira!)yakeiii-Grhyasiitra, 277n. 
Hira!)yakesi-Pitrmedhaslitra, 28ln. 
Hiranvakeii Srautaslitra, 277o. 
Hira!)yakeliio, Saty~ha, 277f. 
Hirzel, B., 376n. 
History, 8, 29f .. 529. 
Hitopadeh, 11, 13, 18. 
Hittites, 304. 
Hoffmann, P. Th., 14n. 
Boltzmann, Adolf /Senior/, 327 f. 379n., 

SSln. 882n., 388n., 399n., 400n., 481n., 
486n. 

Holtzmann, Adolf ,/the nephew of the for
mer{, 469£., and notes to 315f., 361, 388, 
893£. 899, 427. 443, 454, 456-458, 465, 
467,469,602,520,546,653,557,584. 

Homer, 45~n., 4fl5n., 500, 514. 
Hommel, F., 295n. 
Hopkins, E. Washburn, notes to 63, 191, 

296 303, 316f., 821, 384, 890, 423, 431, 
435:437. 439£., 443, 455f., 458, 460-462, 
464f., 468, 471, 474, 602, 604, 606, 510, 
517, 620, 553. 

Horii, 589n. 
Horovitz, J., 549n. 
Horse sacrifice fa.Svamedha/, 173tf., 180, 

183, 193, 311, 379, 459,. 481, 494, 541, 

Ho~~r~·89, 160o., 161f., 163n., 183f., 194, 
214, 215n. 

HowelJs, G., 431n. 
Hrishikesa. S&stri, 557n., 55 n., 569n. 
Bsiiao-Tsang, 29, 39, 535. 
Huber, Ed., 513n. 
Hubert, H., 272o. 
Hultzsch, Engen. 472n. 
Homan sacrifice /puro,amedha/, 174f., 192f. 

I!Oln., 211$, 560n., 565, 582. 
Humboldt, Wilhelm von, 17, 426£., 430n., 

Hu!::.·R. E.,.242n, 247n, 257n., 25\ln., 269n. 
Hiii}&B, 51!4. 
Busing, G., 807. 

lbbetaon, D., 50Sn. 
Jcarus,489n. 
Jgs;, dao~hter of Manu, 210f.; a. Ill~, 
Identifymg, 203. 
Ikov&ku, 444, 551. 
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.Ila, 495, 
I!ii = I4Ji, 551. 
Immortality, 211, 255, 262, 389. 
Incarnations, s. Vitl}u, Siva. 
Incubi and Succubi, 134. 
Indo-European, I. languages, 5f., 41, 51£., 

68, 74f ., 84, 96, lOti, 136, 183o ., 200, 
274, 2\lO, 306, 309. 

Indo-Iranian language, 41; prehistoric 
period, 59, 78, 119, 309. 

Indra, 59, 65, 76f., 80, 82-88, 94f., 98, 100, 
108, 1llf., 114, 124, 132, 137, 153, 156f., 
160, 166, 173, 177£. o 184, 1971 201, 203, 
213,216, 218f., 227, 253£., 261, 304f., 
306o., 329f., 337n., 338n., 347ff., 351, 
360, 364. 366, 374f., 380£., 383, 392f., 
405n., 412, 447, 449, 460, 470, 489o., 
492£., 495£., 498n., 516, 538fi., 546, 552, 
560f., 563n. 

Indradyumna, 573. 
Indrajit, 492, 507. 
Inscriptions, 11, 13, 27-32, 47, 2\l\J, 463f., 

512n. 
Ipsen, Gunther, 307n. 
ISII-Upani~ad, 176, 237, 242o., 264n. 
isva.ragit&, 574. 
Iava.ra.krtl}a, 589n. 
Isva.ra-saqlbitli, 590. 
I><va.nstuti , 453n. 
Itibi>sa., 126n., 208, 218, 224, 226, 3111!., 

316,319,325, 387, 404, 407, 410, 414, 
422, 461, 470, 504, 518, 527f., 581, 595, 
604. 

Itibisapural}a, 126, 313, 518. 
ItihllsasaqlVIida, 405, 407f, 414f., 422. 
Itibisa.veda, 313n. 
Itivrtta., 518n. 
I-tsing, 29, 36n. 
Iyer, V. Venkata.chellam, 388n., 423o., 

462o., 468n., 469n. 

.Ta.ball, 229£. 
Jabiila-Upani~a.d, 240, 549n. 
Ji>biili. 486. 
Jackson, A.M. T., 521n. 
Jacob, G. A., 238n., 241o., 242n. 
Jacobi, Hermann, 294-297, 299, 305, 498f., 

503, 506, 510, 512, 516 and notes to 44, 
48f., 233, 217, 249, 298, 304, 314-316, 
320, 384f., 394, 435, 437, 457f., 461, 
465f., 472, 479f., 486f., 490f., 493f., 496, 
500-502, 504f., 508, 511, 514f., 550,· 605. 

J a.cobs, Joseph, 585n. 
J a.dabharata, 549o., 561n. 
Ja.ganmata, 593. · 
J aga.ti, 62, 164, 179, 181. 

. Jahn, Wilhelm, 517n., 535n., 536n., 546u., 
· 567n., 5G!Jn. 

Jaimini, 560£., 584. 
J aimini-Bhlirata, 58411. 
J aiminiy11.-Brii.bmaJ;la, 1!JOn., l!J1, 192n., 

235, 215n., 390n., 391n., 392n. 
J aiminiya.-Grhyasutra, 279. 
Ja.iminiya.Saxphitii., 1G3n. 
J ljoiminiya.$nuta.sutra, 27!J. 

J aiminiya-Upanitad-Brii.bmar;~a, s. J aiminlya 
Brii.bmal}a. 

J aina literature, 21, 27, 48f., 338o., 511, 
524. 585. 

J aina.-M aharii~tri, 48. 
Jainas, 24, 27, 48, 125, 237n., 303, 314, 

380n., 406,409, 4lln., 417, 418n., 422, 
472n., 473f., 514, 551. 

Jajali, 415f. 
J amadagni, 404. 
Jii.mbavat, 492. 
Jambudvipa, 548. 
Jano.ka, king, 227f., 404, 405n., 414, 415n., 

481, 515, 564n. 
Janamejaya, 323f., 369, 388, 390, 443f., 

452, 456, 470, 520. 
Jarlisandha, 335,341, 448. 
Jiitaka, 400o., 401, 410o., 415n., 418o., 471 

f., 473n., 509; giithiis, 401n., 508n., 
509o. 

J a~iiyus, 487fi. 
Jayi. 581. 
Jayadeva, 556n. 
Jayadratba, 351, 363. 371. 
J ayadratbayamala. 605o.
Jelaled-din ROmi, 409. 
Jensen, P., 306n. 
JM, Gaogaoath, 242 o. 
Jimiita, 354. 
Jiiii.na, 587. 
Jfiiioiimrtasii.rasaJ!lhiti, 5!H. 
JiliolirJ;lava. Taotra, 604. 
Jiiiioatan'tra, 596n. 
Job, 56lo. 
Jolly, Julius, 316n., 505o., 519o. 
Jones, William, 11-14. 
-Jllrgeoseo, Hans, 276o. 
Jyoti~a-Vediilga., 268n ., 289. 

Xadambari, 463. 
Kadrii, 313, 389. 
Kaegi, Adolf, 71o., 72 . 
Kaikeyi, 481 f., 484f., 507. 
Ka.i Khosru, 374n. 
Kailii.sa, 348f., 440, 492, 542. 
Kailii.sayii.tra, 453n. 
Kaivalya-Upaoi~ad, 242o. 
Kala, 150!., 412f. 
KalhaJ;la, 426, 479o., 523n., 525, 529n., 583f. 
Kii.li, 582, 591, 593f., 595o., 604. 
Kali age, s. Kaliyuga. 
Kalidasa, 11, 261I., 64, 105, 364, 376, 477, 

506' 540, 580. 
Kali era, s. Ka!iyuga. 
Kii.lika-Puriir;~a, 582. 
Kalilah and Dimnah, 409. 
Klllivilii.sa.-Ta.ntra, 603 . 
Kaliyuga, 452, 473f., 523ff., 526n., 527, 553, 

557, 574, 582, 594, 59tif.. 
Kalki, 552. 
Kalki-PuriJ;la,_ 582 .. 
Kalma~apiida, 403. 
Kalpa, 226, 268n., 271, 533; s. Ritual. 
Kalpaniimal}~litikii., 513. 
Kalpasutras, 56, 27;ol, 275fi., 282. 
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Kama, 99, 140f., 326n., 424n., 539. 
Kama5astra, 450.~ s. Erotics, Vatsyayana. 
Karpsa, 446, 448. 
Ka•.•Qu, 534. 
Kanifka, 39, 513 .. 
Kanita Prthusravas, 307. 
Kanjilal, Ramlal, 583n. 
Kant, 252, 266. 
KaQv&, a ~i, 58. 
Kal}va-school, 170, 192. 
K8Qvii.yanas, 552. 
Kii.pii.las, 574n. 

· Kapila, 434n., 556,' 582. 
Kapila Sastra, 434n. 
Kapit~hala-Ka~ha-Sa~phita, 170. 
Karai}Qavyiiha, 525. 
Karikii.s, 281. 
Karman, 258f., 411ft'., 441, 562, 577. 
Karmapradipa, 281. 
Karl}&, 330f., 335f., 338, 344JJ., 350f., 355f., 

358, 360, 362ft'., 371f., 375, 470, 507. 
KarQaparvan, 365n. 
Karttavirya, 574. 
Karttikeya, 480, 573. 
KAsi-KhaQQa, 572. 
KAsimahii.tmya, 574. 
Kii.sirii.m, 586n. 
Kii.smira-mahatmya, 583, 584n. 
Kasmiri, 50. 
Ka.Syapa, 142, 452n., 576. 
Kasyapa Nsidhruvi, 194n. 
Ka~haka, 104, 169, 314n., 389n., 470. 
Ka~haka-Grhyasiitra, 2'i8. 
Ka~haka- or Katha-Upanil}ad, 186, 237, 

241n., 212n., 261, 312, 570. 
Kathakas, 529n. 
Kathasaritsagara., 105. 
Kii.tyayana., 244n., 284, 286, 512n. 
Katyaysnasraddhakalpa., 280n. 
Katyayana.-Srantasiitra, 215n., 279. 
Katyayana-Sulvasiitra, 279. 
Rauls., 595, 596n., 599£.; Kauladharma, 598. 
Ka.uravas, 314, 317, 328, 330, 335, 341-372, 

375f., 427, 454ft'., 458, 460, 462,471, 473f. 
Kaurma-Pural}a, s. Kiirma.-Purii.l}a.. 
Kausalya, 481ff., 497, 507. 
Kausika, 415. 
Kansikasiitra, 129, 139, 280, 281n., 515n.· 
Kantitaki-A.raQyaka, 235. 
Kau~itaki-BrahmaQa, 190f., 227, 235. 
Kautitakigfhyasiitras, 279n. 
Kau,itaki-Upani~ad, 231n., 235f., 245, 253n., 

260n. 
Kauthumas, 163. 
Kau~iliya-Arthasastra., 244n., 245n., 313n., 

518n., 519n., 598n. 
Kaval}a, a ni, 228. 
Kavya, s. Orn~te/court/poetry. 
Keith, Arthur Berriedale, notes· to 60, 63, 
. 65, 72, 75, 102, 154, 169-171, 175-177, 

190-193, 211, 215, 232, 235, 239, 243,277, 
279-281, 283f., 287, 295, 304, 431, 435, 
451,458,461,464,498,510,512,524,526. 

Kellner, H. C., 384n., 399n .. 
Kena-Upanifad, 235f., 241n., 242n. 
Kennedy, J ., 440n. 

Kennedy, Vans, 517n., 526n. 
Kern, H., 469n., 514n. 
Kh8dira-Grhyasiitra, 279. 
Khii.QQ&va. forest, 341. 
Khilas, 59f., 174, 312n., 321, 443. 
Kibe, M. V., 487n. 
Kim~ka, 354. 
Kielhorn, Franz, 24, 33n., 285n., 605n. 
King/Chinese hooks, 268n. 
Ring, magic songs and rites for, 146f.; 

sacrifices for, 172f.; K. a.nd Brahmans, 
261, 387.; duties. of the K., 423, 576; 
s. Riija.siiya. 

KirAta, 347. 
Kiratarjuniya, 13. 
Kirfel, W., 236n., 46ln. 
Kirste, J., 277n., 316n., 463n. 
Ki~kindbii-kaQQa, 489. 
Klemm, Kurt, 19ln. . 
Knauer, Friedrich, 278n., 279n. 
Koegel, Rudolf, 183n., 360n. 
Konow, Sten, 471'., 7in., 280n., 304n., 305, 

306n. 
Roul, .Anand, 583n. 
Kramriscb, Stella, 580n. 
KrishQava.rma, Shyamaji, 34n., 46n. 
Kriya, 588. 
Kriyayogasilra, 543. 
Krpa, 330, 343, 347, 367f. 
K~Qa., 336ft'., 344, 347, 349, 356ft'., 360f., 

363ft'., 369ft',, 385, 426n., 427ft'., 431ft'., 
436f., 443, 455, 457£., 459n., 468n., 505, 
532n., 533n., 534, 537, 541, 566, 569f., 
574, 584, 586, 591, 593, 603 ; K.-cult, 
466, 472n., 505; K.-epic, 452, 468n.; 
K.-lel!end, 445-151, 453, 456, 472, 542, 
552, 557. 568. . 

KrvQa = Draupadi, 335ft'. 
KnQa Dvaipiiyana, s. Vyasa. 
Kr,Qajanma-Kba.I}Qa, 568. 
Krtava.rman, 367£. 
Kvatriyas, s. Warriors. 
K,emisva.ra, 561n. 
Kubera., 348f. 
Kubjikamata-Tantra., 604n. 
Kuhn, Adalbert, 135, 287n. 
Kuhn, Ernst, 409, 585n. 
Kula, 598. 
Kulacara, 599. 
KulaciiQamaQi, 600! .. 
KulaciiQam&Qi-Ta.ntra, 587n. 
Kula-Dharma, 599. 
KulapiijA, 599n. 
Kularl}a.va..Tantra, 587n., 599!. 
Kula.sundaris, 601. 
Kulliika, 519n. 
R umlra, 480. 
Knmii.ralata, 513. 
Kumarila, 463, 526. 
J{umaripiijana, 604. 
KuQQalini $akti, 600ff., 604n. 
Kuntiipa hymns. 149, 314, 470. • . 
Kunti, 329ft'., 333f., . 836f., 340, 846, 357f., 

362, 372f., 385, 398, 432f., 507. 
Kiirma PuriiQa,_ 531{ .. , 533n., 557n., 572n., 

673-675, 578, 606n. . . . . . . 
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Kuru, 317. 
Kuru battle, 318, 379, 470, 473, 506. 
Kuruk~etra, 196, 909, 317, 359, 370 n., 471. 
Kurupaiicalas, 470; a. Kurus, Pancalas. 
Kurus, 195£., 398ff., 466, 470. 
Kusa and Lava, 815, 494f., 497, 584. 
Kusalavopakhyina, 584. 
Kusilavas, 815, 494 n. 

Labberton, D. van Hinloopen, 435 n., 469 n. 
Labhaya, Ram, 499 n. 
Labour song, 111. 
Lacote, F., 818 n., 469 n. 
Lainga.Purat;~a, a. Linga-Purit;~a. 
Laktma~a, 481ff., 487f., 499ff., 496n., 507f. 
Laktmat;~a Desika, 604. 
Laktmat;~a Shastri, M., 603n. 
Laklmi, 838n., 389, 542f., 568, 573f., 579, 

589n., 593. 
Laktmi8a, 586n. 
Laktmi.Tantra, 587n., 589n. 
LAkulisa.PiiSupata, 574 n. 
Lalit& Devi, 578 n. 
Lalitavistara, 525, 605 n. 
Langlea, L., 15 n. 
Langlois, S. A., 443 n. 
Languages of India, 40-51. 
Lank&, 487 ff., 501, 514. 
Lanman, C. R., 119 n., 121 n., 129 n., 

154 n. 
Lassen, Christian, 91 f., 534 n. 
LMyAyana-Srautasiitra, 979 f. 
La Vallee Poussin, Louis de, 75 n., 304 n. 
Law, 19, 172, 275, 319, 321, 326 n., 378, 

424, 666, 680. 
Law-books, 3, 10, 12, 66, 126, 168, 275, 

334 n, 378, 424, 469, 467, 486 n., 619, 
623 n. : a. DharmaS&stras, Dharmasii
tras. 

Lecoutere, C., .43il n. 
Lefmann, 8., 48 n. 
Legends of origin, 218 ; a. Brahmanical 

myths and legends. 
Leist, B. W., 275 n. 
Lenan, Nikolaus, 7. 
Leumann, E., 445 n., 471 n., 514 n., 548 n., 

604 D. 
Levi, Sylvain, 102, 18? n., 206 n., 208 n., 

384 n., 451 n., 459 f., 465 n., 499 n., 
513 n., 684 n. 

Levirate, 823, 329. 
Lexicography, 3, 288 n., 566, 580. 
Libraries, Indian, 39 f. 
Liebicb, Bruno, 70 n., 190 n., 191 n., 236 n., 

283 n .. 285 n., 287 n. 
Lin-dner, B .. 191 n. 
Linga cult, 536, 542 n., 568. 566, 569, 673, 

674 n., 601. 
Liilga-PurAQa, 631 f., 669, 572 n. 
Litanies, 73, 93-96. 
LObbecke, R., 191 n., 271 n. 
Lobedanz, E., 384 n. 
Logos, 249 n., 266. 
Lomahar~al}a, 828, 620, 627 f., 683, 637. 
Lomap&da, 400 f. 

Lomasa, a roi, 348, 401. 
Lorinser, F., 427 n., 431 n. 
Lotus-flower, 64. 
Love, magic songs and rites referring to it. 

189.142, 245,978 : L. towards all beings, 
201, 416 ; L. of God, 432 f., 440, 529. 

Love-god, a. KAma. 
Liiders, H., 24, 520 and notes to 38, 229 f., 

285, 312. 400 f., 412. 468, 479 f., 480, 
608 f., 636. 640. 

Ludwig, Alfred, 60, 71, 994 and notes to 
68, 115, 119, 183, 268, 295, 801, 816 f •• 
b79, 3B4, 455, 461, 469-471. 

Lunar dynasty, 445, 629, 634, 651, 576. 
Lyric poetry, 9, 48, 131. 

Macdonell, A. A., 85, 90, 93, llll and notes 
to 65, 71, 77, 83. 96, 100, 109, 111, 113, 
154, 243, 986, 995 f., 804, 803. 

Mackenzie, John, 259 n. 
Macnicol, N., 592 n. 
Mlldhava, MitdhavicArya, 571 n., 604 n. 
Mlldhava Bba~~a. 569 n. 
MAdhava and SnlocanA, 644. 
Madbusiidana Sarasvati, 965 n. 
Madhva, 249 n., 536, 55!1 n. 
Mlldhyandina·school, 170, 199. 
Madras, the people, 329, 356, 365, 371. 
Miidri, 329 f., 353. 
Maga, 667. 
Magadha, 474. 608. 
Mllgadhas, 316 n. 
Miigadhi, 47, 49. 
Mllghamllhiitmya, 649 n. 
Magi, 120. 
Magic, m. rites, 4, 120, 125 f., 128 f., 139, 

143, 146, 168 f., 172, 944 f., 273, 2BO, 
287, 688, 601, 60t ; m. songs (spells, 
formulas, incantations), 109-111, 119 f., 
123 If., 127 f., 131-133, 135 f., 146, 182, 
186, 244, 248 ; m. songs for healing, 
129-136, 142.: of war, 146 ; for kings, 
146 f.;; for Brahmans, 147 f. ; for sacri
ficial purposes, 148 f. 

'Magician, priest of magic, wizard, 120, 195, 
149. 168. 

Mahll-BhAgavata-Pnrll!]a, 556 n. 
'Mahiibblirata, 2, 11. 16 IT., 26, 196, 233 n., 

811 n., 313 If., 816·476, 5l!l n., 641 n. ; 
public readings of, 45. 463 f., 471 n. ; 
what is the M.? 816-827 ; is a poetical 
work and a manual, 821, 458, 459, 504 ; 
age and history of, 321, 454-475, 503 
:If.: historical foundation of, 455, 470 f.; 
extent of, 821 f., 824 f., 375 n., 468; 
Parvans of, 813, 321, 341 n., 846 n., 
353 n., 856 n., 859 n., 363 n., 365 n., 
366 u., 868 n., 370 n., 372 n., 873 n., 
874 n., 875 n .. 888 n., 389 n., 423 f.: 
Vyllsa, the author, 822 If., 627 ; consists 
almost" entirely of speeches, 324 : lang· 
uage, style and metre, 101 f., 461 :If., 
604 : supposed revisions, 463 ff. manus· 
cript11 of, 464 f., 468_ ; recensions, 
464 n., 468 n.; editions, 467 if. ; 
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translations, 327 n.; Javanese and 
Persian, 462 n., 469 ; literature on M., 
316 n.; additions and insertions, 827 f., 
887 n .. 361 n., 862 n., 864 n., 366 n., 
871 n., 884, S9Sn., 485 ff., 467 ff., 474 f.•; 
contradictions, 458 f. ; outline story, 
328 f.; principal narrative, 327-875 ; 
ancient heroic poetry, 817 f., 875-887 ; 
Brahmanical myths and legends, 287, 
319, 387-405, 459, 493, 495 f., 604 ; 
obscene stories, 899-401 ; ascetic poetry, 
821, 459 ; fables, parables and moral 
narratives, 405-422 ; didactic sections, 
81\r, 422-442, 459 ; books XII and XIII, 
404, 407, 422-425, 464 ; M. and Hari. 
varpsa, 443-454; M. and R&mayat;~a, 476, 
479., 486 D., 487 D., 493, 495 II., 499, 
601 ff., 610 f., 613, 516 ; M. and PuriiQas, 
820, 617 f., 620 II., 639 f., 546, 552 f., 
656n.,657,659 Jf., 564ff.,670n., 575,577, 
581, 584, 586 n. ; M. and Tantras, 604; 
praise of M., its holiness, 825 f.. 444, 
463, 560; belongs to. the West of India, 
607. 

'Mababh~a, 85, 169 n., 469 n. 
Mahadevastavana. 44!1 n. 
Mahadeva Sastri, A •• 288 n., 239 n., 240 n., 

242 n., 601 n. 
:Mahikila, 698 f. 
:Mahikivyam, 452 n. 
'Mabim4yiiri, 465 n. 
:Mabi-Niriyal}a-Upani~ad, 235, 2..17 f. 
Mahanirvil}a, 595. 
Mabinirvil}a-Tantra, 592-599. 
Mahapailkti, 61. 
Mabaprastbanikaparvan, 874 n. 
Mabiporil}as, 522 n., 632. 
Mahapuru,astava, 452 n. 
Mibiri~~ri, 48. 
Mibatmyas, 633 Jf., 539 n., 545, 654; 566 f, 

669 f., 578, 582. 
Maba.Upani~ad, 241 n. 
Mabavastu, 472 n., 609 D., 525. 
Mahivira, 310, 524. 
Mahayana texts, s. Buddhist literature. 
Mahayogini, 594. 
Mahidasa Aitareya, 190. 
Mahidbara, 604 n. 
Maitra (friendship), 416 D. 
Maitra, A. K., 600 D. 
Maitra, B., 232 D. 
Maitriyal}i-Ssl!lbiti, 54, 170, 182, 186 n., 

206 D., 219, 238 D., 278, 814 D. 
Maitrayayiya-Upani~ad, 233 n., 288 f., 263 n., 

264. 
:Mai trey a, 545. 
Msitreya-Upani~ad, 238 D. 
Maitreyi, 229, 255 f. · 
Majjhimanikii.ya, 472 n., 599 n. 
Man in the well, 408. 
:Mana, 249 D. 
Manas, mind, 150, 257. 
Manava·Grhyasiitra, 278. 
Minava school, 278. 
Mansvsiiriddbskslpa, 280 n. 
~anava-Srautasotra,278D, 

:Ma~"alas of the ~gveda, 57, 285. 
Mi1,1c!avya, 473 D. 
Mindhitr, 552. 
Mandlick, V. N., 636 D. 
Mil}4iikya-Upani~ad, 288 f. 
Mantrabhidhina, 604 D. 
Mantrabrihmat;~a, 276. 
Mantrapi~ha, 277. 
"Mantra period," 293. 
:Mantras, 42, 46, 107, 170 f., 186, 189, 248, 

276, 586, 590, 596 f., 602 ff., 605 D. ; 
s. Prayers. 

Mantrasistra, 588. 
Mantriki-Upani~ad, 242 n. 
Manu (ancestor of the human race), 210,. 

394-896, 522, 634, 640, 650 f., 676. 
Manu-Emrti,12, l4 f., 18. 67, 126 D.,l47, 

200 D., 234 D., 243 D., 816 D., 880 D., 
898 D., 424, 619 D., 529 n., 667, 678 n., 
51l7 f., 606 n. 

Manuscripts, 18, 15, 23, 32, 34, 88 ff., 464. 
Manvantaril}i, 522, 550. 
Manyu, 78. 
Marica, 487. 
MarkaQ~eya, a Ni, 384, 897 n., 425, 659 f. 
'Marka~;~~eyikhyana, 634. 
MarkaQ~eya·Purit;~a, 875 n., 525 n., 581 f., 

559-665, 572 n. 
Marka~;~~eya section of the Yanaparvao, 

321 n., 559. 
Marriage, magic songs (prayers) referring 

to it, 88, 109, 122, 139-142, 159, 297 ; 
m. rites and customs, 107, 212 D,, 278 f., 
282, 296, 29!1, 550, 566, 698 ; ]ado
European, 108, 274 ; m. to five bus· 
bauds, 837 D. 

:Marshall, J. H., 487 n. 
Maruts, 75, 77, 81, 91, 93, 187,141, 174, 

180. 
Masakakalpasiitra, 279. 
Matalf, 848 f. 
:Matariiivan, 100, 181. 
Mathuri, 446, 448. 
Mathuri-Mahatmya, 570. 
Matrkanigha~~us, 604 n. 
:Matsya-Purar;ta (Matsya-P.), 877 D., 394 n., 

523 n., 524, 526, 531 f., 638 D., 645 D., 
570 D., 672, 578 o., 5'16 L, 678. 

Matsyas, 853 ff. 
Matsyopii.kbyana, 394 D. 
Maudgala-Purar;ta, 582 D. 
MaudgalyAyana, 411 D, 
Mauryas, 28, 474. 524, 552. 
Mausalaparv~D, 873 n., 472. 
Mauss, Marcel, 272 D. 
Maxims, a. Aphorisms. 
Maya, 341 •. 
:Maya, 564 n., 599. 
Miyiyoga, 588. 
Mazumdar, B. C., 464 D., 471 n., 568 D,. 
Medicine, 4, 129 f., 566, 568, 6'17, 680. 
Megasthenes, 28, 291, 446. 
Menander, 29. 
Menrad, J., 479 n. 
Meru, 874, 439 f., 548. 
Metal'hysics, 240, 
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Metres, 60 ff,, 179, 287, 461, 510. 
Metrics, 56, 268, 288 f., 566, 577, 580: 

s. Prosody. 
Metts/ friendship/, 416 n. 
Meyer, Eduard. 304 n., 305. 
Meyer, J. J., 315 n., 334 n., 344 n., B76 n., 

379 n., 505 n. 
Meyer, Rudolf, 287 n. 
Michelson, T., 45 n., 512 n. 
Middle Indian languages, 41, 46-40. 
Mihirakula, 525. 
Milinda, 29. 
Milindapaflha, 29, 353 n. 
Milman, Dean H. H., 383. 
Mind and Speech, 217. 
Mitani, 304 f., 306 n. 
Mithra, 76. 
Mitra, 76, 80, 94, 100, 137, 141, 304 f., 495. 
Mitra, Rajendralala, 2 6 n. 
Mleccha, barbarian, 52,1, 558 : M. language, 

331. 
Mogling, H. F., 586 n. 
JIIIojumdar, A. K., 503 n. 
Mokfa /liberation/, 326, 422, 424 f., 432 f., 

659, 595. 
Mok~adharmiinusasana, 424 n. 
Mommsen, Theodor, 119 n., 198 n. 
Monism, 267, 434, 588. 
Monkey•worship, 478. 
Mooney, James, 133 n. 
Moral maxims, s. Aphorisms. 
Moral narratives, 320 f., 405-422, 474, 

560-564. 
Morality, s. Ethics, Karman, Ascetic m. 
Mother, 337 n., 352, 377, 414 :=Devi, 591, 

593, 596, 601; Mothers, deities, 570, 602. 
Mountains, winged, 219. 
Mrgarasiiktani, 137. 
Mrgendra-Upagama, 588 n. 
Mrtyu, s. Death. 
Mrtyulailgala-Upani~ad, 240 n. 
Mudgala, 411, 518 n. 
Mudranigha~t~u, 604 n. 
Mudraraktasa, 45. 
Mudras, 595, 604 n. 
Muir, John, 144 and notes to 100, 109, 111, 

113, 115, 139, 2~2. ~27, 377 f., 385 f., 399, 
402,415, 417, 421, 431, 442, 486, 561. 

Mukherji, B. L., 602 n. 
Mukhopadhyay&, Dhirendranath, 298 n., 308 n. 
Mukhopadhyay&, Nilma]fi, 573 n., 606 n. 
Muktiphala, 555 n. 
Muktika-Upanifad, 242. 
Miila-Sarvastivadin Buddhists, 459. 
Miiller, F. Max, 21, 31, 67, 71 n., 100 n., 

102, 187, 211 n., 226 n., 230 n., 234 n., 
238 n., 242 n., 256 n., 271 n., 284 n., 
292 f., 299, 302 n., 303. 

Muller, F. W. K., 401 n. 
Mu~tr;laka-Upanif&d, 237, 242 n., 268 n. 
Munda languages, 51. 
Music, 4, 167 n., 169, 580. 
Mystical syllables, 186, 586. 
Mysticism 150 ff., 167, 173, 175, 233 f., 266, 

588. 
Mythology, 12, 75, 

llabbadasa, 585 n. 
Naciketa, 404, 570 n. 
Naciketas, 261 f., 404, 570, 579, 
NaQa Naifidba, 383. 
Nagapaflcami-feast, 567. 
Nagari script, 81. 
Nagas, snake-demons, 339,382,447,495,540, 

548, 583. 
Nahuta, 349, 381, 3g3, 445, 405. 
N aktatras, 294 ff. 
Nakula, 329 f., 341, 343,346, ll51, 353 ff., 374. 
Nakulas, 574 n. 
NaJa and Damayanti, 16 f., 113 n., 381-384, 

450 f., 502 n. 
N ala, a monkey, 492. 
Nalopakhyana, 381 n. 
Namuci, 392 n. 
Nandas, 446, 474. 524, 552. 
Narada, 211, 338, 346, 387, 395, 439, H6, 

449 f., 518 n., 558, 568, 582 n., 589. 
Narada-Paiicar&tra, 590 f. 
Naradiya-PuraQ& or Niirada-PuriQa, 531 f .. 

572 n. 
Nlradiya-Sik,l, 285 n. 
Naradiya/Narada/-UpapuriQa, 557, 558 n., 

559. 
Narakavadba, 440 n. 
Na.ra.iialpsi, s. Gatbi n&risaf!lsi. 
N1uasimmiyengar, V. N., 572 n. 
NarlyaQa. s. Vi,l}u. 
NarayaJta/commentator of Manu/, 243 n. 
Narayalf& /of the Jayanta-mangala family -

604 n. 
Nariiya~tiya, 321 n., 439 f., 460. 
Narmada, 576. 
Narrative literature, 6, 286, • 324; n. prose, 

211. 
Nasatyau, 304 f., 306 n. 
Nasiketopakbyana, 579. 
Nastika, 486 n. 
Nath, Lala Baij, 578 n. 
Naunidhirama, 577. 
Negelein, Julius von, 281 n.; 312 n., 456 n., 

516 n. 
Neo-Platonics, 266. 
Nepal, 38, 50,452 n., 571 n., 592. 
N epala-Mahatmya, 584. 
N estorian Christians, 440. 
New Testament, 55, 431 n. 
Nidagha, 549 f. 
Nidinasiitra, 288, 289 n. 
Nidri, 446. 
Nigadas, 163 n. 
Nigamas, 592, 600, 605 n. 
NighaQ-~us, 69, 287, 288 n. 
Night, 219. 
Nikumbha, 450. 
Nila, 393, 583. 
NilakaQ~ha, 467 f. 
"''ilamata /N.-PuriQa/, 583, 584 n. 
Nimbarka, 568 n. 
Niralamba-Upani,ad, 240 n. 
Nirgha!J~u, 605 n. 
Nirrti, 117, 206 n. 
Nirukta, 69, 268 n., 287 f, 
Nirvi!fa, 411, 596. 
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Nirvi~;ta-Tantra, 593 n. 
Nilivisatattva- Salpbita, 604 n. 
Nlti, 406, 422 f., 666, 677; of Brhaapati, 

425 ; 1. Politics. 
NitiBistra, 456 n. 
Nl&yifo9a§i.Tantra, 600 D. 

Nivitakavaca, 849. 
Nividas, 60. 
' Nobili ', Roberto de, 13 n. 
Novels, 8. 
N rsilpha, 590 n. 
Nrsiiphapiirvatipaniya·Upanioad, 601 n. 
Nrsilpha.Tipaniya· Upanioad, 240 n., 590 n. 
N nmbers, 62, 205. 
Nyisaa, 595. 

Oaten, E. F., 11 n. 
Occultism, 588, 691, 606. 
Ocean, twirling of, 389, 480, 546, 578. 
Oertel, Hanna, 192 n., 285 n., 813 n. 
Oldenl..erg, Hermann, 78, 77, 96, 100 f., 103, 

115, 127, 300, 303, 305 and note to 33, 
58, 60, 68, 71, 78 f., 86, 102, 105, 107, 
111, 119, 163-167; 169, 175-177. 187 f., 

. 193, 203, 206 f., 220,232, 234, 236, 239, 
243, 246 f., 264, 277. 279, 284, 295 f., 
298, 804, 81\J, 317,321, 344, 866, 405, 423, 
435, 437, 456-458, 461 f., 471, 506, 509 f. 

Oltramare, Paul, 193 n., 232 n , 247 n. 
Om, 185 f., 214 f., 244 n., 245, 433, 557 n. 
Oman, J. C., 827 n., 478 n., 479 n., 480 n. 
Omina and portenta, 138, 191, 273, 345, 491, 

566, 576 f. 
Oral tradition, 83 f., 36 f., 39, 203 n., 209 n., 

234, 270, 302, 815, 466 f., 496, 499, 504, 
521. 

Ornate /conrt/ poetry, 321, 364 n., 376, 452n., 
461, 476, 489 n., 490n., 497, 506, 512, 
556 n., 581; a. Epic / ornate/. 

Osthoff, H., 247 n. 
Onpnek·hat, 19, 241 n., 267. 
Ox, 153f. 

Pada Pi~haa, 283. 
Pidas, 61 f. 
Paddhatia, 281. 
Padmacarita, 513. 
Padma·Pnri~;ta /Pidma-P.{, 401. 4b4 n., 521, 

525 n., 526 n., 528 n., 531 f., 836-844, 
551 n., 564 n., 570 n., 572 n. 

Pidma-Salphiti, 587 n., 589 n. 
Plidma-Tantra, 587 n. 
Pidukipalicaka, 604 n. 
Pa.ila, 584 n. 
Painting, 580. 
Palppalida recension of the Atharvaveda, 

120 n. 
Paippalii.da!iriddhakalpa, 280 n. 
PaiBicf-Prlikrit, 47 n., 49. 
Paitimaha-Siddhinta, 580. 
Pili, 21, 41, 47,461, 511; Pili Text Society, 

24; P.-canon, P. literature, a. Boddhist 
lit.eratnre. 

Pafl.calakfal}a, 522. 
Paliealaa, 195f., 334, 858, 343, 365, 368, 470. 
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Pilicarlitra.A.gama, 587 D. 

Pillcarii.tras, 804 n., 674 n., 588, 689 D., 590 
Plllcarlitra-Saqlhit&s, 587 n., 588 if. 
P4ficar4tra!i4stra, 245 D. 
Palloatantra, 2, 410; 605 n. 
Pallcatattva, 594, 608, 606 n. 
Pallcavidha.siitra, 284. 
Palicavi!psa-BrllhmaQa, 19l, 193 D,, 280, 
Paficendropakhylnam, 837 D. 

Ps~;t(iavas, 314, 328-876, 381, 385, 406, 427, 
446, 454 Jf., 460, 462, 466, 470 lf., 502 
506, 523, 552, 560. • 

Pandit, Shankar P., 120 n. 
Pli~;tQu, ~3. 329f., 837, 861 n., 870,488, 470, 
Pil}ini, 13, 42, 44, 46, 69, 236, 284 n., 289, 

809, 817 n., 318 n., 471, 473, 605, 512 D. 
Pi~;tiniya-Sikei, 285 n. 
Pailkti, 61. 
Pantheism, 7, 124, 267, 436, 529. 
Paolino de St. Bartholomeo, 9, H. 
Parab, K. P., 498 n. 
Parables, 300, 405, 407 f., 424, 
Paramahaipsa-Upani,ad, 240. 
Parama-salJll..titi, 590. 
Paramefivaramata-Tantra, 604 n • 
ParameAvarl, 573, 591, 605 n. 
Parasara, ~22, 545 f. 
Pllraskara-Grhyasiitra, 279, 812 n. 
Pargiter, F. Eden, 560, and notes to 3040 

315, 402, 455, 517-619, 521, ~23-526, 
528 f., 532, 545, 558, 556, 559, 561, 565, 
578. . 

Pllrij4tahara~;ta, 449 n. 
Parik~it, 369, 374, 388, 470. 
Parisit~as, 281. 
Pa.rjanya, 76, 91, 110 n., 137, 174. 
Plirh~~o, 310. 
Parvata, 211. 
Parvati, 5411, 568 n., 586, 59'J f. 
Pisopatas, 5411, 574 n. 
Paiopati-Pur&:r;ta, 584. 
P&t&la, 548. 
Pa~aliputra, 28. 
Patafijali, 85, 411 f., 169, 269, 288, 818 n., 

469 n., 471, 505, 512 n. 
Pathaka, P. Y., 284 n. 
Ps\haka, Sridhara-Bastri, 237 n., ~1 n. 
Ps~hakas, 529 n. 
Pativrat4m&h4tmya, 897 n. 
Paul, A., 552 n. 
Paiimacariya, 518, 514 n. 
Pau~;tQra, 453. · 
Paui}Qrakavadha, 453 n •. 
Panrlil}ikaa. 318, 519 n. 
Pautkaraprlidnrbbiva, 452 n. 
Pau,kara-sal!lhita, 590. 
Pau~kara. Upagama, 588 n. 
Pau,~iksni, 136 f. . 
Pautyaparvan, 821 n. 
Pavolini, P. E., 327 n., 428 n., 536 n. 
Peiper, C.R.S., 427 n. 
Perez, I. L., 564 n. 
Pessimism, 263 f., 553, 
Petavattho, 577. 
Petersen, W., 45 n. 
Peterson, P., 46:1 n, 
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Philology, 8. 
Philosophy. 8, 12, 53, 55. 97-100, 124, 149-

157, 175j 218, 2·.1.6 1.,..289, 265, 819, 821, 
422, 424 II., 58&; of the Up&nlfa.ds, 1r. 

Upanitads; priestly ph., 233, 249. 
Phonetics, 35, 5~j, 226, 268, 28~ ff. 
Physiology, 240, 601. 
Pii}Qapitryajna, 172. 
Pingala, 28\l. 
Piilgali·, 405 n., 415. 
Pippalada, 237 n. 
Pisaca languages, 50. 
Piliacas, 49, 133 f., 369, 540. 
Pischel, Richard, 48 n., 67, 71, 74, 102 n.~ 

107 n., 111 n.., 171 n., 219 n., SIS n.; 
3.94-.n., 465 n. · 

Pitaras, fathers, 78, 96 f •• 172, 203, 212 n., 
377. 445, 537. 554, 575, 590. 

Pitrkalpa, 445n. 
Pitrmedbasiitras, 280, 281 n. 
Plato, 246 f., 266. 
Poetics, 4, 566, 580. . 
Poley, L., 565 n. 
Politics, 4, 244 n., 566,577,580, 582; e. Niti. 
Popley, H. A., 147 n. 
Porzig, W., 327 n., 376 n., 379 n., 38S n. 
Prabbiivati, 450 f. 
Pradyumna, 449 ff. 
Pradyumnottara, 451 n. 
Pragatha, 164. 
Prabliida, 425, 539, 547, 557, 574· n. 
Prai,aeiiktiini, 60. 
Prajiipati, 63, 78, 98, 100, 150 f., 175, 180, 

194, 196 f., 204 n., 205, 216 fl., 253 lf., 
259 II. 

Prakrit, 43 f., 48 f., 511, 512 n. 
Prakrti, 434, 536, 568, 579, 593. 
Prskrti-Kba•}«:ia, 568. 
Praalya, 553. . 
Pramadvalii and Ruru, 390. 
Priil].a, 150 f., 224, 254 n., 266 ff. 
Prapaiicasiira-Tantra, 601-603. 
Prasad Varma Siistri, Siddbesvari, 242 n. 
Praina-Upani~ad, 237,241 n., 242 n. · 
Prasth4nabbeda, 265. n. 
Pratardana, 227. 
Pratij~siitra, 284 n. 
Pratisiikbyas, 37, 70 n., 283 ff. 
Pratiearga, 522. 
Pravacana, 278 n. 
Pravabal}.a, 230. 
Pravargya, 176, HiS. 
Prayll~amiihiitmya., 57 4, 576. 
Priiyascitta., 137, 559, 570, 575 f. 
Prayascittaeiitra, 281. 
Prayer-books, 55, 107, 159, 169, 171, 276, 

293. 
Prayers, 72, 136, 140. 146, 148. 159, 163, 

170-188,195, 248, 276 f., 292; s. Mantras. 
Prayogas-,_ 281. 
Pretakalpa, 577f. 
Pretae, 577. 
Prey, A., 2(}8 n., 299 n. 
Priesthcod, 187. 
p, ieste, s. Brahmans ; p. and magicians, 

125. 

Prophecies, 524, 559 f., 557, 567, 590. 
Propitiawry formulae, 188. · 
Prose, S; of the BriibmaQal, W, 270f., 321 ~ 

of the Upanifada, 236 ff., 240; e1 the 
S!itras, 26!3 ff., in the Mabiibb&rat&.; 462, 
506; mixture of p. and veue, 8, 101, 
163, 211, 940. 

Prosody, 4. 
Prostitution, 67. 
Protagoras, 152 n. 
Proverbs, a. Aphorhms. 
Prthi-Kuntl, 3211, 432. 
Prthivi, 75,.157 f., 570_; t. Eirorth. 
Prthu, 444. 
P~·thiipiikhyiina, 444 n. 
Psalms, 57, 81. 
Psychology, 240, 494, 601, 
Pulastya, 637. 
Pu!)yakas, 450. 
Pul}yakavidbi, 449 n. 
Puriil}as, 30, 34, 109,163, 171 n., 239 f., 389, 

402,405,436,474, 486 n., 489 n., 493, 496, 
505 n., 506 n., 514, 817-986, 587, 595, 60~. 
606; meaning of th&. word, 218 n., 518, 
524 n.; P. in theBriihma~;~as, 208,218,926, 
311 fl., 470; Vyiisa the author, 329, 475; 
P. and Mahiibhiirata, 320, 459, 461 ff., 
467, 476; Hariva!pAa and P., 443-446, 
452, 454; language, style and metre, 461, 
530; tran~mitted by Siitas,' 466; their 
position in the literature, 517-530; nge, 
517 ff.; their sectarian cha1act.er, 617, 
522; their contfnts, 520, 622ff; definition, 
522,545,572, 674 f.; of divine llrigin, 527-
529; the eighteen P., 621, 526. f., 531 If., 
541, 550, Ci55, 572 n., 581 n.; survey llf P. 
literature, 530-586. 

Purii.Qa.sarphitiisiddbiin taaiira, 1131 n. 
Purandhi, 94, 108. 
Piirniinanda s~ami, 604 n. · 
Pur~hita, 66, 88, 146 f., 319, 583; 
Piiru, 379f., 639. - .. 
Puroravas and Urvasi, 102 n., 103 f.,105 n., 

179, 209, 211, 381, 383, 445, 495, 518 n., 
530, 540, 552, 680. 

Puru~a,175, 184, 204n., 218,224. 25SJJ., 434. 
Puru~Rmedha, 174, 192 f., 215 n., 307 n .. 

312 n.; s. Human sacrifice. 
Puru,aaiikta, 17 5, 218. 
PnrniJottamadeva., 604 n. 
Piitan, 76, 94, 179 f. 
Pu§pasiitra, 284. 
Pu~yamitra, 28. 
Putrikii., 339 n. 

Quackenbos, G. P., 565 u. 
Qufen of Sbeba, 342 n. 

Raabe, C. H., 281 n. ·. -; 1. • !

RAdhii, 533 D., 541 f., 544; 657 .u .. 568,. 691, 
693, eos. · · : .; : 

BAdhAjanm&o~ami, 541 n •. 
Rsdhakrishnan, 8., 239 n., 247 n., 259 B. 
Radbiivallabhis, 568 n. 
Riighava=Riima, 489 n, 
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Ra.ghuvaiJlSa, 540. 
Rahasyam, 243. 
Raikva, 229. 
Ra.in-ma.gic, r.-speU, r.-song, 110, 136f. 
Raivata, 551. 
Raja, K. Ramavarma, 592n. 
RajadharminuBiisanapa.rvan, 423n. 
Rlljakarm~~;~i, 146. 
Rlljasiiya (conaecration of the king) 128, 146, 

172, 178, 190, 214f., 341, 850. 
Rajatarailgi~;~i, 426n., 479n., 525n., 583, 

584n. 
R&jwade, V.K., 78 n. 287 n., 4311 n. 
Raktas, 78,13-i, 400. 
Rllk~asas, 78,133, 332 lf., 347 lf., 363 f., 369, 

403, 487 f., 490 lf., 497. 509. 
Raktambara /a Buddhist monk/, 538, 551. 
Rima, 314 f., 384, 457 n., ·476-496, 498 n .. , 

501 f., 505, 507 lf., 614 n., 1515 f., 640 f., 
566, 572, 679, 581, 690 n. ; R. episode in 
·Mah&bha:rata, 384 f.; R. ballad, 509; 
R. legend, 501 f., 509 n., 513, 514 n., 
515 f., 54.0 lf., 552; Rlima with the 
P1oughshare. s. Baladeva. 

&ma-bhakti, 579. 
Riimagitli, 579. 
Ritmahrdaya, 579. 
Ramllnuja, 234 n., 240, 2.42. 245n •. ,.265, 526, 

527 n., 528, 5!4, 556, 500. 
RAmi\nujas, a sect, 544. 
Ramllnujacarya, M.D., 5S9n. 
Rama/&mapiirva-, R>lmottara!Tapanfya· 

Upani,ad, 240 n., 515 n., 590 n. 
R&matirtha, 238 n. 
Rllmavaga, 2, 15 f., 26,314 f., 389, 401 f., 

. 457 n., 475-517. 584; a popular epic and 
an ornate -poem, 475-479; a romantic 
epic, 490 ; language, style and metre, 
461 n., 496, 504, 510, 612 n.; contents, 
479-495; myths and legends in R., 493, 
495 f., 604; genuine and spurious in R., 
487 n., 495-500, 516-; age, .600-517:. 
belongs to the East of India, 507 ;' 
serves for the glorification of Yivgu, 
453; holiness, 478, 497 f.; recitations, 
47l n., 4.77, 494; dramatic representa
tion of it, 451 n., 477 f., 502; commenta
tors, 497 n.·; recensions and editions, 
498 f. ; R. and Mah4bhArata, 848, 384, · 
475 f., 479; R. and Veda, 515; R. and 
Pur4~;~as, 518, 524 n., 540, 541 n., 666, 
675, 677, 581; R. &Dd Buddhism, 608· 
614, 516; Old Javanic R., 514 n.; G-reek 
inllnence, 514 lf. 

R4m-earitmanaa, 477. 

R&vaga, 384, '481, 487 lf., 502, 507, 509, 
514 n., 516, 540 f., 575, 679L 

.R&vanera, 493 !l, 
Ravifei;IB1 625 n. 
Rawlinson, H.G., 465 n. 
Raycbaudhnri, H., 437 n., 440· n.:, 457 -n.·; 

458n., 478 n., 506 n. 
~bhn and NidU:gha, .549 f. 
~bhns, 78. · 
~a~, 54, 16llf,. 165, 176. 
Reconciliation-spells, 189. 
Begnaud, P., 263 n. 
Reich, H., 549 n. 
Reichelt, H., 307 n. 
Remy, A. F. J.,13 n. 
Repetition, 131. 
Reuter, J. N., 279 n. 
Revati, 450, 551. 
~gveda, ~- -Sal)lbitU:, 54 tf., fi7-119, 126; 

159, 162, 179, 195, 212 n., 214, 216, 
219 n., 226, 244 n., 245 n., 268, 276, 
282 f., 285-287, 288 n., 300 f., 811 f..; 
313 n., 314, 317, 390, 392 f., 515, 518.; 
transmission, 37; language, 42, ·46, 57' 
60, 74; revealed, 55 f.; age of tha 
hymns, 57 lf., 63, 69, 73 f., 195 f., 201; 
215 f., 290 f., 293, 301 f., 304, 306 lf., 
the ~~is or authors of the hymns, 57 f., 
228, 301; the" family books," 57, 59; 
metres, 60 lf. ; cultural conditions, 63-
68, 74; religious development, 74 lf., 
137 n., 196 f.; invocations or songs of 
praise to the gods, 80 lf. ; sacrificial songs 
and litanies, 93 lf.1 funeral songs, 95-
97, 169 f., 176; philosophical hymns, 
97·100, 155, 175, 218, 226; Sa1pvllds or 
dialogue hymns /Xkhyilna hymns/, 100-· 
108, 209, 211, sn. 530; marriage songs, 
107 lf., 140, 159, 297, 299 ; magic songs, 
109.111 ; secular poems, 111-114,; 
D&nastutia, 114-117, 149, 314; riddle
poetry, 117 f., 183; popular and priestly 
poetry, 79; composed of earlier and later 
portions, 73 f.; editions, 20 f.; trans Ia· 
tiona, 70 f.; interpretation, 68-74~ ~-

.and Atharvaveda, 121-124, 127~ 140.1.43, 
148 f., 158; ~- and Sllmaveda, 163 f .. 
157 f.; ~- and Yajnrveda, 175 lf.; 
Br4hmagas of the ~-• 190, 194-; !rsgyakas 
and Upani,ads of the ~.. 235_, 242; 
Ved&ilgas to the ~.;278 f., 282f., 285 lf.,. 
288 n., 289. · · 

~gveda-Prati~khya, 1!84 f. 
~gvidhllna, 286 f. 
Rbya Davids, T. W,, 24, 36 n., 41 n., 410n.,. 

471 n., 508, 509 n., 512 n. 
Rice, E P., 586 n. 

Ram Lila, 477. 
Rlimopllkhyllna, 38i n., 501. 
Rl17;1ayaniya.s, 163 n. 
Rangacbarya, M., 592 n. 

Riddles, 117 f., 149, 183 f., 342. 
. , Ritual, r.-litersture, 167, 1!02, 268, 1171·1182,"; 

n., 811, 540, 554, 588; a. Kalpa. Rapson, E. J., 49 n., 803 n., 464 n., 474 
612 n., 517 n., 523 n. 

R<1saldance,f448 11. 
Rath!tlltara., a melody, 153, 167, 181. 
Ratn&garbha, 544 n. . . 
Ra(napatfktt£, 677. · · · 

Roger, Abraham, 9. 
Rohi7;11, 446. 
Robita,15I.154. 
Robita, Haril!candra'a son, 913. 

-·- Homahanav-a, 521-n., 6:l7 ni · 
R·o•en, Jlriedrich, 20, 
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Roth, Rudolf, 21 f., 71, 96 n., 118 n., 
120 n., 145, Sill n., 287 n. 

.Roussel, A., 405 n., 479 n., 51" 555 
5 

.. n., n., 
&6 n., 591 n. 

Roussel, P., 665 n. 
Roy, Pratapa Chandra., Si!7 n., 467 n. 
Roy, Rilmmohun, 20. 
\ttis, seers, saints, 57 f., 211 n., 224, 228, 

273, 286, 801, 313, 319, 862 n., 38l, 
800 II., 494, 501-603, 622, 528 n., 633, 
537,642 f., 573 f. 

~yafirnga. 399-401, 451 n., 473 1°0 f 
62 

n., <' ., 

0, 640, 67i! n. 
~ta.,154. 
~tu.a.rphitra, 11. 
Ruckert, Friedrich, 18, 327 n., 382, 394 n. 

395 n., 399 n., 409, 479 n., 600 661 n 
562 n. ' ., 

Rudra., 76 P. 137 n., 154, 185, 196, 222; 
Rudra.s, 574n. 

Rudra.ylima.la., 604 n. 
Rukmliilgadacarita, 559. 
RukmiQ.i, 449, 451. 
Rum, 389 f. 
Ruth, 486 n. 

Sabbathier, P., 279 n. 
8a.bbliparva.n, 346 n., 46S n. 
8a.chau, E.C., 29 n., 426 n., 462 n. 
Sacred syllables, 185, 223 n. 
Sacrifice, 65 It , 72 II., 158-163, 169, 172-

185, 187 f., 190, 195 II., 201, 205, 908, 
233, 245, 248, 260, 272 f., 417' 434 550 
665; science of, 161, 189, 195, 20S, 225: 
227. 231. 261, 319. 

Sacrificial fee, s. Da.k,iQA. 
Sacrificial songs and formulae, 73, 90, 93-95, 

110, 114, 118 f., 127. 148, 176 ff 184 f 293. .• ., 

Saddbarmapur.t4a.rika, 525. 
f?a9guruiiioya, 105 n. 
Slidbaka, 595. 
SAJha.na, 695, 602. 
f?a4viqtsa-Brlihmal}a, 191, 
Saga.ra., 480. 
Sahadeva, 329 f., 341, 343, 344 n., 1146, 851, 

354 f., 366, 874. 
Sahyadri-khaQda, 671 n. 
Sa.iby&, 651. . 
Sa.iiiun&gaa, a. Sisun&ga. kings. 
Saiva.-lga.maa, 688. 
9aiv&cAra, 699 n. 
Saiva-marrisge, 698. 
Saiva-PurAQ.a, 631, 653, 672 n. ; s. V&yu-

Pur&r;ta.. 
Sa.iva.s, 638, 676, 587. 
SAkadvipa, 567. 
E!Akalaka-8ehool of the l;tgveda., 67 n. 
sakalya, 283. 
f!akas, 524. 
Sak&yanya, 263. 
Sakbis, 53, 189, 284; s. Vedic schools. 
aakra-Indra., 668 f. 
f)aktas, 2t0, 5U p., 581, 591, 593, 597 ff., 

eca. GOOn. 

Sa.ktis, 514 n., 568, 573 f. 676, 581 586 
6~9 n., 591, 598 II., 600 II. ' ' 

Siktis~, Sakti religion, 691, 593, 603, 600. 
SakuDI, 331, 341 ff., 345 f., 850, 366. 
Sakuntali, 817, 876 II., 4 70, 640 ;-S.-drama, 

11, 14, 18, 376, 640; S. episode 11 1S 
376-879, 640, 657. ' ' 

aala.grima stone, 641, 644, 685 f. 
fialomons, Henriette J. W., 277 n. 
Salya, 329, 335 f., 3c6, 365 f., 871. 
Salyaparvan, 866n. 
Sima-Jitska, 50\l. 
Siman, 64, 161£., 165, 167f., 169n, 

284. 
Simanyas, 597. 
Blmapriti~ikbya., 284. 
Ssma. 8a~try, R., 278n. . 
Sil.masra.min, Satya.vrsta, 70n.,163n., ~76n., 

284n., 285n., 286n, 287n. 
8ima.veda, S.-8a111hiti, 64, 66, 126 159 

163-169, 193, 268, 813n.; the Brab:Oa.r;ta~ 
of the 8., 191, 11l2n., 194; the so
called "BrihmaQas" of tbe 8., 189, 11l4 
n., 271, 280, 286n.; the Upani~ads of 
the 8., 235, 242.; the Vediilgas of the 
S., 271, 279f., 284, 286n., 288. 

Simavidbina-BrahmaQ.a, 168, 280, 287. 
Simba-Purii.J;ta., 582. 
Sambara., 87, 451. 
Sambaravadba, 45ln. 
Sambhavaparvan, 376, 379. 
Sambiika. 495. 
8aiJlbitA Pi~bas, 283. 
SaiJibitis of the Veda, IS3f., 158-163, 195, 

201, 248, 276, 282ff., 292, 302, 813; 
liturgical S., 163, 195, 201; of the Msbi· 
bbirata, Ramiyal}a, Puri!Jas and Tan
tras, 322n., 498n., 521n., 670£., 
573, 581f., 584n., 586-606. 

Si111khya, 237, 425, 480n., 434, 437, 439f., 
523. 535 f.,646, 556, 589n., 596. 

8a!pkhyakariki, 689n. 
Sampiti, 489. 
Sa.IJls&ra, 408, 559, 56If., 571, 577. 
Salj'lskiras, 272 51l8. 
Sa!Jivida hymns, 8alpvidas, 100-108, 405. 
8snatkumira, 558, 571u. 
Sanatkumira-SaiJibiti, 571. 
8anstsujlta, 425. 
8snatsuji!.tfya, 425n., 440. 
Sandals /symbol of sovereignty / , 486. 
SiQ.Qilya., 198, 225, 245n., 246n., 249f. 
SiQ.4ilya. Upa.ni~ad, 601n, 
Bstijaya, 815, 8'7, 867, 850, 870, 878, 466. 
Bailkara, 237n., 238, 239n., 240f., 942n., 

265, 36!1n., 434n,. 488, 526£., 61l6n., 669n., 
678n., 601. 

SaDksra.SalllhitA, 672. 
Si'bkbayana, 473. 
Siilkhliyans-Xrar;tyaka, 235n. 
S&~kbiyana·Bribma.va., 190. 
Sankb/y /iyanagrhyasalllgra.ha, 279n. 
Baokbiyans-Grhya.sutra, 126n., 279, 312n. 
SAilkhAyaDJI-8rautasiltr&, 215n., 271n., 

279, 807n., 812n., 410. 
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Sannylsa ,240. 
Sannyasin, 23 .. , 589. 
Sanskrit, 12, flff., U01f. i epic 8., 44, .S, 
.Sl, 610ff. i classical 8., Uff. i 271, 309; 

mixed 8., 48 ; 8. type, 11. 
Sint.&, 400. 
Sintann, 32'2, 8281. 
Santikalpa, 28ln. 
Santiniketan, 45. 
S&nti Parvan, 423. 
Sapta.Batl, 665n. 
Siradatilaka-Tantra, 6().1. 
Sar~yii. 518n. 
Sarasvati, 173, 228, 668. 
Barga, 52-J. 
Sarmi, H., 640n. 
Sarman, Lidhiram, 279n. 
Sarup, Lakshman, 69 n. 
Sarva, 137. 
8arvamedha, 175, 193. 
SarvinukramaQ.i, lOOn., ~n., 286. 
Barvaparvanukirttana, 453n. 
Saryiti, 39U. 
~~\itantra, 689n. 
Sastras, 162. 
Sistras, 321, 453, 659, 687n. 
Sistri, Yishva Bandhn Vidyirthl, 284n. 
Satadhann,551. 
Satapatha-BrihmsQ.a, 54, 63n., 102n., 103n., 
· 1().1, 162n., 17ln., 176n., 179n., 184n., 

188n., lOOn., t93f., 194n., 197n., 198n., 
199f., 202, 203n., 20-in., 205n., 206, 
207n., 209, 210n., 217n., 218n., 220n., 
22ln., 22'2, 2241., 2~6n., 227, 228n., 
230n., 23ln., 235, 248n., 278, 298n., 312 
n., 313n., 3Un., 388, 889n., 890 n., 

· 39ln., 392n., 394, Hll, 67an., 688.n., 
594n. 

Satarndriya, 186, 397n. 
Satasihasri Ba111hit-i, 326, 464. 
~a!cakraniriipaQ.a, 6Mn. 
Satl, 577. 
~atpnravadha, 450n. 
Satrughna, 481, 493, 641. 
Sittvata-Sa111hiti, 687n., 689n., 690. 
Satyakima Jihila, 229f. 
Batyavd, 483. 
Satyavatl, 322, 899. 
Si~yiyana-Brihm~a, 192n. 
Saubhari , 562. 
Saukara·PurAQ.a, 53ln. 
Elanlviyana, 2'28. 
Elaunaka, 120 n., 271, 284Jf., 3~. «8, 

471D.. 1120, 537; aehool of the Sauna
kas, 284. 

Saunakins, 280n. 
Sauptikaparvan, 868n. 
Saura-Purlo.a, 681 n., 686f. 
Saura-Ba111hitl, 6; 1. 
Saunseni, 48. 
Santi, 628. 
Sautr&maQJ, 173. 
Bavitar, 7,, 1M, lH, 157, 179f., 6f2n. 
Bhitrl, 3(17 -31J(), ~. ll<t.ln.. 1164, 6/iil, 67'5. 
Blvitrlnata, 800. 
BIY1tfTil'r,lkhfln•, 11117n. 

Siyava, 91, 70f. 190n., 170n., lOOn., 
19ln., 192n., 2'36, 5128, 285n., 976n. 

Sayee, A. H. SOOn • 
Schack, A. F. Graf von. 876n., 450n., 544, 

n., 647n., 65ln., 652n • 
Bcheftelowitz, 1., 60n., 286n., Sl!ln. 
Bcbelling, 19. 
Schuman, Lucian, lOOn., 155n., 875n., 

t73n., 530n., 569n., 670n. 
Schick, J., 585n. 
Schiller, 585n. 
Schlegel, August Wilhelm von, 141f., 92f., 
~. 426f., 480n., 498n., 605n., 634n. 

ScbJegel, Friedrich von, 131f., 16n., 991, 
480n. 

Schmidt, Richard. ~5n. 
Schomerua, H. W ., 5S8n. 
Schools, 87 ; s. SAkhis, Vedic schools. 
Schopenhauer, 19f., 99n., 949n., 250, 

2ti51f. 
Schrader, F., 28ln. 
!Schrader, F. Otto, lllOn., 934n., 23Jn., 

240n., 436n., 588n., 689n, 
Schrader, 0., 275n. 
Schroeder, LPopold von, 7, 19n., 96n., 1()-J, 

lOOn., llOn., llln., 118n., 16!tn., 
170n., 181 f.,l87n., 974n., 2J4, 399n., 
427n., 435n. 

Schultze, Fritz, 254n. 
Schurtz, H., 131n. 
Schwab, Jnlius, 272n. 
Sciences, scientific literature, 8, 12, i89, 

550, 589 ; a. Sacrifice. 
Script, a. Writing. 
Sculpture, 580. 
Seclet doctrines, 943ff., 261, 687. 
Sedgwick, L. J., 48ln., 457 n. 
Self, a. &tman. 
Sen, Dineshcbandra, 496n., 603n., 608n., 

509n., 614n., 555n., 666n. 
Benajit, 406n. 
Senart, E., 48, 248n., 60Sn. 
Sewell, R., 464n. 
Sexual morality, 207, 365, 898. 
Shakespeare, 585n. 
Sibi, 409 f. 
SiddhintAcira, 699n. 
SiPg, E., 286n., 288n., Slln., 818n. 
Sikba~~in, SIS91f., 368. 
Sikot., 268n., 2821., 286; a. Phonetics. 
Simon, R., 168 n., 167 n., 169 n., i79 n., 

5!84 n. 
Sindbua, 885. 
Singhalese, 61. 
Singing, 4, 162 ff., .380, 682 n. 
Si$s. 42. · 
Si~unlga lrings, 474, 624, 662. 
Si,upila, 836, 841, 406, 449. 
Sit&, 184, 477, 4811f., 487 ff., 496 n., 49'7, 

602, 607 f., 609 n., 614 1f., 641, 676, 679, 
681. 

Sitaram Bastri, B., 242 n. 
Siva, legends and worship of, 77 n., 185, 

196, 1!40, 820, 007n., 8471., 388, 8<15 ff., 
418, 449n., 4601f., 466, 608, 617, 622f., 
5111', 1197a., 58'llf., 686, 088, 141D., 1'911,. 
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553£., 558, 660, 569ff., 579, 6811., 586, 
588f., 592f., 596, 599ff., incarnations of 
569, 574, 601. 

Siva-bhakti, 571. · 
Sivaginam, 582 n. 
SivaisDl, 535 f. 
Sivapnra, 654. 
Siva-PuraQ.&, 532, 553, 582; s. VAyn-Pnrii.Q.a. 
Sivarabasya-khaQ.~a. 572 n. . 
Sivasahasranimastotra, 897 n. 
Sivasalpkalpa, 6Jn. 
Sivasarp.kalpa· Upani~ad, 175. 
Sivi-Jitaka, 409 n. 
Skanda, 539, 570, 572. 
Skanda-PuriQ.a /Skinda·P./, 526 n., 631 f., 

570-572. 
Sleeping-spells, 140 n. 
Sloka, 61, 461 f., 480, 497 n., 504 n., 510, 

5:.!0, 556 n. 
Smith, V. A., 474 n., 513 n., 524, 525 n., 

5\!6 n., 527 n., 575. 
Smrti, 161, 321, 463, 522, 595. 
Snakes, 136, 178, 349, 1174, 381, 388 ff., 411, 

447, 567; a.-charm, 245, 388, e.
sacrifice, 323 f., 369, 388 f., 456, 520; s. 
Nigas, Vrtra. 

SOderblom, N., 249 n. 
Solar dynasty, 444, 522, 534, 537, 551,076. 
Soma, 58 f., 63, 67, 75, 83 ff., 94 f .. 107, 109, 

111, 156 f., 160, 166, 172 f., 176 ff. 199, 
217, 311, 392, 4·i5, 538 ; ; S -sacrifice, 
"73, 94 f., 109, 111 n., 148, 162, 172, 
178 f., 190, 205, 214, 272. 

Somaliarman, 614, 539. 
Soma~'ma, 228. 
Son, 211 f. 
Song-books, 159, 166 f. 
Songs of victory, 114. 
Sonnerat. 13 n. 
Sorcery, 690, 595 f. 
SOrensen, Boren, 317 n. 
Spelis, s. Atharvaveda. 
Sporck, Ferdinand Graf, 399 n. 
Sraddhi, 78. 
Sriddhakalpas, 274, 280, 654 n. 
Sriddhaprakriyirambha, 654 n. 
Sriddbas, 273, 280, 282, 523, 535, 537, 551, 

554, 559, 565, 570, 578, 580, 698, ; •• 
Ancestor-worship, Ancestral sacrifices. 

Sramal}a, 220 n. 
SrautakarmiQ.i, 161. 
Srauta-saerifice, 162 n., 272 f. 
Sraotasiitras, 56, 215, 271 n., 27!!, 176 ff., 

281. 
Sri, IS46, 603 ; 11. Laktmi. 
Sribhigavata.mahApuril}a, 55/S n. 
Sridhara, 544 n. 
Srinivasicharya, L., 277 n. 
S!ftattva.cintimal}i, 604 n. 
Sriyantra, 603. 
Sriijaya, 407 n. 
Sruti, 55, 161, 522. 
Billel-Holstein, A. v., 281 o. 
Stages of life, a. Xsrama.. 
Stein, Ludwig, ~7. 

Stein, M. A. (Sir Aurel), 38, 63 n., 529 n., 
583 n., 586 n. 

Btenzler, A. F. ,!!79 D., 568 D. 
Stevenson; J., 168 n.. 
Stobhas, 166, 168. 
Stokes, Whitley, 40. 
f:tOnner, Heinrich, 276 n. 
Stotras, 162, 165 f., 446 D .. 452, ISS3, 545 

n., 554, 578, 580. 
s·trauss, Otto, 827 n., 422 D., 433 n., 435 D., 

437 n. · 
Strikarmll}i, 139. 
Striparvan, 870 n. 
Stririjya, 585. 
Btumme, H., 118 D. 
Suali, L., 600 n. 
Subila-Upani~ad, 240, 24:a. 
Bubandhu, 468. 
Subhadra, 840 f. 
Subrahma~yam, 8. V., 677 n. 
Succubi, 134. 
Sudarliana. 590. 
Siidra, 85, 218 f., 229, 353, 43:a, (79, 495, 

524, 527, 558, 587, 699. 
Sufism, 266, 481 n. 
Sugriva, 489, 491. 
Snhotra, 410 n. 
Suka, 584 n. 
Suks.IA, 539. 
Sokhivati, 440. 
Snkra, 638. 
Sulabhi, 405 n. 
Sulocani, 544. 
Sulvasiitras, 275, 277. 
Bumantu. 584 n. 
Sumitri, 481, 484. 
Sun, 75 f., 118, 151 f., 171 n., 176, 183, 

194 ; a.-god, 75 If., 445, 536, 541, 561, 
672 ; s.- myths, 560 ; a.-worship, 
632 D •• 534, 666 f., 582 ; 11. Siirya. 

AnDal}fiepa. 175 n., 211, 218!1., 226, 802, 
807, 480, 561 n. 

Sundara-kaQ~B, 490. 
~utlga.s, 524, 552. 
Sung-yun, 524. . 
SuparQa hymns, 60, 812 n. 
SuparQ.idhyii.ya, SupaTQ.ikhy&na, 812, 38\l !1. 
SiirpaQ.akba, 487. 
Siirya, 75 f., 81, 91, 158, 177, 220 f., !!25, 

358, 366, 534, 540, 560, 576 ; a. Sun. 
earya;, 101. 
Si.irya-PuriQa, 567 n. 
Siiryii.sdkta, 107, 806 D. 
Slta, 315, 819, 828, 850, 854, 85El, 467, 612a., 

620, 528, 558. 
Siitaglt,a;, 571. 
Siita-Salphiti, 571. 
Sii trilalpkira, 513 !1. 
Siitras, 42, 46, 56, 2~ If., !!76, 27i! 11., 280 · 

ff., 284, 286, 292, 294, 808 D., 1118. 
euttanipita, 126 n., 313 n., 353 n., 440 ll. 
8uvarQa~~blvin, 407 n, 
Svadba, 185. 
SvAha;, 185. 
&vari4l'OhaQ.aparvan, 875 n. 
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Svayal!lvara, 834 n., 335, 840. 
htadvipa, 439 f. 
Svetaketn, 227, 230, 245 n., 250 ff. 
Svet&ivatara-Upanitad, 237, 242 n. 
SwAng, 319 n. 
_Symbolism, 167,209, 205, 233, 244, 529. 

'Taittiriya-.Xral;)yaka, 235, 237. 
Taittiriya-Br&hmal}a, 192, 193 n., 212 n .• 

235. 
Taittiriya-Pratiiakhya-siitra, 284 f. 
Taittiriya-Salphita, 54, 126 n., 170, 183 n., 
· 185, 190 n., 192, 193 n., 198 n., 199 n., 

200 n., 211 n., 219 n., 278, 283 n., 284, 
389 n., 394 n. 

Taittiriya-Upanitad, 235 f., 247 n., 259, 
· 264n,. 282. 
Takakuan, J., 36 n. 
Takman, 130. 
Tak~aka, 388. 
'i'alavakiira-Upani1ad, 235. 
Tales,101. 
.Talmud, 208. 
'l'il}c;lya.Mabi.Brihma'::la, 191, 219n., 235. 
Tantraraja-Tantra, 603. 
Tantraa. 1t6, 239f., 268n., 569, 574n., 579. 

. 581, 586-606. 
··Tantrasamnccaya, 604n. 
Tantric rites, 566, 578n., 596, 604. 
Tantrism, 605. 
Tapas, 99. 150f., 154, 220n., 223n.., 243n. 
Tarkalankar, Chandrakanta, 279n., 28ln. 
Tatkaratnoa, Panch,nan, 539n. 
Tarkatirtba, Pirvati Charal}a, 603n. 
Tat tvam asi, 250, 252. 
Tauler, 266. 
Tawney, C. H., 316n., 585n. 
Telang, Kashinith Trimbak, 425n., 427n., 

430n., 432n., 435n., 438n., 463n. 
Temple, R. C., 102n., 31211., 315n., 503n., 

561n. 
Temple-prillflts, 528, 529n. 
Theosophical hymns, 122, 124, 149·158, 
Tberigithi, 415, 47211. 
Thibaut, G., 245n., 247n., 277n., 279n •• 

289n., 295n., 296n., 580n. 
Thomas, E. J., 45n., 7ln., lOOn. 
Thomas, F. W., 512n. 
Thomson. J. C., 427n. 
Tibeto·Burmese langua~es. 51. 
Tilak, Bal Gangidhar, 295Jf., 299. 
Tipi~ska, 1, 52. 409, 471, 508f., 516; s. 

Buddhist literature. 
Tirtha, 401. 533f., 639, 581, 683. 
Tirthayitri-section in the Mahibbarata, 

401. 
Tirumiilir, 588n. 
Torlllllil}a, 525. 
Transmigration, 79, 231, 258, 566. 
Trsyi vidya, 126, 224, 248. 
Trigsrtas, 854f. 
Trimiirti, 452n., 573n. 
Tripi~aka, Chinese, 585n. 
Tripuravadha, 453n. 
'!ri~~ubh, 61, 179, 181, 462. . 

Tnladhira, 415Jf., 581. 
Tulsi Diis, 50, 477. 
Tnlsi /tulasi/ plant, 544, 586. 
Tull&ras, 624. 
Tva~~ar, 83, 90, 156f. 
Ty!or, E. B., 254n. 

'Uddilaks .Xrn1:1i, 1 94n., 231, 250, 404. 
Udgitar, 161Jf., 166, 169, 184, 194. 
Udyo~aparvan, 356n., 468n. 
Ugrasrsvas, S23f., 443f., 47ln., 520, 528, 

537. 
Uhagins, 167. 
ifhyagina, 167. 
Uhiks, 406. 
Uh1pi, 339. 
Umi, 450, 534, 573, 579, 598. 
Unde•hill, M.M., 478n. 
Unicorn-legend, 401 ; s. Ekasrnga. 
Unity, s. Universal Unity. 
Universsl soul, 97. 
Universsl Unity, 100, 156, 247Jf., 260, 264, 

267. 434, 648ff., 599, 603. 
Upigamas, 688. 
Upiikh:Jinas, 533, 578. 
Upanayana /introduction of tJ,e pupil to the 

tescber/, 36f., 136, 193, 269, 273. 
Upanil}ad. "Secret doctrine", 175, 243-245; 

261, 269n., 425n. 
Upani~ads, 19f., 30, 42, 53ff., 60n., 62, 67, 

70n., 101, 126, 167, 175f., 186f., 194n., 
215n., 225-267. 268, 281, 2!llf., 302f., 
312, 363n., 404f., 414f., 422, 437D., 438, 
457, 461, 470, 615, 518, 522, 530, 578n., 
590n., 602, 605f.; editions and transla
tions, 19f., note to 237·242; philosophy 
of the U ., 100, 124, 150, 183, 193n., 
228f., 231, 233f., 239n., 245-267, 318, 
411, 422, 431, 434, 548, 593, Vedic U., 
239, 264; non-Vedic U., 241. . 

Upapuriii}&B, 522n., 532f., 536, 543n., 553n., 
557, 558n., 566n., 579Jf. 

Urdu. 50. 
UrvaBi-legend, 536; s. Puriiravas. 
u~a.. 451f. 
Utas, 75, 91, 214, 222. 

. uaener, H., 394n. 
U~JI}ih, 62. 
Utgiksr, N.B., 458n., 468n., 47ln., 473n., 

508n. 
Uttara, 355. 
Uttari. 354, 356, 369. 
Uttaridhyayana.Siitra, 418n. 
Uttaragans, 284. 
Uttara-kiil}-9& of Riimiyal}&, 4!l3, 497. 
Uttarapuril}a, 514n. 
Ut!tararamacsrita, 45, 541n. 
Uttariircika, 164-166. 

Vic /Goddess of Speech/, 117, 194n., .21 'If. 
Vacaka, 453. · · • 
Vadhdlas, 278. 
Vigvati-Miihitmya, 684. 
Vahni-Purif}a, 566n. . 
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Va.idya, C. V., 459n., 468n., 49t:ln., 628n., 
645n., 554n., 556n., 657n. 

Yaikbina.sa.dha.rmapr&sna., 278n. 
Vaikhina.sas, 278. 
Vaikol}~ha, 440, 640. 
Vainateya-Puri~;ta. 631n. 
Vaifiampiyana, 823f., 388n., 448f., 456,1 

684n. 
Vai,l}ava jsacrifice/, 850. 
Vai,l}avicira, 599n. 
V&i,l}&va-Poril}a, s. Vi,l}u-Puril}a. 
Vaitl}avas, 538, 544, 576, 587, 590. 
Vai,l}avism, 601. 
Vaitinasiitra,190n., 280f. 
Vajapeya, 17~. 200. 
Vijasaneyi.Prititiii.kbya-Siitra, 284. 
Vijasaneyi-Salpbiti, 54, 170-185, 188, 192, 

201n., 2:·7, 284, 852n. 
Vajrasiici, 464n. 
Vajrasiiciki-Upani,ad, 241. 
Vikovikya, 126. 
Vala, 86. 
Vii.lakbilya hymns, 60. 
Valin, 489. 
Vallabha, 591. 
Vallabhii.citrya sect, 591. 
Vallami, M., 499n. 
Valmiki, 815, 884, 475f., 478, 480. 490n., 

4114, 496, 500ff., 503n., 504, 500f., 510, 
51Sf., 517, 541, 579, 5811. 

Vamii.cara, 594n., 590n. 
V~madeva, a r~i. 57. 
Vimakesvara-Tan•tra. 600n., 604n. 
Vamana-Pural}a, 53lf., 572f. 
Vamas, 674n. 
ValpAa-Brabmal}a, 194n. 
VamPii.nncarita, 522. 
va!jlsas /genealogies/, 194, 230n., 292, 302, 

522. 
Vatp&\valis, 584. 
Vanaparvan, 821n., 846n, 
Vanapr&stha, 233. 
Vapufmat, 560n. 
Varabagrhyasiitra, 278n. 
Virii.hamihira, 523n., 586n. 
Vii.rli.ha-Puril}a /V&riiha-P./, 5311., li69f., 

572n. 
Varliha-Upani,ad, 601n. 
Vii.rltl}asimli.hitmya, 576. 
Varona, 76f., SOli., 94, 100, 137, 141, 

144ff., 152, 196, 207, 212ff., 216, 304f., 
848, 383, 495. 

Vasi,~ha, 58, 402f., 444, 480, 482, 486, 49a, 
503, 545, 561n., 566. 

Visi~ha.Dharmasiitra, 62n., 241n., 527n. 
Vlsi~~ha-Sik,li., 285. 
Vasubandhn. 513. 
Vasudeva, 836, 445f. 
Vli.sudeva, 505; s. Knva. 
Vasudeva. P11ndita, 279n. 
Visnki, 389. 
Vita, 93. 
Vitsyiyana§ Kii.masiitra, 245n. 
Vayava /Viyaviya/ Purli.l}a, s. Viya-Par

Ana. 
Viyti, 75, 137, 220f., 225, 830, 620. 

Viyu-Purli.l}a, 377n., 45-in., 520, 623n., 62..1, 
526, 527n., 528n., 631, 532n., li53f, 
li78n., 578. 

Veda, I, 12,16, 18, 20f., 37, 66, 222, !!25, 
234, 239, 248, 264, 266ff.. 276, 280tf., 
288, 292, 325, 433f., 444, 619, 622, 527f., 
588, 551, 558ff., 587, 590, 595, 
605n., 606; its age, 27, 60, 63, 69, 
290-810; women and Siidras excluded 
from, 85, 230, 527; its language, 27, 
4lf., 46; what is the V. 'I 52-56; reveal
ed, 55!., 70n.; V. and Brahmanism 55, 
517; three Vs., 126, 162, 2·18, 280; 
four Vs., 54ff., 822, 518, 550; the fifth 
V., 313; V. study and reciting, 109, 
168, Hl8, 212n., 218, 224, 233f., 251, 
259, 269, 273, 358, 417 ; epic poetry in 
the V., 311tf.; compiled by Vyii.sa, 322, 
475, 627, 550: serves for the glorifica
tir•n of VifQ.U, 453; V. and the epics, 
462, 470, 473f., 496, 515f.; V.-exegeais, 
275, 288f., 605n. 

Vedicira, 599n. , 
Vedli.nga, 42, 56, 126, 189, 191, 226, 268. 

289, 292, 3C3, 813n., 519. 
Vedanta, 234ff., 239, 380n.. 422, 425, 

434, 486, 439£., 536, 579, /i\!0, 596. 
Vedinta-Sutras, 265, 863n., 488, 527n., 

528n., 544 559n. 
Vedintatirtha, Girfsba Chandra, 600n. 
Vedi, 206. 
Vedic language, 4lf., 30\J. 
Vedic literature, 27, 82, 521T., 470, 515, 518. 
Vedic mythology, 77n. 
Vedic schools, 56, 235, 237, 239, 268, 275f., 

278, 280£., 289, 299, 302, 550; s. Sikbis. 
Vena, 444. 
Venkataswami, M.N., 479n. 
Venka~esa-Mahlitmya, 57ln. 
Vernaculars, e. Languages. 
Vessa.ntara.Jittaka, 509n., 561n. 
Vihhital}a, 491tf. 
Vicitravirya, 322, 329, 470. 
Vidhi, 202. 
Vidhara, 472. 
Vidhusekhara Bhattacharya, 238n. 
Vidalli.. 385, 398. 
Vidulaputrinusli.sana, 385n. 
Vidura, 328, 329, 831, 3ll8, 342!., 345tf., 

857f., 870, 1'73, 400, 408, 425, 47lf. 
Vidyabhusan, Satiacha.ndra, 238n. 
Vidyiratna., Tarinitha, 599n., 60ln., 604n. 
Vidyirnava, Rai Bahadur Srisa Chandra, 

242n. 
Vidyisli.gara, Jibana.nda, 576n. 
Vijayi, 581. 
Vikar~;~a, 344, 871. 
Vimala Suri, 513. 
Vinata, 313, 889. 
Vinaya, 459. 
Vinayapi\aka, 353n. 
Viniyoga, 276. 
Vipa8cit, 375n., 562, 564n. 
Virij. 62, 204. 
Virs~a, 353ff., 36/i. 
Viri~aparvan, 353n,, 458, 465n., 468B. 
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VireAvara, o69n. 
Virocana, 253f. 
Vi,amapadavivaral}a, 468n. 
Vi§ayii., 585. 
Vif!].u, legends and worship of, 76, 157, 

178ff., 185, 196, 205, 240,320, 344, 350, 
383, 396f., 411, 426, 435, 443, 444n., 
445, 447, 449n., 45lff., 455, 457, 466, 
478, 480f., 495£., 501, 505, 517, 522f., 
526f., 532ff., 537ff., 557n., 558ff., 566, 
569£., 572ff., 578n., 579, 58If., 585f., 
587n., 590n., 593, 603; incarnations 
(avat~ras), 452, 478, 496, 501, 515n., 
534, 542, 552, 656f., 566, 668n., 569f., 
572ff., 581ff., 603; V.Nii:rii.yal}.a, 439, 
574, 689n. 

Vi~J}.u-bhakti, 539n., 542, 5li8f. 
Vi§l}ndharmottara, 526, 580. 
Vi~Q.uism, 532, 535. 
Vi,J}.oparvan, 445. 
Vi,Q.o-Purii.Q.a, 105, 171n., 377n., 380n., 

454n., 517n., 521, 523n., 524, 526f., 
530ff., 533n., 534, 538n., 539n., 544-553, 
554ff., 572n., 578n. · 

Vi,Q.usahasranii.makathana, 397n. 
Vi§Q.u-Smrti, 125n., 24ln., 486n., 58lln. 
Vi,Q.ustotra, 452n., 453n. 
Visvakarman, 78, 100, 492. 
Visvii.mitra, a ni, 57f., 214, 402f., 444, 

480f., 561. 
Visve devii.s, 561; a. All-gods. 
Vivii.dii.rQ.avasetu, 10. 
Vivasvat, 76. 
Voltaire, 13n. 
Vopadeva, 555f. 
Vratakas, 450. 
Vratas, 523, 576, 580. 
Vratya, 154, 191, 306n. 
Vratyastomas, 191. 
Vnakapi, 518n. 
VrtQ.is, 443. 
Vrtra, 83f., 197, 392f., 412, 495, 516. 
VyS.karaQ.a, 268n. 
Vyasa, K;,J}.a Dvaipii.yana, 285, 322ff., 329,. 

337n., 347, 359, 370, 37ln., 372f., 395, 
423, 452, 456, 45\Jn., 463, 473n., 475, 
523, 527, 530, 541, 546, 550, 555, 560, 
57ln., 575, 58If., 584n. 

Vyii.sagitl, 575. 
Vyii.sa-Sik,a,, 285. 

Wackernagel, Jakob, 24, 57n., 193n., 461n. 
WaJh.s, H. W.,100n. 
War, art of, 566, 580; w .. song, llO. 
Warriors, 66, 146, 214, 227f., 230ff., 311, 

314f., 319, 335f., 360, 385ff., 402f., 429, 
460, 521, 528n., 599. 

Watanabe, K., 513n. 
Watters, Th., 535n. 
Weber, Albrecht, 22ff., 291, 510, 514f. and 

notes t~ 62f., 105, 107, 119, 137, 140, 
154, 169f., 179, 188. 191f., 194, 201, 211, 
219, 237' 240f., 249, 271, 274, 279, 283-
285, 288f., 292, 295f., 312f., 384, 390, 
431,457, 464f., 495,508, 561,578, 584f. 

Wecker, Otto, 236n. 
Weller, H., 62n. 
"Weltschmerz," 7. 
Wessdin, J. Ph., 9. 
Wegselofsky, A., 342n. 
Wheeler, Talhoys, 584n., 585n. 
White island, 440. 
Whitney, William Dwight, 25, 2!13 and· 

notes to 74, 96, 100, 119£., 122, 140, 142, 
145, 192, 237, 284, 296. 

Widmann, J. V., 399n. 
Widows, burning of, 330, 505; position of, 

333. 
Wieger, L., 605n. 
Wilkins, Charles, 10, 376 n,, 426. 
Wilkins, W. J., 478 n. 
Williams, Monier M., 316 n., 327 n., 383 n., 

384 n., 505 n., 517 n., 569 n., 591 n. 
Wilson, H. H., 70, 74, 556 and notes to 517, 

526, 535-537, 540 f .• 644, 547, 557, 564, 
567-569, 572, 578, 591 f., 605. 

Winckler, Hugo, 304, 305 n. 
Windisch, Ernst, notes to 8, 19, 45-47, 

101 f., 118. 245, 324, 411, 471 f., 498, 
502, 512, 517. 555. 

Winter, A., 105 n. 
Winternitz, Moriz, notes to 68, 102, 106, 

154, 206, 212, 274-278. 28]. 287, 304, 312, 
316, 319, 321, 327. 344, 376, 388, 394, 
405, 440, 468, 471 f., 498, 505. 

Wirtz, Hans, 499 n. 
Witchcraft, 125, 129. 
Wizard, s. Magician. 
W ollheim da Fonseca, A. E., 643 n. 
Woman, 43, 48, 58, 66 f., 104, 206 f., 212, 

217 f., 228, 24<i, 333, 343 n., 398, 405, 
425, 432, 450, 482, 494, 507, 527, 558, 
564 f., 582, 587, 594; w.'s rites,139. 

Wood, E., 577 n. 
Woodroffe, Sir John G., 591, 592 n., 601 n., 

602 n., 605 n.; s. Avalon, Arthur. 
Woolner, A. C., 308 n. 
World-literature, universal 1, 2, 382, 

407 ff.' 585. 
World-sorrow, 7. 
Worms, 132 f. 
Wortham, B. H., 561 n. 
Writing in India, 28, 31-40. 
Writing-materials, 38 f. 
Wulff, K., 469 n. 

Yadavas, 329, 336, 338, 340, 374, 445, 448, 
450, 456, 557. 

Yadu, 445, 536. 
Yajamana, 160. 
Yajflavalkya, 170, 171 n., 193, 194 n., 203, 

228 f., 245n., 246n., 255, 258, 285, 404, 
571, 574n. · 

YlijflavalkyagitA. 574 n. 
Yajfiavalkya. Sik,s., 285. 
Yajflavalkya-Smrti, 246 n .. 519 n., 566, 577. 
Yajurveda, Y.-Sarphitas, 13 n., 42, 54, 56, 

us. 126, 148, 159, 163, 168, 169-187, 
189, 195 f., 203, 227, 268, 277, 289, 
306 n., 313 n., 317, 470, 515; Black Y., 
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54, 126, 170 f., 176, 177 n .• 189, 192, 
235, 237 f., 242, 276 ff.; WhiteY., 54, 
170, 171 n., 192, 235, 237, 242, 246 n., 
278; Brahma~as of the Y., 192 ff.; 
Upani~ads or theY., 235 ff.; Siitras or 
theY., 276 ff. 

Yajus, 54, 161, 163, 176, 184. 
Yajyas, 162. 
Yahas, 33£. 349, 351 ff., 359. 
Yams, 78, 96, 100, 105 ff., 142, 174, 219, 

251 f., 348, 361, 377. 383. 3\)3, 397' 
398 n., 404, 448, 540, 550, 562 f., 577. 

Yamagita, 566. 
Yamalas. 574 n. 
Yami, 105 ff., 219. 
Yamuna. 590. 
Yantras, 587, 590, 595, 601, 604. 
YantrasAstra, 589. 
Yaska., 69 f., 77, 287 f. 
Yasoda, 446. 
Ya.vanas, 465, 514. 524, 545 n. 
Yayiiti, 378-381, 410, 445, 469 n •. 495, 539, 

552, 575. 
Year, New Year, 118, 205, 298. 
Yima., 78. 
Yoga., 237, 240,243 n., 415, 430, 434, 437, 

439 f., 523, 535, 553 f., 557, 559, 561 n., 

565 f., 571, 574 n., 588, 590, 5()9, 600 n., 
602. 604 n., 606. 

Yogii.cii.ra, 599 n. 
Yoga~astra. 434, 574 n. 
Yogin, 363n., 416, 423,~ 430, 43ln., 432, 

453, 554, 599. 
Yonis (,tanzas), 165 f. 
Yoni·worship, 542 n. 
Yuddha.-ka~~a. 491. 
Yudhi~hira., 113 n., 329-374, 381, 3B4. 395, 

!.:Hl7 n .. 406, 423, 425, 471 ff., E02 f., 
505, 564 D., 554. 

Yudhittbila., 472. 
Yuj:!a.s (ages of the world), 535, 553, 560, 

576, 582. 
Ynvanasva, 551. 

Zacharia.e, Th., 13 n., 19 n., 275 n., 288 n., 
604 n. 

Zadoo, Jagad-dha.r, 583 n. 
Zimmer, Heinrich, 68, 123 n. 
Zimmermann, R., 238 n., 468 n. 
Zoroaster, 305, 307; Zoroastrian cult, 

567. 
Zubaty', J., 461 n. 
Zumpe, Hermann, 399 n. 
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History of the Bengali Language and Literature (in 
English)-By Rai Bahadur Dineschandra Sen, B.A., D.Litt. 
Demy 8vo, pp. 1067. Rs. 16-12. 

A comprehensive view of the development of the Bengali Language 
and Literature from the earliest times down to 1850. This book has very 
little affinity with the author's epoch-making Bengali work on the same 
subject, the arrangement adopted in the present work being altogether 
new and the latest facts, not anticipated in the Bengali treatise, having 
been incorporated in it. It has been accepted by orientalists everywhere 
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The Origin and Denlopment of the Bengali Language
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(In two Vols., F'cap 4to.) 
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Vol. II-Morphology, Additions and Corrections, and 
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'' This admirable work," says Sir George Grierson in his Foreword, 

"which is a fine example of wide knowledge and of scholarly research, is 
the result of a happy combination of proficiency in facts and familiarity 
with theory, and exhibits a mastery of detail controlled and ordered by the 
sobriety of true scholarship." In its MS. form the work was read by and 
obtained the highest approval of some of the most distinguished scholars 
in the field of Indian Linguistics in Europe, and it may be said to indicate 
a land-mark in the history of Philological researches into Indian Lan
guages. It is the first systematic and detailed history of a Modem Indo
Aryan Language written by an Indian, and incidentally, as it is compara-. 
tive in its treatment, taking into consideration facts in other Indo-Aryan 
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speeches, it is an invaluable contribution to the scientific study of the 
Modern Indo-Aryan languages as a whole. 

The Bengali words have throughout been given in Bengali as well as 
in Roman characters. · 

History of Bengali Language-By Bijaychandra Majum
dar, B.L. (Second Edition-Revised and Enlarged). Derny 
8vo, pp. 323. Rs. 7-0. 
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Bengali Language and the various influences-linguistic, ethnic, social
that shaped and moulded its earlier history. 
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